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Preface.

The

object of this book

processes

and

to

bj'

which paper

is

to give a scientitic

is

made,

The

and

facts

are often of

rules given therein are derived

more value

to

has received the attention due to

The drawings

may

who

desire to build mills,

as well as

represent machinery which

will serve for

The prepa-

brilliant scientific explanations.

from straw, wood, and other vegetable

fibres,

importance.

its

engineers, and of approved construction

and many of them

from experience, and especial care haa

not look in vain for those practical details, which

him than the most

from waste paper,

ration of pulp

;

is

in active operation, built

they are carefully

working plans

in the

made

by

first-class

in correct proportions,

machine-shop.

The consumption of paper, though it has increased enormously of late years, must
grow with the progress of civilization, and will in the future assume proportions, of

which we can

at the present

time form no adequate idea.

stantly required to satisfy these

to

when he undertook

raw materials are con-

modern paper-manufacture, cover already

be thoroughly mastered by one mind,

conscious

New

demands, and the processes of their transformation, which

constitute the principal feature of
field

practical explanation of the different

be a helpmate for paper-makers generally.

been taken that the working-man

still

and

to serve as a guide for those

this task.

—a

fact,

too large a

of which the author was fully

But, having acquainted himself with the theory

of the art by studying the sciences which form

its basis,

and having acquired

practical

experience by the manufacture of fine and coarse papers from rags, w^aste paper, straw,
&c.,

by the erection and management of four

and by

visits to

hundreds of other ones

difl'ereut mills in

in different countries,

Germany and America,
to make

he determined

the attempt.

As

the following lines were gradually penned, their progress was frequently arrested

by deficiencies

in the author's

knowledge, which could only be supplied t'vom the experi-

ence of other paper-makers and machinists.

For the purpose of obtaining the required

information he called on the owners and managers of upwanls of
mills in this

country, especially in

New

fifty

of the prominent

England; and he takes pleasure

in

testifying

here to the almost universal kindness and liberality with which they iiermitted him to

PBEFACE.

iy

investio-ate their operations,

ments and years of

aud freely cpmmunicated tbe results of many costly experi-

toil.

Tbe author also
rendered to him in the

gratefully

acknowledges the kind

publication of this

aud disinterested assistance

book by Mr. Hexry Carey Baird.

The works of previous writers, and also the Paper-Trade Journal, published by Mr.
Howard Lockwood at K^ew York, the Paper-Trade Seporter, published by Mr. Champion
Bissell at

C.

Xew

A. Rudel

at

York, and the

Centralblait

fur Deutsche Papkrfabricaiion, published by Mr.
If any quotations should have

Dresden, have been largely drawn upon.

been made without stating the source, the indulgence of those whose mental property has
thus been uuintentionaliy appropriated is herewith solicited.
Pei-fection
parts,
art of

is

not claimed for this work;

aud may be improved upon by

it

will

future writers.

probably be found deficient
If,

however,

mauufacturing paper by adding to the knowledge of those

it

in

many

serves to advance the

who

follow

it

as their

profession, the author's labors will not have been spent in vain.
C.

Philadelphia, March,

1873.
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A PRACTICAL TREATISE
ON THE

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER.
Chapter

I.

PAPER.

THE WORD
plant,

2yapeT

which was nsed

is

derived from the Greek word papyrus, an Egyptian

for writing j^nrposes in ancient times.

Papyrus, parchment, wood, and stone, on which remote history has been transmitted to us, retained substantially their original form after they had been prepared
To the Chinese belongs the credit of having been the first who formed
for writing.

Their raw materials
fibres the web which constitutes the paper of our time.
bamboo, rags, ricethe
and
mulberry,
such
as
the
inner
bark
of
several
trees
the
are
The infinite variety of uses to which paper is put in China, as
straw, and others.

from

articles of clothing, handkerchiefs, napkins, twine, furniture, &c.,

which

perfection

The Chinese

shows the

state of

manufacture has there reached.

its

consider paper so indispensable that a certain quantity

is

frequently

secured to their wives in their marriage contracts.

The knowledge

of the art seems to have been communicated

by the Chinese

to

Spain during their occupation of
that country, and from there it found its way to all parts of Europe.
Paper made from cotton, with authentic dates from the tenth and earlier cenbut linen paper cannot be traced further back than the thirturies, is preserved
From that period
teenth century, from which time it seems to have taken the lead.

the Hindoos and Arabs, brought

by the

latter to

;

up

to the

from

end of the eighteenth century paper was made in Europe almost altogether

rags.

Paper, at the present day,
that

it

is

would hardly be possible

made from such an
to

enumerate them

hemp, cotton, wood, straw,
paper-making consists in
primitive fibres, and forming them into

directly or indirectly of vegetable produce, such as flax,

esparto and manilla

grasses, jute, cane,

(fee,

and the

the reduction of all these materials into their
felted sheets.
2

number of materials
They are, however, all

infinite
all.

art of

:
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Flax, liemp, and cotton are reduced to a very small jjroiwrtion of their original
bulk bv the time they leave the weaving-mills, and nothing but the clean fibres are
contained in the goods made from them.
Considering that out of a hundred pounds of flax or hemp, as it comes from the
soil,

only about two and a half pounds of good white linen are obtained, and only
it (the best part of the whole) finds its way into the pajjer-mill, it

a portion of

seems certainly a vain attempt to look for any produce of the vegetable kingdom
which, in its original form, can furnish either an equal jjroportionate quantity or
quality of fibres as the

same weight of

The consumption of paper

rags.

has, within the last fifty years, increased at a

greater rate than the suj^ply of rags

;

much

the price of the latter having consequently

begun to rise, has made it j^ossible to bring other raw materials into competition with
them for the lower grades of j^aper.
The jjerfection of the art has also enabled the mills to make better jDaper from

and

inferior rags,

their j^lace has gradually been filled

It is neither necessary

anything

else

up by new

fibrous substances.

nor desirable to make the best qualities of paper from

but rags, but they have to be reserved for them alone.

is becoming more universal than ever
and the constantly increasing demands of civilized humanity on the papermill can only be met by a corresponding production of pulp from new materials or

Education, assisted by the printing press,

before,

substitutes.

With

is being done..
The manufacture of straw,
improved that the bulk of the news- and cheaj)

the aid of science this

wood and esparto pulp has been

so

is already made of these materials.
The grades of pajier for which rags will be used are thus gradually reduced in
number ; but the fact of their stricter exclusion from the large army of common
papers, only confirms the opinion of those pajjer-makers who are often heard to

book-papers

exclaim, in utter contempt of straw, wood, and other substitutes
"

Rags are yet King

!"

We may

add that they will probably always remain king, if that dignity
permanent superiority over all other substances as the material for
and most valuable kinds of paper.

de]>ends on their

the best

We

shall, therefore, treat first of rags,

and in

later chapters of the substitutes.

Chapter

IL

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER BY HAND.

DURING THE

eighteenth and the beginning of this century linen and cotton

rags were sorted only at the mill, and jjrincipally according to color.

Chlorine and

its

use for bleaching had not yet been discovered, and the color of

the rags determined that of the ^laper.

They were then

cut into small

jsieces,

soaked in water, and

moist state in cellars or vaults, in order to j^roduce fermentation
to

make them i"ot.
The rotting j^rocess

lasted

from six

jailed

or, as it

vqy

in this

was

called,

twenty days, and during that time the

to

rags had to be frequently turned, to avoid overheating and to treat the whole mass

The vegetable gluten which gives
and coloring matters, underwent, during

uniformly.

to the rags a certain stiffness,

fiitty

this ojieration, a

tion similar to the putrefaction of decaying j^lants,

nature on a gigantic

The same

constantly carried on

is

by

scale.

process

which destroyed the gluten,

not arrested in time, and
it

which

and the

chemical transforma-

it

fat, tfec,

attacked also the fibres if

required considerable experience and attention to conduct

to the best advantage.

The rags were then washed in large quantities of water, and put in rows of
wooden or stone mortars or upright cylinders, wherein close-fitting stampers went up
and down, moved by a water-wheel, shaft, and levers. A small stream of water,
entering at the top and passing through holes in the bottom, kept up the washing
process all the time.
The pounding was continued until a perfect disintegration or
transformation into pulj:* had taken place.

No

cutting or tearing instrument having been used, the fibres were obtained of

and this is
show such extraordinary
full

that

length

;

certainly one of the causes

why

the pajiers of that period

strength.

This pounding process, although perfect in principle, was so cumbrous and slow
was quickly abandoned when the Hollander made its appearance.

it

in its main features
by the Dutch or Hol-

In the middle of the eighteenth century the beating-engine,
precisely like those used at the present day, was invented

landers,

and with

it

a

new impetus was given

to ]iaper-making.

MANUFACrntE OF PAPER BY BAND.
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It is certainly a just tribute to .the genius of the

his country that the

unknown

inventor and to

yet call the engine the Hollander, in

Germans

honor of his

nationality.

After the ra<^ were washed and beaten in this engine, in the same manner

we now do, the pulp was emptied, with a large quantity of water, into an open
The paper-maker stood alongside of this vat, and dipped a wooden frame
vat.
covered with wire-cloth into it, taking therewith, by a clever movement, enough
as

AMiile the water was tlropping
to form a sheet of such thickness as he wanted.
through the wire, he shook the frame in all directions to make the fibres intertwine
and felt themselves, thereby forming a compact sheet of paper.
The size of the sheet was determined by the deekek, which formed an elevated

pulp

border

all

around

it.

Their adjustment, as well as the whole operation of making

the paper-makers of old had therefore just cause to
be proud of their trade, as everything depended on their ability and judgment.
The deckels were then taken from the mould, and the latter wa.s given to the
post of these felts, in
coucher, who took the sheet off and stretched it on a felt.

the sheet, recjuired great skill

;

A

which they alternated with the paper-sheets between them, was subjected to a strong
pressure in a hydraulic or other kind of press, for the purpose of forcing the water
After some time the jwst was removed, and the sheets were laid between other
out.
felts in the same way, pressure was again applied, and the operation repeated until
the paper had acquired consistency enough to Ije sized, or to Ise directly carried to
the drying-loft. The sizing and drying were done on the same principles and substantially in the same manner as now jiracticed, and described in a subsequent
chapter.

This system of making paper by hand has been entirely abandoned in the

United

States,

machine.

even the finest of bank-note paper being manufactured on the

It will

soon

l^e

everywhere merely

books on paper-making

may

and we have
Most of the older

a matter of history,

therefore contented ourselves with giving only the outlines of

it.

more detailed information.
what was formerly accomplished slowly
by hand, the principles which guide us are yet the same. Every part of the process
just described is carried out in our modern mills, although modified under the
guidance of science and assisted by improved machinery.

Though we

l^e

referred to for

are doing with machinery

:

Chapter

III.

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER FROM RAGS BY MACHINERY.

WE

DIVIDE

the

Section
Section
Section
Section

1.

Sorting, Cutting,

2.

Boiling.

3.

(a)

"Washing,

4.

(a)

Mixing,

making of paper from

(6)

(6)

rags into the following distinct operations

and Dusting.
Bleaching,

(c)

Draining, [d) Bleaching with Gas.

Washing and Beating,

Sizing, (d) Coloring,

(e)

(e)

Patent Engines,

(/) Stuff-chests and Stuff-pumps.

Section

(c)

Section
Section

(a) The Fourdrinier Paper Machine,
Harper's Improved Machine.

Paper Machines

5.

6.

Surface Sizing.

7.

Finishing.

(6)

:

SECTION

The Cylinder Machine,

I.

Sorting, Cutting, and Dusting.
1.

Purchase.

—The

rags are received at the mill either

mixed or already roughly

sorted.

No
bought

matter

is

how they

really received.

must be taken that the article
probably no trade in which more tricks to cheat

are purchased, great care

There

is

the buyer are practiced than in the rag trade.

Bales are sometimes

made up looking

well outside,

and containing an

inferior

article inside.

Water

we have even seen sand jjut into them to
Rags have always a natural humidity, which may vary from
five per cent, in fine rags to seven or eight in coarse ones, but no more than that
should be allowed. In doubtful cases, it is advisable to dry a lot by spreading them
out in a warm i-oom or exposed to the sun.
The chfference between their wet and
is

sprinkled on the rags, and

increase their weight.

dry weight gives the quantity of moisture contained in them.
Experience and careful examination soon teach how
dishonest dealers, and enough
is

the best policy."

may

be found

who

believe in the

detect and avoid
axiom that "Honesty

to

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER FROM RAGS BY MACHINERY
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Color and strength of material mainly tletermine the value
fact,

;

and

it is

a strange

that the different countries i)roduce rags so entirely different in character that

experienced

Some

men

are often able to

tell,

after

an examination, where they come from.
and the people need a heavier or

countries have a cold, others a hot climate,

Some nations wear more linen, others more cotton some
some finer. City rags are easily distinguished from country rags, the former
being fine and white, the latter coarser and darker.
All rags have considerable quantities of dust, sand, and other im2. Thrashing'.
purities ineclianically mixed with them, and it is very desirable that they should be
})urified as much as possible before undergoing the subsequent wet treatments of boiling
and bleaching. Formerly the rags were invariably first assorted, cut, and then put
through dusting machines. Consequently an atmosphere of dust prevailed very
generallv in the sorting-rooms, which was not only disagreeable to the sight, but in-

a lighter dress accordingly.

;

coarser,

—

jurious to the health of the emjsloyees.

It has

now become

as they are taken

a rule in

from the

many

machine or thrasher, which frees
and makes them less objectionable to the
lengthway, and Fig. 2 a section through 'a- a of Fig. 1,

them from most of the adhering
sorters.

Fig. 1

is

a section

representing a thrasher of

mills in this countrj* to put the rags, as soon

bales, into a dusting

^'j

dust,

of the real

size.

wooden eight-cornered body a, on an iron shaft, revolving inside
of a light wooden box, and driven by means of belts and pulleys outside.
In this
box, above and parallel with the shaft, one row of teeth is fastened to a strong
It consists of a

timber

b;

the

straight lines.

revolving cylinder

carries

a

corresponding

number of

teeth

in
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A

few inches below the circle described by the points of the revolving teeth, a
bottom of jjerforated iron or wire c, bent in a concentric circle, is fastened to the box.
The rags are filled in through a door of the same length as the box fastened
with hinges above the upper edge of the cii'cular bottom, and they are discharged
thi'ough a similar door on the opposite side.

As

soon as the thrasher

is

loaded, the doors are closed, the pulley

the revolving teeth carry the rags

beating or thrashing

Both

sets

them

up and through the stationary

Fig. 3

3,

bent and formed to a point.

;

is

and

The

these

hard

a view, and Fig. 4 a section through

showing a tooth of one-quarter of the

B-B of Fig.
iron

the timber

started,

violently.

of teeth must be constructed substantially to sustain

knocks without breaking or bending.

Ijolt d,

is

ones, constantly

real size.

It consists of a stroug.

d go through the whole body of
they are fastened with nuts on the oj)posite side, and wood is filled into
bolts

the sharp triangle, to increase their strength.

A bottom constructed of light material would soon
used,

should be of

it

j'g

to | inch iron

be torn to pieces.

and No. 3 or 4 web.

If wire

is

Sheet-iron plates, even

do not offer so much open sjjace for the escape of grit and dust
have also seen one of these bottoms comj)osed of | inch flat iron,

if jjerforated all over,

as wire.

We

standing on edge and bent into half-circles, set in wood,

i

with wooden keys in three or four places to keejJ them
certainly furnishes a strong bottom, but

it

makes

it

inch apart from one another,
sej^arate.

This construction

possible for whole rags to escape

crossways through the bars.

A change of

the speed moderates or increases the thrashing in the same jiropor-

Sometimes it may be desired to intensify the
motion and this can be done by means of one tight
ones, and operated by open and cross belts.
tion.

;

The

dust gathers in the lower part of the box, and

through doors.

ojieration

by reversing the
by two loose

2>ulley flanked

may

be removed from there

:
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The objection to dusters, that they waste much fibre, may be well founded for
rags which have been cut into small pieces, offering all around short, oj^en threads,
which may be torn oflf by friction but whole rags will certainly stand a much more
;

violent beating without injury.

It

may even

much, and cause

cutting will effect as

less loss

be found that the thrashing before

than a gentle dusting of the rags in

small pieces.

The thrasher is to be located either on the same floor with the sorting-room or
on the next one above, so that the rags can be thrown down through the floor.
This one, as well as all other dusters and cutters, should be in a room other than
the sorting and store-rooms, to prevent the dust, which, notwithstanding all precausometimes, from settling again on the rags.
In some mills ordinai-y dusters are used instead of the thrasher, but, as the rags
go through them mrire rapidly, they cannot be expected to give as good results.
The assortment of rags has to be suited to
3. Sorting and Cutting by Hand.

tions, escapes

—

Every country, nearly every paper-maker,
them make the following distinctions

the particular circumstances of the mill.

has a

diflferent

They

one

;

but

all

of

divide
Linen,

Hemp,
According to

Cotton,

fibre,

Manilla,

Half-wool or woollens.

White,

first,

"

Gray,

According

to color,

second, third
"
"

;

Blue,

.

Eed,
Black, containing

all

dark colors

Canvas, ropes, bagging, twine, threads, and others are also classed separately.
If a mill

is

making a

great variety of papers, a large assortment of all the

different grades of rags has to be kejit on

reduced the jiroduce to a few
will

stock

1)0

is

—

hand

;

but, if judicious

or better, to only cue

purchased as can be used for

it,

and, though

management has

— kind

of paper, only such rags

may

be a convenience, a large

it

not necessary.

Dealers generally sort the rags so that none or

little

cannot be used for the class of paper made at the mill.
jiurchased, the qualities

need be purchased which
If mixed country-rags are

which are not wanted can be sorted out and sold

to other

manufacturers or to dealers.

At

a mill where only one grade of fine book-paper is made, we have seen all the
no matter of what color or fibre, worked together. Soft cotton, strong linen,
and colored rags are thus exposed to the same boiling, beating, and bleaching.
These operations must be carried on far enough to produce white pulp from the
rags,
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and the strong chemical and mechanical treatment, which is necessary
and destroys some of the finer and softer ones.
We believe this to be a wasteful system, and would advise making at least enough
grades of rags to enable the separation of the strong from the weak, and the white
from the colored ones, so that each fibre may receive the treatment it requires without
coarsest fibres,

to

do

i^robably damages

this,

being exj^osed to that of

No
sorters

matter

after

its

how many

i)erhaps

much

stouter neighbor.

made, the rags are invariably given to the
The women doing this work stand before a

qualities are

having been thrashed.

square or oblong table, covered with coarse wire cloth, and surrounded by enough
square boxes, baskets, or bags to jirovide one for every grade of rags which is to be
sorted out.

kets,

The handiest boxes, which we have seen at Holyoke, consist of high square basmade of split wood, and standing on four small iron wheels, on which they can

easily be

A

pushed

to

any part of the room.

knife of scythe shape

thick back against the worker.

is

fastened to each table, standing upright, with the
It serves to cut the rags as well as to separate

from
and other foreign substances.
The labor of cutting the rags is in this country jierforraed by machinery for all
kinds of paj^er except the best qualities of book and wi'iting pajier. Very fine and
high-priced rags are exclusively used for the latter, and it is believed that a smaller
l^roportion is wasted if they are cut by hand. The machine, of course, cannot hit the
rags exactly on the line of the warp or woof, and the threads, if cut obliquely, are
certainly more apt to be lost in the subsequent operations of dusting, &c. The knives
of most cutting-machines sometimes tear the rags instead of cutting them, esjjecially if
they are not very sharp, and a part of the threads thus torn is invariably lost. If cut
by hand the rags remain a longer time in the hands of the operative, who can, while
cutting them length and crosswise, discover impurities which had escaj)ed her obser-

them seams,

buttons, buckles, leather, rubber,

vation until then.

There can be no doubt of the sujDeriority of cutting by hand ovei* that by maand the price of labor alone can decide where the one is to begin and the other

chine,

to stop.
It is

hardly possible to establish a rule for the

sizes into

which rags ought

to

be

weak material should be left in large pieces, while strong ones may be
cut nuich smaller.
The usual length and width vary from two to five inches.
The a.ssorted rags, cut or uncut, should be jjassed in review on a lai-ge table by the
overseer of this department, not so much to improve them as to control the work of
the women.
It is well known, and we only state it here as a matter of record, that rags, piled
up in a wet or damp state, being then in the same conditions a.s if jn-ejiared for the
rotting process, will become heated.
Such rags are to be carefully kept out of the
mill, or turned and aired frequently if their jiresence cannot be avoided. Spontaneous
cut, as those of

combustion resulting from

this cause

has kindled
3

many

a destructive

fire.

:
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4.

Rag

Cntters.

—All rag

may be comparetl to scissors oq a

cutters

stationary {«rt. the bed-knile, presents a sharp edge to the

The

large scale.

moving part or

cutting-

knife, and the various systems of rag cutters difler principally in the construction by
which the movement of the latter is produced. The main features of the construction

of several cutters are explained in the following lines but a detailed description is
given of those only which have stood successfully the test of time
The driving shaft of a cutter, not frequently seen, is fastened alongside of and
:

parallel with the feed-box,
consist of

and

carries

on

forward end a wheel, the arms of which

its

curved knives, each of which passes the bed-knife

at

every revolution, and

makes a cut.
Another cutter works with a straight up and down movement, like a guillotine,
The principle of this cutter
the movement being produced by cranks or eccentrics.
is certainlv correct, as it tears the rags less than any other one, and cuts without difBAll cutters of this kind, which have
cultv the finest cotton and the heaviest rope.
heretofore been offered to the trade, have, however, been deficient principally because

thev could not be made to perform as much work in the same time as the revolving
cotters.
The time used in a guillotine-cutter for the upward movement is lost, while
revolving knives cut without intermission.

There is a very substantial

class of cutters

of great capacity which have a solid cast-

iron cylinder of alx>ut eight to twelve inches diameter, carrying two or three knives.

The

shaft of this cylinder is placed parallel

The

bed-knife.

and

revolving knives are bolted to

in the
it

same horizontal

in such a

way

that,

line with the

whUe one end

strikes the bed-knife, the other
^'°

one

is

yet about two inches distant, thereby

'^

producing the gi-adual cutting of shears.
All the power

is

consumetl while

the knives are in contact, and none

used in the intervals
therefore

;

is

the motion would

be a hacking one

regulator were not applied.

if

some

One

or

two of those reservoirs of power, called
fly-wheels, are therefore placetl on the

revoh"ing shaft, and should

and heavy.
These

l)e

large

cutters require for strong

rags several horse-power, and, if not

probably for this reason as

makcR.

From

ters in this

much

very

solid, will

part.

The one

soon give

way

in

some

pictured in Fig. 5, built

by Rice. Barton

&

Massachusetts,

entirely of iron,

is

Fales. Worcester,

and

as for its simplicity, a favorite with our paper-

j^ersonal observation

we can

state that the large majority of

country are constructed on this principle.

rag cut-
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by hand, and frequently the hands are
Feed rolls are often added to prevent this. The
cylindric rolls, which are sometimes used, soon become filled

Tlie rags are mostly fed to the cutter

caught

)iy

the knives and mutilated.

channels of the fluted

up, and are thrown out as useless.

The
4

to

cutter

shown

in Fig. 6 is provided with a cast-iron feed-roll

5 inches diameter, the surface of which

and

1 inch diameter at the base,
finger in holding, and,
this roll cannot easily

by
be

its

is

J to 1 inch high, each

one of which acts

revolving motion, pushing the rags.

filled

up,

and

it

a of about

covered with small cones of about

deserves to be

The

recommended

^ to
a.s

a

surface of

as a safeguard

for the operator.

Fig. 6

per

is

a section through the middle of a cutter, of

and Figs. 7 and 8 show the revolving knives

foot,

of the real

size,

j'^

of the real size, or

alone, in view

and

§

inch

section, of j\

or 1 inch per foot.

revolving knives b b b are of cast-iron, held in their positions by two keys
without any other fiistening. The keys c end in bolts which can l)e drawn up by

The

c,

a nut.

These cast-iron knives require no sharpening, being in such a position that
circle, on which they wear ofli', and thus

they form sharp angles with the outside
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Two

retain a sharp edge all the time.

knife b, and whenever

it

on the back end of each
becomes necessary to move it

set-screws p p bear

has been worn off so that

it

We

keys c are loosened and the knives jxished forward by means of p p.
of a mill, where one set of such cast-iron knives has served for years, and

out, the

know

is

yet in as good order as ever.

Shaft D
It drives in

is

its

di-iven

by a

belt,

and can be put

in

and out of gear by the lever f.
e, which moves

turn the shaft of the revolving knives and the shaft

the feed-apron and

roll.

revolving knives are running with the same speed

The

all

the time, but the

speed with which the rags are fed varies with the length into which they are to be
The slower the rags are pushed in, the longer are they exposed to the action of
cut.
the knives, and the shorter will they be cut.

d and e are therefore supplied with corresponding sets of pulleys of
by means of which the speed of e can be changed.
The feed-roll A rests in two levei-s, which turn on shaft e, and are connected by
A spurwheel on e drives another one on the feed-roll shaft,
a crosspiece above a.
and the relative positions of these wheels are not altered by any change in the position
of A. The feed-roll is free to rise up and make room for any thick package of rags,

The

shafts

different sizes,

and

retains all the time

its

revolving motion.

The

shaft of the revolving knives

and the ajiron which feeds the rags to the roll a is supported at
Roll h is di-iven from shaft e by a belt, and the
the ends by the rolls h and i.
aj^ron may be stretched by moving out the roll i by means of the screw k.
The bed-knife l is of steel, fastened on a cast-iron body, and can be set up against
the revohnng knives by two set-screws, which bear on its back end.
The apron o, running in a box and over the rolls m and x, receives the cut rags,
and delivers them at any desired point. M is a stretch-roll, which may be moved in
or out by means of a screw at each end it is also driven from d by a belt, and comcarries a flywheel g,

;

municates

its

motion to the apron.

This cutter makes one hundred or more revolutions per minute, and requires a

Being usually situated

strong foundation.

highest story of the mill,

it

in

one of the ujiper

stories, if

not the

should be supported by heavy timbers resting on strong

walls and pillars.

Stumj) knives of any kind invariably tear the rags instead of cutting them,
require

more power,

If the cutter

accom2:)lish less,

is

wearing down, several

and cause much more waste than sharp

ones.

not constructed so that the knives shai'jsen themselves while
sets

must be kept on hand, frequently exchanged, and sharp-

ened on a grindstone.

Attempts have been made

to construct a

length and crosswise in one operation, but so

machine which would cut the rags both
far, like

many

other complicated devices,

they cannot coniiJete with the simpler ones.

To facilitate the work of the engines, it is desirable that coarse, strong rags
should be cut into small pieces, and for this purpose they are frequently j^assed two

SOBTING, CUTTING.
or three times tlirougli the cutter.

To
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avoid this douhlc operation, some mills use

one behind the other, connected by an apron carrying the rags from the
outlet of one to the feed-table of the other cutter.
We would, however, suggest

two

cutters,

that two cutters, if used together, should be disposed at right angles against each
other, so that the rags

carried

by the aprons

which have been cut lengthwise on the first cutter will be
same position to the second one, and there receive a

in the

cross cut.

Rag
this

cutters

fill

the

room

in

which they are being worked with

dust,

and

they are frequently provided with caps, similar to those covering the

to

avoid

roll

of an

engine, and connected by wooden spouts with a ventilator, drawing the dust and air
from the top of the cover. One ventilator is suflScient for several rag cutters, and
not only abates a nuisance, but collects the dust, a material of some value for lower
grades of paper, which would otherwise be lost.
From the cutter the rags go directly to the duster, where they are to be freed
from sand, straw, metals, and other foreign substances.
I. The following Fig. 9 rejjresents a section lengthway through
5. Rag Dusters.
the box, and Fig. 10 a view of the feed end, of one of the most generally used rag

—

dusters, at about s\ of

I'sal size,

or

\ inch per

foot.

is eight-cornered, rests at the lower end in the stand c, and carries
upper end a cast-iron ring a, sujjported by the two flanged jjulleys b b. It
is set in motion by the shaft d, and pinion e, which latter turns the spurwheel f.
The duster is covered with coarse No. 3 or 4 wire netting, as far as it is inclosed in
The rags enter at the higher end, and descend gradually, while
the wooden box.
The dust and imjuirities,
revolving, to the lower open end g, where they fall out.
which pass through the wire, collect on the bottom below, and can be removed through

This duster

at the

side doors.

These dusters have sometimes three or four ca.st-iron rings or tires like a,
They are then
fixr as the box, and have no stand and bearing c.
supported, directly under the centre-line by one flanged roller, like b, for every iron
ring.
A long shaft, di-iven by a belt and pulley outside, carries all these rollers and
extend only as
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by the

revolves the duster
point,

ened

must

l>e

friction

The

on them.

held in their position by two

little

one

rings, being supported only at

iron rollers, one on each side, fast-

frame of the casing.
Hohjoke Duster.—The dusters are often llro^^ded with a centre-shaft,
studded with spokes or pins, and turning

to the
II.

in a direction opposite to that of the wire.

The

pins are set in a spiral line, jiush-

iug the

forward while brushing

rags

them against the
In

many

netting.

fine

New England

the centre-shaft carries sheet-iron

shaped wings, instead of jjins.
inders

are

mills
sjjiral-

The

cyl-

placed horizontally, as the

rags are pushed through, and require no
fall.

The

inside shaft

ing one of the sets of
the cylinder
rate belts.
child, in

Fig. 11 shows one of these dusters,

Holyoke,

Ma.ss.

III. Devil, or Piclcer.

—

as

rests,

made by

and

a shaft carry-

rollers,

are driven

on which

by

sepa-

&

Fair-

Messrs. Pattee

If coarse or very dirty rags are used,

it

is

desirable to

give them a more violent shaking than they can receive in ordinary dusters, and then
is called on for assistance.
In the devU the axe alone is moving, and carries a
wooden cone of 4 to 6 feet length, and 6 to 8 inches diameter at one, and 9 to 12

a devil

inches diameter at the other end.

This cone

firmly bolted all thi-ough the wood.

is

dotted in a

spii-al line

The author has used such

with iron pins,

a cone, with pins

screwed into the wood only three to foui* inches deeji, but it was not very long before
most of them were loose and torn out. None but the strongest fastenings, similar to

shown in Figs. 3 and 4, will answer. The circular cover of this devil is composed of heavy (3 to 4 inch) planks, bolted on to cast-iron ends. To the uj^jjermost
of these planks a row of pins, like those on the cone, is bolted in the same manner

those

as to

B in Fig.

1,

The bottom

and disposed

so that the revolving pins

may

pass between them.

and of strong wire netting or perforated sheet iron,
through the holes of which a good deal of du-t and dust falls into a space underneath,
left for that purpose.
The rags are fed in on top at the smaller end of the cone, and
come out shattered and torn at the larger end.

The

is

also circular

difference between this devil

and the thrasher is only that the revoh-ing
and that of the latter a cylinder that the teeth
or pins are set in a spu-al line on the cone that the casing is circular and that the
rags are fed continuously to the devil, and only at intervals to the thrasher.
The devil runs with about 20C) to 400 revolutions, while ordinary dusters, like
those shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, have a moderate speed of about 30 turns per
centre-piece of the former

is

a cone,

;

;

minute.

;

SORTING, CUTTING,

AND

DUSTING.
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—

IV. Eailroad Duster. AVithin the past few years the so-called I'ailroad dusters
have frequently taken the place of devils. Fig. 12 shows one of them, iu front
elevation, partly in section, and Fig. 13 as seen from above, with the covers partly
removed. It is drawn on a scale of | inch per foot, or ^'j of the real size.
FiQ.

The

cylinders a, are of cast iron,

and

12.

their

number,

like the cars of a train,

is

harcUy limited.

The wrought-iron

}iins

are set in

spij-al

lines,

so that the rags are not only

pushed forward over the bottom, but also move sideways. The bottom b, is again
formed of coarse wire netting or jserforated sheet iron, and follows the course of the
pins.
The pulleys c and d are connected by a belt, and e and f by another one,
while one common belt envelops both of these belts and all the j^wHeys, c, d, e,
and F. A jiuUey on the shaft of pulley c thus puts all the cylinders in motion.
The rags are fed in through an opening in the cover at one end, and the cylinders forward them from one to another over the l)ottoni b, until they fall out at the
The cylinders make about loO revolutions i)er minute.
other end.
The covers are held down by washers, and can easily be turned up on hinges to
remove obstructions on the teeth or cylinders.
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For convenience, as well
by those who use it.

all others
6.

Use of Dusters.

as, for instance, first

and

a? quick

—In many

efficient

work,

tliir;

duster

is

jjreferred to

mills the cut rags are jiassed through several dusters;

through a devil or a railroad duster, and then through an ojjen

cylinder or a Holyoke duster.

For

fine cut rags the latter alone is generally con-

In .some carefully managed mills, the dust from white rags is
again passed through the duster, and many small jjieces of rags and threads are
sidered sufficient.

would jirobably pay very well for large mills to have a duster for
it the dust from all the other ones.
7. Aprons.
The rags after having lieen fed to the cutter ought to pa.ss from
there, without any assistance, through additional cutters, devils, and dusters, until
they fall on the floor above the boiler or directly into it. They are transjiorted
from one of these machines to the next one, sometimes far off, by aprons, such
as shown in Fig. 6.
An open box, 6 to 20 inches wide, with stationary sides
and movable bottom, represents an apron. The movable bottom o, or the apron
proper, consists mostly of strong canvas supported by a board or several light rolls,
and two larger rolls, m and x on the turning jjoints. The ends are sewed together,
thereby

It

saveil.

the sole ])urpose of pa.ssing through

—

while the apron
larger rolls

m

stretch-roll m,

One of the
rolls, and it is thus made endless.
and pulley, and in its turn moves the apron. A

spread around the

is

is

driven

by a

by which the

belt

ajirou can be kept in the jiroper state of tension, is also

neces-sary.

The

rags falling on such an apron are carried off in the direction in which

moves, horizontally or upwards in an incline, and
apron, j)erhaps at right angles to the

Sometimes

strips of

wood

fii-st

it

end either on another
one, or into another machine.
fall

at the

-

are fastened across the ajiron, but they are not nec-

essary.

Some aprons

are composed of two narrow leather belts, across

of wood, a1x)ut one inch wide and

^

and on which

strijjs

inch thick, are liveted, thus forming a wooden

The strips are only alxiut \ inch ajjart, not enough to allow rags to fall
through between them.
8. Waste from Cutting and Dusting.
GJood foundations and tightly-closing boxes,
apron.

—

to

prevent

tlie

dust as

much

as possible

from escaping, are required

for all dusters.

Every operation in the process of transforming rags into paper causes a loss of
fibres, and it is therefore desirable to avoid as many of them as possible.
Fine paper
cannot, however, be made, especially from inferior rags, without a thorough process

of cleaning, and in that case, where the better quality fully makes
incurred, too

much

up

for the los.ses

attention cannot be given to the sorting

grades of paper some of these operations

may

l^e

and dusting. For lower
omitted, and the first cost, labor,

and waste, which they involve, saved.
The loss suffered by the rags from cutting and dusting can hardly be estimated,
as it depends on the raw material, the number and nature of the machines used, and
their management.

:
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Proteaux, in his Practical Guide for the 3Iani(facture of Paper and Boards,
gives, however, the following figures for the waste of rags

by

sorting, cutting,

and

dusting
"Whites, fine
"

aud half

G to 9 per ccut.

fine,

10 to 15

"

6 to 10

"

.

10 to 13

"

.

15 to 20

"

.

coarse,

Cottons, white
colored,

Pack

and coarse threads containing straw,
Ropes, not of hemp,
cloths

.

Hempen

.

ropes containing

.

much

.

straw,

Though our manufacturers may
figures give a

.

.

.

16 to 18

"

.

.

.

.

18 to 22

"

.

obtain different results from their rags, these

good idea of the jiroportion in which the

difterent qualities lose

under

the same treatment.

SECTION

II.

Boiling.
9.

Washing.

—The

rags, after

having been cut and dusted, are in some mills

subjected to a washing process in a machine which resembles a cylinder duster, im-

mersed in a cistern, with a constant stream running through it.
This wet duster may be dispensed with if the boiling and subsequent washing
We have not found one of them in the
are carried on in a thorough manner.

numerous mills which we have
10. Boiling in Tubs.

visited in this country.

—The rotting process of old has been

entirely superseded

by

boiling with alkalies.

Stationary wooden or iron tubs used to be employed altogether for this purpose.
are in some mills, even at this day, preferred to rotaries, and constructed sub-

They

Chapter IV, Section III).
by a perforated false bottom, below which steam is introduced
through an open pipe or coil and the liquor, being thus heated, boils up in the
It percenti-e-pipe, and is spread uniformly over the rags by means of the bonnet.
colates through the rags, collects again below, and recommences the same circulation.
stantially like the tubs used for boiling waste-paper (see

The

rags are carried

;

is a solution of soda ash, caustic soda, or lime in water.
After the rags have been boiled for ten to twenty hours the entrance of steam is
stopped, the liquid drawn off, the lid removed, and the rags are thrown out Avith

The

liquor

forks or other tools operated

This operation

by hand.

offers several serious difficulties.

rest of their share

;

there

is

It

is

very

difficult to boil the rags

descend more freely in one \A'Ace, depriving the
a constant loss of steam through the imperfectly closing

uniformly, because the liquor

may
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and the em})tying of the boiled rags

covers,

unless a hoisting ajiparatus

is

provided for

is

very luird and disagreeable work,

it.

—

Kotary boilers are not liable to these objections, and have
11. Rotary Boilers.
very genei-ally gained the ascendency. The devices for their construction are very
numerous; but few have stood the test of time, and we content ourselves thereone which

fore with the discussion of the

used in most of our mills.

is

a wrought-iron cylinder of from 10 to 2d feet in length, and from 6 to 8
feet diameter, with cast-iron heads ending in journals, as represented by Figs. 16
It

and

is

17.
It

is

suspended horizontally and provided with gearings, by means of which it
One or two manholes are used for filling and emptying. The

can be revolved.

steam enters through the centre of one or both journals.

Let us

first

see

what we

and then how

exjiect this boiler to do,

it

will

have

to

be constructed to answer the purpose.
Object of Boilin(j.

I.

—The

object of boiling rags

is

to extract or destroy the fatty,

glutinous and coloring substances surrounding the pure fibre, which

the pa2)er-maker.

Chemicah

II.

used.

—Alkalies

in solution

and

many

at a

is

needed by

high temperature have been

which and
what quantities of them should be used.
Mr. Planche in his work, De I' Industrie die Papier, recommends soda, alone for
the finest, lime alone for the coarsest, and a mixture of both for the intermediate
found

to

accomplish

all this,

but there are

different opinions as to

grades of rags.

The author has
alone in the

number of
them use lime

comjiared the experience and results obtained in a large

the best mills in the United States, and has found that nearly
I'otaries,

and that they obtain

all

of

as large a proportion of jiaper

from their

rags as the manufacturers of any other country, while their produce, esj^ecially in the

New England
III.

States,

has no sujoerior in color, purity, and strength.

Theoretical Explanation of the Action of Lime.

—We

shall try to give a

theoretical explanation of this fact.

Those who advocate the use of soda give as a reason for its preference that water
it, while it cannot hold more than xa's^th part of its weight of lime

readily dissolves
in solution.

Contrary

to the general

rule for other substances, hot water dissolves less lime

than cold water.
At 32
"
"

A moderately-sized

degrees Faly. water dissolves

60
212

"

"

fatty

"

"

"

"

"

boiler contains over 10,000

and other matters,

gijj

of lime.

,.,

"

"

,,Vir

"

"

pounds of water, and then holds

But these 8 i)ounds
with which the lime forms

about 8 pounds of lime in solution.

by the

"

are immediately absorbed
insoluble calcareous soaps.
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The water then
gluten, color,

and

etc.,

lime have entered the
If too

much

lime
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up another 8 pounds, again delivers them
on until all the substances Avhich have any

takes
so

new
is

to the fat,
affinity for

association.

present the excess will be useless, but also harmless, because

and even that is soon transformed into insoluble carbonate
and as such devoid of all action on fibres.
If an excess of soda has been used, it will remain soluble, and act upon the
fibres as long as the rags are not washed perfectly clean.
This theory corresponds with the facts, and also seems to indicate that lime
causes less waste than soda.
We believe that careful observers will find this to be
also borne out by experience.
IV. Boiling tvith Soda. It has beeu found, however, that some colors withstand the action of lime, but succumb to soda, and in such ca.ses the latter may be
so little of

in solution,

it is

when exposed

of lime

to the air,

—

used to advantage.

We

know,

made
They are

mill are

for instance, a paper-mill,

first

washed in the
and boiled with a

boiled with about 5 per cent, of lime in a rotary,

and em^^tied into

engine,

where the colored cuttings of a calico-print

into flat-cap jiaper.

drainers, then again put into a rotary,

solution containing 2 j^ounds of soda ash for every

100 pounds of

boiling does not destroy all the colors, especially the red ones

;

The

rags.

first

but after the second

025eration the pulp is as well discolored as that from white rags.
with mixtures of lime and soda was tried unsuccessfully.
We should advise in all cases the use of plenty of lime alone

A single
first

;

boiling

but

if it is

found that some colors are not destroyed by it, to add 1 to 5 per cent, of soda ash,
or, if that also should be insufficient, to boil the rags a second time in a solution of
caustic soda.
It will be thus ea.sy for

any

intelligent paj^er-maker to establish a rule for the

treatment of every kind of rags used by him.

—

V. Quantity and Quality of Lime. The quantity of lime used varies, according to the nature of the rags, from 5 to 15 pounds jDer 100 weight. 10 to 15 per
cent, are, for

example, necessarj^ for gray and blue linen.

The lime should be

fresh and in lumps, because its powder is very quickly transformed into carbonate of lime by the action of the air, to which it offers a large
surface.
It

to

and

is

the caustic lime alone which

as useless as limestone before

is

it is

wanted

;

burnt.

while the carbonate of lime

Pure limestone (CaO,C02)

bination of oxide of calcium (CaO) with carbonic acid (CO2).

burning operation

is

is

equal

a com-

It is the object of the

to drive out the carbonic acid, leaving caustic lime

(CaO) in the

kiln.

AVlien a long time exposed to the

air, as for

instance in walls as mortar,

it

takes

carbonic acid from the air and forms again limestone.

VI. Preparation of a 3Klk of Lime.

—Square wooden boxes

are mostly used fur
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dissolving lime, and they are often so small, that they will not hold a sufficient quantity

of water to

A

make

a liquor

which can be well

strained.

and 3 to 5 feet depth, with an
pan by means of gearing, would be an improvement on the wooden box. Fill this tub to | with water, and boil it by means
Then hang into it, on rods laid
of a steam j^ipe, which enters at the lower jiart.
across the tank, a sheet-iron basket of about 2 feet diameter and 2 feet depth, j^erforThe water, entering
ated all over with \ inch holes, and put the lime into it.
through the holes, slackens the lime, carrying it off and leaving the stone behind.
The slowly tui-ning agitator holds it in suspension until it is drawn oif through a
valve in the bottom, passed through a strainer of No. 10 to 12 wire cloth, and let
into the boiler.
A finer screen (No. 40 to 50) may be laid across the manhole to
keep out finer j^articles of sand and grit.
VII. FUlinff and Boiling. A boiler of 20 feet length and 6 feet diameter holds
about 4000 to 5000 j^ounds of rags, and the larger jiart of them should be packed in
After it has been filled with rags and enough lime, water
before the lime is added.
must be run into the boiler to fill it above the centre, so that no steam can enter
without pa.ssing through it. If sufficient water is not used, the rags will come from
the boiler dark-looking, as if they were burnt and no amount of washing or bleaching can make up for the bad boiling caused \>y a want of water.
After the manholes have been closed, the boiler started, and steam turned on,
the pressure must be kept up for ten to fifteen hours, the steam blown off, and the
circular sheet-iron tank of 5 to 6 feet diameter

agitator turning in the lower part of the

—

;

boiler emptied.

VIII. Bloicing-off and Emptying.

—Some

boilers

have a

false, jjerforated

iron

head, to allow a stationary pipe, connected with an outside one through the centre of
the journal, to reach

down nearly

the valve of this jiipe
preasure inside.

The

This

is

to the

bottom or

shell.

Before emptying the rags,

opened, and the liquor forced out through

is

done

to facilitate the

it

by the steam

subsequent process of washing.

with considerable force, undoubtedly carries with it
which might otherwise be saved, causing a loss which is more
than an offset for any benefit that might be derived from the operation.
It is better to blow ofi" the steam, while the boiler is standing still, from a valve
G on top, which is covered inside by a large plate of j^erforated iron, to j)revent the
steam from carrying small rags along.
The manholes are then ojiened, the boiler put in motion, and the contents
emptied on a floor slanting to a centre, through which the liquor can drain off.
IX. Check-valve. The rotary is usually in direct communication with the
steam-boiler by pijjes.
The steam must pass through a substantial check-valve before
entering the rotary, to jjrevent its contents from being forced back into the steamboiler, if the pressure therein should at some moment be less than that in the rotary.
If not regulated in some manner, the pressure in the rotary is usually the same
as in the steam-boiler, less a few pounds lost on the way from one to the other.
But

a good

liquid, being driven out

many

fibres

—
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is
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suddenly made on the steam-boiler from other sources,

its

and the steam in the rotary must force the liquor back into the
steam-boiler, unless it is cut off by a check-valve.
X. Explosions. A great many rotary boilers have lately exploded, spreading
destruction all around them; and theories as strange as manifold have been advanced
The author does not say that all of them are wrong but
to explain these disasters.
Avhy look for doubtful ex2)lanations when, in too many cases, the most elementary
pressure goes down,

—

;

have been sinned against in the construction of these boilers.
from gradually inThis
creased high jiressure alone that it would only crack, but not burst a boiler.
theory, though unsupported by facts, has been largely accepted as true.
series of experiments was made in 1871 by the United Railroad Companies
of New Jersey, under the superintendence of Mr. F. B. Stevens, on grounds near New
York, for the sake of investigating the cause of exj^losions of steam generators. At
one of them, witnessed by Messrs. Bi F. Isherwood and Sidney A. Albert, Chief Engirules of mechanics

It has been pretended that terrific explosions could not arise
;

A

neers of the United States Navy, detailed by the

men

Navy Department, and

other gentle-

connected with the manufacture and superintendence of steam generators, a

was exploded by over-pressure, without any other cause.
It
old return tubular steamboat boiler had been selected for the purpose.
was tested several times by hydrostatic pressure, and when tried, on September 2d,
1871, with 60 pounds, twelve of the inside braces gave way. They having been
on the 16th of
repaired, 30 pounds pressure were put on, and the boiler stood it
November it also sustained 40 jjounds steam j^ressure without injury. The boiler
was provided with water-gauges five carefully tested j^ressure-gauges near it, under
boiler

An

;

;

bomb-proof covers, and two pressure-gauges at 450 feet distance, connected with it by
During the experiment the pressure on the diflferent gauges was compared,
a pipe.
and found to agree on all of them.
The water-level in the boiler was 15 inches above the level of the tubes seven
minutes before the explosion took

j^lace.

The gauges

indicated a gradual rising of

when some of the
and at a j^ressure of 53 i pounds the boiler
The steam-drum and a portion of the top of the
exjjloded with terrific violence.
shell, forming a mass of about 4 tons in weight, were hurled high into the air, and
The boiler was literally torn into shreds, and
fell about 500 feet from the inclosure.

steam pressure until
braces gave

it

reached 50 pounds to the square inch,

way with a loud

report,

only a ma.ss of shattered tubes remained on the spot where it had been. The ground,
This
for a considerable space around, was saturated with the water it had contained.

30 pounds pressure. At the experiment, wood alone was
and in only thirteen minutes the pressure rose from the allowed 30
pounds to 53 i, at which -the boiler exploded.
In many paper-mills the back tender is at the same time fireman, and is often
absent from the powder magazine, called a steam-boiler, for more than fifteen minutes
It is a wonder that explosions do not more fre(piently occur.
at a time.

boiler

had a

used as

fuel,

certificate for

n

:
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Rag-boilers directly connected with, and therefore liable to the same pressure as
If they are not, an occa-

the steam generator, should be built on the same principles.
sional neglect of the fireman,

by running the steam up

too high,

may

burst the

rotary, while the generator remains unaffected.

The

larger the diameter of a steam-boiler the stronger

A wrought-iron pijje of 2

of the shell.

is

the tension on any part

inches diameter will stand a very heavy pres-

while nobody would think of constructing a steam-boiler
sure with only I inch ii'on
of 3 feet diameter, for 70 pounds pressure, of less than /g inch sheets.
;

The

power which tries to tear it asunder, increases in
and pressure its thickness or strength of resistance

tension of the iron, or the

direct proportion to the diameter

;

must therefore increase likewise.
This rule, which is generally accepted and followed for the construction of steamboilers, should be in operation for our 6 and 7 feet rotaries.
F. Redtenbacher gives the following rule for the thickness of the sheet ii-on used
for cvlindric steam-boilers

:

,

,

a

„,^

„ .^J"

= 1.315+0.495_^D
363—

inch

In this formula d represents the inside diameter of the cylinder in centimetres (1
is equal to a little over 2i centimetres)
d the thickness of the sheet iron used
;

for the cylinder

;

n the number of atmospheres, representing the highest pressure of

steam allowed in the

boiler.

The

pressure of the atmosphere changes, as indicated

by the barometer, but may be taken at 15 jwunds on the square inch. It must also
be remembered that the steam pressure gauges in the United States only show the
number of pounds above the atmosphere and in order to get the real p)ressure n, one
;

atmosphere must be added

to the indicated pressure.

This formula has been calculated for different pressures, and gives

to

8

Supposing, for instance, that the highest pres.sure carried by the steam-boiler

is

for 1

atmospheres

n=l

— =0.0050

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.0064

0.0077

0.0092

0.0106

0.0120

0.0139

0.0149

75 pounds on our gauge, and that a rotary of G feet diameter is in uninterrupted
communication with it, the real pressure n is 75 + 15 = 90 pounds, equal to 6 times
15 or 6 atmosi)heres. d the diameter is 6 feet or (3 x 12 x 2J = 180 centimetres.

We

find for

n

=

(i:

^ =0.0120 or = 0.0120 X D = 0.0120 X
fZ

ISO

= 2.16 centimetres = i inches.

If a steam generator of G feet diameter for 75 pounds steam pressure should be
budt, no mechanic would dispute the propriety of using
inch iron ; but for a rotary
in the same conditions,
/g inch, and even \ inch, is often considered suflScient.
''

It

that

is

must be admitted that the above-stated formula gives very
what is wanted.

safe boilers,

but

BOILING.
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exposed

to the

wear and tear by

fire,

needs heavier iron on that account than a rotary.
It

not intended to recommend the use of iron according to the above-stated

is

may

serve as a guide, and

show that it will not do to build rotaries of
same thickness. It must also be considered that the shell of a rag-boiler, being by turns wet, dry, hot, and cold, is very
liable to be weakened by rust and expansion and contraction.
The shell of a 6 feet rotary, carrying 75 pounds of j^i'essure, should be made of
best \ inch iron, double riveted, and y'g inch should be addetl to the thickness for
rules

but they

;

different diameters with sheets of iron of the

every foot increase of the diameter.

We admit that a shell
sufficient so

boiler

long as

it

of

|

retains

weakened by wear and

is

inch iron, as recomnlended by

its

many

machinists,

is

But if, in the course of time, the
and the same high pressure is used, an exjjlo-

full strength.

tear,

sion will be natural.

The

rotaries should therefore be constructed stronger, or not

exposed to as high

a pressure as they are in most mills.

According

to the opinion of

slowly, at a moderate

rags

many

experienced paper-makers,

it is

better to boil

temperature, than to force the operation with

high

pressure.

A

251'essure of 30 pounds would be sufficient for any kind of rags; and if we can
only succeed in keeping the steam in the rotary down to that point, the danger of
explosion will be reduced so as hardly to deserve any consideration.

In some
to

answer

New England

all

mills

an apparatus

reasonable expectations.

It is

is used for this purpose which seems
manufactured by the Union Water

Meter Company, Worcester, Mass., as represented by Fig.
14.
branch of the steam-pijje supplying the rotary
leads to a large valve carrying lever and weight, like a
This lever is connected by a rod with the
safety-valve.

A

shaft of a throttle-valve, admitting

If the weight

steam.

up

is

or closing

off"

the

set so that the safety-valve is

30 pounds jiressure, the lever will go up
through the connecting rod, close the
steam-valve.
If the pressure falls below 30 pounds, the
steam-valve oj^ens again, and thus keei^s it at the desired
raised

likewise

at

and,

point.

The

A

valve

is

not constructed in the ordinary manner.

rubber cylinder or a section of rubber hose a

a, as

shown by a cut in Fig. 15, is fastened with its lower edge to the iron
frame, and the upjier edge carrying the valve b is bent in so that the
valve may move freely up or down.
The hollow column, through
which the steam descends into the chamber formed by the rubber cylinder and the valve,

is

and should always be

filled

with condensed steam or

Avater,

—
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steam from coming in contact with the rubber. A gauge attached
column shows the pressure.
XI. Construction. The rotary derives its name from being suspended on its ends
These journals form part of the heavy castings,
in journals, wherein it revolves.
the ends of boiler-heads riveted to a cylindric shell, and are of about 12 inches diamto prevent the
to the

eter

—

and 12 inches length

Some

boilers are

in their bearings.

built

with wrought-iron heads, and journals with cast-iron

The whole weight of
riveted to them.
10 and often 20 or more tons, is sustained by
The rivet-holes necessarily weaken the castings and the
these flanges and rivets.
author has seen the flanges of such boilers broken right through them in a circle,
showing that the weight and wear and tear of the motion was more than they could
of about 3

flanges
boiler

and

contents,

feet

diameter are

amounting

to

;

stand.

A

which was ordered by the author, and built by Pusey, Jones &
is represented by a vertical section through a-a of Fig. 17, in
and by an elevation showing the driving end in Fig. 17, at about g'^ of the

rag-boiler,

Co., "Wilmington, Del.,

Fig. 16,

By

real size, or /g inch jier foot.

forming the heads A A in the manner shown in

Fig. 16, of one solid casting, arched and smooth inside,
side,

the weight

A

6

A A but
;

is

feet shell
if false

and strengthened by

divided on a large circumference and

should be riveted on heads of not

many

less

ribs out-

rivets.

than 5

feet diameter, like

heads and syphon pipes are used inside, the shell must be cylindrical

to the ends.

Castings, even if

made with the

be faulty, although the defects

may

greatest care

and of the best

iron, are liable to

be invisible.

Every rotary should be tested with the same hydrostatic jiressure as the steamwhich it Ls to be connected. We have seen several appai-ently sound

boiler with

heads cracked when .subjected

One

to

it.

of the journals has an additional length of about 6 inches, carrying the cog-

wheel B which turns the

boiler.

BOILING.

The
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journals of most rotaries are each one seiiaratclj' turned, and afterwards

It is im^jossible to festen them so that they will be perfectly in
boxes turning on pivots, Avhich accommodate themselves to the journals, are

riveted to the shell.
line

;

The

therefore generally used.

fault is not

hereby corrected, but only hidden, and

the friction, wear and tear, and jjrobability of breaks are greater than if the journals

were in

line.

The only way

to

make

a rotary run true

is

heads in rough, to put

to rivet the

the whole boiler into a large lathe by means of a crane, and to turn the journals
If the necessary machinery

there.

The

boiler represented

The movement

provided, this

is

is

fully as cheap as the old way.

by Figs. 16 and 17 was thus bodily turned.

of the rotary causes the rags to rub against one another and

against the boiler, creating a loss and weakening the fibres.

A
loss

by

minutes

very slow motion,
friction to a

sufficient to

minimum

is

mix

the rags with the liquor, and reducing the

therefore desirable.

One

revolution in five to ten

is sufficient.

many cog-wheels would be required to reduce the speed so low,
can be easily and satisfactorily done by a worm-wheel. Such a wheel B, of
about the same diameter as the shell, with tight and loose pulleys d d on the wormIn most cases

but

it

shaft,

answers well, and gives the additional advantage that the boiler stops easily
position, held by the worm c, as soon as the belt is shifted on the loose jsulley.

any

in

The

steam-pipes, as far as they pass through the journals, should consist of cast-

ings turned in a lathe,

and fastened in some way

cannot be carried round by the
is

thus held in

its

place

by the bracket

to the boiler-frame, so that

A square nut,

friction.
e,

which

they

which

is

cast with the pipe F,

also su]>ports

it

against the pressure

inside of the boiler.

Stuffing-boxes prevent the escape of steam or liquor between the journals and
pipes.

To blow

oflF

steam the rotary must be stopped, and a

building attached to the stop-valve G, the inlet to which

is

pijje

leading out of the

guarded by the perforated

sheet-iron h.

A

portion of the heat which thus escapes can be saved by conducting the steam
through pipes surrounded by cold water, which is thereby heated, and may be used
for

many

purposes.

The

iron sheets should overlap each other like shingles on a roof, descending
towards the manholes, so that the rags cannot find any corners wlierein to lodge
while the boiler is emptied.

The manholes

i

are ellipse-shaped, of wrought-iron, not too heavy,

and fit
them

against the shell from the inside, so that the increasing steam-i)i-essui'e will close
tighter all the time.

Many

materials are used for packing them, but the most convenient are braided

hemp rings saturated with clay, as ropes and clay are always on hand in paper-mills.
The boiler must be well balanced to run ea.sy, a slinin inaidieiid or casting
i',

5
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equal to the overweight of the real one, is therefore frequently fastened opposite.
turned in the lathe the rotary can be balanced better than in any other way.

If

—

XII. Location of the Rotary and Disposition of the Boiled Rags. In a wellarranged mill the rag-boiler, as has been said before, is always situated so that the
toy nearly reaches the floor of the duster or rag-room, and high enough to allow it to

emptv

easily

on the drainer-bottom below.

trucks and hoisted up to the engine-room.
level with that of the

foundation

is

may be

12 inches

engine

often required.

used for

it,

all

The

rags are from there loaded into

If the boiler-room floor can he put on a

the hoisting

is

To accomplish

saved.

Good-sized timber, of not

less

this a

high

than 10 by 12 or 12 by

but in some cases stone or iron will be found cheaper,

or preferred because they are fii-e-proof.

To provide
let

an

offset

end of the

The

against accidents, such as the breaking of a journal,

of the foundation or pieces of timber

boiler, so that

it

cannot

fall to

it is

k k extend under and

jirudent to

close to each

the ground.

rags must be drained while hot, because some of the substances dissolved in

hot water are insoluble in cold water, and would,

The more

on the

rags.

to the

washing-engine, the better.

wash them
There

perfectly the liquor

is

if

suddenly cooled

off,

deposit again

dbrained off before the rags are taken

If not too expensive

it

would be advisable

to

in hot water.

no better evidence of the jierfection with which this j^rocess of boiling
and other substances from the rags than the fact that Messrs.
Delaire and Bocquet in France have lately succeeded in sizing paper, with an extract
made fi-om the liquor which escapes from the rag-boUer. The process is patented.
is

extracts the glutinous

Kag-boilers should be situated in buildings or rooms strictly separated from the
other parts of the mill where labor has to be jjerformed, because the rags are, and

ought to be, boiling hot

department within

and

its

when

reach.

emjitied,

and the steam coming from them

Esjiecially in cold weather this

is

fills

every

very disagreeable,

injurious to the health of the employees.

—Several manufacturers of

fine writing-paper have
and do their boiling now in wooden tubs with
They use none but the best qualities of white
a very weak solution of caustic soda.
rags, and think that they not only suffer a greater loss of fibres from rotation, but
also that scales and rust irom the iron of the boilers find their way into the pulp.
The weaker treatment in tubs is quite sufficient for such material, and the change
12.

Tubs preferred to Rotaries.

lately discontinued the use of rotaries,

may be

a very judicious one.
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SECTION
Washing,

(a)

{b)

Bleaching,

(c)

(a)

13.

The Engine.
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III.

Draining,

Bleaching with Gas.

(d)

Was/line/.

—The invention of the engine

or Hollander has laid the founda-

and though over one
hundred years have j^assed away since its introduction, it is yet very imperfectly
understood and constructed.
The rags are washed and beaten into pulp for the lower grades, such as wrapjiing paper, in one engine, but this section treats only of the operations by which " half
tion for the 23resent develoj^ment of the nianutacture of jxiper,

stuff"

is

made.

is to be made, the washing and beating have to be
done in different engines, and each one can be constructed so as to perform best the
work for which it is intended.

If half stuff or bleached pulp

In the discussion of the engine in this

section, its character as a

washer must be

kept in view.

may

This well-known apparatus, a theoretical section of which is shown in Fig. 18,
be defined as a shallow, oblong vessel, with circular ends divided lengthway by

a partition x, which extends as far as the rectangular jiart of the body.

bearing a

roll b,

of this vat.

which

fits

A number of

surface of this

roll,

into one of the
steel

and another

Between these two

sets

A stream

d is placed right under
and touch each other.

and are

first

roll,

it

is

middle

on the bottom of the

only rubbed, as

and the dirty water

shaft A,

with the shaft on the

one c revolving, and the

cut, torn, or

of pure water flows into the engine,

through the action of the

jiarallel

set

of knives, the

A

partitions, revolves across the

knives c are fastened

tub, so that the edges of both face

stationary, the rags nuist pass,

two

may

latter

one d

be desired.

thoroughly mixed with the
is

pulj)

constantly washed out by a
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mechanical contrivance, which will be descriljed hereafter. The dii?tance between the
knives can Ik? regulated liy lifting or lowering the roll-shaft a with the lighter.
Furnishing and Washing.

14.

and, as scxm

a.s

the vat

is

partly

—The

filled,

engineer in charge opens the water-faucet,

throws the

have a

rags into

Ixiiled

The

80 that the revolving knives c can take hold of them.

it.

l^eliind the roll,

assistant or hel|>er

must

supply of rags ready on tracks, as no mill can afford to waste the time of

full

the washers or beaters.

To
of the

get the

fibres.

strength of the raw material,

fiill

K chopped
The

with the wash-water.

it is

necessary to preserve the length

into short pieces a part of

them must invariably be

lost

should therefore never be lowered any fiirther during

roll

is neces.sary to turn and draw out the rags.
In ftirnishing the engine it is often found that some rags sink to the bottom,
The first are evidently heavier and the latter lighter than
while others float on top.
water.
Though both may be composed of the same kind of fibre, it is in one case
woven into a compact mass of a greater specific weight than water, and in the other
one it is spread out so that a pound of it occupies more room than a pound of water.
Heavy rags must be made to occupy more room by l>eing drawn out and torn
into shreds light ones must be bruised, soaked in water, and pressed together to gain

the wash-process than

;

in weight.

These two

different results are, strange to say, obtained

just the one which, ac-cording to our previous explanation,

The engineer

lowers the roll so that

the heavy or light rags under

it

by the same

action,

and

to be strictly avoided.

nearly touches the plate, and then pushes

A

with the paddle.

it

is

few turns round the engine are

usually sufficient to crush the rags into oliedienc-e, so that they will neither rise to

the surface nor sink to the Ixtttom.

and kept

diately,

This

and not

is

The

roll,

of

c-ourse,

must be raised again imme-

so until the wash-process is finished.

not the c^se until the water runs perfectly clean fix>m the washers.

time to lower the

Ijefore, it is

roll, so

that the rags

may

Then,

be drawn out into

their fibres, but not cut-

our aim here, and

tkrough the process of paper-making, to obtain the
the washing engine, which plays an important i^art, should therefore not be trusted to any but men of judgment and experience.
The damages and losses suffered here cannot be repaired or recovered.
It is

original fibre as little

The
which

all

damaged

as possible

;

efficiency of the engine dej^ends in a great

its

contents circulate.

measure on the velocity with

If the rags pass twicie between the knives of one

engine, while they go only onc-e through those of another, the former does nearlv

twice as

much work

The

as the latter in the

same

time.

rags cannot he well washed unless the fresh water,

which is constantly
and thoroughly mixed with the pulp.
the Pulp.
This mixture will Ije the more perfect, the oftener the

]X)uring in. l>ec<imes s}>eedily
15.

pulp

is

Movement

of

—

subjected to the action of the roll within a given time.

If the whole mass moves lazily, the heavy pcirtions settle to the bottom and lodge
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in corners, but a lively current gives

and

carries

them

them an

inij^etus, wliicli
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overcomes their weight

along.

Nearly every millwright and machinist has a plan and theory of his own, by
which this object is to be accomplished.
Many years ago the midfellow was frequently placed out of centre, on the theory
that the pulp would stand higher in the narrower part, and thereby produce a current

down to the pulp in the wider partition.
The present construction of our engines

dis2iroves this, and it is only mentioned
was taught by a justly celebrated authority in mechanical engineering.
The movement of any mass consumes jjower, and the only power in an engine
exercised through the roll, which consequently must be the cause of circulation.

because

is

it

The

action of the roll, by taking hold of the rags, dragging them uj) to the backwhence they tumble down again, starts the movement. But, by and by, the
rags are macerated into thin pulp, in which there is not solid substance enough to be
pulled by the knives, and then the roll acts as a pump or water-lifter.
The machines used by the Egyptians, thousands of years ago, to raise water for
irrigation, have very much the apjiearance of low-breast water-wheels, or would on a
fall

E,

small scale resemble the rolls of our engines.

Their action is that of a water-wheel
consuming instead of producing power, creating a waterfall instead of using it.
The circulation is projiortionate to the quantity of pulp, which is transferred or
raised by the roll from the lower to the uj^per part of the saddle-shaped breast or
backfall e in a given time.
The quantity of pulp which can be forwarded depends, first of all, on the size of
the buckets formed by the flybars c.
These latter should be of strong | to g inch
iron plate, edged with steel as far as they are to be worn down
they should stand
alone, and project as far as j^ossible from the bodj^ of the roll.
By crowding too many flybars on the roll, the space between them, and with it
the lifting capacity, is decreased, and what might be gained by the increased number
;

is lost in circulation.
The distance between their outside edges should not be
than 2^ inches better more. The distance between the flybars being fixed, the
diameter of the roll b determines their number.
To prevent the buckets from losing their contents before they have reached the

of cuts
less

—

point of discharge, the backfall, like the drain of a water-wheel, must- be shaped so
it close enough not to leave room for the
Sometimes this is done so well that the pulp cannot even leave the
flybars where it ought to, and is carried round by them.
This will be found on
examination to be the case with many poorly-turning engines.
It is evident that the pulp which has not been discharged before the flybars

that the edges of the flybars or buckets jjass

escape of pulp.

roll) must be
and return to the point whence it started from. The usual way to
avoid this is by leaving a wide space of 2 to 3 inches between the flybars and the
backfall at the upjjer end for the reception of the 2)ulp.
We have also seen the

reach the horizontal position (usually at the height of the centre of the
carried farther,
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flybars put into the roll, so that they do not jwint towards the centre,

and consequently

reach the horizontal position only several inches above the centre line, as represented
The flybars in this drawing are put more out of centre than is practiin Fig. 19.
cally done,

Fig-

The

order to show the principle.

ill

edges may, however, in

all

cases

be

moved backwards from the central position about i to i inch.
The top of the backfall is, if built correctly,
16. Rolls.
But why do we not
ke^it eonsideraljly below the centre line.
see any engines with large rolls,
so large that the whole shaft
is above the engine sides, and its centre necessarily far above

—

I'l-

—

the backfall

?

There cannot be any serious ol^jection while everything
speaks in their favor.
Such large rolls will carry more knives,
forming large buckets they can with less revolutions make as
many cuts they are heavy and therefore jjreferable and last,
but not least, the sides of the engines need not be cut, and as the shaft rests above
the level of the pulp, none of it can escape through the holes.
If the common small-sized rolls are chosen, the backfall is to be fitted close at
the bottom near the j^lfite, widening out to the top.
It must be kept low enough to
remain several inches beneath the centre of the roll.
;

;

;

A well-built engine does not require more than i to | inch play between the
and the engine sides, and even that space soon fills up with rags, if not kept clean
by a narrow strip of wood or metal fastened to the heads of the roll.
It is very important that the rags should not find any place where they can
lodge, escape the washing and beating process, and become mixed with the prejjared
pulp while emptying. The little strips just spoken of, trifling as they seem, should
not be neglected, as they will, if judiciously put on, keep the sides of the roll clean.
No roll, if ever so heavy, can descend any lower than the lighter which carries
it will permit, but nothing besides its own weight prevents it from jumping up.If
a light roll is called on to forward or grind a thick bundle of rags which it cannot
master, it will either refuse to work or jump out of its place, and perhaps break something, while a heavy one would give no difficulty whatever.
Large, heavy rolls
roll

are therefore preferable to light ones.

There

is

no good reason

why

chinery, take the place of wood.

them

maenough to furnish
perishable and heavier.

iron should not in engine-rolls, as well as in other

The

difficulty of finding ti-ees large

enfijrces the substitution of iron,

which is besides less
must be strong and stiff, so that it can neither break,
spring, nor bend
and it is simply a question of cost if wrought or cast iron is to be
chosen, provided that these conditions are complied with.
The shafts of our 600 to
800 pound engines are usually of cast iron, 6 to 7 inches diameter, and often preferred to wrought-iron ones, because they are more rigidly stiff and much cheaper.
17. Shaft.

— The

shaft

;

The

latter have,

which

however, a tenacity, nearly excluding the possibility of breaking,
made, always admit of.

castings, if ever so well

—
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18. Backfall

and Tub.

—The

backfill! is

of shape if not covered with ca.st-iron

The

vat

is

39

mostly made of wood, and soon worn out
or heavy sheet copjier.

jilates

constructed either of wood, iron, or stone.

If of wood,

it

should he of

a tough-grained kind, which will resist the influence of water and chemicals for a
3 or 4 inch

long time.

2:)lank,

iron hoops, compose the sides

The

;

standing uj^right, the circular parts surrounded by

the bottom

is

3 to 4 inches and the midfellow 2 to 3

New England

States is nearly all made in
wooden engines, with or without copper covering. Cast iron is more substantial than
wood, and cheaj^er than wood covered with cojjper, and should be used at least for
the sides of engines, excepting only those in which the finest grades of paper are
made, which may be damaged by traces of rust.
Many engines are now built entirely of iron and those of one of the largest new
mills in the United States, carrying (300 to 800 pounds, consist of one solid casting,
including sides, bottom, and backfall.
If, however, any change in location should necessitate a change in the engines

inches thick.

fine j^aper of the

;

—

new outlet valve it could not be made without difficulty.
Whatever material may be used, the engine must be built so as to leave no holes
or corners for the pulp to lodge in.
The corners formed by the bottom and sides
must be filled or rounded up.
Stone tubs can only be jjrocured of small size, and are used exclusively for
bleaching.
The nature and size of the stone governs their construction.
19. Sand Traps.
Every engine should be provided with sand traps f, or excafor instance, only a

,

—

vations in the bottom, covered with perforated cast-iron or brass plates, wherein heavy
impurities, like nails, buttons, stones, metals of all kinds,
selves.

The openings

in the plates

may

and sand deposit them-

be as numerous and as large as the strength

of the metal will admit of; the pulp will go through anyhow, and can only be dis-

placed by heavier matters.
pieces of metal out.

The

If the openings are too small, they will keep the larger

efficiency of the

sand

traj)s is projiortionate to their surface.

washed down when
inside, and carry
This would be the case everywhere near the disjDart of them off with the pulp.
The only
charge-valve, or between it and the jioint where the fresh water comes in.
safe 2)lace seems to be the ascent to the roll, and on it we find it usually located.
The lowest point of the cavity f, covered by the sand trap, is usually jirovided
with a valve, through which it can be cleaned out. Sometimes, however, this valve
is placed, for greater convenience, in an ujjright pipe alongside of the engine, and
It can then be opened and
connected by another pipe with the lowest point of f.
the contents of f at any time drawn off, by means of a rod and handle, Avhile the
engine is running. But, as this valve cannot be seen, there is danger that, with the
impurities, some pulp may escape, through carelessness in opening it too often and

They must be
an engine

is

located so that the water, with which the pulj)

emptying, cannot reach them,

perfectly after use.

not closing

it

ence

offset

is

not

bv the danger of

It

is,

loss.

stir

is

up the impurities

therefore, questionable if the greater conveni-
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A

wa.'jliiiig

of this country,
in Figs.

example of those most seen in the paper-mills
front view, drawn to a scale of \ inch per foot,
has iron sides, iron roll, wooden bottom, and carries about

engine, which
is

is

a fair

shown by a plan and

20 and 21.

It

5(X) 2>ounds.
20. Lighters.

them next

—The

roll

to the njll, or, as

shaft rests in

it is

called, "

two bearings, outside of the tub

on the front

side,"

is

carried

by the

;

one of

lighter a.

This lighter

(a horizontal lever) is fastened by a pin at one end, and can be raised
by means of an upright screw and hand-wheel b at the other end, the
bearing and shaft following these motions. The back end of the shaft rests on a sejiarate stand c, at some distance, leaving room for ])ulleys between it and the back

or lowered

side.

Whenever the shaft is raised or lowered by the lighter, it occupies a more or less
inclined position, or, to speak correctly, makes a different angle with the horizontal
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line.

If the two bearings or shells do not follow these motions, the shaft will only

lay in

them

only.

Instead of being immovable, the bearings should turn on pivots, which permit

in one position, while in all others

it

on a corner of the box

will rest

of their changing positions with the journals.
It

evident that the rags can only be treated alike by the

is

so long as the

roll,

and stationary knives is everywhere the same. When
or lowered, it is done with the intention of increasing or reducing

distance between the revolving

the lighter

is

raised

that distance to a certain opening

are not parallel

The

but

how can

this be

bed-plates are so set that they are touched

in contact with
is

;

done

if

the two sets of knives

?

them but

always more or

all

across

by the

fly-bars,

when

seldom allowed while working. The lighter
the shaft and fly-bars forming an angle Avith the bed-

this position is

;

less raised,

If the length of the roll

knives.

is about one-third of that of the shaft between the
two bearings, and the front corners of the fly-bars are raised to about | inch above
the plates, the back corners can only be § or i inch off"; or there is always one-third

diflPerence

An

between the openings at the two ends.

engineer would laugh

if

he were told that

it

did not

make any

difference if

the fly-bars were raised { or | inch and yet we allow the same pulp to be subjected
to such different treatment at all times in our engines.
;

As

the plates are wearing down, the roll follows them, and,

tionary at the back end,

it

will descend lower at the front side

its

shaft being sta-

than near the mid-

Every paper-maker knows that the plates, on being removed, are always
worn most near the outside of the tub. If they are, for example, reduced | inch at
fellow.

the front side, they will only be \ inch below their original height at the back end.

As

the plates can be

worn down by the

friction of the rags only,

we

are forced

to the conclusion that the rags

of the steel has disajijieared,

The

fibres will

are so, the fewer of

The

have been subjected to the strongest action where most
that is, on the front side.

be more of one length
them will be wasted.

if

treated uniformly

;

and the more they

and tub must preserve their original correct position towards each
immutably to one and the same foundation. The most perfect way to assure this is by attaching the back side bearing to the tub itself
If it
rests on a separate stand, the relative positions between it and the engine may be
changed by a difference in the settlement of the foundation, or by a lateral displacement of either. But, if an immovable bearing is attached to the engine, the shaft
will be much shorter, and the angle formed by the fly-bars and plates considerably
other,

shaft

by being

fastened

increased.

We

have

between the two evils, of a sejiarate
and an attached bearing with short

to choose

relative dislocation,

stand, with the danger of
shaft,

unless

a

plan

is

adopted by which both can be avoided.
It

can be done by resting the shaft on two lighters, both moving up and

together.

The

front side lighter

is,

as usual, lowered antl raised
G

down

by a screw, which
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connec-t.^s,

by bevel-wheels and

a horizontal shaft across the engine (either above or

below), with the screw of the back side lighter.

If the connecting-shaft
so as to be out of the

way

not obstructing anything.

;

is

above the engine,

but

The

if it is located

latter

It is true that these connections

plan

is

The

bed-plate will wear

the roll-shaft

is

it

may

stands,

lay close to the bottom,

the simplest and cheapest.

would have

large engines, and would cause adchtional outlay

more unevenly, with the present

must be carried on high

it

below,

construction, will

;

to

be strong and heavy for our

but the larger the engine
it

is,

the

cut.

down with more uniformity than

periodically lowered at the back end,

and

in ordinary engines if

thus, in a

manner,

reset.

This can be done with a set-screw under the bearing of the shaft, on the back side

^3¥^
It can be found by experience how much the plates wear down in a given
and then the back side bearing is, at fixed times, lowered as much.
In a mill where all the engine-shafts are supi^lied with such movable bearings,
it has been found that ,'g inch is worked off from the height of the bed-plates every
two weeks. The foreman therefore lowers the set-screws every two weeks, and with
them the bearings, by one turn or ^'g inch, and permits of the rolls touching the plates
and grinding all along their surfaces, as they did when the plates were new.

stand.

time,

This

an improvement on the immovable bearing, but requires attention, and
while an arrangement by which both ends of
the shaft are raised and lowered together, keeps it all the time in correct position.
We have seen at ^fessrs. Clieney & Hudson's bank-note paper-mill, near North
is

corrects the faults only periodically

;

;

:

TF^,Si//iYO,
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Manchester, Connecticut, a washing engine for a thousand pounds of pulp, the construction of
rej^resented

Tlie centre of the engine
to

20 inches

A

which deserves to be more widely known.
by Fig. 22, on opposite page.
is

a hollow j^lace inclosed

by

apart, with ends connected

horizontal plan of

it is

hy two midfellows, about 18

circles.

a in the
b across
the front half of the engine, resting on stand c, lifts both lighters at once by means
of eccentrics.
The eccentric shaft itself is turned by a worm-wheel d, and the wormshaft by a crank or hand-wheel e.
The pulley f is placed between the front side lighter and the engine. The two
washers g empty into the hollow centre, and are driven there.
Instead of the usual stand on the back side, this engine has a lighter

hollow centre, which

The

is

one on the front

identical with the

side.

A

shaft

shaft of this engine, if high or low, always remains in a horizontal position,

and the reduction

much.
nowhere obstructed by gearing excejit by the pulley f on
the front side it is therefore more accessible and occu23ies less room.
H. D. Burghardt, millwright, of Pittsfield, Mass., planned and built the engine,
and Mr. Hudson expresses himself, after several years of experience, highly pleased

The

to one-half of its usual length simplifies the construction vei'y

outside of the engine

is

;

with

it.

21.

Manner

of Driving and Speed.

—The

large cog-wheels

which formeidy used

to

drive the engines have been almost altogether superseded by imlleys and belts.
Belts are preferable, because

The

engines can be set up at almost any reasonable chstance from the line

shaft

Belts slip or
roll,

jump

off if a thick solid substance

while cog-wheels would break

The engines may almost always

happens

to get

under the

;

be located above the driving-shaft, and the

pressure with which the roll bears on the rags

is

then increased by the ten-

sion of the belt.

The
by the

by which the

friction

j^ulley is

turned

is

j^roj^ortionate to the surface covered

belt.

If once overstrained, a belt will soon be weakened and worthless
belts are therefore the cheajjest in the

The driving

belt of a

300

to

400 pound engine should not be

inches wide, and 10 to 18 inches width
to

;

strong wide

long run.

is

less

than 10 to 12

required for an engine which carries 800

1000 pounds.

Rubber belts will withstand the influence of water and of a moist atmosphere,
both of which abound in the engine-room, better than leather, and are therefore gen~"

erally preferred.

The number
by experience

at

of turns per minute which washer-rolls shoidd

from 100

22. Bearings.

—The

to

150

bearings

for rolls of

may

42

to

make has been

fixed

30 inches diameter.

be of any kind of metal, or even hard wood,
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and open on
pork

;

They should be

top.

by some good feeder or

oiled

the indiscriminate pouring on of

oil is

vritb pieces of fat salt

not only expensive, but very inefficient

besides.

AVe have seen an

oil feeder,

which may be made

expense.

It consists, as

of about 2 to

any mill with little or no
wooden roll A,
3 inches diameter, and nearly the length of the

shown

at

in Fig. 23, of a

and is covered with felting, several thicknesses of
which have been wound uj) on it. The journals of this roll
are carried by a forked piece of sheet iron b, which is fastened to the box. The felt-covered roll rests on and is turned
by the journal c. The oil is poured on the felt, and from it

journal,

gradually distributed on the journal
23. Bed-plates.

to a large extent

Though
ments are in

quality of the

work done by an engine depend

on the bed-plate.

this chajjter treats of
.so

c.

—The quantity and

mauv

washing engines and not of

resjiects alike that

much

beaters, their require-

of the following discussion holds good

for both.

The washers always do
wraj^ping mills,

tion, as in

stantial bed-^jlates.

the

The

the hardest and, where they finish the pulj) at one opera-

all

the

work

;

bolted together, and placed in
whence thev can be removed at will through an opening

fly-bai-s,

roll,

and must therefore be supplied with subis composed of steeled knives like
a wooden block or cast-iron box under the

simplest and oldest kind

in the side, as seen in

Fig. 21.

They
is,

The
it

are always put in oblique, in order to act as shears with the fly-bars, that

they deviate from the square line about 1 to 2 inches.
rags are pushed to the side occupied

by the forward part of

are equally the backward and the middle the forward jwints.
is called the " elbow-plate."

As
is

in

this jjlate,

and

has been improved upon by bending the knives in the middle, so that both ends

.said

before, the rags are constantly

pushed

to the

its

form the

latter

forward point, and, as this

the centre, they will stand higher there than at the sides.

any

From

It

can actually be seen

where the surface of the pulp is close to
The straight line of the latter shows plainly the curve

beater, pro\Tided with elbowrplates,

the lower side of the shaft.

of the surface of the pulp to be higher in the middle.

The solid elbow-plate is very generally used in washing engines.
AMienever the edges of the plate are worn down, it must be taken out and sharpened, and to avoid this, various new inventions have been devised.
Thin steel jilates are cut into the size of bed-knives, and wood or soft metal
is

filled in

between them to keep the edges at about the distance of ordinary plates.
down the wood much quicker than the steel the latter projects there-

The

rags wear

fore

and constantly
This

is

;

jiresents

sharp edges.

certainly a valuable improvement, as the plates are kept without assist-
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sliaqjness, while solid steel or irou ones are constantly

changing from the time they are put in until taken out.
The steel can be bent into almost any desirable shajje, of which the most jirominent are the elbow and zigzag plates.

made of thin j\ to ^ inch steel, have the same advanand are used by many experienced paper-makers. The majority

Plates of the elbow form,
tages as the solid ones,

of

tlie

Massachusetts mills use solid elbow-plates in the washers, because they will

stand hard knocks better than those of thin

steel, but they prefer the elbows of the
kind for the beaters.
To form the zigzag plate the steel is bent into an undulating line, which appears
composed of a large number (fifteen to twenty) of elbows or triangles. They do not

latter

push the rags

to the

middle like the elbow-plate, but as an undulating line

than a straight one,. they give more cutting surface.
crease the cutting power,

and

it

is

is

longer

Their sharper angles also in-

generally admitted that they grind rags quicker

than any other kind.
It has

They

been found that the fly-bars are worn out unevenly by these zigzag

plates.

by the corners of the triangles or short elbows, so that after some time
they acquire more the appearance of saws, and must be frequently sharpened.
There is a larger surface of steel concentrated in the corners than on the same
space between them, and the larger friction surface necessarily grinds out more than
are cut

the smaller one.

Thomas Lindsay has
which gives

to the roll

of the fly-bars
zigzag

jilate.

is

constructed a

little

apparatus moved by the engine-shaft,

and shaft a slow rocking or

lateral motion,

brought in contact as well with the

It is

shown by Fig. 24 and Fig.

whereby every part

cornei-s as witli the rest of the

25, in side view

and

in section

through
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b and the worm d on the
f, which moyes
This leyer g is fastened at h, and holds and moves
the forked lever G to and fro.
the roll-shaft with its forks, giving it a rocking motion of altogether about | inch

A

The

A.

belt x, di'iveu

same shaft

or about

roll-shaft, turns the pulley
e,

driyen by d, carries an eccentric

inch to each side.

|

The

by the

The worm-wheel

c.

fly-bai-s are

hereby jn-eserved as uniformly as

if

any other kind of plate

were used.

The

six large beatei"s at ^Messrs. Jessuj)

&

Moore's paper-mill, Rockland, near

"Wilmington, Delaware, which furnish the pulp for three machines, or nine tons of
jiaper per day, are supplied with these rockers.

Mr. Lindsay has
of

common

also used a

new kind of fly-bars

in these engines.

They

consist

iron plates, with thin steel plates bolted to them, which, like the bed-

no sharpening. AVhen worn down, the bolts are simply loosened, the
moved further out, and fastened again.
The large number of bolts, with which the steel is fastened, occupy much of the
room between the fly-bars, and are open to objections. If one of them should drop out,
it might ruin both the roll and plate.
We understand, however, that new engines,
plates, require

steel

which are

to

be built for the same firm, will be supjilied with these

Zigzag plates are often supplied with straight bars
the second half of knives
better,

and

to jirevent

is

fly-bai-s.

at the outside

and

centre, or

reversed, for the purpose of distributing the corners

them from cutting the

fly-bars.

them, have found that these bed-plates injure the

Paper-makers who have tried
but lose some of their

roll less,

cutting capacity.
It is e%'ident that

zigzag plates should be used only for the strongest stock, such

and only in the interest of quick work. ^ATiere quality is more an
object than quantity, no sharp knives of any kind are to be allowed in the engine.
Cast-ii'on blocks, the tops of which are jilaued or cut into sharji ridges, are sucas manilla, &c.,

cessfully used for very coai-se papers.

Lately even stone bed-plates have come into use, and they are probably suitable
paper made from weak fibres, which cannot stand the action of knives provided,
however, that the right kind of stone can be obtainetl.
for

;

The road which the i^ulji must travel over during one trip around the engine, is
very different for different parts of the tub. While the pulp near the midfellow
simply turns round the corner of that partition, the stuff' which travels along the outside follows the outlines of the half circles at both ends.

In an engine-tub of 6* feet width and 15i feet length, for example, the midwould be about 9 feet long, and the pulp which moves close to it would go
over a route of 18 feet length only, wliile that adjacent to the rim would have to travel
fellow

over a distance of 18

+ 20 = 38

feet,

or

more than twice

The pulp moves with nearly equal
passes nearly twice as often

One might

under the

roll

sj^eed in all

as far.

parts of a cross-section,

and

near the midfellow than near the outside.

therefore suppose that the pulp should be beaten in half as

much
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but if it were, it would hardly be jwssible to produce a
uniform sheet of paper with our ordinary engines.
The engine, however, does not operate exactly in this manner. If, as we may
for a moment suppose, twice as many rags were cut in the same time and with the same
intensity near the midfellow as near the outside, the plate and fly-bars would become
time inside than outside

worn out

in the

same

;

in-oportion in those places, and, after a short time, the distance

between the knives would be such that the rags would not be ground at all where
they pass often, and with great force where they pass less frequently.
That this is
actually the case

is

conclusively proven

near the front side of

all

by the

greater wear

and

tear of the plates

engines with stationary back side bearings.

The pulp which is less frequently subjected to the grinding action of the roll is
worked upon with proportionately increased intensity, and thus likewise transformed
The unequal treatment to which the
into fibres which can be formed into 2:)aper.
different parts are subjected produces, however, fibres of very different length.

An

engineer

who

and with skill, can mix the pulp so,
mass change places, and a homogeneous pulp

uses the paddle frequently

that the fibres throughout the whole
will be the result.

Fio. 26.

Every engineer, however,
which tend

is

not skilful

and industrious, and improvements,

to simplify the ojjeration of beating, are therefore

&

very desirable.

Coghlan have received a jiatcnt of invention, dated July 30th,
Fig. 26 is a plan of one construction, and Figs. 27
1872, for improved bed-plates.
and 28 view and plan of another.
INIessrs.

Nugent

:
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The
fellow,

plates are

larger at the front side of the engine

and of the elhow form

;

than near the mid-

but the forward point of the knives or the elbow

is

its

width from the front end, instead of being in the middle,

shown

before, does not pass as frequently over the plate at 'the

located at one-third of

1

'

as usually.

The

pulp, as

i

more knives and a larger surface. The knives of
of the plate form twice as large an angle or "shear"

front side as further back, but over

the front part or short third

and therefore cut sharper.
body of the plate, represented in Figs. 27 and
28, are of the elbow form, and thus present sharper angles or more "shear" than the
Mr. Nugent j^refei-s this latter kind.
othere.
as the other two-thirds,

The

knives, as well as the whole

The

iuventoi-s

speak of the advantages of their j^atent plates as follows

I

i

" Our improvement consists, first, ia gradually increasing the number of knives in the bed-plate
from the end adjacent to the midfellow to the end abutting against the outer wall or rim of the tub,
so as to obtain a gradually increasing cutting surface from the inner to the outer end of the bed-

compensate the difference in the number of times the stock in different parts of the tub passes
over the bed-plate in a given time, the object being to produce pulp of uniform quality throughout the
tub second, in the employment of angular knives, the angle of which, or the line toward which they
plate, to

I

I

'

,

!

;

converge,

is

by drawing

located nearest the outer wall of the tub, so that the increased velocity given to the stock,
it

made

rapidly toward this line, shall be

i

available in increasing the speed of the stock

]

travelling near the wall or rim of the tub."

These

I

jiatent plates are in operation at Messrs.

New

Xugeut

&

Co.'s mills, at

Whip-

which the author has visited. The screenings
which were obtained from the pulp-dresser of each machine during one week were
carefully gathered, and scarcely filled a hand-basin
while, as we were informed,
two ordinary barrelfiils used to be collected during the same time, and from the
same machine, before the introduction of the patent j^lates. Experience of this
kind is the best evidence of the value of the invention, as it jjroves that a more
uniform pulp is produced with the patent plates than with those of ordinary conpany, Morris County,

;

Jei-sey,

]

;

struction.

All these

plates, of

ever they are worn

an4 sharpened on

down

whatever material they

may

be made, must be raised when-

too low, and, if not self-sharpening, they

a gi-indstone.

Strijis

must be taken' out

of wood or boards are usually put under the

j

1

plates for the pur^wse of raising them.
It

has also been proposed to keep the

by means of an appropriate construction

;

roll stationary,

but

we have

and

raise the plate instead

not learned that the plan has

ever been carried out.
24. Grinding the Roll

never

fits

starting.

'

and

Plate.

—In

a

new

engine, however well built, the roll

the bed-plate exactly, and it is necessary to grind them together before
This grinding has the additional advantage of liattening the sharp edges of

both plates and Hy-bars, so that they cannot cut the rags too severely.

For

this

pur-

i
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on top of the highest point of the backfall, in such a way
Another board, about a foot
high, is fitted, for the same purpose, across the ascent which leads to the roll, as tight
as possible.
"Water and hard shai-jj sand are then supplied to the roll between these
boards, and the pulley started.
is fitted

iii

that nothing can escape from the roll in that direction.

The sharp

sand, reinforced

by

fresh additions, soon takes off the edges

If none of the water and sand

jections.
tions, the

engineer has

indicates to him,

by

its

little else to

around and

cuts the pa^^er all

and pro-

allowed to escape beyond the board parti-

do but to lower the

uniformity, that the engine

can introduce a sheef of paper under the
it

is

roll,

is all

roll

gradually until the sound

right.

To make

sure of

it,

and, turning the pulley by hand, try

he
if

across.

—

25. Washing.
Washing engines consume large quantities of clean water, and
more the better. This water must be supplied through pipes, the diameter of
which varies from 3 to 6 inches, according to the pressure with which it is forced,
the size of the engine, and the capacity of the washers. It should, as soon as possible,
become thoroughly mixed with the pulp by the action of the roll, and is therefore
introduced at the end, where the rags ascend.

the

It enters

the engine either from the

or bottom.

toji

In the

first case,

the flow of

and additional filtering arrangements, such as flannel bags,
can be used, through which it must pass before reaching the j^ulp.
If the water is admitted from below, it is more thoroughly mixed with the
pulp, stirs up stragglers on the bottom, and displaces the dirty water, driving it to the
top, where it finds itself in contact with the washers.
Provided that the water is well filtered before it reaches the engine, the latter
water

is

open

to the eye,

system deserves the preference.
Nugent's Pulp Propeller.

26. Circulation.

—After

thrown together over the backfall by the

roll,

the water

and

j^ulp

have been

they accumulate there until the

them to move on. If the mass is
and the surface will be level all
through the engine but if, a.s is usually the case, the contents are not so fluid, some
Thus the pulji
pressure is necessary to push them forward on their return trip.
accumulates sometimes behind the backfall, to stand 6 and more inches higher there
additional quantities constantly arriving force

very

much

diluted,

it

flows easily, like water,

;

than before the

roll at the

other end.

lowing the

sides, until it

The tub

of an engine should therefore be built

and from there descend
reaches the point where the pulp

highest where the pulp leaves the

roll,

in a straight line, fol-

enters the roll, or to

the cap.
If the engines are heavily loaded, 6 to 8 inches difference in height
sufficient,

while at other times not half of

will be reached.

It

is

is

hardly

convenient to

to 7 inches elevation for engines which carry from 400 to 500 pounds of
Those which serve as washers only, may never be filled so high as to require
but the pulp should always be thick in the beaters.

have 5
pulp.
it,

it

7

:
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Me!5:srs.

Thomas ^'ugeut &

of Wluppaiiy, ^Morris County, X.

Co.,

FlC.

received a patent, dated

March

J.,

have

-29.

pulp propeller, shown by Fig. 29 in
working order, and by Fig. 30 removed from the

12, 1872, for a

Fig. 30.

en2;ine.

It con.sists of

two

ca.st

flanges, to Avhich four

curved brass wings or arms are fastened by means
of countersunk screws.

If any one of the arms

should break, a new one can easily be put in

its

by simply turning out the screws and resetting them with the new arm.
The inventors explain the use of the j^ropeller
place,

and

its

advantages as follows

" In the ordinary beating engines for making paper pulp, no automatic means
provided to give
motion to the stock other than the knife-blades projecting from the surface of the beating roll or cyli.s

inder; and

when

furnished, the stock, owing to

its long state, moves so slowly in the engine that
by the attendant with a stick or paddle, which, besides being a very
laborious operation, is done in a very imperfect manner, for only a few minutes at a time.
The want
of an automatic propeller is still more felt when two kinds— hard and soft— of stock are used, in which
case the hard stock lags behind and the soft or light stock floats ahead, making irregular pulp, unless
the stock is constantly stirred by the attendant; and, in consequence of this .slow motion and laborious
it

first

requires to be propelled

work, the engine cannot be furnished to

its full

capacity.
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"These difficulties are wholly overcome by the use of the propeller, which is driven by the ordinary mechanism used in driving the cylinder washer. The propeller may be set in motion as soon as
the washing cylinder has performed the functions allotted to it, which will cause the stock to move
with the desired velocity around and around in the vat, under the beating roll, until it has been prop-

The current

erly reduced to pulp.

is

so

much

faster,

greater regularity, by the use of this pro])eller, that

it

and the

will

.stock

is

operated upon with so

be reduced to pulp

in a

much

much

shorter space

of time, and the product will be greatly improved in quality.

"The

engine also can be furnished to

utmost capacity

its

— carrjMng

and taking no more perceptible jjower. The roll-bars can be used
do not depend on the bars to draw the pulp under the roll.
"

The tapering form of the

outer wall of the engine, where

The

until

twenty-five per cent, more,

worn down very

short, as

you

propeller gives to the current of the stock a greater velocity along the
it

should travel the fastest."

which we have seen in operation, seemed to accomplish what the
were very heavily loaded and the stuff turned

propellers,

inventor-s promi.^^e, for the engines
well.

Wherever

it is

deemed

desirable to increase the capacity of the beaters,

by load-

ing them with a larger quantity of pulp than the roll alone can easily turn, a pro23eller
will

do good service.

—

Washing Cylinders and Syphons. In former times, strainers in the cap of the
flat wooden frame covered with wire-cloth, were used exclusively for washing
but they have been entirely sujjerseded by washing cylinders.
The rags or pulp are thrown with such violence against the strainer by the roll that
,a large quantity of fine fibres must go through it and be lost.
It is not visible while
at work, being incased in the cap, and large quantities of pulp may have been lost
27.

engine, consisting of a
;

before a hole or break

The
in nearly

is

discovered, if

dirtiest, coarsest

it

should occur.

rags are washed perfectly clean with cylinder Avashers alone

every mill in the United States, and there

is

no reason why these

everywhere be entirely abandoned.
Most so-called cylinder washers have eight corners, and as

Avasteful

strainers should not

many

buckets, shaped

with a view to lifting up the largest possible quantity of water, discharging it through
the centre.
They are sometimes made of copjier and bra.ss, but mostly have cast-iron
shafts,

and discharge

The heads

centres,

and wooden buckets.

of each of the washers d d. Figs. 20 and 21, are of copper or boards,

which is keyed on the shaft. The surface is
wooden frames, covei-ed with a coarse brass wire-cloth, of

fastened to the centre or discharge piece,

formed of eight

sej^arate

one of about No. 60.
two boxes attached to racks e, and can be raised
When in
or lowered in high stands by means of a shaft with pinions and crank f.
the lowest position, a cog-wheel g, on the washer shaft, meets a stationary jiinion
which is driven by a pulley and belt, and thus causes the cylinder to revolve.
The washers usually met with may be much improved upon.
In most of those which we have seen, the buckets, for no apparent reason, are
about No. 3 or

4,

The washer

])laced at a

which serves

as a support to a finer

shaft rests in

distance of 2 to

?>

inches from the outside wire.
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The space between the bucket and the wire is evidently lost, while it might be
made useful by extending the former as close to the circumference as possible.
The discharge centres are often so narrow that the water cannot pass out as
fast as it enters.

In syphon washers the shaft is a stationary pipe, from which several vertical
branch pipes extend inside of the cylinder downwards nearly to the cover. A continuation of it descends several feet outside of the engine, and is provided with a stopcock at the end.
is built as light as possible, but strong enough to support the wirewhich it is covered, and revolves on the immovable hollow shaft, propelled by the motion of the pulp only.
It is necessary to fill or prime the pipe, before the suction can be started, through
a short jsipe with stop-valve and funnel, which can be fed from the general water
After the syphon has been filled, the cock at the lower end is opened, the
supply.
water escapes, creating a vacuum, which is refilled by the water inside of the cylinder.
The liquid part of the pulj) passes through the wire cloth, and thus flows away
through the syphon in a constant stream, until it is prevented by some cause from

The

cylinder

cloth with

entering the cylinder.

This hajjpens sometimes when the stuff sticks to the wire-cloth and
with a coat of

fibres.

The syphon,

not being ftdly sujiplied, empties

not be started without being primed again.

If

it is

itself,

covei-s it

and can-

not quickly discovered that the

syphon has stopped working, the engine will be filled up by the wash water and
ultimately run over.
This washer requires no gearing and recommends itself by simplicity, but the
difficulty mentioned is, according to the author's exj^erience, so serious that cylinders
which are driven by power, and never stoj) work unexpectedly, deserve the j^reference.

The syphon may be connected with
ment, and thus made to work at
principal advantage
28.
ties

—

will

be

Hammond's Washer.

all times,

a pum]^ or other artificial suction arrange-

but then the simjilicity of the washer

—

its

lost.

—A washer which

has been patented by George

seems

to

overcome

W. Hammond, manager

all

these difficul-

of Cinnberland Mills,

and Thomas T. Foster, of "Westbrook, Maine.
Fig. 31 represents a section parallel with the heads; Fig. 32 shows a section

through

X

Y,

and the following

is

the description as given by the inventors in the

specification of their patent, dated April 16, 1872.

A shows a rotating cylinder, covered with a network or gauze of wire as common, and rotating
manner with the shaft b. c shows the buckets or scoops attached to the interior of the
rotating cylinder, and which take up the water as the cylinder revolves.
As the cylinder rotates, the
buckets or scoops are carried around until they are so inclined as to empty their contents into the'
"

in the ordinary

receiver or vat d, from which the said contents run out at the aperture
The scoops or buckets f
E.
are of the form indicated in Fig. 31, and extend the whole width of the interior of the cylinder A to
the inside of the walls f, to which thev are bolted.
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the old furra in which this device was

made the scoops were different in construction, and
Moreover, their arrangement within the rotating cylinder was also unlike our
make our scoops of metal (galvanized iron).

were made of wood.
invention.
"

We

The pan

or receiver

d

is

suspended on the central shaft b by the loose sleeves G and arms n,

so that, notwithstanding the rotation of the cylinder, the receiver or

and

is

not carried around with the shaft b or the cylinder a.

pan always remains suspended,

In consequence of this

it

will

he seen

when the scoops or buckets c are carried by the revolution of the cylinder a, so that they or any
of them occupy toward said cylinder the position of c', they will then discharge or empty their contents into the said receiver D, from which the said contents pass away through the aperture, as at e,
that

before set forth.
" The aperture e

the cylinder a.

From

is

formed by the projecting ring

i

the shaft B extend the arms a 6

attached to the exterior of one of the ends of
c to

the interior periphery of said ring

i,

thus

carrying around the said cylinder with the revolution of the shaft b."

The only

which might possibly be raised to this construction is that the
by the friction of the shaft b in the sleeves G.
But this is overcome by making the receiver heavy at the bottom, and by filling the
Fig. 33 and Fig. 34 are
sleeves g with lignum vitie, thus reducing the friction.
receiver

carried around

on a larger scale lengthway and across one of the eight windows or wire
which cover Mr. Hammond's washer. The outside of these wooden frames
formed by the pieces k, and the numerous j^ointed crossi)ieces l support the wire.
No tacks are used on these frames, but all around, where the wire is usually

sections

frames,
is

objection

d might b^
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fastened, a ridge

cut out about

si is

|

the wire spread over this excavation.

then pressed into

is

it

inch deep and \ inch wide in the pieces k, and
piece of brass fitting the channel m exactly

A

and held down by brass buttons or washers

x, thus fastening

the wire with a firm grasji.

A

number of

these washing cylinders are in ojieration,

and

it is

stated that one

two of the ordinary kind. As far a.s we are able
to judge from personal observation, we have no rea.son to doubt that such is the case.
The water-pipe, which used to supply two ordinary washers, is not sufficient to
furnish a sufficient quantity of water for one of this kind.
wa.«hiug cylinder, which for cheap construction and com29. Fox's Washer.
jiarative efficiency surjia-sses all others known to us, is represented by sections length
of tliem 2:ierforms as

much work

as

—A

and croi^sway in Figs. 35 and 36, as drawn from memory. It has been built by Mr.
Fox, millwright, and is in operation at Mr. Dexter's Star Mills, Windsor Locks,
Connecticut.
It is a

wooden cylinder with no iron

in

it

besides the shaft.

forms the centre, and the wooden buckets b have the usual form.

all

around the smaller end of the cone into the box c

the centre line or the top of the box
is

placed so close to

pass

but then

it,

that

c.

The

.side

as soon as

A solid cone a
Thev discharge

they have passed

of this box next to the cylinder

prevents any water from leaving the buckets until they

it

pours out in copious streams open to the sight, and leaves through
the stationary discharge-pipe d.
No frames are used, but strong wire about ^^ inch
it

;

it

wound around the buckets .so as to leave only about i inch space between
To sustain this wire there is an intermediate board e put in
middle between every two buckets, so that it rests on sixteen suj^j^orts. The wire-

thick

is

the turns or circles.
the

cloth

is

boards

directly sjjread

over this wire frame, and fostened on the wooden head-

F.

The buckets thus reach

out to the wire,

and the cone centre causes a quick

—The

which rags can be cleaned, depends prin-

dis-

charge.
30. Efficiency of

Washers.

time, in
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through the washers, so that an
much as two engines with one

j^assed

accomplish nearly as

cylinder.

The washing
from

directly

it,

direction as the

cylinders are located on each side of the shaft, and driven either

or from a countershaft at the ceiling at a slow speed in the

same

j^ul]).

The deeper a washer dips into the pulp the more water is taken out, but
sunk too low, the flow of pulj) will be obstructed. It is well to keep the engine

if

as

while washing.

full as possible

Three feet diameter is the usual size of a washing cylinder, and at least 2 inches
space must be left on each side between it and the sides of the engine.
These washers somewhat resemble a working cylinder, and it is only natural
that short j^asty pulp, such as old pajiers, straw, &c., furnish, sticks to the wire, and

forms sheets on

it,

thus making

kept clear by means of
distant

from the wire, where

partially inactive.

They

can, however, easily be

it

.a

few inches

emerges from the pulp.

impurities are heavier than water, and have a tendency to sink to the

]\Iost

If the engine

bottom.

it

shower-jiipe, fastened jiarallel to the shaft,

a

is

very deep, a large portion of the contents can pass below

the washer, without coming in contact with

Washing engines should

it,

and remain uncleaned.

therefore be always very shallow

;

their size

may

be in-

creased in every direction excej^t in depth.

A well-constructed

engine with two washers will transform the

dirtiest rags, if

As soon as the water runs
down sufficiently to draw out

well boiled, &c., into clean pulp within two to four hours.
off i^ure, the cylinders are hoisted

the rags and grind

them

to those of

makers which

—

Engines of
loOO pounds; and

31. Size of Engines.

pounds

up and the

size is to

It is evident that

roll is let

into long half stuff.
all
it

are used, from those carrying 100
an object of controversy among paj^er-

sizes
is

be preferred.

one engine of 600 pounds takes

less

room, costs

less to build,

than two of 300 pounds and there is no reason why an
engine carrying GOO, or even 1000 pounds, if built on correct principles, should not
jiroduce as good a pulp as one of 800 j'ounds.
The facts seem to bear out this opinion, as nearly every new mill contains larger
to put up,

and

to run,

;

engines than the one whose place

it

pounds capacity, and the tendency

took.
is

Few new

upwards

to

ones are built of less than 400
600 and 800, and even 1500

pounds.

An

engine with a

roll

of 3 feet width and a vat about 14 feet long and 6 J feet

350 to 450 pounds. A 4 feet rf»ll and vat
750 pounds; and a 4* feet roll in a vat [)h feet wide
and 22* feet long constitutes a 1000 j^ounder. New engines, which have been constructed for some of the largest jiAper-making firms in this country, are of wood or
iron, with rolls 5 feet wide, and capable of turning out over 1500 pounds of paper.
wide, 24 to 30 inches deep, carries from

in proportion furnishes

600

to
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As

we may mention an engine with

a curiosity,

plan of which is
TVe have seen it in
Operation at Messrs. Campbell. Hall & Co.'s
mill, near Xorwich, Conn.
The engine forms
the four sides of a hollow square, with a roU a
on each side, driven by a common wheel b in the
centre.
washing cylinder c is placed in every
corner.
It only diflers from four sejiarate engines by not having a midfellow and by the flow
of the pulp directly fit)m one roll to another.
The object of this construction seems to be
four

rolls, a

represented by Fig. 37.

Fig- 37.

A

increased

c-aj:>acity

but

;

it is

impossible to

make

work exactly alike,
to keep the knives at the same degree of sharpness, and to raise or lower them one as much
as the other.
If this is not done, some of the
the work, while the rest are simply turning and it is not to be
the four inde{>endent rolls

four rolls will do

wondered

all

;

at that the

32. Foimdatioii.

— Engines are heavy and
They

a solid foundation.
to

empty

all

engine does not give satisfaction.

hard working machines, which require

are usually located in the second story, because they have

into chests or drainers below

them

:

and

as these drainers generally

occupy

the available space, solid stone pillars can be used in few cases only.

building

is,

at least

up

to the

^*ond

floor,

K the

constructed of stone or brick, heavy tim-

12 by 16 inches strong, laid across these walls, and supported by post.-,
good foundation. Three to five of them, parallel with the shaft, are
carry an eugme.

bers, about

make

will

enough

to

a

^\Tiere ex]>ense

is

pillars take the place of

The

less

an

engines, if not too small, are

heavy enough

out other fastening than the floor, which

them

and

object than safety

durability, iron girders

and

wood.

is

laid tight

on these girders witharound the bottom, and keeps

to stand

in place.
It is

easy to form an idea of the

forc-e

which

is

always

at

work

to vibrate or

shake

the foundation, by considering that everA- fly-bar passes every knife of the plate once
in a revolution

nm

:

or.

with 120 turns,

Anybody

it

will

50

fly-bars,

make 50 x 15 x 120 = 90,000

15 bed-knives, and to

cuts per minute.

standing alongside of an engine working rope, with the

easily be convinced

made

supjx>sing the engine to have

roll down, will
by the noise and vibration that the foundation can hardly be

too solid.

33. Discharge.

far distant

a.~

—The discharge- valve

jxissible fi-om

(G in Fig.

18 or

i

in Fig. 20) should be as

the point where the water enters, so that

it

will

sweep

over most of the bottom before leaving the engine.* The time required to empty an
engine is lost, and a quick discharge desirable. The valve is therefore always a large

;
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Smaller valves are also provided, throuoh

the engine and sand-traps can be cleaned out.

obstruction

They are all of brass, with
with the bottom, so as to offer no
cavity in the centre, with a strip across it, of which

same metal, and wlien closed are

seats of the
;

there

only a

is

little

flat

the engineer can get hold with an iron hook, while the engine

The

discharge-valve

is full.

connected with w^ooden spouts or copper pipes, through

is

emptied.
The larger these are, and the more fall they have, the
pulp will not be obstructed, but flow away rapidly, and the engine
For the same reason sharp corners are to be avoided as much as
be quickly cleai-ed.

which the pulp

is

better, because the

possible.

Bleaching.

(b)

The

rags are bleached

:

with liquids in the engine

with liquids in drainers

;

with gas.

Powders.

34. Bleaching

bleaching j^rocesses

is

—The

chemical which

i:)lays

commercially called bleaching

the principal role in our

salts or jiowders,

and imj^roperly

also chloride of lime.
It is

produced by introducing chlorine gas into hydrate of lime (slacked lime).

In the manufacture of soda large quantities of hydrochloric acid are obtained, which
would be nearly worthless if they could not be utilized in furnishing the chlorine for
this substance.

In the United States there

is

an abundance of

all

the raw materials required by

the soda-makers, but nevertheless, strange to say, with very poor economy,
ourselves to be permanently dependent on

England

for our

we allow

supply of this imjjortant

and consequently also of bleaching powders.
These powders were formerly supposed to be a combination in equal parts of the
elements calcium Ca, the basis of lime, and chlorine gas CI, and accordingly called

article,

chloride of lime.

It

has since been found that this

is

not the case, but that they consist

of the elements calcium, oxygen, and chlorine, in equal quantities.

The combination

of hypochlorite of lime with chloride of calcium,

CaO.ClO
contains equal quantities (2Ca

-f

20 +

2C1)

+

CaCl

of these three elements, and gives a sat-

isfactory exjilanation of the chemical action of the powders.

powders are a union of hypoand chloride of calcium and Fresenius has found that they contain
addition some free chloride of calcium (CaCl), hydrated lime (CaO,HO), and
It is therefore generally accepted that bleaching

chlorite of lime
in

;

water in variable quantities.

The

much

chloride of calcium (CaCl) has a very strong affinity for water, absorbs

it

with avidity, and not only increases the weight of the powders by so
water, but also a.ssists, by this moisture, the decomposition of the valuable hypo-

from the

air

chlorite of lime.

Powders which are

njoist, Avithout

being commercially "in damaged condition,"
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a large quantity of free chloride of calcium,

show thereby the presence of

and

are,

therefore, of poor quality.

The

no influence on dry powders, hut

light has

it

transforms the valuable hypo-

chlorite of lime in liquid solution into chlorite of lime

(CaCClOj) and chloride of

calcium (CaCl), both of which have no bleaching qualities.
portance that bleach-solution should be kept in the dark.

The

air acts directly

It is therefore of

on the hypochlorite of lime by uniting

its

im-

carbonic acid

with the lime, setting the hypochlorous acid free, which in its turn separates into its
elements chlorine and oxygen. This is the source of the strong chlorine smell which
is

always noticed in the presence of bleaching powders, and afiects very violently our
Heat greatly promotes these changes, and especially the escape

respiratory organs.

of chlorine gas.

Bleaching jiowders should be packed so that neither air nor moisture can reach
They are generally shipped in casks, sometimes, from short-sighted economy,

them.

made of soft wood.
But even if the

best hard wood is used, the air and moisture find access, as the
changes of temperature cause cracks, through the contraction and exjiansion of the
staves.

The i^ores of the wood are alone sufficient for communication between the inside
and the air. A i^iece of iron lying in a store-room with bleach casks soon shows
rust on its surface,
an eA^idence of the presence of chlorine in the atmosjjhere.
The staves are so strongly impregnated with the gas that, if burned under the
boiler, the iron must in course of time suffer from it.
The lining of casks with good tough paper is a protection for the powders, but
we would suggest that they should be covered inside with pitch, closing the pores,

—

so as to be able to withstand the influence of chlorine.

Dishonest dealers not only sometimes sell wet and damaged bleaching powders
good ones, but even take advantage of the increase in weight, by whitewashing the
original weight-marks and putting the new real weight in their place.
Purchasers should refuse any casks on which the original marks have been
as

effaced or covered.

Bleaching powders nuist be stored in dry and moderately cool rooms
no matter how well they are taken care of.

;

but they

deteriorate with time,

The

is distant from where the powders are manufactured,
be taken to buy only the best brands, to get them with the least
possible delay, and without allowing them to be stored anywhere.
If purchased from

the

further a j^aper-mill

more care

is

to

dealers, the preference is to

impossible to
35.

tell

how

be given to casks yet on board or just landed, as

old they

may

be

if

Chemical Action of Bleaching Powders.

in contact with a coLjred rag

;

it

has no

it

is

taken from a Avarehouse.

cflect

—Dry
on

it

;

chlorine gas

may

be ever so long

but as soon as water

is

added

it

begins to bleach or destroy the color.

The

action of the chlorine

is

due

to its strong affinity for

hydrogen.

AMienever

WASHIN^G, BLEACHING, BRAINIXG, A:>\D BLEACUING
meets a comijositiou of which hydrogen forms a

cliloriue

irresistibly

towards

combining with

itself,

it

to

WITH
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draws the

produce hydrochlorous

acid,
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latter

CIH.

If both these gases, however, are put together in a bottle, they remain separate
as long as they are kejjt in the dark, but as soon as light

such a force that an explosion
It is daily

demonstrated by bleaching in rotary boilers that light

2>ensable for bleaching, but the

presence

is

Water

admitted they unite with

is

heard.

is

is

not indis-

experiment mentioned seems to indicate that

its

at least useful.
is

O

a union of one atom of oxygen

with chlorine hydrochloric acid

HCl and

=

+ HO

CI

free

Water.

Chlorine.

with one of hydrogen H, and forms

oxygen O.

KCl

+ O

Hydrochloric

Oxygen,

acid.

This oxygen, at the moment when
elements, or, scientifically exjiressed, in

it

its

emerges from

nascent

state,

its

connection with other

destroys all the colors which

have hydrogen in their composition, or admit of a higher oxidization. The addition
of this oxygen to such colors compels new formations, in which it is mostly united
with hydrogen as water.

Vegetable

fibres

and

of organic origin are composed of carbon, oxygen,

all colors

hydrogen, and sometimes nitrogen

they cede their hydrogen to oxygen in the nas-

;

cent state, and are thus decomposed and discolored.

Oxygen which has been produced
whatever, but

if

exposed

to the

in the ordinary

way has no bleaching power

continued influence of the electric spark

strong and characteristic odor and different qualities from those

it

had

it

acquires a

before.

This

Professor Schoenbein, and the oxygen in that condition called
by him "ozone," which is the Greek word for "smell." It has strbng bleaching
properties, and it is supposed that oxygen in its nascent state has the qualities of

discovery was

ozone.

The

made by

colors always

succumb

fii-st

to its attacks, but if the bleaching is con-

tinued, or an excess of chlorine used, the fibres will also be destroyed.

A solution

of bleaching powders in water contains

all their

hypochlorite of lime

and chloride of calcium, of which the hypochlorous acid is the only valuable part.
Its component elements, chlorine and oxygen, form a very loose partnership, and the
This is so much so that the
connection with lime is hardly any more binding.
chlorine in the hypochlorous acid acts nearly as if
It

only takes a longer time to drive

resistance

it

it

were simply dissolved in water.
it, as a certain, however weak,

out or exhaust

must be overcome.

chlorine in the chloride of lime can be driven out by acids, and, like the
chlorine which has been obtained from the hypochlorite of lime, decomposes water,
but the resulting oxygen is taken up by the calcium to form lime or oxide of calcium.

The

CaCl

+

S03,H0

=

CaO.SO.

+ HCl

Chloride of

Sulphuric

Sulphate of

Hydrochloric

calcium.

acid.

lime.

acid.

—
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The chloride of lime can therefore not be made
Each atom of chlorine in hypochlorous acid

available for bleaching.

not only liberates one atom of

had been united
atom of hyj^ochlorous acid two of bleaching oxygen

oxvsjen from water, but the atom of oxygen with which the chlorine
is

also set free, so that for every

are obtained.

C10-H0 = HCl-t-20

Every two atoms of chlorine which are consumed

in the manufacture of bleach-

ing powders must waste one in useless chloride of calcium, but the other atom of

makes up

chlorine in the hyjwchlorite of calcium

for

by developing double

it

its

quantity of bleaching oxygen.

Bleaching powdei"s,
for every

if

of full strength, thus return one atom of bleaching oxygen

atom of chlorine wliieh has been used in

jjreparation,

its

and may simply

be considered a convenient vehicle or reservoir for the transjwrtation of chlorine gas.
36. Strength

and Test of Bleaching Powders.

—The

of the three elements, supposed to form the jiriueipal
in etjual parts, are

Ca

Calcium
CTilorine,

Oxygen,

....
.

.

.

CI

.

O

=
=
=

atomic weights or equivalents
jjart

of the bleaching jwwders

20
35.46

8
63.46

or altogether 63.46, of which about 56 per cent, are chlorine.

In this calculation the free chloride of lime, hydrate of lime, and the inevitable
and variable quantity of water, are not taken into account, and reduce the percentage
of free chlorine considerably.
is

Only one-half of

contained in the hypochlorous acid,

two of bleaching oxygen,
Thirty-two per cent,

it is

is

is

all this chlorine,

free chlorine, but

a.s

or the part

every atom of

it

which

develops

counted double.

by the trade, and powPowders of 38 to 39 per

considered the standard strength

ders testing less should not be accepted as good delivery.
cent, are the strongest ixsually offered.

Since their value

is

"
altogether based on the hypochlorous acid or " free chlorine

which they contain, it is of the utmost imjwrtauce to ascertain
Every manufactiu-er of powders sends with the invoice a
samples of the

its

quantity.

certificate stating that

lot contained a certain percentage of free chlorine on a certain day
was shipped. Supposing that this test was correct, there is no guarantee in it
that since they were made, and before the purchaser received the goods, a large portion,
perhaps most, of the free chlorine may not have escaped. It becomes, therefore,
necessary to test agam.
There are in every large city analytical chemist? who make these -tests their
business, and if they are able and honest men it is better for the purchaser to trust
them with the examination than to make it himself. The chemist has more experience and all the requirements for the work, and his testimony as that of a third

before

it

disinterested party

is

of value.

WASHING, BLEACHING, DRAINING, AND BLEACHING WITH GAS.
Some manufacturers may, however, for their own experience and
make the tests themselves, and for their benefit we will describe

prefer to

which

at present considered the

is

most convenient and
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instruction,

the process

reliable one.

First weigh off a quantity of the bleaching jjowders, say, for instance, five

grammes
filtration.

;

dissolve

The

it

in water,

and

from the insoluble part by
C'aO,HO and
and add enough water to fill 1000

sejiarate the liquid

insoluble part consists of hydrate and carbonate of lime,

CaOjCOj, and remains on the filter. "Wash it out,
cubic centimetres or any other fixed volumes with it.

Secondly, a solution of arsenious acid in hydrochloric acid
arsenious acid must be carefully weighed

;

and we

is

to

will suppose that

The

be made.

2970 grammes

have been used. Add again enough water to fill another 1000 cubic centimetres or
volumes with this solution, Avhich may be bottled for many such tests until used up.
Pour, for our examj^le, 50 cubic centimetres of it into a good-sized beaker-glass,
and add enough tincture of indigo (a solution of indigo in sulphui'ic acid) to color the
liquid blue.

Drop slowly
made from

liquid

appears, stop

This

into this blue solution,

and read

test is

off how^

much

all

enough of the

As

soon as

it

dis-

of the chlorine solution has been used.

The hyjwchlorous

-vegetable matters develops oxygen, which

soon as

burette,

based on the bleaching or oxidizing power of the free chlorine or

hypochlorous acid in the powders.

As

from a graduated

the bleaching powders to destroy the blue color.

is

acid in contact with w^ater

and

rapidly absorbed by the arsenious acid.

the arsenious acid (AsOj) has been thereby transformed into arsenic

acid (AsOj),

AsO,

:

:

:
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Supposing, now, that of the 5 grammes or 1000 cubic centimetres of bleaching
powders, 62.0 cubic centimetres or

5x62.5

^ ^„,„^
0..3125 cramines

1000

have been used, tbey contain 0.1065 grammes or
-^
^
0.3125

= 34.08 per cent, of bleachins; chloriue.

these tests correctly, not only good scales, pure chemicals, distilled
but also careful handling, such as can only be acquired by experience, are

To make
Avater, &c.,

necessary.

—

The powders always contain an insoluble portion of
37. Bleach Solution.
hydrate of lime, carbonate of lime, stone, and dirt, which would remain mixed with
By bleaching with a solution
the pulp if the powders were used on it directly.
these impurities are kept out.

As

chlorine attacks and destroys iron or wood, these solutions have* to be

made

wooden tubs lined with lead, or better, in cisterns built of brick and cement,
in the manner described hereafter for drainers.
In mills where large quantities of powders are used say, for instance, 800 to
1000 pounds every one or two days these cisterns should be large enough to dissolve
The handling and weighing or measuring of these powthe contents of a hogshead.
ders is extremely disagreeable and unhealthy they pervade the atmosphere, and thus
A large
enter the respiratory organs, which cannot fail to be aifected by them.
either in

—

—

;

sjwnge tied before mouth and nose gives only imperfect protection to the operative,
and it is pardonable if he does the work in a hurried and perhaps imperfect manner.

and the tare are marked on every hogshead, and may be verified
On those of English manufacture the weight
it is opened.
is represented by three figures, the first of which gives the number of quintals equal
to 112 lbs., the second the number of fourths of quintals or 28 lbs., and the third the
number of single pounds. Gross weight and tare stand above one another, in the

The
by

gross weight

direct

following

weighing before

manner

The upper

3,

19.

1,

0,

23.

figures of this examjile, rejsresenting the gross weight,
8

The lower

8,

figures or tare are

sum up

to
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If the cistern is calculated to dissolve 1000 pounds of jiowders, and the hogshead contains only 700 pounds, the quantity of water used with it must be reduced
in proportion, or to

^\,

so that the strength of the liquor

may

be as uniform as

possible.

Two

A a of about 8

cisterns

feet diameter, as

feet deep, will

be sufficient for this purjjose

brass agitators,

moved by

or /g inch per foot,

by

belts

section

;

nearly circular as possible, and 5

they must be furnished with iron or

and cog-wheels, as represented, at g'^ of the real size
and plan, in Figs. 38 and 39. One or two horizontal

arms c, with about six to eight 1 inch rods of 2 feet length fastened upright in them,
and reaching Avithin 2 inches fi-om the bottom, turning about 20 times per minute,
make up the agitator. The hogshead having been emptied into one of the cisterns,
the latter is filled up with water in jjroportion to the weight of powders, and the
agitator set going by means of the clutch and lever d.
Heat accelerates the solution,
but
is

facilitates

the escajje of chlorine gas.

Though

make

the water

advisable not to use

it,

except to

a steam-jiipe

may

be provided,

lukewarm in winter.
hours, it must be stopped to

it

After the

running about three to six
let the lime
and impurities settle to the bottom. As soon as the liquid is perfectly clear it is
drawn off through pipes e and f into a receiver b. The pijje f, which ends with a
stop-cock, is fastened into the brick wall of the cistern a, and conveys the solution
into the receiver it connects with e, where it reaches the inside of the cistern by
means of a joint, which is represented at | of the real size, or | inch per inch, by
views and section, in Figs. 40, 41, and 42.
This joint consists of two elbows g and h fitted into one another, like a valve
and its seat, and held together by the set-screw i. It is fastened to the cast plate l
by a nipple k, which is screwed into it, and with which elbow g and pipe f are also
connected.
The form of the casting l, with its two jDrojections holding the joint, can
be seen from the drawing it is held to the wall by bolts, and can be renewed if
necessary.
The pipe e can be turned up and down in this elbow-joint so that its
inlet stands at any height of the cistern, and the clear liquor can thus be drawn off
to any desired point.
It is held or suspended in these positions by a rod or chain
fastened to its upper end.
While the agitator is in motion the jiij^e e stands upright,
close to the wall, the revolving arms not being long enough to touch it.
The casting l, elbows, and pijies are mostly of cast iron, and must be often
renewed.
Brass would withstand the action of the chlorine, and probably jjrove
cheaper in the long run. The outside pipe f may be a lead one.
After the clear liquor has all been drawn off by gradual lowering of the pipe e,
the cistern is filled up again with Avater, another solution is made like the first one,
and also emptied into the receiver b.
While the second or weak extract is made in one cistern, a new portion of powThus there are always a weak and a strong solution
ders is dissolved in the other.
on hand at the same time, and good care nuist be taken to empty them together into
agitator has been

;

;

the receiver, as otherwise the liquor would not be of the regular strength.

ilAXUFACTUBE OF PAPER FROM RAGS BY ^lACniXERT.
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Some

raamifacturers

ders to exhaust

The

uj^e

three cisterns

and make three extracts from the

poAv-

them thoroushly.

impurities or sediment remaining on the bottom of the cisterns are washed

out through the large lead pipe

-m,

and carried

off

bv the spout

x.
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liquor in the receiver can be kept at the regular strength by diluting each

shows the prescribed specific gravity on the hydrometer.
and receiver should be kept as much as possible in the dark, and the
solution not exposed to the air any longer than can be helped, as it continually loses
in strength under the influence of light and air.
solution until

The

it

cisterns

FiQ. 42.

Strength of the Solution.

38.

additional quantity of
so

it

—Chlorine

is

much heavier than the same volume of water.
The hydrometers used by the 2iaper-maker

mersed in heavier

much

heavier than water

in a solution increases the specific gravity

liquids,

—

that

sink to zero in water

;

is,

;

every

makes

but

if

it

im-

they show more of their length above the surface, because,

like all other solid bodies, they can only displace a quantity of liquid the weight of

which

is

equal to their own.

ing power, but increase (in a

Hydrochloric acid and chloride of lime have no bleachmuch smaller jiroportion than chlorine) the specific

gravity of the solution, and the hydrometer does not therefore give a correct
is,

however, the only handy one we have, and practically

Whichever of the

different hydrometers,

named

may

be

ex2:)ected to give the

same

It

after their designers, is used,

the liquor in the receiver should show always the same
the same quantity

test.

sufficient.

number of

degrees, so that

result.

After the pulp has been washed and transformed into half stuff' in the engine, a
is drawn from the receivei- b through the pipe o, and added

certain quantity of liquor
to

it.

A

considerable quantity of bleach-liquor must be kept on hand, exposed to the
9

:
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air

and perhaps

to the light,

and an inevitable loss of bleaching chlorine is thereby
for rags which require comparatively small amounts

We prefer, especially

sustained.

of bleaching materials, the following method

:

—

Every paperEngine of Pulp.
and has cunse(iuently empty oil-l)arrels of but little value. Take one
of these, and cut it off about 8 inches from the head and parallel with it, so that it
If a vessel, which chlorine does not affect, is preferred,
will make a good-sized tub.
Set this box or tub on a plata wooden box lined with lead answers the purpose.
form close to the engine, and introduce a few inches above the bottom a faucet,
39. Preparation of a Fresh Bleach Solution for every

mill uses

oil,

through which the liquor can be drawn off".
Put the quantity of powders required

to bleach one engine of rags (4 to 10
pounds per 100 j^ounds of paj^er) into the box fill up with water, and make a soluThe faucet being high enough above the bottom,
tion by stirring it with a paddle.
the clear liquor can, after it has had time to rest, be drawn oft' into the engine with;

The

out disturbmg the sediment.

and the weak

solution obtained

dregs are taken out, dissolved in another barrel,

from them

is

added directly

of powders

is

opened, the

to the jjulp in the

next

engine.

Whenever

a

new hogshead

first

usual quantity, and must be tested with the hydrometer.

the jiowders are of the usual strength, or

if

liquor

The

is

made with the

test indicates

whether

the quantity used for each engine must

be larger or smaller to obtain a solution of the usual strength.

30 gallons capacity, containing 16

A

barrel like the one

20 pounds of good
bleaching powders, will give a liquor testing 6 to 8 degrees of Baum^'s hydrometer.
This is certainly the cheapest way of dissolving and using bleaching jiowders,
inasmuch as it requires no room and exj^ense for bleaching-tanks, furnishes always a
fresh solution, exhausts the powders thoroughly, and gives the control of the whole
process to the engineer, who is the proper man to have it.
40. Vitriol.
Hypochlorous acid has, as said before, only a slight affinity for
lime, and is easily driven from it by any stronger acid, for instance, sulphuric acid.
It is true that the chlorine exhausts itself by bleaching the pulp slowly without acid,
if enough time is allowed for it
but if the rags are very dark or coarse, and require much bleaching, the time and consequently the number or capacity of the
pulp-receivers which would be needed, increase so much that the use of acid becomes
described, of about

25

to

to

—

;

a necessity.

The

sulphuric acid forms sulphate of lime with the lime formerly connected with

the hypochlorous acid, and the chlorine remains in the solution as hydrochloric acid.

The

jirocess is represented

SO3HO

The two atoms

by the following equation

+ CaOClO

=

CaOSO,

Sulphuric

Hypochlorite of

Sulphate of

acid.

lime.

lime.

of oxygen appearing in

it

are used

+ HCl + 20
Hydrochloric

Oxygeu.

acid.

up

in bleaching.

:
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The lime
if the

to

which the sulphuric acid

stronger sulphuric acid

not

is

the hydrochloric acid

allies itself, joins

forms with

It

^'resent.
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it

chloride of calcium,

according to the following equation

=

+ HCl

CaO
Lime.

Hydrochloric

The

chloride of calcium

and

pulp,

injures the color

is

+ HO

CaCl

Water.

Chloride of
calcium.

acid.

harmless, hut the free hydrochloric acid acts on the

by turning

it

gray or yellow.

Bleach-liquor which has once been treated with

and consequently has

vitriol,

HCl,

considerable quantities of free hydrochloric acid,

in solution, should not be

again used on white pulp, or for the preparation of fresh solution.
_

it

act

by

itself

on unbleached pulp, which

it

will whiten

It is better to let

by means of any remaining

free chlorine.

Pa^jer-makers

who work

the better grades of rags, and are supplied with plenty

of drainer room, bleach generally Avithout acid, but

let

the contents of the bleaching-

engine remain in the drainers for 24 to 48 hours before allowing the liquid to drain
oif.

This waste bleach solution

in mills

may

be used for the preparation of a new one, but

where only white rags are used,
allowed to run away.

as, for

more imj^ortant than anything

else,

and

instance, in our fine writing-pajjer mills,

it is

where the quality of the paper

is

Sulphuric acid or sulphate of water, commonly called

oil

of vitriol,

is,

if pure,

a

and strongly corrosive.
When pure, and as concentrated as possible, its sj)ecific gravity is 1.845, and it contains then about 18 per cent, of water.
The commercial acid is seldom of full
strength, has generally a specific gravity of about 1.8433, and contains about 22 per
dense, colorless, inodorous liquid of an oleaginous apjiearance

cent, of water.

The quantity of impurities in it can easily be ascertained by evaporating some
If more than a trifiing quantity of solids remains behind, the vitriol is

of the acid.

not of good quality.

The pure hydrated acid of
SO3HO.

a specific gravity of 1.845 contains one atom of dry

acid to one of water,

The atomic weight

And

"

"

or equivalent of .sulphur
"
"
oxygen

"

"

"

"

the relative weight of dry acid

water

16
8

hydrogen

SO3

HO

i.s

= 16 + 3

=1 + 8

1

X 8

=40

=9
49

which brings the atomic weight of hydrated acid or sulphate of water

The ordinary commercial

to 49.

acid (specific gravity 1.8433) consists of one equivalent

of dry acid and one and a quarter of water.

The

sjiecific

hvdrometer.

gravity of any sulpluiric acid

is

easily

found with the aid of the
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Table for Liquids Heavier than Water: gifing the Specific Weights Corresponding uifh the Degrees of

Baume's Hydrometer.
Degree of

WASHimi, BLEACHING, BE AI XING, AND BLEACHING WITH GAS.
Vitriol
}iounds,

is

which

commonly shipped
for j^rotection are

in

boxed

large glass bottles, holding about
ujj in

140

69
to

200

wood, and called carboys.

Vitriol should never be used otherwise in paper-mills than in a very diluted
state,

but the mixture with water must be made with some caution.

It attracts

water

with great avidity, and must therefore be kept well closed, so that the humidity of the

cannot weaken it. Water and vitriol unite with such violence that the mixture, if
made suddenly, becomes heated, and sometimes is sjirinkled about, or even bursts the
vessel in which it is contained.
Accidents have often been caused by pouring a large
air

quantity of water into

vitriol,

which might have been avoided by adding the acid very

gradually to the water, and stirring constantly while doing

so.

After the bleach-solution has been thoroughly mixed with the pulp during not
less

than ten to twenty minutes, the diluted acid
If 2)0ured in suddenly, more chlorine

up

;

the surjjlus escapes into the

air,

and

is

is

slowly added.

developed than the liquid

injures the lungs of the

is

able to take

workmen

instead of

bleaching the pulp.
If the diluted vitriol

is

kept in a lead-lined box or earthen vessel somewhere

above the engine, and admitted through a small lead-jiipe only,

pour

for the engineer to

The sulphuric

it

it

will be impossible

in too fast.

acid takes the place of hypochlorous acid (which, as soon as dis-

engaged, bleaches the j^ulp in the manner described), and forms sulphate of lime,

commonly known

One atom

as

gypsum, with the abandoned consort of the hypochlorous

acid.

of pure suljihuric acid unites with one atom of lime and forms one of

sulphate of lime.

One hundred 2wunds

of bleaching powders of 35 per cent, produce an amount of

bleaching oxygen corresponding with or equivalent to 35 j^ounds of free chlorine.

That quantity of chlorine
one-half of

it

is

is

contained in the powders, but, as has been shown before,

quite inactive, as chloride of calcium, CaCl,

and the other half

as

hypochlorite of lime, CaO,C10, sets free two atoms of bleaching oxygen for every one
of chlorine.

While, therefore, the bleaching power, or a quantity of oxygen, corresponding
is really furnished, it is done by only one-half of

with 35 pounds of free chlorine,
that

amount
It

in the

hypochlorous acid, CIO, equal

not correct to say that powders of 35

is

to

171 pounds.

jjer cent,

contain that (piantity oi free

though the l?^ per cent, are sufficient to produce an amount of bleaching
oxygen corresponding with 35 per cent. To disengage from the liyj)()cldorous acid
of 100 pounds of jHjwders the 17 J pounds of chlorine which form its basis, one atom
of dry sulphuric acid, or one atom of its basis sulphur is required for every atom of

chlorine,

the

ba.sis

chlorine.

of commercial vitriol of (30 degrees Bauiiie, corresponding
on page 68) with a specific gravity of 1.8312, contain, according to our
second table (page 08) about 70.00 per cent, of dry acid. Dry sulphuric acid consists
of one atom of sulphur and three of oxygen, SOj; the atomic weight of sulphur Ls IG,

One hundred pounds

(see table

——
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and that of three atoms of oxygen, 3 times 8 or 24, and the proportion of sulphur in
One hundred pounds of
40 or i§
| of its weight.
dry acid is as 10 in 16 + 24
30§
commercial acid, equal to 76.00 pounds of dry acid, contain, therefore, 76 x §

=

=

^

pounds of sulphur.

The atomic weight of sulphur is 16 and that of chlorine 35 i, which means that
16 pounds of suli)hur will replace 35 i pounds of chlorine, atom for atom.
The weight of sulphur which is required to replace 17| pounds of chlorine, atom
for atom,

is

therefore
17.5 X 16
ttt:

— = 7.887 pounds

—

One hundred pounds

ot suliihur.

of commercial vitriol contain 30§ jiouuds of sulphur, and

the 7.887 pounds of sulphur, equivalent to 17 J pounds of chlorine, in 100 pounds of

powders, are the basis

ol^

7.887X100

„_ pounds 01+•,•,
= lo.h
,

r««o
ob

vitriol ot

.

30.4

This means that 25.8 pounds of ordinary

good powders

all

every four pounds of powders

Any amount
may

is

100 jsounds of
pound of vitriol to

vitriol will force out of

the bleaching power contained in them, or one

the largest quantity which should ever be used.

above this proportion would be wasted, and,

if

increased too much,

attack the fibres.
It has

been shown before that the hypochlorous acid can be exhausted without

the use of vitriol,

The

if

plenty of time

is

given to the process.

may

therefore vary between nothing and one jsound
pounds of powders, according to the quality of the stock, available
drainer-room and time.
Some paper-makers prefer to use alum or rather aluminous cake in place of
vitriol, because it gives the same result without any loss of chlorine gas.
Aluminous cake or alum is a combination of alumina (clay) and sulphuric acid,
and as it takes some time to dissolve and decom2)ose it in the pulp, its action is necessarily slow, and the chlorine is produced in quantities, which can be gradually used

quantity of vitriol used

for every four

up

as they ajjpcar.

The

sulphuric acid in the alum

hardly half of their weight in
the

vitriol.

work of one pound of pure
The market price of alum

is

alone of any use, and the best brands contain

Two pounds

of

it

are therefore requii-ed, to do

acid.

is nearly twice that of vitriol, and four dollars will
worth of acid in the shape of sulphate of alumina.
If the vitriol is diluted with a large quantity of water, and gradually added to
the pulp, it will not be found necessary to have recourse to the costly alum.

buy only one

dollar's
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Draining.

soon as the vitriol has had time to become thorouglily mixed

with the pulp, the engine

These

GAS.

may

be emptied into a drainer.

pulp are sometimes of wood, and will then soon be de-

recejjtacles for

by the action of the bleach-liquor. Though their first cost may be low, they
more expensive in the long run than permanent stone ones, and can only
be recommended in exceptional cases.
They are usually built on one of the two following distinct plans, and should be
of brick and cement only.

stroyed

will jirove

They

are either constructed so that the pulp can be emptied from the open top,

or they have a door

on one

side,

near the bottom, through which the jiulp

is

taken

out.

On

the

first

plan they are situated in rows near the beaters, and at such height

that the pulp can be thrown

n^ on a platform, not

below or level with the

floor

of the engine-room, and from there carried directly to the beaters on trucks.

As

the
is

workman must
by

limited

The

lift

the pulp from the bottom to the

toji

on a shovel, their de2rth

his height, or about. 5 to 6 feet.

walls are exposed to the pressure of a body of liquid as large as the drainers

will hold,

and must be of

sufficient thickness.

brick, or about 14 to 15 inches strong,

the pressure of a filled drainer.
the

far

To

Any

wall less than one and a half

would be likely

to spring out

and crack under

protect the top of these walls against the feet of

workmen they must be covered with

a framework of heavy 2)lanks, a

trifle

wider

than themselves.
Cisterns of this kind are sometimes preferred, because the

jiulji

can be taken to

must not be forgotten that the work
of the elevator is not entirely saved, but done by men.
In large mills, where holsters are considered as indispensable as any other part
of the machinery, the second plan is more frequently adopted.
The drainers are then not restricted in height, and can be located on any part
of the floor below the engines, where room enough can be obtained to run a truck
Their walls must be
alongside of them, for the purpose of carrying away the pul]).
stronger as they are higher, and should never be less than two bricks, or 18 to 20
the beaters without the aid of a bolster, but

it

inches thick.

In one of the largest and best constructed mills in America there

by

under every engine.
the strong brick walls of these drainers and carry the engines.
The doors must be large enough for a man to pass in and
drainer, standing independently

itself,

is

one such

Iron girders rest on

out, their cast-iron

wooden frames are walled in, and they are fastened outside of the drainer-walls
manner convenient for o])ening and closing them.

oi-

in a

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER FROM RAGS BY MACHIITERT.
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To be convenient for emptying, the lower door-sill should be about as high
above the Hoor as the tops of the truck wagon which is to receive the pulp.
42. Construction of Drainers.

—The

foundations of these drainers, and especially

of their side-walls, must be solid and uniform, as the walls must crack if they settle

more in one jjlace than in another.
Only sound brick and good fresh cement are suitable to be used for them, and
men skilled in cement-work must be employed.
Every brick is to be saturated well with water before being laid in the cementmortar.

Cement

will only

harden with abundance of water

in fact, too

;

much cannot be

used.

After the walls are finished, they are to be coated with cement by a good plasterer,

who

The

and

will also take care to use water in profusion,

may

hard, the drainers
false

as soon as the

cement

bottom consists

usuallj^ of boards or planks,

which are

full

of holes,

Both

covered with wire-cloth or bagging, and supported by blocks or rows of bricks.
wire-cloth and bagging are on
latter as baling material,

"Wire-cloth

hand

in every mill, the first

and may be used according

of being bleached white, ready for puljD

The

who

to the

j^referable because it lasts longer,

is

is

be used.

wire-cloth or bagging

by the time

from the machine, and the
supply of one or the other.

but bagging has the advantage

it is

worn

out.

protected against the feet and tools of the men,

is

way

that they leave

or bricks are also in use for this j^ui'pose, but

we understand

take out the pulp, by loose boards laid over them in such a

space enough between them for the escape of the liquid.

Perforated

tiles

that they sometimes give trouble

by breaking, though

their manufacture could be pei'fected so as to

The

outlet,

which

is

43.

it

it

Ije

is

solution

is

the drainers, and

it

bleaching powders

—

If the waste liquor

is

is

to be

pumjied into an upper

in that case conducted

is

may

made

through a lead pipe into a reservoir below

here be suggested that in rag-mills where the amount of

comparatively small, the expense caused by receivers above and

derived from this source.

It is also to

hypochlorous acid of such solutions

is

may

often be a full offset to all the benefit

be remembered that the bleaching chlorine or
not only gradually disai)pearing and replaced

by the carbonic acid of the air, but that these changes are greatly
the manipulations which the liquids are made to undergo.
is

use of for pre-

not required.

below, pump, pipes, power, and repairs,

It

that

not desired that the bleach-solution should run off

transformed again into fresh solution, or to be

liminary bleaching, a stop-cock

The

su2ii:)osed

this diflficulty.

reaches the bottom.

Waste Bleach-Liquor.

receiver, to

might be

provided for the escape of the liquid from the drainers, must

be closed by a stop-cock, if
as soon as

overcome

it

assisted

by

all

certainly better to use the powders with economy, but always fresh, than to

bleacli with

an excess, in the expectation to recover

it

from the waste

liquor.

;

WASHING, BLEACHING, DBAINING, AND BLEACHING WITH GAS.
It

is,

however, in

all

cases advisable to gather the fluids escaping
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from the

which may have escaped with them, can be

drainers into a cistern, where the fibres,
deposited.

The
sources,

of the drainer-room

floor

and has

to be frequently

ing towards a drain, through which
44.

Sour Bleaching

altogether in drainers.

is

The name

exjioscd to drojipings of water from
It

these waters can run

all

off.

is

cajiacious drainers, holding

carried on

5000

to

partly or

10,000 pounds

it.

derived from the use of acid, which acts exactly as

is

many

should have a smooth pavement, slant-

the process of bleaching which

High and

of pulp, are best suited for

i8

washed.

it

does in the

engine, in connection with the solution of jiowdei's.

After the drainer has been

prepared in a reservoir above

The
sides,

by a

Enough

shrinks into a smaller volume away from the

would run down along thg sides
The drainer must therefore be prepared for the bleaching
workman, who enters and packs the half-stuff' tight all around.

without ijenetrating

and

with half-stuff, the bleach solution, previously

admitted on top.

half-stuff, in losing the water,

and any liquid poured on

ojjeration

filled

it, is

it

in that condition

it.

bleach solution must be used to saturate the whole mass, but no more

after a short time largely diluted vitriol

The quantity

of each solution which

is

is

emptied on

it

from another

reservoir.

required for a certain amount of

stuff" is

soon ascertained by experience.

Some paper-makers
solution second;

reverse the jjrocess by adding the acid first and the bleach
and others mix the chlorine preparation with the pulj) in the engine

before emptying.

In one of the largest and best managed mills of this country the bleach solution
the first smaller one is mixed with the stuff" in the engine
and emptied with it, the acid is run into the drainer after it has been filled, and the
second larger part of the bleach solution is added last from a reservoir.
is

divided into two parts

:

This method is modified in all imaginable ways by bleaching partly in the
engine and partly in the drainer, and has the advantage that it saves the time otherwise used by the washing engines for bleaching. If it is done entirely in the drainers,
the contact of the solutions with the iron of the engine

is

avoided.

has the disadvantage that the progress of the operation cannot be watched,
and that, even with the greatest care, some portions of the pulp do not receive their
due share of liquor, and are taken from the drainers imperfectly bleached.
The fine paper manufactured in this country is probably
45. Bleaching Engines.
It

—

all

bleached in

the washing

engines;

separate bleaching engines are not, to our

knowledge, used anywhere in the United States.
The only ground on which special bleaching engines can be recommended is,
that they are constructed especially for the purpose, without knives, and of materials

which cannot be corroded or destroyed by

acids,
10

such as lead or stone.

;
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situated below the washers, connected with tlrem

Such bleachei-s must be
and above the drainei-s

into

sjjouts,

The
and

it is

if

this source,

to the

knives of the washing engines by the chlorine or acids

and the

j^i'obably less

is

made more complicated

the benefits derived are proportionate to the increased cost.

practically very trifling,

from

by

which they are emptied.

building, gearings, spouting, pipes, &c., are thus

very doubtful

The damage done
is

BY MACHINERY.

iron,

which might be introduced

into the pajwr

than the inevitable quantities contained in nearly

all waters.

(d)

46. Preparation of the Pulp.

bleaching

is

Bleaching with Gas.

— The same

drainers in which the

carried on, are suitable for the recejition of

washed

jiroce-ss

half-stuff

of sour

which

is

to be bleached with chlorine gas.
It is important that the

action on the
in the hand,

pulp should be pretty diy, as otherwise the water surand withholds it from the intended

fibres absorbs a part of the gas

rounding the

Though

stuff.
it

it

must be dry enough not

to yield

any water

if j^ressed

should yet be moist.

The half-stuft' must remain a long time in the drainers to reach that state, and
number of the latter is necessary.
To avoid this and to save a large amount of cajiital in the form of prepared rags
from being always locked up in the drainers, several methods have come into use by
a large

which the

The

half-stuff is dried mechanically.

fii-st

one was to force the water out of the half-stuff in a strong press, and to

tear afterwards the solid

This required

which makes

much
it

body thus formed into shreds by means of pickers or devils.
and the half-stuff, after all, did not possess that sponginess

labor,

easy for the gas to penetrate

it.

Centrifugal drainers, similar to those used as cloth-wrmgers, are also emjiloyed
for thLs jiurpose.

43 represents one of them, made by Messrs. Rice, Barton

Fig.

&

Fales, Worcester, !Mass.

The upright

shaft

is

the centre of a cylinder with solid bottom, and sides formed

and turned 1000 to 1500
power created by that speed throws
the pulji with great force against the wire sides the water escaj^es through the openings, while the fibres are held in and form a thin, sjjongy band all around.
few
minutes are suflBcient for such an operation, the dry pnlp is removed by hand, and a
fresh supply of wet pulp packed in.
This machine furnishes the half-stuff in as good a condition as can be desired,
but it works by stops and starts, and requires much labor.
The best continuously running apparatus for this purpose is the making cylinder
and fii-st press of a cylinder paper-machine, called a wet machine, and used extenof strong wire.

This cylinder

times per miimte by the belt

is filled

The

with wet

half-stufl',

centrifugal
;

A

sively for straw

and wood pulp.

WASHIXG, BLEACHING, DBAINING, AND BLEACHING WITH GAS.
The washing engines
the cylinder

taken off in

is

are emiitied into a stuft-chest with agitator, from which

The

snpplied.
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half-stuff forms a web, as

on a paper-machine, and

is

rolls.

The gray half-stuff dried by one of these methods is piled into chambers of
brick and cement, similar to the drainers described before, but with an arch of the

same material covering the
it if the stuff were allowed

made of scantling without
47. Chlorine

Gas and

strong, suffocating smell

large quantities

may

;

top.

to

The

chlorine woukl not be able to i^enetrate through

form a

solid pile

;

it is

therefore laid on

woodeu shelves

the use of metal, as nails or otherwise.

its

Preparation.

it affects

— Chlorine

is

a yellow-greenish gas, of very

the throat and lungs violently, and

cause sudden death.

Its specific gravity

is

if

inhaled in

2.4, or it is

nearly

two and one-half times as heavy as our atmospheric air.
It is easily produced from a mixture of peroxide of manganese with hydroEarthen retorts, surrounded b}' an earthen
chloric acid under the influence of heat.
or iron mantle or jacket, are used for
filled

with water, into which steam

without allowing

it

it.

is

The hollow

space created by this jacket

introduced in sufficient quantity to heat

to reach the boiling-jioint.

high, the liquid contents of the retort would

l)e

is
it,

If the temjierature should rise too

bodily carried to the pulp in the form

of vapor.

jManganese

is

a mineral

manganese, according

which contains variable quantities of peroxide of
from which it comes sometimes as large

to the different mine's

—
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been connected with the chimneys of steam-boilers and with ventilators, for

the purpose of carrying off the excess of gas, but only with partial success.

Where

chlorine gas

made,

is

escape through breaking or leaking retorts,

its

and

pipes, or chambers, cannot be entirely avoided,

is

offensive

Even if the bleaching is done
workmen to be obliged to submit to the

body's lungs and patience.
mill,

it is

bad

for the

pulp from the chambers yet partly

filled

Chlorine gas acts very violently

;

it

The

ase of gas should give

way

and the

j^rocess finished

We
form of

know

any-

from the

ordeal of removing the

must have destroyed some of the

fibres,

and then only

finer fibres

loss.

to that of solution wdierever jwssible

;

the former

in insufiicient quantities,

with liquor in the engine.

of only one mill in the United States where chlorine

is

used in the

gas.

SECTION
{a)

to try

with gas.

before the coarsest ones are white, and thus causes considerable

should be used only for the coarsest

enough

at a distance

Mixing,

(b)

Washing and

Bea.ting,

(c)

IV.
Sizing, {d) Coloring,

(e)

Patent

Engines, (/) Stuff-chests and Stuff-pumps.
(a)

Mixing.

—

It is in mixing the pulp from different fibres, wherein the
49. General Remarks.
paper-maker displays more than in any other oj)eration his knowledge and judgment.
He must understand the nature of the raw materials
order to blend their different
qualities in projiortions, which make ujj a paper, answering in every respect the pur-

m

pose for which

it is

intended.

any paper-mill, however extensive, should keej) a stock
and other fibres on hand, so that it could make any grade of
paper which might be asked for. It is, on the contrary, advisable that each establishment should confine itself to one class of papers, and only buy such rags as are
suitable for that class.
If there is an advantage in buying and sorting mixed rags,
those jjortions which are either too fine or too coarse for the use of the mill should be
It is not supjjosed that

of all kinds of rags

sold to other manufacturers.

Though

the manufacture of one class of paper

endeavors to use for

it

may

be

strictly

adhered

to, all

lower grades of rags or other available stock deserve to be

encouraged.
50. Rules

and Example.

— As

finest or highest-iiriced papers,

The

a general rule the best rags are reserved for the

and

so on down.

relative prices of different kinds of rags can alune decitle

whether

it

])ays to

MAXrFACTUBE OF PAPEB
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work cheap

^Ji0^f

stock into higher grades of paper

rags have to undergo a good

many more

BAGS BY 2lACniXEBY.
for

;

must be remembered that such
and therefore lose a larger pro-

it

operations,

jwrtion of their weight than better ones.

Coarse fibres mav, bv energetic lx)iling and bleaching,

lie

transformed into white

paper, but this suddenly acquired splendor will not prove as permanent as that which
w;is inherent in the

The tendency

raw material.

of the paper, to ttirn dark or yellow in the course of time, will be

projxtrtionate to the chemical treatment

and the transformations

to

which the

fibres

have been subjected.

For writing purposes, a

strong,

crackling sheet

stiff,

Strong

tvpes give a better impression on soft paper.

worn, usuallv comjx»se the larger part of the former

is

desirable

fibres,
:

;

while printers'

such as linen not

much

while well-worn cotton rags

are suitable for the latter.

In thin pai>ers the length and strength of the fibres have to make up for their
and the strongest of flax and hemp rags, or even ropes, must be used. The

scarcity,

thicker or heavier a paper

to be, the

is

more of weak material may enter

into its

composition.

The work

of the paper-machine must also

that no difiiculties will be exj>erienc-ed.

up of long and tough

fibres only,

it

\ye

considered in mixing the pulp, so

If the pulp for a heavy sheet would be

would not

lose

enough water on the

made

wire, but

enter the presses in a wet state, and l^ecome crushed.

All the paper in this book

is

comjxjsed of one-third No. 2 Italian linen rags and

two-thirds domestic cotton rags of all colors

:

the thin paper of the plates has only

Some

been Ijeaten a longer time in the engine and contains no clay.

mixed with the

c-<itton

delaines were

under the
washing engine,

rags, but the wool as well as the colors di?apj>eared

influence of c-austic lime in the rotary.

They were bleached

in the

with about 10 jxtunds of bleaching jxtwders per 100 jwunds of paj)er, a solution Ijeing

made

vitriol was added to every
open brick drainers.
It is the pa2>er-maker*s aim to make the best possible paper with the least
exj^ense out of the raw material.
Judgment and experience alone can teach how to
do this the ever-changing pric-es and demands of the markets, and the difference of
the raw materials in various countries and even localities, prevent the establishment
of any rules or prescriptions.

fresh for every engine.

500 pound engine, and the

Oue-quarter of a gallon of

ptilp emjrtied into

;

(b)

51.

Washing and Beating.

Washing, and Testing for Chlorine.

bleached,

some

—Xo

matter

how

the nigs have been

chlorine, hydroc-hloric acid, chloride of calcium,

and other products

of the bleaching process, are always adhering to them, which, if left in the paper,
not only injure its durability by turning it yellow and brittle in the course of time,

but also jireveut

]>erfect sizing

and

coloring.

AND BEATING,

MIXING, WASHING
If considerable

(iiiaiitities

SIZING, COLORING, ETC.

of chlorine have been

the fibres until they have destroyed the jiaper.

left in
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the pulj), they will act on

If the quantity of chlorine

is

very

will evajjorate with the water

on the drying cylinders, dissolve some of their
and the iron-salts thus formed will impregnate the dryer 'felts, which deliver

small,
iron,

it

them again

to the pajier.

Messrs. Fordos

&

Gelis have found, by numerous experiments, that pulp did

when taken from

not contain any iron

the beaters, but a considerable quantity

aftei-

had passed over the machine.
These iron-salts in the finished paper are originally of a very low state of oxidation and colorless, but gradually take up (oxygen and moisture from the air, and give
to the paper the well-known yellow, rust-like color.
After the beater has been loaded with its due 2>ortion of pulp and water, our
efforts must be first directed to the expulsion of the chlorine. The beaters are for this
jiurpose provided with one or, better, two such revolving washers as we have described
before, and with a good stream of clear water.
The roll must be kept raised while the wash-process is going on, to prevent cutting of the fibres, a portion of which might, if reduced too much, escape through the
washing cylinders.
it

The thorough

elimination of chlorine in

all

its

combinations

is

too ira2)ortant

judgment of the engineer or to chance.
contact with any acid liquid turns red, and can be used

a matter, to be left entirely to the

Blue litmus-paper
with advantage to
paper,

immersed

test

for a

in

As

the pulp.

moment

long as the blue litmus-color of a small slip of

in the engine,

is

thereby turned red, the washing

is

to

be continued.

This test is so simple that it can be applied by anybody. The foreman should
have some of the litmus-paper on hand at all times.
There is, however, a more sensitive method by which the presence of chlorine
can be established with certainty.
It is constantly and successfully in use in several
of the best

New England

mills,

and

is

based on the characteristic color which iodine

produces in contact with starch.
Iodine
jiotassium

is

—the

an element of the same
iodide of potassium

class as chlorine,

—can

and

its

combination with

be purchased at any drug

store.

We

dis-

our use, in pure water and with enough good white starch to make a
milky liquid. Proteaux recommends a mixture of

solve

it,

for

......
.........
.........

Iodide of pota.ssiura,

1

Starch,

2 parts.

Water,

^i

part.

parts.

This solution of starch and iodide of potassium is kept in a small bottle for use
by the foreman or engineer. To test the contents of an engine, a handful of the i>u]p
is

taken out, pressed

wet,

so,

when a few dro2«

that the excess of liquid runs

of our solution are jjoured on

off,

it.

while leaving the pulp yet

MAXUFACTUBE OF FAFER FROM RAGS BY MACHIXERY.
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If anv blue, imrple or violet color. lioAvever faint
ance, the chlorine or chlorine acids have not

may

it

be,

makes

stronger affinity for i^otassium than iodine, and leaves

its

its

appear-

Chlorine has a

entirely departed.

companions

to join the

potassium as chloride of potassium, thereby setting the iodine free, which, finding
itself in the presence of the starch, shows the characteristic blue color.
52. Antichlorine.

—^lany

chemicals, especially hyjiosulphite of soda, have been

proposed as so-called " antichlorine

;"

they

all

consist of salts

which take up the

chlorine or hydrochloric acid in the pulp, and form neutral combinations with them.

They
is

are

recommended on the theory

that the chlorine

thus

is

made

harmless, and

it

true that they must prove a great improvement, where none or only imperfect

washing has been practiced.

The presence

of chlorine is esjjecially obnoxious in the manufacture of some
In some mills antichlorine is therefore added to the pulp before
washing, in order to neutralize any free chlorine which might possibly remain after
the operation of washing has been finished.
It is generally admitted that the presence in the pulp of the salts formed by the
colored papers.

antichlorine

ing

is

is

thus on

Thorough washdone with the necessary

not desirable, and that they should be washed out.
all

hands considered indispensable, and,

if

and precaution, the money spent for antichlorine may be saved.
The word " beating " exj^resses well the operation which follows
53. Beating.
the washing it indicates that here as well as in the washing-engine the rags are not
to be cut, but that the fibres nuist be drawn out to full length by the action of the
knives and the friction among the rags themselves.
If this theory should have to be carried out literally for all kinds of stock and
paper, most paper-mills would require twice or three times as many beaters as they
have now.
care

—

;

The

price of a few grades only, such as bank-note, justifies so expensive a jsrocess,

but however limited

may

be the power and the number of beaters,

it

must be the

manufacturer's aim to work up to the principle as far as his mill will permit.

As

soon as the wa.shing cylinders are raised and the wash-water stopped, the

engineer lowers the roll sufficiently to begin the operation.

As

the disintegration pro-

and the rags disappear, the space between the knives must be further diminThe slower this is done the longer will be tlie fibres.
ished.
Slow l)eating and blunt knives make long pulp quick work and sharp knives
ceeds

;

short

\)u\y>.

VTlnle a beater

may

be run off in from three to five hours for thick paper,

twenty-four and more hours are required for the thinnest sheets.

To examine

the pulp, a small portion of

it

quantity of water, and slowly jioured out so that
sheet.

If

any

little

uniformly divided,
roll for this

knots appear in

it,

is
it

dissolved in a basin with a large
flows over the rim as a very thin

or if the pulp looks cloudy instead of being

must be l)rushed or drawn out more. The engineer lowers the
purpose so far, that its edges approach those of the plate as much as posit

MIXING, WASHING
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without actually touching them, and turns the pulj) with the paddle.

sible

are liable to lodge on the bottom or in corners,

and

81

The

the engineer's duty to

it is

rags

stir

up

the pulji frequently, especially in those places.

Experienced pajier-makers often ex2)ress their ojiinion of the inijiortance of the
and engineers in charge of them by saying that the pajier is made in the beat-

beaters

ing engine.

Though
dergo,

it

this will ajiply to every

one of the operations which rags have to un-

indicates correctly the value of a good engineer.

54. Self-Actors.

independent of the

The

— An
skill

self-actor is a

made to make the
men by means of self-actors.

attempt has been

of these

mills to

some extent

mechanical contrivance driven by a cord, which lowers the

hand-wheel and screw, by which the engineer
and occupies its place at the engine. The upright rod
has a strong pin through it, resting on a steel ring, of which the rod is the centre.
The surface of this ring is shaped so that the pin, while 2)assing once around the circle,
descends gradually about i inch. This descent is not uniform, but curved in the same
proportion to the whole time or circle, as a skilful engineer would lower the roll
while working off one beater.
The pin and rod have no turning movement, but the steel ring which is fastened on a worm-wheel, makes a revolution in from four to eight hours.
The shaft, which carries the worm, is parallel and corresponds with a reduced
extension of the roll-shaft, and both are provided with a set of small cord-j^ulleys.
The sjieed of the self-actor can thus be changed by the use of different j^ullej's and
roll automatically.

raises

It replaces the

and lowers the

lighter,

the time of an operation varied to suit the different kinds of rags

;

but the descent of

the roll bears to the time always the same j^roportion, as the curve of the ring remains

the same.
It

may answer

for the

manufacture of a certain kind of j^aper from a certain

stock.

But

if

the quality or weight of the

even the treatment of the rags previous
skilful engineer is alone able to

This

is

probably the

j^ajjcr to

to beating

be made, or the raw material, or
often changed, the

is

conduct the operation so as to suit

i-eason w'hy self-actors

all

hand of a

circumstances.

have not become very popular in paper-

mills.
55. Plates

and General Construction of Beaters.

—All

the Ijed-plates described in

the section on washers are likewise used for beaters, but the elbow-i^lates seem to be
generally the favorites.

which remain sharp

Only
steel ones.
fail

The

cast-steel ones,

New England

They have mostly the form
long

^'g

to i inch thick, filled in

with wood,

the time, deserve here the preference.

in a few of the fine

to furnish a

more

all

fibi-e,

exjiensive than steel

mills are

brii.ss

as they are too soft to cut
j)lates,

but

if

bed-plates substituted for

of solid elbow-plates, and certainly cannot
it.

It is true that they are

they furnish tougher ])aper, or enable us to
11

;
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use weaker rags in place of stronger ones, they will prove the more economical of

the two.

The principles, explained for the washing engine in the foregoing paragraph,
govern the construction of the beaters, with only slight modifications.
The rags, furnished to the beating engine, are already prepared to some extent,
and therefore do not require
to

as violent a treatment as in the washers.

carry usually more fly-bars, and make 25
50 revolutions more per minute than the washers.
The vat of the beating engine may, for the sake of economy, be made deeper

The

rolls of the beatei-s for this reason

than that of the washer, but a moderate height

is

preferable for engines of all

kinds.
56.

—

Power consumed by Engines. The power consumed by an engine varies with
manner and time in wdiich they are treated, and with the

the nature of the rags, the

sharpness of the knives.
It is impossible to give

any exact data

for

it,

but

we have

tried to

may

through exchange of views with experienced manufacturers, what

ascertain

be considered

a fair estimate.

The

majority of

all

the engines in this country have a capacity of from 4 to 600

pounds, and require, with

medium

qualities of

mixed rags and ordinary treatment, an

average of from 10 to 15 horse-power.

(c)

57.

of

all

Sizing.

Comparison between Surface Sizing and Sizing

white paper

suit either

is

in the Engine.

—The

large bulk

used for writing and printing purposes, and must be prepared to

one or the other.

is an oily, little-fluent substance, which does not spread beyond the
by the type on any common pa^Jer. Writing ink, being more diluted
and watery, allows itself to be absorbed from beyond the space, assigned to it by the

Printers' ink

limits given

pen, on a thirsty sheet.
ties

and channels,

Unsized linen or cotton paper is full of pores, or little caviwhich the writing ink flows, and spreads itself until it is all

into

absorbed.

Printing paper therefore does not require any sizing, but
the pores or cover the
it

from swallowing

uj)

web of writing

is

it

is

necessary to

some substance, which

fill

will prevent

the writing fluid.

Hand-made paper
the surplus

pajier with

is

simply dipped into a solution of gelatine or animal

removed by pressing

it

between

felts,

and the

sheets are

hung

size
uj) to

dry slowly by evaporation.

The gelatine, when dry, forms an impermeable coating on both sides of the paper,
which separates the ink from the absorbing pores.
Machine-made paper is treated in a similar way, Avhich we shall describe after
having first shown how the pajjer is made.

MIXING, WASHING
Pajser,

AND BEATING,

made on the machine

or
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by hand, used

to
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be treated alike after

it

had

been sized in this way, and required a great deal of labor before the improved system,
described in Section VI, had been gradually developed.
It

was therefore natural that the paper-makers should have been anxious

to find

a process by which the paper coukl be produced sized, in the same time, and with no

more labor than when unsized.
Engine sizing or sizing in the pulp
Surface-sized paper
perfectly filled

;

is

the result of these attempts.

covered with smooth uniform coats, but

is

pores are im-

its

while the fibres are each separately surrounded, the pores

filled,

and

the whole mass impregnated with the sizing material, if the jiaper has been sized in

the engine.
If surface-sized

any longer

Y>aY>er is

scratched and the coating removed,

in such places, but acts like printing paper, while

any of it left.
smooth, and offers no obstacle

can be written upon as long as there
Surface-sized paper
utensils,

is

it

will not

hold ink

paper sized in the

pulji,

is

while paper sized in the pulp, even

if well

to steel

calendered,

is

pens or drawing
rougher, and not

so agreeable to write wpon.

The

fibres of unsized

paper interpose themselves without obstacle, so as

to

form

a tough, closely-felted sheet, but the fibres of engine-sized pulp are surrounded with the

and lose thereby much of the soft pliability which is necessary for a perfect web.
Unsized paper is therefore always found stronger, though not so stiff, as enginesized paper, made of the same material and in the same way.
Mr. G. Planche states that, according to experiments made, the tenacity of unsized paper is 25 per cent, higher than of the same sheet sized in the engine, or the
former will carry 25 per cent, more weight before it breaks than the latter. Narrow
strips of equal size are cut from the papers which are to be thus tested they are fiistened at one end and the weights attached to the other.
The number of pounds which are required to break the samples shows their com-

size,

;

parative tenacity.
Surface-sized papers receive an addition to this strength from the two coats of
size,

which

is

quite considerable.

All these advantages are appreciated by the public, and

paper

is

surfiice- or animal-sized

Engmethod of sizing causes additional
compensated by higher prices, and the greater strength,

nearly altogether used for letters and the better classes of blank books in

land as well as in the United States.
expense, the manufacturer

is

Though

this

which enable him to use a much larger proportion of cotton rags than paper sized
in the pulp would admit.
Very often both systems are united by sizing the pulj) first and the web afterwards.
The prescriptions for sizing in the engine are as nu58. Sizing in the Engine.
merous as the patent medicines which are infallible cures for neai-ly every disease, and

—

equally effective.

The

proportions which answer in one case cannot suit in another,
to be made, and the machinery used, are difierent.

where the raw materials, the paper
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Nothing can
alone

it

making

disclose the secret of

rience combined with a thorough

a well-sized jiaper but practical expe-

knowledge of the chemical

process,

through which

can be produced.

The

resinous size, generally used at the present time,

solution of suli^hate of alumina or

alum

is

obtained by adding a

to a soap of resin dissolved in soda.

Alumina (clay) has a very strong affinity for vegetable substances, and combines
with resin mechanically, but with a strength equal to a chemical union, forming a
resinous alumina.

When

solutions of resin in soda

and of sulphate of alumina are brought together,

the sulphuric acid forms with the soda, sulphate of soda, and the resin and alumina
are dej)osited as resinous alumina.
59. Preparation of

Vegetable Size.

—The soda

or oxide of sodium in soda-ash or in

crystals of soda is united with carbonic acid to carbonate of soda

The

jjresence of carbonic acid

solution of resin

is

objectionable, as

it

(NaOjCO,).

escapes in bubbles while the

made, or as foam in the engine.

is

The soap-makers
of resin, and

it

use caustic soda (NaO), free from carbonic acid, for the solution
was naturally supjiosed, that it would answer better for size than the

carbonates.

Gabriel Planehe, in his valuable work on Paper-viaking, recommends the use of
caustic soda instead of the carbonates.

(fresh-burnt) lime
is

;

the mixture

is

The soda

allowed to

is

for this purj^ose boiled with caustic

settle,

and the

clear

now

caustic liquid

used for the solution of resin.

This has frequently been tried by experienced paper-makers, but

it

has gen-

efficient as that

made

to give a positive exj^lanation of this fact, but, as the resin

must

erally been found that the size

made with

caustic soda

was not as

with ordinary soda-ash or crystallized soda.

We are unable

be precij)itated again in the engine,
its

perhaps not desirable

to dissolve

character as thoroughly as if washing soap were to be made.

caustic soda

and

it is

also

may

some of

it,

The

or destroy

solution of

contain a j^ortion of the lime which has been used to causticize
its

impurities,

it,

and the presence of these substances may prevent the

formation of a good sizing soap.

The

solution of resin

is

mostly made in an ordinary wooden tub furnished with

a steam-pipe, but a copi)er or iron caldron, surrounded by an iron steam-mantle
or jacket,

would be preferable.

With

this latter

arrangement the steam will

jacket instead of entering into the solution and constantly diluting

The soap

fill

the

it.

could be removed clean and clear from the metal, while

it

sticks very

closely to wood.

A

tub or caldron, of about 4 feet diameter at the top and 3 feet high, with narrower rounded bottom, holding about 250 gallons, is of convenient size for dissolving
two barrels of resin.

The soda and a

certain quantity of water are

mixed

in this tub

;

steam

is

ad-

AND BEATING,

MIXING, WASHING
and

mitted,

thrown

as soon

The

in.

as the liquid

boiling heat

with a paddle until

all

the resin

finely-powdered resin

the

boils,

kejat up,

is
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and the whole mass

is
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gradually

constantly stirred

is

dissolved.

is

If water has not been very sparingly used, the resin soap, a pasty, syrup-like
mass, settles on the bottom, and the remaining solution of soda floats on top.

The

alkaline liquid can easily be removed, but the impurities of both the resin and soda

become mixed with the soap on the bottom of the tub.
It has been found ])y some of our experienced paper-makers, that the most
ive size

is

obtained, if the resin

tration, that its specific gravity

is
is

greater than that of the resin

soda solution remains on the bottom, while the resin soap

never boils over while

it is

effect-

dissolved in a solution of soda-ash of such concen-

being prejiared, as

it

soajj.

floats

on

In that case the
and the soap

it,

does with diluted solutions.

After the resin and the soda solution have been boiled and stirred for about two
hours, the resin soap can be taken out in a perfectly clean condition, as the surplus

and

solution

The

the impurities remain on the bottom.

all

resin

is

better dissolved if

it

floats in

the solution than

if it falls to

the

bottom.

The

concentration of the solution

by the reduction of the water

is

not produced by the use of more soda, but

with which the resin can
pound of soda-ash for every four of resin is the
established proportion, 125 pounds must be taken for two barrels or 500 pounds of
resin.
The minimum quantity of water which is required, can easily be found by a

be dissolved.

few

If, for

to the smallest iiossible quantity

instance, one

trials.

The

addition of sugar of lead to the soda solution

and found
solution.

useful,

But

as

probably because

is

frequently

recommended

heavy specific gravity increases that of the
the desired gravity can be produced with soda-ash alone, it is units

necessary to resort to other means.
If
left,

it is

more

found, after removing the soap, that a large quantity of soda solution

resin or less solution

If the resin, after

it

may

is

be used the next time.

has been boiled as long as

is

usual,

is

not well dissolved, the

proportion of soda must be increased.

The

quantity of soda (oxide of sodium, NaO) contained in commercial soda-ash,
from 47 to 57 per cent., and 4 pounds of that of 57 i^er cent, are equal in effect
to 5 pounds of 47 jiev cent.
The purest soda-ash, no matter of what percentage, is to be selected.
Some paper-makers use 3, some 4, and others 5 pounds of resin to 1 pound
of soda-ash, and as a surplus of soda cannot do any harm, they may all be sucvaries

cessful.

Crystals of soda contain a large quantity of water, and only about 22 per cent,

of soda (NaO)

;

they are therefore a very expensive material.

They

will hardly

dissolve twice their weight of resin, but are nevertheless sometimes 2)referred to sodaash, because they are purer.

—

:

—

;
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D'Arcet recommends

......

Powdered Resiu,
Crystals of Soda

4.80 parts.

100.

Time, 2

A

"

2.22

Wkter
to 3 hours.

few experiments will give the projjortions of soda, resin, and water necessary

any prescription.
weigh the resin contained in two barrels pulverize it, and then take for
every 4 pounds of resin 1 pound of best soda-ash dissolve it in our tub or caldron
with a few (say 10) buckets of water turn steam on, and throw in the powdered
in every case, better than

We

;

;

;

resin with a shovel as soon as the liquid

The

liquid

that the water

but

is

is

boiling.

is

stirred with a jiaddle while the resin is added,

absorbed before

the resiu

all

is

dissolved,

and

we have

to

found

if it is

pour

more

in

the soda solution, on cooling, comes to the top instead of remaining on the

if

bottom,

we must reduce

It is

the quantity of water next time.

always safe to use a surplus of soda-ash.

Mr. Adam Eamage, writing under the name of " Papyrus," recommends
20 of the Paper- Trade Ecporter the following method of testing whether the

in

No.

resin

is

thoroughly dissolved
" Take out a little of the solution by allowing the stirring-paddle to drip into a basiu half full of
milkwarm or cold water dash this up well with the hand. [The pulp being mixed with cold water
The Author.] If it dissolves freely
in the engine, none but cold water should be used for this test.
;

and

in the water,

if,

after shaking the size off the hand, there are no fine particles of resin adhering to

the hairs on the back of the hand, the size
the water, there

is

longer and test again.

homely

test,

but

is

made

it is

Continue this until

if,

;

a diy white deposit on the hairs,
it

however, although

will

stand this

Just as certain as there

a sure one.

Of

the hair on the back of the hands.

it

not boiled enough

it is

is

test.

;

may seemingly
.so

dissolve in

boil for a few minutes

This, I confess,

undissolved resin present,

it

quite a

is

will

adhere to

course you must be careful to keep the hand and the basin

clean and entirely free from acid or alkali."

To

this

we may

add, that

boiling, a thorough solution

The time
hours

;

and

it

j^i't'scribed

makes

soap be well made.

by condensing, and

is

for

little

more soda-ash must be mixed

in

if,

after prolonged

not obtained.

such an operation varies from

difference

If the steam

is

for this reason

how much

it

fifteen

minutes

introduced directly into the mixture,
it

may

to live

really takes, provided that the
it

dilutes

be preferable to shorten the time as

it

much

as possible.

If the resin

the paper.

The

is

not well dis.solved, small particles of

it

appear as yellow

better the resin has been powdered, the easier will

would pay for large factories to use a little mill, consisting of a
stone running on a stone or iron platform, for grinding it.
it

it

sjiots in

dissolve

;

and

vertical revolving

:
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mills,

so jierfect that
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solution, as described,

it

can be passed through a No. 60 wire-cloth and used directly in

it

.the engine.

Use of Starch.

60.

for this purpose

and provided with a

The

starch

is

soap

tity of resin

— In

many

must be more

mills

however,
is

mixed with

first

starch,

done in a tub lined with sheet

and
zinc,

steam-jiijie.

by means of hot

dissolved in this tub

added

is

it is,

This

diluted.

to the solution,

and a measured quan-

water,

while the liquid

constantly stirred to

is

prevent the formation of lumjis.
It is necessary that

gallon of the soap and

we should know

how much

buckets used for an engine of jiulp

The
which

solution

how much

resin

is

to

is

contained in a

number of

gallons or

be regulated accordingly.

must be diluted enough

through a No. 60 wire-cloth,

to be passed

retains all the impurities.

From 3
soaji,

exactly

in the dilution, because the

to

6 jiounds of

resin, or a

are usually sufficient to size

For very thin paper or

nary weight.
be increased

corresponding number of gallons of the diluted

100 pounds of medium

while

;

less

of

it

short,

weak

Either two large tubs, in which the

can be used while the solution
Starch

is

size to

size

fectly white,

it

is

off",

off"

to

should be on hand, so that one
The}' should stand high

jsrepared in the other.

be drawn

may have

2:)ulp.

can be mixed and diluted, or one tub and

through stop-cocks

not necessary, but improves the

precipitation through alum,

the quantity

answers for heavy paper, made of strong

a receiver, into which the former one can be drawn

enough, to permit the

qualities of j^aper of ordi-

fibres,

at the bottom.

It envelops the resin, retards its

size.

and thereby makes the

sizing

more uniform

being per-

;

covers to some extent the more or less dark color of the resin and

even the faults of a deficient solution.

About

1 i^ound of starch for

in most mills

;

but

it

61. Proportions

every jjound of resin

is

the average quantity used

can be considerably increased without injury,

Used

in Different Mills.

pulp-sized letter-pa2:)er with a resin

size,

—The

author used to

which was jjrepared

if desired.

make

a very thin

in a caldron heated

by

steam in an outside jacket.

150 pounds of crystallized soda were dissolved in about 90 quarts of water, and
250 pounds of jjowdered resin added to the boiling liquid. It was kept stirred up
with a paddle, and the whole operation occupied from four to six hours.
A portion of the soap thus obtained was diluted with warm water, and mixed
with a similar quantity of dissolved starch, j^roducing a very

which could

At

easily be filtered

fluid

through a No. 60 wire-cloth into the

a mill in this country where writing j^aper

is

made

yellow liquid,

beaters.

as a specialty, size

is

pre-

pared in the following manner

In a wooden tub, furnished with a steam-pijie, are dissolved 125 pounds of sodaash with 10 buckets (30 to 35 gallons) of water, and set to boiling by the direct
introduction of steam.
The liquid (which tests about 30 degrees Baume at boiling
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heat)

constantly stirred, and two barrels or about 500 pounds of powdered resin
is finished or the resin "cut."

is

are added, until after about two hours the soap

much water has not been used, the soap floats on the solution, and
having rested about half an hour, but yet hot, is passed through a No. 60 wirecloth into several barrels, which serve as reservoirs, while the surplus soda solution
If too

after

and the impurities remain on the bottom.

Hi?h

pressure steam

is

used for boiling in this way, because

much

less

of

it is

required,

by steam of lower pressure.
Five pounds of porous alum for every 100 pounds of paper are rhssolved in water,
and poured through a No. 60 wire-cloth into the engine. After the alum has had
time to become thoroughly mixed up, li buckets of the resin soap, containing about
18 pounds of resin, are likewise added to the 400 pounds of pulp in the engine.
About 6 pounds of starch, previously dissolved in about ten times their volume
of water, are also strained through No. 60 wire-cloth into the engine, independently
of the resin, but at about the same time.
The two methods just described are very different, and yet both furnish good
and the

solution not so

diluted as

results.

We

consider the solution of resin in concentrated solution of soda-ash preferable,

for the reasons before stated, but

would recommend the use of a jacket instead of the

cHrect introduction of steam.

with

The object of the starch, to retard the precipitation
its own slimy mass, can hardly be accomplished if

rately

of the resin by enveloping

it

the soap and starch are sepa-

added to the jjulp, and it seems therefore advisable to unite them in one common
Care must, however, be taken in either case to dissolve the starch in a suf-

solution.
ficient

quantity of water, as

62. Addition of Glue

it

will otherwise congeal into flakes or spots in the jjulp.

and Other Substances.

— ^lany

paper-makers have tried to

give to engine-sized paper the qualities of that sized in the sheet, by adding glue dissolved in water to resin soap, or by pouring

it

separately into the engine just before

emptying the latter. It is possible that a stifter paper is thereby produced, but the
two methods the one of sizing the fibre and the other of coating the paper are so
different, that the possibility of either one rejilacing the other is excluded, no matter
what materials are used.
Numerous other substances have been recommended as additions for the improvement of the resin soap, and we shall mention two of them, because they are used
by experienced and successful 2ia2)er-makers.
The paper of the plates in this book is sized with a resin soap, jjrepared according to the latter of the two methods described in Art. 61, and containing also 12

—

—

pounds of "gum traffocanth" for every 500 pounds of resin.
This gum tragacanth is the efiiision of a Persian plant it does not dissolve as
freely, and gives a thicker, more gelatine-like mass than most other gums.
It is dissolved in water and added to the finished soap while yet hot, and before it is screened.
It acts m a manner similar to glue, and gives to the paper similar qualities.
;
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The

which

froth

AND BEATING,
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and on the machine when

fi'equently seen in the engine

is

gg

very objectionable, and numerous expedients are resorted to for
the purjTOse of preventing its appearance.
It is well known that oil, poured on the
resin-size

is

used,

is

pulp, will kill the froth

;

"tallow" to the resin soap.

with every barrel of

resin,

and some paper-makers, probably guided by this fact, add
An experienced manufacturer uses 7 pounds of tallow
and states that he is never troubled with froth.

Quality of the Resin, and Use of the Solution.

63.

—

It is

only natural that the

darker kinds of resin should be used for lower grades, and the whiter ones for the
finest qualities

The

of paper.

solution of resin

indifferent

when

must be strained before

it is

admitted to the

pulj:),

but

it is

this is done.

If any chlorine, or hydrochloric, or sulphuric acid remains in the

jiulp, it will

immediately form chloride of sodium or sulphate of soda with the soda of the solution,

and the

by its dissolving agent, is precijiitated.
might as well throw pure resin into the engine as to allow the soda to be
neutralized by acid contained in the jjulp.
It is difficult to decide by theory if the resin soap or the solution of alum should
be first mixed with the pulp. Experience is here again the best guide and it will be
found, on inquiry, that most of our leading j^ajier-makers, if not all, mix the alum
fii'st thoroughly with the pulp, and pour in the soap only a short time before
resin, left

We

;

emjitying the engine.
64.

Alums and

kinds of alum

their Comparative Values.

used,

is

—Xo matter which one of

should always be dissolved in water, and

it

the different

filtered

through a

wire-gauze or flannel into the engine to keep the imj^urities out.

The

"crystallized

alum" used

in paper-mills consists of sul^shate of potash,

sulphate of alumina, and water.

+

K0,S03
Sulphate of

The sulphate
ash and water are

of alumina

is

+ 24HO

Al,03,3SO,
Sulphate of
alumina.

potash.

Water,

the only useful fart of

it,

while the sulphate of

j^ot-

and remain unchanged.
The sulphuric acid of the sulphate of alumina joins the soda and forms sulphate
of soda (NaOjSOs), which remains soluble, and the alumina and resin are deposited
on the

sim2:)ly spectators

fibres as a resinous

Alumina (ALO^)
Kaolin or

clay,

which

is
is

alumina.
the sesquioxide of the wdiite and light metal aluminium.

nearly pure alumina,

is

not soluble in water, but

bination with sulphuric acid, the sulphate of alumina, dissolves

This sulphate of alumina
directly together.
clay,

The

is

its

com-

ea.sil}\

manufactured by boiling clay and sulphuric acid

cakes thus obtained are a mixture of sulphate of alumina,

and water, which varies considerably

in its proportions of these substances.

—
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The atomic weights of the different
K0,S03 -f- Al A,3S03V 24HO, ar^

composing

parts

Sulphate of Alumina, Al.OjSSOj

)

=24(8 +

2440

Water,

alum.

crystallized

= 87
= (39 + 8) + (16 + 24)
= (2 X 13.6 + 24) + 3 (16 - 24 = 171.2

KOSO,

Sulphate of Potash,

J\£ACHIXEBY.

216

1)

474.2

Of

the useful suljihate of alumina there are 171.2 parts in 474.2 or
171.2

XlOO

o«f>i in 100
inn pounds.
a
= 36.01
-

474.2

The sulphate of alumina in cakes is, as said before, variable, but can be put at 44
pounds in 100 pounds, while the balance consists of clay, sulphuric acid, and water.
Concentrated alum or aluminous cake contains more sulphate of alumina than
crystallized alum.
It is therefore cheaper at the same price per pound, but its uncertain composition has caused it to be excluded from many mills where crystals are preferred, because their projwrtion of sulphate of alumina is always very nearly the same.
Of late yeai*s an improved aluminous cake has been sold by the Pennsylvania
Salt Manufacturing

Company

as

"Safrona jiorous ahnn."

^Tiile the aluminous cake necessarily contains
for

its

all

the impurities of the clay used

manufacture, besides some clay not combined with acid, and also free sulphuric

acid, this

new alum

is

made

in a way, to exclude the possibility of the presence of

either of them.

tion,

Pure hydrate of alumina, precipitated with carbonic acid from an alkaline soluwhich has been prepared from the imjiorted mineral kryolith, forms the basis

instead of clay.

This hydi-ate of alumina

and water in copper
mixture

vessels,

above

rises far

is

and

l:>oiliug

mixed with the proper
their affinity

heat,

is

and cause?

has somewhat subsided a certain amount of soda

quantities of sulphuric acid

so great that the temperature of the
^^ioleut ebullition.

is

AMien the

added, and the fluid mass

is

action

rapidly

discharged into large

flat pans, wherein it soon solidifies into cakes about 4 inches
and weighing half a ton or more. They are removed when cold, broken up,
and crushed through suitable mills into fragments of the size of chestnuts, or a little
larger, in which form the alum is packed and sold.
The peculiar vesicular character
of the alum is produced in part by the nature of the chemical action and jiartly by

thick,

the skilful manipulation of the operations.

Upon

this jxirosity

depends

its

solubility.

The alum

is

stated to be

composed of

Alumina,
Sulphuric Acid, anhydrous or dry,
Soda,

Water,

16
.

41

parts) ._
"

2.20

"

40.80

"

100.00

)

^

,

,

,

"" P"'^' ^^^Iphate of

.,

.

Alumina.

ready
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is

basic

is
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soda, so that the sulphate of

the ratio of acid to alumina being usually 2^%% equivalents of acid

;

to 1 equivalent of alumina.

This basic condition of the porous alum

is its

j^rincipal advantage.

the possibility of the presence of free acid, which

so destructive to

is

It excludes

some

colors,

especially to ultramarine.
It is perfectly white, and,

of those

being manufactured of pure materials, contains none

of iron which color

salts

many

Necessary Quantity of Alum.

65.

other alums.

— If any

j^art

of the resin soap should remain in

but would make sjwts,
had been dried. It is therefore necessary to add enough alum to prethe resin, and rather a surplus of it than not enough.

the paper as such,

it

would not only be

lost as sizing material,

after the j^aper
cipitate all

The

an alkaline nature, turns red litmus pajaer blue, but alum,
and it can thus easily be
contains a surplus of one or the other.

resin soaj?, being of

through

its

suljihuric acid, turns blue litmus paper red,

discovered if the
If, after

i^ulji

the alum and resin soaj) have been added to the pulp for some time, red

litmus paper

is

turned blue, the quantity of alum has not been

sufficient,

and must

be increased until the pulp turns blue litmus paper red.
It
cient,

is

frequently stated, that one

effective sulphate of

As
safest

pound of alum

but this evidently cannot hold good in

alumina in different alums

a surplus of alum cannot do any

way

to use too

is,

much,

for every

all cases, as
is,

as

harm

shown

unless

pound of

resin

is suffi-

the quantity of the alonebefore, not the same.

it

contains free acid, the

until the necessary quantity has been found

by ex-

periment.

The

presence of alum improves or brightens a good

paper of such
66. Sizing

very

fine

tints is

made, alum

with Wax.

papers

it

many

colors,

and whenever

used in profusion.

—Even the

may perhaps

It is dissolved

is

cleanest resin

is

not perfectly colorless, and for

be desirable to use white

wax

in its place.

in a concentrated solution of caustic soda, testing five degrees

Baum^, and is also precipitated with alum.
This method has been invented by Mr. Canson, but we are not aware that its
use has extended beyond the mills of the inventor.
67. Clay.
Clay, China clay, kaolin, all of which are more or less pure alumina

—

(AI2O3), have been added to j^ajier pulp during late years to such an extent, that even

manufacturers

who do

not ajsjirove of the practice have been com2)elled to use

them

for the sake of competition, as they lessen the cost of the pa])er.

Clay or alumina, has,
adheres very closely to the

as said before, a strong affinity for vegetable matter

and

fibres.

A small addition of it to the pulp may imj^rove some kinds of paper, by making
them smoother and more opaque, but if large quantities are put in, the paper becomes
The
brittle, of little strength, and the consumers are deceived by the heavy weight.
public, who have at last become aware of this imposition, ask for paper containing little

!
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or no clay, and

the sheets

test

by bm-ning.

The

quantity of ashes

the

left indicates

proportion of this fire-proof material.
interests of the j)aper-maker

In some cases the

and his customer are both sersed

by heavy additions of clay for instance, in the case of sugar refiners, who want as
heavy a paper as they can get to wrap sugar loaves in.
The paper manufacturer sells clay to the sugar refiner as paper, and the latter
;

the consumers as sugar

sells it to

which contained much more than
burned slowly with a weak flame,
leaving a sheet of nearly the same thickness as the original paper, composed almost
whoUy of clay, behind. It was made of a pulj) of strong linen or hemp, with a large
quantity of resin soap, or size, alum, and well-powdered clay.
The better the clay is divided, the closer will it adhere, and the more of it will
thrown into the engine as powder, some of it balls together,
remain in the paper.
is never divided, does not adhere to the fibres, and will consequently be lost before

The author has made paper

one-half of

its

for this purpose

weight of clay, and,

when

lighted,

K

the paper

A
pulley,

is

formed.

tub ftirnished with water and steam-pipe, with an agitator moved by belt and

and a faucet a

A certain

the clay.

Little

above the bottom, should be used for the dissolution of

number of buckets of

process,

drawn

is

off"

the tub is filled up with
suspended in water by this

clay are put in

water; the agitator started and steam admitted.

The

clay,

;

through the faucet into buckets, and pom-ed through fine wireEven the best clay contains impurities, which will thus be

gauze into the engine.
retained on the wke.

may be

If the tub can be placed high enough, the clay
directly

The
fibres,

clay must be put into the engine Ijefore the size,

and

will be fastened l>etter

It is a mistake, to

alumina, which

is

on to them by the

add the clay

the other hand,

clay, pre^-iously

poured

it

is

size

after the jHilp has

already formetl, surrounds

reaching them, and a large proportion of

On

conducted to the beaters

through troughs.

it

mast

the

.so

that

surrounding

been

it

can reach the

lx)th.

sized, because the resinous

fibres,

prevents the clay from

l)e lost.

evident that a larger quantity of size will fasten the

in, l>etter

than a smaller one.

The

secret of holding the clay

and in the addition of size in
Long and tough pulp is better

consists in the jjerfect division into its smallest particles,

quantities lirojxn-tionate to those of the clay used.
it than short or weak fibres.
Some manufacturers even go so far as to mix
but this is not necessary and may injure the size.

suited to c-arry

Every kind of paper
without
tion,

.size.

the clay with the resin soap

will carry a small proportion of clay, say

Paj>ers of coarse or

medium

qualities are not injured

5 to 15 per cent.,
by such an addi-

but large amounts of clay must always be considered as a deterioration.

paper on which this

Even

if

is 2>ruitetl

great care

lie

itself,

The

contains alxjut 10 per cent, of clay.

taken with

it,

a }X)ition of the clay will be lost, because

its

:
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heavier weight causes
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is

it

is

the projiortion

crucible, Aveighing the sheet first

tained in

it, is

wherever

to deposit,

used, the hirger

and

it
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and the more
burning paper in a red-hot

tlicn the ashes, the real

;

amount of clay con-

easily ascertained.

In some mills alum, but no size, is used to bind the clay. The clay and sulwhich make up the alum or sulphate of alumina, cannot alone envelop
the clay in any way, or hold it by any other power they are therefore utterly
jDhuric acid,

;

wasted.

Mr. T. H. Tieman has obtained a j^atent of invention for the addition of alum
and fresh lime conjointly to paper pulji. The sulphate of alumina or alum, in solution with fresh lime, delivers the sulphuric acid to the lime, for which it has a greater
aflSnity.
Clay or alumina and sulphate of lime or gypsum are the result. Being
precipitated from the solution of salts, they will be divided into their smallest possible
parts and well mixed with the pulp.

The

inventor claims, therefore, that a larger pro25ortion of these substances enters

into the composition of the paper than of

any clay or similar materials which are only

mechanically mixed with the pulp.

(d)

Coloring.

—

White Paper. If white paper is to be made, some color is necessary to make
so, even if the whitest pulp is used for it.
No laundress ever attem^^ts to
finish ujj linen without adding some blue to it.
]\Ir. Richard Herring, in his work on Paper and Paper-making, relates the accident which originated the bluing of paper, as follows
68.

it

appear

"The

had its origiii in a singularly accidental circumstance,
but as forming an amusing anecdote, is perhaps worth men-

practice of billing the paper pulp

which, not merely as an historical

fact,

It occurred about the year 1746, at a paper-mill belonging to ]\Ir. Buttenshaw, whose wife,
on the occasion in question, was superintending the washing of some fine linen, when, accidentally, she
dropped her bag of powdered blue into the midst of some pulp in a forward state of preparation and

tioning.

;

was the fear she entertained of the mischief she had done, seeing the blue rapidly amalgamated with the pulp, that all allusion to it was studiously avoided, until, on Mr. Buttensliaw's
inquiring in great astonishment what it was that had imparted the peculiar color to the pulp, liis wife,
perceiving that no very great damage had been done, took courage and at once disclosed the secret,
for which she was afterwards rewarded in a remarkable manner by her husband, who being naturally
pleased with an advance of so much as four shillings per bundle, upon submitting the improved make
to the Loudon market, immediately purchased a costly scarlet cloak (somewhat more congenial to
taste in those days, it is presumed, than it would be now), which he carefully conveyed home, and
so great

presented with

In a

much

satisfaction to the sharer of his joy."

scientific sense,

white

rays of the sun, the source of

is

all

the combination of

our light; but

it

all

the colors contained in the

seems that the objects which we

recognize as white, like snow and milk, have really a slight bluish

tint.

Pui'e water

.
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or

ice,

wliicb

is

commonly supposed

ing to Buuseu, a light-blue hue.

to be

Several

white or of no particular color, has, accordcoloi-s

are used for the production of this

shade in paper.
69. Prussian Blue, ferrocvanide of ii'on

{3FeCy,2Fe2Cy3),

is

produced by mix-

ing yellow prussiate of pota.sh or ferrocyauide of potassium (2KCy,FeC}'

+ 3H0)

with copperas or sesquisulphate of iron (2FeO,3S03 + 7H0).
Three parts of prussiate of potash with two of copperas and two of oxygen give a blue dejwsit and sulphate of potash in solution.
3(

2KCV,FeCy)
Prassiate.

+ Aq. + 2(Fe,0„3S03) + Aq. + 20 = 3FeCy,2Fe,Cy3 +
Water.

Water. Oxygen.

Copperas.

Blue.

6i

KO.SO,)

Sulphate of

+ Aq.
Water.

potash.

The crystals of
when exjjosed to the

suljibate of iron or copperas contain iron as a protoxide, but,
air,

take

up oxygen and become a

greenish, dirty-looking mass

of the sesquisulphate of the sesquioxide of iron (Fe203,3S03)

This transformation

is

nece.esary,

but has hardly ever been completed in the

commercial copperas, and a suj^ply of oxygen must therefore be provided for the production of a perfect Prussian blue.

The

jjroportions used above for the exj^lanation of the chemical changes are not

those of the materials to be used, as the large quantity of water in the copj^eras
(nearly one-half of their weight) has not been taken into account.

Yellow prussiate being very expensive, and copperas cheap, it is advisable
an excess of the latter rather than to risk the loss of a portion of the prussiate.
All the apparatus required
barrel, one

is

to use

an open tub, made of a well-cleaned ordinary oil
out, while the other oue serves as bottom.

head of which has been taken

To

di-aw off the color, we bore a vertical row of i inch holes, about 3 inches
measured perjjendicularly, into the staves. The first hole may be about 10
inches from the top, and the lowest one 6 inches from the bottom, and they are put

apai't,

alternating into three adjoining staves, so as not to

hole

is

weaken any one

too

much.

Each

provided with a wooden spigot.

We

full of hot water, in which we dissolve 25
In another half-barrel or bucket we dissolve 30 jDOunds
of copperas, also in hot water, pour it into our tub, which contains the solution of
prussiate, and fill uji with water to the top, stirring the mass with a stick all the
time.
There appears instantly a light-blue substance, which dejiosits as soon as the
fill

this

pounds of yellow

liquid

is left

tub about one-fourth

prussiate.

to itself

After the mixture will have stood for several hours, a greenish watery liquid
the upper and a blue deposit the lower part of the barrel.
This liquid is drawn
by o]iening the holes, beginning with the io]) one, until the blue color appears. It
is well to convince yourself that all the pru.ssiate has been used up, by adding a few
drops of a fresh solution of copperas to the first fluid drawn off.
If blue color is
thereby jiroduced, it is an evidence that we have not used enough copperas, and
.should put more of its solution into the barrel.

fills

off

MIXING, WASniJSfG

We
2:)russiate

can also try

proportion of cojijieras

much

much

if too

some of the

solution to

cannot cause

AMD BEATING,

may
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copperas has been used, by adding a few drops of

liquid.

If a heavy deposit of blue

is

obtained, the

be reduced, though a small sur])lus of this cheap material

loss.

In place of the drawn-oflf liquid we add a fresh supply of water, mix
blue deposit,

let it settle,

mass we bring
it

and run the

it

with the

In stirring the
and thereby change

clear fluid off again as before.

oxygen of the

in frequent contact with the

it
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air,

gradually into a deeper blue.

The continued washing with ft-esh water also removes all traces of copperas
which may yet adhere to it, and the oftener it is repeated, the better.
This slow method of oxidizing the protoxide of iron into the sesquioxide
(FejOJ into (Fe203),or rather, the cyanide (Fe^Cyj) into sesquicyanide (Fe^Cj^), can
be imjiroved upon, by adding to the first mixture some acid, which supplies the oxygen
quicker than the

air.

Nitric acid would be the best, but

powders, which

is

is

(CIO) in the solution

sets its

own and

The

;

and a solution of bleaching

The hypochlorous acid
by forming hydro-

the oxygen of water free,

chloric acid (HCl), exactly as in bleaching,
35.

expensive

always on hand, will do well enough.

and explained under that head

solution of about 1 jiound of bleaching powders

is

in article

necessary for 2 pounds

of coj^peras.

After having used either one of these acids with the original mixture, clear
water must be added several times to wash the

The

blue sediment

mixed with enough water

dej)Osit, as

before described.

then taken out, put into some other vessel or tub, and

is

to

fill it

to a certain point (usually the top).

it would constantly lose water by evaporation,
more concentrated all the time, and a certain volume of it,

If the blue were kept uncovered,
the solution would become

which

is measured out to every beating engine for the production of pajier of a certain
would tint it deeper every day. The vessel must therefore be well covered,
and the blue deposit obtained from every 25 pounds of prussiate (or any other quantity which may be fixed ujion as the regular dose) must be diluted so as to fill it to
the same point.
For common white jiapers, such as news and others, this blue answers equally
as well as ultramarine, and does not cost one-third as much. The manufacture of the

color,

lower grades of white paper

is

often so

much

hurried that sufficient time

is

not taken

and while their presence in the pulp would be
destructive to ultramarine, it would rather improve Prussian blue.
Any alkaline solution would injure this blue the resin soa]) should therefore
only be added to pulp containing it, after the alum has been mixed with it or the
paper may be colored after it has been completely sized. A suri)lus of alum will

to

wash out the bleaching

liquor,

;

;

then serve as a mordant, and intensify the color.
Prussian blue

is

manufactured and sold

in pieces,

which must be redissolved, but

—
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its

preparation, a? described,

men, and certainly

at less

is

so simple that

it

can be made bv any one of the work-

expense.

Prussian blue has always a greenish tint, which
is therefore generally used for them.

and ultramarine

70. Ultramarine.
artist painters.

and washing

It

—For

objectionable in fine papers,

is

by
by powdering

centuries past the ultramarine color has been used

was prepared from

a rare mineral, the lapis lazuli,

it.

Professor Gmelin. of Heidelberg, analyzed this mineral carefully, and succeeded,
after

numerous exjieriments,

in jiroducing artificial ultramarine, very little inferior to

the natural one.
is too difficult and complicated, to be carried on in a paperand therefore beyond the intended limits of this book but it may be stated as a
matter of general information that the raw materials, from which ultramarine is made,
All of them are cheap and let us
are sand, alum, clay, charcoal, sulphur, and soda.

The manufacture

mill,

;

:

this valuable color will

hope that
below the

be obtained in

with quinsulphuret of sodium

The

times at rates considerably

jiresent ones.

Artificial ultramarine is chemically

composed of

silicate

of alumina and soda

:

coloring jwwer of ultramarine varies very

It is a

ture.

ftiture

much, according

to its

manufac-

very hea^y material which does not dissolve, but colors the mass of the

paper by being diffused through it in small particles. The blue which is most uniformlv distributed, or the one reduced to the finest jx)wder, must be most effective if
If the powder has not been
it is made is equal to the others.
some larger particles remain in it. and either leave the pulp through
the wire or in some other jiart of the machine, where they may settle down through
If they remain in the i^ulp they must inevitably show on the paper as
their weight.

the mass from which
carefully sifted,

blue

si>ots.

Carl Furstenan has fotind by microscopic examination of fine brands of ultra-

marine {Centralblatt
sist

fiir

DeuUche

Papierfabrication, 1871, Ko. 21) that they con-

of
1.

A blue-colored,

2.

Lively dark-blue grains, of which the coarse ones have a wliite kernel.

3.

Unaffected kaolin and an uncolored enamel-like sub?tanc*e.

The more

it

drossy, gloss-like mass.

contains of the fine grains Xo. 2, the better the color,

will the ultramarine be affected

by alum.

All of No. 3

"With the aid of the microscope the difference in
covered, but the only conclusive practic-al test

marine, of which the smallest quantity
in the

tlie

made

flannel has.

less

fineness can easily be disin the engine.

The

ultra-

required, to produce a certain shade of blue

same quantity and kind of pulp, is the be.st.
out impurities and coarse grains, it should always be

To keep
sUk or

is

is

and the

is useless.

filtered

through a
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This is done by filling in the necessary quantity, and then pressing it with the
hands through the bag while immersed in a basin of water.
All acids decompose ultramarine. If the pulp shows any acid reaction, be it
from chlorine, alum, or any other source, it should be made neutral or basic by the
addition of

Since

some soda before the ultramarine is put in.
colors the pul]? only by thorough mechanical

it

plenty of time to

mix with

71. Indigo Blue,

formerly

Amline Colors.

72.

division,

much

—Aniline

is

number of

should be given

used,

is

now hardly

ever found in paper mills.

a substance composed of carbon, hydrogen, and

nitrogen (C12H7N), manufactured on a large scale from coal-tar.
of a

it

it.

so-called aniline colors,

which are made from

It

it,

forms the basis

and amongst them

also a blue one.
I.

Aniline Blue, as obtained by the trade, looks rather like a bronze paste than

crystals, as it is

commercially

called.

It is

dissolved in hot water, one ounce to a

and care must be taken that the pulji contains no free acid, as the
color will be destroyed by it.
It requires no preparation, and is very extensively used for colored papers.
With aniline red it makes a handsome purple, and, like most aniline colors, produces
shades of a tender hue heretofore unknown.
Ultramarine mixes only " mechanically" with the j^uljj, but aniline blue in solution pervades the stuff thoroughly, and may be called "chemically" combined with it.
The paj^er, which is made without any admixture of blue,
II. Aniline Red.
always has a yellow tint, and the blue will not therefore produce the pure white, which
gallon, at the mill,

—

we

desire.

Pajier colored with blue alone looks slightly greenish,

small proportion of some red

The

is

and

to

overcome

this a

very

used.

aniline red answers this j^urpose very well

;

it is

dissolved like the blue, one

ounce in a gallon of hot water, and put directly into the engine. It is rather of blood
color, but can easily be turned more purple by the addition of some alum.
III.

A large variety of

manufactured.

other shades of aniline colors besides blue and red are

The yellow and orange

aniline colors cannot, however, compete with

the chrome colors as to intensity, and only find favor for light tints.
Pink or cochineal is made from the shells of a very
73. Pink or Cochineal Red.

—

minute insect found in Mexico.
Many methods of extracting the carmine are recommended and used, but we
shall content ourselves with describing one of them, as many paper-makers prefer to
buy the extract ready made. Parties engaged in making colored papers as a specialty
will, however, find it to their advantage to prepare the color from the shells.

Ten pounds of cochineal, ground into small pieces in a coffee-mill, are mixed
with 25 to 50 gallons of water, made slightly alkaline by the addition of about |
pound of crystals of soda, and boiled in a tub furnished with a steam-pipe. The
solution thus obtained is filtered through a wet felt into a tub, i)rovided with spigots
13
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in the

same way

as the barrel
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wherein the Prussian blue

is

—but the tub must

made,

be more capacious than the barrel.

The

the

shells are treated three times in thLs

same

into the

way, and the three extracts gathered

tub.

To this solution we add 8i pounds of crystals of bichloride of tin.
The jjink color carmine is thereby precipitated. After a few days' rest we draw
draw off again, and take the carmine
clear liquid off; mix up with fresh water
;

out into glass bottles or carboys.

The

may

cochineal

mine can be

genuine

on the

The wood

any more car-

addition of \

the pink color.

Brazil or

tested as to its quality

surface.

washed in lukewarm water

is first

in about ten times

An

—

and can be

article is

will float

if

Peruambuco wood is commercially obtained in rasjjed
by simply immersing it in water. The
heavier than water, and Avill sink, while other woods, if mixed in,

74. Brazil-Wood.

condition,

be boiled again with alkaline water, to see

extracted.

;

then boiled for a couple of hours

weight of jDure water, and the solution

its

is filtered

through a

felt.

pound of protochloride of tin for every pound of wood precipitates
The sediment is washed in the same way as carmine until all traces
This

of acid have disappeared.

first

decoction gives a fine red color.

to add two parts of soda for 100 of wood to
This second extract is to be treated like the
first one, but furnishes, according to Protean x, only an orange-brown color.
If only one medium quality is desired, additional extracts may be made, as long
as a precipitate can be obtained, and mixed together in one receiver.
This color improves by age.
75. Violet color is obtained from logwood by treating it in the way indicated for

To

extract the remainder

the water in which

it is

to

we have

be boiled.

Brazil-wood.
76.

—

Chrome Yellow and Orange. Chrome yellow
of potassa (KO,2Cr03), and acetate of

chi-omate

(PbCaHjOj+oHO),

or nitrate of lead

is

made from

lead,

called

a

mixture of

sugar

of

lead

^Vhen both solutions are in
and an insoluble powder of chromate

(PbCXOs).

contact, a soluble acetate or nitrate of potassa,

of lead of a beautiful yellow color (PbO,Ci'03), are formed.

The nitrate of lead is now manufactured and sold to the trade in white crystals,
and has nearly altogether taken the place of sugar of lead, because its action is more
intense.

One pound
good yellow

of sugar of lead, with about

i

pound bichromate of potash,

gives a

color.

The chromic

acid

and lead form

also another union, consisting of

two atoms of

lead and one of chromic acid (2P10,Ci'03) of a red color.

The bichromate
and the

of jx)tassa

color changes

more

is

manufactured in orange or reddish-colored

into orange as larger jiroportions of

it

crystals,

are used, while the

yellow becomes more intense with every increase of the nitrate of lead.
It

seems that some of the red subchromate of lead

is

formed, wherever an abun-
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and the red and yellow together give orange. The
by increasing the proportion of lead in the acetate or
For this
nitrate, and thus transforming it j^artially into subacetate or subnitrate.
purpose one pound of sugar of lead is boiled for one-half hour with one pound of
oxide of lead or litharge. The undissolved litharge separates as a deposit, and the
It more readily
liquid contains some subacetate of lead in the place of sugar of lead.
forms the subchromate of lead, and thus produces a very pretty orange. Rain-water
dance of bichromate

same

is

is

present,

object can be attained

jjreferable to well-water for this operation.

The pulp

by dissolving the different chemicals sepaand then putting them in the engine, giving time enough, how-

colored orange or yellow

is

rately in hot water,

ever, to the first one to imjsregnate the stuff thoroughly before the other

is

added.

A

uniform distribution all through the mass is CAadently best obtained when the color
is formed in the engine.
Sometimes, however, especially for light shades, it is preferred to finish the color
outside, and then put it in the engine, because it can thus be better controlled.
For a good light yellow, for instance, 1^ pounds of bichromate and 3 jjounds of
acetate or nitrate of lead, per

water

then mixed

;

100 pounds of paper, are separately dissolved in hot
off, and the yellow sediment put at once

the clear liquid drawn

;

in the engine.

If orange

soda

is

added

The

is

to

be made, a larger proportion of bichromate has to be used

and mixed

are dissolved

to the color,

longer

it is

same way.

in the

and

it is left

After the clear liquid

is

taken

;

both

off,

some

undisturbed for some time.

allowed to rest undisturbed the deejier orange will

it

become.

an orange-red combination of lead and oxygen, similar to
It is simply thrown into the engine to intenred lead, but jn-ei^ared with more care.
sify the orange, or to make salmon and similar shades with the chrome yellow.
77.

Orange Mineral

It gives a dee])
78. Buff for

neutralizing

its

is

and intense

common

color,

papers

is

and

made

is

very extensively used.

fi'om copperas (sesquisulphate of iron)

or milk of lime, thereby precipitating a kind of iron rust or oxide of iron.
all

by

sulphuric acid with a solution of some alkali, caustic or burnt lime,

the color or iron from the copj^eras,

it is

To

obtain

necessary to add milk of lime until the

If,
is neutral, and neither turns blue litmus paper red nor the red paper blue.
by mistake, too much lime has been added, some vitriol will neutralize it again.
Ten pounds of copperas per hundred of paper thus give a leather buff color.
Proteaux recommends for light buff, 5 parts sulj^hate of iron, 3 parts of soda,

pulp

or 2 of chloride of lime.

For dark

buff,

IG parts of sulphate of iron, 9 parts of soda, or G parts of chloride

of lime.

Fine papers are colored with a buff composed of chrome orange, orange mineral,
and ochre.
79. Venetian Red is an earth color, and can be used, if well washed, for delicate
brown and leather colors, but large quantities of it in the original state enter into the
composition of the lower grades of paper, such as wrapping, for instance.
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80. Yellow Ochre, as well as numerous other earth colors, must he enumerated
here as belonging to the stock of coloring materials of a paper-mUl.
81. Quercitron or Oak Baxk is frequently used for mixed colors, such as tea or

hrowns and

others.

It is

furnished to the trade rasjied, and

its specific

gravity varies

with the quantity of wood which is attached to the bark. The wood contains no
It is therefore safer to measure the
color, and is useless, but heavier than the bark.
desired quantity than to weigh it, as the same volume of the rasped bark is more

same color than the same weight. One gallon of bark well boiled
two gallons of water will furnish a good extract. It gives alone an inferior yellow
color, but is mostly used with a solution of copperas, which changes it into olivelikely to return the
in

gi-een.

82. Nutgalls or gallic acid

The

boiled with water.

(C-HO3-2HO)

clear solution

is

are crushed into small pieces

and

di-awn off and gives, with copperas, an ink-

like gray color.

—Lampblack

is freed fi-om greasy matters by repeated washings, with
and clean water afterwards the liquid is decanted, and the
deposited black powder mixed with the size, before the latter is added to the pulp.
Perfectlv black paper is hardly ever made in the pulp, but gray and its combi-

83. Black.

soda-ash solution

first

;

nations are often produced with this lampblack.
84. Colored rags or

paper used to be the only means of coloring the pulp, before
now some paper-makers sort out the

the art of bleaching was introduced, and even

blue and red rags separately for this pui-pose.

red ones, as their madder color

is

very

much more

justified for the

destroy or bleach.

Their absence

This

difiicult to

is

made

benefits the balance of the rags, while their color can be

The blue

color

considering that

In some
ping paper,

it

is

easily bleached out of the rags,

we must have

cases,

clean white ptilp to

and

make

where a very deep-colored blue paper

is

useful for red paper.

not worth preserving,

a well-colored paper.
is

wanted, or for blue wrap-

of advantage to use blue rags which have been neither

may however be

boiled nor bleached.
85.

Combination of Colors.

— We have

in the foregoing lines

enumerated the pri-

by the paper-maker but to comprehend thek endless combinations
and to perfect them intelligently, the nature of colors generally should be understood.
are dissolved by a prism
If the rays of the sun the soiu-ce of all our light
into their component parts, we find them to consist of all the colors known to us.
This leads to the conclusion, confirmed by experiments, that all these colors mixed

mary

colors used

;

—

—

together must produce white.

All the sounds which we hear can be reduced to three fundamental ones, and
we have three primary colors corresponding with them. They are yellow,

likewise

and 8 respectively.
and 8 blue rays could be directed on some soUd body which
would reflect them thoroughly, the body would appear to us white, and if they were
aU absorbed, it would look black.

red,

and

blue, with a relative strength of 3, o,

If 3 yellow, 5 red,

—
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colors,

Yellow and

Red and

And

red, in the proportions of 3 to 5, give orange

blue, in the proportions of 5 to 8, give purple

3 yellow with 8 blue

make

green.

These are the secondary colors.
Mixtures of the primary colors in different j^i'oportions produce all kinds of
shades, and their combinations with secondary colors furnish the countless varieties
with or without names which daily meet and surprise our eyes.
Green paper is made by mixing blue and yellow with the pulp, while purjsle is
produced from blue and red, &c.
Knowledge and experience are necessary to decide the composition of a color
when no other guide than a sample is given, as is very often the case. If a combination has been found which seems to answer, it is important to find out if the pulp
in the engine

is

exactly like that of the sample before

it is

emjitied

and run over the

machine.
Colored paper, when finished, appears very different from the i^ulp in the engine,
and a com2?arison of a sample of pajier with the stuff" in the beaters would be quite useless.
Both the new jsaper or pulp and the samj)le, must be in the same condition of
moisture and prej^aration when compared. Some of the colored stuff" in the engine
can either be made into paper on a mould, and then pressed and dried by hand, or a
piece of the sam25le must be transformed into pul]). The latter method is the quickest,
and therefore usually followed the piece of paper is macerated in water and mashed
up or chewed by the ojjerator, so as to form a paste, and some of the new pulp is
pressed out by hand, until both are at about the same state of moisture.
A comparison of them shows if we have too much or too little of some color in the engine, and
enables us to improve the composition, until it is as desired.
86. Examples of Combination of Colors.
We have given a list of the principal
primary colors and a guide for their use, so that any man of ordinary ability should
be able to make colored paper but we might fill a book with 2)rescri25tious of combi:

—

;

nations without giving all possible varieties.

Some mixtures, however, are made in such large quantities that a knowledge of
them may be useful to many manufacturers.
We give them as they are made by paper-makers who have gained for their
colored pajjers a merited rejjutation.
Yelloiv-gold envelope of fine quality

Bichromate of potash,

is

made

of

.

.

.

.10 pounds,
18

"

Orange mineral,

.

.

.

.

.

56

"

Porous alum,

.

.

.

.

.

30

"

Nitrate of lead,

.

each separately dissolved, and added to 400 jjounds of paper

jiulp.

——

—
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Orange-red gold en velope

is

obtained from
7 pounds,

Bichromate of potash
Is"itrate

of lead,

Orange mineral,

.

Porous alum,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

10^
60
20

"
"
"

each separately dissolved, and added to 400 pounds of paper pulp.
Buff envelope of a fine deep shade is made of
Bichromate of potash,

....

Nitrate of lead,

Orange mineral,
American ochre,
Porous alum,

Some
for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3 pounds,
5

"

10

"

20

"

30

"

half-stuff of red jute-bagging,

400 pounds of paper.
Tea-color

is

made from

a decoction of quercitron bark,

made

as before described.

poured into the engine, and two pounds of copperas are added for every
little ultramarine may Ije used to brighten the color.
gallon of the bark extract.
Drab. Venetian red, M-ell washed, added to a pulp of tea-color, made as

This liquid

is

A

—

described, will give a fine drab.

Brown

is

always composed of several other

brown, containing

tea, buff, drab,

and ink-gray,

Quercitron bark liquid,

.

is

colors, a

made

of

very fine dark tea-color

;
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i^ulji before it is sized, they become thoroughly mixed
and with them enveloj)ed by the size.
Though the section on sizing precedes that on coloring in this book, the jDulp
should always be colored before it is sized, except in cases where the alum or resin
soap AYOuld injure the colors or be injured by them.
All coloring materials should, as well as the water, size, and clay, be strained

If they are added to the

with the

fibres,

before they are admitted to the

While the pulp
engineer,

is

who then examines

If a patent engine

pulp

is

it,

88.
J.,

as before described,

used, the last grinding

is

is

and empties

it

is

given by the

into a stuflF-chest.

given to the rags by

it,

and the

only mixed and prepared for them by the beaters.

(e)

N.

jiulji.

being sized and colored, the finishing touch

Patent Pulping Engines.

Kingsland's Pulping Engine.

—T.

Kingsland, of Franklin, Essex County,

received patents of invention in 1856, renewed 1871, for an engine which was

all the work of the beaters, except the washing and mixing.
In the mills of T. & R. Kingsland this engine is furnished with rags, which have
been beaten little more than half-stuff", and the pajiers, made by it, range among the
best qualities of book and flat-cap in the New York market.
The "half-stuff" descends through the pijie b, Fig. 44, and passes into a circular
chamber, the sides of which are formed of two ^^lates o q, provided with steel teeth
these are stationai'y, and can be brought closer together or placed further apart by
the handle and gearing, g, a, c, e, so as to grind the " half-stuff" in pulp of the desired length of fibre.
The threaded bolts v, passed through lugs d, bring up the
plate o, while f forms guides for e.
Between o and Q a jilate p is placed it has steel
teeth on both sides, and is rotated rapidly between them by a shaft and belt.
This
shaft works in journals, and has no collars, so that it can adjust itself to the varying
distances between the outer plates.
The jjulji, when ground, 25asses through a pipe i
in a continuous stream into the intermediate receiver H,-and from that directly through
a shute J, or over a strainer k, to a " stuff'-chest" in any convenient location.
Fig. 47 shows, that the steel knives are disposed in a manner, to give to the
The jjlates o and q represeiit stationaiy stones,
l^lates the apjjearauce of millstones.
and p the revolving one the pul]! enters at the centre of o, proceeds to the circumference, and leaves near the centre of Q.
The steel knives are cast in the plates, from which they j^roject about I inch,
and the space between them is filled with wood. This wood is gradually chiselled
out, as the knives wear down
but when all of it is removed and the knives are used
up to the base, the plate can no longer do any work, and a new one must be put in

designed to do nearly

;

;

;

its

place.

The plates are of 30 inches diameter, and carry more ami stronger knives
hard stock, such as rags, than for short material like straw or imperfections.

for
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The revoh'ing plate p, studded with knives on both sides in the manner shown
bv Fig. 47, should make from 2(X) to 250 revolutions per minute, and moves with
The pulp surrounding
its shaft to and fro l)etween-the stationaiy plates o and q.

The space
if of uniform composition, will keep it in the middle between the two.
between the revolving and stationary plates, or the distance between the knives, is
increased or decreased at will bv turnins the crank G.
it,

Fig.

i

4-5

:,..

Fig.

The crank

TT

..-

4-5 is

Fig. 46

b

Fig. 47

is

.,

j^^;.-j^. L.>v

vicw of the engine.

an elevation of the front or feed

side.

a vertical cross-section.
a plan of the plate o.

with the worm-gearings and tlireaded bolts v, by means of which
moved in or out, may, as they perform the same fvmetions, be
compared with the lighter of an ordinary beating engine.
g,

the front plate o

is

It is here where the man in charge has to use his judgment, and he is guided by
the apj)earanc-e of the pulp flowing through pij>e i and trough h, as well as by the
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made by

the grinding plates.

If the pulp on leaving the engine

and

out,

It is claimed for this engine that

25 horse-power on rag pulp,
quantity of

it,

is

too short, the front plate

not ground enough, the plate should be

if it is

also that

it
it

moved

saves power, though

o must be moved

in.

it

consumes about 20

to

furnishes a more uniform paper, and a larger

than ordinary beaters.

To understand

action

its

we

shall

now

follow the pulp on

its

passage through

the engine.

The pulp

enters from a pipe b through the centre of the front plate o, and

quickly spread against the periphery by the centrifugal power, which
to

by the revolving

it

plate p.

The motion

is

is

communicated

of the knives in the centre

is

slow, but

the diameter, and thus tends to throw the jirincipal part of the

increases with

But, after the pulp has passed around the

grinding action near to the circumference.
revolving disk, and entered between

much by

it

and the plate

q, its flow to the

the same centrifugal jJOAver as

discharge-pipe

was before increased. In
fact, the pulp would hardly be able to leave the engine, if the discharge opening were
not somewhat out of the centre, and if the pulp were not fed from a trough, a few
feet above the engine, through pipe b.
The height from which the pulj) descends
determines therefore, to some extent, the quantity which can be jJassed through the
I is

retarded as

it

engine.

Centrifugal power

body.

Large or heavy

is

proportionate to the speed and the weight of the

fibres are therefore forced to the circumference,

moved

and held

there,

while small or light ones are able to escape.

much easier and faster than long or
and thus the finished pulp marches right thi'oiigh the engine, while the
coarse portion is held back till it has been ground into the desired state.
If a knot or lump of fibres should be fed into the grinder, the disk p would yield
and move back towards the plate q, to make room for the passage of the knot towards
the i^eriphery, where it would be quickly reduced by the energetic action of that part
of the engine.
While this reduction of the knot is going on at the front side, the
revolving disk p is crowded over against the discharge opening, and reduces the outThe

heavy

current also carries reduced fibres

ones,

flow of jDulp.

The

yielding of the disk thus not only prevents

but also the escape of any unground
If the fibre

is

all

danger of clogging,

fibre.

tender and easily reduced,

it

will

flow freely through the grinder,

more space on the feed-side than on the discharge-side of the
disk, but if the fibre is tough and slowly reduced, it will accumulate on the feed-side,
crowd the disk back, and retard its escape. The stronger fibre is through this action
and occupy but

little

subjected to severer grinding than the Aveaker one

This

why

it

is

—

as

it

should

be.

considered one of the principal features of the invention, and explains

should furnish uniform

stuff".

14
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Sometimes

strings, rags, or pieces of

with the pulp and obstruct

its

wood or metal

All such substances lodge usually in the
presence

indicated

is

and taken

off,

are carried into the engine

flow.
c-entre

of the plate, and whenever their

by a decreased discharge of pulp, the

plate

o must be unscrewed

and the obstructions removed.

As the ensine requires considerable power, the driving belt should not be less
than 12 inches wide.
In order to do its duty well, it must be kept in good condition the plates must
It has been frequently condemned
be sharp, and promptly renewed when worn out.
:

owner was the cause of the failure.
size and color, and about half
beaten in the ordinary engines, it is emptied into a stuff-chest. A stuff-pump takes
it from there and throws it up into a horizontal trough above the Kingsland engine,
with which it is connected by the pijje b. This trough has an overflow regulated by

when nothing but the
After the pulp

a sliding gate, over

The supply

is

neglect of the

has;

been washed and mixed with

which the surplus pulp returns through a spout

into the chest.

thus governed to some exteut by this sliding gate.

Mr. Kingsland uses a capacious plunger-pump with rubber valves, which offer
no obstruction to the passage of strings and rags, but ordinary stufl-pimips, with
brasss ball valves, supply also many of these engines, and answer very well.
The pulp flows from the dischai-ge pipe i, either directly to the machine or into
another stuft-chest. In the first case the patent engine should be connected with the
paper machine, and driven by the same motor, so that both will stop and start together.
If the patent engine, as is usually the case, is located on the same floor with the
beaters,

and driven by the same shaft, it must be made to empty into an independent
from which the machine may be supplied by means of a second stuff-

stuff-chest,

pump.
The

last

work of the

Ijeatei-s is

to

brush the pulp so

tliat it

will felt freely,

and

produce a uniform sheet on the wire. This most important :md difficult part of the
engineer's work may be done with advantage by the Kingsland engine, and, if

managed

properly,

it

will

do

it

well.

89. Jordan's Pulping Engine.

— Mr.

Joseph Jordan,

at present

superintendent of

Manayuuk, Philadelphia, and Mr. Thomas

the Ashland Paper Mill at

Eustice, of

Hartford, Connecticut, have received a patent of invention, dated May 18th, 1858,
and recentlv extended, for a pulp-beating engine similar in principle to that of KingsFig. 48 and Fig. 49 represent the engine complete and
by Messrs. Smith, Winchester & Co., South Windham, Connecticut.
The half-stuff is fed in through the lx»x i, which is an ordinary regulating box,
The pulp is thrown by a stuff-pump
like those which are used for paper machines.
into the middle partition, flows into the engine from one of the side partitions, and the
The copper gates, by which the dissurplus returns to the chest through the other.
tribution of the pulji from the middle to the two sides is regulated, are operated from

land's.

The

following cuts

(

)

in detail, as built

outside

bv the knol» a

a.

From

this

box the

half-stuff flows

through the

inlet

a

into
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which may be called the jalate a conical roll e, fitting this jsJate,
carried by bearings c and d, and is provided with stuffing boxes
E and F. Bearing c*is stationary, and allows the shaft to move longitudinally through
it; bearing d is connected with the shaft, and can be moved with it towards p by means
of the screw g, which is itself supported by the stay-bolts H H and the nut-bracket k.
The surfaces of the roll R and plate p can be brought nearer to or separated from
each other by a few turns of the hand-wheel L attached to the screw G.
The conical shape of the roll and plate, with the speed of the roll, causes the
pulp to be drawn through the engine from the small to the large end by centrifugal
power, and the roll shaft follows this movement as far as .the screw g will permit.
Three outlets m m' yi' are provided for the discharge of the pulp the one which
is used, is furnished with an elbow-pipe m, and the other ones are plugged!
They
serve to regulate the quality of the pulp if, for instance, a very nice and uniform
quality is required, the roll is drawn oft' from the plate, so as to lightly brush the
By drawing at this point, the
pulp, and the upper outlet is used for its discharge.
flow of the pulp through the engine is somewhat retarded, which keeps it longer
between the knife-surfaces, and thus helps to accomplish our object. If an extra
quality is not required, it is customary to use one of the lower outlets, and thus in-

the couieal case

p,

revolves inside of

;

it,

;

;

crease the production of pulp.

The cast-iron head x is fastened to p with numerous screws, s is the stuff-pump
which forwards the pulp from the chest to the box i.
The cast-iron roll e is 49 inches long, with a diameter of 12 inches at the small
end, and of 26 inches at the large end.
The part of the knives which projects above
the surface of the roll, is of steel, and the balance of iron.
They are planed to fit the
dovetailed grooves in the roll, into which they are driven from the large end.
Thirty-six knives or fly-bars are as long as the

number extends only over one-half of

the

roll,

roll,

and another

set

of the same

thus doubling the cuts or the grinding

capacity at the larger end.

The knives

in the bed-plate

p are made of

steel

of the best quality

;

they are

elbow-shajjed, and form three sections, Avith 37, 76,

and 108 knives respectively.
They are not fastened to the casting, but onlj"^ secured with wooden filling and keys.
The wood between the knives of the plate and roll does not consist of solid pieces,
but of flat thin strips, which are glued together.
Whenever the knives are worn
down, so that some of the filling must be cut out, it is only necessary to start the
glued joints with a chisel, and take out oue of the strips.
At Messrs. "Warren A C'o.'s Cumberland Mills, near Portland, Maine, the knives
are made of chrome steel, which is harder and has .been found to last longer than any
other.

impossible to set the knives in this engine perfectly true with ordinary tools
they must be ground with sand in the engine, or turned in a lathe before they

It is

alone

;

can be

jjut in

The

roll

operation.

makes from 200

to

300 revolutions per minute, and the engine con-

:

:
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sumes from 15

to

30 horse-power, according

to its speed, the quality

preparation of the pulp.
90.

Respective Advantages of the King-sland and Jordan Engines.

and previous

—The

Jordan

Engine is claimed to have the following advantages over Kingsland's
The pulp in the Kiugsland engine must, just before leaving, occupy a smaller
space in the centre of the back-plate, is necessarily concentrated there, and subjected
while in Jordan's the diameter, and with it the speed of the
to a severe grinding
pulp, is constantly increasing, the pulp is drawn out as it advances, and better
opened for the action of the knives. The Jordan engine therefore furni.shes a more
;

and uniform pulp.
In the Kingslaud engine the knives cut nearly at right angles, while at acute
The latter can therefore do more work with the same power.
ones in Jordan's.
Jordan's engine has a grinding surface of 22J square feet, or more than double
as much as Kingsland's, and one of them can supply two paper-machines.
free

The Kingslaud engine

is

claimed to be jireferable to Jordan's for the following

reasons

The revolving

disk regulates itself and yields to knots or lumps, while the cone

of the Jordan engine can only be regulated by the screw.

The

plates can easily

be renewed at the mill with but

little

loss

of time, while

the knives of the Jordan engine must be taken out and renewed singly, and then
either turned on a lathe or

The
is

ground with sand.

mills cannot afibrd to stop while the

Jordan engine

is

being

refitted,

and

it

therefore neces.sary to have a surplus Jordan engine on hand, ready to take the

place of any

worn out

one, while a few knife-plates only are to be jjrovided for the

Kingsland engine.
less power and is sold cheaper.
Both of these patent engines are excellent to brush the pulj> but, though they
are used for rag-jiulp in some of our largest paper-mills, they have found more favor
for straw, wood, and old paper than for hard stock.
They are hardly ever seen in either wrajjpiug or writing-paper mills, and seem
to be more suitable for medium qualities, such as news and book papers.
About one hundred engines of each kind are in operation and owned by experi-

Kingsland's engine, being smaller, requires

;

enced and successful paper-makers.

Each system has
have

tried

its

friends,

who

to set forth the merits

able to judge fur hiin^elf and

give

it

the preference over

and demerits of both,

its

competitor.

so that the reader

We

may be

make his selection accordingly.
The latest pulping engine, invented by Mr. Simeon

91. Gould's Patent Engine.

—

L. Gould, of Gardiner, Maine, consists, according to the specifications of his reissued

on which another one
on a vertical shaft. These jjlates seem to be similar in construction
to those of the Kingsland engine, but they are larger and located on the bottom of a
large iron tub t)r vat.
The pulp enters between the plates, through an opening near

patent, dated July 16th, 1872, of a stationary horizontal plate,
revolves, fastened

—
MIXING, WASHING

AND BEATING,

the centre of the upper revolving phite, and

SIZING, COLORING, ETC.

is

thrown out

U\

at the j^eriphery.

The

vat has the form of an apple, and the pulp, on leaving the grinders at the periphery,
follows the hyperboloidal sides,

and

is

directed from

all

parts towards the centre of

the revolving plate, producing an active circulation, which makes the use of the

paddle unnecessary.

This engine

and emptied

from those previously described principally in being filled
an ordinary beater. It does the work of the latter
requires no mixing engines, and is furnished with half-stuff directly
differs

periodically, like

completely, as

it

from the drainers.
(f)

—The

Stuff-Chest

and Stuff-Pump.

emptied from the beaters into large circular reThese stuff-chests are usually made of wood, the
staves being from 2 J to 3 inches thick and from 5 to 8 inches wide
a little wider at
the bottom, so that the iron hoops can be driven down to tighten the tub as the staves
shrink.
A chest of about 12 feet diameter, 6 to 8 feet high, will hold sufficient pulp
to make about 1000 to 1200 j^ounds of paper.
AVliere durability and security against fire are considered of more importance
than cheap construction, they are built of brick and cement, like drainers.
An iron or wooden shaft stands upright in the centre, extending above the
cover of the chest. It carries at its upper end a large bevel-wheel, moved by a pinion
and pulley on a horizontal shaft.
Two horizontal arms, which extend nearly across the whole chest, are fastened to
this upright shaft
one near the bottom and the other above the middle. They serve
as supports to a number of upright wooden posts of nearly the height of the chest.
The object of this agitator is to keep the stuff in motion, so that the heavy parts
92. StuflF-Chest.

ceivers, furnished

pulj) is

with agitators.

—

:

cannot separate themselves and lodge on the bottom.

A
much

very insignificant amount of power or number of turns

less

than most of them are making.

and short pulp, and 2 or 3

Any
into

screens

little

it

balls,

evil.

A

required to do this

and heavy

fibres

would be
is

sufficient.

not merely a waste

rapid circulation causes the fibres frequently to roll

which are not

onl}^ so

much

lost

pulp, but also obstruct the

and mark the paper.

The
that

is

revolution j^er minute for large chests

surplus of motion above that required to float the mass

of power, but a positive

up

for small tubs

One

agitator assists sometimes in creating this difficulty, if

beats

flat

against the

stuff.

Every part of

it

it is

so constructed

should be formed so as

to cut

the

pulp with a sharp edge, and no two bars should follow each other in the same track.
Few and far between is the best rule for the number of upright pieces no more than

—

up the movement. The sharp edges also catch the strings, which
themselves around them and can be removed when the chest is empty, while they

are required to keep
lay

would

slide off

The
tions

chest

where the

from round-edged pieces.
must be perfectly smooth
fibres

can lodge.

inside,

and not

offer

any corners or projec-
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A .slimy- mass

sticks to the sides of the chest,

even

if

they are perfectly smooth,

and should be washed off. This can easily be done by fastening on top of the
upright centre-shaft a cup or pot, from which issues a J inch pipe, sujiported by the
agitator, and extending to within about 1 inch of the sides.
If the cup or receiver is
.supplied with a small stream of water, it will be thrown through the pipe against the
sides with sufficient centrifugal power to keep them all the time clean.
The chests should be frequently emptied and cleaned out. The bottom must for
this purpose be provided Avith a small valve, through which the wa.sh-water escajies.

—

93. Mixture of the Piilp in the StufF-Chest.
The paper-machine receives a certain
volume of pidp with every stroke of the stuff-pum]?, and this ma.ss is expected to
make a certain quantity of jiaper of a certain weight. But it can only do so if it eontains all the time the .same quantity of fibres, or if the stuff in the chest is in the same
.«tate

of dilution.

After the large body of pulp has

left the beater, the remaining portions are
washed out with fresh water, and it is usually left to the engineer to determine the
quantity of the latter.
The most careful man cannot always draw exactly the same
quantity of water, if guided by his judgment alone; and Mr. Planche proposes therefore to establish a water-receiver above the beaters, from which a measured number

of inches

The

is

he used for every engine of

to

half-stuffj

]julp.

furnished to every beater, cannot be expected to contain always

the same quantity of fibres or paper, and here

is

another .source of irregularity.

uniting the pulp of several beaters, the surplus of one will

of the other
the

will be

larger therefore the chests, the better.

If only one chest

supplied from

By

for the deficiency

and the more of them we can mix together, the more uniform

;

The

stuff'.

make up

is

on hand, the beaters empty into

We may

it.

it,

while the machine

is

suppose that the contents of a beater, together with the

water ased to wash it down, will give a stuff of about the same dilution as that with
which they are going to mingle. But it takes, if don^never so quickly, some time
to empty
and while the first thick part of the pulp goes down, the stuff pumped to
the machine will be more concentrated and make too heavy a jiaper, until the required
;

dilution has been re-established

the wash-water.
chests.

other,

by the mixture of the following thinner jwrtions and
This can only be avoided by the jjossession of at least two stuff-

^^'hile the engines are emptying into one, the machine works from the
and nothing can change the composition of the stuff.

Few

mills

make one kind

or color very often.

of paper

If only one chest

the time many have to change quality
on hand, the beaters must wait until it is

all
is

;

worked, and .sometimes even washed out, before the succeeding kind of paper-pulp
can be emptied. The time lost in this way may be saved by the comparatively small
outlay for a second chest.
In mills where many different qualities or colors are made, even three or more
stuff-chests will be
94.

The

found

Stuff-Ptunp.

u.sefi]l.

—The

stuff-chests are

sometimes standing on a high founda-
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3 to 5 feet above the floor, and empty through gates into a small receiver,
whence the pulp is either taken out by a scoop-wheel or some of those numberless
contrivances called regulators, and delivered on to the machine.
The object of all these arrangements is to furnish exactly the same volume of
pulp during a certain time, and none of them does it more perfectly than the
plunger stuff-pump which is generally used in the United Btates.
This pump, represented by the following cut, Fig. 50, consists of an upright iron
body A, lined with brass, with an iron, brass-lined
plunger g, moved up and down in it by means of a
pitman and crank, and making a stroke variable from
8 to 12 inches. Whenever the plunger goes u]), the
vacuum created below is filled up by the pulp, which

tion,

In descending,

enters through the brass ball-valve b.

the

exercised b}^ the plunger, closes the valve

2")ressure,

pulp through the channel c and valve

B,

and

D

into the pipe or spout leading to the regulating box.

forces tlie

Balls are the only valves which will close, no mattei'
in

what

position they fall back on their seats.

times, however, they are prevented

Some-

from doing so by

rags or sticks, which lodge on their seats, and the

pump

will

moved.

not work until the obstructions are re-

Easy

access

is

therefore

lower valve, through a hand-hole

provided to the

e,

and the i-emoval

of the funnel jDipe f exposes the upper one d.

The

connection between this

pump and

chest should be as short as possible, as

it

the stuff-

is

beyond

the influence of the agitator, and therefore convenient
for the separation

may obstruct
end of which

it.

is

nected with the

and deposit from the
It consists often of a

j^ulp,

of rags, strings, and foreign matters which

wooden box, about

six inches square inside, one

fastened to the bottom, underneath the chest, while the other

pump by

as short a pi])e as possible.

There must be

as

many

is

con-

pipes or

connections as chests and whatever material they may be made of, every part of the
boxes and pipes must be easily accessible, so that they can be cleaned out at any time.
The supply of pulp should stop, and start, and change its speed with the machine.
;

therefore be driven by the same motor as the paper-machine, so
work together independently of the rest of the niill.
This simple pump is more convenient than any of the regulators, because the

The stuff-pump must
that both can

chests

may

be located high or low, near or at a great distance

;

it

will

forward the pulp

machine without difficulty. Provided that its motion is steady, it cannot
furnish the same volume of pulp at all times.
If a patent engine is used, it is supplied by a stuff'-puni]) from a chest it

to the
to

;

charges into another chest, and a second stuff'-pump transfers

it

fail

dis-

thence to the machine.

—

:
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SECTION

V.

Paper-Mac HixEs.
(.1)

95. Historical

TfiE

FOURDRINIER PAPER-MACHINE.

Sketch and Introductory Remarks.

the coutinuous automatic operation

by which the

—

Thi.s chapter

pulji is

has reference to

transformed into dry sheets

of jiaper.

The paper-machine has

not. like the

steam engine or locomotive, gone forth

comparatively finished state from the brain of one favored man.
life-long labor of

many

talented mechanics

and manufacturers

It

to

in a

has required the

change the ancient

pajier-maker's vat and form into the complicated mechanism, Tvhich now, on exactly

the same principles, jirodnces millions, where only thousands of pounds could be

turned out formerly.

The

first jiatent

was taken out

for a machine,

making

endless j^aper,

by Louis

Robert, in France, 17!'9, and he was awarded a prize of 8000 francs by the govern-

The troubles in which France was involved at that time caused him to go Avith
model to London, England, where the Messi-s. Fourdrinier took hold of it. After
spending a fortune and many years of work they succeeded in building a papermachine which worked tolerably well. In 1807 they stated before Parliament that
they had expended £GO,000 to overcome the difficulties which they had encountered,
and that they did not receive much encouragement from paper manufacturers.
They were never rewarded for their labors in a pecuniary way, and they cerment.

his

tainly well deserve to be immortalized in

the

name

Fourdrinier

of the present

machine.

We

do not presume to exhaust this subject in

all

its

bearings, but will try to

point out the principles which should govern the construction as well as the manage-

ment of

a paper-machine,

and give descriptions which may be of practical value

to at

least a portion of the readers.

The
I.

operations performed under this head

Regulating and diluting the pulp to

ting box, fan-pump,

is

may

be classed as follows

jiroper state

by means of the regula-

etc.

Freeing the stuff from impurities or substances other than single

II.

This

its

fibres.

done by sand-grates and screens or pulp-dressers.

III.

wire-cloth

Forming the paper.— This
and its attachments.

is

IV. Forcing water out by pressure.

the most important

—The

i>art,

and

i)resses.

Y. Heating the paper until all the water has been evaporated.
VI. Polishino; the surfiice. Calenders.

—

treats of the

— Dryers.

PAPER MA CHINES.
-

VII. Winding up.

—

VIII. Trimmino" and

I.

96. Regulating' Box.

and li

Reels.
cuttina'.

—

Cutters.

Recjulating

and Diluting

the Pulp.

—The regulating box
It is divided

to 2 feet high.
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ments, the middle of which receives

is usually of wood about 1 \ by 2 feet,
by two upright partitions into three coui2:)artthe pulp, and empties it through copper gates

two side compartments. One of the latter empties through a 3 to 5 inch
mixing box or into the fan-jiumj), while the other is connected
by a spout with the stufF-chest.
into the

copjier pipe into the

The pump always throws more pulp than
sufficient supjily,

gates

jjut

and

is

used, in order to

the machine-tender's business, to regulate

by permitting the sur^jlus to return into the chest.
Every corner of the box in which stuff might lodge,

diagonally across

The permanent
that

it is

it

is

to

be

make
it

filled

sure of a

with the two

up by

a board

it.

flow of stuff from the

box back

should be located above the top of the

latter,

makes it necessary,
same time be easily

into the chest

and

at the

accessible to the machine-tender.

The machine requires a much more diluted stuff than is furnished by the chest.
The pulp is therefore mostly led from the regulating box into a mixing box, where
it is

thinned out by the addition of fresh water.

A box or

save-all gathers the water which leaves the pulp while on the wireand empties it into a fan-pump on the driving side of the machine.
The fan-pump, of which Fig. 51 and Fig. 52
97. Fan-Pump and Mixing Box.
are sections through b b and a a, throws the received liquid up into the mixing
cloth,

—

Fia.

.51.

Fig. 52.

box, thus saving not only fresh water, but also coloring, sizing matters, and

which may liave escaped from the pulp with water.
The arms or wines d on a horizontal shaft revolve

fast

fil)res

within a circular casing
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E,

of the same shajie as the fan, so that the whole space will be constantly scoured.

The

stuff enters

through the centre on the side not pierced by the

forward by the wings into an outlet

at the

shaft, is

pushed

periphery, and can be forced through a

pipe to any desired height.

A

large cast-iron or metal casing

it,

receives the water

f, extending over the fan-jnimp and opening
from the save-all.
Instead of using a separate mixing box, the pan f, above the fan-pump, is frequently made large enough to serve in its jilace. In that case the stuff flows from the
regulating box directly into the fan-pump receiver f, where it is diluted with the
water from the save-all and a fresh supply from a water-pijie.
By this arrangement
a separate mixing box is not only saved, but the stuff and water in passing througli
the fan-pump together are more thoroughly mixed.
The violent beating of the fan-pump sometimes increases the froth on heavilysized pulp, and a sejoarate mixing box may for this reason be jjreferred for sized

into

papers.

The speed
liquid

which

is

of the ftvn-pum^) must be regulated, so that

poured into

98, Sand-Tables.

rate

will forward all the

Sand-Tables, Pulp-Dressers, and Apron.

II.

— Rags, even

if

they are carefully sorted, carry with them sand,

and other heavy impurities, the weight of which

coal, iron,

it

it.

from the diluted pulp,

if it is

Whenever

found

the jiaper

is

will cause

them

to sepa-

spread over a sufficiently large surface.

to be sandy,

it is

a sure indication that the sand-grates

in the engines or the sand-tables, or both, are either insufficient or not well attended to.

Any location and form will answer for sand-tables, provided they be large
enough, and thereby permit the p^dp to flow slowly over them.
If they consisted of only one compartment, the deposits would be carried along
to the end of the box, where they would accumulate, and ultimately escape with the
They must

pulp.

numerous small divisions by means of
These gates are placed square across the tables in such a way
cannot be carried over them.
Provision must also be made for a
therefore be divided into

low gates or weirs.
that the dejiosits

quick discharge of these deposits when the tables are to be cleaned out.

The

cheapest and most

which
very good table

partition boards,

A

common

slide in or out
is

sand-tables consist of

between

flat

wooden boxes with

strips fastened to the sides.

made of sheet zinc bent up and down, so as to form a sucshown in Fig. 58. Such zinc tabl&s can be taken out

cession of bags, like the one

bodily, to be emjitied

From

and washed.

the sand-tables the pulji flows into strainers, and should be sjwead on

them

as uniformly as possible.
99. Strainers.

—The

stufi'

always contains bundles of

fibres

which have

esca^ied the

PAPER -MACHINES.
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knives of the beaters by lodging in some corner, or strings,
separated fibres

by the

have been formed of

wliicli

agitator in tlie stuff-chest or on tlie j^assage to the pulp-dresser.

Light impurities, such as rubber, Avood, paper, or straw, are suspended in the stuff,
heavy ones which failed to be deposited in the sand-grates and tables.
Every particle of such matters makes a spot in tlie paper, and it is therefore
very important that they should be kept out.

besides the

The

pulp-dressers, strainers, or knotters guard the entrance to the j^aper-machine,

and should not

let

anything pass but well-j^repared and se])arated

100. Bar-Screens.

—One of the

fibre.

oldest screens consists of a brass box, the extended

arms of which receive an up and down movement by knockers in the usual way.
The bottom of the box is formed of narrow brass bars, sluijted like the common
grate-bars of a steam-boiler furnace.
These bars are pierced by two light brass
rods, bearing rings of thin sheet copper or brass

between the bars.

The

thickness of

tbe metal of these rings determines tbe openings between the bars, and can be varied

by means of

sets of different sizes.

Both ends of the bars

of the screen-box, and form a solid bottom with as

fit

many

into cavities in the sides

openings or

slits

as there

are bars.

The openings

made narrow

in these screens cannot be

better grades of paper, and, if they are taken apart,

it

is

or fine

very

enough

difficult to

for the

put them

manner that the distance between the bars will be everyThe slightest increase of width between two bars allows the
where the same.
knots to pass and makes the screen useless. These strainers, though costly, are very
substantial, require no renewal of plates, and answer very well for lower grades of
together again in such a

paper or a preliminary screening.
101. Plate -Screens.
sition plates,

—The

screens most generally used consist of bi'ass or compo-

about 10 by 30 inches, and

j% to

openings cut into them by a machine in such a
side,

which

|

inch thick, with narrow parallel

way

that they are finest on the upper
and widen out gradually below. The j^ul^J, which has
openings on top, thus flows freely through the constantly en-

carries the jmlp,

once passed the fine
larging channels.

ings.

The passage of pulp through the slits wears off the metal and widens the openTo avoid frequent renewals, the hardest jjossible composition, which has yet

elasticity

enough

to bear the constant

knocks without breaking, should be used

for

these plates.

A pulp-dresser of
and by a

The

jaerspective

this

kind

is

shown by

a section

and plan

in Figs.

53 and 54,

view in Fig. 55.

which extend several inches below the plates, is
and suspended in a vat c. The pulp in the vat c must

screen a, the sides of

fastened to levers or arms b,

be kept at such a height that, while the lower edges of the screen are constantly
immersed, an empty space remains between the screen-plates and the surface of the
stuff.

The

vat c

is full

of pulp before the wire starts, but as soon as the outlet gate d
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is

opened, the level

but at

all

—perhaps low the
a vacuum between
—

the desired point

falls to

events somewhat below the plates

the pulp in the screen.

This vacuum

is

as

creating

a5

ovei-flow lip e,
itself

and

of great assistance in forcing the pulp

through, and must be carefully preservetl.
is allowed to accumulate till it rises above the screenremain suspeudetl alx)ve them and will pass with difficulty through
the openings; and if the supply of pulp in the vat L? reduced so that its surface sinks

If the stuif in the vat

plates, the fibres

J'

lioles, at

A I'ER

equal distances, extending

movable plate, which slides
and screw d^ outside of the

to

all

and

vat.

-

MA CJUKES.

across the front side,

largest jjossible opening

holes in both plates cover each other;. and.

decreased or closed, as

Some kinds

may

and of another

identical but

on the former, as directed by the hand-wheel

fro

The
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by moving the

is

obtained

sliding plate,

when
it

the

can be

be desired.

of stuff are so free, that the water escapes quickly through the

slits,

and leaves the fibres on the screen. Whenever this is the case, the liquid in the
vat c must be, contrary to our general rule, kept as high as the jilates, so that the
fibres are held afloat until

The

they

jiass

tlirough the openings.

vat slioukl not be lai-gev tlian

is

necessarv to give room to the screen; any

Fig. 55.

is an evil, as it furnishes an op])ortunity to some of the fibres to sepand lodge on the bottom, unless an agitator g, consisting of two wooden jiaddles,
and driven by belt and pulley outside, is used to keep them afloat.
The bearings of the knocker-shaft and screen-arms are frequently fastened to
If such vats
the vat, and communicate to it the knocks and vibrations of the screen.
are of wood, they must soon become leaky, and remain a source of trouble in spite of

additional space

arate

lining and calking.
tliey carry the shafts with safety,
Cast-iron vats are not open to this objection
and, though more expensive, will be found cheajier in tlie end, if the pulp lost
through wooden ones is taken into consideration. The vat represented in our draw;

ings consists of one solid piece of casting.
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The knocker-wheels

A

chilled.

The

are ex]X)f:ed to

much wear and tear, and should always be
many common soft iron ones.

chilled-iron knocker-wheel outlasts

cast-irou frames,

which carry the

vat,

must

If thev stand loosely, the jiower. which

tion.

itself on the whole
same proportion.

vent

Wooden

structure,

The

of cast iron.

on the ends by

and the motion of the screens

little

.«trips

lessened in the

is

The frame of our

bolts,

a is one piece
and held down

hammered

iron or wood, as

with

it

screen

of wood, bolted to the sides.

would have

the screen should be either of
to be

long time without breaking.

made very heavy

A strong,

The arms b

in

sound piece of wood, well

Figs. 53, 54,

in the detailed section, Fig. 56,
,

Fig.

.56.

knocks for a
and bolted

to stand the continuous

deaden the noise of the knockers, and

to the screen-frames, will

able to metal.

or no tiouble.

brass screen-plates are fastened to

The arms B carrying

shown

bolted on a very solid founda-

screen-frames wear out and render frequent repaii-s necessary, while

iron or brass ones give

cast iron ones

l)e

intended to shake the screens, will

is

is

fitted

therefore prefer-

and 55, are of wood, but have,

as

an iron spring h, | inch thick, bolted to
them and covering the lower side and
the round end near the knockers.
(Fig. 53.)
This spring is longer
than the wooden arm, and the free
jirojecting end is fe.'^tened to the iron
vat,

the

at

farthest

The

spring

is elastic

enough

screen

to

make

free

is

a

end of the
to allow the

the short

down movement given
knockers, and

with

end,

single bolt f.

to

it

up and
by the

an improvement on

the shaft and bearings usually found
in its place.

The
to the knockei-s are lifted higher

the greater the shorter the arms
screen.
•

The motion of

parts of the screen nearest

than the more distant ones
b,

the screen in

;

and the

difference

is

or the nearer the turning-points F are to the
all

its

parts should be as uniform as possible,

and this will be accomplished by long arms, the turning-points of which are
from the screen-plates as possible.

as far

It is important to avoid vibration in any part of this apparatus, because the
motion of the screens, as said before, will be reduced by exactly the amount absorbed
by other parts. The shafts should therefore be strong and heavy, supported by long
bearings on both sides of the knockers, of wrought iron and not less than 2i to 3

inches diameter.

The extent of the up and down movement can be regulated by the depth to
which the screen-arms b are allowed to drop after having been raised up by one of
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commonly done by numerous

fastened on the rim of the vat, beneath the levers.

strips of leather,

which are

Strips of different thicknesses

must be kept on hand to form cushions of any desired height they must be frequently renewed, and generally require a great deal of attention.
Fig. 50 rejiresents an improved cushion, consisting of two flat keys a and b,
which form a parallelogram by uniting on the diagonal. The key a is stationary, but
b can be jiushed forward by means of the screw c and the innnovable nut d, and thus
raises a, which is prevented by the bolts k k from moving sideways.
If it is desired
to lower the cushion, the screw c is simply turned backward and the key b pushed
after it.
A piece of leather e is dovetailed into the upper key a, and receives the
falling arm b to prevent noise.
A bolt/, passing through the arm b and spring h, has a steel plate (/ fastened to
its end, which drops on the leather e, and can easily be renewed when worn out.
Iron screens are too heavy to be lifted up by hand, but they can easily be raised
and held in any position with differential or ordinary pulley-blocks, or with any
;

other simple lifting arrangement.

The

principal faults of this system of strainers are, that the knots remain on

slits, and prevent the passage of the pulp.
The knots must thereremoved by the machine-tender, who scrajjcs them together into a
cornel-, and takes tliem out from there.
However carefully this may be done, some
of the smaller knots will be forced through by the scraping motion and by the
removal of all obstructions a larger amount of fibres is enabled to jiass through the
screens, after they have been cleaned, than before.
We therefore find the paper to
contain more impurities and to be heavier, immediately after the screens have
been cleaned than at other times. Some of the knots which have been pushed
through on that occasion may not enter into the 2)a2)er until a considerable time
afterward, and will then show themselves as sjjots, or even caused breaks.

them,

settle in

the

fore be frequently

;

102. Ibotson's Strainer.

which these

The

difficulties are

— W. Ibotson has invented

a combination of strainers,

by

overcome.

following Fig. 57 represents one of these strainers, with two screens and

one auxiliary one.

The

through the two inlets c, and flows over the plates
by the arrows, thus jiassing over every part of them. Both
screens are put in motion by knockers in the usual way, and the pulp which jiasses
through the slits, proceeds over the lip A directly to the wire of the j^ajjer-machine.
All of that portion of the pulp Which could not pass through the slits descends at the
end of the course, through an outlet-trough d, into the auxiliary strainer b. The
stuff, which makes its way through the plates of this strainer b is jjumped back
again into the upper screens, and the knots and inquirities remaining on it, are taken
out by hand in the ordinary manner.
pulji enters the screens

in the direction indicated

16

:
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Fig.

The

following Figs. 58 and 59

show

r,?.

in front-elevation

of an Ibotson strainer, with the feed and discharge spouts
Fio.

.58.

and plan the connections
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b
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admitted from the sand-catcher a along the front of the screen

stuff is

the bulk passes thi'ough the plates of this screen h to the wire

portion, containing all the dirt

and knots, flows over the

holes d d d, Fig. 59, into a trough underneath.

At

plates

c,

while a small

and through the

each end of this trough are

pipes which pass through water-tight glands in the side of the vat, forming at once

Having passed through
stuff.
by vertical i^ipes e e into the shoots (/ (/. These shoots
also receive the backwater from under the wire, and thus diluted the stuft' passes into
the auxiliary screen i.
There the dirt and knots are retained, while the good fibre
passes through with the backwater, is conveyed to the lifter by the shoot k, and rethe supports for the strainer and means of exit for the
these pipes the stuff descends

turned to the strainer

In order

h.

to facilitate the cleaning of the auxiliary strainer

vided, through which, if opened, the stuff

is

/,

the valve

I

is

pro-

allowed for the time, to pass directly from

the strainer i is thus laid dry, and
to shoot k and the lifter or stuff-immp
ff ff
can be thoroughly cleaned without in any way affecting the quality or quantity of
The sand-catcher a is made to rest on a pivot m, and can
stuff passing to the wire.
shoots

;

be turned up into a nearly vertical position. This greatly
permits the two strainers to be turned up also.

When
strainer,

A
seem

space

is

cleaning

it,

and

wanted, the auxiliary strainer can be jilaced under the patent

and two patent

large

facilitates

strainers can be placed in one vat if required.

number of

these strainers are in operation in

to give satisfaction.

They can hardly

fail

to

make

England and France, and

the paper more uniform, as

the principal strainers are never touched by the machine-tender, and the pulp passing
through the auxiliary one is not allowed to go directly to the machine. As no knots

block up the

remain on the

plates, to

oj)enings can be

made narrower.

103. Suction Strainers.

by

— In some

slits,

their efficiency

is

mills pulp-dressers are used,

increased,

which

and the

act entirely

suction without vibration.

The screens are stationary, and form a perfect diaphragm across the vat, so that
nothing can pass in anywhere, except through the openings in the plates. The bottom of the vat consists of a rubber-lined plate, which is moved up and down by
means of levers. Its action is exactly like that of a puni]), and it forces the pul])
through the openings by suction only.
The continued motion soon wears out the rubber-joints, and causes frequent and
costly renewals.

Screens of this kind, working by suction only, cannot be efficient for any but
the finest and best prepared pulp, or such as has previously passed another screen, as
the knots are not prevented from settling in the slits, and may obstruct the passage
of the pulp.
104. Revolving Screens.

—

^Slany

revolving screens have been constructed

again abandoned, but those rei)resented by a plan in Fig. (50,
in Edinburgh, seem to have found favor with paper-makers

in

and

George Berti-am,
England and Scotland.

Ijuilt l)y
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a a revolve in vats filled with pulp, impelled by the gearing
and their four sides are covered with ordinary screen-plates.
Their interior is provided with a rubber suction arrangement or bellows, moved
from the centre, like the piston of a jiump the jwlp is thus drawn in from the out-

The two

shown

strainers

in the plan,

;

side
it

through the

slits

to the wire of the

The

of the plates, and discharged into the troughs, which conduct

machine.

which were unable to pass through the openings, remain in the vats,
fill them up, so that the strainers would have to be stopjied for the
purpose of cleaning them, if they could not be drawn oft" into the auxiliary screen b,
which is of ordinary construction.
105. Reversed Screens, in which the stuff jiasses through the plates from below,
are sometimes used to give a last cleaning to pulp, which has previously passed other
l^ulp-dressers.
The knots and other heavy parts fall to the bottom mstead of adhering
to the plates and obstructing them
but if there should be too many impurities, the
vat would have to be cleaned out so often, that the loss of time and pulp would become
of more importance than the usefulness of the screens in imjiroving the quality of
knots,

and would soon

;

the paper.

:
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Strainers.

—

]Mr. Planclie

recommends

the use of three diftereut strainers in the following order

A strainer of

1st.

the ordinary vibratnig kind.

A pulp-di-esser worked by means of a suction plate.
A strainer in which the pulp pa.sses through the jjlates

2d.
3d.

The

from below.

one of these screens has the widest openings and retains the coarsest

first

impurities, while each succeeding one

is

and keeps out knots which have

cut finer,

passed through the preceding ones.
It is a subject

of controversy whether the stuff will be better cleaned by such a

succession of screens than in passing only once through finely-cut

there are enough jjrovided to permit of

The danger

may

opening,

latter case,

The
it

that the knots,

its

but the former system

may

of which

which may pass through some faulty or worn-out

reach the wire-cloth and enter into the paper,

plates

jilates,

being sjjread over a large surface.

is

be cut finer as

is

certainly greater in the

more complicated.
their number is increased.

Fine papers are usually made of the best kind of stock, well prepared, befoi-e
is admitted to the machine, and passing
through the screen-plates without

difficulty.

But the pulp-dressers are of the

greatest importance for

medium

qualities of

paper, and the large and fast-running machines, used at present, should never be pro-

vided with

less

than two screens of 15

to

20 square

feet surface each,

which may

act

as one.

The
of the

addition of a second strainer of different construction, to correct the faults

first set,

would

in

most cases be repaid by an improvement in the quality of

the paj^er.

speed and vibrations of the screens,
and impurities on the plates of ordinary pulpdi-essers.
If this is not done, the passage of the stuff will be obstructed, and it must
run over the top. The screenings should be taken out at regular intervals, and without hammering or knocking the plates, because any such rough action would defeat
the object of the pulp-dresser, and force through the openings those knots and imIt is the machine-tender's

as well as to

purities,

The

remove the thick

which are

to

duty

to regulate the

stuff

be kept out.

frequent examination of the screenings

improvement of

all

preceding operations.

similar substances are found,

it is

is

If too

to the

much

foreman a guide

for the

rubber, sealing-wax, and

an evidence that the rags or waste papers have not
If lumps of fibres, rags or paper

been sorted as carefully as they should have been.
are found, the engineer

ing

it

is

to leave the beater

The

screenings

may

to

blame

for not stirring the

pulp often enough, or for allow-

without having been thoroughly brushed.
be gathered and used for some of the lowest grades of

such as coarse wrapping, match-box, roofing, &c.
107. Connection of the Screen- Vat with the Apron.

—

It is necessary to

pai)er,

have a gate

or valve between the pulp-dresser and the wire, by which the flow of pulp can be
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In the vat rejjresented by Figs. 53, 54, and 55,
at will.
done by means of the sliding gate d, but in many cases it is desirable to have
a passage-way between the screens and the wire, through which the machine-tender
may go to the driving side of the machine.

suddenly stopped or started
this

is

In that case the pulp-dresser vats are made as narrow as possible, and a square
which has passed through the
It is usually of wood, the bottom at least one foot above ground and the
screens.
chest A, represented in Fig. 61, receives the pulp

top level with the top of the pulp-dresser vat.

A copper or cast-iron pipe,

about 6 inches wide, connects the bottom of the pulp-

dresser vats with that of the chest a.
floor,

This pipe

(See Plate IV.)

bridged by a bench between the chest a and the screens, and

is

placed on the

with a

sujiijlied

which the vats and chest a can be emptied and cleaned. The
stuff in A is prevented from settling by an agitator, one end of which is fastened with
the screw b. The upjier corner, nearest to the wire, is divided oft' from the rest by the
or better, a sliding gate, such as described before
on
partitions c c and a valve d
its horizontal part, admits the pulp to the wu'e.
An opening e, as wide as the wire
stop-cock, through

—

;

—

and about 4 to 6 inches high, is cut out in the front side of the chest a, the lower
edge of which is about 3 to 4 inches above the ajiron.
Sometimes it is necessary to close the valve d, and stop the flow of pulji to the
wire so suddenly, that the machine-tender has not tiiue fii"st to turn oft' the i^ulp by
means of the gates in the regulating box. It then accumulates in the chest a, finally
runs over, and is lost. To prevent this, an overflow spout connects the upper part
of A with the stufF-chest, and furnishes an outlet for the surplus pulp.
The stuft' in leaving the screen-plates, sometimes hangs on to their lower edges,
and forms loug strings of fibres, well known to paper-makers, which either break
the paper or make a dirty spot. To catch these strings we recommend the insertion of
a wooden frame, with thin uju-ight wooden slats, about 2 to 3 inches apart, similar to
It can be
the rack of a water-wheel, into the opening e from inside the chest a.
The strings will hang on to the
fastened by a few washers, and removed if desired.
ujiright slats with remarkable tenacity, and can be taken from them at any time.

A

sheet of copper or brass, forming an outlet or lip,

of the opening e, and over
108. Aprons.

it

—To support the apron, brackets

carry the breast-roll.

is

fastened to the lower edge

the pulp flows on to the aprou.

A solid

are fastened to the posts g

brass plate, not flat as

h

flange about 2 inches high all around except on the side against the wire,

bolted to these brackets.

The open

gaji

which
by a

in Fig. 61, but bordered

between this plate and the wire

is

usually

is

bridged

jiiece of leather or oil-cloth, one end of which is fastened to the edge of the
by means of screws, while the other end rests on the mo^•ing wire. It must
reach far enough to lay flat on the wire, and it is turned up on the sides to prevent

over by a
plate

the pulp from escaping in that direction.
If oil-cloth

is

used, a strong piece of canvas

must be placed under

it,

wise the friction of the wire on the end which rests there would soon tear

as otherit.

This
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weary out even the best ajjrons, and

makes frequent renewals

necessary.

Whenever the width of the sheet is to be changed, the turned-nji sides nnist be
undone, shifted, and readjusted at the proper places.

To

avoid this trouble and loss of time, Mr.

Thomas Lindsay has

constructed the

patent apron represented in Fig. 61.
Instead of leather or cloth,

it consists of a brass centre-^jlate i and two sidewhich can be made to slide over i until they meet in the middle. This is
done by means of the worms and worm-wheels Ji and the two screws l, which are
cut right and left handed.
They are not open as represented in the drawing, but

plates

K

K,

covered by hollow brass tubes, which protect them from the pulp.

y

The

rods n,

and Fig. 2 of Plate I,
which move the deckels the ajn-on and deckels are thus moved in and out together
by turning the cranks y' (Plate I), and this can be done while the machine is running or at rest. To prevent the escape of stuff through the joints between the i)lates
K K and I, strips of brass K* K* are screwed on K k, and project over i. Strips of
carrying the worms, are a continuation of those

in Fig. 1

;

leather, fully as thick as k, are fastened to the lower side of the projecting part of K*,

and make a tight joint.
Fig. 62 represents a

section, in

the direction

in

which the pidp

flows, thi-ough

:

:
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k

that part of the apron, where one of the plates

ing part of the end-plate

K

is

brass sheets k^ are riveted to the plates

immutablr joined together

and

I

The

brass sheet

its

front etlge.

i',

and

rivete<^l to

covers plate

k

at the

the plate

i,

for the

The

i.

frame

dovetaileil into the stationary

slide K^

form-

and narrow-

r',

purpose of keeping both plates

has a piece of leather

r

riveted to

like pieces of leather k' are riveted to plate k.

it

all

along

The unavoidable

and the wire, is closed by these short pieces of leather
which reach nearly to the gates or sluices.

short gap. between the apron

and

k".

m.

k

forward edge while they slide sideways.

The Wire-Cloth and

its

i'

Attachments.

—

The wire is the part of the machine
109. Qualities and Position of the Wire-Cloth.
on which the paper is made; it represents the "Form" of the paper-makers of old.
It is woven on a loom similar to those used for cotton and linen goods, on which
brass wire
is

is

substituted for

yam.

WTien the required length of

cloth

is

taken from the loom and the ends are sewed together by hand, so that

an endless

The
That

finished,

it

will

it

form

wire-cloth.

qualities
it is

which

good wire-cloth are

constitute a

uniformly woven, or that the threads are parallel with, and

at a;[ual

distances from, each other

That the wire thread be tough,

pliable, equally thick in eveiy part,

and capable

The comparative
by trying how much weight can be

of suffering a strong tension without tearing apart or breaking.
strength of the wire threads can easily be tested

held suspended by pieces of the same length without breaking

;

That the seam should be made with great care, so that it will neither make too
distinct a mark on the paper, nor break any sooner than the cloth itself.
Annealed wires are softer and more pliable than ordinary ones, and it is claimed
that they will last longer under the same circumstances.
The number of a wire-cloth represents the number of threads contained in one
inch of its length Xo. 60, the number most used, contains 60 threads in 1 inch.
The finer qualities of paper, such as book or letter, are mostly made on Xo. 70, with
70 threads in 1 inch. As a rule, the higher numbers are usetl for fine, and the lower
;

ones for coarse paj^er.

A good supply of

wires should be always kept on

hand

at the mills, as suitable

ones cannot always be found in stock at the stores.

The

wire-cloth

is

spread out

flat

horizontally, for the reception of the pulp

and

the formation of the paper, and at the same time moves rapidly forward.
Fig.

1,

Plate

I, is

a partial plan,

and Fig. 2 the front elevation of the wire part

of an 86 inch machine, which has been built by Messrs. Pusey, Jones

mington, Del., for Messrs. Jessup

The

ct

tt Co., Ti'il-

Moore's Rockland Mill.

following plates, II, III, and IV, and the previous and following figures,

61, 71, 72, 79,

and 80, represent

pirts of the

same machine.
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number of small rolls b b b,
and by the couch-roll c. The
shaft of this couch-roll carries a pulley c", by which it is put in motion
and with it
moves the wire-cloth, which on its part turns by friction all the carrying-rolls over
which it passes. On the return trip from c to A, the empty wire is supported by the
rolls D D d', the latter one of which also regulates its tension.
If one or more of the
carrying-rolls are not exactly parallel and level with the rest, or if the wire-cloth is
a trifle longer on one side, it receives a tendency to shift sideways
and to correct
this, one of the tube-rolls, usually b', somewhat larger tliaii the others, can be moved
back and forward by a screw and hand-wheel b" on the front side of the machine,
until the wire keeps the middle between the frames.
These frames, fastened to sills on each side, are identical, and carry all the wirerolls.
Their upper part consists of a strong steel, iron, or brass bar e, to which the
A large number of these rolls, which lay
bearings of all the rolls b are secured.
very close together, have common supports e', fastened to the bars e with brackets
One end of each bar e is fastened
e", but the others rest in sejiarate brass hangers.
to the cast-iron frame h by means of a screw-bolt h', which holds it without preventing it from turning slightly. The cast-iron post f which supports the other
end, can be moved sideways, swinging on a bolt or hinge at the bottom, which holds
Three brass columns
it in position while the top is subjected to a shaking motion.
they rest on pivots, which permit them to follow the
G, G, and g', support the bar e
lateral motion of the frame, and their upper ends are turned down to narrow journals,
which fit cavities in the bar e. To remove these columns g and g' the bar e is sinjjjly
sprung up enough to clear the projecting narrow journals. The bearings a' of the
breast-roll A are attached to the cast-iron posts F, and the columns g and g' are sup'plied with sleeves and boxes g", fastened with set-screws, by means of which the
It is sometimes necessary to move
stretch-rolls d and d' can be set higher or lower.
some of these rolls so little, that some means must be provided to adjust them very
accurately.
The bearings of the breast-roll and the principal stretch-roll d are
therefore supplied with screws a" and x>" on both sides of the machine, by means of
It is sui^ported in this position

by the

breast-roll a, a

consisting of brass or copper tubes with steel journals,

;

;

;

which the most minute changes can be made
very important that

It is

enough

to

subjected

all

the

in their positions.

rolls, especially

the large ones, should be strong

endure without springing the heavy pressure

by a tightly-stretched

It is the

tendency of our time

machines, and yet

we

to

which they are sometimes

wire.

width and speed of the
machines sometimes furnished with

to increase constantly the

find these large

and

fast

same diameter as those for slow and narrow ones. If the rolls
enough they will bend the wire will be stretched more in one
Copper or brass
place than another, causing it to run unevenly and wear out fast.
stretch-rolls d d\ of five inches diameter, may be suflSciently strong for a G2-inch
rolls

and

shafts of the

are not strong and

stiff

;

wire, while they should not be of less than 7 or 8 inches diameter for an 86-inch wire.
110.

The Couch-Rolls especially should have a copper
17

ca.sing of not less

than /j
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I

inch thickness, and a diameter of from 12 to 15 inches for wide machines, sup-

many iron spiders on a strong iron shaft.
Hand-made paper was taken from the mould, and stretched out on a felt by a
clever movement, and the workman -who jjerformed this j^art of the operation was
called the "coucher." The couch-rolls c and c', between which the paper passes after it
has been formed on the wire, are intended to do his work and press out water besides.
Thev are for this purpose mostly covered with wool jackets or endless pipeported inside by

shaped web, which, to fit close,
stretcher to the proper width.

Two wooden

used of rather small

is

keys, forming a jiarallelograni

size,

and exj^anded by a

by joining on the diagonal, are often

hammered into the jackets, and left there until they are sufficiently widened.
more convenient stretcher is represented by a plan, Fig. 63, and a section

driven and

A
Fig. 64.

A flat
pins a

iron bar a, several feet longer than the couch-rolls, has fa.stened to

number of arms

Fig. 63.

b,

which carry on

it

with

two pieces of wood

their other extremities

^^'^^ longer than the rolls, about 4 inches thick, and well
rounded where they receive the jackets. The arms b are fastened
with jDins d d d in such a way in c c that nothing jjrojects on the

^' ^''

flat

sides of the

wood

The flat iron
when the jacket is put over the
screwed down on a wooden cro&*-piece F,

to

touch the woollen cloth.

terminates in a screw e, and
stretcher, the

knot g

which

on the keys c c and opens them

pre.^Nses

is

taken in the construction of this stretcher to

arms b exactly alike,
sides in any position.

'^^'

The
stretcher,

"^^«?^,'

Care must be
fasten the

keys c c will have parallel out-

jackets are soaked in hot water before being put on the

and are

better, until

is

so that the

out.

make and

there until they are jjerfectly dry, or,

left

they are used, as they cannot then shrink

if

what
they

should happen to get wet or damp.

A

jacket thus extended is easily drawn over the couch-rolls,
ends are sewed together with strong twine, and cold water is
thrown on it until it shrinks tight on the roll. The jackets can
its

'"^^'

be and are frequently shrunk on the couchers with hot water

;

but

they are softened thereby, and will not preserve their straight
lines across so well,

LSJ

Some

air will

put on, and to give
lioles

must be

The
'^^-

''*

it

an opportunity to

escajje,

a

number

of small

drilled in the shell of the couch-rolls.

jackets are very expensive and troublesome,

away with them,
*

nor last so long, as if treated with cold water.
remain under the jackets while they are being

rolls

and

to

do

covered with soft vulcanized rubber, have

been put in their place.

Messrs. Curtis

&

Bro., at

Newark, Delaware, have used

for the

la.st

one and
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a half years an old iron press-roll covered with soft rubber, in place of the usual lower

copper couch-roll, and they are very well

satisfied

with

Iron or any other kind of metal rolls will answer

may

the invention

be,

and has been

ajjj^lied to all

the friction on the rolls will give a longer lease of

The

patent for this invention

is

they are thus covered, and

The

the carrying-rolls.

money spent

covers will not only save the labor and

it.

if

soft

rubber

for jackets, but the reduction of

life to

every wire-cloth.

owned by Mr. W. W. Harding, publisher

of the

Inquirer at Philadelphia, Penna.

The upper
increase

couch-roll

c*

is

connected to levers and weights on both ends, which

pressure on the paper.

its

Instead of the ordinary single lever, our drawing represents a "

The rod

compound

lever."

which is hooked to the frame of the uj^iier coucher, is fastened to the first
This lever i' rests in the hanger i*, and the second lever
lever i' by means of a nut.
I turns in the bracket-bearing i', near which it is connected with the first lever i' by
The weight i^ can be shifted to any 2^oint of the lever i, thus increasing or
a jiin t.
decreasing the pressure, and accomplishing as much as the heavy cumbrous weights
These comjiound levers will give j^erfect satisusually seen on the long single levers.
which should be kept
faction as long as they turn freely on the connecting pin
i",

i'',

well greased or lined with brass, to prevent rusting.
It is of

exactly

must be
its

importance that the

-pai-allel, after

a

ujijier

couch-roll should be jiut on the lower one

new wire has been put on the machine.

parallel, or the wire will not

run well

spoil in a very short time.

The

but

and run

true line, the wire will become twisted

and

;

if

In

fact, all

the upper couch-roll

the rolls
is

out of

in wrinkles^ or stretch unevenly,

journals of the couch-roll d, as

shown

in our

drawing, run in boxes fastened to levers m, supported by and turning on pivots or
studs, so that the roll can be lifted off

parallel position,

The

by

and on quickly, and without changing
m up or down.

its

simjDly turning these levers

action of the suction-boxes in addition to their weight causes the ultrama-

rine to settle to the lower side of the paj^er,

and

to counteract this influence the

coucher has been pierced with numerous holes, and connected with a

draws the

air out of

it,

thus creating suction on the upper side

;

upper

pump which

but we have not

been able to learn anything about the practical working of this plan.
is driven by a pulley c" on shaft k", and can be put in and
by the coupling k and lever k'.
The lever k', which stands uj^right, while the wire is in motion, disconnects the

The lower coucher
out of motion

coupling
lever in

if
its

simply pulled backward.
upright position, but as

it is

A

very ingenious device

also a^jplied to the presses,

is

used to hold the

and more

distinctly

and explained on the corresponding pages, we refer to them.
An arrangement, by which the coupling can be thrown in or out from the driving
side, could be constructed much simpler, but it would not answer the purpose so
well, because the machine-tender, whose place is at the front side, should be able to

shown on Plate

II,

stop the wire quickly in case of accident.
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A cojiijcr

sjirinkling-i^ipe l, across the upjier coucliei-, gives

which

ing, the water of
l"

and the

little

copper

jirevented from going around the roll

is

roll

of good tough wood, cut to

The guard-board

l'.

fit

the

and

roll,

its

when

thick felting, tacked to the sides, which can be renewed
to iron

c',

a constant wash-

of a three-inch plank
is

covered with double

necessary.

It is bolted

which form part of the movable levers m, and thus
whether the latter is in working jjosition or raised up.

frames m' on each

held down on the roll

made

l" is

narrow edge

it

by the guard-board

side,

Tlie papier breaks frequently, for the simple reason that this guard-board

is

not

and the water consequently runs through on the web in .some
Though the break
place, making it more wet and tender there than anywhere else.
may occur on the presses, or even at the calenders, it can often be traced back to
well fitted to the

roll,

this cause.

At

other times the paper

is

crushed between the couchers, and breaks in con-

This indicates that the pulp has not been

sequence, or retains a cloudy appearance.
well enough formed into pajier

that

;

carries too

it

withstand the pressure of the upper coucher.

It

may

much

of the suction-boxes or from too great a dilution of the
case

is

to restore a

motion.
short as

good suction, mix the pulp with

If very heavy paper
it

is

to

pulji.

less water, or

may

quickly, prevent the escape of water from the pulp above

'111. Tube-Rolls.

draw

as

much water

—

It

is

this character

This

is

in this

reduce the shaking

and the

jjaper

must be-

we should be enabled to
If we observe
that more water leaves where

we

it is

find

B, or at

on the wire.

the points of contact, than in the

probably due to the stream which constantly flows over the

by contact or caj^illary
away where there are no rolls.
it

The remedy

be formed into a web too

it,

surface of these rolls, connecting with the pulp on the wire,

water from

too soft to

should be worked into lighter paper.

from the web while

supported by one of the tube-rolls B

open spaces.

is

evidently of importance that

as possible

the discharge of water through a wire-cloth,
it is

and

be made, and the stuff has not been beaten as

shoukl he, the side which rests on the wire,

come crushed and cloudy. Stuff of

water,

be so from imjierfect working

attraction, while its

It is therefore advisable to use a great

—Much water

number of

and thus drawing the

weight alone has to force

it

tube-rolls.

by the suction-boxes. They
x n made of wood or metal, which have no communication
with the air except through the wire which is passing- over them. The water is
drawn from these boxes by suction, produced in the oldest machines by bell-shaped
air-pumps.
At the present time syphons or suction-pumps are used for that
112. Suction-Boxes.

is

also extracted

are water-tight boxes

purpose.

The pipes >'' are fastened to the bottom of the boxes n descend as deep as can
conveniently be done, say from 10 to 18 feet, and are provided with a valve or stopcock as low down as feasible. The box n and pipe x' are kept full of water all the
;

and when the wire has been started and the pulp is spread on it, the machinetender opens the cock, the water runs out, creates a vacuum underneath the wire; the
time,
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atmospheric jiressure on top forces the water out of the pul}:), and keeps up the stream,
which escapes through the pipe. To understand the action of this syj^hoi! thoroughly
we shall examine the pressure exercised by the atmosphere in a given case.
The pressure of an atmosphere, as shown by the barometer, is equal to that of a
column of quicksilver of from 26 to 29 inches height, or (quicksilver being fourteen
30i feet high.
times as heavy as water) of a column of water 14 x 26
364 inches
The 25ressure, Avith which water is forced from the jHilp, is equal to that of the

^

atmosphere,

less

the I'esistance offered on the lower side.

=

If the wire-cloth

fits

air-

and the syphon-pipe descends, for example, 18 feet, the air can offer
resistance on the lower side only through this column of 18 feet of water, and will be
reduced to 30 less 18^ 12 feet. The water is therefore forced from the paper with
a pressure of 30 less 12
18 feet, or with 5§
| of an atmosphere.
tight on the box,

=

The

jiressure of the

=

atmosphere

is

also equal to

15 pounds on every square inch

of surface, and the suction which draws the water from the paper

example,

|

ered by the web.

The

pressure

in the pipe
It

is,

therefore, for our

pressure on a sheet of 60 inches width on an uncovered box

of 6 inches inside width would amount to 6 x 60 x 9

The

is

of 15 pounds, or 9 jiounds for every square inch of open suction-box cov-

;

is,

as

we have shown, always equal

= 3240 pounds.
to that

of the column of water

the longer the vertical height of the syphon, the stronger the suction.

however, limited to the pressure of the atmosphere, or

less

than 30

If the vertical depth of the syphon-pipe would be over 30

feet, it

feet.

could not be

balanced by the atmospheric pressure, and would remain empty and useless.

The quantity

of water drawn

away by the suction-boxes can in a measure be
If the pipe be too large and fully opened, more
water will escape than can be replaced from the jjulp, air enters, and the suction is at
an end until the syjahon is refilled and started again. Whenever the paper breaks,
regulated by the valve or stop-cock.

or if from any other cause air finds access through the wire, or if the pulji furnishes

an

insufficient quantity of water to fill the pij^es, the syphon-pipes run empty and
must be primed again.
In many mills the paper-machine is so little elevated above the tail-race that a
strong suction by syphons cannot be obtained, and then the artificial suction of pumps
must be resorted to. They work as long as they are moving, require no attention,
and are often preferred even where long syphon-piijes could be used. It is true that
they consume power, but they can also be made to throw the licpiid, which escajjes
through the boxes, back into the mixing-box, and thus effect a saving which may
compensate for the power. The suction of a syphon-pipe is limited by its height,
while the speed of the pumjis, and with it the quantity of water withdrawn, may be

increased or decreased, as desired.

Any

good suction-pump answers

piston-pumps, driven by cranks
continual stream, and are used in

We

for this purpose, but a jmir of double-acting

2:)laced at

many

have also seen the suction

right angles on the same shaft, keeji

up a

mills.

i:)roduced

by a roughly constructed apparatus.
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which works on the same princiiile as Giflfard's •well-known boiler-injector, but consider the live steam consumed in it more expensive and less reliable than pumps.
If the boxes are not covered, the wire-cloth is bent in b^^ the heavy pressure
on

and the strong

it,

friction

on the corners cannot

fail to

injure

it

in the course of

made

Perforated metal plates have been and are used to prevent
of hard rubber ^ to | inch thick are liow generally preferred.

many

holes as can be drilled into

time.

are

them without weakening the

plate.

this,

but those

They have

as

If these holes

side on top, they will fill up with the fibres,
and clay from the paper, and soon become useless they should be either straight

made funnel-shaped, with the wide

slime,

;

through, or rather a

little

wider below, to

make

sure that they will not be obstructed.

A

j)atent has lately been taken out for glass plates, which would not only be hard,
but permit the inside of the boxes to be seen while the sliding heads are adjusted.
slide at each end of the box can be moved farther in and out b}^ a brass screw
and hand-wheel x", to suit any width of paper. The sjxice between the slide and the

A

end of the box would facilitate the admittance
were not filled with water; a small stream is
through the pipe x^.
If very wide jjaper is made and the slides
them lu'oject considerably outside of the box

of air below the

web

of paper, if

therefore constantly pouring into

are near the ends, the screws

and form an obstruction

it

it

mo^^ng

to the free

and along the machine.
& Sou, Lawrence, Ma.ss., are the owners of an invenFig. 65 is a perspective
tion which is an improvement on the ordinary sliding head.
view and Fig. 00 a section through the middle of it.
A represents a section of round rubber packing, held loosely between two
metallic heads b b and c c, the said jjacking being fitted so as to slide easily in the
box when not compressed between the heads b b and c c. d is a brass journal or
hub, with a male thread fitting another thread tapped into the half of the head
marked c c. The cylinder e has a brass pipe f soldered to it, and can thus be made
It ends with the head g inside, and extends to the outas long as may be desired.
side of the suction-box with the pipe F, which carries there a hand-wheel, by which
access

and

j3a.ssage to

Messrs. AVilliam Russell

it

can be turned.

d and g. By turning the hand-wheel on f,
hub d can be moved to the right or left,
the plate c moved in or out, and the rubber packing a pressed tight or set free.
A few turns of the screw loosen the packing and permit the sliding head to be
Fig. 65 shows the form of the heads of

and with

it

the cylinder e and head G, the

any desired place, while a few turns the other way tighten the packing
can be seen from Fig. Qo that by giving half a turn to the head g it can
The rod or pipe f, instead of being an
be pushed out of d to the inside of the box.
obstruction outside, can thus be always kept inside of the box, entirely out of the

pushed

to

again.

It

way.

The collar
The position

ii

prevents the plate c from being screwed out altogether.

of these heads can be changed quickly

of simjile construction.

;

they close tightly, and are
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To prevent

the water from being forced out of the paper with more ^^ower near

the point where the syj)hon-pipe enters the box than elsewhere, the suction-boxes

have a false bottom with an opening in the centre. The suction-pipe may be fastened
to any point of the lower chamber, as it cannot act directly on the wire.
The stands n^ carry planks n', and on them, mounted on three iron frames, the

When

suction-boxes.

a

new wire

is

to

be put on, these three iron frames are re-

moved, the suction-pipes detached, the boxes lowered

to the

planks

n',

and pushed

out to the front side of the machine.

The wire

is

subjected to friction on these suction-boxes, not only in the direction

which it runs, but also sideways from the shaking motion. This latter friction,
though very slight and rather harmless, can be entirely avoided by hanging the boxes
to the frame or bars e by means of bolts, so that they will be shaken with the wire.
in

has already been explained that the air must be thoroughly excluded from
This is only possible if there is no hollow space left between
the suction-boxes.
them and the wire, if the latter fits closely all around. Great care nmst therefore be
It

taken to have the boxes perfectly level and in line with the adjoining rolls.
When a suction-box refuses to work, it will mostly be found, that air has gained
admittance somewhere sometimes one side, or only a corner, docs not- touch the
have seen much trouble from such simple causes, when, by raising the
wire.
;

We

low corner or side by means of a key, perfect suction would be obtained.
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Bv means

of the set-screws x^ in the stands

and of the

tion of the planks x'

—Two

x^,

the slightest changes in the posi-

Ixtxes can be effected.

at a short distance from each other,
Between them, if used at all, on top of the wire
and supported bv bearings o^ fastened on the bars e, is a wire-roll o, open at both

113. Dandy-Roll.

suction-boxes,

are supplied to most machines.

ends.
It

constructed of a hollow brass shaft with numerous brass spiders, wliicli

is

roll.
Strong wire is wound
around the frame, thus formed, in numerous circles, and the wire-cloth is sewed to it.
This is the dandy-roll o, justly named so, becrause it gives to the paper anv desired
It closes up the web a little tighter, and c-overs, like good
fashionable appearance.

carry wooden or sheet -copper strips of the length of the

on a

cloth
is

But

runs.

a

wortliles'^

body, some of

wanted, the dandy

name

may be

its defects.

If no particular

any water-mark or impression, such

if

mark

or

wore paper

covered with the same wire-cloth as that on which

it

as laid, ripped, or squared paper,

or figures are desired, wires representing every line of the design must be

sewed on the cloth covering the dandy. If the design is to
circumferenc-e of the roll must be exactly as long as a sheet.

The

just one sheet, the

and disand shows the lines

projecting wires press into the already formed, but yet soft, paper

place some pulp.

through

fill

The

greater transparency.

theii'

of almost any jiattern

The
the latter

pajjer is therefore thinner in those places,

friction received
is

With

a skilfiilly covered dandy, water-marks

c-an lie produc-ed.

from the contact with the wire-cloth turns the

too heavy, parts of the wet sheet will adhere to

it

roll,

but if

so closely that they are

therefore made as light as jx>ssible, and no weights or screws
same reason it is impracticable to make it of very large diameter.
The bearings o^ can however be set higher or lower by means of set-screws,
thus regulating, to some extent, the pres.sure of the roll on the paj^er.
The stands o' carry a wooden strip O", to whieli a piece of felting is tacked. This
felting touches the dandy all along it serves as a doctor, and retains particles of pulp
which may be carried up from the web.
Between the suction-boxes and the breast-roll,
114. Save-All and Water-Pipes.
close under the numerous little tube-rolls B, extends the save-all p, supported by
stands on both sides.
It is a flat wooden box, about 3 inches deep, receiving all the
liquid which leaves the pulji above it, and emptying it into the fan-pump p' previously described and represented by Figs. 51 and 52.
The outlet from the save-aU
to the fan-pump is closed by a simple gate, and can be opened by pulling the handle
P" on tlie front side of the machine.
To the save-all p is also attached on its lower side a wooden doctor-board p*,
which constantly scrapes the breast-roll a, and is therefore covered with felt on the
touching edge. A Avater-pijje e' pours in a Uttle stream of water, by which it is kept

torn out.

The dandy

are used on

it

;

is

for the

;

—

clean.

A water-pij>e

k",

with a goose-neck,

is

attached to the large supply-pipe

B

;

a

PAPER
rubber hose can

connected with

lie

-
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and a stream of water i)rovided

it,

at nearly

any

point of the machine.

As

soon as the wire has

the couch-roll on

left

steady stream from a shower-jiipe

may

This

b!'.

is

its

return

trip, it is

washed by a

done for the jiurpose of removing any

and the shower will be as much more
which can be brought to bear ujjon it, is stronger.
The pipe k^ should at all events be sujiplied from the highest available reservoir.
If this washing is not thoroughly done, the luilp which adheres to the wire will be
removed by the next roll d or d' which it meets, and wind itself round it.
particles of

pulp which

stick to the wire,

effective as the pressure of water,

Wherever

this is the case,

creased by the coat of pulp

;

mostly on the ends, the diameter of the

the wire

is

roll is in-

thereby stretched, soon bulged out in

all its

and marks or breaks the paper. To correct these misfortunes the machinetender, to whose inattention they must be ascribed, resorts to stretching the whole
wire-cloth to the same length to which the bulged-ont 2)ortions have been extended.
115. Stretch-Roll.
This he does 2)rincipally with the stretch-roll d', and he
should take care to move the boxes g" on both sides to exactly the same distance from
the bars e, so that the roll will remain level.
length,

—

Each time the threads

of the wire-cloth are extended in this way, they are also

weakened, and while even the length of a well-managed cloth increases through continued tension in the course of time, it speaks badly for the quality of either the
machine, wire, or machine-tender,

violently lengthened

if it is

by

stretching.

Many

wires are not allowed to die a natural death from regular wear and tear, but are
killed

by repeated

stretching, the result of the described causes, or of ignorance or

neglect.

The much-used

doctor will be found an efficient remedy against the collection

of pulp on the ends or any other part of the rolls D and especially the stretchroll

d'.

It is represented in Fig. 2, Plate

board

s,

I,

supported by the iron hangers

can be lowered or raised with the
116. Stuff-Catchers.

—A

roll

box, not

d'.

shown

coucher c and the shower-pipe r^ receives
the

latter.

Whenever
is

all

in the drawing, extending

under the

the jjulp washed off from the Wire by

the machine stops or starts, some of the pulp, too thin to foj-m

a sheet, goes into this box, and
of wasted stuff

d', and consists simply of a
which are fastened to the save-all p, and

as attached to
s',

gathered.

it is

It can,

here where the largest and most valuable jjortion
difficulty only, be removed from there while

with

is running.
It is preferable to let the contents empty themselves through
a spout, starting from the bottom of the box, and leading to a stuff-catcher situated
anywhere near or below the machine, so that the stuff can flow into it.

the machine

Sometimes all the pulp and liquid lost on the machine is gathered in a tub or
and pumped into an upper story, whence it is drawn off to be used in place
of the pure water, with which the pulp is usually emptied from the beaters.
Both receiving tubs, the one below the machine and the one above the beaters,
cistern,

18
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must be furnished
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from

-with agitators to j^revent the floating fibres

settling

on the

bottom.
If no such agitators are used, or if they are stopped for

any considerable length

of time, some of the mass, which sticks to the sides and lodges on the bottom, seems

and the whole liquid changes into a
damaging the paper for which it is used.
The waste water contains fibres, sizing and coloring matters, and deposits a dark
slimy mass on the sides of yessels wherein it remains for some time, which eyen the

to

undergo a rotting
impure

fluid of dark,

agitators do not

seem

jirocess or fermentation,
color,

to

preyent from settling.

Considering the power which

is

required to

lift

this waste water to the

part of the mill, and the danger of haying the paper spoiled

adyisable to save only the fibres

Of

many

the

stuff"-catchers

simple and efiective one

may

by

and to let the liquid run off".
which have been constructed

be here described

:

It is built

may

it, it

to

upper

be found

accomplish

this,

a

on the same principle as

an ordinary rag-duster only pulp is substituted for rags and water for dust. It consists of an octagonal cone oj^en at both ends, with a shaft through its centre, suspended in a large wooden box or trough, on the short sides of which the shaft rests
in bearings. Eight wooden frames are fitted to its surface, and held there by washers;
they are very similar to those of an engine-washer, only larger, and covered with
;

wu'e-cloth on the insides.

The waste water from
while

it is

the machine enters this cone at the smaller ojien end,

slowly revolved by a pulley on

The water

escapes through the wire

its shaft.

and runs

oft",

and the

i^ulj)

gradually

out at the wider end into a receiver with drainer-bottom, from whence

and carried

it is

falls

removed

to the engines.

and fit
box in which it runs, so that the pulp outside
and the liquid inside cannot have any communication. The longer the cone the
better, but from 5 to 6 feet length will ansJwer in most cases.
Besides the I'ulp from the couch-rolls any other waste from the machine can be

The

larger end, where the pulp comes out, must be of circular form,

closely into another circle cut into the

led into this stuft-catcher, to save the fibres contained in

it.

—

The Shaking Motion. The two posts f and the frames H are respectively
connected by iron cross-bars, so that both side-frames may be considered a unit as
far as the shaking motion is concerned.
The post f on the back or driving side of
the machine has usually an elongation f' ujiwards, and attached to its highest end is
the connecting rod t, which communicates the shaking movement to the machine.
It is i>laeed high enough to allow a man to pa.ss under it.
A solid cast-iron, rather
117.

ornamental, column, called the shake-post, of which Fig.
tion, contains

an upright shaft t\ driven

in their turn are

moved by a

at the

3,

Plate

I,

represents a sec-

lower end by bevel wheels

f- T",

on the horizontal shaft t'.
Bevel friction-wheels are sometimes used instead of the bevel cog-wheels

which

pullej"

x",

but
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may

be reduced by grease, water, or condensed steam,

as the friction

on their surfaces

their action

not so reliable as that of cog-wheels.

At

its

is

upi^er

and serves

end the shaft

to start the shake,
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t^ carries

and an

a fly-wheel

eccentric

which can be turned by hand
which the connecting-rod t is-

t'',

t^, to

attached.

This arrangement is very expensive and it has been suggested that a shakearrangement, working on the floor instead of overhead, might be constructed much
;

cheaper and would answer as well.
It is necessary that the speed as well as the length of the

he quickly changed.
different speeds,

A

and the

set

of pulleys of different

eccentricity of

t',

sizes,

which can be

shake-movement may

or cone-pulleys, give the
easily

changed by simply

sliding the upright journal to one or the other side, determines the length of the

shake.
It is this shaking movement, though it is very trifling (about J inch), which
makes the Fourdrinier j^aper superior to that made on a C3dinder-machine. While
without it, the fibres would only be laid j^arallel in the direction in which the wire
runs, this cross motion makes them intertwine themselves in all directions, so that
they will be felted as completely as hand-made paper.
It is evident that the structure and strength of the paper depends to some extent
upon this movement, but only experience can teach what speed and length of shake
should be used for a certain kind of stock and paj^er.
The shake must be regulated so that a.s much water as jiossible will have escaped

'through the wire before the paper reaches the suction-boxes; but, as the
only

prevented from leaving too soon.
in a

hoop reaches often a

position

fibres will

must also be
A tumbler full of water swung around very fast
in which it is upside down, Avithout falling, and

themselves as long as they are suspended

felt

in

water,

it

even without losing a drop, the circular motion being so intense that it overcomes the
weight.
This is exactly what fast shaking will do the pulp is moved sideways so
;

violently that the tendency of the water to fall through the meshes

shaking

is

is

checked.

The

strongest at the breast-roll and less as the wire advances, so that, even

with a rapid movement, a free pulj? will find time and room enough

to discharge its

water.

Long and

slow stuff does not require

much

shaking, and though

it

has been

water with great tenacity. Free
and short stuff of rags, but more especially of straw or wood, loses its water faster than

only a

is

little

diluted in the mixing-box,

it

holds

its

desirable for the formation of a well-woven, tough sheet, unless

it is

strongly diluted

and well shaken.
118. The Deckels.
The width of the paper on the wire is limited by a pair of
deckels u on both sides. These deckels are always set a few inches farther apart than
the width of the trimmed paper, t(3 allow a margin for shrinkage on the dryere and

—

for trimming.

The

deckels are about

1 1

inch square endless straps of vulcanized rubber, which
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have taken the place of those sewed together of cloth, as formerly used. They run
over a number of flanged brass pulleys v and v', two of which v' v' are fastened to a
movable arm. By turning this arm uj) or down, and then fastening it with the set'

screw

the deckels can he stretched to

v",

To prevent any sharp bends
and wear

out, the end-rolls

fit

close

on the

rolls.

of the deckels, which might cause

must be

large, the larger the better.

the suction-boxes are fastened on to a separate shaft and stands, but
are supported by the brass frames

X

w

Iron screws, driven by a

some distance

to crack

rolls nearest to

all

the other ones

w, which are themselves carried on the shafts

These shafts x x are hollow brass tubes, the ends of which are

X.

wrought-iron bodies.

them

The

filled

worm and worm-wheel

with solid
y,

fit

into

which are slatted out on
A brass nut, sitting on the screw inside of x,
their lower side to an equal distance.
connects through this lower oj)ening with a concentric collar or hub, which forms
The screw, being stationary, moves the nut, and with it the
part of the frame w.
deckel-frame w in accordance with the turns of the worm-wheel y, as directed by the
crank y'. The smaller ends of the tubes x which carry the brass-cased screws rest in
If these bearball and socket bearings x', in which they can change their position.
ings were straight and the journals immovable, the shaking motion would exercise a
constant strain on the tube x, with a tendency to spring or bend it. The two end-rolls
or rather drums v are wide enough to allow the deckels to slide on them as far as the
these ends, and extend

deckel-frames

The

w

into the brass tubes x,

can be shifted.

friction of the wire is sufficient,

to the deckels

its

own

speed, and, since

without any driving-pulley, to communicate
it is

indispensable that both should jDroceed"

together, this answers the jjui'pose jierfectly.

The frames

w

are stationary

and not allowed

they might arrest their movement, and
of the deckels to

The

make them

lay

flat

and

it

is

close

anywhere, as

to touch the deckels

left entirely to

the weight and tension

on the wire.

deckels must not be allowed to have any more play than necessary between

move sideways

the flanges of the carrying pulleys v, as they might

and

to

fro,

and

give an uneven edge to the paper.

We
under the

incredibly short time.
tender,

on the first pulleys v and slip
hard on the wire as to crush and tear it in an
The accident was caused by the carelessness of the machine-

have seen deckels
flange, where they

who

slide out of their places

jiressed so

did not adjust the deckel or the roll to

not have hapi)ened

if

its

proper position

but

;

it

could

There can be no harm in allowhalf the thickness of the deckels from the bodies of the

the flanges had been larger.

ing them to project as far as
pulleys.

If the edges of the paper, on emerging from between the deckels, are not sharp

everywhere,
points.

It

it is

may

an evidence that the deckels do not lay close on to the wire at all
is an unevenness in the deckels themselves, or that one

be that there

of them has opened in the seam
cases

it

will be

—

a fault which can easily be discovered but in most
found that one or more of the carrying-rolls b are not perfectly in
;
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-

line with the

rest,

and that the

where it is supported by the lower ones,
and the deckel, into which some of the pulp ex-

wire,

leaves a hollow place betweeia itself
tends.

The

part of the edge of the paper which has been deserted by these fibres has

been weakened in proportion, and frequently

web

stand the tension to which the

paper therefore cracks in those
the whole web, and the paper
It

is

j^laces

is

such an extent that

to

subjected on
;

it

cannot with-

march over the machine.

its

The

the ruj^ture, once started, soon extends across

broken.

of the greatest importance that all the rolls which carry the wire should be

is

in line
no new cloth should be put in motion before it has been
whether such be the case.
Sometimes we find that some of the tube-rolls b are not revolving, because they
are placed too low to be touched by the wire, and this can easily be remedied by

perfectly level

and

;

satisfactorily tested

raising their bearings.

Careless machine-tenders,

who

neglect to

oil

their journals

and allow these rolls to stand while the wire is in motion, thus not only injure
the wire by the increased friction, but the rolls themselves are fiattened on the upper
side, lose their balance, and refuse to work well afterwards unless they are again

well,

turned in a lathe.

The

deckels must also be running perfectly square to these

wise the distance between them would be different

all

along,

rolls,

because other-

and the edges of the

paper would become undefined and weak.

The

119.

Gates.

—As soon

consisting of brass sheets,

as the stufi' has left the aiiron

which extend

it

reaches the gates z

across the wire between the deckels,

z,

and are

fastened to the frames w.
Since their length must be variable to suit the different
widths of paper, they are made of two pieces, sliding against each other, and fastened
together by bolts.
Their height above the wire can be regulated by a screw z' at
each end and to secure a sheet of uniform thickness, this must be done with great
;

care.

The

jjaper cannot be of even thickness all across unless the lower edges of these

gates are in every point equally distant from the wire.

As

it is

not desirable that a sheet should begin to form itself before the pulj) has

reached the gate, the leather or cloth extension of the apron must cover the wire to
within about one inch from it. The wire in constantly 23ulling this leather, gradually
stretches

it

forward until

it

sometimes reaches the gate, obstructing perhaps in one or

more spots the passage under it. The paper becomes thin and weak in such places,
and breaks. We have seen machine-tenders make broken paper for hours, because
they did not pay sufiicient attention to the gates and the apron.
The 3 to 6 inches space between the two gates z are filled to some height with
pulp, which receives here the strongest shaking motion, and being well diluted, intertwines the fibres more thoroughly than on any other part of the wire.
An inexperienced machine-tender may, in altering the gates or sluices, raise one
end and lower the other, and perhaps reverse this on the second gate, thus making
the production of a good sheet of paper impossible but, not knowing the cause, he
;
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will

blame the wire

for

and probably not only stretch and ruin

it,

it,

make poor

but

jiajier besides.

If the corners of the apron are fixed square and tidy, the gates perfectly level
and opening just for the right thickness if the deckels are square and running free
and close on the wire, and the rolls are set in line and if the pulp is of the right
mixture, good edges will certainly be obtained.
The paper-makers of the United States seem to
120. Length of the Wire-Cloth.
have settled on oo feet as the most appropriate length of a wire-cloth but if the
speed is going on increasing at the rate it has done lately, the pulp will not remain
sufficiently long on such a wire to form a sheet, and longer ones will become a
;

;

—

:

necessity.

121. Wire-Guides.

—

place by the guide-roll

It

b',

has been mentioned before that the wire

which

is

regulated by the machine-tender.

i^

kejjt in its

!Many mechan-

isms have been invented to do this automatically, and some are used successfully.

Mr. AVarner

^Miller,

guide in this country, and
it is

of Herkimer,
it is

Xew

now nsed on

York, has introduced Thiery's wirenumber of machines.
view of

A

a large

given in Fig. G7.
Fig. 67.

Any
be used

one of the

a.s

rolls

d (Plate

I)

which support the wire on

a guide-roll in connection with this apparatus.

its

return trip

The author has

may

placed the

guide under the save-all

p, because space for it was more available there than elsehad to be put on separate frames bolted to the sills in order to reach the
wire.
The two bearings of the wire-guide take the place of those g" on the column a.
The one on the driving side is stationary, but the one on the front side can be moved
back and forward by a screw, with which it is connected. The wire passes first
over the roll and then between two plates of sheet copper fastened vertically on a
strip of wood, which is supported by movable level's.

where; but

it

If the wire shifts to either side

and with

it

the wooden cross-piece.

in motion, and through

it

it

touches one of the copper plates, takes

The angular

lever on the front side

a double ratchet or hook connected with

it

bv

is

it

along,

thus set

a wire rod.

:
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narrow brass cylinder or

j^late is
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stationed between the two points of the double

ratchet or hook, teeth corresj^onding with the respective points are cut in on either
side,

and

it

The double hook or ratchet receives
by means of a crank-pin, which moves in a sleeve and turns

forms thus a double ratchet-wheel.

a vacillating motion

Whenever

with the guide-roll.

the wire shifts back or forward, one of the two

2:)oints

of the double hook conies in contact with the corresponding teeth of the ratchetwheel, one side of which

and the other against the sun. The
and with it the screw and bearing
of the guide-roll.
If the wii-e shifts, for instance, to the front side, the screw moves
the bearing forwards in the direction in which the wire runs.
This sim2:)le apparatus not only saves a great deal of labor and attention to the
cut to turn with

is

ratchet-wheel turns a nut on which

it is

fastened,

many

machine-tender, but prevents, especially on fast-running machines, the loss of

which may be ruined in a very short time while the machine-tender is careless
or employed somewhere else. Like all other improvements of this kind, the apparatus
must be kept in good order otherwise it is worse than useless, as it lulls the attendwires,

;

ant's vigilance with a false security.

122. Patent Cleaning-Brush.

— ^\liere paper

the meshes of the wire become sometimes

while running, and brushes are then resorted
severe rubbing while the machine

answer the purpose,

is

is

is

made of very

filled ujd so
to,

stopped.

dirty or slimy pulp,

that they cannot be cleaned

by the use of which

it

receives a

This j^roceeding, though

very troublesome and injurious to the wire.

may

it

The author has

received a patent for a revolving cleaning-brush, pressed against the wire from below.

This brush q consists of a Avooden cylinder studded with bristles, the iron shaft of
which rests in bearings, which are supported by stands fastened to the sill of the
wire-frame.

It

may

be pressed against the wire either by weights or leverage, or
it by fastening the bearings to the stands with set-screws.

simply held tight against

A

small pulley on

its

shaft

turned by a belt and pulley from the coucher-shaft in

is

We

a direction opposite to that of the wire.

never failed to accomplish

out of reach of the wire, that
If the wire

is

task.

its
it

may

When

have used

the brush

is

it

frequently,

not needed,

not be unnecessarily used

and

it is

it

let

has

down

u]).

clogged up with fatty matters (printers' ink,

j^aint, &c.),

it

is

by shutting off all water and pouring coal-oil, or rather
benzine, on the coucher c', and then to start the wire and the brush.
We will here add some extracts from articles pub123. Management of Wires.
lished by "Papyrus" (Adam Ramage) in Nos. 32 and 34 of the Paper Trade
Reporter on the management and putting on of new wires
better to dissolve

them

first

—

"The
drinier

upon how
little

wire

the most expensive as well as the most important part of the clothing of a Four-

is

machine; the length of time
is

it

managed

carelessness or ignorance in

as long as

new wire

will run,

its

consequently every precaution ought to be taken to insure it a fair start. When a
also the foreman
to be put on, both machine-tenders and the helpers ought to be present

it

is

and the quantity of paper it will make, greatly depend
and especially upon how it is run for the first few hours. A
management at this time is often a source of trouble and expense

it

in the putting on,

lasts

;

;

—
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of the mill or some responsible person, who will guide and direct the whole operation, helping a little
here and there, as he may be needed. While the machine-tender on tour is shutting down and getting
off the old wire, and taking the felt-rolls out of the way, the other will get out the new wire to a safe
place, take the jacket

and convenient

lacintr-twine through

them

;

punch the holes in each end, and run the
and tools that may be needed, see that there is
of boiling water ready. About the time he has

the stretcher,

ofl"

also get out all the planks

a supply of wiping-rags convenient, and a barrel
attended to the.-=e things, the machine will be ready for operations. All four hands are required to
take off the top couch-roll, which should be lowered on to a plank, and moved along the frame, close
up to the first press-rolls; the deckel-frame is next taken off and laid out of the way, the cutter hands
being

work

set to

jacket, the other

to clean

it

And

thoroughly.

now, while one machine-tender

getting out the tube-rolls, suction-boxes,

is

and

save-all,

is

putting on the

making everything clean and

and laying everything away carefully and conveniently, so that there will be no delay
put them back to their places. Now is the time to have a place for everything, and
To put a jacket on the couch-roll is now a very simple affair. Scaldto have evervthino- in its place.
inf the jacket with boiling water and punching it on with sticks is now numbered among the things
The jacket is prethat were that it is so, all machine-tendei-s ought to feel thankful and say amen.
It is
viously stretched on a frame while it is wet with boiling water, and allowed to dry thoroughly.
tidv as he goes,

when he comes

to

;

now one and a half inches larger in diameter than the couch-roll. Any time after it is thoroughly
dried it mav be taken off the stretcher, a row of small holes punched in each end, and lacing-twine
After it is taken off the stretcher
all ready to draw together after it is on the roll.
must be kept perfectly dry the least dampness causing it to shrink back to its original size.
"The old jacket is taken off and the roll rinsed clean with boiling water, the ends well cleaned,

run through them,
it

;

and rubbed with tallow. I use boiling water to rinse the roll with, because it heats the roll, causing
A piece
it to dry quickly, so that the jacket may be got on and the ends fastened before it gets damp.
of pipe large enough to fit on the end of the couch-roll is now run through the jacket and slipped on
by means of this pipe raise the roll, draw the box which the journal of the roll
to the end of the roll
runs in loose aside, cover the frame with a rag or piece of felt, then draw on the jacket, jiush back the
box to its place, and lower the roll. The jacket is now on the roll, but is quite loose indeed, you may
run vour hand between it and the roll. The ends are now fastened by drawing up the lacing-twine
and fastening it securely, being careful to divide the slack of the jacket uniformly round the edge of
the roll.
Now drench the jacket with boiling water (see remarks in Article 110. The Aithor), and
;

;

it

will shrink to its original size, or as

utes'

work, and the

frame and

floor,

roll

is

to

for the jacket

is

The whole is but a few minnow turn to and clean up the
make everything ready for the new

as the roll will permit.

it

its

place.

All hands will

and. get out the breast-roll, which, when done, will

The pipe already used

wire.

near

never taken out of

run through the loose end of the wire and

.slipped

on to

the end of the couch-roll as before, the couch-roll raised high enough to admit of the wire being carried
right along over the roll

the breast-roll got

in,

;

the roll

and the

"The hands may again

is

then lowered to

save-all put

back

its

place and the wire unrolled to

When

places, the stretch-roll should be lowered sufficiently to take

The

see that

same

all the rolls are
all

put into their proper

the slack of the wire,

or three revolutions, examine

it

and

set per-

carefully to

The deckel-frame and breast-board are now to be put on, then the top
care.
The men doing this ought to make a

lift,

and be careful

to lower all together, so that

both ends of the

roll will

touch the wire

instant.

" It only
roll, so

make two

up

which ought to be put on with the greatest

clean, .steady
at the

wire started and allowed to

a perfect wire.

it is

couch-roll,

length,

divide, one machine-tender putting in the tube-rolls, the other the suction-

boxes, and getting the water-pipes all straight again.

fectly level.

its full

to its place.

as to

remains now to put on the levers, and weights, and the guard-board, and

make

the wire firm and somewhat tight.

set

the stretch-

The machine-tender on tour ought now

to

be

himself to examine everything carefully, to see that nothing has been omitted or done improperly, then let him start the wire, and run it a few minutes to make sure that it is all right. Meanleft to
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let the others go to work and get the felt rolls back to their places, put away all the planks and
and everything that has been used, in their proper places, so that when next wanted they may
know just where to find them.
"Now by following some such system as this a wire may be put on safely and expeditiously;
there need be no hurrying, yet the machine may be shut down, the wire put on, and the machine
started inside of four hours.
But to accomplish this, the foreman, or other capable and responsible
person, ought to be present.
Besides guiding and directing everything, he can do much to clear the

while

tools,

way

for the machine-tenders, by making sure that the articles needed are on hand just at the right
moment, and moved out of the way when used. A new apron may be wanted, which he can put on,
or it may be the guard-board wants a new cover, or there is a rusty bolt or two that he can clean and
Indeed a capable and intelligent man will find his hands full of work at such a time, helping
oil.
when he can, and getting out of the way when he is not needed. As far as it is possible and safe,

machine-tenders ought to be allowed to do things in their own way, as in that case they feel themselves
the more responsible for the behavior of the wire, and it is wise to have them both express themselves
satisfied that it is all right when started
they are then the more interested in doing all they can to
;

keep

it

"

so."

The whole

wire and all

its

belongings require the best care and attention that a machine-tender
it when nervous or in a hurry
far better sit down and wait till his

he should never go near

can give

;

hurry

over, or go to the water-pail

he

is

is

cool

enough

to

;

know what he

is

and hold
doing.

his

The

hands
careless

aud dash it over his face until
handling of a wrench or a brush, or a hasty,

in cold water,

movement of the hand is liable to do it an irreparable injury.
"There is nothing more characteristic of a good, careful machine-tender than the care and attention which he bestows upon the wire.
It makes no diflerence how much of a hurry either he or anybody else is in he will not leave it on shutting down his machine until it is thoroughly washed off,
nor will he start his machine until he is satisfied that his wire is all right he will take particular
pride in keeping it in one place, not moving the guide-roll more than two or three times on his tour.
A machine-tender careless on this point is sure to be in trouble all the time. The wire, moving rapidly
from one side to the other, makes the edge of his paper rough, causing it to break while he is taking
the paper over the machine. He has to run back in a great hurry and move the guide-roll ten to
one he moves it too much or in the wrong direction his wire is soon rubbing on the frame, or it is .so
twisted that he has to shut down, and take off the top couch-roll to straighten it."
careless

;

;

;

;

IV. The Presses.
124. Press-Rolls

and Housings.

—The

paper after

formed, and our efforts are next directed to free

The

process of

making

pajjer

pressure, while lying between
It is

it

by hand, where the

felts, is

it

has

left

the wire

is

sheets are exposed to a strong

again imitated.

done by means of two or more

j^resses,

which are alike

in principle.

Fig. 2, Plate II, gives a view of the two presses from the front side of the
chine,

of

and

is

fully

from water.

a continuation of the part represented on Plate

ma-

I.

Fig. 1, on the same plate, gives a view of the second press on which the manner
moving the doctor to and fro uj^on the surface of the roll, and the management of

the clutch

The

is

shown.

first

or wet press consists of a pair of rolls

15 inches diameter, the journals of which
19

a and

a',

of not

less

than 12

rest in upright ca.st-iron stands

to

B on the
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frames c of the mathiue. The lower roll a' is connected bv a coupling with a driA-ing
shaft on the back or driving side of the machine, and receives motion directly, while
is turned bv friction.
Both rolls A and a' are of cast iron and mostly hollow, and though the upper
one A mav be verv heavy, its weight alone is hardly sufficient to exercise the necesSometimes screws similar to A' are brought to bear directly on the
sary pressure.
The pressure may thereby be considerably increased; but
journals of the upper roll.
if any solid substance happens to get between the rolls, something must give way

the ujiper one

and break.
If levers and weights are used, the upper roll can be lifted up by the intruder,
which passes through Avithout breaking any jiart of the machinery. The presses in

our drawings are jirovided with double leverage like the couch-rolls. The screw a",
for which a thread is tai>ped into the cross-piece d, transmits the pressure to the roll

The lower half of the journal is
of the box A^ to which it is fastened.
by an iron band, which is bolted to the box a*, and compels the press-roll
to follow the movements of the screw a".
Instead of raising the roll a with a lever, and holding it in that position in the
usual rather rude manner, by putting keys or blocks of wood between a and a' whenever a felt is to be changed, the roll a is simply lifted up at both ends by a few turns
of the hand-wheels a*, which operate the screws.
"While the machine is running, the cap or cross-piece d is not allowed to rest on
or touch the housings b; it must be supported by the screw a" alone, and carries in its
A by means

encircled

These rods are joined together below the stands b in
d' d' at its ends.
which is bolted to the lever d^ near its restiug-point d\ The second
lever rests and turns in d', is connected with the first one d^ by a pin d^, and carries
the movable weight d', by which the ^iressure on the roll a can be increased or de-

turn the rods
a casting

d',

creased.

An

improved

press-roll

housing has been lately introduced, and

is

repre.sented

by Fig. 3, Plate II.
The screw a^ and hand-wheel a^ correspond with those in our Fig. 2. but instead
of being keyed together, the hub of the wheel a^ is tappjed out, and the screw fits
loosely in it.
The eyes of the bolts d', which connect with the yoke d^, are only
hooked into the short link y, Avhich is in the same manner suspended in the eyes z z.
Whenever it is necessary to raise the press-rolls, the weights and levers are lifted up
by hand, Y unhooked, and the bolt a- screwed up by the hand-wheel a*. This handAvheel

is

not jiermitted to rest on the housing while the rolls are at work, as the

weights and levers would not be able to exercise any influence.

The iirincipal improvement on the former construction consists, however, in the
open or broken form of one side of the housing, through which the felts can be taken
off

and put on more conveniently than

Of whatever

if it

were closed on both

size or material the rolls

diameter in the centre than

at

may

be,

sides.

they must be made of greater

the ends, in order to press equally at all points.

If
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perfectly straight or of uniform diameter, they will spring open in the middle

and form a hollow

place.

importance that the two

It is of the greatest

a straight line through their entire length

put upon them, because the paper cannot lose as
the other parts, therefore remains wet,

and breaks on

its

rolls

when the

should touch each other in

j^roper

much

amount of

jiressure is

water in a hollow place as in

consequently weaker in that particular spot,

is

subsequent journey towards the

A

reel.

certain quantity of water

from every part of the paper on the dryers the S230t which has not
been sufficiently pressed, and contains the most water, will therefore remain moist
is

evapoi'ated

when

;

the balance of the

web

is

dry.

If jiassed to the calenders in this state the moist spot would stick to the rolls

and probably be torn out

;

it is

therefore natural for the machine-tender to admit

steam, and heat the paper until the moist spot disapj3ears.

does not require so high a temperature,

The

rest of the

more

web, which

injured by being overheated, becomes brittle,

is

and breaks frequently on the calenders.

When

wet spots are seen in the

mine the cause and remove

It

it.

jiajier

may

the machine-tender should at once deter-

be that the guard-board does not

the coucher, or that the coucher or one of the presses
too

little,

that one of the felts

good order, &c.
The couch and

is

worn out or

is

close

on

much

or

fit

weighted down too

dirty, or that the dryer-felt is not in

jjress-rolls are, as before said,

usually

made

a

trifle full

—

—some-

times s\ to ^\ inch thicker in the middle than on the ends and then require a
pressure which is at all times strong enough to bend them into straight lines, and
frequently stronger than would otherwise be necessary.

The

Aveight,

which must be brought

to bear

on the

presses,

depends not only on

the quality and thickness of the paper, on the dilution of the pulp, and

its

treatment

on the wire, but especially on the condition of the felts. While the felt is new and
clean the water can pass through it easily, but a strong pressure is required after the
pores have become partially filled up.
It is very difficult to construct press-rolls, especially for wide machines, so that
they will not be too heavy, and yet sustain a strong pressure without bending. Their
diameters, however, should always be large, and in proportion with the width of the

machine.

Planehe advocates the use of three presses instead of two. Each one of them
would probably require less pressure but it is doubtful if that advantage would not
be offset by the increased difficulty of management, caused by an addition to our
;

already complicated machines.

Imperfect or worn-out press-rolls are often made to

them with

flour of

They can be made

emery while they are running
to touch in all their length

straight, as the harder surface of

the other one.

one

one another by grinding
on the machine.

by

this operation,

but not true or

rub into the opposite softer surface of
make them full in the middle by this method.

roll

It is also impossible to

fit

in their housings

will
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125. Brass

when
it

and Rubber-Cased Press-Rolls.

not in use

the rust

;

To avoid

this

and

—The

surface of an iron roll will rust

transferred to the felt as soon as the rolls start,

The surface
soon make it rough.

to the paper.

rust will

is

may

of the roll

to secure a

and from

be entirely smooth when new, but the

permanently bright and close-grained surface, the
Unless this
| inch thick.

iron rolls are frequently covered with a brass casing about

brass cover

is fitted

and give much

very tight

trouble.

made

to the iron

It is therefore

it

may become

bored out a

little

loose in the course of time,

smaller than the diameter

expand by being well heated, and then forced, while thus
expanded, over the roll by means of screw or hydraulic presses.
Press-rolls cased or covered with hard rubber of a brilliant, glassy-black ajjpearance have lately been used and recommended on the plea that by their elasticity the
natural elasticity of the fibrous web will be preserved, while it will be crushed and
They are prepared by giving to the iron roll first
killed between unyielding metals.
a coating of vulcanized rubber, hardened so that it will stick well to the iron, and
then a second outer cover of the same material not so highly cured, and therefore of
If well made, these rubber coats have certainly
a softer and more elastic character.
good qualities and give satisfaction. They present a very smooth surface, and are
largely used on lower press-rolls, where they are protected by a felt, and neither
exjiosed to the action of a doctor nor liable to be injured or scratched by impurities in
of the iron

roll,

the paper.
126. Doctors.

to

—The

upper press-roll

is

always supplied with a doctor, which

when broken, from going all around
and thickening on the roll, or, in other words, it keeps it joermanently clean.
These doctors consist of a cast-iron body e', somewhat longer than the roll, with
journals on the ends, which rest in bearings e bolted to the stands b.
A thin steel, brass, or hard-rubber plate is secured on the body e' all along,
The levers e^ fastened on the journals of e' carry
resting on the roll and scraping it.
weights E* on their ends, and increase the pressure of the doctor-blades against the
roll.
Hard-rubl)er blades are stiff and hard enough for the purpose, while they do
prevents parts of the paper or the whole sheet,

not cut the
It

roll as

much

as metal.

has been observed that the doctor-blades,

position all the time, will cause the roll to
to obviate this a slow vibrating

motion

is

if

allowed to remain in the same

given to them.

upon the surface of the roll by means of attachments
some similar mechanism.

—

and hollows, and
and fro
represented on Plate II, or

wear unevenly into
as

hills

They

are driven to

—

The lever F in Fig. 1 swinging uj^on. the pivot-bolt f' is connected at its
upper end with the doctor-frame, as shown, and its lower end has a point projecting
into a spiral groove f" in the clutch of the lower roll.
As the roll revolves, the
vibrating motion is given by the clutch to the lever, which imparts it to the doctor.
This rocking motion of only ^ to | inch on the upj)er roll, together with the use
of a hard-rubber blade, will keep the roll clean and the surface true.
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127. Disposition of the Felts.
The paper is led through the first press in the
same direction in which it moves on the wire, as indicated by arrows (Fig. 2). The
felt G on which it is carried is marked with dotted lines and the paper with full lines.
The upper press-roll makes tlie side of the paper with which it is in direct contact more compact and smooth than the lower side, which rests on the felt
and in
order to obtain a similar surface on both sides, it must be reversed in the second
press the side which was in contact with the felt in the first press must be brought
;

;

in contact with the metal surface of the roll in the second press.

For

g carries the paper underneath the second j^ress and
beyond it to a point where it is taken off by hand, led over the two
i, and laid on the second felt g'.
This second or press-felt g', moving in

this jjurpose the wet-felt

several feet

paper-rolls

i

a direction opjiosite to that of the ^lulp on the wire, as shown by the arrows, carries
the paper backward through the second press.

It will adhere to the

and turn with

taken off again, and led over another

it

upwards

to a point

where

it is

upper press-roll

paper-roll, located above the press-rolls, to the drying cylinders.

The two

presses jiroj^er are nearly identical in construction,

parts are therefore designated by the

same

and

their comj^onent

letters in both.

—

and Paper Carrying-Rolls. Two distinct sets of rolls h and i carry the
and paper respectively. Wood is the cheapest material of which they can be
made but, as they are exposed to constant changes of wet and dry, even those made of
best-seasoned timber will lose their form and become warped and untrue. A roll which
is not true is apt to do a great deal of damage by wrinkling the felt, or by causing
the paper which it carries, to break. It is advisable to construct the rolls of materials
which are less subject to the influence of heat and moisture, and will j^reserve them
straight, and circular.
The felt-rolls H are sometimes subjected to a very heavy strain b}^ tightlystretched felts, while the paper-rolls i have but little strain upon them.
The wider the machine is, or the longer the rolls are, the easier will they be
bent and their diameter should therefore increase with the width of the machine.
Wrought-iron tubes or ]>ipes of from 4 to 6 inches diameter, with cast-iron heads
128. Felt

felts

;

;

make very

well fastened in, wdll
similar size are
light,

more

while they

substantial felt-rolls

;

wdiile coi)per or brass rolls of

suitable to carry the paper, as they

offer

run easily and can be made

a smooth surface to the web, and will not rust.

When a felt is to be changed, the upper roll A is raised several inches by
means of the hand-wheel a', the front-side journal of the lower roll a^ is then lifted
from its bearing by means of a lever or jack-screw, the old felt is drawn out over the
roll A^ between its front journal and bearing, and the new one is passed in through
This can however not be done before all those carryingthe same narrow opening.
The journals of all these
rolls H, which are situated inside of the felt, are removed.
rolls rest in cast-iron bi-ackets

which the
boxes.

rolls

with half-open bearings bolted

to the frames,

from

can be quickly removed without any previous unfastening of bolts or
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Wet and

129.

Press-Felts.

—AU

pass through the fehs, and, as the

tlie
first

water which

pressed out of the paper must

is

press necessarily takes out a great deal

more

than the second press, the wet-felt must permit the passage of a larger quantity of
water than the press-felt. The wet-felts are therefore of a light and oj^en web, while
the press-felts are thicker and heavier.

The standard length
felts

12

feet

;

of wet-felts in the United States

the dealers are always supplied with

felts

therefore advisable to build the machines so that they will

Three
paper,

qualities of felts are

—the

superfine, fine,

makers are able

24

is

when

is

manufactured and used for corresponding grades of

and common

felts.

It is a strange fact that

only a few

their values

and prices

to jiroduce a superior article of these felts

wet, the lower grades

it

fit.

;

vary therefore considerably according to their origin.
It is well known that every kind of woollen cloth, especially
ably

and of press-

feet,

of these lengths, and

more

so than the finer ones.

felts,

shrink consider-

They should

therefore

be always made from 6 to 8 inches wider than the press-rolls, and the frames should

be far enough apart, and the

felt-rolls

h

long enough, to give them plenty of room

to spread.
130. Spread-

and Stretch-Rolls.

—To counteract the tendency

to contract or shrink,

These worms are made
of two strips of heavy felting, about 1 to 1 i inches wide, starting from a point in the
middle of the roll, where they are fastened, and winding in spiral or screw lines
around it, leaving at least two inches distance between the turns of the strips, until
they reach the ends, where they are fastened again. To hold these strips on ironrolls, they are sewed together in the middle, from where they start, and tied to the
roll there and at the ends with strings.
These strips of felt thus form right and left-handed screws on the roll the
one or more of the

felt-rolls are

covered with spirals or worms.

;

on them, is spread out to both sides by the revolving
roll, and kept from shrinking too much.
This system has entirely superseded the leather bands, which were formerly
sewed to both edges of a felt, and held in their positions by a series of brass rolls, fastened to the frames.

stretched

felt, fitting

Each
kept in

its

felt

is

closely

j)rovided with one or two guide-rolls

place.

If, for

instance, a felt

moves

h',

by means of which

to the front side of the

it

is

machine, the

machine-tender advances the journal of the guide-roll on that side in the direction in

which the

felt

runs over

it,

until

it

goes back.

guide-roll journal on the front side

is

If the

felt shifts to

screwed back against

its

the back side, the

line of travel, until

it

remains permanently in the middle.

The

constant wear and tear weakens and elongates the

felts,

and

it

becomes often

necessary to preserve their stiffness by stretching.
The bearings h" of one of the rolls
H, at a point where the felt takes a sharp turn over it, are carried on identical screws

H* at each end.

Both screws h* are moved by bevel wheels ir', connected by a shaft
which is turned bv the hand-wheel h* on the front side. The

across the machine,
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length of the

felts

can thus be increased by twice the length of the screws

most exposed, and weaker web, should have

wet-felt being the longer,

stretch-room, or

its

screws

131. Felt- Washers.

soon

sized, will
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h'*

—The

h*.

The

i)lenty of

should be as long as possible.
stuff,

especially if short, well loaded with clay, or heavily-

up the pores of the felts, so as to prevent the passage of water
To wash the wet-felt, a shower-pipe k is placed over it on the return

fill

through them.
trip, and immediately

having been soaked with water, it receives the friction or
l, fastened on a horizontal shaft below the felt, which
This washing opeis revolved with high speed by a small pulley on its back end.
ration, though it takes only a few minutes, necessitates stoppage of the machine, and
various attempts have been made to have the felt washed all the time while it is
after

beating of two wooden w4ngs

running.

Whenever a

felt begins to become filled up in some ^ilace, the pajjer is necessarily
by it, and sometimes may be marked for some time before the machine is
stopped and the felt washed. The water which cannot escape through that part of
This
the felt remains in the paper, makes it weaker, and at last causes it to break.
is an additional reason why a system of jsermanent washing would be preferable.
We understand that an arrangement has been successful in France, by which
the wet-felt on its return trip is first soaked by two shower-pipes, one above and one

affected

below, and directly afterwards freed from

its

surplus water between a

j^air

of small

press-rolls.

The

second, or press-felt, does not require to be washed so frequently as the wet-

and nothing is therefore provided for this purpose. It is simply soaked with
water, and receives a beating with sticks, in the hands of the machine-tender.
By this rough proceeding it is frequently ruined, and many paper-makers prefer
therefore to change the press-felt whenever it becomes stiff or filled up, and to clean
In one large mill it is a rule to change the
it outside of the machine in a felt-washer.
press-felts every morning.
Such separate felt-washers may be constructed of two wooden rolls, about 3 feet
The ends of
or more long, which rest in bearings on the sides of a box or trough.
felt,

the lower roll should be provided with flanges or heads of a larger diameter, to
prevent the felts from slipping out at the sides. The box is filled with water heated

by steam, while the lower roll is revolved by a pulley and belt outside, and thus turns
the felt which has been slijiped over it.
The felt becomes soaked with water while it passes through the box, and is again
deprived of its surplus by the pressure of the upper roll, which acts as a wringer.
Both wet and press- felts can be much better washed and rejuvenated, with boiling
water and soap in this way, than on the machine.
132. Troughs below the Presses.

—The

flows over the surface of the lower roll

n n. This is in
must be removed whenever a

the brackets or strips

box

;

but, as

it

water which is pressed out of the paper
and drops into the trough M, supported by
most cases a shallow and i)retty heavy wooden
a',

felt is

changed,

it

should be made of
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some lighter material.
more diameter than the

A
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sheet of galvanized iron, bent in a circle of about 6 inches

and nailed on wooden segments which form the ends,
and conveuient. This trough must be several inches
wider than the roll, in order to catch all the water, and the joint bv which a lead or
rubber pipe is attached to the outlet m' must be made with great care, to jirevent anv
We have seen paper breaking for hours,
drojjs of water from leaking through.
until the cause was found to be drops of water, which escaped through the joint m",
and made wet spot? on the felt below and consequently on the paper. A short metal
pijie riveted to the outlet m', near enough to the frame to be reached by the machinewill be

found to be

roll a',

cheaji, light,

tender, with a rubber pipe slipjied over
133. Air-Roll.

as

cannot

it

by

through the

pa.ss

there

is

it,

forms a safe connection.

air

between the paper and the

forms bubbles right before the

press,

felt g,

rolls

which,

and bulges

To prevent

the paper out.
it

—Sometimes

this, a copper tube-roll o rests on the paper, and, pressing
makes it impossible for the air to advance anv farther.
Clntch.
Each jiress should be supplied with a clutch and lever, by which

weight,

its

134.

—

can be either stopjied or started at will. When, for example, one of the felts is to
be washed, the press must run while the rest of the machine may stand still. The
levers should be within easy reach of the machine-tender on the front side of the
it

The arrangement shown in Fig. 1, Plate II, is the same as that used for
the wire and every other part of the machine represented on the plates.
The forked upper part of the lever r holds the movable part p of the clutch
machine.

embraced

it

;

lower end

is

pivots on the bearing

s,

which

connected by a bolt with the

front side of the machine,

where

it

point in the bolt v' of the stand r.

projects

flat

from the stand

iron bar

r'.

This bar

t,

and

r'

extends to the

connects with the lever v, which has

The hook

or dog w, which

is

its

its

forked

turning-

attached to the

lever y, rests with its lower sharp end in corners of the same form, which make part
of the stand v, preventing the lever v from falling back, and the movable part p of
the clutch from drawing out of the stationary part.
Whenever the press is to

stand

still,

the dog

pulled back.

If

all

w

must be raised out of

and T well fastened on immovable foundations,
135. Manag-ement of Felts.

—

is

out of line, the felt

press in that way, will be cut

The

the lever

v can be
u

it

works well and

is

convenient.

It is of the greatest imjxtrtance that the felt-rolls, as

well as all other rolls, should be level, square,

one of them

2:)Osition, l^efore

its

the parts of this mechanism are strongly buUt, and the stands

and

may become

parallel with each other.

If only

wrinkled, and. passing through the

and ruined.

h must

be placed in such positions that the felts make no unnecessary bends, and pass through the presses in as straight lines as jxtssible, because every deviation from the straight course offers an additional opportunity for
them to become twisted or wrinkled.
Felts, even if well taken care of, gradually wear out, and must be replaced by

new ones

rolls

;

but careless or inexperienced machine-tenders ruin many, by allowing
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them to become cut in the presses. If stabbed in that way, they can often be mended
by sewing up the wound but sometimes they are beyond cure.
A straight colored line is drawn square across every endless woollen felt by the
;

As

maker.
rectly

;

long as this line

is

seen parallel with the

but as soon as one part of

it

rolls,

the

runs ahead or lags behind,

felt is

it is

running cor-

an evidence that

one or more of the rolls are not set perfectly square and parallel, and the fault must
be corrected by the guide-roll, until the colored line is straight again.
136. Taking the Paper through the Presses.
The paper is taken from the wire

—

by hand, and

laid

un the wet

to the lower coucher as

it

felt,

the

first

carrying- roll of which should be as near

can be placed, without obstructing the passage of paper

—

and sometimes of thick ])ulp to the box underneath not over 2 inches distant.
is, again by hand, taken from the wet felt to the press-felt, and from the upper

It
roll

of the second press to the dryers, as already described.

A

narrow passage for the convenience of the machine-tender is usually left
between the second press and the dryers, and a j^lank x, resting on the frames and
bridging the
felt,

felt

and paper between the

first

press

and the

stretch-roll of the press-

jjrovides another passage to the driving side.

V. B> yers.
137. Construction of Dr5ring-Cylinders.

—The

drying-cylinders were

first

made of

copper, but they have been almost altogether superseded by cast-iron ones, as the latter
are less expensive, less liable to have their surfaces damaged, and will not change tem-

perature as quickly as copper ones.

In cases where iron dryers cannot be used, the

brass or copper shell should be very heavy, in order to combine as fully as possible

the advantages of both.
It

is

not only necessary that the surface of a dryer should be a perfect cylinder,

but also that the body should be thoroughly balanced.
these cylinders, being held and driven

by cog-wheels,

It

may be supposed

will be forced to

that

run steadily

whether they are balanced or not but it can easily be shown that this is not the case.
suppose, for example, that the cylinder has a heavy side or point, that it is
in motion, and that the heavy side occupies just now the lowest jwssible position. On
its way up from there, the cogs of its driving-wheel m [Fig. 1, Plate III] are pushed
forward by the cogs of the next connecting-wheel m', which thus sustain the extra
weight, and move the cylinder a.s if it were well balanced but on the way down,
during the second half of the revolution, the heavy side will run ahead of the push;

We shall

;

ing cogs of the neighboring wheel m' as far as the ^\&\ between the driving and
If the intermediate wheel m' between the second and third cyldriven cogs permits.
inders is driven by the main gearing through a pinion, and if the dryer of our ex-

ample

is

the last or fourth one, the motion

is

transmitted to

wheels or four movements of cogs in one another.

have some play between the driving ones, and
20

it

through

five

spur-

Each of the driven cogs must

if this is

j'g

inch, the

heavy side may

:
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avail itself of all these spaces or of

v'e

=

\

iuch, until the accelerated motion thus

by the cogs of the wheel or pinion on the main driving-shaft.
Or, in other words, on the downward movement of the heavy side of the unbalanced dryer, the cogs of its driving-wheel, which have been resting on the drivingcogs of the next connecting-wheel, sei)arate from them and advance downwards as far
the paper on the cylinder partakes of this movement, and
as they can, very rapidly
if suddenly pulled forward \ inch, it must break, unless it has enough elasticity to
stretch itself to that extent, or sufficient strength to hold the faulty cylinder andpre-

produced

is

arrested

;

vent

it

from following the command of its heavy side.
shells of di-yers should be of uniform thickness, and therefore

The

cast in loam,

same reason advisable to turn them inside as well as outside. The
sand-holes, which are frequently seen on the surfaces of dryers cast in sand, not only
make them rough, but, being often invisible, they open out only after they have been
some time in operation, and must be plugged to prevent the escape of steam.
The machine, parts of which are repre138. Admission and Escape of Steam.

and

for the

it is

—

sented on the pi-evious Plates I and II, has seven drying-cylinders, constructed like

and a' of the following Plate III

A, A',

two of which a^ and a" are shown

Plate III,

is

a plan of four cvlinders,

Fig. 2, Plate III,

is

an elevation of the same cylinders from the front

Fie.

1,

as sections.

which the two

a^

and

A" are

Fig. 3, Plate III,
it is

is

shown partly

side, in

as sections.

a side view of the automatic felt-guide, alongside of which

drawn.

enters the dryei-s through the main pipe b, the branch pipes c, and
These valves d have a flange d', which fits on the hollow journal e', and a
packing (usually an iron ring covered with cotton thread or lamp-wick) is placed
between the two. By tightening the nuts of the bolts D^, which connect the station-,

The steam

valves D.

ary bearing of the cylinder with the flanges d^ of the valve d, the packing-ring is
pressed until it prevents the escape of the steam.
should be allowed to collect in
If the water
the product of condensed steam

—

—

would reduce the temperature of the shell and the efficiency of the
and this is done either by scoops
dryers.
It must therefore be promptly removed
or pipes, through the arrangements represented in the sections of a- and a*
the cylinders,

it

;

respectively.

The

scoop

is

a cast-iron dijjper f fastened to the back-side head with two bolts G,
f', and emptying it through the

taking up the water with the opening or bucket

channel

f",

which forms

jxirt

of

it,

and through the connecting-pipe

f^.

This pipe

f*

enters only a short distance into the journal, but, being j^acked tight all around with

ordinary

hemp

or cotton packing, the water

is

effectually prevented

from flowing

back into the dryer.

The opening
valve,

for discharge is constructed like that of admittance,

and the packing

brace h.

is

but

it

has no

pressed by the screw h' threaded in the arched iron
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through the scoop,

in the cylintler is perfectly free to depart

with the steam from the other dryers and escape through the
waste-pij^e

i is

may

often so arranged that the condensed water

out obstruction, and

it

flow through

then becomes a means of communication between

all

mix

to

This

Avaste-ijijie.
it

with-

the cylin-

ders, through which the pressure inside of all of them is kej^t nearly alike and independent of the openings of the valves D. The free communication of the pipe i with
the outside air causes the steam to escape without having been fully utilized, and
must result in a large waste of fuel. Live steam of high ])ressure will rush through
faster and lose more than that which has previously been used and expanded in an

But

engine.

through the

it

will be beneficial in either case if

outlet-jjii^e

from the dryers

is

an obstruction

created

to its free discharge

by conducting the

escape-2)ipe,

which connects with i, so that it rises up again several inches above i in some point,
and thus causes the water to accumulate in i and its uj^right branches to the same
height.
The cylinders will be separated from each other and from the air by this
water, and the steam will be better utilized and condensed before departing.
The cylinder a' is j^rovided with an upright immovable escape-pipe k, extending
to within

about 1 inch of the shell, which, not being connected or turning with the

communicates through an elbow and a horiand the threads of all tiiese connections must
be cut so that they would only be screwed tighter if the cylinder a' should happen to
carry the pipe k around with it.
cylinder, does not disturb the balance.

zontal pipe K^ with the stuffing-box k"

It

;

If these escape-pipes are used in the j^lace of scoojis, the cylinders should be

from those shown on Plate III. The pipe k' should
and the stuffing-box k' should extend further in, while the
head of the cylinder may be flat instead of arched. A hand-hole l in the head permits the introduction and adjustment of the pipe k.
The condensed water accumulates in the cylinder until it reaches the lower end

somewhat

differently constructed

be as short as

j)Ossible,

when it will be forced through by the steam-jiressure into the wastethus constantly kept up to the inlet of the pipe K, but not higher, forming a gate, which prevents free communication between the difi'erent dryers and the
of the pipe k,

pipe

I

it is

;

waste-pipe

i.

The hot water escaping from

the dryers should never be wasted, but gatheretl,

can be used for feeding the boilers or some other purpose.
The process of making pajier by hand
139. Process of Dr3dng.

where

it

itated

by the machine up

—

artificially,

to the dryers.

but simply exposed to the

during that operation.

The

air,

Hand-made

])aper

and contracts

to

,%

is,

closely

is

or even

J

of

fibres join each othei- closely in all directions,

duce a firm and tough sheet.
On the machine the paper can only shrink very

little

im-

however, not dried
its

size

and pro-

in the direction in

which

Sometimes the original sheet,
formed on the wire, is even lengthened out through the action of the presses. Nothing
prevents the paper from shrinking in width or at light angles to the line in which it

it

runs, because

it is

constantly

drawn out and

stretched.
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travels

;

but

it

usually dried so fast that

is

on leaving the dryers

found to be very

is

has no time to contract, and the sheet

it

narrower than

little

it is

at the press-

rolls.

Bv

subjecting the pajjer slowly to gradually-increased temperatures, the natural

way of drying by air will be
made paper, its tough and

imitated as

much

as possible,

and the

qualities of

hand-

yet pliable body, will be in a measure given to the

product.

If the paper

is

dried

fa-st

and strongly heated,

reverse of those

we aim

even badly

although the engineer

sized,

at

;

it

may have

manner which,

until then,

lently heated

becomes cockled and unfit for

The
The

it

gave always good

larger the heating surface over
greatest

economy of

it

acquire qualities the

will

will be brittle, of porous appearance,

and sometimes
same

sized the pulp in j^recisely the

When

results.

use,

which the paper

fuel will be reached

the jiaper

is

and must be worked over

when

j^asses,

the

too vioagain.

the better.

number of dryers

is

so

large that all the steam used can be permitted to condense in them.

The

first cylinder should have the lowest, and the last one the highest, temperaand the steam-pi^ie, coming from the generator, should therefore connect with the
pipe B at the end, where the paper leaves the dryers.
140. Improved Arrangements of the Steam-Pipes.
The dryers of a Belgian

ture,

—

machine

at

the last Paris Exposition were connected

by pipes

in

such a way that the

I
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steam -would only enter into one or two cylinders, and on leaving them circulate

through the j^receding ones. This system would certainly heat a row of cylinders
but the large quantity of condensed water, which must be carried

very gradually

;

along from one to the other, would probably

Some

make

it

impracticable.

dryers have lately been built with both the inlets for steam and outlets

through the journals of either the front or the driving-side only.

for water passing

This saves the packing-boxes and their connections on one side, and has been found to
The construction of this improvement, in connection with a scoop,
give satisfaction.

shown by a section in Fig. G8. The steam enters through the channel b from above,
and the condensed water leaves through the channel c below, as indicated by the
The turned cast-iron cylinder a is divided by a partition so as to form these
arrows.
channels a wrought-iron ring d, shrunk on it, prevents it from entering too far into
the cylinder, and forms the bottom of a stuffing-box, of which e is the movable part.
The short pipe f connects the scoop with the channel c, and must be well fitted
to it, to prevent the escape of steam through the joint, as the scoop revolves while a
is

;

is

If a stationary escape-pipe, like

stationary.

instead of a scoop, this dangerous joint
141. Steam-Pressure Regulator.

k

[cylinder

a',

Plate III], were used

would be avoided.

—The heat of the dryers

is

principally regulated by

means of a valve on the main steam-pipe near the last cylinder. This valve should
be more closed or opened whenever the pressure of the steam increases or decreases,
which is very frequently the case if the steam comes directly from the boilers, where
If the
the irregular demands from other parts of the mill produce constant changes.
temperature of the steam in the cylinders
overheated, and will break on the calenders

wrinkles or breaks.
the steam-valve

is

rises,
;

the paper will be too dry, becomes

if it falls,

the paper

is

not well dried, and

Several forms of mechanism have been constructed, by which

to be

opened or closed automatically whenever the pressure changes.

patented steam-regulator shown by Fig. 69, and owned by Messrs. William
Russell & Son, Lawrence, Massachusetts, has found much favor, and has been adapted

The
to

many

A

machines.

which rest in stands on top of the frames, is
and the preceding one, and the paper is conducted

brass-roll A, the bearings of

inserted between the last cylinder

The boxes or bearings of this roll rest
it on its passage from one to the other.
on brass spiral springs, and the one on the front side is connected through the brass
rods c with the balanced steam-valve b, which admits the steam to the dryers.
screw is cut on the vertical rod of the valve b, and fastened to the horizontal
end of rod c by means of two nuts, one above and one below.
If the paper, which passes over the roll a, remains damp for want of sufficient
heat or steam, it occupies greater length, and has more elasticity than if it were dry,
and the roll a is i)ressed upwards by the spiral springs, raises the valve, and admits
more steam. If the paper is heated or dried too much it contracts, draws the roll A

over

A

down, and shuts

As long

off

as the

steam by closing the valve.
paper is dried a.s it should be, the

roll

a occui)ies a position at a
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permanent height above the frame

certain

paper

is

changed,

it

;

but

if

will comjjress the spu-al springs

regular position of the roll

a

will be

the quality or the weight of the

more or

less

than before, and the

above or below the one which

it

had

jireviously

occupied.

becomes necessary

It therefore

between the
This

roll

a and the valve

b,

to shorten or

as explained before, done with the nuts

is,

The rod

c

is

made of two

parts

:

suspended by means of a projecting

A

which

shown

jiin in a

is

and a lower one, which

cavity of the upjier

horizontal rod connects the upper part of v right above the

by one which permits the journal

paper runs over

u, the

journal

is

or the distance

held and guided between

in Fig. 69,

journal of a paper-roll D on the dryer next to the
rejjlaced

c,

fasten the valve-rod to c.

an upper one, which

plates fastened together with four screws, as
is

lengthen the rod

according to the quality and weight of the jiaper.

to .slide

last one.

jiart.

j>in

The

with the front

usual bearing

back and forward.

in the position farthest

away from

c,

is

While the

but as soon as

the paper breaks and leaves D, a spiral .spring, fastened to a fixed point and

wound

round the horizontal connecting rod, pulls the roll d and the rod itself back to the
end nearest to c. The upi^er part of c, being pushed in the same direction, leaves
the pin l)y which it holds the lower part suspended; the latter drops down through
its weight, and closes the valve b completely.
Tlie object of this last de.-!cribed part of the regulator

is

to cut off the

steam as

VAl'ER - MA CHIXES.
soon as the paper breaks

but by doing so

;

extent that the paper cannot be dried

it

if j^ut

]

59

allows the dryers to cool off to such an

over them a short time afterwards, until

they have been heated again, and a good deal of paper

may

thus be

left

damp and

will be spoiled.

If the piper breaks the machine-tenders prefer rather to waste
to

allow the dryers to cool

off,

and they only shut

This regulator

is

roll

d and

its

some steam than

steam entirely when the machine,

On some

or at least the production of paper, stops.

with the regulator, the

off

machines which are supplied

attachments are therefore disj^ensed with.

highly valued because of the greater uniformity of the paper

and the decrease of breakage or waste exjierienced through it.
Every dryer carries on its journal on the
142. Gearing, Size, and Disposition.
driving side a spur-wheel m, connected with the adjoining ones by intermediate spurwheels m', and one of the latter, usually the middle one, driven from the line shaft-

—

ing by means of a countershaft and pinion, sets
If the j^aper loses at

all in

that no notice need be taken of

all

the others in motion.

length while on the dryers, the shrinkage
it

;

the cylinders are therefore

same diameter, and run with the same

made

is

so little

of exactly the

sj^eed.

paper-machines built in Germany were provided with only one drying
cylinder of large diameter but a comparison of that system with our present one

The

first

;

explains easily

why

it

has been abandoned

Three cylinders of three

:

feet diameter, for

heating surface of 3 x 3 x 3.14

=

28/5%
x 3.14

example,

feet length,

offer to the

paper a

while their six

heads

= 42,^5 square feet* One cylinder
have an exposed surface of 6 x f
of nine feet diameter will accommodate 9 x 3.14 or 28/5% feet length of
paper like the three small ones, but its two heads occupy 2 x V x 3.14 ==
127y5% square feet.
All the heat, which escapes through the heads, is lost, and as the two
heads of the large dryer offer three times as much surface as the six of the
three small ones, the latter are, everything else being equal, more economical
as far as heat or fuel is concerned.

The temperature

of a series of cylinders can be graduated, as explained
is exposed to the same degree of heat so long as

before, while the paper
it

remains on the large one.

construction and management of small cylinders are easier than of large
and the paper-makers and engineers seem to have fixed about 30 to 40 inches

The
ones,

diameter as the most desirable size for dryers.

They are sometimes disposed in two or even three tiers, in order to bring each
side of the paper alternately in contact with the hot surface, the upper side of the
paper on the lower row, and the lower side on the upper row. The saving of room
may also be an object in this arrangement.
Since good calenders, especially those of chilled rolls, have been added to the
paper-machine, the surfaces are so well glazed that a difference between both sides, on
account of one-sided contact with the drver

can hardly be observed.

For conve-
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nience and easy management one row of cylinders close to the ground

is

much

to be preferred.

If dryei-s are

ones

is

j)iled

up on top of each

other, the steam

which

rises

from the

not only prevented from escaping freely by the upper ones, but

dampen both

felt

Each row of

and paper on them.

it

loAver

will also

cylinders also requires a separate

dryer-felt.

Though

as

much

of the surface of the cylinders as possible should be covered

by

the paper, a small part must always be kept open, to facilitate the escape of steam

and

to allow

is left

on

them

top, right

to be cleaned

On

while running.

the lower row this open space

under the eye of the machine-tender

have the exposed surface below, often

difficult

;

while the upper cylinders

of access, and certainly of very

little

assistance for the free discharge of vajior.

In most modern machines
press everybody favorably

all

by the

the chyers are j)laced in one row, and must imsimplicity of the arrangement as compared with

the several tiers in which they were disposed in former times.

—

Drying Paper. It has been found by theoretic
from experience, that about | pound of coal is required to pro-

143. Quantity of Fuel required for

calculation, as well as

duce steam enough wherewith to dry 1 pound of jMper.

number and arrangement of

The

fuel, boilers, jjipes,

and in some mills,
where, on account of insufficient heating surface, high-pressure steam must be allowed
to rush through the cylinders without condensing, 1 pound of coal or more is used to
dry a ^lound of

dryers,

(fee,

modify

this quantity

;

pajier.

144. Dryer-Felts, Carrying-RoUs,

and Guide-Rolls.

of wool, woven into a thick porous cloth

;

—The

best dryer-felts are

made

but they are so expensive in the United

States that cotton-duck, similar to that used for sails,

is

generally

u.sed.

This cotton-

100 yards or more from which the
neces-sary length must be cut off, put on the machine, and the ends sewed together
in a substantial manner.
The seam should be smooth and its edges turned outward,
so that it cannot make any impression on the j^aper.
A number of felt-rolls x, paper-rolls y', a felt-stretcher o, and a guide-roll n",
form part of the equipment of the diyers. They are constructed like the corresi^onding pieces of the presses, and everything that has been said about them under that
head applies here also.
J^elf-acting guide-rolls have been successfully introduced for these felts.
Their
The bearings p of the
construction can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, Plate III.
guide-roll >"' rest with their lower cylindric ends or pins in the short levers p', and
can turn in them.
These levers p' are fastened with the set-screws P" to the upright
columns p\ which turn on i:)ivots and carry at a right angle with p' also the longer

duck

is

manufactured in pieces of about 80

levers

p*.

of

and

p*,

Shield-like plates
if the felt

moves

to

p',

to

;

felt, are fastened to the ends
pushes the plate p' on that side in the same

facing the edges of the

one

side,

it

and the bearing p of the guide-roll follows at a right angle.
"Whenever the felt shifts to one side, the machine-tender advances the journal

direction,

1;

PA PER MA CHINES.
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1

of the ordinary guide-roll on the same side in the direction in which the

felt

6

runs

and this is exactly what our guide does automatically, if it is well made, carefully oiled, and if all its parts move easily and without friction.
The ordinary guide-roll is preferable to an automatic one, if the latter does not
work easily or if it is not kept in good order, because it will then deceive the machinetender with a false security, draw off his attention, and cause accidents.
If any one of the felt-rolls is not level or square, or if broken paper has wound
itself round some part of a roll, increasing the diameter there, the felt will be
stretched more in that place than in others, ultimately run in wrinkles, and mark or
break the paper. When a part of the felt has been thus bulged out, it would require,
the extended part
in order to lay flat, more room than was originally assigned to it
The wrinkle is pressed
is therefore flattened out by being doubled up into a wrinkle.
closer on the hot dryers than other portions of the felt, it soon becomes so weak
that the threads will not hold together any longer, and a hole is the consequence.
It might have been avoided by closer attention on the part of the machine-tender
but the only remedy now is to cut out the extended or sui-plus piece, and sew the hole
over

it

;

;

up

again.

Dryer-felts,
if

and especially those of canvas, are quickly made

brittle or

flow of pulp

is

shut

off,

If any one of the heads of the dryers does not close tightly, or

2)a]3er

which

is

wet and dry.
if all

Avill

flow on the felt and wet

carried on these wet jjarts cannot

breaks frequently, and the

felts

Whenever such

at the mill or at a

the

the steam should also be turned off immediately.

leak through some bolt-hole, they

The

burned

Whenever

allowed to remain on highly-heated dryers uncovered by paper.

if

it

drops of water

near the edges.

become dry, remains weak,

themselves are also quickly ruined by being by turns
a leak

machine-shop

;

must be stopped

at once, either

is

discovered,

it

cannot be fixed to remain permanently tight

but

it

the joints are not turned or planed smooth and straight.

The

felts

used

be dried formerly on special small cylinders, which are

to

generally dispensed with.

As

now

the dryers are situated in one row, covered by one

felt, the steam escapes principally from the open space on the cylinder and
above the canvas, and the moisture which the latter may contain has a good op})ortunity to evaporate on the long return-trip under the cylinders.
The deckels limit the width of the paper to
145. Width and Number of Dryers.

canvas

—

that of the wire, less about o inches (their

own

thicknass),

and the heating

surface,

The portion
or width of the cylinders clear of the heads, must be at least as much.
the
of the shell which covers the heads of the cylinder is not in contact with steam
heat

is

only conducted

to

it

through the iron

—and

—

it

should not be counted as

heating surface.
It has already

possible,

and we

been said that

will

it is

only add, that

desirable to have as large a drying surface as

than

less

five cylinders

of 3

feet

diameter will

any paiier-niachine with the speeds used at present but for
fast-running machines and heavy papers, many more arc needed, and their number

hardly be

sufficient

foi-

;

21
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may

be increased to ten or twelve with good

At

results.

making 100

drvers should be used for a machine

125

to

least

feet

seven or eight 3 feet

of light printing paper

per minute.

VI. Calenders.
146. Object

—

and General Construction. The calenders consi.*t mostly of iron rolls,
The lower roll is coupled to a shaft driven by belt and

placed in a stack or nest.

puUevs, and

all

the others are

may

moved by

The

friction.

surfaces of all the rolls, of

have therefore the same speed.
The machine-tender takes the paj.er from the last dryer by hand, puts it between
The object of this
the ujijiermost jiair of rolls, and guides it all through the stack.
operation is to comiuess the web, and especially its surface, so that the jiores or
Avhatever diameter they

hollow

sjjaces

between the

be,

fibres will

be

filled

up, and the whole mass solidified.

Pajier, like other materials polished in a similar

smooth,

manner, acquires thereby a

glos.sy ajipearauce.

To produce

a

uniform

sheet,

it is

necessary that the rolls should

fit

jierfectly

on

one another, and that their surfaces be true and smooth.
If the light shines through between the rolls while they are standing or running

empty, it is an evidence that they are not true if their surface is rough, they cannot
be exjjected to give a smooth one to the jiaper and in neither case are they fit for
Their polishing power is proportionate to their weight or
the duty allotted to them.
;

;

pressure they are therefore made heavy, and weights on a leverage, or screws, are
brought to bear on the upjier roll. Everything that has been said about the levers,
If they exercise too
•weights, and screws used on the presses may be repeated here.
;

heavy a pressure on the ends, the calender-rolls must spring up in the middle and
become useless, like the press-rolls.
If all the rolls are cast solid, and the top one is made very large (not less than
12 to 15 inches diameter), the necessity of using extra pres.?ure on the ends is entirely
avoided.
The bottom roll carries and moves the whole stack, and is entitled to the
same or a larger diameter than the top one but all the rolls between these two may
be varied to suit the intentions and views of the manufacturer.
Whenever the paper passes between two rolls, it is subjected to the polishing
;

pressure

On

;

the greater therefore the

number of

the other hand, very small rolls have

pr&ssure as large ones

;

little

rolls,

the more effective

is

the stack.

weight, and cannot exerci.se the same

but their smaller and sharper circles act more acutely upon

the paper.
147. Passage of the Paper over the RoUs.

—The

machine-tenders

lejid

the pajier

by hand round the rolls tar enough to make sure that it will pass in the right jilace,
and it requires a calm, collected mind, a quick eye, and nimble fingers to withdraw
the hands always at the right time.
Most machine-tenders have had their fingers drawn in or nipped, and the hands
of many will carry the mark made by the calenders to the grave.

;

PAPER -MACHINES.
"\^niile

some

will never learn to jiut the jiaper
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through

pro;ierly,

most men can

by practice and experience. The smaller the rolls are and the
faster they run the more difficult it is to lead the paper tln-ough, and as long as this
must be done by human fingers, they put an effective limit to the otherwise desirable
reduction of the diameter of these rolls.
We have seen fine stacks of calenders
standing idle, because nobody could pass the paper through them at the speed the
machine was running. Three, five, or seven rolls of about 8 to 9, 6 to 7, or 5 inches
diameter respectively, between the toj) and bottom ones, will answer in most cases.
The substitution of some mechanical contrivance for the machine-tender's fingers
at the calenders would be a desirable improvement.
Mr. Harper's mill at Westville, near New Haven, Conn., is the only one where
we have seen an attempt of this kind made.
The fingers used there and represented by Fig. 70 are in principle like those
used on sheet super-calenders.
The circular piece of flat spring steel is riveted to the horizontal lever b, which
rests on the rod c.
Two of these short rods c are fasttrain themselves to

it

ened to the calender stands for every
far

enough

roll

;

they reach

in to catch the edges of the narrowest

Fiq. to.

paper

the finger a.
The i"od b is flat, balances on
and can be placed on any jiart of it its end d being
just heavy enough to liold the point of A against the
roll, without exercising a pressure which might dam-

made with
c,

age

;

it.

^

We

J^=E=.^..=0

have been assured that a set of steel fingers of
this kind leaves nothing to do for the machine-tender
but to lead the paper in on top and take it away below
but if they should not give perfect satisfaction, we would suggest that the addition of
guide i-ibbons, such as are used for sheet super-calenders, might answer the purpose.

The paper

is

should increase as

always led in on top and out at the bottom, because the pressure
advances, and in this way one more roll is added to the weight

it

of every preceding pair.

—

The number of stacks which may be used in one
148. Quantity and Quality.
machine can hardly l>e limited, but seldom exceeds three, and one or two only are
usually seen.

Their quality is more imiwrtant than the quantity, as they will have no
whatever unless they are constructed in a thorough and substantial manner.

effect

The frames and bearings, carrying the journals of the rolls, must be substantial
and carefully made to enable the rolls to rest upon each other perfectly straight, their
If the rolls are not put up in this way, if
centres forming a vertical or plumb line.
they cross each other, they will twist and wrinkle the jiaper between them.
out

The continued friction of the ])iq)er, especially of lower or medium grades, wears
common iron rolls in an incredibly short time. It gradually wears an opening
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as thick as the sheets, wliile the

and

as wide

and keep the

passes remain intact

ends through which the paper never

rolls at the original distance.

"NMien the calenders

have reached that condition they are of no use, and must be taken out and turned or
ground off. If made of pretty hard iron, and kept in good order, they may give
satisfaction, but if they are soft, and must be frequently turned off at a heavj- expense,
it

will

be found more advantageous to dispense with them altogether.
Chilled rolls, with a hard steel-like surface, are

149. Chilled Rolls.-

They make

—

common

taking the place of

now

justly

iron ones.

a better surface because

They

being redressed or ground.

they are harder, and

la.st

for years without

The

are cast in thick iron moulds called chills.

contact of the molten iron -with the cold chill produces a change of texture in the
surface of the roll, turning the iron into a close-grained, fine metal, resembling steel.

This transformation

most perfect

at the surface, decreases

A

unaffected.

change of texture

may

towards the centre, and
be obsei'ved in such

rolls

one inch from the circumference.

as far in as

The

is

main body

leaves the

following quotation

is

taken from an article on this subject in Xo. 13 of the

Paper Trade Journal.
"

The

is the first consideration.
It must be charcoal iron, that is, iron smelted with
must be a 'chilling' iron, that is, an iron which, when melted and poured into
an iron mould, will have its surface, for a depth of from a quarter of an inch to two inches, hardened
or 'chilled,' the interior remaining soft or in the usual condition of sand castings.
It is a matter of

iron used

charcoal as fuel.

'

'

It

the utmost delicacy to have the quality of the iron proportioned to the casting

For example, the iron used
centre, and make a casting
rolls for

paper calenders

"The moulds
roll to

in

is

it

for casting a 12-inch roll, if used for a 6-inch roll,
so brittle that

it

such an iron as will

which the metal

is

is

desired to

would

chill

make.
to the

would not support its own weight. What we want in
make a chill from a half inch to one inch in thickne.-^s.

cast are of iron, varying in size according to the size of the

be made, and are technically termed

'chills.'

"These chills are pipes or tubes, from two inches to six inches in thickness, to absorb quickly
In casting, the
the heat from the melted iron, by which sudden cooling the 'chilling' is effected.
The
chill stands perpendicular, and the necks or ends of roll are moulded in sand in the usual way.
iron is poured through a channel exterior to the mould, so that it enters at the lower end, and rises up
through the chill, till it flows out at the top of the mould. When cool, the casting is removed from
the chill, and is ready for the lathe.

"A
shops.

lathe for turning chilled iron has but slight resemblance to the lathes ordinarily

Strong and ponderous,

it

moves but at a

snail's

pace

.-ieen

in

in fact, about one-twentieth of the speed

;

which Ifithes ordinarily move in turning iron. It is necessarily a work of great labor and much
time to turn a chilled roll, owing to its great hardness but let us here remark to those whose expectations may be too high, that a chilled roll, though hard, is yet softer than the steel which cuts it.
The
at

;

steel

itself is cut

hardened

steel,

who expect

by the sand

to use chilled rolls

The

in a grindstone,

surface of good chilled rolls

They

is

is

very

roll

We

both as calenders and crushers

the difference in hardness
tools in the

and therefore no

can crush the sand in paper with impunity.

little

which can be made, be it even of
this, as those manufacturers

mention

mav

be disappointed."

softer

than the hardest

steel,

and

not sufficient to admit of their being turned with steel

ordinary manner.

are

ground

in a

machine which

is

liuilt

like a lathe, with the difference
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that the cross-head or
carries
is

wagon

is

not one-sided, but extends

two corundum wheels, which grind the

roll

all across

on both sides

the

a mineral of the sapphire family, in hai'dness next to diamond.

It

l)ed,

and

Corundum

at once.
is

crushed to

powder and mixed with gum shellac, thus forming a paste, from which the corundum
wheels are moulded under a heavy pressure. These wheels are made about 9 inches
diameter and 2 inches wide, and used until they are worn down to a few inches in
diameter.

by means of screws. They are driven
and revolve with nearly three thousand
revolutions j5er minute, moving with the cross-hefid and gi-inding all the time, while a
stream of water flows constantly on to the roll, to keep it cool and clean. The work

The wheels

by separate

belts

are pressed against the roll

from a shaft above the

lathe,

of the attendant consists jDrincipally in tightening the grip of the grinding-wheels.
Two grinders are used instead of one, because they do more work, and prevent
the roll from being sprung out by the one-sided pressure of one grinder.

The grinding machine must be

constructed with the greatest accuracy, so that

the saddle carrying both wheels will be moved in perfectly straight lines.
The stack of calenders represented in Fig. 71 has chilled rolls, an expansion
started
pulley and a clutch arrangement, by which it can be quickly stopped and

from the front side.
The paper, coming fresh from the dryers, is rather
150. Steaming the Paper.
of the calenders as easily as if its surface were
impression
the
take
cannot
hard, and
somewhat humid. The dry paper is therefore frequently moistened with steam before
An iron steam-pipe about I inch wide with numeit passes through the calenders.
shower-pipe, is fa.strous holes as large as pin-heads, which might be called a steam
it first enters.
where
sheet,
the
below
inches
few
ened to the frames of the calenders, a

—
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As

soon as the valve

is

opened,

little jets

of steam start

the pipe, striking ami moistening the paper.
these pities

may

If

it

JIACIIIXERY.

all

along from the holes in

should be found desirable, two of

be used, one on each side of the calenders, to moisten both sides of

the paper.

The steam from

these shower-pijjes strikes the rolls and

makes them

wet,

when-

ever the paper breaks and leaves the calenders uncovered.

Mr. Frank Fletcher, of Newark,

Del., overcomes this difficulty

by

a very simjile

arrangement, which shuts the steam off automatically when the paper breaks, and
admits

it

when

it

is

running

right.

A round

block of light wood, about 5 inches

long and li inches diameter, rests freely on the middle of the web of j^aper between
the dryers and calenders.

It

attached to a light iron rod, which ascends a short

is

distance in a perpendicular line

then iiroceeds in a horizontal direction parallel with

;

the rolls to the front side of the machine, and

down again

to the

end of a

lever,

opens and closes the stojj-cock on the steam-pipe supj^lying the shower.
I^aper

is

the rod

which

M'hile the

moving, the wooden block simply

is

caught

at its

rests on it, but it foils a few inches until
upper end in a hook or wire sleeve, Avhenever the paper breaks.

It is jiermitted to fall just

enough

to close the steam-cock,

and reopens

it

as soon as

the paper runs through and carries the block again.

Mr. Fletcher uses a steam shower only against the side which has been in conit is the hardest, while the other one is comparatively soft and moist.
The steam meets the paper on the forward side of the
calenders, where it descends over the toji-roll.
Every steam shower-pipe must be provided with a bent sheet of tin or a trough,
by which all the water which may escape with the steam is caught and carried off.
tact

with the surface of the dryers, as

This steaming process not only improves the surface, but also increases the weight
of the paper and draws off

its electricity.

Calenders, if very large, j-equire a considerable
if

not long and wide, frequently

To

jjrevent trouble

from

slip,

and cause the

amount of power, and the

belt.*,

pajier to break.

this source the calender-shaft

is

sometimes provideil

with a spur-wheel and driven by a pinion.

YII. Beek.
151. Different Styles of Reels.

— Before the

invention of paper-cutters for endless

webs, the pajier was usually taken through the slitters after having

left

the calenders,

and then wound up on reels. After a roll of considerable thickness had thus been
formed, it Mas cut through in a straight line, parallel to the reel shaft, placed on a
table, and cut by hand with a long knife fastened to it for that purpo.se.
These
reels are yet used in some mills, and constructed so that the wooden cappings can be
moved in or out to increase or decrease the diameter. They must be adjusted to make
the circumference a little lono;er than the desired shtet of iiaiier, leaving a margin
lor

trnuming.
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If the sheets are to be, for example, 3G inches long, the diameter of the reel

must be about 12 inches; and

is wound up on
and the length of the outside circumference 48 inches or one-third more than desired. The average waste produced
by cutting the paper down to 36 inches will be over one-half of one-third, or onesixth of the whole production of the machine.
This enormous waste would be sufficient to encourage the addition of paperit, its

a roll of paper of 2 inches thickness

if

outside diameter will be 12

+ 4 ^ 16

inches,

cutters to the machine, even without the saving of labor

The American paper-makers seem
tem of cutting cannot be seen
made.

in this

to be well

which they
aware of this fact

effect.
;

for the old sys-

country except in mills where tissue-paper

is

The paper, before it is allowed to go to the cutter, is invai'ial)ly wound up on
The cutter, being supplied from full or finished reels only, can be stopjwd or

reels.

started while the
is

machine

is

running, and

to a large extent independent of it.
It
run too fast, and this is attained by cutthat is, two or three thicknesses of paper at
is

also desirable that the cuttci's should not

ting the 23aper from two or three reels,
once.

To do

machine must be supplied with at least three or four
which feed the cutter, while one receives the paper.
The

this the

or three of

fastened eithei' on stationary or revolving frames.
reels perpendicularly,

one above the other.

The

reels,

two

i-eels

are

stationary frames hold three

Their construction

is

simple, but the

number

of reels cannot well be increased, as a fourth one wouhl have to be placed so

high as

to

be out of convenient reach.

—

—

especially to fast-running machines
the cutter
must work very well in order to empty them as quickly as they are required by the
constantly arriving paper; and if they are stationary, they have the additional disadvantage, that the paper is drawn by every one of them in a different direction from

If only three reels are provided

the calenders.

The revolving
easily manij^ulated,

frames, which admit of the use of from four to six reels, are
draw the paper always in the same direction, and deserve the

preference.
152. Construction of Revolving Reels.

represented on our plates, and

Each of
shows

b'

b'

shown

b'""

carries

—One

of them forms part of the machine

in a side

on

its

and front view by Figs. 72 and 73.
Our drawing

shaft a spur-wheel a^.

paper and its spur-wheel A" in contact with the
which receives motion through the pulley c and the short shaft a.

B" in jjosition to receive the

driving wheel

As

the reels b

is

the

a',

i:)aper

is

and

if

increases,

wound uj) the diameter of the reel, or rather
the number of revolutions remains unchanged,

of the paper-roll
the paper, being

must inevitably break. The pulley c is
therefore loose on the shaft a, and moves it by friction only. The collar d' is also loose
on the shaft; collar d is fastened on a with a set -screw, and pieces of leather of the .same
diameter as the collars are placed between them and the hub of the i)ulley c. The

drawn

witli a constantly increasing speed,
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A

shaft

and by

is

key

slatted out for the

a notch in collar

d'.

of the shaft, pj-esses the collar
collar D, jiroducing a friction

reduced as

The

may

which

d",

held in jjosition by means of two pins

is

A set-screw d', bearing on a
the pulley

c,

be desired.

portion of the shaft a, between the set-screw and the jnilley

section, for the better explanation of this friction

The

light rod in the hollow centre

and the leather rings against the fixed
between those parts which can easily be increased or
d',

shown

c, is

pulley c thus moyes the collar d and with

the

it

reel,

and

as the tension of

the paper becomes stronger with the increasing diameter of the roll of paper,

comes the
is

friction

between the leather and the

2nilley,

it

The

reel shafts are fastened

becomes

with, the shaft e.

crank

f"

A spur-wheel

on the arms

;

the

e',

which are keyed

f'

until

jiaper

e, is

Wheneyer a

on the front side of the machine.

moyed by this gearing and crank
empty reel has taken its place the

is

It
d",

slack.

on the same shaft

E",

oyer-

and the latter slijis a little.
means of the set-screw

the machine-tender's business to regulate the friction by

so that the paper neither breaks nor

as

arrangement.

it

to,

and turn around

turned hj a pinion F and

reel is filled

with

is tlien

paj)er, it

and an
broken through and wound uj) on

has reached the position of

b,

latter.

It is necessary to

hold the

reels,

resented in our drawing, and this

is

while working, stationary in the position repaccomjilished by

means of the

lever g,

which

rA P ER
and by the bolt

jiivots in g',

shown on a

The
to

hold

it

h

is

G" fostened to

fastened to the stand

notched ont to

is

in

When
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A

section of this bolt

G

is

larger scale in Fig. 74.

casing

of this bolt

-

its
it

i,

and

in

it

rests the bolt (r.

the projecting rib of each of the arms

fit

e',

The hcad-H'
and

is

forced

grip by the pressure of the spiral spring in the casing h.

is

necessary to

move the

reels round, the

machine-tender

])ulls

the

G back, presses the spring together, and allows the arm e' to start off. He then
leaves the lever g to itself again the spring pushes the bolt g' forward until the next
arm e arrives, and by its own motion fastens itself in the notch of the head ii'.

lever

;

Every
B'

reel is

provided on the front side with a pulley k, which

is

not shown on

in order to leave the bearing wherein the reel shaft rests uncovered.
the paper is rolled off from b b' and b", it nuist be kept stiff or stretched; leather

(Fig. 72)

While

bands, carrying weights at one end and fastened

at

the other, are therefore laid over

bands on the pulleys can be adjusted by
means of the Aveights and the paper kept of the desired tension on its way to the cutter.
A section of the reel b" in Fig. 73 shows the iron spiders, the ends of wliich are
the pulleys

K

of such reels.

The

friction of the

tenoned and pinned into the wooden cappings which carry the paper.
The paper becomes strongly loaded with electricity by the
153. Electricity.
It is often ea.sy to draw sparks
dryers and in the calenders.
heated
friction on the

—

22
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by siraplv bringing the finger? near it, and sometimes it gives trouble at the cutter
by making the sheets stick together so closely that they can only with difficulty be
se2)arated.

A

copper cylinder, of 2 to 3 feet diameter, connected by a wire with the soil, or,
with a body of water, is in some mills interposed between the calenders and
the paper conducted over it, and relieved of its electric burden.

better,
reels,

YIII. Trimming and Cutting.
154. Slitters.
after

it

has

— The

edges of the paj^er Avhich has been

wound up on the reels,
The sheets

the drvers, are always rough, and must be trimmed.

jia.ssed

ordered by the consumers are seldom
paper, and the web

is

lai'ge

enough

to require the

whole width of the

therefore cut lengthways into two or three parts

by means of small

circular knives called slitters.

One

or two pairs of slitters must be provided for this purpose, in addition to

those which trim the edges.

The

shafts

a and

B, Fig.

75, represent tho.«e carrying the upjier

and lower

slitters.

Slitters of the

as

view and

iron

body

c;

section.
it is

most generally known construction are shown in tho.se marked c,
steel riug-shaiied ])late c' is fa.stened with .screws to the cast-

A

from

g

to |

edge at the circumference.

inch thick and turned slightly concave, making a sharp

Two

of

them on a and b running very

edges touching each other, will cut the paper like shears.

The

slitters

fast,

with their

on one shaft are

fastened with set-screws, and those on the other slide freely, pressed against their mates

by means of spiral springs c^ and collars c''. A key-seat is cut from end to end in
both shafts a and b, so that the slitters and collars can be set in any place.
The edge of the steel plates c' gradually wears down, and their diameter becomes
smaller.

The lower

shaft rests stationary

on the frames, and

is

driven by a belt and

pulley on the projecting end; but the upper one can be lowered a short distance, until

the plates

c"

overlap each other sufficiently.
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cogs of the driving ])inions d and e must be very long to be able to follow

up and down movements of the

One quadrant

upjier shaft,

and yet remain geared.
is drawn separately

of the pinion d, showing the form of the cogs,

in our Fig. 75.

Several kinds of

slitters,

on which the diameter of the cutting edge j-cmains

always the same, have been constructed.

Some

made

are

entirely of cast iron, turned conically on the edge like f, but

they have to be frequently sharpened.

To avoid

used up.

It

without being

however,

is,

difficult to

temper

a steel

this,

a cast-iron body g, and then turned out so thin that

it

band

ii is

shrunk on

remains self-sharpening until

this steel ring, so that

it

will cut well

brittle.

After prolonged and repeated use of these different

slitters,

the author preferred

on a cast-iron body c for ripping or separating the web into sheets,
and retained f and g only to trim the edges.
But the advantage of f and g, that the distance between the two shafts can re-

the old plate

c'

main undisturbed,

is lost

one or two only of the plates

as soon as

c'

therefore preferable that one shaft should carry only one kind of

paper-makers, after frequent
clusive use of the old style

trials

are put on.

slitters,

It

is

and many

with other constructions, have returned to the ex-

c.
slittei's touch each other at many
were pressed together only where they

If the edges or plates of the upper and lower
points, they cannot cut as sharj^ly as if they

work.

It

has therefore been found of advantage to set the ujiper shaft a little out of
way that the edges which the paper meets first are alone in contact.

square, in such a

The

deviation from the square line required for this purpose

the working of the spur-wheels will not suffer from
If the slitter-shafts are not strong

and

stiff,

is

so trifling, that

it.

they will spring and

make

accurate

cutting impossible.

The diameter
machine

—

of the slitter-shafts should be increased with the width of the

a 3 inch shaft being, for example, right for an

155. Cutters.

—The

action of the cutting-machine

is

84 inch machine.
an imitation of that of the

by hand.
on which the paper is spread for the operation of the latter, is represented in the former by a stationary bed-knife and while the sheets are passing
over or resting on it, the movable knife begins to cut at one end, and gradually pro-

knife, guided

The

table,

;

ceeds all across, like scissors.

The
cutters

cutters

and

may, according

to their construction, be cla.ssed as

continuous feed-

stop-cutters.

On continuous feed-cutters, of which we know only one kind, the jiaper is
moved forward without any check it travels on while it is being cut off.
The reels deliver the paper continuously also to the stop-cutter, as long as it is
in motion, but the web is prevented from ])rocecding between the knives; it stops
;

while the cut

is

being made.
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Of

this latter kiiul, a great

many

RAGii

different ones

BY

2fACIJIXERY.

have been constructed

but

;

we

content ourselves with the description of the one which forms part of the
machine represented on the i)lates, and of a later invention, which seems to deserve

shall

the attention of paper-makers.
156. Continuous Feed-Cutter.

— A side

feed-cutter are represented in Figs. 76
tion, Fig. 76, is

shown

as a section.

The paper coming from
rolls

A

a',

through the

lower edge of which

the reels moves in the direction of the arrows, over the

and over the bed-plate
e, and cut off.

d, at the

parallel with the shafts or square to the frame,

and the

.slitters b,

it is

The bed-knife d

and front elevation of Gavit's continuous
and 77. The upper part of the side eleva-

is

the feed-rolls c

c',

met by the revolving-knife

revolving-knife e must be fastened in e' e" so that

it

forms an angle with

it

;

in

Fig. 76.

Other words, one end e of the knife e must strike or rather pass

D a short time before

In this short time, during which the sheet is cut, the
paper moves continuously on, and has pas.sed some distance ahead of the bed-knife d
at the end e, before e cuts the other end e'.
If the knives were arranged so that the
cutting edges would meet in a horizontal or level line, the sheets would not be cut

the other end ^ reaches

it.

show one corner considerably further out than the
is given to the knives; if the bed-knife d is
set so that it descends from e to e* as much as the sheets would be out of square if the
edge of D were horizontal, the cutting-knife meets and cuts the paper on a square
line drawn from the point where the end e has made the first incision.
This deviation from the horizontal line, or the advance of the end e' beyond e,
square

;

other.

must be

thev would,

If,

if

folded up,

however, an inclined position

different for sheets of different lengths, respectively for different speeds of the
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by means of the set-screws e'. The cast-iron
which the revolving-knife rests, have a projecting extension, which
carries the cast-iron body i)', to which the steel bed-knife is fastened with screws.
The set-screws e'' are threaded into the cast-iron bearing common to the two feed-rolls
c and c\ and their lower ends rest on the upper parts of the two bearings e', either of
which can be lowered or raised, and with it the two knives d and e. The bolt-holes,
revolving-knife, and can be regulated

bearings

e',

in

through which the bearings

e'

are attached to the stands or frames, are elongated

perpendicularly, to j^ermit of their being shifted

not merely rest on

e',

which the position of d

The
thrown

in

but

its

up

or down.

The

bed-jilate d^ does

ends are held between two set-screws u' and

relative to

d^,

by

e can be adjusted.

is connected with its shaft by a coupling, which can be
and out of gear by the lever f\ and the cutter thus stopped and started. A

driving-pulley f

from the shaft of f the paper is therefore fed
with invariably the same speed so long as the general speed of the machine does not
change, no matter of what length the sheets are to be cut.
The rolls c and c' must hold the paper with a firm grasp to pull it uniformly
from the reel they are of copper or wood, covered with felt, and c can Ix' pressed
belt c' drives the feed-roll c' directly

;

;

by means of two set-screws C". On wide machines these rolls should be
very strong, to j^revent them from springing in the middle. The felt-cover is frequently not rough enough to hold the paper tight, permits it to slip between the rolls
A number of square diamondc and c\ and causes the sheets to be cut too short.
shaped pieces of felt are therefore tacked or sewed on the surfiice of c, which act like
against

so

c'

many

fingers,

and give

to the roll

an appearance similar

to a chess-board, the
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white

fields

A

Only the advance corner of

being represented by the pieces of feh.

these diamonds need
sheet

is

l.)e

tacked or sewed on

;

may

the remaining parts

be

loose.

cut off as often as the shaft e* of the revolving-knife

makes one

g'

on shaft h,

revolution.

This shaft carries a spur-wheel

which

g,

is

geared with the pinion

moved by the wooden cone-pulleys h\ h", and belt h^ By turning
the crank h* and the screw which shifts the belt H^ the speed of shaft h and conse-

and through

it

quently of the revolving-knife e can be changed at

will,

and with

the length of the

it

If the revolving-knife e runs faster, the sheets will be shorter

sheets.

;

if it

moves

slower, the}' will be longer.

If the cones h' and H" are short

and

steep, a trifling

change

in

the belt will cause a considerable change in the length of the sheet
fore be cut

The

more

precisely if the cones are long

revolving-knife

is,

and

;

the position of

they can there-

less steep.

like the bed-knife, a steel plate with a straight edge,

is fastened to the circular plates e", and supported
by the arms e'. It is sometimes necessary to spring out the knife e at or near the
middle to make it cut at every point, and this can be done by driving keys between e
and the arms e'.
The duty of the brass tubes or wooden rolls e^ e', e", is to i^revent the sheets

screwed on a cast-iron body, which

from

falling straight

down, and

to carry

them

in the circle indicated

by the arrows,

running over the iron rolls k and l,
which deliver them on the box or table m, where they are piled up, and assorted as
much as possible by female attendants. The roll k is turned into high and low parts,
in order to keep the strips i at the desired distance it receives its motion through a
until they reach the endless strips of felt

i i

;

belt K^

from the shaft of the

The

feed-roll

cone-ixdleys h' and

ing, a space of nearly the

longer

The

from the shaft of the revolving-knife.

—consequently

h'-,

same

flatter

by a

belt b^

in our

draw-

slitter-shaft is driven

c;'.

with stand and

belt, occu^jy, as

size as the cutter itself.

shown

This space

— pulleys than those represented

may

be saved, and

used, if they are placed

right under the cutter, resting on the frames, both at the same height above the
floor.

The

theory, on which the construction of these cutters

(juite correct, but,

is

based,

is

apparently

though many are in practical operation, few paper-makers succeed

in cutting square sheets with them.
Its
l)c

made

with

many
to cut

other good qualities and the

near enough square for

many manufacturers.
The difficulty of cutting square

knives, which

We

is

fivct

many

sheets

is

that,

with careful management,

kinds of paper, have made

it

it

can

a favorite

caused by the double adjustment of the

necessary whenever the length of the sheet

is

changed.

have been properly adjusted, and are cutting
sheets of a certain length and breadth square and correct, and that we desire to
change the length of the sheet a few inches. The belt on the cone-pulleys must be
will suppose that the knives
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until the sheets are of the desired length,

be found not to be jicrfcctly square, and to remedy

when they

this, either

will in

most cases
e' must

the end e or

be raised or lowered a little. Though the revolving and bed-knives are supported
by the same bearings e\ it is often found that they will not cut entirely across the
sheet whenever one of these bearings has been moved w]) or down.
The bearings e^ are only slotted out perpendicularly to allow them to move up
and down while the bolts which fasten them to the frames remain in their places, but
there is no j^rovision made to permit of a movement sideways.
If

we

consider the bearings y} with the two knives as a solid, unchangeable,

oblong frame, which

it

lower ends of e\ will

ought

to be, it is evident that its

move sideways a very

two lower corners, or the

short distance,

if

they be allowed to do

whenever one of the up2ier corners alone is moved uji or down. But no provision being made for this movement, the long sides of the oblong frame or the knives
are bent or sj^rung and will not cut; the machine-tender alters their relative positions
by means of the set-screws d' and d', to remedy the evil, then turns the set-screws e''
again, and keejis on trying and altering until he is perfectly satisfied if the knives
so,

will cut at

all,

even

if

the sheets are not square.

If the bearings e^ are suspended in the bolts at the upper end, so that the moving

upper and both lower corners can freely swing sideways while one side is lowered or
raised, if all the bolts are loosened while this is done, and if the machine-tender
understands the princijile of the movement, there should be no necessity for changing
the relative positions of the two knives, or of ever touching the set-screws d' and d^,
excejjt when the bed-knife must be taken out to be sharpened or replaced by a sharp
one.

The

cause of difficulties

cutter has been built.

frames

may

The

may

shafts

sometimes be found in the manner in which the

may

not be strong enough and

not be solid, or the working parts

may

may

spring, the

not be finished with sufficient

care.

If very long sheets are cut, if they are thin, pliable, and considerably longer
than the circumference (usually 3G inches) of the revolving frame, to which the knife
E is fastened, they move faster than the circumference, and being thrown against the
e', are retarded by the contact with the slower revolving frame, bend into
and are carried round a second time, cut again, and spoiled. The revolving frame

rods e" e^
it,

should be of a larger diameter for such sheets.
The difficulties experienced with this cutter in cutting square sheets of different
lengths have caused the invention of improvements, by means of which they can be
overcome.
157. Fletcher's Improvement.

ceived a patent,

The
elevation,

sheet

is

November

—Mr. Frank A.

Fletcher, of

Newark,

Del., has re-

28, 1871, for a device of this kind.

following Fig. 78 and Fig. 79 show his invention in section and front
y ;/ are flexible metallic plates bent along the line z s' one for every

fastened to the bed-knife d, and the lower portion y^

;

is

bent up in the manner

by machixery.
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shown

in the section.

The

paper, going in the direction indicated by the arrow,

descends between the feed-rolls c c\ travels at one end over the bulged-out portion y^
of the elastic plate, and reaches the revolving knife e later than if

The

it

only passed

must be bent up
more for long and less for short sheets the exact position is soon found by experiment. The metallic (copper) plate may also be cut through on the line z z^, both
parts joined together with hinges z^ at the lower end, and by a strip of sheet lead h
This strij) x is fastened by the screw z* and soldered to
at the upper projecting end.
y'; it is stiff enough to hold y in any position, while it can at the same tune be easily
over the straight plate, as

it

does at the other end.

plate

i/^

;

bent.

Mr. Fletcher uses a separate regulating plate y

sheets that
far

is

to be cut, because the projecting

from the bed-knife d

if it

y' for

every web or train of

end would have to stand out twice as
it would if serving for one

served for two sheets, as

only.

At
plate

the lower end of the line z z\ where the knives begin to cut the sheet, the

and the paper comes from the feed-rolls c c' in a straight route but
e continues to cut towards the other end, the increasing projection of i/^
the sheets to travel round it, and thus retards the arrival of the square line

y

^^ is

flat,

;

as the knife
forces

on wliich they are

to

be cut until

^lien the knives are once
tachment, be

met by the knife

e.

they will cut through, they can, by this at-

made to cut square for difl^erent leugths of the sheets without changing
From personal observation we can state that the sheets cut in this

their jiositiou.

way

it is

set so that

leave nothing to be desired.
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158. The Dog-Cutter.
A stop-cutter of this name, which
paper-makers for the better distinction from other stop-cutters,

vations,

showing

The

it

it

has been given by

is

represented by ele-

from the tending and driving sides in Figs. 80 and 81.

as seen

front view (Fig. 80) shows the line on which the paper passes to the knives.

wooden feed-roll a by the weight of the three wooden
which form one ijiece of casting, bolted to the frames on

It is pressed to the felt-covered,

B

rolls

each

B^ B-, the bearings of

which
c

;

The frames

side.

The

it is

carried

is

by a

solid cylindric casting c, to a projection of

This projection extends over one-fourth of the circumference of
at one end, and winds its way across in a spiral line until it reaches the

fastened.

starts

it

are slotted out to allow the adjustment of this casting.

revolving-knife

The screws with which

other end, a quarter of a turn later.

fastened to this projection are so numerous that they force

form of the

The

the thin steel knife
to

it

adapt

itself to

is

the

casting.

D is fastened on an upright cast frame d'\ which turns
on hinges d\ and thus yields to the 2:)ressure of a spiral sj^ring on a screwbolt D^, supported in the solid stand d*, whereby the bed-knife t> is pushed against
the revolving-knife.
One such hinge and sjDring arrangement is bolted to the frame
on each side, and the latter is slotted out to permit it to be shifted sideways.
horizontal bed-knife

slightly

The ends

of the casting, which forms the immediate support of the bed-knife d,

are fastened to

bed-knife d

The
it

D^.

may

A part

of the frame

revolving-knife

strikes the bed-knife

is filed

first,

down

a

but recovers

it

could

By

if

broken out in the drawing, so that the

little
its

thus pushes the bed-knife d gradually back

than

is

be seen.

the corner which

first

(about ^^ to

inch) at the end, where

|

original size a few inches from the end.
,'g

to I inch,

and

touches projected as

fits

much

to

it

closer

It

and neater

as the following partS;

tightening or loosening the spiral springs the bed-knife can be pressed more

or less against the revolving-knife.

While the

feed-roll

is

stopped the

jiajier

continues to come from the reels, and

roll e, the journals of which slide up
and down in the frames e\
Between the slitters f and the feed-roll a, the paper is carried over a wooden
board G supported by brackets fastened to the frame. The board must be covered
with zinc or copper, and offer a smooth surface to the paper. A similar zinc or
copper-covered wooden support g' is given to the paper before it enters the slittere.
The pulley h' on the lower slitter-shaft is driven from the pulley H on the feedis

held in tension by the weight of the wooden

roll shaft.
is driven from the shaft i (Fig. 81), which receives its motion
and pulley i\
The spur-wheels k and k", mounted respectively on i and on the shaft of the
revolving-knife, are of equal size and connected by an intermediate wheel k' their
shafts make therefore the same number of revolutions, or k' turns once, and the revolving-knife makes one cut for every revolution of the pulley i'.

The whole

from the

cutter

line shafting

;

23
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the feed-roll shaft, has 36 cogs,

The spur-wheel a\ on
of the vrheel l

;

the feed-roll A

With every

ence.

through the

A sheet

is

revolution of the feed-roll or of

cutter, or 1

1

=

^

and

is

moved by the cogs

of 9 inches diameter or 28.25 inches circumfer-

a^ 28.25 inches of

pajaer jjass

inch for every cog.

whenever the revoh'ing-knife or the shaft i accomj^lishes one revoIf the
is determined by that which the feed-roll a supplies.
Avheel A^ is, for instance, turned one and a half times, or as far as 36 + 18 or 54 cogs
42 inches. The
while the shaft i turns once, the length of the sheet will be 54 x J
driving-wheel l must therefore be supplied with 54 cogs for sheets of that length.
Segments of 2, 3, 4, 5, and more cogs must be on hand, which can be screwed
and they must occupy
to the face of the pulley l to compose any desired number
lution,

and

is

its

cut

length

=

;

Fig. 80.

siich a position that the knife begins to cut, shortly after all the

passed those of a*

The

feed-roll

applied to
therefore

A

it.

;

that

is,

as soon as the feed-roll

A

cogs on l have

stops.

a would not stop suddenly enough, if some kind of brake were not
m, which is notched out all round to receive the dog o, is

A wheel

mounted on

its

shaft.

bearing x carries a short shaft witli an angular casting, which ends in the

arm and point o and in the lever p.
The cogs, which are fastened on

L,

have on one side a projecting

flange,

on
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which the lever p rests, as long
have passed through, p

as they

the iron spring r,
roll effectually.

again, the latter

allowed to

falls into

As
is

as the cogs are in contact with those of
loses its support,

and

o,

a\

As soon
m by

being pressed against

one of the cavities or notches, and thereby stops the feed-

soon as the cogs on L meet those on a' and their flanges touch p

forced out, and with

it is

the dog o lifted off of m, and the feed-roll

start.

The wheel

3i

must be

stojjped with precision,

pressure should be brought to bear on

and

it is

necessary that a strong

o.

i

A

strip of a

the frame, half

sound hickory plank

way between

is

sometimes fastened on to the floor, and
its free upper end presses on

the floor and o, while

to
o,

in place of the iron spring R.

inch, no
Since the addhion of one cog on L increases the length of the sheets I
is sufficient in most
Tliis
inch.
than
less
of
means
these
I
change can be made by
i)roduced by incrciusing the
cases° but if a smaller" variation be required, it «in be
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Felt or paper can be

diameter of the feed-roll a.

wound round

it

for this

purpose

have the desired length.
The table extends under the cutter some distance, and the paper, on leaving the
knives, drops down on it, and is spread out and sorted by the cutter-girls.
This cutter gives perfect satisfaction in many mills it cuts square and is of
until the sheets

;

simj^le construction.

Its defects, if

they can be called such, are: that no change in the

length of the sheets can be conveniently

made

of less than

^ inch,

and the noise made

by the dog when falling in and stopping the wheel m.
Mr. George W. Hammond, manager of Messrs. S. D.
159. Hammond's Cutter.
Warren & Co.'s Cumberland IMills, near Portland, INIaine, owns the patent for a
cutter, granted to John E. Coffin, January 3d, 1871.
The following Fig. 82 is an elevation showing the back or driving side, and Fig.

—

83

is

an elevation showing the front

of the cutters in opei-ation at

The paper

is

side.

Cumberland

The drawings

are an exact representation

Mills.

conducted to the feed-roll a (Fig. 82) in the direction shown by
is a large iron drum, against wliich the paper is pressed

the arrows.

This feed-roll a

by means of

tliree

wooden

rolls

a\ the bearings of which are

0])erated

on by screws

FAPER MACHINES.
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Wooden

and springs.
feed-rolls a\

made of one piece, frequently become warped the
by Mr. Hammond, are therefore composed of two pieces,
glued together again, and held inseparably connected by iron rings
rolls, if

on the ends.

is

being cut off

feed-roll has stopped, the
rests freely

on

The movement
causes

and

it

drum a that it removes
drum and of the jtaper on

It is claimed for the iron

The movement

while a sheet

which

;

as constructed

or split in half,

the pajjer.

to stop

and

of this
;

but as the reel will

web must be kept

two levers

b^

roll off

the electricity from

it must be stopped
some paper even after the

in tension liy the weight of the roll A^,

it.

of the brake b, which oj)erates on the elongation of the

The two arms

start suddenly.

their levers b" b^ are joined together

as the

181

form a straight

line,

by the

drum

a,

of this brake b turn in the bolts b\

which moves both. As long
b grasps and stops the drum a

bolt b",

the brake

;

but a slight deviation from this line, or a downward movement of tlie bolt ir, open.'<
The bolt w is fa.stened to a flat,
the brake again and allows the drum to start.
straight piece of iron c, which has a roll c^ attached to its lower end, and is guided or
incased in a close-fitting box.
requires

it,

but

is

This box

covered on the

is

open so far as the movement of the bolt
A bolt, carrying a nut C", is con-

rest of its face.

b'-'
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nected with the upper end of the traveller
are fastened to the nut C" and to the
it

c and the roll

c,

and a

which

spiral spring, the ends of

of the guiding-box, pulls the nut C" and with

toji

downward.

c*

of the eccentric plate c\ on which c^ rests, is elevated above, or has
a larger diameter than the other three, and while it is in contact with c\ or during
one-fourth of its revolution, the levers b* are kept in a straight line, the brake grasps

One quadrant

the
c*,

drum
forced

a,

and the paper

down by

stoj^s.

As

soon as

c^

descends on to the narrower circle of

the spiral sj^ring. the bolt B" descends with

and the brake B

it,

releases the feed-roll during three-quarters of each revolution.

Sheets of equal length cannot be cut unless the feed-roll stops and

brake opens and closes exactly on time
part of the plate <f

The

is

therefore steep

ratchet-wheel

of the machine,

is

d.

;

A spring,

or the

and abrupt.

fastened on the shaft of the feed-drum

turned round by the ratchet or pawl d\ which

with the pinion e\

starts,

the descent from the elevated to the lower

which

Ls

a on
is

the front side

closely connected

fastened on the pawl d^ witb a screw

d',

and

with the other end on a pin d\ presses the ratchet constantly against the

rests

wheel

D.

ratchet must be at work aud pash the wheel d, and with it the drum a, forward while the brake b is open: but during one-quarter of the revolution of the shaft
c*, while the drum a stops, the ratchet d' must return to its original position, or travel
as far back as it had advanced during the other three-quarters of the revolution.
This Ls accomplished by the quadrant e, which moves the pinion t}, and has
its turning-point in the bolt e^.
The roll e*, movable on a screw carried by the
crank k', is placed in a sleeve e\ which forms the elongation of the quadrant e.

The

The quadrant e

is

turned as tar as possible to either

extreme positions, when the crank

Our drawing

(Fig. 83)

e^

and the sleeve

shows one of these

e'

positions,

side, or

has reached

its

two

form a right angle or square.

aud the other

will be reached

made one-fourth of a turn. During this quarter of a revolution, or while the feed-drum a is stopped, the quadrant e turns the pinion e' and
ratchet d^ backward as far as they had been advanced during the other three-quarters
of the revolution, made by the shaft c^.
The length of the sheet depends on the quantity of paper which is delivered to
as soon as the shaft c* has

the knives by the feed-drum a during one, or rather three-quarters of one, revolution
e' makes during
number of cogs of the quadrant e which come in contact with it.
All the teeth of the quadrant come in contact with e, or the longest possible sheet is
the roll e* is
cut, while the roll e* occupies the position shown in our dra^ving.
moved in towards c* on the screw which carries it, the throw is shortened, only a portion of the cogs of the quadrant E come in contact with the pinion e^
the latter, and

of

This again depends on the number of turns which the pinion

c^.

that time, or on the

'

K

;

with

and the sheets will be shorter.
Every revolution of the pinion e furnishes a sheet, as long
of the drum a and from this we can calculate what difference
it

the feed-roll, turns

;

less,

as the circumference

in the lenstth of the
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more or

sheet one cog

teach any one

how

less
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of the quadrant e will produce.

to adjust the

nut or

A

short experience will

e* so that a sheet of the desired length

roll

will be cut.

The
full cogs

ratchet-wheel d can, however, be
it

;

cannot be advanced as

little

moved forward only

a certain

as a fraction of a cog.

The

number of

cutters of this

at jiresent in use admit thus of a change of one or many quarters of
an inch in length, but not of any smaller variations. This is, however, sufficient for

kind which are

the usual demands of the trade.
it makes
would make a disagreeable noise the inventor has therefore
added the following arrangement, shown as side and front elevation in Figs. 84 and
85, by which the ratchet d^ is raised up during that time.
The frame g of the cutter has a projecting bracket on the front side, which
carries a lever h, turning on a bolt g' the upper
Fio. 85.
end of this lever is a fork h', which clamps or holds

If the ratchet d^ were allowed to rest on the cogs of the wheel d, while

its

return movement,

it

;

;

the conical plate

spring

h'',

i

on the

feed-roll shaft.

The

spiral

in a stretched condition, connects the

frame G with the lever h, pulling the upjaer end
back against the frame, and pushing the lower end,
This plate r has
the rbll h\ against the plate f.

an elevation

when

f^

on one-quarter of

in contact

its

circle,

which,

with h' (while the brake holds the

feed-drum a), pushes the conical plate i at the upper
end of the lever h towards the ratchet-wheel d,
thereby lifts the dog k as high as the larger diameter or circumference of i, and thus raises the
ratchet d\ with which k is connected, from the
wheel

D.

The
are

disposition

shown

and movement of the knives
and side elevation by

in sectional front

Fig. 86 and. Fig. 87.

The

cutting-knife moves horizontally, and

is

propelled by two eccentric

i)lates

l

These plates l are circular
high enough to pull the
rise
quarter
other
the
for
for three-quarters of the turn, and
levers m back and forward by means of the little rolls l', which form the lower end
These levers l' turn on the fixed points i/, and are connected with
of the levers l\
M by means of bolts m\ which can be lengthened and shortened.
The plates l are shaped so that the cut is made, and tlie knife returned to its
original position, during one-quarter of a turn of c*, or while the drum a stojis.
The casting n is fastened on to the two levers M, and the steel cutting-knife o is

on the shaft

screwed

to

The

it

c*,

situated close to the frame

in such a position that

bed-knife p

is

it

on each

side.

will cut like shears.

fastened on the plate v\

The

set-screws

n'

and n" work or
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between which the levers m are sliding these levers m, and with
can thus be slightly moved up or down and adjusted.
A sheet of tin s is fastened to a square piece of wood E, which is situated in front
of the knife p, and guides the pajier so that it cannot fail to pass between the knives.
The cut sheets are forwarded to the table or box by endless strips of felt running
over the rolls t t, and held down on these strips by the weight of the roll u.
rest against plates,

them the knife

;

o,

Three pulleys, by which three different s^^eeds can be given to the cutter, are
keyed on to the shaft v (Figs. 82 and 83) besides the pinion w', which drives the
spur-wheel w, and through it the shaft c*, and besides the pulley Y, which sets the
upper one of the rolls t T in motion. A coupling connects the driving and driven
parts of the shaft v, and is put in and out of gear by the lever z.

This cutter
the sheets

is

is

of very solid construction

easily regulated,

works without any

and

it

;

its

knife cuts horizontally, the length of

has the advantage over

many

other ones that

it

noise.

160. Selection of a Cutter

— Cutter-Table. —In the selection of a cutter the prefer-

ence should be given to the one which, with the smallest amount of machinery or the
simplest construction, gives the best results.

The paper

is usually received from the cutter by female attendants, one for each
and laid in piles on a table. While this is being done, they are carefully inspected, and defective sheets are taken out.
To save the labor of one or two girls, a lay-boy is sometimes used, which takes

train of sheets,
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it up automatically, with only one boy or girl to watch it.
This
do very well for good qualities of paper, which do not require much sorting but
if the paper breaks often and requires a more careful examination, it will be of advantage to have a larger number of eyes and hands on it, and then a girl for every

the paper, and piles
will

;

train of sheets

preferable.

is

It is necessary that the sheets

should be laid or

jjiled

up

evenly, so that the edges

form perpendicular lines, or, in other words, that every sheet should cover the preceding one perfectly.
The table must therefore have two square sides, which serve as guides for the
sheets.

If printing paper is being made, it is taken by the finisher from the columns
which have been formed of the packages accumulated on the table, and at ouce
counted and folded.
Unless the sheets are laid so that they cover each other, and are piled up straight,
they will not be folded exactly in the middle, as the finisher has no time to straighten
them, and the quires will then present an irregular appearance.

A

who

cutter girl,

this Avay as well as

does not understand her business,

by not throwing out defective

161. Paper in Endless Rolls.

instead of sheets

printing presses.

;

—The

for instance, for

In such cases

paper

is

may

cause

for

many

trouble in

purposes required iu rolls

hanging, roofing, manilla bag

it is

much

sheets.

j^aper,

and

for

some

conducted through the feed-rolls of the cutter,

other parts of which are at rest, or if no cutter is supjslied to the machine, directly
from the slitters to a shaft, which is turned by friction like the driving shaft of a reel,
and wound up on it.
If it were rolled directly around the shaft, the paper-rolls would fit on it so
The shaft has therefore a
tightly that they could not afterwards easily be removed.
key-seat all along, and into it is placed a thick wooden or iron key-shaped rod, which
projects considerably above the surface, and has a handle by which it can be pulled
out.
The paper is thus forced to form a larger circle on the shaft than its circumference, and the rolls can easily be slipped off as soon as the key is withdrawn.
all

Seth Wheeler proposes in the specification of his patent of July 25, 1871, not to
punch rows

cut the lower grades of paper, such as wrapping, &c., into sheets, but to

of

little

holes across the lines where they are to be separated.

They could thus be

easily torn apart, like postage stamps,

up and shipped in rolls, saving thereby the expense of
ing, folding, and packing.

and might be wound

labor and material for count-

:
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Motive Power, Gearing, and the Machine-Boom.

—

its

The paper-machine mu.?t always be driven by a motor of
162. Motive Power.
own, which furnishes power for it, the stufF-pump, and stuff-chest only.
It is of the gi-eatest importance that the speed of the machine should be regular,

as every part of

it is

paper per minute.

set

The

and arranged

for the production of a certain quantity of

valves which admit water to the mixing-box, steam to the

and draw 'water from the suction-boxes, are opened for a certain speed. The
machine are also adjusted for it, and a.s
all this cannot be quickly altered with every change of movement produced by an
irregular motor, the paper will either break or show defects of some kind.
the engines, rag-cutters, rotaries, or super-calenders were driven by the same
motor as the machine, the stopping or starting of one of them would reduce or increase the amount of power which moves the machine, and c-ause a corresponding
Even the best of governors cannot regulate promptly
increase or reduction of speed.
dryers,

relative speeds of the different parts of the

K

enough

to avoid a serious

If water power

K

is

derangement.

the motor,

its

independence should extend even to the water-

used for the wheels which drive the mill, as well as the
machine, the starting of the mill, or of a beater only, will cause a sudden demand for
more water, which may lower for a short time the head common to both the machine
supply.

one forebay

is

;

wheel will

lose

power, and

its

The

speed become reduced.

water-wheel, which drives

the machine, should have a forebay and penstock, independent of any other one, and

be fed directly from the race.
If the mill has an insufficient water-power, the paper-machine should be driven

by a separate steam-engine. Referring to a subsequent chapter on steam-engines for
more information, it may be stated here that the engine must be selected with a view
to regular si>eed, and that a quick-acting, reliable governor is indispensable.
High-pressure engines are the most suitable, becau.se the 2^aper-machine furnishes
in the drying cvlinders

an excellent condenser.

The steam from

conducted to the engine through as large and short

jiyipes

the boilers

is

to

be

as possible, rather too large

than too small, so that nearly the full pressure may be available in the cylinder.
After the steam has acted in the engine, and transmitted the larger part of its power
to the jiiston, it escapes at a low pressure through short and cajiacious pipes into the
drying cylinders, in which the exhausted steam

The

general experience

and dry the

is,

that

it

takes but

is utilized.

little

more

fuel to drive the

machine

one stream of live steam, than for drying the paper only.
The following universally accepted theory gives a scientific explanation for
pajier with

this fact

Boiling water and steam of the pressure of our atmosphere have both a temperature of 212 degrees Fahrenheit,

and nevertheless considerable time and the con-

tinued application of heat are required for the transformation of the former into the
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The

heat Avhich has been expended during this time on the water, though

has not raised

and

is
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its

temperature

1

degree and

is

apparently

lost, is treasui'ed

up by

it
it

called "latent heat."

Before boiling water can change

its

liquid state into that of steam,

it

must have

taken up a large amount of this latent heat.

In order

to measure it, a unit has been established, which consists in the quanwhich is necessary to raise the temperature of 1 kilogram of water 1
degree of the Centigrade thermometer [100 degrees Centigrade are equal to 212
degrees Fahrenheit] under the pressure of one atmosphere or 14.7 i)0unds to the
square inch.
According to Regnault, 606.5 + 0.305 t gives the number of units
which are required to transform freezing water (of
degrees Centigrade) into steam
of t Centigrade.
For steam of the pressure of the atmosphere t is the boiling-point
or 100 degrees Centigrade, and 606.5 + 0.305 x 100
637 units are its latent heat.
This steam, which has consumed 637 heat-units to overcome the cohesion of the
water, has only a pressure of 14.7 pounds, and a temjierature of 100 degrees Centigrade or 212 degrees Fahrenheit.
A comparatively trilling amount of heat is required to raise this steam to a
higher temperature and jiressure. Steam of five atmospheres pressure, for example,
has a temperature of about 150 degrees Centigrade, and according to our formula

tity of heat

:

=

606.5

+ 0.305 X

150

= 652.2 heat-units

its formation from freezing water, or only 15 units more than steam of one
atmosphere pressure.

for

It is evident

from

this that

steam which

has been used in the engine, carries with
units.

This

is

by

it

is

allowed to escajie into the

nearly

all

far the larger portion of all the absorbed heat

has been utilized in the engine, being only a small

than one-tenth

When

j)art

is

condensing,

all this latent

heat

;

the balance, which

— some writers put

—of the heat produced by the consumj^tion of the

steam

air, after it

the latent heat, or over 600 heat-

is set

it

at less

fuel.

free again

and delivered

to

the surrounding objects of a lower temperature.

Steam loses in the dryers, first, its temperature above 212 degrees Fahrenheit,
and then the latent heat but, since the latter is inherent in steam of any pressure
and so overwhelmingly the larger portion, live steam cannot dry a great deal more
;

paper than a similar quantity of exhausted steam.
Steam of high pressure has also a stronger tendency

to

rush tlirough the cylin-

ders without being exhausted than that which has been previously expanded.

A
which

good governor permits the passage
is

to the engine of just the

amount of steam

necessary to j^roduce a certain power, and thereby becomes also a perfect

If the speed of the engine and
machine are increased, a larger quantity of steam is not only required for the engine,
but also for the increased amount of paper which is to be dried.
Every steam-engine in a paper-mill should be built larger tlian at first required.
regulator for the supply of steam to the dryers.
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it is almost invariably burdened with more work than
was originally intended for. It will ^irobably be expected to run the paper-machine
and if the exhausted steam is
faster and make more j^aper every succeeding year
used in the dryers, as it should be, it will offer some resistance to the piston, and a
larger engine than might otherwise be necessary should be used on that account.
steam cylinder of from 8 to 12 inches diameter, 16 to 24 inches stroke, and 60

because, in the course of time,

it

;

A

to

80 revolutions per minute, according

to the size of the machine,

number

of screens,

calenders, stuif-chests, &c., will be sufficient.

The machine-tender should have
fore often located inside of the

the engine under his control

;

and

it is

there-

machine-room.

The engine sometimes consumes more steam than

the dryers can use, and the

The waste

surplus must either be allowed to escape or be utilized.
therefore branches off in two directions

:

or escape-pipe

one leading to the dryers, and the other to

any point outside of the building.

The

branch

latter

must make its way.
dryers have not been

To reduce

It

is

provided with a safety-valve, through which the steam

must be regulated

supi^lied

so that

with a quantity

no steam can escape so long as the
dry the paper.

sufficient to

the counter-pressure on the jiiston as

much

as j^ossible, all the jjipes

—

through which the exhausted steam passes must be very large of at least 1 inch
more diameter than those through which the engine is supi^lied with live steam the

The openings through

larger the better.

—

the journals and the pipes leading to them

and fuel.
IV, represent a section, a front elevation, and
a plan of the paper-machine, the details of which are shown on the j^revious plates.
A A are two pulp-dressers B, a chest c, the wire d, couch-rolls e and f, first
and second press g, dryers h and h', stacks of calenders i, reels K, a dog-cutter.
The whole machine is driven by a shaft l, which, by means of spur-wheels, connects with an intermediate shaft M, and from it, by another set of sjwr-wheels, drives
the second })ress.
The first and second press require a considerable amount of power,
and, being usually close to the main shaft, they are often both driven by sjiur-wheels.
In the machine represented on Plate IV, the first jjress, the couchers, the dryers, and
the calenders are driven with belts directly from pulleys on the shaft m; but the seven
dryers are divided into two lots of three and four, one of which is geared directly with
are usually too small,
163. Gearing.

—

and cause a

loss of j^ower

Figs. 1, 2, 3, Plate

;

;

;

the shaft g\ and the other with the counter-shaft

;

;

;

;

;

G^.

and starts while the machine is running, and reacts with every
stop or start on the shaft from which it is directly driven. If the cutter-shaft be connected with one of the calender-shafts, as is sometimes the case, and it stops suddenly,
all the power which it has heretofore consumed is for the moment transferred to the
calenders, until this surplus power or increased speed reaches, on its way back, the
engine or water-wheel, and is reduced by the governor. The sudden reaction has,
however, acted meanwhile like a blow ujjon the calenders, and perhaps broken the
paper.
If it be necessary, as in most cases, that the cutter should be driven by the

The

cutter stops
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same motor

as the rest of the machine, the connection with it shoukl he as direct as
In our drawing, the cutter and reels receive their motion directly from the
shaft L, transferred to them through the counter-shaft l\
The screen-shafts a^ and
A^ are moved in the same way by means of a counter-shaft l^
and the shake-shaft

possible.

;

and felt-washer e receive
from the screen-shaft a\
c,

the fan-23ump

to

permit of an easy approach

c",

Care should be taken

in

their

movement

directly

and indirectly

the disj^osition of the driving part of a paper-machine

All that

to all its parts.

is

said in a later chapter

on

gearings and belts applies here.

—

The machine must run slowly if a heavy paper is to be
164. Change of Speed.
made, and fast if it is to be light means to change the speed without altering that of
the motor must therefore be provided.
The machine represented on Plate IV stands on the second floor, and below that
;

floor are located a pair of large cone-pulleys,

power

to the

machine.

Changes

through which the motor transmits

in the speed of the

its

machine can be made by simply

shifting the belt on these j^ulleys.

In

many

which give

A

as

mills the shafts L

many

and m are supplied with several

simpler and less expensive system

Fig. 88.

An

intermediate pinion p

L and the sjiur-wheel m* on shaft m.
ing, but revolves

The opening

sets

of spur-wheels,

different speeds.

is

The

upon a stud-pin, which

in this bracket

meets the pitch-line of

m\

is

is

represented by the front elevation.

inserted between the driving-jiinion l' on shaft

jjinion
is

p does not

rest in a stationary bear-

bolted to the slotted or ojien bracket

concentric with

m\

p*.

so that the pitch-line of the pinion

in whatever point of the slot p^ the stud-pin

may

p

be secured.

m^ and pinion p will therefore serve with a number of pinions
by the exchange of which the machine receives a different speed.
It must be remembered in the arrangement of the gearings that the screens and
the cutter will Avork more satisfactorily if not subjected to many changes of .speed.

The same wheel

L^

of different

The

sizes,

paper, while passing over the different parts of the machine,

is

always kept

—
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which must stretch it somewhat lengthwaj^s, especially while
drawing the web from the wire, where it is yet in very
anotlier smaller addition to its length is made
somewhat
it
stretch
will
condition,
soft
by the second press, while it may shrink on the dryers, and become elongated again
on the calendere.
If all the jJuUeys have been fixed for a certain speed, weight of paper, and kind
of pulp, so as to adapt themselves to these elongations and contractions, and suddenly

under a strong
it is wet!"

tension,

The

first

press, in

;

a change in the pulp occurs,

beaten longer or shorter, or more linen, straw, or

it is

composition, it will be found that the first press
and following jwrts are pulling the web either too much or too little for its changed
The same experience
character and tenacity, and the paper breaks or is injured.
imjwrfections have entered into

its

made

will be had, if the paper be suddenly

thicker or thinner.

Even

if

the speed

of the whole machine only be changed, everything else remaining as before, the paper
may be differently formed on the wire it may leave the couchers with more or with
;

and its tenacity will be decreased or increased.
In any one of these cases, which occur frequently, the relative speeds of the
presses, dryers, and calendei-s may have to be slightly changed.
A number of strips of canvas or lagging, as wide as the face of the pulleys, is
less water,

hand for this jiurpose.
when needed, covered on one

usually kept on

They

are,

and laid on the
Through the numany slight change of

side with melted resin,

surface of the driving or driven pulley to increase

diameter.

its

ber and length of the strips, held on the pulley by the resin,
speed can be jiroduced, and, though a very rude expedient, this lagging

is

used even

at the present time.

We

have seen cone-pulleys and expanding-pulleys of many difterent coustrucbut the former take too much room and are expensive,
and most of the latter may be found covered with lagging, after running a short
time, which is evidence that they are considered worthless by the best judges, the

tions used for this purpose

;

machine-tenders.

Some

of these contrivances are too comjilicated

and others cannot be adjusted without

;

many

get out of order easily,

stojjping the machine.

which we have seen
and patented by Thomas H. Savery,
a member of the firm of Pusey, Jones & Co., of Wilmington, Del.
The employment of toothed or friction-wheels for the transmission of power from
the hand-wheels to the scroll or screws, which expand or contract the segments forming the pulley, is considered a new and important feature. It has made the expandingpulley a success, as it enables the operator to adjust the speed of the roll which it is driving, with accuracy and ease, while the machine is running and the pulley revolving.

The only expandiug-pulley

extensively and successfully used,

This pulley

is

or changeable speed-pulley,

is

that invented

represented

In Fig. 89, showing
In Fig. 90, showing

its

section on the line b' b' of Fig. 90.

its

section

on the line B b of Fig. 89, and

In Fig. 91 by a persjiective view.
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The pulley-rim
fits

is

composed of six segments

a,
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each having

its

snugly, hut slides freely endwise in a pocket planed in the body
Fig. 89.

arm a\ which
l,

which forms

Fio. 90.

hub k. Into oblong openings in the arms a^ brass blocks c are
which have projecting teeth fitting into and engaging with the scroll or square
thread d on the side of the spur-wheel d\
part of the

It is evident that,

when

volved in one direction,

the scroll

all

is

fitted,
sjiiral

re-

the arras must

approach the centre, and the diameter of
the pulley will be decreased; but,

when

re-

volved in the opposite direction, the cHam-

be increased by the arms being
thrown outward.
The hand-wheel h, secure<l to the
spur-wheel g, moves the scroll d by means
of the intermediate wheel f and pinion E,
both of which are keyed on one shaft, sepaThe hand-wheel h
rated by the collar k\
eter will

has a movement in

common with

the other

parts of the pulley, and, being in a promi-

nent and accessible position, the operator's
at any time be applied to it to accelerate or retard
hand-wheel must move freely upon the hub g of the pulley,

hand can

its
it

motion.
has, in

As

the

some

in-
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tendency to change its relative j^osition by turning on it without outside
and consequently changes the speed of the roll. To prevent this occurrence the pulley may be safely locked in any position, so that when the desired speed
is once gained, it can only be altered by the hand of the operator, by means of a
stances, a

assistance,

simple and

efficient

arrangement.

h^ which passes through the hub g, its point resting in the
on the hub k, is provided with a small handle, extending outward between two arms of the hand-wheel, and the slightest tap in one direction
upon this handle will at once tighten the whole mechanism, so that it would be diffiThe

steel set-screw

groove prepared for

cult to

move

it,

it

while a tap in the other direction, turning the handle only a short

distance, will loosen the wheel, so that

The

small wrought-iron collar

i

it

is

will

move again

quite freely.

fastened on the

hub k by

a set-screw,

and

prevents the hand-wheel and pinion from moving from their proper positions.
of these pulleys are keyed on to the driving-shaft

Some

;

others are

made with a

movements are
imparted to the shaft through the sliding-clutch l, when engaged with the hub k, as
shown in Fig. 89 but when the clutch is thrown out of gear by the shifter, the pulley
continues to revolve and the clutch stops.
In these pulleys the expansion is so gradual that the hand-wheel must make
One turn of d increases or deeighteen revolutions to turn the spiral screw d once.
clutch-hub, fitting loosely and revolving freely upon the shaft

;

theii-

;

creases the diameter of the j^ulley one inch.
all possible

in

A

36-inch expanding-pulley represents

diameters between 34 and 38 inches, admitting a variation of four inches

all.

The

application of lagging

is

distasteful to

machine-tenders

;

it

does not admit

of such slight variations of speed as the expanding-pulley, and sometimes drops from
the pulleys while running.

The expanding-pulley,

described above, has become a favorite with the machine-

it removes some of the irreguwhich cause the paper to break, it is a source of economy.
The shafts of the first and second press, of the dryers and calenders of the machine
shown on the plate, are furnished with these expanding-pulleys p, their couplings
being thrown in or out from the front side of the machine by means of the arrangement shown on previous plates.
Every machine should be provided with convenient means, by which any part

tenders because of

its

convenience and neatness, and, as

larities

of

it

can be easily and quickly thrown in and out of gear.
165. Size

as

and Speed.

much paper with

his

—

It is

machine

natural that a manufacturer should endeavor to
as possible, because very little

more

make

and labor
he has power

capital

50 feet per minute, if
and machinery enough to do it.
The faster the machine runs, the less time is allowed for the formation of the
paper and for the escape of the water on the wire, presses, and dryers, and if the
speed is increased too much the quality must suffer.
are required for the production of 100 feet than of

P APSE -MACHINES.
If every part

is

constructed with the utmost care, substantially and true, a machine

like the one represented on Plate

IV, with a wire 33

ing-cylinders of three feet diameter, can

110

to

130

feet

193

feet in length,

make news-print paper

and seven dryspeed of from

at a

per minute.

number of presses and drying-cylinders are
machine may be made to run faster, and there is no doubt that improved machinery will, in the future, admit of much higher speeds than those at
If the length of the wire and the

increased, the

j^resent used.

The

paper-mills dejiend in this matter almost entirely upon the jierfection of the
and the skill of the operatives and engineers in the machine shojis.
The width of the machines has also been increased, until wires 86 inches wide
are now quite numerous, and some of 90 and even 100 inches are in use.
A positive limit is set to the width of a machine of the jjresent construction by
the 23roportions and capabilities of the human body.
The machine-tender must be

tools

able to reach the middle of the sheet with one hand, so that every j^art of*

taken hold of by the

men on

Wider machines than

both

it

can be

sides.

those mentioned would certainly offer difficulties in this

respect.
It is also a fact that wires

and

felts will

narrow ones, and machine-tenders, who are

not last so long on wide machines as on
com2:)etent to

run them, receive higher

wages.

A

larger machine, on the other hand, allows of a larger variety of sizes of paper

The
it takes less room, and costs less than two machines of half its Avidth.
same quantity of paper, which loses only two trimmings or edges on a wide machine,
would give twice as much waste from this source if made on two narrow machines.
Taking everything into consideration, it is our opinion that paper can be made
as cheaply on 62 to 72-ineh machines as on wider ones, though the latter may be
to be

made;

jireferred for other reasons.

—

The foundation on which the paper-machine is mounted, must
166. Foundation.
be solid and united, so that not the slightest vibration or change of position of any of
its

parts can take place.

Wooden sills, about 10 to 12 inches square, underlie the frames of the machine
and the stands which carry the shafts. Timbers which will withstand the influence of
water for a long time, such as white oak or hard yellow pine, should be selected for
them, and they must be connected ci'osswise by numerous joists and short sills, mortised and 2:)inned together, so as to form a strong framework.
This framework
the

sills, if

engine-room

may

rest

on stone walls, about 2

feet wide,

the pai^er-machine stands on the lower floor
floor,

;

but, if

extending as far as
it is

situated

on the

the walls must be higher and consequently stronger, or they

may

be entirely dispensed with, and replaced by iron girders and columns. The space
below the machine is then occupied by a portion of the gearings, i)umi)s, stuff-catcher,
stuff-chests, ttc.
25

;
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The wooden

on which the frames and stands are fastened with bolts and

sills,

wood-screws, must j^resent a perfectly level surface, but the floor between them, under

and incline towards ojienings, through which
off".
The floor around the machine should
also be provided with such openings, and pitched towards them, as it would be otherwise difficult to keej? it clean and dry.
Heavy machinery is frequently moved over these floors they must therefore be
strong. The machine-room floor at Messrs. Jessup & Moore's Rockland Mill is comjDOsed of narrow 4 inch planks laid on iron joists and girders, and deserves imitation.
Many paper-machines are found in buildings, which they
167. Machine-Room.
fill uj) to such an extent that there is not room enough left on the front side to take
out a roll in a straight line, nor to reach any part of the gearings without climbing
over some shafts.
This is not only inconvenient and dangerous, but causes loss of
time, and is therefore the reverse of economy.
The machine-room, with only one machine standing in the middle, should not
be less than three times as wide as the wire with G feet added or the room for a 72inch machine should be at least 24 feet wide.
If two or more machines, with their front sides Tacing each other, are located in
one room, the space between them need only be a few feet wider than the widest of
the machines, and will serve for both.
If the steam which is evajiorated on the dryers, is allowed to
168. Ventilators.
.strike the cold ceiling, it condenses again, and every droji of water which falls upon
the jDaper creates a wet and weak sjwt, causing it to break, or leaving a mark on it.
In cold weather these drops may become so numerous that it is nearly impossible to
the machine, should be a

little

lower,

the wash-water and imjjurities are carried

;

—

;

—

make

paper.

Formerly a
used

to

carry

off"

sort of

chimney, constructed of boards, and called the hat, was

the steam from the dryers, and can yet be seen in

many

mills.

Its

beyond the space occupied by the drying-cylinders, and its sides converge, like those of a pyramid, to the ceiling, from whence they
ascend in straight lines until they reach the open air, protected by a roof against the
rain.
The steam escapes through it but in cold or damp weather some of it condenses on the insides of the chimney, which may have been cooled by the free communication with the air from above and numerous contrivances, such as spouts along
lower edges extend in

all

directions

;

;

the corners and edges, and

felts

spread across the open space, are resorted to for the

interception of the drops.

In modern mills no additional floor is allowed above the machine-room the roof,
which covers it directly, being lined inside with flooring-boards. The surface of the
ceiling thus formed is made perfectly smooth with several coats of paint and varnish,
which prevent the drops from gathering on it. All the joints must run up and down
and if several lengths of boards are requiretl on a side, care must be taken that the
ends should not meet on any part of the ceiling above the machine, as the drops may
stop at these cross-joints on their downward flow and gradually fall oft'.
;

INSERT FOLDOUT HERE
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If the ceiling is very steeja and smooth, the- Avater runs off to both sides on it,
and gives no trouble.
The cumbrous and darkening hat is at present rejjlaced by a set of windows,
An oblong opening, about 4 to 6 or more feet wide and from 10
called a ventilator.
to 20 feet long, is cut into the highest part of the roof above the dryers, and covered
with a second roof, about 4 to 6 feet higher up. A framework around the sides of
the opening supports this uj^per roof, and is fitted for the reception of a number of
glass windows on the two long sides, while the two short ends are boarded up.
The
windows swing on hinges or pivots, so that they can be more or less opened or shut
by the 2)ulling of a chain or roj^e from the floor below.
Whenever the wind blows strongly, the windows on the side from which it
comes should be shut against it, and the steam allowed to escape through those on

the other side.

To

prevent, in cold weather, the condensation of steam on the ceiling, a series of

wrought-iron steam heating-pipes
If live steam

is

may

be suspended near

used for this purpose,

it

may

it

above the machine.

be conducted through several

lengths of 1 to 2 inch pipes, above and parallel with the machine, then through large
cast-iron
receiver,

heating-pipes on the floor,
which contains the feed-water

to escape

finally

in

condensed form into a

for the boilers.

is available, the ])ipes must be larger, to avoid
and the back pressure which inevitably results from narrow ones.
These pipes heat the ceiling and keep the steam in vapor form until it escajies
throuah the ventilator.

If the escaped steam of an engine

contraction
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MACHISERT.

CYLINDER PAPER-MACHINE.

(B)

169. General Construction.

—This

machine derives

its

name from

the wire-cloth-

covered cylinder, which performs the same duties as the wii-e of the Fourdi-inier

machine.

All the

jiarts

cylinder and

which compose a cylinder-machine, except the making or forming-

the

press,

first

are constructed

like

the corresponding parts of a

Fourdi'inier machine.

The wet -machine (see Chapter TV, Section IV), represented by a front elevaand plan in Fig. 92 and Fig. 93, shows the screen, making-cylinder, and wetfelt, and will facilitate the explanation of the working of a cylinder-machine.
The .shaft of the making-cylinder h rests at both ends in the side-? of the wooden
vat I, and the openings made by its bearings are covered by the projecting incasements h^ and H".
The vat i is filled with diluted iiulji, and the fibres deposit themselves on the
wire-cloth, which covers the cylinder h, while the water passes through it and is
taken off by the fan-pump k. This pump is constructed like those used with Fourdi'inier machines, and bolted directly to the. projecting box h" of the vat.'
The end of the cylinder H, on the front side near h\ is closed, but the end on

tion

the driving-side near H"

quite open

is

ring (D in Fig. 94), which

fits

;

it

has near the edge a concentric projecting

fan-pump k with the box h^ must be low enough
the cylinder h to flow away through it.

nection of the
in

The pulp

enters into the partition

i'

i",

to

be admitted into
If more

fre,?h

r

k'.

and through

The quantity

pulp and waste-water are delivered in the vat

of the waste-water in the trough

allowed to return to the
gate,

which

sejDarates

stuff-che-st

h^ from

a side

of this water which

can be regulated by a gate between k' and
i

i'.

than the making-

cylinder can take up, they must flow over the latter unless another outlet

As much

water

while the surplus liquid returns to the screen, after

having been mixed with fresh pulp in the box a\
is

to enable the

over the lip e of the screen-vat, and flows

from there in the direction of the arrow to the cylinder h.
The fan-jiump k throws the wa.ste-water into a spout
channel k" into the trough

The con-

into a like aperture in the side of the vat.

i",

through

aud by

its

i",

as

may

a spout H^,

be superfluous,

is

provided.

is

therefore

and over an upright

higher or lower

sliding-

jiosition regulates

the

height of the pulp in the vat.

The bottom of r

is

perforated

by numerous

waste-water uniformly with the pulp
too

much

water,

A .second

;

but

holes, for the purpose of

if these ojienings

some of them must be closed with wooden plugs.

trough, similar to r, and with the stime connections,

into the forward

mixing the

permit the jiassage of

end of the

vat, for the

is

jmrpose of adchtional dilution.

sometimes put
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The bottom

of the vat should be, as

much

as possible, of the

same shape

as the

making-cylinder, to prevent any deposits from the pulp.

The

cylinder

lower couch-roll.

h

exercises not only the functions of the wire, but also those of the

The

uj^per couch-roll l rests freely on

it,

its

journals being sup-

ported by the cast-iron arms M, which swing loosely on the studs

m'-,

fastened in

elongations of the press frames.

This couch-roll l

is

constructed of

wood

bolted on iron heads, and of about 12

FiQ. 92.

to

18 inches diameter

;

felt must be wrapj^ed around it to give it
have also seen the surface covered with sjsonge tacked
put over it, but it is very difficult to make it uniform in this

the necessary elasticity.

on the wood, and

felt

but several layers of

We

way.

roll

The wet-felt })asses around the coucher l, is carried by the rolls x n and
n\ and supiwrts the paper on its way through the press-rolls p and p\

stretch-

From

;

:
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the wet-machine, rej^resenteil in onr cuts, the papter

has passed the

first

press

;

removed

is

wet

in a

state, after it

but in a regular cylinder pai>er-machuie the wet-felt

is

way

as

longer than in our drawing, and extends under the second press in the same
[see Plate II] on the presses of a Fourdrinier machine.

met on its return trip, after it has delivered the paper to the
bv the fast-running felt-washer r. It has been soaked Avith water from
The surplus
a shower-pipe just before reaching it. and is thus constantly washed.
water which it may contain is forced from it by the succeeding jiress-rolls s.
The use of a revolving-brush on the part of the cylinder which is not covered
by paper, is of great advantage. The stiff bristles projecting from a wooden cylinder
are forced into the meshes of the wire-cloth by the weight of the brush, and thus
keep it free and clean while revolving with it.
If the jiaj>er is not wide enough to occupy the whole width of the cylinder, that
part of the surface which is not required is simply covered with thin but strong linen

The

second

wet-felt is

prei?s,

cloth.

170. Formation of the Paper.

—The

paper

is

formed on

this

machine in the

fol-

lowing manner

The

pulj), diluted

by the waste water admitted through trough

the whole width of the vat, and

guards the entrance to the spout
the vat and runs in

it,

fills

h^.

it

r, is spread across

to the height of the overflow-gate,

The rim

of one of the heads

while the other end of the cylinder

the pulp can therefore have no communication with

is

fits

closed

which

into the side of

by

a solid plate

through the
meshes of the wire-cloth. The water pours in through them, and is removed by the
fan-pump k, which connects with the inside, while the fibres adhere to the wire and
form a web. The pressure which forces the water through, is equal to the difference
its

interior exc-ept

and of the water inside of the cylinder. The upper
by its own and by additional weight, which
may be fastened to the rod m*. By means of the same rod m', it is easy at any time
to raise the upjjer couch-roll from the cylinder.
As soon as the paper comes in contact with the wet-felt, under the upper couchroll, it leaves the wire-cloth, follows the felt on its passage through the first press, and
is then conducted through the second press and to the dryers, as in the Fourdrinier
in height of the pulp outside

couch-roll L presses water out of the paper

machine.
171.

machine

Construction of the Making-Cylinder.

—

the making-cylinder

—

is

—The

most important part of this

represented in Fig. 94

by

a section,

and

partial

views of the heads or ends and of the spiders are shown in Figs. 95, 96, and 97.
A (Fig. 95) is the ftill head which closes the front-side end of the cylinder
;

made

it is

of brass, and consists of a hub, arms, and rim, and of a copper plate, which

is

fastened to the rim with screws.

Numerous
so that

it

brass cast spiders B

B

(Fig. 97) are necessary to support the surfece,

cannot yield in any part to the pressure on

c (Fig. 96)

ing of the same

is

it.

the oj^en end of the cylinder, the rim d of which

size in the side of the vat.

fits

into an open-
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The

skeleton frame,

which supports the

wire-cloth,

is

formed of a large number

of brass rods of No. 3 {\ inch) wire, lying, as shown in section. Fig. 94, parallel

with the shaft.

The diameter

of the spiders b b

a half circle (Fig. 97)

is

cut out on

inch

is |

them

less

than that of the heads A and

for every brass rod, serving

it

c,

and

as a bearing.

Full circles or cylindric holes in the heads correspond with these half-circle bearings

on the spiders, and the rims of A and c are large enough to leave a distance of ^^ inch
between their outside circles and the outside edges of these holes. The rims of A and
c are /g inch thick, and the holes in one of them are bored clear through, while they
enter in the other only /g inch deep.
All these holes must be exactly in line; the rods are introduced through one of

the heads passed through the half circles on the spiders, and find a resting-place in

the short holes of the other head.

Around

these rods

is

wound No. 16

(j'g

inch) cojiper wire, three turns for every

inch of the width of the cylinder (not shown in the section).

A

inder skeleton

is

where the half
a bearing on every

for this purpose put in a lathe,

such a manner that the copper wire

fits

into

y'g

inch

The whole

cyl-

half circle of

diameter must be turned into the brass rods as a seat for this wire.

circles are cut out in

rod.

formed cannot be spread directly on this copper
wire it requires yet another support, usually a No. 14 brass wire-cloth, which is
made endless by a seam, and slipped on the cylinder frame. The finer making wirecloth may be of any number between 50 and 70, or more, according to the quality of
paper, and is simply slipped over the coarse one.
The manner of construction
172. Merits and Demerits of the Cylinder-Machine.
of the cylinder, and its connection with the uj^jier couch-roll and wet-felt, exclude
The fibres will therefore deposit themthe possibility of its being shaken sideways.

The

wire on which the paper

is

;

—

selves

on the wire-cloth only in the direction in which the paper moves, that is,
Paper made on a cylinder is in this respect inferior to that made on a

lengthways.
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Foiirdrinier wire, Avliich being shaken sideways, causes the fibres to intertwine themselves in all directions.

Cylinder paper has

has travelled over the machine, will

it

more

all its

split

strength in the direction in which

easily

lengthways like wood, and with

difficulty across the grain or fibres.

The

which cylinder paper has been made, can always be easily
it sjilits or tears most readily.
Since it is impracticable to shake the cylinder, several improvements have been
patented by which the fibres can be shaken laterally before they deposit themselves
found

on

direction in

it is

;

the one in which

it.

They

consist principally of agitators, Avith screw-shaped wings,

which revolve

rapidly in the vat close to the cylinder.

Though they cannot make the paper
these agitators are yet useful
It is

of Fourdrinier paper

Nearly

all

is

inferior j^aper, but

is

much

can be operated at so

which the

suijeriority

not recognized by a com2)aratively higher price.

our coarse wrapi^ing and even a great deal of news-print and book

made on

cylinder machines.

surface of a making-cylinder

is

— The diameter and

consequently the wire

very limited, and the pressure of the pulp in the vat

the only means by which the water can be forced from

Very

it

for all those grades in

173. Combination of Several Cylinders.

is

it

management requires less skill than that of a Fourdrinier maalso uses up deckels, jackets, more and longer wires, and more power.
its

The latter
The cylinder machine furnishes an
much less expense that it should be used
chine.

is

well as on a Fourdrinier wire,

apjilied.

evident from the construction of the cylinder-machine, that

cheaper, and that

paper

felt itself as

and frequently

hea\'y sheets cannot, therefore, be

made on

from two or more cylinders is united on one wet
presses and dryers together, form a solid web.

it.

paper
having passed the

this machine, but if the

felt, it will,

after

Two making-cylinders are for this jjurjiose placed in one vat, and the wet felt
must be long enough to envelop both couch-rolls.
The i^aper from the second cylinder follows the felt until it meets the paper on
the first one, and from there the double web travels as one to the presses.
A jiipe or spout connects the cylinders with one fan-pump, which serves for both.
These double cylinders are largely ased for card, collar, heavy Manilla, such as
bag-paper, and many other kinds.
Paper, the two sides of which are of different colors or cpialities, can be made
by giving a separate vat to each cylinder, and supplying them with different pulp.
Three and more, up to six, cylinders have been combined in one machine for
the manufacture of heajry boards. The number of drying-cylinders must be increased
in the same proportion, and as many as 16 to 20 dryers, of 3 feet diameter, may be
seen in some of these machines.

Combinations of more than two or
cessful,

thi-ee cylinders

have, however, not been suc-

and have in some mills been replaced by Fourdrinier

wires.
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(0)

HARPER'S IMPROVED

174. Construction.

—

!Mr.

P AP E R- M A C HINE.

James Harper, paper manufacturer, near

New

Haven,

Conn., has patented and constructed a combination of the Fourdrinier wire and of the
cylinder-machine, represented in Fig. 98.

The
box

L,

b

wire-clotli

and apron m

;

the Fourdrinier wire b
rests

is,

as usual, supplied with a breast-roll f, deckels c, suction-

but the lower coucher e
is

is

an open forming-cylinder, on which
The upper coucher n

substituted for the fixed wire-cloth.

on levers k, which turn round the points a of the frame

passes around the upi)er coucher

h

over the

felt-rolls

the paper to the forward end of the second press.
wet-felt of a cylinder-machine,

by the felt-washer

i

The

to the first press,

Returning,
n,

a.

it is

wet-felt

and

g

carries

washed, like the

and pressed out between a

i)air

of small rolls immediately afterwards.

The
below the

sand-tables and screens are sei)arate from the machine, and may be located
floor, and the ]nilp delivered on the apnm m and within the sides n by a

fan-pump.

;

:
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Advantages over other Machines.

175.

;

;

RAffS

—The

BY MACHIXERY.

advantages claimed for

thi.?

ma-

chine are

That the

j^aper passes

that the losses of

jiuli?,

from the wire

to the wet-felt Avitliout assistance,

which on Fourdrinier machines occur

and

in this place,

are avoided

That thick paper cannot be crushed by the couchers and that the thinnest
which cannot be taken from the coucher of a Fourdrinier wire to the
wet-felt, can be made on this machine
That no water is required for shower-jiijjes, as none are used
That the felt is constantly washed and kept clean
And that there is a great saving in wires and felts.
The length of the wet-felt is reduced as much as possible by the use of a short
;

paj^er,

;

wire

;

and the inventor claims that this short wire
same number of tube-rolls.

is

as effective as a longer one, if

suj^ported by the

Notwithstanding the use of a short-wire, the wet-felt is yet very long and costly.
Seven of these machines have been built, besides the one which is in operation
but several have, as we were informed, been
at Messrs. Harper & Brother's mill
abandoned again, because the expense caused by the frequent renewal of wet-felts was
;

too large.

Experience
difficulties

severance.

is

required for the

which are

The

at first

management of any new machine, and many
skill and per-

encountered will be overcome in time by

advantages, which this machine seems to offer over the cylinder or

Fourdrinier machine, should at least secure for
facturers.

it

a fair

trial

on the part of manu-
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SECTION
Sizing in the

176. Preparation of the Size.

and

animal

size

The

VI.

Web, or Surface-Sizing.

— Nearly

all

the paper which

United States for writing jiurposes, especially for
or glue, in the same manner as hand-made paper.

in the

size is

203

prepared substantially as

it

is

used in England

letters, is

was many years ago, but

coated with

it is

at present

applied to the paper on the machine, and the labor of handling the sheets has, by

much

ingenious mechanisms, been reduced so
objection, if

that

compared with the advantages which

it

cannot be considered a serious

this

system of sizing has over

all

others.
]\Iost

The

own

manufacturers make their

below the machine-room,
gelatine or glue

fibres, skins,

if

the latter

is

size, in

a

room adjoining the machine, or

situated on the second floor.

which forms the

basis of this size

ligaments, cartilages, tendons, and

is

found in the muscular

membranes of animals, and

it

consti-

tutes about half the weight of the bones.
It

alkaline.

is

heavier than water, without
It is

The

smell,

color,

and neither acid nor

jelly

When

hundred parts of water, the liquid congeals on
sours in a few days, especially in summer it then liquefies, and

two parts and a half are dissolved
cooling.

taste,

very soluble in boiling, but only sj^aringly so in cold water.

;

before long exhibits all the

parchment, gloves, and

in a

phenomena of

scrolls,

putrid fermentation.

Clippings of hides,

or parts of the hoofs and ears of oxen, horses, sheep,

raw material from which it is extracted by paper-makers.
Nothing but the best of hide-clippings are used for No. 1 letter-paper, but
cheaper qualities may be used for the lower grades. They are first softened by soaking during several days in large wooden tubs filled with water, and then put into a
wooden cylinder of from 4 to 6 feet diameter and about 10 feet length, which revolves
on a horizontal shaft. Its surface is composed of boards perforated with numerous
holes, one of which is fastened with hinges and serves as a door for filling and emptying.
This washing-machine is iunnersed in a trough up to the centre, and receives

and

calves, are the

a revolving motion from a pulley outside

;

a stream of fresh water enters constantly

through holes in the hollow shaft, while the dirty water escapes through those in the
surface.

The clippings, thus cleaned, are put into a tub of about 6 to 8 feet diameter, made
of wood, or rather of galvanized iron, which should be provided with a false, perSteam is introduced l)elow this false bottom, through a coil-pipe
forated bottom.
with numerous holes, and thus prevented from coming in direct contact with the

:
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cliiipings.

The water

is

never allowed to

boil,

but to reach only from 180 to 190 de-

some time (12 to 18 hours). The
wooden tubs, which serve as receivers, and must be situated beneath the one in which the extracts are made.
As the liquid may contain pieces of hide or scrolls and impurities, it is advisable
to strain it while leaving the tub in which it was prepared.
A box, about 8 to 12 inches square, is usually fa.stened in the latter for this
purpose; it stands either upright, attached to the side, or better, lays flat on the
This box is perforated all over and
solid bottom, protruding above the false one.
filled with clean rye-straw, through which the liquid filters into a i^ipe, which conducts it to the recei^^ng-tubs but, before emptying into them, it is filtered a second
time through a flannel bag tied to the outlet of the pipe.
An experienced paper-maker and close observer has found that the solution
takes up some of the color of the rye-straw while filtering through it, and he subgrees Fahrenheit, and kept at that tem^ierature for
solution of gelatine thus obtained

is

drawn

ofi'

into

;

stitutes

gingham-cloth instead.

Two

or three

and even four extracts are made of one

lot

therefore imjiossible to prescribe either the quantity of water

of clippings, and it is
which should be used

with a certain weight of the raw material, or the time for a solution.

how

it is

It matters little

done, provided that all the gelatine contained in the clippings

in good condition

and well

is

extracted

strained.

The various solutions are mixed together in the receiving-tubs, and there receive
an addition of enough alum to be recognized by tasting the liquid. The object of the
addition of alum is principally to prevent fermentation or decomposition of the gelatine, and as this takes place easier as the temjierature is higher, the proportion of
alum should be larger in summer than in winter. As the solutions cool off in the
receivmg-tubs, they solidify, acquire a gelatinous consistency, and are then ready
for use.

According

to the quality of the material, about

10

to

20 pounds of cliiipings or
animal size where-

scrolls are necessary for the jireparation of a suflicient quantity of

with to coat the paper made from

The

1(X>

pounds of

rags.

following proportions are used for the manufacture of a very good Xo. 2

flat-cap paper in

one of the best mills in this country

Fourteen pounds of Ko. 2 clii^pings or scrolls per 100 pounds of rags are soaked
in water during three days, then washed as described.
Thirty-six hours are consumed in making only two extracts of this material, which are sti'ained and emjstied
into tubs.

The

best clii^pings contain so

much

gelatine,

that hardly five per cent, of solid matter

as

it

The gelatine in the
may be required ou

quantity used

but

it

is

receivers

is

the machine.

is left

and can be

so thoroughly dissolved,

after the extracts

have been made.

dissolved in a tub provided with a steam-jiipe,

The water should be only lukewarm, and

ordinarily from one-third to one-half of the

must be regulated

to suit the stufl'

the

volume of the gelatine,
and the weight of the pai^er weak fibres
:
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and thin paper requiring a more concentrated solution than strong fibres and heavy
paper.
A hundred pounds of light paper may have twice as much surface as the
same weight of heavy paper, and certainly need more sizing material.
A pump, which stops and starts with the machine, forces this solution into a
small receiver on the driving-side of the machine, which in its turn supplies the
trough wherein the j^aper

same height
through which the
at the

The

scrolls are

and

it.

As

necessary to keep the solution

it is

receiver, an overflow

surjilus returns to the

tub from which

it

is

attached to the

latter,

was taken.

size, though it seems simple enough, requires experience
must the raw material be carefully selected. No j^ieces
of fermentation or partly decomposed should be allowed to be

especially
state

as they

may

the

size.

very large, they must be reduced to convenient

sizes.

it,

Ready-made glue

in tablets

start putrefaction in

is

If the clippings or

usually too expensive, as the paper-maker has to

only the cost of the material and manufacture, but also of the fuel and labor

jjay not

which were required

to

extracts himself, not only

dry

soaked with

preparation of this

and judgment;
which are in a
mixed in with

his size

is

in the trough

is

made

By making the
knows exactly what material
may be sold to him transformed into

reduce the gelatinous liquid to dry glue.
is

money

saved, but he also

of; while even a poor article

tablets.

177. Application of the Solution.

animal

size

may have

—The

pulp or paper which

been previouslj^ sized in the engines

machines, which, jireceding the

last

;

drying-cylinder, differ

is to

be coated with

run over Fourdrinier
in no respect from those

it is

A front elevation of this last dryer and the succeeding parts of the
machine are rejiresented in Fig. 99.
The drawing is taken from a machine built by Messrs. Rice, Barton & Fales, at
Worcester, INIass., and in operation at the Holyoke Paper Company's mill,
Holyoke, Mass.
The course of the paper is indicated by arrows. After it has left the dryers, it
described.
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which are fastened on an extension of the
a\ and kept in a state of tension by the
fastened to two levers turning around b', and simply

passes directly through the slitters a a,

wire-frame.

weight of the
rests

on the

It is carried
roll b.

which

is

rolls a^

on the paper.

The

bearings of the

tub or trough

wooden

c.

A

roll e, rests

roll d,

which the web next reaches, are

press, cojisisting of a bra^s-eovered iron roll

on the same frames as

in the solution contained in

The

c.

roll

c,

f

fa.stened

on the

size-

F on top of a large

the roll e being immersed to some depth
is

also supplied with a doctor

and with

pressure-screws.

The
and kept

size-liquid
all

is

supplied from a i-eceiver on the driving-side of the machine,

the time at the same height in

pregnated and covered with

and
upper

c,

is

it

again relieved from

on

its

all

c.

The paper becomes thoroughly im-

passage from the roll d to e through the trough

superfluous solution (which returns into c)

by the

roll f.

On

leaving this press, the pores of the paper should be well

the surface should only be

On

the

way

moist— not

to the cutter

i,

filled

with

size,

but

wet.

the paper

is

supi)orted by the roll g and the angle-
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roll H.

The

latter

composed of two

is

fastened on a plank which extends across the machine,

rolls

and

is

of half the length of a full-sized paper-roll, meeting under an

angle, the point of which

is

This angle-roll

turned towards the cutter.

paper stretched and prevents wrinkles, by pushing

The continuous
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feed-cutter

i

is

it

from the middle

h keeps

the

to both sides.

of the kind represented in Figs. 76 and 77.

It

and delivers at all times a
certain length of paper.
If the sheets are not exactly of the same length, this is of
little importance, as they have to be again trimmed after coming from the drying loft.
The lay-boy k, on which the cut sheets are deposited,
178. Kneeland's Lay-Boy.

has been selected because

it

runs without stops and

starts,

—

Fig. 101.

is

an ingenious machine, invented and patented by T. C. Kneeland, of Northamj)and deserves a full description.

ton, Ma.ss.,

Fig. 100

is

a view of this lay-boj' frorq the front side of the macliine, without

the frame on that side.
Fig. 101

is

a view square across,

Figs. 102, 103,

and 104 are

a.s

details

seen from the forward end.

which

will be explained

;

the letters, desig-:

nating their parts, correspond with the same letters of Figs. 100 and 101.

Two

double leather belts a a, 2 J inches wide and

i

inch thick, are running over
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the rolls a' a" a^

a*.

The

rolls a* are

driven from the shaft of the revolving cutter-

knife by means of four spur-wheels b b' b'

b^,

and carry on their

row of

face a

wrought-iron pins 2§ inches ajmrt, which correspond with holes of the same size and
These pins fill the corresponding holes of the belts
equally far apart in the belts a.
while passing over or resting on a*, and thus prevent them from slipping or changing

any way, except when moved by the revolutions of the pulleys a*.
through the cutter in the direction indicated by the
c-^ descends
arrow it jiasses in front of the horizontal lied-knife c'', over the wooden guide-board
In our drawing, the length
c^, and hangs down from there in a perpendicular line.
of one sheet has just jiassed the bed-knife (f, and the revolving-knife c is in the act
of cutting it olf. The relative speeds and positions of the revolving-knife c and pulleys A* are so arranged that at the moment when a sheet is cut off, one of the rolls D
has already struck it, the sheet folds over the roll and is carried along by it. These
wooden rolls d rest in bearings, which are riveted to the belts a, as shown on an
their positions in

The web of

pajier

;

enlai'ged scale in Fig. 102,

ceding one

when

and every following one reaches the position of the pre-

the revolving-knife c has completed one revolution.

The

belts

with their ten rolls D make, therefore, one revolution while the knife c makes ten.

a
If

the relative positions of the rolls d and of the revolving-knife c are not so that they
strike the sheet at the right time,

one of the spur-wheels

b^ or B' is

removed, the

pulley A* turned into the desired position, and the spur-wheel inserted again.

The
floor if

ports

is

sheets

would leave the

rolls d,

over which they are folded, and drop on the

they were unsupported while they are carried forward.
the wooden roll e^

;

its

The

bearings are fastened in the frames

turned by the friction of the moving sheets.

It is

succeeded by

first

e",

flat

of their sup-

and

it is

pieces of

easily

wood

extending also from one side of the machine to the other, and resting in the open
bearings e, which form part of a flat casting bolted to the stands £, or, to speak core',

rectly, to the pieces e* (see Fig. 102).

All of these bearings e are never

one time, as a few wooden cross-pieces e' are sufficient.
Two brackets f\ fastened to the stands e', carry an iron rod

f,

on which

filled at

strips of

1^ to 2 inches wide, 18 inches long, and 6 inches apart, are suspended. These
strips rest on the upper side of the sheets, while they are carried along on the rolls d,
felt,

and

assist in

holding them

flat

in their place.

is shown on an enlarged scale in
and side views are separately .shown along-side of each head. These heads
As soon as the
are of iron, and have a jierfectly square part p^ next to the journal.
rolls D reach the frames e, their square ends d^ meet the corresponding flat strips d',
which rest on flat pieces of wood e*, supported by the iron angles e*.
The square heads d' slide on those strips, preventing the rolls D from turning,
until they reach, at about the middle of the frame, the rack g.
Only one side of the
machine is supplied with such a rack, bolted to e*, and a casting G' of exactly the
same dimensions, with a smooth top in place of the cogs of the rack, occupies the cor-

The

construction of the heads of the rolls d

Fig. 102,

responding place on the other

side.
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cylmder

g',

g^

forms part of the head of the

roll

of the same diameter as the pitch-line of

g',

d

at
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one end, and a smooth

adjoins d' at the other end.

top of G and g'^ is slightly elevated above d^ d", and, as soon as the spur-wheel g^
and cylinder g'' meet G and g", they mount upon them, and the square jiarts d', which
have so far sujtported the roll, hang clear above d", and leave the roll d free to

The

revolve.
»

the

The lower
jjile

e'', drops down on
while the sjuir-wheel g'

part of the sheet, on leaving the supporting jjieces

of paper h, and the upper part

rolled off

is

from

d,

turns on the rack g.

After the

roll

ported only by the

The upper

d has passed the rack

g, its

work

is

done, and

it

proceeds, sup-

belts.

part of the sheet folded over the roll d

independently of the

size of the

paper

;

it is

is

always of the same length,

equal to the distance between the bed-

That distance gives therefore the
tlie point where the roll d strikes it.
length of the rack g, but the latter can be shifted on £* to suit the varying lengths of
knife c^ and

the lower part of the sheet.

The paper is thus deposited in jsiles h on the loose boards h\ which rest on the
wagon I.
The wooden table, or top i^ is bolted to castings i^ on each side, moved up and

P

'

'

,

-;-j' -.iip

down by the screws k, and guided by the bolts i^. The bevel-wheels ic^ and K", inside
of the wagon i, turn the screws k, and are themselves set in motion by the shaft K^,
which extends beyond the frame e^ on the driving side. The short shaft l^, mounted
on the bracket

l",

which

bolted to the frame, carries, besides the ratchet-wheel m, a

is

spur-wheel l\ which moves another one
gearing already described

The

j)rincipal

sjwr-wheels

n,

shaft,

n\ and

—the platform
which

N",

l,

k^,

and through the

also,

by means of the

on the end of shaft

i\

carries the pulleys a^,

moves

the crank-plate Jr, and with

it

the ratchet m' and the

ratchet-wheel m.

The crank-plate m is shown on an enlarged scale in front and side view by Figs.
103 and 104.
The crank-pin o, which supports and moves the ratchet m', can be shifted in
and out on the two screws p p by turning both of them, and thus can the stroke of
the ratchet, and with it, the speed of the sjiur-wheels L and l), screws k k, and of
the downward movement of the platform i\ be increased or decreased.
This is
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necessary to

i^uit

the different thicknesses of the sheets, and

it

can be regulated so

that the top of the pile of jjaper H, remains always closely under the rolls d,

which

deliver the paper.
i^ has reached the lowest possible point, or the pile of paper
utmost height, the wagon which runs upon four rolls R is pulled
out from under the machine on the wooden rails r\ Before the wagon is withdrawn,
another platform must be pro^-ided, which may take its place for the reception of ,the

When

the platform

H, has reached

its

sheets.

purpose laid into the two sets of brackets s, which are
they support loose boards which form a table above the pile

Ii-on rods are for this

fastened to the frames

;

of paper h.

The wagon being run
from the platform

i'

on

out,

two men lift the boards h', with the pile of paper h,
and forward it to an elevator or to any part of

to a truck,

the mill.

The empty wagon

is

returned to

its

place, the ratchet

ii'

put out of gear, and the

A

flat piece of iron M^
turned back by means of the handle mI
fastened on l", has a fork at its upper end, and the ratchet M^ hangs between its two
prongs while inactive or out of gear, m' is held suspended above m by resting on a
pin, which has been put through two opposite holes in the prongs for this purpose.

ratchet-wheel

m

;

Bv

turning the wheel

m

backwards, the jdatform

i'

is

raised

up

until

it

reaches

These
the loose boards, on which the sheets have been dropped during its absence.
boards are thus lifted off from the rods resting in s the latter are removed, the
;

and the platform or top i' begins to descend again.
The trucks loaded with
179. Construction and Management of Drying-Lofts.
paper are usually taken to the hoister and forwarded to the drying-loft.
These drving-lofts occupy the upper part of the building next to the roof, and are
constructed on the same principles as those in which hand-made jsaper used to be dried.

ratchet m' returns to

The paper
with which

it is

its

duties,

—

is there exiTosed to the air until all the water contained in the size,
impregnated, has been evaporated, and the remaining gelatine forms

a hard coating.

This method

is

well

known

selves with a descrii)tion of

it

to

our old paper-makers, and we shall content our-

as practiced in the

New England

letter-paper mills.

Light wooden framework, the jiosts of which are fastened to the floor and ceiling,
extends in parallel rows all along the room. It serves as a support to wooden poles
in horizontal rows, which, with the paper hanging over them, fill up all the available
space from floor to ceiling, leaving only room for the circulation of the air. A passage
around these frames is usually left along the outside walls of the building, giving
access at the same time to the windows and shutters.
The paper is taken from the truck, with the boards on which it rests, and placed

on

a small table.

A

workman then

takes, without counting, a j^ackage of about seven

and folds it in the middle of its long sides over the cross-piece
of a wooden T-shaped tool, resembling a rake without teeth. With this tool he raises
sheets from the pile,

SIZING IN
the package of

It is

or spur above one of the poles in such a

jiapei-

remain hanging on

it

THE WEB, OR SURFACE -SIZINO.

when

the lifter

is
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way

that the sheets

withdrawn.

evidently desirable that the poles or tribhles, which are

made

of wood,

about 1\ to \\ inches square, should not offer any sharp corners to the paper which
is suspended on them.

The two upper corners are therefore usually rounded off, or the whole tojj is
made round, while the bottoms remain flat and retain their corners.
The poles must also be kept perfectly clean, and as there may be some coloring
substance in the wood, which, in course of time, might be extracted by the moisture
it, they are in some mills, where superfine letter-paper is
made, covered with a coat of white paint.
Rooms with high ceilings are inconvenient for this jjurpose, because the upper
row of poles can only be reached with difiiculty high lofts are therefore mostly

of the paper, and thus taint

;

divided into two stories.

The paper

is

degrees Fahrenheit

perature

left
;

artificially,

on the poles

until dry,

and

at a temjierature of

the drying takes from three to four days.

from HO

To produce

this

to

70

tem-

whenever the atmosphere is too cold, wrought-iron steam-pipes
framework on which the poles rest. If

are laid on or near the floor, along all the

the pipes are not very large (1 inch to Ij inch), several lengths are required for
every frame, and they make up a large amount for the whole drying-room. One

stream of fresh steam only should be admitted at the highest point of the system of
pipes, and the latter should be connected with each other in such a manner as to lead
the condensed steam to the lowest point, and back into the boiler.
It is also necessary that the air, which has become loaded with moisture, should
escape and be replaced by a fresh supply.
in suspension than cold air,

and

as

it is

Hot

air is capable of

also lighter

it

holding more water

ascends to the top of the dry-

ing-rooms, and should be taken out from there while the fresh supply enters near
the

floor.

"We have seen mills, where ordinary windows and shutters serve for both the
and egress of the air, and in many others they constitute the only openings for
the admission of fresh air. A system of registers, through which the air would enter
constantly, all round and near the bottom of the loft, would be preferable to the irregular streams, which are at long intervals admitted through windows.
Pipes or cylinders, from 8 to 12 inches wide, of galvanized iron, which serve as
ventilators, are mounted on the roofs above the drying-rooms of modern mills. They
are supplied with dampers, which can be opened or closed from the floor below by
means of chains or ropes, and surmounted by galvanized-iron hats, which keep out
ingress

the rain.
If these chimneys are well distributed over the drying-loft, if the admission and
if, by the aid of steam, a moderate tempera-

discharge of air are well regulated, and
ture

is

constantly kept up, the paper will be found to be uniformly dried

from the

poles.

when taken
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lu saying

this,

we suppose
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that the paper has heen uniformly soaked with the

left the dryers in a damp or in an overheated
would absorb either too much or too little solution in the sizing-vat, and
return insufficiently or too much sized from the drying-room.
The gelatinous solution impregnates the whole mass of the pa23er, though it is

gelatinous solution.

If

it

should have

state, it

intended to cover only the surfaces with
into vapor or steam, carries with
it

on the

surface.

But

this

slowly, at a low temperature

;

it

it.

The water

the gelatine which

can only be done
if

the paper

is

if

it

in evaporating

is

transformed

held in solution, and

the dryiug-jirocess

is

dejjosits

carried

on

strongly heated, the water or steam departs

it becomes solid between the fibres,
and poorly sized.
This diflSculty is in a measure overcome bj- the use of a larger proportion of size.
The faster the j^aper is dried the heavier must it be loaded with gelatine, to have
enough for both, body and surface.
The paper, when taken from the poles, is bent in the middle, where it was folded

so fast that

it

and the paper

cannot carry the gelatine along,

will be brittle

over them.
It

is

therefore smoothed or joged out on a table,

and

all

defective sheets

which

are found during this operation are taken out.

After the Joffer has straightened the pajier as well as possible by hand,

it is

piled

and subjected to the pressure of a hydraulic or screw-press, where it becomes
sufiiciently smooth to be fed to the sheet calenders and other finishing machines,
which Avill be described in a subsequent section.
In former times every sheet of writing-paper had to be dried twice in the lofts,
once before and once after sizing, but the drying-cylinders obviated the necessity for
the first one of these operations and it is very natural that the paj^er-makers should
also have tried to replace the second one by continuous machinery.
The web, instead of being cut into sheets on the
180. Drjring in the Web.
u]^ again,

;

—

machine,
of

warm

is

for this ])urpose

conducted over a large number of

rollers,

while a stream

air carries off the moisture.

In England this is done by rows of skeleton drums or cylinders, of from 3 to
4 feet diameter, in each of which a fan revolves at great speed, independent of the
motion of the cylinder, creating a current of air, which is carried off by ventilators
on the top of the building. The surfaces of these drums, having only solid parts

enough

to give the necessary support to the web,

do not prevent the direct contact of

the air with the paper.

Steam-pipes underneath a floor of jierforated, or

jiartly

open, cast-iron plates,

extending as far as these drums in length and width, heat the air

to the required

temjjerature.

That temperature may be lower

in proportion, as the passage of the

paper over

more of them there are provided. Slow drying is
essential to the production of a well and uniformly-sized paper, and the papermachines have therefore been extended to an enormous length by the addition of
large numbers of ventilating drums.
the ventilators

is

longer, or the

SIZIXO IN THE WEB, OR SURFACE- SIZING.

We have

been informed that IMr. Cowan's mill

Scotland, contains a machine, which

has to be made, before the

is

sheet

first

Valley Field near Edinbnrgh,

at

of snch length that nearly one mile of jaaper
is

By

obtained at the cutter.

far the larger

wound around 384 ventilating dryers, which are
The paper, after having passed
three rows, placed one above the other.
size-vat and press, is guided over one row of drums, returns all the way

portion of this mile of paper

divided into

through the

is

back over the second one, and departs

On

third one.
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its

and

finally to the calenders

passage over these drums

it is

cutter over the

guided between G rows, 3 above and

3 below the paj^er, of tapes or ribbons, about one inch wide, which are supported and
running in the same way as the felts.
These tapes will sometimes break, and it is important that the whole drying
apparatus should then be quickly stopped to repair them. The machine is therefore
divided into a number (10) of divisions, each one of which is watched closely by a
machine-tender, and provided with the means of stopping all of the drums.
The large expense caused by the erection and operation of such a drying apparatus seems to have prevented its general introduction. We know of only one mill

United States where one of them, and that with a moderate number of venis used.
Several inventive paper-makers have, however, tried to

in the

tilating-drums,

them by simpler constructions, some of which are in successful operation.
a mill in New England which manufactures Nos. 2 and 3 flat-cap, the paper,
after leaving the dryers and slitters, passes through a size-vat and 2>ress of the usual
form, but supplied with a very concentrated solution of gelatine, and from there

replace

At

directly over three copper drying-cylinders heated with steam.

them

perfectly dry

;

but the quantity of

size

which has

to

The paper leaves
make up for the

be used to

drying is so large that it increases the weight of every ream by about 2 pounds.
2 pounds of paper are worth more than 2 pounds of the gelatine used, and thus pay
fast

fully for the expense of the sizing material.

This expeditious Avay of drying would i^robably not
paper, but

it

It is generally conceded, that
air,

at a

suit for better grades of

proves quite satisfactory for the qualities to which
it

is

it is

applied.

advisable to at least dry the paper in the

moderate temperature, long enough to

set

the

size,

may be evaporated on steam-heated cylinders.
Some of the machines of the Seymour Paper Company,

when the

rest of the

water

at

Windsor Locks, Conn.,

are provided with an apparatus constructed on this jjrinciple.

The machine-room, which

is

very high, has a

flat ceiling,

and between

it

and

the dryers and sizing-vat, are suspended on wooden frames three rows of light wooden
rolls,

A

common
over which the paper passes to and fro in nearly horizontal lines.
row on the driving-side, and sets

belt passes over the ends of the last rolls of each

them

in motion.

Steam heating-pipes are fastened near the

ceiling

and below the

course of the paper, to prevent the escaping steam from condensing and dropping

on to the paper under

it.
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The web

through the usual size-vat aud

j^asses

pre-ss,

then over these

rolls

above

the machiue, aud lastly around three steam-heated cylinders, which finish the drying.
It

is

to

be supposed that the location of the drying arrangement, above the

machine, has been selected on account of the available room, and because the heat of
the dryers might be further utilized for drying the sized paper.

But the

ascends from the drying-cylinders, already loaded with water or steam,

air
is

which
hardly

capable of taking up any more from the sized paper above, which cannot possibly be

had swept over it.
This method can hardly be recommended for fine surface-sized

as well dried as if freshly heated air

improve medium

pa^^ers,

but

may

which have also been sized in the pulp, by imparting
greater strength to them, and producing what is called a cracMing paper.
An ingenious American paper-maker has constructed a drying arrangement for
the use of hot air alone, which, for compactness and simplicity of design, appears
to be superior to all others. A cut, showing a section through it lengthways at y^^ of
its real size, is represented in Fig. 105.
The paper is indicated by dotted lines, and
travels in the direction shown bv the arrows.
qualities,

.---"M_

Coming from
facing a

flat

the size-vat ami

wooden box

a.

It

}iif>s.

then

it

p;i>s(_'> lir.-t

j^a-sses

down

nwr

to the

the top of the apparatus,

bottom of the open space

b, up over the next one, down and uji again, until it
where it is wound up. The flat wooden box d lies on the floor,
carrying all the upright wooden partitions b b, and communicating with a on the
driving-side of the machine by means of wooden flues,
a, b, and d are a.s wide as
the machine, and the surface of a aud all the sides of B which face the paper are
Steam circulates through coils of heating-jjipes in
perforated with numerous holes.

between two of the partitions
arrives at the reels c,

end e, while a stream of fresh air is constantly blown into d, by
means of one or more fans, from the opposite end f. These fans may be situated
anywhere, if they are only connected with d by pipes. The air becomes heated in
contact with the coil of pipes in d, and finds its only outlets through the holes on the
surfaces of a and b, where it meets the paper and escapes on both sides. One common
belt jjasses over tlie back ends of a number of the rolls e, driving tliem thereby, and
D, entering at the

assisting the reels c in ^lulling the paper through.

The number of

partitions

B may be increased or decreased. At the inventor's
and 8 inches wide, and a surface of from 400 to 500

mills they are about 1\ feet high
feet

length of paper

is

offered all the time to the heated air.

—

;

;

;
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be guided so as to enter the partitions

also

b,

where

it

now

and then pass through calenders and reels at the forward end. It has
evidently been the aim of the inventor, to build as cheap a drying apparatus as possible
and any millwright supplied with boards, pipes, fan-blower, and paper-rolls,
should be able to put up one of the kind described. We suppose that from the same
motives of economy, the reel, which requires driving power, has been placed near the
sizing-vat, to j^i'cvent the necessity of extending the gearing on the driving-side to
leaves them,

;

the far end.

We have been informed that the flat-cap i^apers made by the inventor on this
machine are valued as highly in the market as the same grades of loft-dried ones
from other mills.
AVhenever
181. Merits and Demerits of Different Systems of Sizing and Drying.
surface-sized paper is dried in the web, it must be stretched or held in tension while
This
passing through the necessaiy apparatus, of whatever construction it may be.
tension prevents the free contraction which is one of the principal causes of the
superiority of loft-dried papers. The fibres approach each other and intertwine more

—

thoroughly, and thereby

but this tendency

is

make

the paper stronger and tougher

entirely checked

when

it is

when

unrestrained

pulled over a machine.

All the drying arrangements described in the foregoing pages, are in this country
used for the cheaper grades of writing and book paper only, while
especially letter-2)aper, are dried in the

made and

Paper,

sized on a
it

reaches the drying-loft, and

up, removing

it

again from the poles, and joffinc/

it

the finer ones,

machine of the kind represented in Fig. 99,

touched or handled until

hanging

all

loft.

all

is

never

the labor there consists in
it.

Since the introduction of sheet-calenders, loft-dried paper can be finished nearly

web

as cheaply as papier in the

If the drying

is

or rolls.

done slowly, as

it

should be, the automatic drying apparatus

must be very long, and probably would cost more than the loft with its fixtures.
The increased expense of drying by the loft-process is at least with the finest
grades of paper
fully compensated for by the imjirovement of their quality.
The writing juiblic of Germany and France use the engine or resin-sized paper
furnished by the mills of those countries.
None, or very little surface-sized paper is
at present manufactured there
but we have no doubt that its sujierior qualities, if it
were once introduced, would soon be appreciated and create a great demand for it.

—

—

;

Considering

That with the

1.

produced with very

That

2.

softer

latest

little

(and consequently cheaper) stock,

will furnish as strong a

])aper

if

coated with gelatine,

jmper as harder stock sized with resin

That the consumers

;3.

imj^roved machinery, surface-sized paper can be

more labor than engine-sized

;

jiay for the gelatine in the increased

weight of the

paper

we conclude

that surface-sized paper can be manufactured at about the

l)ulp-sized paper.

same

cost as
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SECTION

VII.

FiXISHING.

182. Finishing

wrapjnng, &c.,

is

Common

Paper.

— Paper

of inferior qualities, such as news-print,

taken from the cutter to the finishing table, and there counted into

quires of twenty-five sheets for printing-jiaper,

and of twenty-four sheets

for other

kinds.

The

girls

who

may

If the machine-tender

ing.

and

if

come from the cutter, throw out all the
and the finisher inspects them again while countcareful, and does not allow bad pajier to be cut,

lay the sheets, as they

imperfect ones which they

see,

is

the cutter-girls and finisher do their duty, this simjile system of sorting

is

sufficient.

For the sake of easy handling, the
of their long sides, while he
five sheets.

To

sheets are folded

by the

finisher in the

middle

counting them, into quires of twenty-four or twenty-

is

obtain packages of uniform thickness, these quires should be laid on

each other, so that the open sides and the folded or closed ones alternate, or that the
position of every quire

is

the reverse of the preceding one.

This

is

necessary because

the quires are thicker where they are folded than at their open sides.

Forty quires, or two reams, of light paper, and twenty quires, or one ream, of
heavy jjaper are usually packed together by simply covering them with strong wrapping-paper, tied with hemp or Manilla twine.
Such bundles are light enough to be
handled by one man they are easily made and opened, and as they are sold by gross
weight, the 2m2:)er-maker does not lose the packing material, which is, at the same
;

time, of

some value

to the purchaser.

The paper shows

a better surface,

calendered or pressed.

Avell

an ordinary
piled

press, but

up over night

heavy

it

It

may,

will be

and can be packed more neatly

if it

has been

for this j^urjDOse, be subjected to the action of

improved even by

its

own

in high columns, covered with boards,

weight, if the jiaper

is

which are held down by

pieces of stone or iron.

One good

and weigh 30(K) pounds of
which confine themselves to this and similar
grades, require thei-efore, a comparatively small room for finishing, and it should
always be situated on the .same floor with and adjoining the machine-room.
For all the better qualities, such as letter or fine book pajier, the finishing-room
is of more importance, as it contains the super-calenders, ruling, cutting, stamping
machines, and presses.
finisher can

newsprinting-paj^er per day.

easily count, fold, tie out,

Mills,

FINISHING.
183. Plate-Calenders.

paper

— Not many years
was introduced,

in .super-calenders

it
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ago, before the present system of glazing

was

first

cut into sheets, and then

^^^•'^i'ed

through plate-calenders.

The

sheets were laid singly between copper or zinc jjlates or press-boards until a

package of about twenty or thirty of them, alternating with

plates, was formed.
These packages were exposed to a strong pressure between iron rolls, which they
parsed and repassed until the surface of the paper was sufficiently glazed. If a highlycalendered surface was required, the plates had to be changed frequently, and the
paper relaid lietween them.

pile or

The

best plate-calenders consist of

two

press-rolls with tables

inclining slightly towards the opening between the two

package of plates and paper on the table

by the

to be taken hold of

rolls,

at the front side,

and passed

to the table

The

rolls.

and pushes

on the back

on both

sides,

oj^erator lays the
it

in far

side.

enough

Before the

is quite through, it strikes wirfi its forward end against a movable slide,
which reverses the motion of the rolls by means of a leverage and two sets of pulleys
and belts. The rolls, which have not fully released the plates from their grip, thus
return them to their original jjosition.
The weight of the upper roll is increased in
the usual way by screw-pressure or by levers and weights.
A considerable number of hands are required to lay the pajier between the plates,
but the largest expense is caused by the plates themselves. A great many and of
different sizes must be kejit on hand to suit the various sheets, and they are necesThe
sarily flattened out, and become cracked and useless in the course of time.
plating of paj^er in these calenders or platers requires a great deal of power, and is

package

altogether a very costly operation.

Among

all

the mills which manufactui-e fine papers in this country,

only found one where plate-calenders are yet used.

how

stands thoroughly

to

work

The manager

we have

of that mill under-

these jjlaters as economically as possible,

and has

established an enviable reputation for his paper, but the almost total abolition of this

system j)roclaims, beyond doubt, the victory of the super-calenders.

The only advantage over

super-calendei-s

which platers are credited with,

they impart a perfect finish to the paper, without pressing

it

is

that

into as thin sheets as the

former.
Metallic

j^lates

transfer

paper between them, which
between copper

some of

their substance in infinittsimal particles to the

tlius receives a bluish tint

between zinc and a rcddisli one

plates.

Heavy, coarse paper, which

is

too thick

and

stiff,

to

move around

the rolls of the

super-calenders, must from necessity be glazed in the old way.
184. Sheet Super-Calenders.

and Fig. 108 a

107 a

section,

scale

(1^ incli per foot)

Machine Company

at

—The

following Fig. 106

is

section of the three lower rolls

a perspective view. Fig.

and

fixtures

on a larger

of a stack of sheet super-calenders, built by the Holyoke

Holyoke, Mass.

This stack consists of three chilled-iron
28

rolls

a a' a- and two paper-i'olls b and
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The paper-rolls consist of numerous sheets of paper which have been slipped
on an iron shaft, and compressed into a solid body held between iron heads. Paper
which is made of the strongest fibres answers best those represented by b and b' are
of fine Manilla pajjer, and have from 200 to 400 sheets in every inch of the length of
They are put on the shaft and subjected to a hydraulic or screw-pressure
the roll.
of 500 to 1000 tons, until they form a compact mass, which is then inclosed between
b\

;

collars of a particular construction.

These
exactly

fit

collars are forged round,

into recesses in the shaft.

but cut open, so as to form two half

The heads being

circles,

which

in their places, the half collars

Fig. 106.

are laid into the adjoining recesses, and rings or bands are shrunk or driven over and
around them, which hold the two halves tightly together.
The collars in the recesses cannot move lengthwise on the shaft, as long as they
are surrounded by the ring.

Some machinists have found that the jiaper will j)i-oduce a harder roll, or will
be better compressed by screws than by liytlraulic pressure. The screw-pressure is

FINISHING.
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applied through four ujiright, stout, threaded bolts, between which the roll

A

ally jjressed

is

placed

on the jsaper and sliding in these bolts, is gradudown by the nuts, which are turned singly and in succession by means

in the centre.

follower, bearing

of a long iron lever or wrench operated by several men.

This operation requires more labor, and
the aj^plication of hydraulic pressure
elasticity,

leakage

which

is

;

but

it

is

consequently more expensive than

acts

more gradually, preventing the
is no

once overcome, from exercising any influence, and as there

—consequently no

diminution of jiressure

method, as the same amount of ])ressure

may

—

it

may

prove practically the best

be applied with either system.

thus formed into a solid mass, it is turned and ground like iron
and acquires a surface resembling that of glazed pasteboards.
The pressure exercised by the weight of the calender-rolls is increased by screws

The paper being

rolls,

on

toj)

A

of the stands.
pile of

operative,

paper

who may

is placed on the table c, gradually taken up by a female
on the chair alongside of it, and placed on the platform c^,

c'

sit
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which rests on brackets fastened to the stands. The sheets are then forwarded,
one by one, upon the roll a, so that they follow each other in an uninterrupted
train.

The

d d are made of one-inch wrought-iron tubes with

rolls

the larger ones e e are of wood.
that their positions can be

wooden one

The

bands and the

changed in every direction. Three iron rolls d and one
endless bands f, which run over them, cover about

roll

on

toj)

now

roll

a

;

the .eheets are pushed in between the

of a, held by the former to the surface, and carried far

to secure their passage

It is

and

e, are situated so that

one-half of the circumference of the

enough

cast-iron heads,

cast-iron bearings are lx)lted to the stands, so

between a and

b.

necessary that the paper should leave the roll

a and follow b, and in
a and guides them
are replaced by iron, or

ordinary calenders the machine-tender removes the sheets from

human

over b; but in our sheet super-calenders, the
rather

A
ings

fingers

steel, ones.

G",

small iron casting g (Fig. 108)

re.sts

on

a shaft,

fastened to the stands, like those of the rolls

d

fastened on the top of g

made

lowing

by means of two

screws.

to bear slightly against the roll
it

any

further.

This pressure,

a\ just enough

if

it

may

d.

is

suspended in bear-

A strip of

inch

steel, ^'g

H

on the end, is sunk in and
The forward end of this strip or finger

thick and | inch wide, with a movable cast-iron weight

is

which

to prevent the

paper from

fol-

be so called, can be regulated nicely

by the position of the weight h, and the points of the fingers are flattened out to fit
roll a without cutting it.
These fingers are only resting on
their shafts they are not fastened, and must be occa.sionally moved sideways along
the face of the rolls, to touch every part of their surface for an equal length of time,
and thus wear it uniformly. The length of the rolls in our drawing is 28 inches on
the face, and two or three of these fingers are applied to every one. according to the
on the surface of the
;

width of the paper.

The

being thus prevented from following the

roll a any farther, are
and kept to it by another set of endless bands, running over two iron rolls D and one wooden roll e. Five or six of these guide-bands
F (Fig. 106) 1 J inches wide, of strong well-woven cotton, sewed together at the ends,
run over every set of rolls d d and e, and are tightened, if they become slack, by
moving the bearings of the rolls d and e further out.
Each one of the rolls a b a' b' is supplied with fingers and guide-bands the
sheets are safely passed through the calenders and leave above the lower roll A".
To
the forward ends of the two fingers, applied to the roll b^ and fastened on castings g\
are riveted jiieces of thin sheet-copjier g^ as wide as themselves (| inch), which can
be bent into any desired shape. The bearings i' lx>lted to the brackets k, which are
bolted to the stands, carry a shaft !', to the flattened parts of which are riveted five
other steel fingers i for the support of the paper on leaving the rolls.
The bent
wiras f, fa.?tened to the ends of the shaft i", carry the weights i*, and press the fingers i

sheets,

transferred to the surface of b,

,

;

sufiiciently against the roll A".

FINISHING.
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roll b\ have no choice of way, but are guided between
and the lingers i to the wooden roll l. Bands of the same kind
the sheets enter
as those running over d and e j^ass over the rolls l-l" and V-tJ
between them, are carried through and deposited in the box n, being at this place

sheets,

the copi^er

strij^s

on leaving the
g'

;

and sorted by a female operative seated on the chair (Fig. 107).
motion by the pulley m on the shaft of roll A" (Fig. 106) l is
driven from it by the bands, and moves in its turn l', which rests on it, by friction.
Wooden doctors t, carried in the same kind of iron brackets as the rolls d and E,

carefully watched

The

roll L" is set in

;
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prevent any impurities or pieces of paper from going round on the rolls a' and A^.
are pressed against these rolls by the weight of pieces of lead, which are

They

fastened to them.

The receiving-box n (Fig. 107) can be moved in and out on the supporting
wooden brackets n^ to suit the various lengths of sheets, and is only held in its place
by a half-round board n" on top, which forms a clamp with a corresponding board
n^ are not fastened anywhere, but simply notched out to fit the
on which they can be shifted sideways, and which hold them in their

The boards

below.

two rods

s,

places.

The

by

sheets leave the calenders loaded with electricity, produced

they cling to each other as

they were pasted together, and paper-makers

if

friction,;

know how

and lay them. It is necessary to draw oflT this electricity,
and it can be done in a very simple manner by steam. A steam-pipe o (Fig. 108),
ending in a goose-neck and the horizontal pijie p, is placed in the middle, between
The pipe p is about two feet long, parallel with the calender-rolls,
the brackets k.
and has a row of small holes on its lower side, like a shower-pipe a tin funnel or a
larger pipe k, open on top, and situated below p, extends a short distance beyond it
at both ends, catches all the water which accompanies the steam-jets, and discharges
The steam rises up to the sheets as they pass over the rolls l and
it through r'.
L-, depriving them of their electricity, and its quantity can be regulated by the
difficult it is to separate

;

valve

o'.

persons who shift the paper into the calenders from the platform c'* are
provided with rubber thimbles, to prevent the sheets from adhering to or being

The

marked by their fingers.
The driving-roll a'^ of
sheets jjass through

it

If a high polish

more of

made

is

these calenders

in the

United

this stack

makes about 80 revolutions per minute, and the

nearly as fast as

;

if

and the

fact that nearly all the letter

States, is glazed in this

185. Transfer of the Paper from the

calenders are only necessary
sheets
it

;

but

if it

the pajier were in rolls or web.

desired, the sheets are passed several times

if

way, proves their

Machine

to the

Web

through one or

and other

fine paper,

efficiency.

Super-Calenders.

the paper has been sized on the surface

—Sheet

and dried

in

has been sized in the engine or on the machine, but dried in the web,

can be glazed in web calenders.
After the paper has been cut lengthways by the

slitters

on the machine,

it

must

be wound up on reels which can be taken to the super-calenders.
The reels of the paper-machine are for this purpose filled with paper in the
ordinary manner, and

wound

off

on other

reels,

the shaft of which

is

sujjported

by

the machine-frames, and driven by means of the usual friction arrangement, so as to

reduce

its

The

speed in proportion with the increase of the diameter of the
reels,

which are slipped on

this shaft, consist of

roll

two cast-iron

of paper.

spiders, bored

out as large as the thickness of the shaft, and they have, including the usual six

wooden

caps, a diameter of

from

fi

to

8 inches.

Every spider has a

projection, fitting

FIJI^ISHING.
a like one in an iron collar on the

ever paper

is

to the shaft

The

same

and forming a clutch with

shaft,

be rolled up, these collars are

to
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j^ut in

with set-screws, and thus turn the

When-

it.

contact with the spiders, fastened

reels.

super-calenders are wide enough for the width of one sheet only

;

the two

must therefore be rolled up on as many
If the paper on the machine has, for instance, been cut into three
separate reels.
widths, the shaft must be supplied with three separate reels, the ends of which
or three trains of sheets cut

adjoin each other.

As

by the

slitters

soon as they are

full,

the collars or clutches are loosened, the

and put on a shaft of the same diameter, on the frame of the superAnother set of empty reels is put on the shaft, which rests on the machine-

reels slipped off,

calenders.

frames, and filled

up again

as before.

It is evident that a great

number

of these

portable reels must be kept on hand.
186.

Web

Super-Calenders.

—Web suj^er-calenders

are, like sheet super-calenders,

comjwsed of chilled ii-on and j^aper-rolls, but the paper is guided through most of
them by hand, though some have been lately built with guide-bands and fingers,
which take the paper through without any assistance. A stack of that kind, as built
by the Rice, Barton & Fales Machine and Iron Company, Worcester, ]\Iass, is re^sresented in Fig. 109.

The two bottom

rolls,

the top

roll,

and the third

roll

(counting from above) are

of chilled iron, and the second and fourth rolls of paper.

A heavy roll is required on top to give pressure by its weight. The pa2:)er rolls
must be large, because they would otherwise soon become too small through wear and
tear and consequent grinding and turning, and the bottom roll must be strong and
The paper rolls are frequently damlarge to support the weight of the whole stack.
aged by the doubling or rolling up on them of pieces of paper, or by accidents, and
show high and hollow places, which mark the paper. It is not desirable to turn
them oflf whenever they are slightly damaged and it is for this reason that the two
bottom rolls are of chilled iron. The paper passes through them after it has gone
over all the paper ones, and their hard surfaces, under the pressure of the whole
stack and of the screws, smooth out again any marks which may have been made by
;

damaged paper rolls.
The shaft on the forward end

slightly

filled

of the calender-frame (Fig. 109) carries the reels

with paper, and the spur-wheel on

on the frame, but shown

it

gears into another one, which

at the opposite end.

A

friction-pulley

—

is

supported

to the surface of

which a leather band is pressed by means of tightening screws, or by weights, attached
end is connected with this lower spur-wheel, and gives, by means of the
upper spur-wheel, the necessary resistance to the shaft and reels. If the frictionpulleys were placed directly on the reel-shaft, it would be necessary to remove the
leatlier bands whenever the shaft had to be taken off to change the reels.
On the same frame with the reel-shaft are seen three other rolls, likewise supplied with friction-pulleys, under and over which the paper is taken before it is put
over another carrying-roll higher up, and into the stack between the two upper rolls.

to the loose

—
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necessary to straighten the j^aper and pass

it

into the

super-calenders without wrinkles.

The

stack

is

supplied with guide-bands and fingers, like sheet super-calenders;

the paper passes through without assistance until
is

thence taken by hand over three

rolls,

it

leaves between the two lower rolls,

disposed like those

shown on the

front side,

and wound up on the receiving-reels.

The

stack of super-calenders represented in Fig. 110 has been built

Pusey, Jones

paper

rolls

b

&

by Messrs.

Wilmington, Del. It has four chilled-iron rolls a a^ a'^ A^ four
b^ and is set in motion by a friction-pulley e, the rim of which is

Co.,

b^ b'

lined inside with

wood and

fitted to a slightly conical iron pulley,

which can be

easily

pulled out or pushed in by means of a coupling and lever.

The

on which the calendered paper is wound up, is geared in an improved
F^ on the shaft of the lower roll A^ by means of
pulley F and spur-wheels d d or d^ d\
The two sets of wheels d d and d^ d^ are of
different sizes, and enable the oj:ierator to pass the paper through the calenders with
manner.

shaft,

It

is

driven from the pulley

29
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by them. The friction, through which alone the pulley f
moves the shaft on which it runs, can be increased or reduced by a few turns of the
hand- wheel f, in the same manner as that of the reel-shafts. The shaft on which the
pajjer is rolled up, can easily be lifted in or out, as it carries no wheels or pulleys, and
is connected with the gearing through a simple coupling controlled by the lever c.
The great pressure that is occasionally jiut upon the rolls, by means of the
To prescrews jirovided for the purpose, would tend to break the stands or frames.
vent this, strong rods are placed in recesses in the frames, which connect the cap or
top with the bearings in which the lower roll runs, so that the entire strain comes
upon the rods, which, if broken, could be easily replaced; and no other part of the
machine would be disturbed.
Sometimes a cutter is
187. Attachments and Disposition of Super-Calenders.
attached to the super-caleuders, and the polished paper is cut in sheets as .soon as it
either of tlie speeds given

—

leaves the stack.

Some

jjapers,

however, must be taken several times through the super-calenders,

while others only once
deijendent of them.

;

and

It can

it is

therefore

more convenient

to

have the cutter in-

hardly be of advantage in any case to connect the cutter

directly with the super-calenders, as the latter

may run

with

much higher

speed than

the former.

The

super-calenders represented in Fig. 109 are provided with tight and loose

pulleys and with a coupling on the large spur-wheel, by

means of which they can be

These ordinary couplings must be constantly held together
by force, slip out sometimes, and are a source of trouble and irregularities.
The friction-puUey represented in the following Fig. Ill, invented and manu»
stopped or started at

will.

by Messrs. Yolney W. ]Mason & Co., Pro^•idence, R. I., is frequently used
and recommended for super-calenders, as well as for any other machinery which must
be frequently stopjied and started without any alteration in the motive power.
The sleeve or thimble f is operated by a lever, and slides on a key on the shaft
A.
loose ring i is put in the groove of the thimble f, and connects with the fork
of the lever by two projections or ears.
The segments E, of which there may he
two or four, according to the size of the pulley, are carried on f by arms, movable in
toggle joints or hinges.
The length of the arms can be increased or dec-reased by
means of screws.
While the shaft a has no work to do, the inside of the rim of the pulley b does not
touch the surface of the segments e, and the arms, which carry them, form an angle.
But as soon as the shaft a is to be put in oi^eration, the sleeve f is pushed against the
plate D of the pulley b as far as jw-ssible, the arms will then form a straight line, the
segments e are pressed against the rim of the pulley and compelled by friction to
move around with it. As the arms are then standing square to the shaft a, there is no
power exercised to push the sleeve f back an advantage Avhich this construction has
over many other friction-pulleys. The inventors prescribe the following method for
factured

A

—

adjusting the friction

:

FINISHIKG.
"The
zontally

;

friction-pressure

may

then place a strip of
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be oquiilly adjusted by placing the centres of the segments E e horipaper between the centre of each segment's friction-surface and the

stiff

inside of the pulley when the thimble is unshipped
then, while holding one strip of paper in each
hand, have the thimble moved slowly toward the plate D, and notice which strip tightens first then
turn the screw of toggle joint to regulate until the pressure is alike on each segment, and sufficient to
drive without slipping then tighten the check nuts firmly against the joint.
The thimble f should
;

;

;

always ship

close

vp against

the jilate d, as the toggles

then just pass their centres, holding in themselves

without any end pressure on the thimble, when shipped in to drive."

—

The paper calender-rolls require frequent grinding or buffing. This
Buffers.
can be done while they are running, by an attachment to the frames, which carries
an emery roll, moving laterally while being pressed against the calender-roll and
The grinding-roll is an ordinary flanged pulley, the
which is covered with a paste of resin and flour of emery. Buffing machines
which work on this principle are used by many manufacturers, and answer the
revolving with difierent speed.

face of

purpose.
Fig. 111.

Super-calenders are always built narrow, not over 36 to 42 inches, for the width
of one sheet only; while the machine

makes two or three trains of sheets at one time.
add super-calenders directly to the machine, but long
rolls would then be required, Avhich could hardly fail to spring in the middle if sufficiently pi-essed on the ends.
They would also be more liable to be injured in the
machine, as they cannot be sto^jped so suddenly and watched so closely, nor could they
run as fast, as in an independent stack.
It is certainly jwssible to

When

plate-calenders used to be the only

means of giving a high

jjolish to

the
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by which
it was considered very desirable that calenders should be invented
the paper could be finished on the machine but our present super-calenders are so
simple and require so little labor, that the comparatively small additional expense,
paper,

;

caused by them,

they

is

fully comjiensated

by the convenience and the advantages which

offer.

The

same

cutters used for calendered paper are the

as those used

on the machine,

and they may cut two or three reels at one time, in the finishing-room as Avell as in
the machine-room.
Nearly all the letter and blank-book paper must be
188. Ruling-Machines.
In former tunes the lines were frequently pressed into the paper, like waterruled.
marks; but such lines are indistinct, weaken the paper, and destroy its uniformity.
Since ruling-machines have reached their present state of j^erfection, they ex-

—

clusively are used for this purpose.

One

of these machines, which has been built

of Holyoke, Massachusetts,

and

is

1)y

represented on Plate

The

side elevations in Fig. 2.

Holyoke Machine Company,
Fig. 1, and by front
(Fig. 2) is shown without the

the

V by a plan in

front elevation

front side frame.

The canvas

api-on a,

which

the hands of an attendant,

This apron A

is

is

who

supported by the board

furnishes

them from

kept stretched by the weight of the

roll A",

from
on an adjoining table.
which is suspended on
receives the sheets

a',

a pile

two levers turning in x\ and by the .stretch-roll a\ The roll a* presses it against the
wooden cylinder b, from which it receives its motion by friction.
The dotted lines b'' b^ indicate the belt by which the large driving-pulley on the
This
shaft of the cylinder b, and with it the whole machine, Ls set in motion.
motion can be arrested or started by means of the coupling, which connects the loose
pulley B with the shaft, and

is

easily

thrown

in or out of gear

by the lever

b".

Cotton threads, made endless by having their ends tied together, run, about 2
inches apart, over the cylinder b and the rolls c' and c, and another set of such threads
moves on the upper part of the cylinder b, and over the rolls c^ tt d^ d, back to the
starting-point.

These rolls rest in brass brackets, which are fastened to the frames in such a
way, that their positions, and with them those of the threads, can be adjusted. One
of the rolls of each set has narrow channels turned into its surface, wherein the
threads run, and whereby they are kejrt in their

The

sheets proceed with the apron

a

i)laees.

until they leave

it

at a^,

and enter

at d,

between the two rows of endless threads just described, which carry them over a part
This cylinder e
of B and over c' and c, where they leave for the second cylinder e.
it rests in the bearings e', and its pulley
is of the same dimensions as the first one b
;

E^ is

driven from B^ by a cross-belt.

One

set

of endless threads runs over a part of

and over the rolls F^, f", f\ f, and another one winds its way over the cylinder e,
and the rolls g^ and g (Fig. 1). The sheets, coming from c, enter between these two
rows of threads at F, jiass with them over e, and leave them again at G^.
E,

FINISHING.

We

shall

follow the paper on

first

then explain the manner in which

it is
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course through the whole machine, and

its

ruled and cut, while passing over the cyl-

inders B and E.

The

sheets leave the threads at

This apron runs over the

g\ and are carried by the aj^ron i from h^ to h\
H^ it is broken off in Fig. 1

h\ h", and the stretch-roll
show the channels which

rolls

near the end, in order to

purjiose of keeping the apron extended
full in Fig. 1,

and by dotted

E, and of the rolls g\ h^, h",
motion of the surface of e.

The

h^,

and

h^,

its

A

place.

into

h\

leather belt h,

for the

shown

runs over the back ends of the cylinder

lines in Fig. 2,

communicating

sheets, in travelling over the threads

and would not form a compact

bent,

and in

;

are turned

to their circumference the

and aprons, are unequally warped and
on each other in this form. They

pile if laid

are therefore subjected to a straightening, or rather curbing, operation before being
deposited.

The mechanism used
latter,

mounted on

and

is,

with the

machine

The

proper are of wood.
belts,

for this purpose forms jiart of the lay-boy,

cast-iron frames k, while those supporting the ruling
sheets, after leaving the

running over pulleys l and

l',

apron

i

at

h\ proceed on

driven by a belt l^ from the

leather

roll h'.

The side edges of the two sheets, on leaving the apron i, meet the curved pieces
wood M (side elevation, Fig. 2), while two belts m', running over the pulleys m^
and M^, are pressing on their middle, above the belts on the pulleys L and l'. Their
of

middles are thus firmly held between two
top of the pieces m, and the sheets cannot

M

and fastened with keys

are dovetailed

moved sideways

On

titions o',

which can be

These partitions

when they
is,

wooden

in the

cross-jiieces N,

The

guides

and may be

diflfei-ent sheets.

the sheets drop

down on

and fastened with

the lay-boy o between the par-

on the wooden cross-pieces o^.
wood screwed on iron jilates. The ujiright sides o^ prevent
out, and are fastened on horizontal boards, tacked to the
bolts

o^.

form a straight pile unless they are patted on the back edge
same manner as the hands of the cutter-girls pat the jiaper,
from the cutter and lay it on the table. The shaft of the roll j}

sheets will not

come down,

as they

be thus uniformly bent.

are of

o'

cross-pieces

The

i?,

shifted

the sheets from falling

wooden

widths of the

to suit the

leaving the roll

while their edges are raised to the

belts,

fail to

receive

in the

it

which fits and
end to receive it.

for this purpose, provided with a crank-plate z^, the crank-pin of

moves

in the thin

The lower end
piece of

wood

wooden

of l^
l',

is

striji l^,

which

is

slotted out at its ujiper

bolted to a plate on shaft

which

is

l*,

slotted out to receive

and thereby connected with a flat
bolts, by which two strips of

two

it.
With every revolution of the crank-plate L', the top
moved sideways to and fro, and through the Y>]ate at its lower end

sheet-tin l° are fastened to

of the

striji l' is

and the

shaft

l''

communicates the same motion

ually pat the jjaper as

it

to the stri2)s l°,

which thus contin-

reaches the lay-boy*

The lay-boy can be lowered by means

of the hand-wheel p

and racks

p^,

as the

:
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paper is piled up, but it is usually preferred to remove the jiai^er before the piles
become too large.
While the sheets travel over the cylinders b aud e between the threads, and are
The ingenious a2:>paratus by which
carried by them, they are ruled on both sides.
this is done is represented in detail by section and side elevation in Fig. 4, Plate V,
as applied to the second cylinder e.

The jiens, which are the priucijial part of this invention, and the manner in
which they are made, are shown by Fig. 3 in full size. A sheet of thin cojjper or
brass is cut out into strips q, at the distances and in such numbers, as the lines
may be desired on the paper. They are formed as shown by q, and, when folded
or doubled up into pens, they ajipear in the shape of q'.
A row of such pens is held
between wooden clamps e, which are suspended on journals K^ at their larger ends,
in such a manner, that their points rest on the jiaper as it pa.sses over the cylinder.
A copper trough k\ as long as the cylinder, is filled with blue ink, and into this ink
is dipped a j^iece of flannel n'-, which rests on the clamp
k^ sucks up the ink, and,
acting as a syphon, delivers it through a number of threads which may be loose, but
of the same material, or threaded from the same jiiece, to as many pens.
;

The

independent threads are either fastened to

loose, or rather,

stitches, or

simply pressed on

If a few red lines are desired,

trough

e', to

The
"a

e'-

with a few

it.

little

cups containing red ink are hung in the

feed the respective pens with separate threads.

springs v, which are fastened to the frame (Fig. 2, front elevation), exercise

slight pressure

on the clamps E, and through them on the pens.

After the pajier has been ruled on both sides by the two
cylinders b and e respectively,

it is

bills, to

draw

sheet

to be usually left free, these

set.s

of jiens on the

sometimes desired, especially for blank books and

columns square across the other ones. But, as the head of the
column lines are not allowed to extend over the
whole sheet, but must stop where the bill-head begins.
This is accomplished by the following arrangement
is

lines for

A bracket s
where no

(Fig. 4)

lines are to be

the middle.

A

bolt

other end a fork

.s-,

s' is

is

screwed

to the ujiper side of the

drawn, and which

is

fiistened in this bracket

and a

steel roll s"

clamp k in some

j^lace

consecpiently free from pens, usually in

with a set-screw, and carries

suspended in the

latter.

On

at

the

this roll is fast-

ened a strip of leather %*, which is notched out at the end near the cylinder e. The
whole is adjusted in such a way that the pens draw lines on the paper, while the steel
roll s' rests on it.
The paper, which 'has been pre^•iously ruled, is now fed to the
machine, at right angle to the direction in which it travelled the first time, so that
the pens will draw the column lines, and as soon as a .'<heet reaches the roll- s% it
strikes the notch in the leather s'', and carries it along, thus interposing it between
s^ and the paper, raising the clamp e, and with it the pens, clear oflf.
When as great a length of paper as the length of strip s^ has travelled through
below s^ the latter regains its place on the sheet, and turns until the leather s* has
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returned to

its

original jiosition,

next arriving sheet

The

and stops

its

The edge

further movement.

of the

rejjeats the operation.

bill-head or the space at the head of the sheet,

lines, is exactly as

wide as the distance froni the notch

and any demand may be suited by means of a few

The
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which

to the

strijis

slitter t,

free

from column

end of the leather

s*,

of different lengths.

sheets furnished to the ruling-machine are double ones,

the second cylinder e by a

is

and must be cut on

of the kind used on ]iaper-machines

;

its

shaft
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rests in bearings

t\ but the

The

second slitter-knife.

steel slitter-plate

eyliuder e

is

runs against an iron plate instead of a

divided into halves by this plate, the form of

which can be seen in the front elevation, Fig. 2.
The sheets must be fed in exactly the correct jiosition, to be cut and ruled as
iuteuded, and for this purpose the angle-boayd x is fastened on one side of the frame.
Another angle x', of sheet ziuc, is tacked to the upright part of x, and extends with
The guide-board x is slotted out, so that it,
its horizontal jiart under the ai:)ron a.
and with it the apron, can be shifted in or out to suit the width of the sheet. The
sheets are fed so that one of their side-edges moves close along the guide x\
A great deal of note-paper is found to be ruled on three pages only, or one side
of the sheet is ruled throughout, and the other only half across. This is accomjilished
by feeding the sheets on the apron a so, that every one covers or overla^is one-half
of the preceding one. One-half only being offered to the pens of the cylinder b. the
covered half must remain blank.
But, in order to line the other side all through, the sheets must offer the full
surface to the pens on the cylinder e, which latter must be for this purpose speeded
twice as fast as b.
As soon as the sheets enter Ijetween the roll f and cylinder e. the
higher speed suajis them from under then- followers, and starts them separately on
the balance of their journey.
189. Trimming-Knife.

sorted,

and

lolded,

— The paper, having been ruled and calendered,

is

counted,

and then trimmed.

A trimming-knife,

biult

by

Rice, Barton

&

Fales, in Worcester, Mass.,

is

shown

in Fig. 112.
It Ls

moved from below the

flour

by

a crank,

which

is

connected with the trim-

ming-knife by a rod inside of one of the hollow columns.
The position of the knife and table can be adjusted by screws, as seen in tht
190. Hydraulic

and

folded,

it is

and Screw Presses.

—After

cut.

the paper has l)een calendered, ruled,

subjected for some time (not less than twelve hours or one night) to

The

a very heavy pressure.

surface

is

thereby improved, and the quires become

comjiact enough to undergo the following operations of stamping and packing, as well
as of transportation, without separating into sheets.

Large hvdraulic presses or iron screw-presses are the onlv ones seen

in

modern

mills.

A

hydraulic

press,

Holyoke, Massachusetts,

A

press

is

is

as

manufactured

called a hydraulic one if the

exercised through the

by the Holyoke Machine Company,

repr^ented in Figs. 113 and 114.

medium

power which produces the pressure

is

of a liquid.

The
to the

objects which are to be subjected to pressure are disposed on a plate, fastened
upper part of a plunger, which fits into a solid stationarv cvlinder. One or

more jiumps

force a small stream of water

placing the plunger, which

moves upward

through a pipe into
to

make room

for

this cvlinder, disit.

The

distance

INSERT FOLDOUT HERE
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between the movable and the upper stationarj' platform
and the paper between them compressed.
a
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is

thus constantly reduced,

Some skill and experience are required to put the paper on the platform
way that it will form a pile of equal height in every part. If not set

manner, the paper
not pressed at

will not present a

in

such

in this

uniform appearance, and will look worse than

if

all.

of liquid which is necessary to force the plunger and platform up,
and the pressure exercised by it very strong (from 200 to 500 tons) the
pumps may therefore work slowly, and their channels may be very small, but their
bodies must be able to withstand a heavy pressure.
The liquid (oil) which ha.s been forced into the press, returns to the pump as
soon as a passage is opened for it, and can thus be used for many operations.
The pump, represented in Fig. 114, is driven by a belt, and stopped automati-

The quantity

is

small,

;
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cally as soon as the desired pressure

is

obtained.

Tlie force-iwpes of the three

pumps

which is provided with a safety-valve. By increasing
or decreasing the weight, which closes this safety-valve through the long lever, on
the end of wliich it is suspended, any desired pressure, which the apparatus will endure,
may be obtained. As soon as the pressure of the liquid against the safety-valve from
inside becomes greater than that of the weight from outside, it opens, and forces the

empty

into one

common

end of the lever which

pipe,

carries the

weight upwards.

which the pinion and fly-wheel are mounted, is also provided with tight and loose pulleys, and the fork which holds the belt in position is
This belt-shifter is supported by tw-o bearings, and
fastened on a horizontal rod.

The

carries

driving-shaft, on

on

its

upper side a feather, which

fits

a corres])onding excavation in the

and thus prevents the rod from turning. A lever, one
end of which is fastened to the frame, fits a notch in this feather, and holds the beltThe front end of this lever
shifter in its place while the belt is on the tight pulley.
is attached to an upright rod, the lower end of which is connected with the safetybearing nearest to the

valve lever.

belt,

Whenever

lever out of the notch,

the safety-valve opens, this rod

and allows the

shifter to

In our drawing, the pumps are at

when

the apparatus

is

rest

move

and the

is

moved upwards,

raises the

sideways.

but
is on the loose pulley
must be pulled back by the

belt

to be set in motion, the shifter

;
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handle provided for this purpose, and the lever allowed to drop into the notch. The
until the desired pressure is reached and the shifter set free, when
a weight at the end of a cord, which runs over a roll, pulls the shifter, and with it the

pumping continues

upon the loose pulley.
Modern screw-presses, as well as old-fashioned ones, are usually operated by
means of long levers in the hands of men.
They are even at the present day preferred in a few mills to the more powerful
belt,

and convenient hydraulic

presses, because those of the latter,

which happened

used there, were not well enough constructed to give satisfaction.

When

to

be

the em-

ployees returned to the mill in the morning, after the pressure had been put on and

the

pump

stopped on the previous evening, they sometimes found that the liquid had

escaped and the pressure had disapj^eared.

Hydraulic presses must be built so that the liquid cannot find an outlet, even
under prolonged heavy pressure and if so, they are preferable to all others.
191. Stamping-Press.
The paper must frequently be stamped with monograms,
names, or ornaments, and a stamping-press is therefore a part of the equipment of
;

—

the finishing-room of a writing-paper mill.

The

following stamping-press seems to be the favorite in the

writing-paper mills, and

New England

well spoken of by experienced manufacturers as a sub-

manufactured by E. T. Piper, Springfield, INIassaby a perspective view, Fig. 115; a side elevation. Fig.
116; a section through the moving part. Fig. 117.
A in Fig. 117 is the cup which holds the bottom die; it can easily be pushed
out by a rod from under the table.
The steel stamp b is fastened with a set-screw
in the cylinder-plunger v.
This plunger is shown in its most elevated position, and
stantial

chusetts,

and
and

is

efiective one.
is

rej^resented

It is
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When

with the spiral spring E fully extended.

end or

collar of this spring

cises a pressure

G,

and with

pulley.

it

z descends with

upward on the plunger

the stamp b,

This knuckle g

is

c.

it,

the plunger moves down, the upper

the spring

is

compressed, and exer-

The pendulum-lever h

down with eveiy

forces the

knuckle

revolution of the crank and driving-

connected with the cylinder c by the screw d

;

and the

length of the whole plunger, including g, or the distance between the stamp and die,

can be changed by turning d fiirther in or out, and holding
tion with the check-nut f.

it

in the desired posi-

Chapter

IV.

SUBSTITUTES FOR RAGS

SECTION

I.

Historical Sketch.
192. General History

and Introductory Remarks.

— All

things relating to the arts

of writing and jn-inting have been objects of interest and study to

men

many

of the greatest

of their times, and more than a century ago they recognized the necessity of

finding materials which could to

some extent take the place of rags

for the

manufac-

ture of paper.

Joel INIunsell, in his Chronology of Pajyer

and Paper-Making

,

states that

Jacob

work
which he could transform into paper without the
giving specimens from a large number of materials, among which \yere

Christian Schaefter, of Ratisbon (Regensburg, Germany), published, in 1765, a
in octavo,

upon the

use of rags,

different plants

the coton du peuplier, hornets' nests, sawdust, moss, beech, willow, aspen, mulberry,
clematite,

and

of aloes, and

pine, also
lily

from hop vines, the peelings of grape

vines,

hemp, the leaves

of the valley, from arroche, moth-wort, masse d'eau, barley-straw,

cabba'ge stumps, thistle-stalks, burdock, conferva, wheat-straw,

broom

coi-n,

and Ba-

varian peat.

The same author

1772 there were two mills

also states that in

Italy for the manufacture of paper from maize or Turkish wheat

;

in operation in

but we have no

account of their success, nor that the manufacture was more than an experiment.
Christian Schaeffer also printed in 1772 a second book, of which there
in the

is a copy
Smithsonian Institution Library, containing upwards of sixty specimens of

made of different materials, the result of his experiments.
The savants Seba, Reaumur, Guetard, Gleditsch, and others, had

paper,

already before

Dr. Schaeffer proposed substitutes for rags.

At

present,

when

pajier

and paper-making have become, through more universal

education, matters of importance to everybody, men, from almost all walks of

life,

and methods of working them.
They have never studied paper-making, are not aware that thousands of the best
brains have been racked, and that hardly a plant exists which has not been tried or
consider

it

their vocation to discover

proposed for this jjurpose.

new

substitutes

AVe observe therefore the strange phenomena that now

:

:
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and then substances are proposed, and patents taken out, for new processes of making
paper, which have jierhaps been tried and condemned manj- years ago.
Every earnest contributor to the progress of our art is heartily welcome, but,
guided by science, the manufacture has already reached such a degree of perfection
that any real improvement can only be made by those who have, by careful study,
acquainted themselves with all the progressive experiments and practical trials, which
have been the means of bringing it to its present high position.
The foregoing remarks occurred to us while perusing a
193. Matthias Koops.
book, which by good fortune and 2:)urchase found its way into our hands.
It was printed in the year 1801 at London, and written by Matthias Koops, Esq.
It is entitled, " Historical Account of the Substances which have been used to describe Events and to convey Ideas, from the Earliest Date to the Invention of

—

Paper.

Second Edition."

King George

It begins with the following address to

the Third

"Most Gracious Sovereign.
"Sire: Your Majesty

liaving been most graciously pleased to grant

me

patents for extracting

and converting it into white paper,
and also for manufacturing paper from straw, haj',
fit for writing, printing, and for other purposes
thistles, waste, and refuse of hemp and flax, and diiferent kinds of wood and bark, fit for printing, and
almost all other purposes for which paper is used.
" And Your Majesty having, iu September last year, condescended to permit me to lay at your feet
printing and written ink from waste paper by reducing

it

to a pulp,

;

the

first

useful paper

gracious reception

it

which has ever been made from straw alone, without

has njet with from

Your Majesty,

an)' addition of rags; the

the approbation of the public, and the encourage-

me by passing an Act of Parliament in its favor, has engaged
on paper manufactured from straw solely in a more improved state, although
not yet brought to such a state of perfection as it will be made in a regular manufacture, which must
be entirely constructed for such purpose, and which I most humbly flatter myself will now much
sooner be established by the indulgence which your Majesty's Parliament has granted me. This new
ment which

me

the legislature has given

to reprint these lines

essay proves there cannot be any doubt that good and useful paper can be made from straw alone.
" The favorable manner in which Your jNIajesty has deigned to look on these, my humble attempts

of discovery, shall be a constant incitement to future exertions, and the prospect of meriting
dation of a king, always ready to countenance the most humble endeavors which tend to the
welfare,

me

to

and who has proved himself the

unremitted perseverance to bring

illustrious patron

my

and protector of

arts

and

commen-

common

sciences, obliges

attempts to perfection in the prospect of meriting

Your

Majesty's commendation, which will be the greatest pleasure I can be sensible of
" With the most ardent wishes for your Majesty's health and longevity, and with all possible deference and luuuility, I beg leave. Most Gracious Sovereign, to subscribe myself,

"Your

Majesty's most devoted, most obedient,

and most humble
" 17

We read

on page 250

"I have had
the first of May,
paper

is

to

servant,

"Matthias Koops.

Jamks Street, Buckixguam Gate,
"August 30th, 1801."

253

the satisfaction to witness the establishment of an extensive paper-manufactory since

1800, at the Neckiuger Mill, Bermondsey, where

carried on with great success,

my

invention of remanufacturiug

and where there are already more than 700 reams weekly manu-

:

;

:
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and while paper, made without any addition of rags, from old waste,
and printed paper, by which the public has already been benefited so far that the price of
paper has not risen otherwise than by the additional duty thereupon and the increased price of labor.
And it will not be many weeks before double that quantity will be manufactured at the said mill.
" Thus far succeeding, my other more extended views, in assiduously endeavoring to manufacture
the most perfect paper from straw, wood, and other vegetables, have been likewise successful. And I
am able to produce to the public very strong and fine paper made thereof, without any addition of
other known paper-stuff, notwithstanding I have not yet had the advantage of making it in a mill
regularly built for such a new undertaking. The paper whereupon this is printed is an undeniable
proof.
It is, however, only of an inferior quality, being made from the straw in the state it comes
from the farm-yard, without assorting the weeds and those parts of the straw which have been colored
by the weather. I have used this kind of paper on purpose to demonstrate the progress of so singular
factured, of perfectly clean
written,

an undertaking, and to prove

its

possibility to the world, notwithstanding the opinion of

many

scien-

men, particularly that of the ingenious Breitkopf at Leipsic, that paper made from straw cannot
be used for printing. This specimen, and others of a much finer quality which have been manufactured, leave no doubt that, when the manufactory has been regularly established with the necessary
tific

make straw paper in as great perfection as any made from rags, and by several
which I have made to change the yellow color into cream color and white, it seems to be unquestionably practicable, which will extend its consumption, and remove the prejudices which are generally
implements, I shall
trials

new

cherished against

discoveries, notwithstanding

its

natural color

is

not only pleasing, but grateful

eye for writing and printing, principally for music notes by candlelight.

to the

assert that

it

in landscapes

On

takes the impression superior to French copper-plate paper, and

and

pictures, for

the title-page

is

" Printed

And

Oopper-plate printers
it

has a beautiful

eflfect

drawing and paper-hangings."

found the following sentence

on paper re-made from old printed and written papen"

in several other jjlaces

it is

said that part of the edition

is i^i'iuted

on straw

paper.

The paper
fectly

of the coj^y in our jjossession

even now, after seventy years, per-

is

white and of good quality.

The straw

j^aper,

on which a portion of the edition

is

printed,

is

strong and

tough, but of a light-brown color, similar to straw wrapping-paper, on which,

how-

ever, the printed matter can easily be read.

The
it

last fifteen

pages of the book are printed on paj^er

has the color of light

The wood has
theless the paj^er

The

first

is

JNIanilla,

and

is

entirely of

wood

evidently not been thoroughly reduced to pure fibres, but never-

strong and tough, aud the printing shows well upon

part of the A})})endix

is

interesting, because

author di.scerned the future develoi^ment of the

"As an Appendix

made

rather rough.

to this little tract, I think

it

art.

it

it.

shows how

Avell

its

It reads as follows

proper to submit a few more remarks on the

national importance of discovering matcriaLs which can be converted into paper, and grow sufficiently

Great Britain, without the necessity of importing them from foreign countries.
])riiited upon paper made from wood alone, the produce of this country,
without any intermixture of rags, waste pajier, bark, straw, or any other vegetable substance, from
which paper might be, or has hitherto been manufactured and of this the most ample testimony can

abundant

in

"The

following lines are

;

be given
"

if

necessary.

Having thus

far succeeded in

my

researches to

make an

useful paper from one kind of wood, I

:
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doubt uot but that
be

will

my

ill

I shall fiud

many

othei-s

equallv eligible for the same purpose, of which I trust it
my expectations have been

power, withiu a few weeks, to give indisputable proof that

well founded, and that I have not cherished a visionary opinion.

numerous examples of one discovery giving birth to others, and if
by rendering these applicable to that
which have never been before applied to such a purpose, should incite active and industrious artists to
make farther improvement* in their various manufactures, my feelings will be amply gratified. Various
hints may be suggested to those who are already acquainted with the properties of paper, when passed
it may, by this means, be made to form a substance as durable and more
in lamina on each other
" Historv furnishes us with

my

success of having increased the quantity of paper materials,

;

impenetrable than oak.
"

Having long admired the celebrated manufacture of Mr. Clay at Birmingham, who has demonand beauty it has been brought, it will, in the course of time, perhaps not be
surprising to find that objects of greater consequence will engage their attention in the same pursuit,
strated to wliat perfection

and prove

that the properties from successive layers of paper

poses for which at present foreign wood is required.
" One of the greatest obstacles to the improvement

the scarcitt of the raw materials.

may

Now

may

be found a substitute for

many

pur-

and extension of this art has been probably
home in sufficient abundance, means

that these are found at

be found to supply mauufacturere with any quantity required, at reduced prices.
may probably be ultimately proved that paper thus prepared will be a lighter, neater, and

" It

more durable covering for buildings of all kinds, and it is equally true that the ingredients with which
the cement can be composed will render this substance not only incombustible, but more durable than
slates, tiles (which in the course of time become brittle), and wood in its natural state, and incorruptWho can say that coach-makei-s, chair-makers, and cabinet-makers will not make use
ible by insects.
of it for carriages, chairs, and elegant household furniture, and reflect that a substance possessing such
superior properties ought to be preferred, having flexibility, hardness, and capability of being worked
with infinite greater neatness and lustre than wood, which is so much afiected by the air and weather.
Converting wood, straw, and other vegetable substances into paper may therefore be rendered useful
for a variety of purposes and the sub-stance of the wood paper, on which these lines are printed (which
is the firet attempt to make it in a quantity), exhibits an indisputable proof that useful paper may be
manufactured from the harde.st part of wood alone, destitute of its pith or bark, and, if any of the
;

suggestions here stated, as to the application of the manufactured material, should be thought reason-

some able manufacturers will prove that this paper can be again converted
more hard and durable than any wood of natural growth."

able, experiments of

a substance,

into

—

The Principal Substitutes of the Present Time. The efforts of Jacob Christian
ami others, have been improved upon, so that waste pa|?er,
straw, wood, esparto, cane, and several other vegetable substances of less importance,
194.

BchaeflTer, ]SIatthia.s Koopf^,

are at present used in large quantities for the luauufacture of j^aper.

We

shall treat of these substitutes in the following order

—

This Section does not treat of any jiarticidar
raw material, but of the elementary substance which forms the body of all our
Section II. Fibres or cellulose.

l)aper.

Section

III. AVaste jjaper.

lY.
Y.
Section
YI.
Section YII.
Section YIII.

Section
Section

Straw.
Esjiarto.

Wood.
Mechanically prepared wuod-jnilp.
Cane.

—Jute and Manilla.

—

—
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11.

Fibres ok Cellulose.

195. Chemical Composition

and Formation.

—The body of every plant

cipally of infinitely small tubes or cylinders, called cells.

tions are of endless variety, but they always contain, chemically, the

of carbon (G), hyclrogen (H), and oxygen (O).
(CioHjuOio), and,

when

pure,

is

consists prin-

Their forms and combina-

Their substance

same

is

jjroportions

called cellulose

a white, slightly transparent body, of a brilliant appear-

ance, like silk, without either smell or taste, of a si^ecific gravity of 1.52.

It is

com-

posed of
12 atoms of carbon (atomic weight 6),
72, or
"
hydrogen (atomic weight 1), 10, "
10

10

oxygen (atomic weight

"

8),

80,

"

44.45 per cent.
6.17

49.39

162, or 100.01

This composition
"wood of a

number of

is

"

confirmed by the proportions of the atoms contained in the

trees.

Chevaudier has found them,

Carbon (C),

Hydrogen (H),
Oxygen (O),
Nitrogen (N),

for

Beech.

Oak.

Bircli.

Aspon

Willow.

49.89

50.64

50.61

50.31

51.75

6.07

6.03

6.23

6.32

6.19

43.11

42.04

42.04

42.39

41.08

0.93

1.29

1.12

0.98

0.98

show that the atomic composition of trees or wood is very
it must be concluded that wood consists almost
altogether of cellulose and of substances which are isomeric with it.
Tunicsin, starch, dextrin, gum, and several other substances, are isomeric with
cellulose that is, they are composed of the same proportions of carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen, but their atoms are differently grou2ied, and make up bodies widely different
(The most generally known examples of isomeric
in qualities and appearance.
bodies are the formations of pure carbon diamond, plumbago, and charcoal.)
The reduction of vegetable matters to fibres is more readily understood by a
contemplation of the work of nature in building up and decomj^sing them.
The animal and vegetable worlds work for each other all animals inhale, and
every burning fire consumes oxygen (O) they load it with carbon, and return it to the
These analytic

result^

nearly like that of inire cellulose, and

;

:

;

;

31

—

:
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atmospliere as carbonic

The green

acitl (CX),).

jiart?

of

all

plants absorb

ear1x)nic

tliis

decompose it again into its elements, retaining the carlxtn and exhaling the
oxygen. Carbon, "vrhich has been extracted from the food of animals, is presented to
the oxvgen in the lungs through the medium of the blood, transformed into carlx)nic
acid,

and thus returned

acid,

to the plants for the formation of

new

food.

of carbonic acid, carbon and hydrogen, and those of water, hydro-

The elements

gen and oxygen, meet in plants, and are so grouped by the action of the latter, that
they furnish a liquid substance or saji, which descends into the stem and solidifies into
The principal comixtnent of
cells or cellulose in proportion as it loses its oxygen.
this sap

is

glucose (grape-sugar), consisting of

6C

+ 5H +

50

Carbon.

Hydrogen.

Oxygen.

+ HO

which, having once been formed in the leaves of a

and transformed into

many

yeai"s'

The

c-ellulose,

Water.

tree, is

forwarded to the centre,

creating the rings, which indicate

by

their

number

as

growth.

roots take

up the mineral

and the bark

substances,

consists of the impurities

which are thrown out by the forming wood.

The changes

of glucose into cellulose

C€Uiilose being put at

1

atom of glucose

24C + 20H

is

1

represented

1

and

so

atom of glucose and
atom of glucose and
atom of glucose and

0+

by

on

;

1 of dextrin give
1 of starch give
1

be explained as follows

+ 20O + water,

2 atoms of glucose give
1

may

of cellulose give

water (HO).
6C + 5H + 5
12C -f lOH +10 + HO, or dextrin.
18C + loH + 15 O + HO, or starch.
24C + 20H + 20 O + HO, or cellulose.
30C + 25H + 25 O + HO, or bicellulose.

every additional atom of glucose producing a higher concentration of

—

and harder wood, such as tri, quarto, &c., cellulose.
All of the compounds of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon are the more soluble, as
they contain more oxygen (O), and form into solid bodies as they lose it- To dissolve
cellulose or tenser

them, nature just reverses the process of their formation

;

them again into carbonic acid and water.
Ulmic acid is produc-ed in decaving plants by slow

it

adds oxygen, and decom-

poses

oxidation,

solution of the intercelhilose or substances surroun(hng the fibres.

and

assists in the

This

the ordinarv temperature, and with only an insignificant amount of alkali

is
;

done

at

while we

require a high temperature and large amounts of alkali to do the same thing artificially,

but in a short time.

Nature seems

to indicate

hereby that not only tem|>erature and alkali are

considered in the preparation of vegetable fibre for paper, but that time also
a very imix>rtant part,
latter

and that

either of the former or lx)th

can be sufiiciently increased to

make up

may

for that reduction.

to

is to

be reduced

be

play

if

the
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It is in all cases

surround the

very

the point at -which

difficult to find

fibres are dissolved,
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may

while the fibres

the snhstances which

all

yet remain uninjured.

Flax, hemj-), and cotton rags consist of pure fibres only, with the addition of

and impurities but the

fat,

which are used in their original form,
contain incrusting, glutinous, resinous, and silicious matters, amounting sometimes to
one-half or more of their weight, which must be eliminated if the pure fibres be required.
The same agents which dissolve them will also destroy the fibres if time and opportunity
be given but fortunately the cellulose resists their influence much longer than any
other part, and, guided by experience, it is possible to regulate the operations so that
color, gluten,

;

substitutes,

;

the larger

jiart

of the fibres can be obtained in a pure state.

196. Mechanical Formation

and Appearance.

—

INIicroscojiic

examination shows that

the fibres of various plants are difierently formed.

The

single flax fibre consists of one long, thin, cylindrical cell of about

inch diameter, with a very fine channel

The

action of the beating-engine has for

very strong paper, even

axis.

them

its

it,

and

is

very tough and

^-^^-^

elastic.

object to crush in the sides of these

more flexible and they j^roduce a
up into short pieces by the oj^eraHemp has a similar fibre, only stronger, thicker, and with a wider channel.
Cotton has a long fibre, which becomes flat while drying, and twists upon its
This twist makes it bulkier, and is the cause of its forming a rather spongy

cylinders, so as to render

tion.

through

all

if

in every direction

;

the fibres have been cut

j^aper.

Straw yields a rather
j'j

stifi",

nearly round, tubular

fibre,

with pointed ends, about

of one inch in length.

The

fibres of the

evergreen coniferous woods, such as yellow and white pine,

hemlock, &c., somewhat resemble cotton
easily in

one

jilane only,

and

;

they are dotted, long,

The deciduous woods, such

flat,

tape-like,

bend

yellow pine, of considerable length.

are, especially

as poj^lar, hickor}', ash, cherry, &c., yield a fibre

of one inch in length and somewhat over ^g'j^ inch diameter,
tubular, with pointed ends, and, if perfectly free from incrust or resinous matters,

averaging about

y'g

very flexible and with but

little elasticity

;

but

if

coated with intercellular matter,

and are apt to break when forcibly bent.
Some of the woods have longer fibres, but cannot jiroduce so good a pa])er as
flax or hemp, because they have less inherent strength and flexibility.
The comparative strength of papers made of a certain kind of raw material
depends to a large extent on the length of the fibres obtained from it. But in comparing the value of different materials, the inherent qualities of their fibres seem to
be of more importance. The cells of which they are composed should be flexible, so
that they can intertwine and felt themselves easily.
The cell-walls of some of our
they become very

stiff",

best fibres are not bare inside, but clothed all over with projecting jiarts, filling the

cylinders with an elastic mass,

which

acts like a spiral spring

and prevents the walls

from breaking, when they are bent.

The

incrusting matter, if not thoroughly removed, thickens the walls of the

:
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them together. The.se thickened fibres or fibreand partake more of the stiff and unwieldy nature of

or binds several of

fibre-tubes,

bundles have

little flexibility,

straw or wood.

We

add here, from "William Allen Miller's Elements of Chemistry, London,

1869, the following description of the mechanical and chemical formation of the
cellulose, or, as

he prefers

" If a thin slice of

to call

wood be examined under the microscope,

it is immediately apparent that it is
composed of a cellular or fibrous substance, the texture of
appearance, according as the slice has been cut across the grain of the wood

not a homogeneous structure, but that

which assumes a
or parallel to

different

This ligneous

it.

cellulin

it,

fibre,

it is

or true

tutes the basement-tissue found in all vegetables
in the pith of the

woody matter,

One

Payen, of two essentially distinct portions.

consists,

according to the researches of

of th&se has received the
;

it

name

of cellulose;

it

consti-

occurs nearly pure in cotton, linen, elder pith,

Aralia papyrifera, from which rice-paper

is

prepared.

The

other portion

is

and

a deposit

of incrusting matter, which lines the interior of these cellules in amorphous layers, varying in thickness

according to the age or character of the ligneous substance.
" Cellular tissue forms the

groundwork of every plant, and, when obtained in its pure state, its
may have been the nature of the plant which furnished it, though it
may vary greatly in appearance and physical characters. For instance, it is loose and spongy in the
succulent shoots of germinating seeds, and in the roots of plants, such as the turnip and potato it is
porous and elastic in the pith of the rush and the elder it is flexible and tenacious in the fibres of
hemp and flax it is compact in the branches and wood of growing trees, and it becomes very hard
and dense in the shells of the filbert, the peach, the eocoauut, and the Pfiytelephas or vegetable ivory.
Vegetable cellular tissue in its succulent form is easily digestible, but, when it has become compact
and incrusted with true woody matter, as in the husks of the seed and in the hard portions of the
stems, and even when simply condensed into tenacious fibres, like those of hemp and flax, it is no
composition

is

the same, whatever

;

;

;

longer digestible, or in a condition to serve as nutriment to the higher orders of animals."

From

the foregoing,

unfit to be used for the

it

follows

:

that plants are in the

same jwoportion more

manufacture of paper, as they are more valuable as food for

animals.
" It

it is

scarcely possible to obtain cellulose free from ligneous tissue by artificial means, since the

is

incrusting,

woody matter, when once deposited within

its

meshes,

is

retained with great obstinacy, but

presented in a pure condition in finely-carded cotton, in linen, and in the finest kinds of filtering-

To

paper.

th&se sources the chemist usually has recourse

when he

desires to

examine the properties of

cellulin.

" Pure cellulin

than water;

A

is

its fibres

a white tasteless substance, insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, or

oils.

It

is

heavier

are transparent, and exert a depolarizing influence upon a ray of polarized light.

solution of well-washed, freshly-precipitated, hydrated cupric oxide, or cupric carbonate, in dilute

ammonia,

dissolves the fibre in most of

its

forms, though in

some

cases, as in that of the rice-paper, this

solution does not take place until the vegetable fibre has been boiled with diluted acids.

Cellulin

precipitated from the cupric solution, unaltered in composition, on acidulating the solution with

is

an

it, and produces a treacly-looking liquid, converting
and subsequently into grape sugar. Weak acids exert
but little effect on cellulin, but the action of these and of all other solvents is materially greater upon
the recently-formed cellules than upon the old ones.
By prolonged boiling with dilute sulphuric acid,
the less compact forms of cellulin are gradually converted into glucose.
Hydrochloric acid in its con-

acid.
it

Cold, concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves

after dilution

and

boiling, first into dextrin,
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on immediate dilution

witli

water; but

do not act upon

dilute,

to Peligot, if cellulin
solid, caustic potash,

cellulin,

but when concentrated they gradually destroy

if it

be

left

Alkaline liquids, when

undiluted for two or three days, no precipitate occurs on the addition of water.

its

texture.

According

be moistened with water and submitted to distillation with an equal weight of

wood

spirit distils over,

and

potassic oxalate

formed in the residue.

is

A

solution

of chlorine acts but very slowly upon cellulin."

The same author
"

An

says in a subsequent article on Paper-making:

excess of chlorine must be carefully avoided, because

it is

liable to enter into chemical

com-

bination with the fibre, and, by displacing a portion of the hydrogen, to form a substitution compound,

which, being destitute of tenacity, furnishes a brittle paper."

197. Conclusions.
jiaper

in

it,

—The

usefulness of a plant for the jjurpose of

depends uj^on the nature of

and upon the expense

its fibres,

at whicli this

upon the proportion of

making white

cellulose contained

can be freed from the incrusting matters or

intercellulose.

Many

coarse papers, such as wrapping, or boards, j)ermit of the use of fibrous

plants in the original state, even if they contain only a small proportion of fibres.

Some kinds

of swamp-grass, for instance, which could not profitably be transformed

into white paj^er, are extensively used for this class.

than

which would have to be eliminated
the body of the wra^jpers or boards.

cellulose,

enter into

Their component

for the

parts, other

manufacture of white

jiaper,

:
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SECTION

III.

Wa>ste-Paper.
198.

—

Trade and General Assortment. Waste-paper, the shoddy of the paperis next in importance to rags, as it is already prepared pulp, the sur-

manufacturer,
face of

which only requires cleaning.

The supply

proi^ortion as that of paper generally

same

;

it

of this material increases in the

should and will he saved in every

household as well as rags.

In this country and in England, where the i)rice is high enough to offer inducements for its preservation, enormous quantities are gathered and Avorked up.
We have already shown that this material was remauufactured by Matthias
Koops, over seventy years ago, and yet it has only within the last twenty years been
appreciated to any extent and. generally used.
Wrapping-jiajier, made of straw and other cheaji materials, and paper bags have
taken the place of old books and uewsj^apers in the stores, for the purjaose of j^acking
uj) goods, and the increasing demand has caused old paper to be saved, where it

would formerly have been considered useful only to kindle a fire.
AVaste-paper is sorted like rags into a good many qualities.
The cuttings of new white paj^er make up the highest class, and are called
shavi)igs; they are subdivided into hard or sized and soft or unsized shavings.
Colored s/wvinffs are the cuttings of colored

j:)aper.

Paj^er without printer's ink, but only writing fluid on

blank-books and
quantities,

letters,

— another

is

n-hiie

its

surface, such as old

highly valued, but found only in comparatively small

evidence of the

dail}^

printing

increasing imjiortance of the

press.

Printed papers are divided into three classes

The

first

one contains the best qualities of clean pi'inted papers, such as books

deprived of their covers and backs,
partially printed upon.

The second

It is called

letters,

class consists of clean

white printed paper.

It is called

blank-books, and others, which

No. 2

newspapers, jiamphlets, and other waste of

make up

the third

^^r/w^s.

jNIanilla papers,

enough can be

be

M). 2 imperfections, or No. 1 prints.

Soiled printed or writing papers, which have once been white,
class, or

may

Ko. 1 imperfections.

board cutthlgs, wrapping papers, and any other kind of which

gathei-ed, are

put up

se})arately,

and

forin as

many

different grades.

WASTE-PAPER.
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The subdivisions, according to quality and cleanness of the stock, are neai'ly
numerous as those for rags.
Waste paper is shijjped like rags in bales, which weigh from 300 to 800 pounds,
and there are as many tricks practiced in this trade as in the sale of rags.
Sometimes we find the best stock on the outside, and a very poor lot in the
As the
centre of the bale, or the jiapers may be moist from the addition of Avater.
bales are mostly sold by their gross weight, they are sometimes covered with a large
quantity of cheaj), heavy bagging.
Exjierience only, can teach how and where to buy.
as

199. Dusting

and Sorting.

—-The treatment of old paper in the mill

is

very similar

component fibres
already ^irepared pulp, which has only

to that of rags, but, while the latter can be reduced to their single

much power, old paper is
on the surface, and washed and brushed in the engine,

only by the use of
to be cleaned

to

be ready for

*

the machine.

Old jjapers are always more or less mixed with
would require severe beating to be transformed into
receive a slight brushing in

company with the

rags, twine, or threads,
jiulp.

But

which

as they can only

papers, they appear in the' finished

pulp in nearly their original form, and are a source of constant trouble.

Everything which has not once been white j^ulp must be carefully sorted out,
dark wrapping-paper. Dealers never sort so carefully
that some of these may not find their way into the bales, and if allowed to become
mixed with the pulp, they will be ground up, and appear in the finished pa^jer as
numerous yellow, gray, or colored spots.
]\Iany sheets, especially in the prints, are folded or bundled up into rolls, in which
especially yellow straw, or

pens, dirt, or seeds of

some

fruit,

qualities, sticks closely together,

may often

All waste-j^aper, even of the best

be found.

and must be opened and

sej^arated into distinct pieces;

nothing does this more efiectually than a rag devil or a railroad-duster
the papers apart, and

all

the heavy, small impurities

fall

;

it

knocks

through the wire or grate.

thing to be done with waste-jiaper, when taken from a bale, is therethrough a devil and duster. If this is well done, the papers will reach
the sorters, opened out into single sheets, free from dust and all small impurities, and
torn into convenient sizes.
They can be assorted more thoroughly and in a shorter
time, and, being free from dust, are less objectionable than the stock taken directly

The

fore to

from the

A

first

run

it

bales.

13, connected by an
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, or 11, are
frequently used
the first opens the papers, and the second gives them time to
throw off' the iminirities. In mills, where these jiapers constitute the only raw mate-

railroad-duster, of the kind represented

by Figs. 12 and

apron, with an open cylinder-duster, of the kinds
;

rial

for the

manufacture of better grades, such

as

book

jiaper, as

many

as three of

these dusting-machines are sometimes used in connection.

The sorting-rooms
for rags, with the

have the same general appearance as those
no knives are used, as no cutting is required.

for waste-paper

difference that

:
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Some

which use waste-paper exclusively,

mills,

sort

it

at least the following

into

grades
White No. 1
White No. 2

shavings.
shavings.

Colored shavings.

White

letters.

Blue

letter.*.

Book

paper.

No. 1
No. 2

prints, consisting principally of soiled newspapers,

prints, eousi.stiug principally of clean newspapers,

Colored papers.

Boards and wrapping paper.

All these

jiajiers,

except the last

which seem
its

to

influence.

and

it is

class,

are subsequently boiled with soda,

many newspapers and

has been observed that

and

it

lower grades of books or pamphlets,

be made of esparto, or some kind of wood, turn yellow-brown under
The jwesence of such papers injures the color in spite of all bleaching,

and worked

therefore necessary that they should be sorted out,

into lower

grades of paper.

much

It requires

made

experience to judge from their appearance, which papers are

of esparto or wood, and sometimes

strong solution of soda,
is

any doubt
on the

color,

it

it

yellow or brown,

goes into No.

A

altogether impossible.

it is

therefore kept in the sorting-room,

as to the composition of a pie'ce of paper,

If the soda turns

basin.
effect

is

it

it

is

basin, with a

and whenever there

simply dipped into the

belongs to No.

2,

but

if it

has no

1.

After this ex2)eriment has been often

tried,

the sorters will be able to recognize

the nature of the raw material of which the paper has been made, more precisely, and

have recourse

One

to the test only in exceptional cases.

experienced

woman

can sort 500 to 1000 pounds of the ordinary class of

prints or im])erfections per day.
200. Boiling.

—The extraction of ink and

fat

by boiling

is

the next operation.

AVriting ink can be extracted with water alone, but a solution of soda

is

required

for 2)rinting ink.

If a rotary

is

used for this purpose, the ojjeration

is

carried

on exactly as with
is added to the

rags, but instead of lime, a solution of soda, or better, of caustic soda,

papers.

The motion

of the rotary boiler, slow as

it

may

be, causes friction, and, aided

by

the li(iuid and heat, reduces a i)ortion of the papers to pulp.

The

state or division, and the steam,
and does carry off some of them mechanically. While
the papers are washed, another and larger portion of these fine fibres escapes with the
fibres of this

in blowing

off,

cannot

pulp are in the most reduced

fail to,

wash-water.

The solution of soda destroys the printing ink by dissolving its fat, but it also
assumes the color of the ink, and turns more or less black itself. The pulji and soft-
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jjaj^ers

become thoroughly impregnated with
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this bhick liquor,

and can only

l^e

cleaned by the most persistent washing.
It is evidently j^referable that the j^apers

boiled, so that they will not be turned into

should not be in motion while they are

pulp before the proper time.

be easier to wa.sh papers which have not been stained

and the inevitable
Waste jiaper

loss of fibres,

which

fine

all

It will also

through with black liquor,

pulp must sustain,

is

avoided.

which
consume more steam than
rotaries, because they cannot be closed steam-tight, but this loss is more than compensated for by the advantages gained.
We find them in many mills constructed of wood, with wooden jierforated false
bottom and cover. The wood is soon destroyed by the soda it peels off in flakes
and pieces, and not only requires frequent renewals, but becomes mixed with the
jjulp, and thus injures the pajier.
It is therefore cheaper and better to make the

make

its

is

therefore boiled in stationary tubs in nearly all the mills

remanufacture a specialty.

It is true that tubs

;

tubs of iron.
Fig. 118 represents an arrangement of boiling-tubs in connection with a hoist-

ing ajiparatus, as used in some of our most successful mills.

The

a and b are of light boiler iron, 8 feet dee}), of 8 feet diameter at
and 8i feet at the top, covered with a mantle of wood, which prevents
the escape of heat.
The false bottoms c are perforated all over, and carry in tlie
centre upright pipes d, overtojiped by bonnets e.
The steam enters from the pipe
G into a coil (not shown in Fig. 118) below the false bottom, from which it is evenly
spread through all parts of the tub by means of a large number of small holes.
tubs

the bottom,

32
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The

liquid can be

one or two

F, in

To

drawn

off

A

through the pipe and valve h.

pieces, is laid over the

begin the operation, the tub

flat ii'ou

cover

toji.

is filled

to i or |

with a solution of soda

;

steam

and the whole mass brought to the boiling-point before any pajjer is put
The boiling liquid rises up through the pijje D, and, striking against the bonnet e,
in.
As soon as this takes place, the papers are
is spread over the whole sui-face of the tub.
gradually thrown in, so that all will be soaked before they reach their resting-jilace.
We have often seen waste-papers imperfectly boiled, because they were packed
T^Tien the oj^eration
into the tub in a dry state, and the solution added afterwai-ds.
was finished, it appeared that some portions of the stock had not been reached by the
liquid that they had not even been wet, simply Ijecause they had been packed together
is

started on,

;

so tightly that the solution could not penetrate them.

that the papers should

done, as

if this is

The

It is therefore of

become thoroughly soaked while they are

much paper may

l.>e

tram2>ed into the tub as

it

importance

Ijeing put in

;

and

will hold.

liquor circulates easily through a mass of wet paj>er, but dry paper, if

packed into a soUd body, seems to be nearly imj>ervious to

The

tubs of our section Fig. 118 (8

by 8

feet)

it.

hold about 4000 pounds of papers

10 feet diameter by 10 feet dejtth would have a capacity of nearly
8000 pounds of imperfections. Heavy book papers require less room than news or
shavings, and the quantity which a tub may hold vai'ies accordingly.
The papers must be packed all round as uniformly as jiossible, because the
boiling solution may otherwise find an easy channel downward in some part, and
each, while one of

leave other portions untouched.

The

which

up tlirough pipe d, should be spread over the whole surand an iron bonnet e, previously descrilied, is sometimes
used for this purpose, but often the cover F itself is used in its place, by making the
pipe D long enough to come up close to it.
liquid

boils

face as uniformly as possible,

A

uniform percolation of the Liquid through the mass can be easier obtained in

tubs of moderate diameter than in very large ones.

The

necessity of

emptying the tubs by hand used

to

be in

the jirincipal objections against their use, but the boiled mass

by means of

An
made
bars,

is

many

mills one of

at present hoisted out

cranes.

arrangement of this kind

is

rejiresented in Fig. 118.

The

false

bottom c

is

of perforated, wrought or cast-iron plates, fastened to a strong frame of iron

and can be

lifted out

by means of three or

foui-

iron rods

i.

When

the lx)iling

hooks K are lowered and connected by short chains with
the rings or hooks at the upper ends of the rods i.
The pulley l of the crane is then connected by a belt with the driving-pulley M,
or the crank n is turned by hand, until the whole mass api>ears above the floor, when
the crane is moved around on its i^ivot, to a place where the false bottom c can be
deposited.
Another sjiare false bottom may at once be attached to the hooks k,
lowered into the tub, and a new operation started.
oi^eration

is

finished, the
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out as a solid mass, looking like a very large cheese

;

they are

easily hoisted, without rubbing, in ascending, against the sides of the tub, because of
its

form or constant enlargement towards the

conical

The

original weight of the papers

top.

increased by the liquid absorbed

is

they represent a very heavy mass, and can only be moved slowly.
Fig. 118

by them

;

crane in

and a worm-wheel, driven by one of the two
tubs are located in a circle around the
any other manner, with hoisting-apparatus of any

25rovided with double gears

is

pulleys M, accoi'ding to
crane, but

The

may

location.

its

be disposed in

The

desired construction.

of an ojieration, from emptying to emptying, varies from fifteen to

The time

If several tubs are used, steam should be admitted to

twenty-four hours.

make

them by

consumption more regular.
The escape steam of a steam-engine can be used with great advantage to boil
these papers.
It must enter the tub under the false bottom, in at least two or three
turns, or to only one at a time, in order to

places, to

be divided evenly

Some

jjaper-mills

all

work

its

round.

uji

enormous quantities of waste

exclusively with escape steam.
201. Preparation and Use of the Soda Solution.

—The

which are boiled

2">aper,

soda

is

universally used in

it in the dry state
and insoluble matter,

the form of soda ash, and some paper-makers simply sprinkle

By

through the papers.

so doing, they introduce all the dirt

contained in the soda ash, into the pulp.

by

dissolving one lot in hot water,

What

and screening

this
it

amounts

through a

to,

can easily be seen

fine wire-cloth.

If as nuich dirt as the soda solution leaves on the wire were thrown into the

would probably consider the pulp ruined but he hesitates
form of soda ash. If previous dissolution and screening are considered too laborious, the soda can be tied up in a coarse bag, and laid on the bottom
The impurities remain in the bag, and can
of the tub before it is filled with papers.
engines, the manufacturer

not to add

it

;

in the

be removed with

The soda

it

when

the operation

is

finished.

dissolves the printing ink, but as the papers are not exposed to friction

or motion, the dissolved ink remains on the surface of the sheets,
all

through the

A part of

and

is

not diffused

liquid.

the solution

is

absorbed by the papers, and leaves the tub with them,

pure state, and can be used again.
draw off the liquor, but only hoist the papers out,
add a fresh solution to the liquid, which remains in the tub, and begin a new operation.
This can be continued for maijy weeks until the solution begins to acquire a
dark color, when it must be discharged.
In some mills the liquor is drawn off through the outlet-pipe H, into a lower
but the remainder

is

in a comparatively

]\Iany paper-makers do not

Before entering this receiver, it passes,
is finished.
however, through a Avire-cloth, which retains the impurities, and it is subsequently
returned to the tub by means of a pump, to serve with an addition of fresh solution
receiver, as soon as the boiling

for the next operation.

The mass

of boiled papers being

much

lighter after the liquid

SUBSTITUTES FOR EAGS.
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has been drained from

it,

can therefore be hoisted up with

and impurities, which
not drawn off' for a long time.

retains pieces of paper
if

the li(piid

is

Some manufacturers
simpler

first

less

will acciunulate

prefer the latter plan, for the

power, and the screen

below the

false

bottom,

reasons mentioned, to the

one.

The liquor which is used for boiling by the majority of manufacturers, consists
simply of a solution of soda ash, the purest and most caustic soda ash being generally
In some paper-mills

preferred for this purpose.

with caustic lime, and a few paper-makers

The

uses caustic soda

(NaO)

only.

20 per cent, of
of soda (NaO,C02).
to

The

its

its

The soap-maker

its

by boiling

transform the

fat

of the print-

does precisely the same thing, but he

So-called caustic soda ash contains seldom

soda in the caustic

state,

while the balance

elimination of the carbonic acid can only be beneficial, and

fore suggest that the soda solution should always be

with

causticity is increased

the solution thoroughly caustic.

prinei^ial object of the boiling operation is to

ing ink into a soluble soap.

from 10

make

made

caustic.

It

is

more than
carbonate

we would

there-

should be boiled

due projiortion of caustic or burnt lime, and the clear liquid drawn

off"

into

the tub.

For particulars we refer
The manufacturers who

to Section

IV, on Straw-Paper.

are most successful in this specialty use quantities of

pounds per hundred of the weight of papers
which has been left from the preceding operation.
Waste-paper requires more soda, in proportion as it is more thickly covered

fresh soda ash, varying from 10 to 20
in addition to the solution

with printing ink.
202.
false

Washing and Bleaching.

bottom on which they

—The

rest in the

boiled papers are gradually removed from the

form of a large cake, and fui-nished

to the

wash-

ing-engine.

These engines should be provided with blunt knives and clear wash-water, and
must be kejit at work until the water runs off clear, when the
pajjers may be brushed out by lowering the roll.
Although the sorting may have been done with the greatest care, rags and

their revolving washers

threads always

make

upon a body of

cloth,

their apjiearance in the boiled stock.

Some

pajiers are pasted

which cannot be seen until it has been sejjarated by the hot
water of the boiling operation and the movement in the engine others, esjjecially
threads, have been overlooked from their smallness.
When the pajjcrs are reduced
in the engine, it is frequently found that all .these sti-ings and rags together form
considerable quantities, which must give trouble during their further progress through
the chest, pump, screens, and on the wire.
It is a matter of importance that they
should not be allowed to pass beyond the engine, and they can be effectually caught
by a very simple ari-angement.
;

By

putting the fingers upright, like a rake, into the moving pulp,

catch the rags and strings which pass that

way

;

it is

easy to

they will gather around and hang

WASTE-PAPER.
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This simple experiment shows what ought to be

to them.

Instead of using

clone.

the fingers of the hand, a rack should be constructed, similar to those used for waterwheels,

and placed

across the engine-tub, between the midfellow

the pulp begins to ascend to the

wood

II

which

is

hanging

in boxes

part on the bottom of the engine.
into this frame; they

of the pulp.

They

must be

roll,

and front

as rejsresented in Fig. 18.

on the midfellow and front

A

side, rests

side,

where

frame of hard
with

its

lower

The upright teeth which form

the rack are fastened

enough (about 2 inches deep)

to resist the pressure

sti'ong

should, at the same time, occupy as

little

as possible of the space

through which the pulp has to pass, and may be about I inch thick at the back end,
and not less than from 2 to 3 inches apart. The edges of the teeth which are struck
by the flowing pulp should be sharp or j^ointed, to make the strings hang on easier.
Wooden teeth answer better than metal ones, because the latter become slippery and

As

not needed, the lower end

is

lifted

above the engine and held there by means of a stick or paddle, placed under

it,

across

let

the strings glide

the

off.

long as the rack

midfellow and front side of the vat.

reduced to pass the.rack Avithout obstructing
strings immediately begin to gather

is

As

soon as the papers are sufficiently

it, it is

and hang on

set in

working position, and the
it must be frequently

to its teeth

;

remove the rags until no moi'e can be fished out.
We have seen bucketfuls of rags and strings thus taken from an engine furnished
with imperfections or shavings, which were apj^arently free from them.
The washed and cleaned pulp is then bleached in the engine, in precisely the
same manner as rags. If only one class of papers is used and made into a lowpriced article, the whole operation can be finished in the one engine but if the jiuljis
of different grades of imjjerfections are to be mixed, and the best j^ossible quality proraised to

;

duced, the bleached pulp should be emptied into drainers.

Fine blue letter-paper,

if

a considerable quantity of

only be washed, but not bleached, as

which may be used

its

mixed

fr(jni rags,

It requires for this

will not permit

can be obtained, should

in the place of ultramarine.

203. Mixing, Beating, and Final Remarks.

that

it

pulp furnishes a very good coloring material,

— The

in the beaters, washed,

pulji

and made

from waste papers

is,

like

into stuff for the machine.

purpose no severe beating, but only a thorough brushing, which

any small

jiieces

of pajVer to

sli})

through without being reduced

to

fibres.

among the j^apers, instead of having
would be necessary to grind them into pulji and this could not
be done without beating the papers more severely than they require, thus injuring
the fibres and the strength of the new pajier.
If waste-paper is to be mixed with rags, the latter nuist be thoroughly reduced
If strings and rags were allowed to remain

been fished out,

it

before the paper-pulji

Every

;

is

added.

which has not been thoroughly reduced to fibres, either
from imperfect boiling or beating, will cause a dark, thick spot in the new paper
which is made from it.
particle of paj^er
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If the operations have been very badly conducted, the

new paper

will

sometimes

present a mottled appearance, or even be covered with letters or words, which had
neither been dissolved nor brushed out.

Every engine of pulp, made from waste paper, should therefore be well examined
before

it is

allowed to be discharged.

Different kinds of pulp can also be separately finished in the engine
in the stuff-chest with straw or rag-pulj}, especially if they are to pass

patent pulping-engine afterwards.

It has

been found

difficult in

many

out waste-paper with ordinary beaters, and Jordan engines (Figs.

and mixed
through a

mills to brush

48 and 491 have

Nearly eveiy mill known to us
which works waste-paper as a specialty is supplied with one or more of them.
The writer, as manager of the Public Ledger Paper Mill, has, during four years,
worked millions of pounds of old newspapers, prints, imperfections, &c., mixed with
about an equal quantity of straw-jjulj?, into new printing-jiaper. The two kinds of
pulp were either mixed in the Iseaters, or treated separately and mixed in the stuff- •
therefore been generally adopted for this purpose.

chest only.

The

fibres comjiosing

waste-paper are weakened by the rej^eated treatment, and,

like shoddy, will not produce so strong

their color

and cleanness may not only be

an

article as

they originally formed

but

;

restored, but even imjiroved.

A large number of mills are making jjaper from waste exclusively, and the most
successfiil

ones do not confine themselves to news, hanging, and card, but even

ufacture a very fair

Waste-jiaper
it is

is

medium

a good substitute for rags, over

already reduced and absorbs very

According

to quality

man-

quality of book paper.

little

and purity,

it

which

it

has the advantage that

power.

furnishes from 70 to 90 per cent, of

its

weight in new paper.
It is especially of advantage to paj)er-mills which have no water-power or not
enough of it. If the steam which escajies from the engine is used for boiling the
papers, and otherwise economized, a steam-mill will, in working waste-i:)aper, consume
comparatively little more fiiel than one driven by water-power.

:

STRAW.
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SECTION

IV.

Straw.

We subdivide

this section into

A. Wrapping-paper.
and by similar

directions,

New

B.

—Manufacture of white straw-paper according

to Mellier's

j^rocesses.

patented j^rocesses.

C. Treatment of straw-jDulp in the beaters

and on

pajjer-machiue.

tlie

—Con-

clusions.

A. Wrapping- Paper.

—3Ianufacture
Directions,

204.

Yellow

of White Straw-Paper according
and by Similar Processes.

Straw Wrapping-Paper.

straw

—The

a substitute for rags

attention

early as

attracted

to

century.

Joel Munsell states in his Chronology that the

as

ture paper from straw was

A treatise was

rags.

made

in

as

Germany

first

Mellier's

was

paper-makers

of
the

to

middle of the last
attempt to manufac-

in 1756, induced

by the scarcity of

printed upon the subject, giving a plan for reducing

vege-

all

and bleaching the same.
Yellow straw-paper was the first result of these experiments, and it was probably made many years ago in substantially the same manner as at the present time.
The straw is steeped in its original length in wooden tubs, of the same construcFresh lime is
tion as those described for rags and waste-pajoer, but of larger size.
dissolved in a box or tub above them, and the diluted milk of lime thus prejiared,

tables into pulp,

runs down to the straw.

Steam

is

then admitted, and the whole mass boiled for several hours, the liquid
oif, and the straw thrown out.
It is thence directly furnished

drained and washed

into engines provided with washers, cleaned as

and made
Fourdrinier machine would

emptied into a

A

stuff-chest,

much

also answer, but the

not justify the use of so expensive an ap2)aratus

when

machine answers the purpose.
In the manufacture of straw wrapping or boards,

much
it,

as possible, beaten into jwlp,

into paper on a cylinder-machine.

cellulose the straw contains, provided

it

low price of the paper does
much cheaper cylinder-

the

it is

of

little

be strong and pliable,

importance
a.s

nearly

how

all

of

except a small proportion extracted by the lime-water, enters into the body of the

paper.

:
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205.

Proportions of Fibres and Other Substances contained in Different Kinds of

Straw, Esparto, and some other Plants.

— If good

wliite

cellulose

which may be contained

in the

is to be made from straw,
and ujjon the proportion of

paper

the cellulose or fibre must be produced in a pure state

;

raw material depends,

to a great extent, the

commercial success of the operations.

The composition

of

many

plants has been examined, with a view to their useful-

ness for the manufacture of pajaer,

and the

results of a

number of

these analytical

have been connuunicated in the Centralblatt fiir Deutsche Papierfabrication of
1871, by Sujierintendent C. Schmidt, as follows

tests

:
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a measure been imitated by often-repeated maceration of the

straw, alternating with baths in alkaline lye, until the fibre was obtained pure, or

nearly

so.

Even

at the present

day white paper

is

made from

straw, boiled with a solution

of caustic soda in open tubs.

To make
with as

pure

its

manufacture a profitable business,

it

must be done

can be obtained.

fibre as

Numerous experiments have been and

are necessary to determine

and kinds of chemicals, what degree of temperature, how much

tions

exj^editiously,

chemicals, and fuel as possible, and with as large a production of

little labor,

what proporand what

time,

mechanical aj^paratus are best suited to that end.

Though white paper had been made from straw

as early as in the year

Matthias Koops, and later by Montgolfier, and Lemuel

W. Wright

1800 by

(patented 1847),

the manufacture had not been carried on largely until Mellier established, as the

many

result of

when

experiments made by him, a simple, concise prescrijstion, by which,

followed out correctly, good white pajDcr could be made.

The

specifications of

the patent, granted to him, contain a full description of his process, and, since

given rise to considerable litigation,

M. A.

C.

we add here a copy of

it

has

it

MELLIER, OF PARLS, FRANCE.

Letters-Patent No.

17,387,

dated May 26th,

1857.

Patented in France, August Ttli, 1854.
Patented in England, October 2Cth, 1855.

To all whom
Be

it

an invention
lowing

is

it

kuown

a

for

may concern:

that

I,

Marie Amedee Cliarles Mellier, of Pari.s, iu the Empire of France, have made
in the manufacture of paper, and I do hereby declare that the fol-

an improvement

and exact description

full

The invention has

for its object

:

a peculiar process for the treating of straw and other vegetable
manufacture of

fibrous materials requiring like treatment, preparatory to the use of such fibres in the

paper

;

and the improvement

consists in subjecting straw or such other fibrous materials to a pressure

of at least 70 pounds on the square inch when boiling such fibrous matters in a solution of caustic
alkali.

For

this purpo.se the straw or fibrous matters are cut into short lengths,

and washed.

They

provided with a

are then placed in a suitable boiler

coil or coils of

steam-pipe

—

^for

—and

I

soaked

in

warm

water,

use for such purjjose a rotary boiler

the purpose of heating the contents

;

and

I prefer that

the boiling should be carried on at a temperature to produce at or about 80 pounds on the square inch

where are the fibrous materials to be acted upon, but so high a temperature is not absofor I have found by experiment that it is essential that a temperature equivalent to
70 pounds on the square inch must be employed. The quantity of alkali u.sed is at the rate of about
16 per cent, of caustic soda or potash of the straw or fibrous substance under process. The fibres
may then be bleached by the use of a comparatively small quantity of bleaching powder or chloride
in the boiler,

lutely necessary

;

of lime.

To enable

others skilled in the art to

make and
.3.3

u.se

my

invention, I will proceed to describe

more

,

/
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manner of using the same: The straw,
same for the paper manufacture,

fully the

to prepare the

or other fibrous material requiring a like process
is first,

as heretofore, to be cut, in a chafi-cutting or

other machine, into short lengths, and to be freed from knots, dirt, and dust, and then steeped for a
few houi-s in hot water. The straw or fibrous materials and a weak solution of caustic alkali are then

heated by steam as hereafter explained, and the heat is to be
and maintain for a time a pressure internally of the boiler equal to
that is, about 310 degrees of Fahrenheit by which means
or exceeding 70 pounds on the square inch
a considerable saving of alkali, as well as time and fuel, results, as compared with the means of using
a hot solution of caustic alkali, as now practiced in preparing straw and other fibres for paper-making.
The boiler employed for the purpose, and the manner of heating it by steam, may be varied but,
first, it must have a rotary motion, either on its long or on its small axis, by means which are very
to

be placed in a suitable close

boiler,

raised to such a degree as to attain

—

—

;

well

known

and second,

;

I prefer not to

are immersed, but to pass

steam-pipes inside of

it,

middle portion of the

it

so that the

boiler,

send the steam directly into the liquid

either in a jacket

but

is

around the

boiler, or

in

through a

which the materials
coil or

a system of

steam does not mix with the caustic alkaline solution in the
kept separate, and does not therefore,

in

condensing, dilute the

caustic alkaline solution used.

The plan of
tically or

on

its

construction of the boiler I would

recommend would

small axis, as very well known, to cover

it

be, if the boiler

circulate from one eijd to the other between the two plates; or rather, if

or upon
it

fi

diaphragm or

arranged
is

long axis, as

its

in

a

is

it is

to revolve

horizontally,

which partitions are connected together by numerous tubes, which are
By this arrangement the steam

near the outer circumference of each partition.

introduced through the hollow axis at one end of the boiler, and

and thence

to rotate ver-

equally very well known, to fix near each end of the boiler and inside of

partition,

circle,

is

with a jacket, so that the steam could

compartment at the other end of the

it

passes through the steam-pipes,

it and the condensed steam are
conveyed away, as is well underetood, through the other hollow axis.
In adopting the plan of not sending directly the steam into the boiler, I found the three following
advantages first, not to dilute, as I have already said, the alkaline solutions second, to avoid the

into the

boiler,

where

:

:

trouble of having sometimes the end of the steam-pipe in the boiler choked with straw, and to prevent,
in case that

by one cause or another the pressure

pressure in the straw-boiler, the priming of the

would fall under the degree of the
by the second, viz., the absorption of straw and

in the steam-boiler
first

alkaline solution from the straw-boiler into the steam-boiler; third, the greater facility of cooling the
straw-boiler,
off the

when

the pressure has been maintained for a sufficient length of time, by

steam at oqe end, letting

it

at the other

end out of the jacket, or of the

means of turning

coils or

steam-pipes just

and passing through the same a stream of cold water, which, at the same time that it cools
the mass, furnishes a quantity of cold water, which can be received in convenient vessels, and will be
found very useful for washing the straw or other fibrous material after boiling.
By means of submitting the straw or similar fibrous materials to a pressure of between 70 to 84
pounds on the square inch inside of the boiler, I can reduce considerably the proportion of alkali; and
described,

is to be from 2 to 3 degrees of Baume, or of a specific gravity of
from 1.013 to 1.020, and at the rate of about 70 gallons of such solution to each hundredweight of

the solution which I prefer to use

straw or other fibrous vegetable matters requiring like treatment.

The boiler is to be filled with straw and
The boiler is made to revolve slowly

the alkaline solution, and then closed, fluid and steam-

—

—

.say about 1 or 2 revolutions per minute
and the steam
up the heat and pressure during about three hours after
the pressure above mentioned has been obtained, when the process of boiling is complete.
A steamgauge, properly fixed upon the boiler, will enable one to ascertain when the pressure has attained the

tight.
is

to

be admitted.

I find it

desirable to keep

required degree.

When the apparatus and the fibres under process have been cooled by the means hereinbefore
mentioned, or rather, when the pressure has been reduced to nothing, I open the manhole of the boiler,
empty the materials

in suitable vessels,

and wash them

first

with hot water, then with cold water, until

STBA W.
the liquor ruus perfectly clear.
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thcu steep the fibre for about an hour in hot water acidulated with

a quantity of sulphuric acid equal to about 2 jter cent, of the weight of the fibres under process, and
finally, the washing is completed with cold water.
The straw or fibre may then be bleached in the
ordinary manner, and it will be found to be accomplished by a comparatively small quantity of
chloride of lime.

Having thus described the nature of my said invention and the manner of performing the same, I
would have it understood that I do not claim the general use of caustic alkaline solutions, nor the
employment generally of a close boiler for boiling straw or other vegetable fibrous substances.
But what I claim as my invention and. desire to secure by letters-patent is, the use of a solution of
caustic soda (NaO) in a compartment of a rotary vessel, separate from that which contains the steamheat, substantially as described.
I also claim' the within-described process for bleaching straw, consisting in boiling

of pure caustic soda

Fahrenheit after

it

(NaO) from

2 to 3 degrees

has been soaked and cleaned,

of chloride of lime from

1 to

it

in

a solution

Baume, at a temperature not less than 310 degrees
and before submitting it to the action of a solution

H degrees, substantially as described.
Am. Mellier.

The Ainerican Wood-Paper Company
patents,

and claim,

as the general

are the owners of this

manager, Mr. Ladd, stated

and many other

to the author, the exclu-

sive right to use caustic soda, with or without pressure, for the ^preparation of straw

and wood pulp.

The comj^any have

through the courts,

tried to enforce their claims

but have naturally enough encountered strong opposition.

Mellier's original patent

expired in 18U8, and the defendants argue that the extension, dated July, 1868, has

been illegally obtained and

is

Court of the United

States,

and there

be rendered in time.

The

Company

therefore void.
is

The

no reason

case
to

is

now

before the

Supreme

doubt that a just decision will

claims, if admitted, will give to the

American Wood-Paper
many new enterprises

the monojioly of a large part of the jiaper trade, and

are probably awaiting the result.

We shall now discuss the operations of a mill making white 2)aper from straw
on Mellier's plan, or in a similar manner.
The j^urchase of straw, simple as it seems,
207. Purchase and Storage of Straw.
requires some judgment and a knowledge of the country from which the mill draws

—

its sujii^ly.

Wherever land

jiroprletors, the harvest

is

of

of grain

is

little

value, or held in large tracts

by only a few

mostly so abundant that houses or covers, large

are seldom met with.
The thrashing is done in the open fields,
and the straw, being considered of little value, is jailed up carelessly.
Such straw contains usually more impurities, chaff, grain, and weeds, than
that produced on small farms, the owners of which give their personal attention to
every department, trying to make up by the quality of their produce for the deficiency in quantity. Where the land is valuable and divided into small estates, nearly
every farm has a large barn or shed, wherein the grain harvest is stored and thrashed

enough

to shelter

it,

as fast as possible,

during the winter.

Even

the soil

is

better taken care of; the straw

weeds, clean and bright, and fully worth the higher

j^rice

which

it

is

free

from

commands.

If straw remains exposed to the weather for any considerable length of time,

it
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undergoes a change, which
it

is

indicated

by the

color;

gets continuallv darker, until

it

has finally turned jierfectly black.

l^e only partly rotten, and yet retain many sound fibres, but the colored
by which they are surrounded, seems to withstand the action of the chemicals which are used to subdue the straw, and prevents the production of a white
pulp.
Experiments have proved that this coloring suljstance is soluble in water, but
few or no mills are supplied with the machinery which would be required to wash
rotten straw thoroughly before it is boiled or subdued, and unless this is done, it
is not only worthless itself, but injures the quality of the paper made of the good
straw, with which it may be mixed.
It is necessary that straw should be under cover to remain bright, and if large
quantities have to ^ie kejjt on hand, it will pay to build sheds, or ro<jts supported on

It

may

substance,

posts for the purpose.

The loaded

teams, being driven under

can he emptied with forks, suspended

it,

which may be worked by the team-horses. The
double harix>ou fork has been used by the author for this purix>se.
Sheds or ricks of this kind should be about 100 yards distant from the null, as

on pulleys fastened

the

fire

to the roof,

insurance companies hold that the proximity of large quantities of straw

increases their risk

The husks

and consequently

of grain, the

ehaflf,

their charges.

and the leaves or

several kinds of straw, contain very little fibre
also

occupy

tlie

place of

l>etter material,

;

blades,

which are attached

they are not only of

and absorb

little

labor, chemicals,

and

to

value, but
ftxel,

with-

out giving any adequate return.

from the straw, but, even with the
done thoroughly if the straw has been cut
green, or if it is thrashed in a hurried manner, as it is, for instance, in most cases
where the operation is carried on in the fields. Any corns or grains, which have
entered the boilers with the straw, are subjected to the action of heat and water, and
the starch, of which they principally consist, is thereby transformed into dextrin or
gum, and j^erhajis partly into sugar. We find frequently in white straw-paper small
It is the farmer's

aim

to separate all the grain

best thrashing-machines, this cannot be

transparent

sj^ots, similar to those made by oil
they will in most c-ases be found to
be dextrin produc-ed from grain, or from jiarts of grain attached to chafi".
After the grain or chafi" has once been admitted to the boiler, it will become
decomposed, and cannot afterwards be caught in the screens with other impurities.

We

have

;

A-isited a

mill where all the straw, after being cut, was passed through a

cleaner, and, although

it

had been originally in very good condition, yielded enough

grain to provide food for six horses.

The straw

often wet

is

and heavy, and

tion for the increase of weight, the farmers
it

to rain.

We

if the

wiU

purchaser does not

find

it

have known some of these gentlemen

to their

make

a deduc-

advantage to expose

to assist nature

by pouring

pails of water over the straw.

The stem

or tube of the straw

is

the part of the plant which

is

richest in fibres.
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while the blades, leaves, and chaff coutain very

by

Our

their joresence.

rye or

little,

shows that wheat-straw

table

and decrease the general yield
richer in fibres than that of

is

oats.

much

Clean, bright wheat-straw gives, according to the author's exj^erience, as

'

latter is generally furnished to the mills cleaner

paper as that of rye, but the
with fewer weeds and
better results

We

;

hence,

lilades

many

and

than either wheat or oat-straw, ami for that reason gives

manufacturers conclude that

more

contains

it

fibres.

consider the quality and purity of the straw as of more importance than

the species

clean, bright, white straw is j^referable to a poor article of rye-straw,

;

and

vice versa.

Oat-straw has more worthless blades attached to

and

The
same

than either wheat or rye,

it

therefore, everj'thing else being equal, less valuable.

is

quality of the straw varies with the soil

Large

climate, and, even for the

and draw their sujsplies from considhay for this purpose, but from its great
bulk, which makes its transportation very ex-

are heavy consumers of straw,

cities

erable distances

it is

;

cannot be

elasticity

and the

in different years.

soil,

pressed in bales like

much reduced

in

pensive.

Mills at some distance from large

cities, in

the midst of a grain-growing country,

cannot merely buy cheaper, but can also save the cost of baling

may

all

the straw which

be furnished by the immediate neighborhood.
It

however, a mistake

is,

suppose that a mill has

to

all

the conditions of jjros-

where straw is abundant and seemingly of no value.
As soon as the mill creates a demand, the price goes up, and as it takes a large
belt of country to supply an ordinary mill, the transportation of at least a jjart of
While straw may be cheap in a certain
the straw will often double and triple its cost.
perity, if located in a country

locality, the transjiortation of coal, chemicals, paper, &c.,

208. Cutting.

that of cutting

it

—The

first

operation to which straw

into short lengths.

have a table on which the straw

is

The

Revolving knives fastened
form

scissors

be so expensive as to

with

it.

is

subjected in most mills

is

cutters used are similar to rag-cutters; they

spread and fed to fluted feed-rolls, which j^ush

forward over a horizontal bed-knife with
cutters,

may

(See Chapter VI, Section XII, Location of Mills.)

outweigh this advantage.

it

steel edge.

to a solid horizontal cylinder, like those used for rag-

The

relative speed of the feed-rolls

and of the knives

determines the length of the pieces cut.
It will

done,

it

is

pay

in

most cases

to j'ut the straw

through a cleaner, but

if this

is

not

well to let the cut straw drop from the knives on to a rack or wire with
is kept on top.
by giving it a slight shaking motion
requires no room and very little expense.

openings, through which the chaff' and grain can pass while the straw

The

efficiency of this separator can be increased

it is

jjlaced inside of the cutter,

The
tions,

cut straw

must next be boiled with

caustic soda.

;

The preparatory

such as boiling in hot water or waste liquor, will be spoken of hereafter.

ojjera-

::
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Soda.— The preparation of the solution of caustic soda, which is used for the
and of nearly all the plants which serve as substitutes for rags, is of the greatest importance, and cannot be too well understood.
Carbonate of soda (NaO.COj) is a combination of oxide of sodium (NaO) With
209.

digestion of straw, wood, esparto,

one of carbonic acid (CO,) atom for atom.
Durini^ the last century it was extracted from the water of some lakes, and from
The trade in this article was nearly
the ashes of plants growing on the sea-shore.
altogether in English hands,

and when the

first

Napoleon closed the continent of

Europe, as for as his power extended, to the English trade, he offered, at the same
time, a prize for the discovery of a method, by which soda could be manufactured
cheaply and in large quantities from other materials.
Leblanc's process was the result, and is used at the jjresent day substantially on
the principles laid

Common

down by

rock

salt,

the inventor.

chloride of sodium (NaCl),

treated with

is

sulphuric acid

(S03,H0), and transformed into suljihate of soda (NaO,S03) the hydrochloric acid
(HCl) which escapes is gathered and utilized in the manufacture of bleaching;

powders.

NaCl

+ SOj.HO

Chloride of
sodium.

The

= NaO.SOa

Sulphuric

Sulphate of

acid.

soda.

sulphate of soda thus obtained

is

well

+ HCl
Hydrochloric
acid.

mixed with

coal or carbon (C)

and

with carbonate of lime (CaOjCOj) or chalk, and heated in a furnace.
The mixture is thereby transformed into soluble carbonate of soda (NaO.COj),
and a double salt consisting of sulphuret of calcium and lime (3CaS,CaO), while oxide
of carbon (CO) escapes.

The

following equation shows the transformation

3{NaO,S03)

+

Suliihate of soda.

By

4(,CaO,CO,)
Carbonate onime.

+

=

13C
CarboD.

3(NaO,CO,)
Carbonate of

+

treating this black ash with water, the carbonate of soda

the sulphuret double salt remains solid.

The

solution

is

+

3Ca8,CaO
Double

siida.

is

drawn

14C0.

Oxide of carbon.

salt.

dissolved, while

off,

evaporated to

dryness, and the soda ash obtained as a white-grayish mass.

This soda ash
with

it

but

;

if it is

is

not pure

—some sulphuret and chloride of sodium

are

mixed

again heated with carbon, redissolved and concentrated by partial

evaporation, the carbonate of soda will crystallize from the solution.

The

crystals thus obtained are pure carbonate of soda, with about

63 per

cent,

soda in the same weight than soda ash, and are,
as compared with the latter, too expensive to be used for the digestion of straw.
The United States draw nearly their entire supply of soda from England, and
of water

;

they contain therefore

less

the following remarks, from Dr. Sheridan INIuspratt's
illustrate

country,

the difficulties encountered

may

by the pioneers

therefore prove interesting to the reader

work on Chemistry, which
in its

manufacture in that

;
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greatest source of soda, both as applied to the manufacture of soap

the white ash or soda ash of commerce, produced

introduction of this material, though

it

was

effected with

b}'

much

and

the decomposition of

to all other pur-

common

salt.

The

difKculty, has been the greatest stimulus

James Muspratt, of Liverpool, who was the first to carryaway soda by tons to
the soap-boilers before he succeeded in convincing them of the extraordinary advantages to be derived
from it. As soon, however, as he effected this, and when the soap-boilers discovered how much time
and money they saved by using artificial soda, orders came in so rapidly that the edit(jr's father, to
satisfy the demand, had his crude soda discharged red hot into iron carts, and thus conveyed to the
the soap manufacture has ever received.

]Mr.

out Leblanc's process on a large scale, in the year 1824, was compelled to give

soap manufactories."

—

210. Caustic Soda

its

Purchase and Test.

—Caustic soda

or carbonate of soda deprived of carbonic acid

;

it

is

oxide of sodium (NaO),

always combined with water to

is

hydrate of soda, draws cai'bonic acid from the air with great avidity, and
retransformed into carbonate so easily that
closed vessels,
It is

made

of a material which

is

it

is

tlius

can only be preserved in hermetically

able to withstand

its

destructive influence.

shipped in iron barrels as solid hydrate of soda, and sold in that form to other

trades

;

but paper-makers find

market

closely,

and

it

mostly cheaper to prepare their solutions by caus-

We

ticizing soda ash with lime.

know, however, one large firm who watched the
war of secession, the relative

finding, at one time during the late

prices of caustic soda

and soda ash

be such that they could substitute the former

to

for the latter, effected a considerable saving

From 10

to

20 per

cent,

erally used in paper-mills,

is

by

its use.

only of the so-called caustic soda ash, which
really (hydrated) caustic soda

being more valuable in proportion as

contains

it

more of the

(NaO)
latter,

;

is

gen-

the soda ash

because

it is

free

from carbonic acid and does not require to be causticized.
Soda ash is usually shipj^ed in hogsheads, containing from about 1500 to 2000
pounds, which, through j^ores and cracks, permit to some extent the access of air,
whereby the caustic soda, which may form part of it, is retransformed into carbonate,
if a sufficiently long time elapses between its manufacture and consumi^tion.

The standard

—

—

by the trade of so-called caustic soda ash,
which means that there should be 48
pounds of oxide of sodium (NaO) contained in 100 pounds of ash. Of all the components of soda ash, the oxide of sodium (NaO) is alone of value to the paper-maker;
he expects and is entitled to receive 48 pounds of it in 100 of ash but if the proportion of NaO is larger, it is also just that the purchaser should pay for the excess at
the same rate as for the regular 48 ])er cent.
If the soda a.sh is, for instance, of 54
per cent., it contains 6 2")er cent, or one-eighth above the regular 48 per cent., and is
sold accordingly at nine-eigliths of the market rate.
Soda ash does not, like bleaching powders, lose strength in contact with the air
but it may increase in weight by taking up water and carbonic acid, the latter uniting
with the hydrated caustic soda (NaO,HO) and changing it into carbonate of soda.
strength

or of the carbonated kinds,

as accepted

is

48

j^er

cent.,

;

The purchaser should
or, if

therefore insist on paying only for the original invoice weight,

the actual weight

is

charged, he ought to have the soda ash tested again, and

:
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accept as 100 pounds only a quantity

which contains 48 pounds of oxide of sodium

(XaO).
It is useful in all cases to

the benefit of those
for

who wish

have a test made of every large lot purchased, and, for
do it themselves, we shall explain a simple method

to

It is called the

it.

Alkalimctrk'al

The

color.

test,

and

is

based on the reaction of alkalies and acids on litmus
turn the red color of litmus blue, and

alkalies, of wliich soda is one,

acids turn the blue color red.

If to a solution of soda just enough sulphuric acid

is

added

to neutralize

it,

so

that onlv sulphate of soda remains, neither the blue nor the red color will be changed

by the

solution.

A test

liquid" of

pure monohydrated sulphuric acid must be prepared and so

—

volume of the alkalimeter a graduated glass vessel, from
measured out neutralizes exactly one grain of oxide of sodium or anhydrous (caustic) soda (XaO).
diluted that one degree or

which

—

it is

A weighed quantity of the soda ash which

is

colored with a few droj^s of blue litmus solution,

slowly into

it

from the alkalimeter

to

be examined,

is

and enough of the

to neutralize the soda.

The

then dissolved,

test acid

poured

blue color of the liquid

is reached, the operation is then finished, and
number of degrees of the test acid, which have been used, corresponds with an
equal number of grains of soda (!N^aO contained in the weighed sample.
Commercial soda ash is not pure it contains some suljjhuret and chloride of
sodium but the diluted acid used for the test leaves the latter unchanged and only
combines with the oxide of sodium (XaO) of the carbonated and of the caustic soda.

changes into red as soon as this point

the

)

;

;

211. Preparation of the Solution of Caustic Soda.

should

l;»e

rendered caustic

—

that

set free

is.

—

It is essential that

the soda ash

from combination by the removal of car-

be in chemical imion with any other body, it has no decomposing
and many other substances. Even if combined with the weakest
saponification wiU not ensue and the greatest care should therefore be exer-

bonic acid

as, if it

power over the
acids,

—

oils

;

cised in this preliminary process,

The
soda for

—the preparation of the

lye.

process of causticizing depends u|X)n the greater afiinity of lime than of

c-ar1x)nic acid,

and the decomposition

is

one of the most simple, as shown by

the following equation

XaO.CO,

^

Cartxinue of soda.

Caustic lime, which

is

CaO
Lime.

=

CaO.CO,

Carbonate of lime.

-

XaO.
Soda.

fresh-burnt lime or oxide of calcium,

is usetl

for this pur-

pose; the c-arbonic acid leaves the soda and joins the lime, forming the insoluble

carbonate of lime.
Caustic lime or oxide of calcium

is

very slightly soluble in water, and must there-

fore be kept agitated, so as to be in contact with every part of the solution while the

process of causticizing

is

going on.
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be constructed like those for bleach liquor, represented in

38 and 39, with the diflerence only that they must be of iron (sheet iron), as
caustic soda would destroy stone as well as wood.
The receiver should be large
enough to hold at least the contents of one set of two or three pans.
An iron or brass valve must be provided in the bottom of each pan, to let out
the sediment of lime and soda impurities after each operation this lime may either
Figs.

;

be conducted into the tail-race, creek, or river, to run away, or into cisterns to be
saved and utilized.

Large pieces of burnt lime,
the agitators

;

agitator as long as

A

admitted into the pans, would obstruct and break

if

the lime should therefore not be allowed to come in contact with the
it is

not dissolved.

sheet-iron basket of about 2 to 2 J feet diameter, about 2 feet deep, with flat

bottom, and perforated with numerous holes of about \ inch diameter, is hung up by
two iron handles on an iron bar laid across the pan the agitator not being high
enough to reach the basket.
;

The
water,

pieces of lime are gradually furnished into this basket, the

and heated

to boiling

by the introduction of steam.

The

pan

is filled

with

hot water reaches the

lime through the holes, transforming

it into lime-milk, while the cinders or unburnt
and are removed with it. The soda ash is then added,
and the whole mass kept agitated and boiling for three to four hours, when the
agitator is stopped and the steam-valve closed.
After some hours of rest, the suspended carbonate of lime will be found settled at the bottom, and the clear liquid can
be drawn off into the receiver by lowering gradually the pipe e (Fig. 38).
The sediment is yet impregnated with solution of caustic soda, which must be
extracted the pan should therefore be again filled with water, the agitator put in
motion, and the boiling recommenced.
While a fresh solution is made in one pan, a

stones remain in the basket

;

second or weak extract

In some mills the
is

is

boiled in the other,

first

solution

required to exhaust the sediment.

more than

11

degrees

Baum^, a

is

made

and both are united

If the second solution produces a liquid testing

third one

may

be of advantage

;

otherwise the amount

of soda saved would hardly \)ny for the labor and steam spent on
If the preparation of fresh soda solution

ing-pan

is

in the receiver.

so concentrated that even a third extract

is

to

it.

go on continually, one more mix-

also to be provided for every additional extract.

It is necessary that the liquor in the receiver should be of the

the time

;

gi'eat care

same strength all
must therefore be taken that a strong extract be always united

with a weak one, or with two,

When

if as

many

are

made of every

sediment.

on the bottom of the pan is, with the
aid of the agitator, mixed with water and allowed to run off through a valve and
spout. In most cases this lime goes to waste, but it might be conducted into receivers,
freed from most of the water by draining, and burnt again
this would be esjiecially
of advantage where lime is dear and fuel chea]:).
the operation

is

finished, the lime

;

:
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Muspratt points

A

"

fact deserving of

an

out, in

may

advantage, which

on the manufacture of soap, an additional

article

be gained by such a recovery

mention

in treating of the preparation

of

lye-s is,

that in the process of caus-

by means of lime, a portion of the soda appears to enter into some form of combination very
Mr. Kvuaston, a student of the editor's (Muspratt), lately examining the caldifficultly soluble.
careous deposit, found it to contain, after being well washed, soda to the amount of 5 or 6 per cent.
ticizing

AV^hen the deposit, after being dried,

is

heated to a temperature insufficient to expel carbonic acid, and,

is then removed with great ease,
and the deposit mav be almost completely deprived of soda. Taking these fticts into consideration, the
editor is of opinion that it would well repay the soap manufacturer to collect the lime deposit, and,

after being

aHowed

to cool,

after thorough desiccation

The

expelled.
fresh lye
ties

;

is

again drenched with water, caustic soda

by exposure

now again become

lime,

when

fresh lime

may

may

caustic,

and the process may be repeated

of the ash,

submit

to the air, to

until the deposit

in receivers to such a consistency that

it

water settled in pits or ditches, and with

mauure.

to heat until the carbonic acid is

becomes highly charged with the impuri-

again be used for a new process."

If this method for the recovery of the lime
it

it

be used advantageously in the preparation of

of

offal

The author has recovered lime

is

not adopted,

it is

advisable to drain

can be mixed with the deposits from washfor this

all

kinds, into a valuable eomjiost-

purpose by simply running

it

into

rough boxes, through the cracks of which the water could drain off, leaving
the lime dry enough to be thrown out with shovels.
It is better to use an excess of lime rather than to run the risk that some of
large,

the soda will remain in the solution as carbonate, and, consequently,

fail

to assist

in the dissolution of the incrusting matters of the straw.

Burnt lime contains quantities of
the quality of the stone from which

caustic lime (CaO),

it is

made and

which vary according

the care taken in burning

it

;

to

the

It
it will usually amount to from oO to UO jier cent.
and carbonic acid from the air, especially if divided into
small pieces or dust; the best lime, and in lumps, will therefore mostly be found the
cheapest, and it should be used as fresh as possible.
The theoretical quantity of pure caustic lime, required to causticize 1(X) pounds

proportion of caustic lime in
attracts quickly moisture

but our lime is neither pure nor peris only 43 pounds
and from 60 to more than 100 per cent, (in most eases pound for pound
or 100 per cent.) have to be used in practice.
As the limestone may at different times, even in the same kiln, be differently
burnt, and as the lime may have been stored during a longer or shorter time, and
consequently have absorbed more or less carbonic acid from the air, the j^roportion of
caustic lime or oxide of calcium, contained in a certain weight of it, may change
almost every day, and it is therefore necessary either to test every new soda solution
of soda ash of 48 per cent.,

;

fectly caustic,

as to

its causticity,

by not depriving

The
tion,

or to use a large exc&ss of lime, or to run the risk of wasting soda

it

of

test is easily

which,

if

found,

its

carbonic acid.

made by proving the presence
is

of carbonate of soda in the solu-

an evidence that the operation has been imperfectly per-
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formed, and should be repeated, with a fresh addition of lime, until
is transformed into caustic soda (NaO).

the carbonate

all

We

take, after the lime has all settled down, from the clear liquid a glass
tumblerful without creating the slightest motion in the pan let the tumbler stand
for about fifteen minutes in a quiet place, so that any carbonate of lime which may;

yet be susj^ended in

sulphuric acid.
acid will drive

The

it

will fall to the

If cai'bonic acid
it

out by taking

is

its

bottom

and forming sulphate of

place

escaping carbonic acid gas rises

as the liquid

and then pour into

;

it

a few drops of

contained in the solution as carbonate of soda, the
ujd in

soda.

bubbles as in soda water, and as long

shows such effervescence on the application of the acid

test,

the quantity

of lime has not been sufficient, or the boiling has not been done in a thorough manner.

Any workman

make

of ordinary intelligence can be taught to

the solution so that no carbonic acid can be discovered in

and prepare

this test,

it.

Care must only be taken that not a particle of carbonate of lime should be suspended in the test-liquid, as the vitriol would set its carbonic acid free, and deceive
the ojjerator.

To be

quite certain of

it,

the test-liquid

may be

passed through a paper

filter.

The continued
lime which

is

application of the test not only determines the exact quantity of

necessary to causticize any given quantity of soda ash, but

it is

also so

instructive to the oj^erator that he will soon be enabled to judge the lime from

its

appearance, and guess the correct proportion at once.
It has

been found that very concentrated solutions of caustic soda take up some

carbonic acid from the carbonate of lime on the bottom of the pan, and are thus partially

retransformed into carbonate of soda.

tration are seldom required

by the

But, as solutions of such high concen-

i:>a2ier-manufacturer, this

danger can easily be

avoided by providing capacious pans, which will hold at least from 8 to 10 pounds of

water for every j^ound of soda which

is

off"

them.

to be dissolved in

If a very strong solution should be required, the
into the receiver, while the following

first

extract alone

weaker ones are

to be

is

to be

used on a fresh

drawn
lot

of

soda in the place of water.

A practical comparative test of different brands of soda ash can easily be had by
making the same quantity of solution from the same number of pounds of each kind,
and testing both at the same temjierature with the hydi'ometer. The one which
shows the highest

specific gravity is the best for the digestion of straw.

212. Digestion

by

Boiling.

—

Boilers, similar to those used for rags, revolving hori-

zontally on their long axes, are frequently

they are either heated by direct

system of pipes.

fire,

In a few mills straw

is

method.

weaker, while

The steam
it

for the digestion of straw, but

boiled in the same

direct introduction of steam into the liquor
this

employed

or with steam circulating through a jacket or a

;

but IMellier

is

in condensing dilutes the liquor

manner

quite right in

by the
condemning

and makes

continually

as rags,

it

should become stronger towards the end of the operation, in order to

dissolve those incrusting matters

which have up

to that

time withstood the action of
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It is the author's experience that, everything else being equal,

the Ive.

ash

is

required -when steam

is

more soda

introduced directly.

is objectionable, because some of the
and become burnt or charred by the continued expothe damage from this source may even be considerably
sure to an intense heat
increased, if the movement of the boiler is unexpectedly interruj^ted by a break in

The

application of direct fire to rotaries

may

straw

adhere to the

shell,

;

the gearing or a sto^ipage of the motor.

A

boiler of

16

feet

length and G feet diameter will hold 2500 to 3000 pounds of

well-packed and short-cut straw.

This quantity cannot be gotten into a boiler of that length unless

it

is

stowed

away bv two or three men inside, as soon as it is j^ut in through the man-hole. In
hot summer days this labor, jierformed in more or less heated boilers, is suffocating
and very severe upon the operatives.
The boiler, being filled with a weighed quantity of straw, receives its portion of
soda solution through a pipe, which starts from the liquor-receiver, and enters through
the centre of one of the journals.
If possible, this receiver, as well as the mixing-pans, should be located at some

height above the boilers, so that the solution will run in quickly, impelled by
gravitation.

If the boilers are situated above the receiver, the liquor has to be

pumped into them.
The man-hole having been

closed, the boiler,

which now contains

its full chai'ge,

put in motion, and the fire or steam started and kept up until a certain pressure,
inchcated by a gauge, has been reached and sustained for the prescribed length of

is

Most of these boilers have a perforated false head or diaphragm, a few inches
from the solid head, and between the two extends a stationary pipe nearly to the
bottom, and another one nearly to the top, both passing through the journal, and
communicating with pijies outside.
The liquor is forced out through the lower pijje by the inside pressure, and necessarily carries off a considerable quantity of fine fibres, which in most mills are entirely
The sti'onger the pressure the heavier the loss, and to reduce its violence, a 2">ortion
lost.
of the steam is allowed to escape through the upper jiipe before the lower one is ojiened.
Two or three of these boilers are sometimes connected for the purpose of saving
fuel, by blowing out the steam from one into the other, until the pressure is alike
time.

in both.

Steam and liquor being blown

out, the

man-hole

is

opened, the boiler put in

motion, and emptied through a trough into a large vat or tub, while fresh water

admitted through the pipe in one of the journals, to

In

filling

its

by the emptying

fluid

without having been digested.

would cover the 23aper
on the surface in the tub, and can be taken

original form, if allowed to get into the pul]?,

with yellow spots, but fortunately
off

is

the discharge of the mass.

the boiler, portions of the straw are sometimes scattered outside, and

are carried into the tub

Straw in

assist

it floats

with a skimmer similar to those used in kitchens, but of larger dimensions.

STRAW.
213. Washing.

—The

or tub

A'at

is
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provided witli a false perforated or drainer-

bottom, covered with bagging or cocoa-matting, through which the liquid can escape.

A

which
mixing with the pulp and carrying it up. By stirring the thus diluted
contents with paddles, allowing them to drain again, and repeating the operation
it

large stream of water should be admitted under this false bottom, through

will rise,

often enough, the i^ulp can be j^retty well washed.

A
may

good washing-engine

is,

however, the best washer for any kind of pulp, and
If the half-stuff

be used either alone or in addition to the described wash-tub.

must be taken from it and carried to the engine
in boxes running on trucks but if it is kept diluted and fluid enough, it may be
pumped into the engine either directly from the wash-tub, or from a receiver into
common, good-sized fan-pump with two wings,
which the latter has been emptied.
is

allowed to be drained in the tub,

it

;

A

will perform the work quite satisfactorily
should be connected in as straight a manner as possible by means of 5- or 6-inch
pipes, with the tub or receiver as well a.s with the engine, so that the pulp may flow

making 500

to

1000 revolutions per minute,

;

it

into

it

from the former, and be forced

to the latter

The pump

is

without furnishing an opportunity

which would obstruct

for deposits to take place in corners or bends,

put in motion whenever the engine

is

to

be

its

passage.

filled,

but

it is

idle

during the remainder of the time, and should therefore be provided with tight and
loose pulleys or with a belt-tightener.

Some

of the substances dissolved in the hot soda solution are not soluble in a

cold one.

To prevent them from

the straw

fibre, INIellier prescribes

again assuming the solid state and combining with
the use of hot water for the

first

part of the wash-

ing ojDeration.
It

is,

however, jiracticed in those mills only which have an abundance of hot
is heated by the steam which escai^es

water, esj^ecially in steam-mills, where the water

from the engines.

The

steam, which

is

blown

off

from the straw-boilers, Avould,

if

conducted through a water-reservoir, heat a considerable quantity of water, which

might be used for this purpose.
If any alkali is left in the

piilp, it will

cause a loss of chlorine by uniting with

the latter in the subsequent operation of bleaching.
cent, of the

weight of the

fibres,

Mellier adds therefore about 2 per

of sulphuric acid, and wa,shes again afterwards.

This

and most pa2:)er-makers content themselves with
acidifying the pulp immediately before bleaching, so that the surplus acid will com-

is

certainly correct, but takes time,

bine with the lime of the bleach-solution.
If the straw has been well digested, and

and

intercellular matters, they will be fine

its

fibres are freed

and short enough

from

all

incrusting

to dispense

with any

mechanical reduction by grinding, and the washing-engine may therefore be supplied
with a smooth bed-plate and blunt fly-bars sharp knives should not be allowed in
;

the plate or on the

From
chest.

roll.

the washing-engine the pulp

In the

first

case

it is

is

taken from

emptied either into drainers or into a stuffdrainers and treated like rag pulp, but

the.
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if

emptied into a large stufF-cliest iirovided with au agitator,
it over a wet-machine.

it is

done for the jinrpose

of running

The Wet-Machine, represented by Figs. 92 and 93, consists of a screen or
and of a forming-cylinder and first press, or, in other words, of the
The upper press-roll
of a cylinder-machine except the second press.
part
wet
whole
round with it, and a
is jirovided with a scraper, which prevents the pulp from going
stuft-pump forwards the pulp from the stufl-chest to the wet-machine in the same
manner as to a cylinder-machine. The pulp should also jwss over a sand-table, on
214.

pulp-dresser,

which heavy impurities, which cannot

may

fail

to

be mixed to some extent with straw,

deposit themselves.

machine should furnish either a continuous web, like
wooden press-roll may be used in place of the upper
iron one, or for both the upper and lower one; the felt is subjected to less friction
from the lighter wooden rolls and lasts longer.
The pulji on leaving the felt drops into a receiving-box, and is now ready for
It is not necessaiy that the

paper, or a very dry one, and a

bleaching.

If wash-water

is

supplied in abundance,

it

will be preferable to let the water,

which leaves the pulp through the forming-cylinder and fan-pump, run off into a
drainer or stuff-catcher, for the recovery of any fibres which may be contained in it,
instead of pumping it back to be mixed with a fresh lot of pulp. Its place had better
be supplied by clean water, and the pulp thus made to undergo an additional washingoperation while on the wet-machine.

The wet-machine should be
paper-machine will

The

fit it,

constructed so that the worn-out wet-felts of the

in order to avoid a necessity for the purchase of

new

ones.

and other parts of the straw which have not
invaluable as a cleaner and as a corrector of all pre-

screen retains all the knots

been thoroughly boiled, and

is

vious mistakes, and, to some extent, of imperfect digestion.

The knots or screenings, which have been removed from the pulp-dresser, may
be either boiled by themselves a second time, or returned to the boiler with a fresh
lot of straw, or used for wrapping paper.
wet-machine also occupies less room, and produces the pulp more uniformly
and more quickly than drainei-s, and is almost indispensable for the manufacture of

A

white paper from vegetable

fibres.

It

may

even with advantage be used for rag-

pulp.

undergo a costly sorting and cleaning process before being
were not subsequently passed through a wet -machine and,
although the latter takes the place of sorters, cleaners, and drainers, it is yet so easily
managed that it only requires the supervision of one boy.
Straw would have

put into the

to

boilei-s, if it

215. Bleaching.

—The

;

pulp

is

usually bleached in the engine like rags, but

methods in a subsequent article.
of making paper from straw consists prhicipally

we

shall speak uf lu-w jiatented

The
pure

art

fibre,

the bleaching being comparatively easy.

in the extraction of the

STB AW.
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of bleaching-powtlers required for the purest straw fibres

siderably larger than for those of rags.

—

con-

is

(Particulars will be found in article 228.)

216. Revolving Straw-Boilers.
It has been found that the revolving motion of
such boilers as have been described causes a considerable amount of friction between

the iron sides and the straw and

among

fibres in the following ojierations of
It is certainly preferable to

the straw itself, and that the loss of manj'^ fine
washing and bleaching can be traced to this source.

move the straw

as little as possible, or not at all, if

a perfect circulation of the soda solution through a large body of

it

can be produced

some other way. The difiiculties of filling horizontal rotaries, which we have
already described, and the hard labor which they necessitate, are alone sufficient
to direct the attention of manufacturers to other methods for the accomplishment
of the same result.
in

217. Steam-Pressure.

—

INIellier

prescribes in the specification of his jiatent a tem-

perature of at least 310 degrees Fahrenheit, corresponding with a steam-^^ressure of

over 70 jjounds to the square inch.

American steam-gauges generally indicate
when no steam-pressure is acting
upon them, while the French ones show in the same place about 15 jwunds, or the
ever present weight of the atmosjihere.
Consequently Mellier's 70 pounds of the
French gauge are equal to about 55 pounds of the American gauge.
There is no doubt that good jJfiper is made from straw by strictly carrying out
Mellier's directions

;

but, valuable as they

have been

leading to
It

they

for the jirogress of the art,

do not constitute the only method by which this can be done.

There are many

road.s

Kome.

has already been said that nature dissolves the intercellular matters without

either a high temperature or a concentrated alkaline solution.

Caustic soda, tempera-

and time are the agents used for the digestion of straw, and by an increase of
one or two of them, for instance, by the use of more time or soda, or both, the temture,

perature or jiressure

may

be reduced.

Mellier recommends 16 pounds of caustic soda for 100 pounds of straw.

100
pounds of standard soda ash contain only 48 per cent, of caustic soda (NaO), and 16
pounds of caustic soda corresjiond therefore with 33] pounds of soda ash of 48 per
cent., or 33| pounds, or one-third of its weight in soda ash, are to be used for 100
pounds of straw.

We

have no hesitation

in saying that, with such a quantity of soda, straw

well digested at pressures considerably less than 55 pounds above the atmosphere.

may

be

Good

manufactured from straw by digestion in open vessels
is no doubt that a high temperature, such as is recommended by Mellier, is, if not indisjiensable, yet of great assistance, and economical.
Steam-pressure is, however, not the only means by which a high temperature
can be produced superheated steam of low j^ressure will answer as well.

white paper has been and

is

without any pressure, but there

;

The steam-pressure

is

with the time required for

usually kept
filling,

up from about three

raising the steam, blowing

to six hours,
off",

and

this,

emptying, cooling

:
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off the boiler so that

—

filling to refilling

men

can go

to at least

218. Pressure Gauges.

—

brings the period of one operation

in,

—that

is,

from

twelve to fifteen hours.

It is necessary that the pressure in the boiler

should be

indicated outside, and a small wrought-iron pipe connects therefore the stationary

blow-off pipe, and through

The

the interior of the rotary, with a steam-gauge.

it

spring-tul>e gauges used for steam-boilers are not suitable for this purpose, because

the alkaline liquoi-s
rated,

The

may

accidentally reach the spring-tubes,

and gum them up,

by which

tliey are

ope-

so that they will not indicate the pressure with accuracy.

operator, not aware of this fact,

may, deceived by the gauge, raise unintentionally
and cause an exjilosion.

a higher pressui'e than the boiler can bear,
It

has been stated that even the alkaline vapors will

Gauges

in

straw-boilers

which the steam

but as they are exposed to

;

down

219. Breaking

solution for every

IW

the spring-tube.

which prevents the pressure

necessary, to connect the boiler also with a safety-valve,

from rising beyond the desired

affect

on mercury are generally used for
breakage and to the loss of mercury, it is

acts directly

limit.

the Straw.

—

^lellier

jiouuds of straw

;

but

be required as the straw occupies more or

recommends the use of 70 gallons of
evident that more or less liquid will
space, and it has therefore always been

it is

less

the aim of paper-makei-s to reduce the bulk of the straw.
It

is

principally for this reason that

packed in that form.

closely

cut iuto short pieces, as

it is

Mellier steeps

it

can be more

it

also in hot water before

it is

put into

the boiler.

The
its
its

object of the ajiplication of liquids

elasticity, or to

break

it

volume, nothing, except boiling, will do

The

liquor,

receiver,

with

it,

which has already been used,

from which

and

it

is

is

to deprive the straw to

down, and, though even cold water will

drawn

finally discharged

it

is

some extent of

assist in

reducing

as effectually as a solution of alkali.

therefore frequently

off into large tubs, filled

through a perforated

false

blown out

into a

with cut straw, well mixed

bottom and an outlet-valve.
it with a

This waste liquor breaks doirn the straw thoroughly, but also covers
thick,

dark substance, the extract of straw dissolved in caustic soda, which makes the

more

and also seems to prevent the fresh solution
would on clean straw.
The use of waste liquor on fresh straw may in some cases be profital)le to the

handling of

it

yet

from acting as freely as
mill

objectionable,

it

by increasing the quantity of pulp made, but

it is

certainly not beneficial to the

quality.

220. Manchester Paper

has for

many

yeai-s

Company.

—One

of the best articles of pure straw-paper

been made by the Manchester Paper ^lanufecturing Company,

near Poughkeepsie, X. Y., of which John Priestley

The
worked

&

Co. are the agents.

mill has lately undergone a thorough change, but had

jireviously been

manner
Rye-sti'aw, delivered by the farmers from the surrounding country in nice, clean
bundles, was exclusively used, and it may be stated here that this pure, raw material.
in the following

—
STEAW.
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the produce of highly-cultivated farms, gives an advantage to this mill over

many

others.

The

straw was

first

choj^ped into pieces of about

| incli

in length

by means of a

weeds and impurities were taken out by hand. The
cut straw was freed from grain and dust in a grain-cleaner, and thence went to the
cutter, and,

while being fed to

it,

heavy iron press-rolls, running with diiferent
and as close together as possible without touching each other. The hollow
tubes and knots were thereby opened out, and made more accessible to the action of
crushers, consisting of a pair of short,

speeds,

the liquor.

The straw thus cut, cleaned, and crushed, was filled into horizontal rotaries, with
60 gallons of a solution of caustic soda, testing from 3 to 3i degrees Baume, for every
100 pounds of straw. These rotaries were walled in, heated by direct fire to a pressure
of about 60 pounds above the atmosphere, and kept so for six to eight hours.

Two

of these boilers discharged into a tub with drainer-bottom, of the kind pre-

viously described, wherein the liquor was washed out as completely as possible.

From

this

tub the pulp was emptied into a stuff-chest serving as reservoir to a Kings-

land engine, and any knots or bundles of

oughly reduced in the
passage through the

From

boiler,

fibre,

which might not have been thor-

were brushed out or separated during

its

subsequent

latter.

Kingsland engine the stuff" was conducted into drainers, and remained
enough to be taken out and furnished to an ordinary washing-engine.
There it was washed again, bleached in the usual manner with a solution of chloride
of lime, and emptied into a second set of drainers.
The bleached jiulp was taken from the drainers, mixed Avith size, color, and clay
in beating-engines, then passed through a second Kingsland engine, and run over a
this

there until dry

Fourdrinier jjaper-machine.

The paper made by

this process

was

soft, clean,

and white, and, although made

of straw alone, found a ready market for book printing and other purposes at higher
prices than

were usually paid for straw-paj)er.
of the mill was never forced, and the

The production

operations were conducted

more with a view

to quality

Since the mill has been reconstructed, the
rags, esj^arto,

which

are,

and straw.

The

projirietors stated that the

than to quantity.

company manufacture paper from

esparto and straw are digested in the old rotaries,

however, not heated by direct

fire.

Superheated steam

through one of the journals, and the boilers are not allowed
but are only occasionally turned around.

The owners

is

introduced

to revolve continually,

of this mill state that they obtain a yield of nearly oO per cent, of

paper from straw, and of nearly 60 per cent, from esparto (and clay? The Author).
The sjjlendid condition of the straw, as compared with that used at other mills,

may

measure account for such an extraordinary result but the proprietors
in part to the great care with which their oiierations are conducted.
Everything is managed with a view to saving the fibres the pulp in the wash-tub,
in a

attribute

;

it

;

35
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for instance,

the water

is

not allowed to be stirred with paddles, or in

Xo

itself.

part of the raw material

is lost,

as

any other way except by

it is all

thoroughly reduced.

Manchester Mill several years ago, and is indebted for
additional information to Mr. John Priestley, whose sudden death, in December, 1872,
must Ije considered a serious loss to the paper trade, as it undoubtedly is to his imme-

The author

visited the

diate friends.

—

Ash Reqmred. The author has made jirinting-paper from
has steeped the straw in boiling water as well as in hot waste
liquor, and then boiled it in horizontal rotaries with pressures ranging from 45 to
110 pounds, but has never been able to produce thereby a good article with less than
221. Quantity of Soda

manv

straw for

years

;

25 poonds of soda ash of 48 per cent, for 100 jwunds of straw. In comparing notes
with other paj^er-makers who have worked in a similar manner, he has found that
wherever the information given was uninfluenced by the possession of patent rights,
their exj'ierience was about the same.
The proportions recommended by ilellier may be modified by crowcUng larger
quantities of straw into the boilers, by a preliminary treatment of it, and by the use
of boilers of 'improved construction.
222. Yield of Straw.
different

—

It

has been found by numerous analytical

kinds of straw contain only from 46

(see article 205).

must

It

also be

to

50 per

strength of liquor are overstepped, and

fibres or jiieces of straw are yet

may

ones

cleared.

be perfectly

Whenever

state, it is,

free,

pure

tests,

It is

it

more

is

if

that the

fibre or cellulo.se

remembered that the same agents which

the intercellulose are also destructive to the fibre

should be reached to a nicety.

cent, of

dis.solve

the limits of time, heat, or

practically impossible that this point

likely that, while

some of the bundles of

covered with incrustiug matters, other easier accessible

and must

the fibres are

t(T

neces-sarily suffer

while the former are being

be extracted from the straw in a perfectly pure

even with the most perfect treatment, unavoidable that a portion of the

50 per cent, should be decomj)osed, or, that some of the weaker cells should be
detached and carried off mechanically. Every one of the operations following that
of boiling the washing, bleaching, and the formation of paper on the machine— are
46

to

—

causes of further losses for straw as well as for rag-pulp.
Il is

the exj^erience of

many

experienced manufacturers that, as a rule, not over

33 per cent., or about one-third of its weight in good white paper, can be obtained
from straw in the rough condition in which it is rec-eived at most mills. If the straw
is of extra good quality and uuasually clean, the yield may be somewhat increased.
If it is considered that rags, which consist almost altogether of once bleached
fibres, lase from about 20 to 40 per cent, while they are being manufactured into
paper, it is onlv rea.sonable that the 46 to 50 per cent, of rough, unbleached strawfibres

should lose a similar proportion.

If an insufficient quantity of .soda be used, or if the temperature be kept too low,
or if not enough time be allowed for the operation, the yield

may be

instead of pure fibre,

and

it

will consist partly of those .silicates

a larger one; but

intercellular matters

:

•
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straw the faculty of standing upriglit in the midst of storms, and

wliicli give to the

They

while carrying a considerable weight.

making

harsh and

it
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though

brittle,

it

also give to the j^aper the same qualities,
may, through forced bleaching, have become

jjerfectly white.

Reliable paper-makers have repeatedly stated that they obtain 50 per cent, of

white paper from straw alone.

There are two methods by which
paper of inferior quality, containing
counting the clay and

size,

this

can be done

much

either

:

by the production of

of the intercellular matters, or by not

which have been added

in sufficient quantities to

make

uj)

for the lost fibres.

B. ]Ve7v Patented Processes.
223. Principles for the Construction of Straw-Boilers.
fect boiler for the digestion of

That

it

can be well

while the straw

filled

without

much

labor

;

shall be constantly

down and

its

friction

among

its

own

bulk reduced.

brought in contact with different

of the solution, without being subjected to any motion which

by

which a per-

qualities

that the liquor be introduced

jjacked in, the latter thus broken

is

That the straw

— The

straw should possess are

j^ortions

may damage

it

parts or with the boiler.

That a high temi^erature can be applied and sustained without the use of
on any part of the boiler which may come in direct contact with the straw.
That it can be emptied quickly and without much labor.
That it be simple, and easily kept in repair.
The difficulties experienced with horizontal revolving boilers have caused the
fire

invention of a large

number of

boilers of other constructions

many
by his own

;

but, although the

author has endeavored during

years to acquaint himself with

ments made in

experience as well as by personal investigation

this line,

all

of the operations of other mills and of the patent-files at Washington,
sible that there

The

may

the improve-

it is

quite pos-

be inventions of merit which have not come to his knowledge.

following pages will contain descrij^tions of those improvements only which

have either

l>een practically successful or

224. John Dixon's Boiler.

—John

which present some novel features.
received j^atents in 1864 for an upiight

Dixon

which seems to answer all reasonable expectations. It is rejjresented in section
by the following, Fig. 119, and consists of a cylindrical boiler a, standing upright
and immovable on its end, carried by flanges riveted to the shell in any desired place,
and sujijiorted on solid framework or walls.
It is located so that the upper part projects a few feet above a floor, where the
straw is stored; and a man standing there can easily open the manhole d, lift the
cover E fi-om a corresponding opening in the upper diaphragm b, and fill the boiler
through them alternately with straw and caustic liquor. The straw, which has been
previously cut, is supported by the lower funnel-shaped diaphragm c, and broken down

boiler,
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to such ail extent while being

packed

in, that a boiler

of G feet diameter and 15 feet

height between diaiihragms will hold from 4000 to 4500 pounds.

A

rotary

pump

f,

fed from the liquor-tank through pipe G, forces the balance of the caustic solution

through the

coil

H

to the top of the boiler

apportioned quantity has been

above the diaphragm

by closing the stop-cock i.
under the diaphragm c, and returns through pipe g
again through the coil and on top of the diajjhragm b.

off

lects
it

B,

and, after the

pumped in, the communication with the tank is cut
The caustic solution percolates through the straw, colto the

pump

f,

which

forces

coil H is made of extra heavy 2 inch wrought-iron pipe, placed in a brick
and heated from the grate k. The steam which is thereby raised creates a
pressure, which can be regulated by the fire, and observed on gauges and safety-

The

furnace,

valves connected with the ujiper

j^art

of the boiler.

Mr. Dixon recommends 60 j^ounds over-jiressure he sets two or more boilers
close together, and fills one of them with wood, chopped into pieces of 1 inch in thickness.
This wood is boiled with a solution of caustic soda of from 9 to 10 degrees
;

STIiA W.

Baum^, which,

after

having served

for

it, is
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used for the digestion of straw in a

second boiler.

He recommends
wood

the blowing out of the liquor from a boiler

directly into one filled with straw

filled

with (jjoplar)

but exj^erience at the Ashland Mills,

;

Man-

ayunk, Philadelphia, has shown that no good results can be obtained in this way.
The operations are therefore conducted on the following plan
caustic solution is prepared from 1 pound of soda ash of 48 per cent, for every
pound of paper obtained from wood, or as a cord of wood furnishes from 800 to
:

A

—

—

1000 pounds of white paper from 1000 pounds of soda ash for every cord of wood.
The wood having been digested with this solution, the latter is blown through
the pipe p into a receiver, situated on the upper floor, and, after having- been heated
by the direct introduction of steam, a portion of it is drawn off and mixed with fresh
Unless the liquor which has previously been used on
liquor prepared for straw.
wood is again well heated and mixed with a fresh solution, the straw, which is subsequently boiled with it, will furnish an imperfectly prepared pulp.
The waste liquor from one boiler of wood is, by this method, divided between two
or three of straw and we have been assured that 25 pounds of white paper from
wood and 75 pounds from straw, or altogether 100 pounds of white paper, are thus
obtained with the use of little more than 50 pounds of soda ash of 48 per cent., by this
;

process of boiling.

In several other mills straw alone (no wood)
the caustic liquor used

is

digested in

Dixon

boilers,

and

then only of a strength indicated by 3i degrees of Baum^'s

is

hydrometer.

The time which

is

required with this boiler for one operation

is

about the same

claimed that straw can be digested in it with less soda ash
than in the latter and, if we consider that the losses from friction produced by
motion are avoided, and that the straw occupies less space, and can therefore be boiled
as with rotaries

;

but

it is

;

with a smaller amount of solution, the statement may well be credited.
From 16 to 20 per cent, of 48 per cent, soda ash and 45 gallons of liquor are,
according to the best information which we can obtain, used for 100 pounds of straw

be made.
is opened from the outside by turning
a screw and handle n, when the contents empty themselves through the channel m into
The pulp is discharged with violence by the pressure of steam
a chest or tank below.
in Dixon's boiler, if good white paper

The

inside,

is

to

boiling being finished, the slide-valve L

and

to

prevent

inclased all around.

it

from being splashed about, the receiving

The pulp emits

in the form of a large pipe or stack on top of this

Simple as

ment and

this process seems,

it

has

its

must be well
which an outlet,

vessel

also large quantities of steam, for

chamber or receiver, is provided.
and requires good manage-

difficulties,

supervision.

coil gives at any time too intense a degree of heat, the
suddenly, sometimes as high as to 120 or 140 pounds, and,
instead of forcing the solution through the straw, press the latter into such a com-

If the

fire

steam-pressure

under the

may

rise
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This can be prevented
pact body that iiercolation through it becomes impossible.
to some extent by connecting the top with the bottom, outside of the boiler, by

means of a one-inch pipe, so that the pressiu-e at both ends and all through the
A careful man only, who can manage the fire so
cylinder must be always the same.
that the pressure will remain uniform, should however be employed.
A pipe, connecting with a steam-boiler, enters below the diaphragm c, and is
opened whenever the compact mass of straw requires to be loosened it is also used
before the circulation of the liquor is started, and facilitates percolation, as the steam
;

penetrates through

The

and

raises the straw bodily.

simplest of rotary

pumps

is

the best for steady circulation.

The Holly

has four stuffing-boxes, which are to be kept in
order, and the pumping-cogs inside are liable to become coated, in the course of time,
by the gummy extracts from the straw, and may give trouble. Centrifugal pumps,
making 1000 to 1500 turns per minute, throw the solution constantly against the

pump

is

used in several mills, but

periphery, and thus keep

it

parts which can be clogged,

it

away from the stuffing-boxes.
and seem to answer very well

They

are simple, have no

for this purpose.

Soapstone packing has been found to endure the action of caustic soda better

than any other.

becoming saturated with the soluble part of the straw, and also carryfibres, sometimes deposits these substances through the
action of the fire as a pasty mass on the inside of the coil-j^ipes, where they accumuThe preslate, so as to fill entirely some parts of the jiipe and to stoj) the circulation.
sure of the pump, hooks, and similar contrivances, have been found entirely inade-

The

liquor

ing mechanically some fine

quate to remove such obstructions.

Whenever they occur, the coil should be disconnected from the upper part of
much water as jaossible forced into it by means of the pump, and its

the boiler, as

communication with the

Fire must
shut off by the closing of a stop-cock.
and the water in it transformed into steam until the
An
force out the obstructions at the upper open end.

latter

then be started under the

coil,

strong enough to
which is sometimes as loud as the report of a gun, accompanies the discharge, and gives an idea of the pressure which was required.
It seems that the circulation of a liquid through a stationary column of straw

pressure

is

explosion,

becomes more

difficult as

The Dixon

the latter

is

gradually transformed into pulp.

boilers have, however, been in successful operation for over five years

at the Inquirer Mills

and the Ashland Mills

at

Manayunk,

Philadel])hia,

and

at several

others.

—

William F. Ladd, general manager of the
225. William Ladd's Patent Boiler.
American Wood-Paper Company, has received a patent, dated May 30th, 1871, for a
horizontal rotary boiler, which can be turned end over end, on journals, attached to it
middle of its length, so as to stand upright, while it is charged with straw
through a man-hole in one of the heads but we are not aware that such a boiler is
in the

;

anywhere

in practical use.

:

226. Dr. Charles

composition of
substances,
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—The

table in article 205, wliicli gives the

Patent.

of straw, shows also the proportions of intercellular

which may be extracted by water.

experiments some

an acid

into

M. Cresson's

diti'erent kintLs

STliAW.

sti-aw

may

In order

be boiled in water,

when

to obtain

such an extract for

the latter will be transformed

from which, on the addition of an alkali, a gelatine-like mass is
This sediment, although soluble in water, is evidently insoluble in

fluid,

precipitated.

alkaline liquids, and the conclusion suggests itself from this fact, that boiling in water

should precede the treatment of straw with caustic soda in our mills, in order to
remove it. Dr. Charles M. Cresson, of Philadelphia, who has been for many years
chemical exj^ert of the American Wood-Paper Company in several of their lawsuits,
has made numerous experiments on this subject, and embodied the results in the
lowing specification of his patent, dated July 11th, 1871

fol-

" The object of the invention is to produce a fibrous mass from straw, which shall be capable of
being felted and formed into sheets and suited for paper-making, and when desired to be of a white
color, to be easily

bleached

;

the production of such a pulp to be accomplished with the least expendi-

ture of time, labor, fuel, alkali,

and bleach, the process being capable of such modifications

as will

admit of the relative adaptation or proportioning of these expenditures, so as to suit the changes of the
market value of each element, from time to time, and thus to secure the most economical results. The
invention consists in the combined use of a water bath in an open vessel, or under pressure; together
with boiling in caustic or carbonated alkaline solutions, either under pressure or in an open vessel, as
hereinafter described
"

By

experiment

bleach to be used with the product

;

when

desired*

have ascertained that, by boiling straw in ordinary soft water, we can extract a
substance, amounting in some instances to more than 70 per cent, of its weight;

I

amount of its
amount depending upon the volume of water used, and upon the duration of the boiling, and the
temperature to which the solution is subjected. The straw, when subjected to the treatment of boiling
in a moderate amount of water and at not too high a temjjerature, loses its bright color and characteristic rigidity, and becomes changed into a soft and pliant material, which will easily split into fila-

certain

the

ments, but which will not, without further chemical treatment, be converted into suitable pulp, or
easily whiten

in water

is

by the application of bleach, and

made

is

not

fit

to

be formed into white paper.

at too high a temperature, the straw will be

which cannot be converted into a pulp
a moderate percentage of alkali or bleach.
color,

fit

for white paper

broken up

If this boiling

mass of dark
by means of subsequent treatment with
into a fibrous

I have also found that the matter extracted from straw
by boiling in water has acid reactions, and that it will neutralize a considerable amount of alkali. I
have also found that the acid solution produced is capable of dissolving portions of the iutereelluhir
matter of the straw, which are not so readily dissolved either in water or sohitions of caustic or carbonated alkali. I have further found that, by treating straw with a proper amount of water for a
longer time at a low temperature, or for a shorter time at a high temperature, we are enabled to produce a good pulp by boiling the resultant product in a solution containing a mucli less percentage of
caustic or carbonated alkali than is necessary when the straw is treated only by caustic-alkali solutions,
and at a lower temperature than by any other means known to me, and that the said pulp will whiten
with less percentage of bleach than any pulp produced at similar tcmiieratures, and by the use of an
equal percentage of alkali. Furthermore, I have found that by the combined use of a water treatment

and the use of an alkaline bath of much less percentage of caustic alkali than
is produced from straw that will whiten with a
less percentage of bleach than that produced by any process now known to me; and that by properly
proportioning the amount of water used, and the pressure and the percentage of caustic or carbonated
alkali used and the temperature, we can obtain from straw a greater percentage of pulp fit for making
good white paper than can be obtained by any other process or processes that I have a knowledge of
at a high temperature,
is

now employed,

also at a high temperature, a pulp
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" I take

auy given aiuouut of straw, and (after washing it and cutting it into short pieces, or not, at
say seventy to one hunit in a boiler with from six to nine times its weight of water
dred and ten gallons of water to one hundred pounds of straw and boil it from two to ten hours in
an open boiler, keeping up the supply of water as lost by evaporation, or from thirty minutes to three
hours in a closed boiler, at any temperature that is convenient, say from zero to one hundred and fifty
pounds per square inch. The temperature, and volume of water, and time of boiling, determine the
amount of alkali and the temperature necessary for the second part of the process, and greatly influence the percentage of pulp obtainable. The less the amount of extractive matter, within the limits
hereinafter indicated, removed by the water, the greater is the amount of alkali and temperature
necessaiy to produce a pulp that will whiten with a given percentage of bleach. I do not limit myself
for, in order to
to the exact amount of water, as herein expressed, in which the straw Ls to be boiled
produce the most economical results, it is necessary to adapt it to the age and condition of the straw to
be treated. In the operation with an open vessel, water enough should be used to remove from 12 to
20 per cent, of the substance of the straw. For the production of a finer pulp, and when the boiling in
water is under pressure, the volume of water and temperature should be so proportioned as to remove
from 20 to 40 per cent, of the substance of the straw. The volume of water to be employed, as before
specified, I have found suitable for use with good dry wheat and rye straw from six to twelve months old,
and from which the knots have not been removed. If the boiling in water is carried on in such a
manner as to remove more than 45 per cent, of the substance of the straw, the percentage of the pulp
obtained will be very much diminished, and without a corresponding useful diminution of the alkali
pleasure) place

—

—

;

necessary for the second part of the treatment, or of the bleach necessarj' to whiten the pulp.

And

the boiling be carried on with such a volume of water, and at such a high temperature as to break
the structure of the straw and to reduce

be easily converted into a pulp

fit

it

to filaments or fibres,

for white

it

will

if

up

be found that the result cannot

paper by subsequent treatment with alkali or bleach, or

both combined. I find that the best results can be obtained by the employment of from 55 to 80
pounds to the square inch, as a 'high' pressure for either the first or second part of the treatment,
and that the only advantage in using a higher pressure is to shorten the time of treatment necessary,
and that, as a general rule, the use of such higher pressures entail a percentage of loss by the mechanical detachment and separation of the more minute vessels in the pulp, so that they pass off in the
water employed to cleanse the pulp in subsequent stages of its preparation. I have found that by
boiling straw in an open vessel for ten hours with nine times its weight of water, I could, by boiling
the result in a solution of caustic soda (^aO), containing of caustic soda an
cent, of the

amount equal

to 14 per

weight of the straw, produce a pulp at 45 pounds pressure (about 300 degrees Fah-

renheit) that would whiten with less than 20 per cent, of

straw in seven times

its

its

weight of bleach

;

and that by boiling

weight of water, at a pressure of 100 to 120 pounds per square inch, for half

an hour to an hour, and again boiling the result in a solution of caustic soda (NaO\ containing of
caustic soda an amount equal to 11 per cent, of the weight of the straw, for two hours, at a pressure of
seventy pounds, I could produce a pulp that would whiten with
bleach.

operation

The straw
is

is

best prepared

absolutely necessary.

by cutting

It is

is

still

than 12 per cent, of

and washing

it,

ite

weight of

although neither

then to be subjected to the process of boiling in water, as before

described, either in an open vessel or under pressure

and, while the material

less

into small pieces

;

the water

hot, the alkaline solution

is

to

is

then to be drawn off or blown

off,

be run on, and the second part of the

treatment gone on with.
" I have allowed the resultant material from the water boiled to become dry between the stages of
the process, but

it

alkaline .solution,

is
it

much

better not to

do

so.

As

soon as the material

is

sufiiciently boiled in the

can be treated by any preferred mode for disintegrating, screening, washing, and

By boiling straw in the larger volume of water and at a high pressure (over 55 pounds),
we obtain a result which, if treated with a solution of caustic alkali containing of caustic soda (NaO)
an amount equal to 10 or 12 per cent, of the original weight of straw, also at a high pressure, we
obtain a moderate percentage of pulp, which will readily whiten with a small amount of bleach, and
will make a soft and fine white pai^er.
By boiling straw with about seven times its weight of water.

bleaching.

:
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at a pressure of 60 to 80 pounds to the square inch, from thirty minutes to an hour,

and blowing out
the solution, and then boiling the resultant product in a solution of caustic alkali containing of caustic
soda (NaO) an amount equal to 10 or 12 per cent, of the original weight of straw at a pressure of 45
to

50 pounds to the square inch, we obtain a larger percentage of pulp, and one that

readily with a moderate

will

whiten

bleach.

—

To produce a pulp from which an ordinary paper can be made one not required to be of a pure
it is only necessary to make the boiling in water in a large volume of water, and in an

"

white color

open

amount of

—

and

ve.ssel,

to boil the result in

a caustic alkaline solution, at any pressure above atmospheric

pressure (the less the pressure the greater percentage of pulp obtained), or to boil the straw in a smaller

volume of water, at any pressure above atmospheric pressure (212 degrees Fahrenheit), and then to
an open ve.s.sel.
" To produce a pulp that will make a fine and soft white paper from straw alone requires that
both boilings be made under pressure, and if both be made at a pressure giving a temperature above
310 degrees Fahrenheit, a minimum of alkali and bleach will be required, but, at temperatures above
310 degrees Fahrenheit, the yield of pulp diminishes considerably, and such temperatures should
only be used when great economy of time and of bleach is necessary, and a very soft, white paper is
boil the result in a solution of caustic alkali, in

desired.

" I find

useful to run or

it

the straw that

having blown

is

off

blow the acid liquor (obtained by boiling the straw in water) through
about to be subjected to the process of boiling in water, and that it is useful, after
the acid liquor, to blow or run the waste alkaline solution over the result (obtained

from the straw by boiling it in water), to insure the removal or neutralization of the acid extract,
which would otherwise neutralize and render inefficient a portion of the alkali employed in the second
part of the process.

The waste

solution retains sufficient alkaline properties to neutralize the acid

solutions remaining in the interstices of the material about to be subjected to a boiling in

In the treatment in an open vessel the boiling

solution.
it,

may

be effected by means of a

an alkaline
fire

beneath

or by steam-pipes or jackets, or by jets of steam blown into or through the liquid in which the

straw or material has been immersed."

We
manner

are not aware that this process of treating the straw with hot water in the
described, before

it is

boiled with caustic soda, has ever been carried

large scale for a sufficient length of time to warrant

regarding

otit

on a

practical conclusions

it.

227. Morris L. Keen's Process and Patents.

many

any valuable

— Mr. Morris L. Keen, who

has been

Wood-Paper Company, has received
several patents for a process of making wood and straw pulj?, by which everything
that can be removed from wood or straw, by means of water and steam, is first
for

years connected with the American

is used.
This is, though done in a different way, substanwhat Dr. Cresson aims at.
Mr. Keen's process, however, has been in practical ojieration at IMessrs. Israel D.
Condit & Co.'s mill, at Shawaugunk, N. Y., and has furnished some very fine j^ulji.
The mill was destroyed by fire September 20th, 1872, but we understand that it is
being rebuilt, and is to be again sujijilied Avith Mr. Keen's boilers.

extracted before catistic lye
tially

The

descrijition of the process

given in the patent dated October 18th, 1870,

reads as follows
" I will describe the invention as applied to the manufacture of pulp from poplar or analogous
soft

woods.

"After wood has been reduced

to fine chips

36

by any

suitable cutter or machine, the chips or
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shaving? are put in a close, strong boiler, one of an upright form preferred, fitted with a perforated
false bottom inside, so that the stock under treatment can be drained off by means of a cock in the

communicating with space under the false bottom.
is fitted to a passage through both bottoms, communicating with the
interior of the boiler, so that the stock of pulp, when finished, can be discharged or blown out under
pressure into a suitable receiver or tank for said purpose.
" The boiler is also provided with a top screen or perforated diaphragm, fitted across the inside of
bottom of the

"A

boiler,

discharge-valve also

the top of the boiler, allowing a steam-space above the screen.

"The

boiler

is

charged either through a manhole above or below the screen, a portion of the screen

being removed in the former case to admit of charge.
"After the boiler is charged with the wood and the manhole secured, steam
boiler

from a separate generator, by means of pipes at the top of the

boiler,

is

admitted to the

and manipulated at

pleasure.

"After steaming the stock for thirty minutes, more or

less,

according to the fineness of the

is opened
and the condensed water drawn oiT. Hot water is now injected, at a temperature of
from 300 to 400 degrees Fahrenheit, above the screen into the steam-space, and percolates freely
through the stock under treatment, and washes out the interstitial matter.
"By alternating the treatment from steam to water and water to steam every five or ten minutes,
for thirty minutes or more, according to the previous condition and kind of stock under treatment, it
will be found that at least 40 to 50 per cent, of the interstitial matter of straw or dry wood will have
been removed, and 50 to 60 per cent, of green wood will have been removed.
"All dry stock may be steeped with advantage in hot or cold water, as a preliminary process.
"The charge is now ready for the alkaline treatment, but if thought desirable it can be drawn
from the boiler and more thoroughly washed, and more o^ the interstitial matter thus removed, or it
can, in thb stage, be made into common brown paper.
"The stock, as left in the boiler after the steam and hot-water percolation, may be transferred,
with or without extra washing, to another boiler, or retained in or returned to the same in which it was
originally steamed, and subjected to the action of alkali, either in a carbonate or caustic form, in solutions of the strengths and temperatures described below, and, as most of the interstitial matter has been
previously removed, it is easily reduced to a pulp, with about 33 per cent, of tlie alkali now used by
any other of the present approved manufacture of wood or straw-paper that is to say, a good pulp can
be produced by boiling the stock of wood or stniw, &c., previously cleaned of much of the interstitial
matter by the steaming and hot water process, in solutions of caustic alkali of 20 to 25 per cent, of
wood-pulp produced, and in 8 or 10 per cent, of caustic alkali to straw-pulp produced.
"The strength of alkali preferre<1 for wood is about 10 to 12 degrees Baume that for straw,
6 to 8 degrees though much weaker solutions will answer nearly as well.
" The alkali is first charged for wood, at the rate of 1 gallon at 8 degrees Baume to ever\- pound
of wood under treatment, and for straw, 1 gallon at 5 degrees Baume to every pound of straw under
treatment, and the heat raised in the boiler to a temperature indicated by 10 to 30 pounds pressure on

shavings or chips, at a temperature of from 300 to 400 degrees Fahrenheit, the drain-cock
at the bottom,

;

;

;

the steam-gauge.

"I have made good pulp

pounds pressure, and have ako pulped the wood, straw, and similar
manner described, by steam and hot water, in open
without any pressure whatever. It is, however, preferred to treat the stock, under the pressure
at 10

materials, having been previously acted on, in the
vessels,

of 30 pounds, in a close boiler, in caustic alkali of strength described, as the action desired

is

obtained

under the heat indicated by that pressure in a shorter time than at a lower temperature.
"With most stock this should be continued about one hour. I do not, however, confine myself to
the pressures or temperatures named, as higher pressure can be used to nearly equal advantage, and

lower steaming will answer the purpose, but those
" It

is

named seem

to

be about the best for commercial use.

important that no considerable quantity of steam be allowed to condense in the boiler at

:
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this stage, as

it

would weaken the strength of the

solution.
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I therefore prefer to

maintain the temper-

ature by the admission of steam, at a proper pressure, to an exterior jacket alone, or to a jacket and
or other provisions for heating the interior.

coils,

"The
heat

that

construction of the boiler should, in this respect, depend

ample provision should be made

large,

much on

for introducing heating-surfaces in

its size.

its

If the boiler

is

If small, the

interior.

may be maintained from the exterior sufficiently.
"The alkali is now drawn off at the drain-cock in the bottom of the boiler, measure
is, the stock is now freed by jjercolation, and a sudden injection of steam, in the top

for

measure;

of the boiler,

over the stock.

"The

stock

is

now steamed again umler high

pressure, indicated

by from 70

to

200 pounds by

steam-gauge, and hot water also injected at the temperatures corresponding to those pressures, to which
is kept fifteen or twenty minutes, and then drawn out or
blown out into a proper receiving-tank, drained, and wa.shed by percolation, and assumes the condition
of good gray pulp, ready for bleaching by any of the ordinary known methods.
"The stock, in a cleansed state, at this stage of process, prior to its discharge from the boiler, may
be again subjected to percolation by steam and hot water, so as to remove a great part of the
extraneous matter liberated by the last steaming and hot-water treatment, and a solution of weak
chloride of soda, less than 1 degree Baunie, admitted to the boiler, which is raised to a temperature of
300 degrees for ten or fifteen minutes, and the stock then blow'n out. This greatly improves the color

treatment and which temperature the charge

of the stock.
" The alkali drained off from the boiler

sixth of

its

original quantity

is

is

reserved and replenished for future use

measure, at a strength of from 10 to 12 degrees
quantity, one-sixth,
alkali,

is

is

;

that

is,

oue-

discarded and set aside for the recovery-furnace, and that quantity, by

discarded,

and a

Baume

fresh charge or

wood, and of the straw-liquor the same
amount of one-sixth new liquor, or caustic

for

added, at a strength of 6 to 8 degrees Baume, or such strength as to maintain the proper
And this order is preserved of discarding one-sixth of alkali used in every

strength in the liquor.
boiling,

"

and replacing the same with new

The waste

alkali.

or discarded alkali can be recovered in suitable evaporating furnaces, at a loss of from

10 to 15 per cent, for recovery of said waste.
boiler, in the alkaline treatment, may be heated by an auxiliary coil, through which the
amount of alkali freely circulates, and in which the bulk is retained during the discharge of
waste alkali, or any other desirable metho<l to economize time and heat.
"The first steaming and hot-water treatment may be dispen.sed with, and good pulp produced
from straw and very finely reduced woods of non-resinous character, by simply boiling the same in
but
solutions of caustic alkali of strength indicated, with the subsequent percolations and steaming

"The

large

;

the renewal of liquor at subsequent boilings must, in such case, be increased from two to threefold, as
first steam and hot-water process has to be overcome by extra
amount of caustic alkali.
"Although I esteem the above process entire, and all the several novel parts thereof, more particularly valuable in its application to wood and straw, I believe it may be used with much benefit on
The first portion of it, to wit, the
various other, and, in short, nearly or quite all paper material.
extraction of most of the interstitial matter by the alternate steam and hot-water treatment at high
temperatures, I propose particularly to employ in preparing paper-stock from hemp, flax, and tow of

the interstitial matter not removed by

either or both.

"I can use carbonate of soda, or other alkaline carbonates, instead of caustic

On May

alkalies."

2d, 1871, followed the patent for an apparatus by Avliich this process
have been put in operation. It is represented by Fig. 120 and the following
description, both copied from the letters-jDatent

was

to
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"Mv

adapted to the treatment of wood, straw, cane, esparto grass, flax, flax tow,
manilla grass or rope, maniUa tow, and all analogous materials or
vegetable substances for the mannfacrure of paper-stock or pulp therefirom.
" It has long been common to treat some or all of these materials with alkaline solarions.
invention

hemp, hemp tow,

"

My

i=

jute, jute tow,

and convenient apparatus for applying the alkali and mainand during the treatment of the paper-

invention constitutes a novel

taining the temperature in the alkaline solution preparatory to
stock with said solutions.
Fig. 120.

"I heat the alkaline fluid by a coil, through which the alkali circulates, to which coil is attached,
an elevated position, a large alkali-reservoir or charging-drum a Fig. 12<3''. A fire being maintained in a furnace, in connection with the coU, the alkali is heated at each pasage through the coU.
" The coil is inclosed in a casing B, and may be of any ordinary construction. The alkali circu.lates between the coil b and the charging-drum a, and thus maintains any desired temperature in the
charging-drum for anv period.
in

" Under these conditions,

when the

desired temperature, which temperature

is charged with the alkali, it is done at the
maintained in stock-boUer c by circulation of the alkali

stock-boiler c
is

through the coiL
" I take care to

make

the charging-drum

a of such

capacity,

and to supply such a quantity of

alkali thereto, that there shall remain sufficient alkali in the charging-drum

has been
c",

filled to

Stock-boUer

c,

maintain a thorough circulation of alkali through the

and pipe

c* into

a

coil B,

after the stock-boUer

charging-drum a, pipe

ooU b, during which time the valve in pipe B*

may

be closed, the

other valves all open.
" After the paper-stock boiler c has been sufficiently treated,

it is

intended that five-sixths of the

alkali in use during this process shall be returned to the alkali charging-drum a.

veniently eflected by steam admitted from the steam hot-water

coU

E,

with similar circulating-pipes e"

drum

" If

weak alkaline

which

it

to

This

may be

con-

similarly heated

by

form a fresh charge for the

may be discarded after
chare* of the solution admitted to the charsiuff-drum from a suitable reser-

solutions are employed, the entire charge of alkali used

ft>esh

is

e*.

" It is intended that one-sixth new alkali-liquor shall be added to
next operation.

each treatment, and a

d,

:

:

STB A W.
voir or other source, not represented

drum by means

;

but in

closed,

c'

case the temperature

is

maintained

in tlie cliarging-

of the coil and connections, arranged as represented.

"It will be understood that the alkali

through pipe

citlior
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;

and when the steam

and the valve

is

is

conducted from the charging-drum A to the stock-boiler c

admitted to drive back the alkali, the valve

in the lower pipe c"

in the pipe c'

is

being opened, the steam from the hot-water boiler d, being

downward on the alkali contained in the iuteretices of
down, through the strainer at the bottom and through the pipe c'', into the
heating-coil b and pipes b' and b^ into alkali-charging drum a, to be there retained while the pulp is
removed and all is made ready for the treatment of a new charge."
to the top of the pulp-boiler c, presses

admitted

the pulp and forces

An
1871.

it

improved

same process was patented by Mr. Keen, July 2otli,
by Fig. 121 and the following description, both copied from

boiler for the

It is rei^resented

the letters-23ateut

"The

boiler

made

is

strong and capable of being worked at any desirable pressure to accomplish

the object of thorough cooking or disintegration, and

on

its

may

be termed an upright rotary boiler revolving

short axis, end over end.

"The following is a description of what I consider the best means of carrying out the invention
"The drawing (Fig. 121) forms a part of this specification, and represents a longitudinal section.
Referring thereto, A is the general interior of boiler b a
;

bowl-screen or

perforated

internal

false

securely inside of one end of boiler,
ing-screen

when

the boiler

ring of pipe, perforated

is

bottom,

^^'^- ^^'•

fitted

and forms a drain-

in a vertical position,

c

is

a

with .small holes, and forms a

shower-pipe inside the upper end of boiler, or manhole end,

when the
pipe

is

boiler

set in vertical

is

position.

Said shower-

secured to inside of boiler by T-outlets, communi-

and D^ and passages
k^ e' and E'' are
screw-valves commanding the communication through the
pipes d' and d^
f is the manhole bonnet or manhead of
g' and g^ are stationary inlet and outlet-pipes conboiler,
nected steam-tight to the stuffing-boxes l' and l" in the
cating through the bends

R

to pipes d'

m' and M^ through the trunnions k' and

h' and H^ are pipes connecting between passageways m' and M- and the lower end, or that end of the boiler
They are connected by bends
opposite to the manhead F.
R and R, and communicate with the space s under the false

trunnions,

bottom

b.

i'

and

i''

are valves in pipes h' and

h^

j

is

a

large blow-off or pulp-discharge valve connecting with inside of boiler through the short pipe t, which

forms a passage through both the outside shell of boiler and the screen
on one trunnion, to which power

on counter-.shaft

"The

boiler

Q,

A

is

communicated by pinion o

b.

n

is

a large gear-wheel fixed

to revolve the boiler a.

p

is

a pulley

driven by any convenient power, not represented.
is

charged with materials for paper-stock, and

is

treated with steam, water, or

by
leading thereto, and the pipes d' and d^ and h' and H-, separately or together. This
and
may be done either while the boiler is revolving or standing still. It will be seen by the arrangement
of pipes and valves that the stock can be .subjected to treatment through shower-pipe, while the boiler
is in a vertical position, through the trunnion K^ by opening the valve E" communicating with the
shower-pipe, while the bottom-valve i' is opened to passage through the opposite trunnion k', and the
liquid chemicals, gases, or air admitted to or forced in the boiler through the trunnion-passages

pipes g'

c;'',
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waste liquids or washing discharged through

By

it.

the arrangement of pipes and valves a great

varietv of manipulations of stock can be practiced, either in the upright or revolving condition of the

The boiler can be discharged under pressure while in a vertical position b_v opening the large
communicating with inside of boiler or the steam can be blown out through the shower-pipe
c, valve e', pipe d', trunnion k\ and outlet-pipe [g', after which the manhead f may be opened and
the contents discharged while the boiler is reversed. The discharge-pipe leading, as shown, from the

boiler.

valve

J,

;

extreme bottom of the concave or dish-like perforated basin or strainer b, allows me to discharge the
pulp completelv and rapidly, by the force of the steam when desired. The double connection d' dh' h- allows the current to be reversed momentarily at intervals to clear the strainer. The elongated
form of mv boiler induces a marked diiference in the effect as distinguished from a spherical boiler
similarlv revolved.
together,

"When, as usual, the boiler

and tumble again

;

is

only partly

rubbing around on the spherical recessed interior.
extending in a ring around the seat of the manhead

c,

which

is

filled,

the contents tumble, gather

no possible tumbling, but only a
The annular form and arrangement of the sprinkler

while in a spherical boiler there

f,

keeps

is

it

out of the

way

of the ready access,

manhead, and yet gives an effectual distribution of the
of the manhole and over the whole mass of the pulp."

so highly important, through the

water equally on

The

all sides

ajiparatus

which was

at

work

in

!Me.ssi-s.

T. D. Condit

&

Co.'s mill is the

one represented by Fig. 120, but the revolving boiler (Fig. 121) was put in the
place of the stationary one c of Fig. 120.
It had not been working very long, when it was found that the acid extracts,
made from straw by means of hot water and steam, dissolved the iron of the digesting-

This experience, as well as the
boiler, and prevented the jsroduction of white pulp.
means by which this unexpected diificulty was to be overcome, and the solution of
the iron of the boiler prevented, are described in a patent dated October 3d, 1871,

from which the following
"

The

lines

and Fig. 122 are

cojiied.

shavings, chips, or cuttings of wood, plants, or paper-stock material are placed in a strong,

its short axis, end over end, of form as described
have discovered that treatment of these materials
with steam and water, without alkali, as described in previous patents issued to me, is liable to develop
The iron chemiacids, which attack the iron of the boiler, and injure both it and the paper-stock.
cally dissolved from the interior of the boiler, becoming fixed in the paper-stock by the subsequent use

close boiler, preferably a rotary boiler,

in

my

revolving on

patent of July 25th, 1871, Xo. 117,427.

I

of alkalies, leaves the paper-stock stained or dyed.
"

!My present invention consists in so modifying the treatment as to avoid this

evil.

I

have

satis-

myself that the preparation of crude paper-stock should not be made in an iron boiler with pure
water or steam, if said stock is intended to be subsequently treated for white paper, unless some profied

made

from corrosion and the stock from the impregnation of iron. The
and pulping of crude materials and removal of interstitial matter by
pure water or steam, the more porous and spongy the pulp becomes, and the greater becomes the
necessity for guarding against its impregnation and stain from iron.
" ijy first mode of attaining this end is by electrical or galvanic means, which mav be availed of
in a cheap and convenient form for practical and permanent use.
I find that the iron of the boiler

vision

more

is

to preserve the boiler

perfect the disintegration

may

be electrically so conditioned as to prevent the action of acetic acid or pyroligneous acids, tannic
any other acids or acidulated extracts or spirits liberated during the treatment of paper-stock.
Zinc, or zinc and tin, or other positive metals, may be introduced in the form of rings encircling the

acids or

interior of the boiler at each

manner herein

set forth

and

end and at one or more intermediate points.

I prefer to use

illustrated in the drawing. Fig. 122, hereto attached,

it

in the

STRAW.
"A

represents the boiler; b b' b^

b',
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shown by

the rings of positive electric composition,

cross-sec-

tional view.

"Other methods of

electrical preservation of iron boilers

from action of acids named, and the

preservation of paper-stock or pulji from impregnation or iron stain by said electrical protection of
iron

may answer

nearl}' as well.

Iron boilers so conditioned I propose in the remainder of the

specifi-

cation to term electrically protected.

"Other means are available

for

working of my invention, which

of the cheapest methods of mechanical jirotection

any metal not

liable to be affected

paper-stock from crude materials.

is

by plating the

by the acids generated
This

is

not, in

may

be termed mechanical.

in the process of

my view, as

One

interior of the boiler with tin or

producing
'•

mode,

reliable as the other

because of the liability of small portions of the surface of the iron to become exposed

and induce mischief
available substitute
believe that
in

a

by

acids,

I

—a

have not experimented with
boiler entirely of copper

my improvement

less desirable

manner.

and leaves the

in this

treatment

may

this plan, nor with

an obviously

or other non-corrodible metal

— but

be realized by these means, though

Either of these plflns preserves the boiler from destruction

B

^

from iron stains or
rust, and in the best condition for future treatment with alkali and bleach to produce a
pure white paper-stock at the lowest cost, and can be cheaply treated subsequently for
white paper-stock or pulp by any of the present or other suitable methods. There are
jiaper-stock or pulp in a pure condition, free

marked advantages attending the pulping

or partial pulping of crude paper-stock with-

out alkalies, but the considerable time of treatment required, either at low or high temperature, to

remove the interstitial matter to produce the best pulp affords a prolonged time for acid action on the
and a thorough charging of the pores of the pulp with tannate or acetate of iron, which cannot
easily be washed out prior to the alkaline treatment made subsequently.
The stock or pulp so saturated with tannate or acetate of iron is stained by the precipitation of the iron in the stock during its
subsequent treatment with alkali, and is most difficult to remove from the pulp. It entails a tedious
scouring and washing process to even pai-tially effect it, and is then attended with serious injury to the
stock.
In a word, no crude materials or plants, intended for white paper-stock or pulp, should be
treated by pure water or steam in an iron boiler, without provisions alluded to in this specification.
" I have found that with the provisions alluded to, which I have termed electrically-protected
boiler, or with a boiler internally plated or coated, or composed of metal or material not afiected by
acids liberated in the treatment of paper-stock by hot water, or steam, or vapor, a good, crude paperstock or jnilp can be produced by treatment in a close vessel, with steam and water, from straw, cane,
shavings of wood, flax tow, hemp tow, manilla hemp, jute, and all crude materials adaj)ted for paperstock.
The stock under treatment should be thoroughly saturated with water. To obtain the best
results, during tlie boiling and steaming all the interstitial matter liberated by this treatment may be
washed out by percolation in a vertical boiler, or blown out at bottom of boiler, or the material may be
dumped out, and squeezed or washed out prior to boiling said pulp in alkali. If the above treatment
is made in the manner herein described and in the apparatus set forth, forty to sixty per cent, of the
interetitial matter may be removed prior to the alkaline treatment, and only 8 to 10 per cent, caustic
alkali in solution to 100 pounds raw material will be required for the production of a pure gray pulp
that may be readily and cheaply bleached.
" The time and temperature necessary for the alkaline treatment depend on the stock under treatment, and will vary from thirty minutes to five hours, and from 212 to 380 degrees Fahrenheit, green,
succulent stock being easily reduced, while the dry and seasoned materials require more time and inboiler,

creased temperature."

The owners

of the patent admit that this electrical protection does not prevent

the iron of the boiler from being dissolved by the acid extract, and that chemicals

must be used with the water.
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We

have been informed by parties who have seen the process

in operation that

waste alkaline liquor, which has previously been used to digest a lot of raw material,
believe that such is
such as straw, wood, or esparto, is the chemical alluded to.

We

the case, and have no doubt that the presence of this or any other alkali will prevent
the solutioa of iron, because the acids cannot be extracted with alkaline liquids.
It

wood

seems herebv fairly established that the extraction of their soluble parts from
by means of water and steam in nude iron boilers, is impracticable.

or straw,

We

have seen samples of splendid white

jjulp,

which had been made from straw

and esparto by this process, as stated to us, with about one-half of the quantity of
soda recommended by jMellier, and with about 14 pounds of bleaching-powders for
100 pounds of paper. Fifty pounds of white paper from 100 pounds of straw was
An opportunity of verifying these statements by an
stated to be the usual yield.
inspection of the operations at the mill, although solicited, was not granted to us.
jNIr. Keen has lately taken out another 2:)atent, dated July 0th, 1872, consisting
princijially of a stationary upright boiler, which, as

practical operation.

we

It is described in the letters-patent

124, 125, and specification

are informed,

is

not yet in

by the following Figs. 123,

:

" Specification describing certain Improvements in Apparatus and Process for producing PaperPulp and Paper-Stock, invented by Morris L. Keen, of Jersey City, Hudson County, New Jersey.
" The invention is applicable to the preparation of crude and fine paper-stock, and pulp from
chips or shavings of wood, cane, and all analogous materials.
" The following is a detailed description of what I consider the best means of carrying out the
invention.
"

The

boiler

is

of an upright form,

made

of iron, and electrically protected from action of inter-

matter liberated from crude materials for paper-stock during the treatment of the same iu the
boiler, and at the same time preserving the stock from iron stain, as set forth in my patent of October
stitial

3d, 1871, No. 119,465.
"

The drawing attached

to this specification

shows fully the form of the

boiler,

and the mechanical

appliances connected therewith.

"Fig. 123

is

boiler.

Fig. 124

details

on a large

a vertical section through the entire work at and near the top and bottom of the
is

a central section, and Fig. 125 a view from below, showing one of the important

scale.

" Similar letters of reference indicate like parts in all the figures.

"The

boiler

A

is

domed

at top and bottom,
b represents the chargiugj is a discharge-valve, where the pulp is blown out when
bottom, which acts as a funnel to guide the stock in its

preferably about 5 feet in diameter and 16 feet high,

strong enough to stand a working-pressure of 200 pounds to the square inch,
hole or
ready,

manhead
c

is

at the top of the boiler,

the conical strainer or false

passage through the devil

d',

and as a strainer

for admitting the free circulation of fluid material, at

convenience, during any stage of the treatment, and for passage of all waste and washing fluid mate-

when required, said fluids passing out through valve i. It also serves for the free admission of
upward currents of steam or fluids forced in through valve and pipe h by the pipe F-, when the valves
G^ and V are closed, u is an annular pipe ring inserted inside of the boiler near its top, aud perforated
with small holes to act as a shower-pipe for admission of steam or fluids for washing and treating the
stock at different stages of the process.
Said steam and fluids are forced in through outside pipe u',
communicating with and forming part of the .same, d" is a centrifugal disintegrating rubber, with
ridges d' on its upper face (Fig. 124), and with suction-screw propelling-blades inserted inside of the
rials,
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bottom of same to draw aud force the materials under treatment with the
shaft to near the top of the boiler,

fluid matter up the hollow
a drain-cock or valve communicating with the space under

is

i

the false bottom c to drain off the interstitial and wash-water when required
n', a conical devil or
hog, with centrifugal rubber disintegrator d' attached, firmly mounted on the end of hollow drivingshaft nS on the inside of bottom of boiler, which ma)' be driven in any convenient way.
n' is a spew;

pipe shaft on which the conical devil

complete circulation of

inside steam-injection pipe

passed

Said hollow shaft has outlets at t, through which a
is passed, as they are forced up through the shaft by
after passing through the conical screen c, some of the fluid matter being

f',

is

set.

pulpy materials

fluids or

downward and outward through the valve h

while the pulpy matter

;

thence

down

further aud inward through pipe E,

marked by arrows. The whole is
then passed up, under, and through the hollow interior of the disintegrating rubber d^ by propellerscrew inside of same into the hollow shaft n', to be spewed out at the top through the nozzles T t, and
is

delivered through the conical devil d', as

Fig. 125.

the round of operations repeated.

varied,

and

of- its

G^

During different stages of the process this operation is
and v are stop-valves that may be closed at the time of discharging the boiler

o'

pulp

through the valve j, or manipulated to assist in said discharge, h is a valve opening passage through
pipe E from under false bottom to space under d" in case m, to admit of the free circulation of fluid
matter in the earh' stages of digesting the crude material s, a sample-cock to test the condition of
;

stock at different stages of process,
pipes to create a current of fluid

matter

is

brought

o

is

a gear-wheel to drive the shaft n'; f' and

and pulpy matter, and heat the same

in direct contact with the live

steam in

its

in its pas.sage.

F-,

steam-injection

As

all the

pulpy

passage through either the hollow pipe-

n\ or the outside pipe n^, it is thoroughly cooked and digested, m is the external case of conical
and its adjuncts, k is the bottom cap and step of shaft n'. l is the conical cup-section or shell
of devil, commonly called the cup or hopper,
p is a lever by which the devil, and especially its
shaft

devil

37
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attached centrifiigal fliiiiutegrator

d°, is

adjusted to

changing the position of the weight p'. It
substances that might choke or injure the
to indicate the pressure

is

its

work, and raised and lowered in

self-acting, to yield

its work by
and admit of the passage of any hard

devil, or the rubber, or disintegrator,

and temperature during the

Q are brackets,

process.

r

is

a steam-gauge,

to support the boiler in

setting the same.

"

The

especial object of this invention

is

the treatment of crude paper-.stock materials, and the

reduction of the same to a pulp with water, or a

my

set forth in

ment, as washing, the removal of the
its

gummy and

alkaline solvent, or other equivalent solvent, as

former patents.

prior to

its

by subsequent

treat-

acid interstitial matter to any desirable point as to

destined use in the manufacture of papers of fine or coarse qualities.

coarse paj)ers, the most of the interstitial matter

my

weak

patent, dated October 3d, 1871, Xo. 119,464, thereby enabling

may

If the stock

be retained and coagulated, as

If intended for white paper, the stock

may

is

intended for

set forth in

one of

be thoroughly washed in the boiler

subsequent treatment in a solution of caustic alkali of given strength and quantities, and

at such temperature

and

for such time as fully specified for different kinds of materials, all of

are fully set forth in former patents issued to me.

The stock

or pulp can

which

now be discharged by blow-

ing the same out of a blow-cock or discharge-valve, as mentioned, fixed in the bottom of boiler, or the
stock

may

be blown out after the

first

treatment described, for the liberation of and removal of the

The crude pulp can afterward be washed by any suitable apparatus or means, and
thoroughly prepfxred and cleansed for the second treatment of boiling in a solution of caustic alkali of
such strength and quantity, and at such temperature for such time as the kind of stock under treatment requires for the production of any desired quality of paper-stock to be made, either into fine
grades of unbleached or bleached papers. For this last-named treatment in a caustic alkaline solution,
interstitial matter.

I prefer to use

my

patent boiler revolving on

its

short axis, as set forth in

my

patent issued July 25th,

1871, No. 117,427."

Considering that perfectly good straw-paper has been and

is

made by one

operation of boiling in caustic soda and suhsequent washing and bleaching,

it

single

seems

tmd we must supj^ose
that the substances which Mr. M. L. Keen and Dr. Charles M. Cresson wish to
extract before the treatment with alkali, have heretofore been eliminated by the subsequent washing of the boiled pulp.
It is, however, probable and natural that less soda should be required for the
extraction of the fibres from straw, which have already lost a part of their foreign
that the previous treatment with hot water

matters

Ijy

is

previous boiling with water, than

not indispensable,

is

necessary for the unprepared fresh

material.

Two

separate boiling operations, instead of one, must be carried on for this purand unfortunately in two different boilers, one of which must be constructed of
gome other material than iron, or both operations may be carried on in one boiler, if
it is constructed of a material which is able to withstand the action of light acids as
pose,

well as of strong qlkalies.

.Provided that the attempts to reduce the necessary quantity of soda by these
means should be successful, it remains to be .seen whether the additional machinery,
labor, and fuel recjuired therefor would not lead to an additional exjjense equal to the

saving in soda.

—

228. Washing and Bleaching.- The operation of washing, following the different
methods of digestion or boiling, described in the foregoing lines, is carried on in the

—
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same manner as for INIellier's and similar systems, and has been discussed under that
Washing-engines and wet-machines are used for this purpose in nearly all
head.

modern

mills.

All that has been said about bleaching rags might be repeated here, as straw

is

upon the same princijiles, and only requires a larger proportion of material,
from 15 to 25 ^wunds of bleaching powders and a corresponding quantity of sulphuric
acid being used for every 100 pounds of paper made from straw alone.
For pajier which has been boiled with insufficient quantities of soda, a larger
treated

proportion of bleach-solution

is

necessary.

thing else being equal, that which

is

It

may

be given as a rule that, every-

saved by the reduction of soda ash below a

which is necessary to dissolve the incrusting
by the increased use of bleaching 2)owders and the poorer quality

certain limit, or to less than the quantity

matters,

is

lost

of the paper.
Several inventors have tried to reduce the quantity of soda and the temperature

used for boiling, and to

make up

by more energetic bleaching.

for imperfect digestion

no doubt that straw-pulp prepared with comparatively small quantities of
soda, can be made white by forced bleaching, but the incrusting matters are then not
thoroughly removed, and give to the pajier the characteristic brittleness and stiffness
which remind us of its origin.
A surplus of free chlorine decomposes the cellulose by uniting with its hydrogen
and perhaps withdrawing it while the carbon remains the fibi-es thus become carbonized or burnt, and will not form as good a paper as might be obtained at the same

There

is

;

cost

by a better digestion of the raw material.
In some mills steam is admitted to the pulji while

and a

In

pulp

it is

bleached in the engiue,

slight elevation of the temperature certainly assists the chemical action.

is

many

cases

it

will be

found that the

difficulty

experienced in bleaching straw-

caused by the presence of alkali, which has been neither neutralized by sul-

phuric acid, nor thoroughly washed out.

The bleach

solution

which escapes from the drainers is, if sulphuric acid has been
34 to 40), and it is therefore not

used, loaded with hydrochloric acid (see articles

advisable to

let it

remain for a long time in contact Avith the pulp, nor to use it for
It is best, not only to let it drain off as quickly as

the preparation of fresh solutions.
possible, but also to

empty the bleacher with a

soak and wash the white
the pulp a yellow gray

j^nli^
;

large quantity of water,

immediately in the drainers.

we have

seen

stuff,

and thus

to

Hydrochloric acid turns

which had been emptied from the

bleacher as white as snow, turn yellow-gray in the drainers, because the hydrochloric
acid

had not been washed out with

The

clear water-

chlorine, remaining in the liquid

which escapes from the

drainers,

may

be

used up by being added directly to the gray pldp in the washing-engine as a prelimi-

nary bleacher, and then washed out again.

The more

manipulated and exposed to the action of the

air,

the waste bleach-liquor

the sooner will

all

its

is

chlorine be

—
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transformed into hyclrochloric acid;
quickly as

if

it is

to

be used at

all, it

should be done as

jiossible.

229. Bleaching in Rotaries.

— In some

mills rotary boilers, similar to the one repre-

The

sented by Figs. 16 and 17, are used instead of blcaching-engines.

is

straw-pulj),

having been introduced through the manhole, the cover
put on, and the boiler .set in motion. Steam and water may be admitted through

bleach-solution,

and

vitriol,

pipes in the journals.
It

is

natural to suppose that the acid of the solution would dissolve the iron of

the boilers, and

make

their use impossible, but the inner surface soon

becomes covered

with a protecting crust, which separates the liquid from the iron.

The

rotary

is

usually set in motion for the better discharge of the pulj), and the portion of the out-

manhole over which the latter must flow, will become rusted
from contact with the chlorine or acid; the inside coating may also peel off", and it
cannot be denied that such bleaching boilers are a source of impurities, although not of
side surface near the

a sufficient amount to do serious damage.

The

principal

argument in favor of iron rotary bleachers

cannot escape into the

more than

ever,

The
of light

offset

air,

but will

all

be absorbed.

by the following bad

is

that the chlorine gas

This one good quality

is,

hoAV-

ones.

progress of the operation cannot be seen and controlled, and the influence

is lost.

—

The friction produced by the motion of the rotary objectionable in all cases
much more so in this one, as the straw is already reduced to fibres. Although the
boiler may move very slowly, yet it turns, and, if allowed to revolve for any conis

siderable length of time, the fibres are sometimes rolled into little balls,

the pulp the appearance of fish eggs.

It is

very

difficult,

if

which give

straighten the fibres in these balls again, and they obstruct the screens
spots in the paper.

because
to

We

have seen

had been imperfectly

it

230.

and cause

a boiler-charge emptied in this form,

boiled, was' consequently difficult to bleach,

remain an unusually long time

pulp,

many

in the

to

not impossible, to

and had

bleaching rotary.

The Hydrostatic Process, patented 1866, is based on the theory that gray
in a revolving boiler with a solution of chloride of lime, may be bleached

mixed

with a smaller amount of chemicals, and more effectually

if it is

subjected to a strong

The patentees promise a
and recommend the digesting

pressure; for instance, of 100 pounds per square inch.

saving of soda ash in the previous operation of boiling,
of straw with less than 50 pounds of steam-pressure.

It appears natural that the bleach solution, on having l)een forced into the innermost recesses of the pulp by the hydrostatic pressure, should find a better opportunity

to exercise

The

its

influence.

which has been obtained from straw by digestion with a comamount of soda, is well washed first, and then mixed with a fresh
solution of bleaching powders in an iron rotary.
The manhole having been closed
and the boiler started, the hydrostatic pressure is put on by forcing waste bleachhalf-stuff,

paratively small
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which has been drained from a previous lot of bleached jiulp, into it by means
pump, until about 100 pounds are indicated on the steam-pressure gauge.
After it has been kept at that pressure for some time, usually about half an hour, the
boiler is emptied, and the pulp treated as usual.
In discussing this process we can only re2:)eat what has been j^reviously said
liquor,

of a strong

about bleaching in votaries and about forced bleaching,

The

hydrostatic process

is

in operation at the

of which applies here.

all

Niagara Falls Paper Company's

and the Rochester Paper Company's mills, the proprietors of which own the j^atent,
and also at several other mills.
231. Ozone Bleaching.
John Campbell has received several patents for a process
of bleaching which he calls the ozone bleaching process.
The ^julp is mixed with a

—

weak

solution of bleaching powders in an ordinary engine,

ers force a current of atmospheric air into

and one or two fan-blow-

near the bottom.

Either chlorine gas
generated in a retort, or a bleach-solution composed of various chemicals, such as
chlorine, bromine, oxalic acid, and porous alumina, is bi-ought in contact with the air

on

it

passage to the engine.

its

It is claimed that either

by the current of

ozone

is

thereby created, or that the liquor

is

vaporized

and reaches the engine in a finely-divided state, and that pulp
can thus be bleached much cheaper than in the ordinary manner.
Ozone is not produced simply by the contact of tlie air with gas or solutions of
air,

chemicals, be the former propelled by a fan or otherwise

may

is

the bleaching, but
that

strong chemical or electrical

;

necessary to transform the oxygen of the air into ozone (see article 35).
It
be that the blast of air or gas agitates the pulp mechanically, and thereby assists

action

it

we

are not aware that the invention has been very successful, or

has found extensive application.

C. Treatment of Straiv-Pulp in the Beaters

and on

the Paper-3Iachine.

—

Conchisions.
232. Beating.

—The

bleached straw-pulj)

as

is,

has been before said, already

and does not require any further cutting or reduction.
The author has prepai-ed straw-pulp dui-ing several years in an ordinary engine,
provided with a smooth piece of cast iron as a bed-plate. The pulp was only mixed
in this engine, and finished by passing through a Kingsland engine on its way to the
divided into

fibres,

machine.

A slight brushing,
in Kingsland's or

such as

Jordan

233. Paper-Machines.

&

is

given by a good engineer in an ordinary beater, or

Eustice's engine,

is all

— The paper-machines

that

is

necessay.

on which straw-paper

is

made

are

constructed like those used for rag-paper, with but one exception:
If metal, and especially iron, rolls are used for the

first

or Avet-pre.ss, the wet

sheet of straw-paper adheres to the upper roll Avith great tenacity, remaining on

surface until stopjied

by the

doctor, instead of following the wet-felt,

and causing

its

fre-
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Straw whieli has been imperfectly

quent break?.

degree than good

j»ulp,

Ixtiled

has this quality in a higher

probably because the resinous and

been thoroughly eliminated.

gummy

matters have not

If this be the only cause, or if the natural smoothness

of Ptravr-paper produces a strong adhesion in contact with the smooth surface of the
roll,

we must
After

prepared to meet the trouble.

l>e

of almost every jx)ssible material had been tried,

rolls

those of tough, close-grained

quently used, but

trees,

wood answered

from wliich a

roll

best.

rolls

from one

tree.

of

and

jx)sition that its

roll,

and a

One end
jacket wUl be

The author succeeded

best

of 25 inches diameter, both of which had been obtained

a block of exactly the

little

is

laid

is found on the roll, it must be
same wood driven into it. tightly and in

grain runs in the same direction as that of the

In some mills these
the

are fre-

If a hole, knot, or other unevenness

cut out square,

such

gum wood

was found that

of suflScient diameter, perfectly sound,

without crack or knot, can be cut, are rather scarce.

with two

it

Maple and gum woods

rolls are

roll.

covered with jackets of alpaca doth, cut as wide as

longer than the circumference.

on top of the

wound around

it

;

roll,

and allowed

to turn

with

the overlapping loose end

is

it,

so that the

whole

then fastened to the

lower part with two or three stitches by means of a needle and thread.

The ]xires of this cloth soon fill up, the jackets must be frequently washed
and exchanged, and we prefer therefore a naked wooden roll, if a good one can be
Some arrangement, by which the wood can be perpetually washed and
procured.
cleaned, must lie applied to such a roll.
The author has used for this purpose a
sound 3-inch plank, about 8 to 10 inches high, which was fastened and pressed
against the roll like the guard-lx)ard of a couch-roll, and a channel, about 1 inch
deep and 1 inch wide, was jilaned all along through the midille of the 3-inch side,
which touched the roll. The ends of this channel were plugged, so that the open
part extended only as far as the wet sheet.
hole was bored upwards into the wood
at each end of this open channel, and met by a | inch pipe entering from the side of
the board facing the wire.
The water was introduced through the pipe near the
front side, wetting the roll while passing through the channel, and left through the
pipe at the other end.
It is imjwrtant that the board should fit close on the roll, so
that none of the water can escaj>e sideways fi-om the channel.
If it should lejik out
in any jx)int the paper would lie wetter and consequently weaker there than anywhere
else, and jierhaps break on the passage to the end of the machine.
Wood can hardly
be fitted tight enough on wood the board is therefore covered with felt like the
coucher-guard the felt being bent into the channel and tacked to it.
Instead of this arrangement, two guard or doctor-boards may be used, the first
one to catch the broken paper, and the second one to hold and spread acros;s the roll
a solution of soap, which is constantly replenished from a reservoir.
After a wooden roU has been running for some time, it becomes slimy the paper
b^ins to stick again, and it will be found necessary to renew the surface by removing
from it a? thin a crust as possible.

A

;

;

;
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This can be clone by holding a scraper formed like a large plane-bit against the
it is running; or the human hands may be replaced by a cross-head, which,

while

An

carries the plane-bit.

iron frame

for this purpose fastened to the pressroll-

is

stands at both sides, stretching across the machine on the side of the roll which faces

the wire, and upon

hand-wheel.

sprung

To

travels the cross-head,

it

moved along

the roll by a screw and

allow the roll to be full in the middle, the screw

may

be somewhat

out.

If no mechanical arrangeiTient like the latter

is attached to the machine the
become uneven from being repeatedly scraped by hand, and the
pajjer, remaining wet and weak in the hollow places, will break frequently on its
subsequent journey. It is therefore desirable to have two rolls on hand, one of
which may be turned off while the other is at work.

wooden

roll

Avill

If the mill

is

not

vided, wherewith the

A frame

is

suj^iilied

wooden

with a lathe, a very simple substitute

rolls

may

be pro-

can be turned or rather planed.

constructed for this purpose, on which one of the rolls

may

be re-

volved in bearings by means of a pulley, keyed on one of the collars adjoining the
journals,

and driven from the

angle across the
at the

may

roll,

line shafting.

jack-plane

is

placed under a right

ends of the long sides of the frame, and which can be raised and lowered as

be desired.

These boards should be

by the plane, while the

latter is shifted

upper edges of the boards on which
roll,

A

supported by two upright boards, which are bolted to the posts

tlie

set so that the

turning

by hand from one end
plane

is

roll will

be scraped

The

to the other.

moved determine the form of

the

and must therefore be perfectly true, or rather a trifle high in the middle.
We have also seen hard rubber rolls used for straw-paper on the first press, but

they are not generally adopted for this purpose.

The

paj^er, after leaving the wet-felt, is substantial

second press without

enough

to pass the ordinary

difficulty.

Straw paper, although sometimes hard and
while on the machine;

it

requires

more

when dry, is weak and flimsy
and breaks more frequently than

stiff

attention,

rag-pajjer, especially if the details just described are not attended

large quantities of chemicals, are

probably because the acids
this loss is

tion as

compensated for

compared with

234. Conclusions.

to.

by the aid of
upon wires and felts than rags,
but
ar-e not always as well washed out as they should be
by the small amount of power required for their prepara-

Straw and other vegetable substances, which have

more

to be prej)ared

destructive

;

rags.

—The

straw-fibre has qualities in which cotton, rags, or im-

it forms a harder or stifter paper than either of them.
Neither one alone can produce as good a quality as mixtures of sti-aw and rags, straw
and imperfections, or of all three of these materials. Although good paper can be

perfections are deficient,

and

made from straw alone, mixtures are j^referable.
In summing up the results, which have so far been obtained in this branch of
the manufacture of paper, we find that the quality of the straw-paper, made by some

and

is
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of our mills, leaves very

liftle to

be desired, and we believe that our future

should be more especially directed towards

tlie

reduction of

efforts

its cost.

If the straw has been projjerly digested, so that pure fibres are obtained, there
will be

known

no

difficulty in

bleaching

way

to us, the old

and we

it,

prefer, to all patent bleaching processes

of bleaching in the engine, as practiced for rags, with such

modifications as have been suggested on the previous pages.

Abundance of soda

may

be adopted, and

good straw-jjaper, whichever system of boiling

will secure

we

if

are forced, for the sake of economy, to use the smallest

it, which may dissolve all extraneous matters (not
same time imperfect digestion and consequent failure.

possible quantities of
risk at the

Compared with

these difficulties,

it

seems so natural

short operation of boiling, and to recover

it

to use

by evaporation,

fibres),

we

plenty of soda in one

that

we

are at a loss to

We have no
pay almost anywhere to evaporate very concentrated solutions but
near to the coal-mines even weaker ones would probably give a profitable return.
We would advise the location of mills for the manufacture of paper from straw
why

understand

doubt that

it

not more frequently practiced in this country.

is

it

will

;

and similar vegetable substances only, where both the raw material and fuel are
cheap, to construct the digesters in any way, which insures perfect boiling with little
or no motion of the pulp, and, with as small a volume of solution as possible, to
recover the alkalies by evaporation, and to use them again mixed with fresh soda.
(For particulars as

this evaporating process,

to

we

refer

to

Section

VI

of this

chapter.)

This opinion

have

is

based on the

to be modified if soda

rates or if coal should

2:»resent

become

;

that

new crops of

that the quantity raised

ing population.

It

it

many

other substitutes

are not only furnished

must increase with the demand

may

coal,

but would

dearer.

Straw has the advantage over

and esparto

average prices of soda and

should in the future be obtained at considerably lower

;

for instance, over

by the

soil

for grain for our ever

therefore be safely j^redicted that

it

wood

every year, but

grow-

will retain its place

among

the raw materials for the manufacture of paper, while others may be abandoned as soon as their present supj^ly is exhausted.
Although the author has been compelled to give a rather unfavorable opinion on

several
its

new inventions and

processes,

pioneers,

who

venture their

he considers the manufacture of straw-jjaper in

many improvements, and hopes
time and money in the endeavor

present state susceptible of

that the inventors

and

to discover them, will

be encouraged and rewarded in a more substantial form than by the consciousness
only of having rendered a service to mankind.
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V.

Esparto Grass.

—

235. Its Sources and Growth.
Esparto or Si«inisli grass (Stipa tenaeissima or
Machrochloa tenaeissima) is a spontaneous product of the sandy or gravelly soils of

Eastern Spain and Northern Africa, where
baskets, matting,
its

and similar wares,

growth are found near the

it

has been for centuries worked into

like our willows.

The

lands most favorable to

sea-coast, at modei'ate altitudes,

exposed to the sun,

and dry.
It

is,

however, not harvested by mowing, as the name " Spanish grass " would

imply, but pulled from cylindrical stems called atoehoii, of which

it forms the leaves.
These stems are cylindrical, without knots, but covered with short hair, which makes
them rough to the downward touch, and growing in root-clusters of from 2 to 10

feet in circumference.

If raised from seed, the stems require from twelve to fifteen years' growth before

they jsroduce annual harvests of esparto, and in the earlier years of their existence
they are so tender that they

may

serve as food for cattle

;

they become more solid

with age, probably through gradual formation of cellulose, and sometimes live for
sixty years.

The

leaves, or esjiarto,

from the stems by hand

;

grow

to a length of

from G inches

to 8 feet,

and are pulled

but this should only be done in dry weather, between July

—

—

and October, as the tcna or " nail " the jjoint where the leaves meet the stem becomes so tenacious in wet weather, that the esparto will not separate from the atocha,
and often results in tearing up the whole plant. This is not only a loss to the proprietors, but the roots,

whole

The
and

being of no value to the paper-maker, injure the quality of the

they are not removed.

lot if

short and sometimes discolored esjiarto from the coast

is,

tenacity, the first favorite in delicate manufacture, but the long,

colored esjiarto from the interior

commands

;

its

fineness

handsome, gold-

a strong corajjetitor even for delicate uses, and

a higher price for other purposes.

billo (sieve)

The

is

from

The name given
made from it.

to this quality

is

gar-

the sieves for cleaning grain lieing

leaves are rather flat during their growth, but

become dry and closed when

they ripen, and acquire the even, rush-like appearance of the esparto furnished by
the trade.
236. Treatment in the Mill.

paper manufacturer,

all

—Three grades

or qualities of esparto are sold to the

of which mu.st be cleaned and sorted by
38

hand before they
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are

rags

to be

fit

roots

;

As may
grass

made

and

be judged from

its

treated on exactly the

is

This

into pulp.

llowei's are there cut

done on such tables as are used

is
ofi"

and the weeds taken

for sorting

out.

similar chemical composition (see article 205), esparto

same

j)riuciples as straw

washed, and bleached with chlorine solution.

;

it is

boiled with caustic soda,

All that has l>een said alx)ut these

operations in the section on straw might be rej^eated here, but

it

answer as well

will

only in which the treatment must be changed to suit the special

to state the points

qualities of the esparto.

Esparto
in order to

and of

is

fill

much

full length, as

The motion
still

more

balls,

it

utmost capacity. It is therefore used in the dry
comes from the sorting-room.

of rotary boilers

state

for reasons stated, objectionable for straw, but

is,

so for esparto, as its fibres curl

which are a

It

heavier than straw, and requires no breaking dou-n or cutting,

a boiler to its

.source of trouble to

up

many

easier,

forming those

little

fisb-egg-like

paper-makers.

therefore frequently boiled iu so-called vomiting tubs, constructed on the

is

.same principle as those described

and represented

in Fig. 118.

Solutions of caustic soda are prepared for the digestion of esparto in precisely

the same

manner

as for straw, but the proportion of soda a.4i used for the former

which we could obtain, be somewhat smaller
say " perhaps," because, with esparto as
well as with straw, this depends to some extent ujjon the purity and quality of the
raw material and upon the way in which the operations are conducted.
Esparto contains nearly 10 per cent, more fibres or cellulose than straw, and
must necessarily produce more paper. The statements as to its yield vary from 40

may, according

—perhaps

to

as

to the best information

much

as one-third less.

We

cent., but we are rather inclined to put it nearer to the smaller figure.
In order to produce a good quality of paper, esparto, like .straw, must be digested,

50 per

so that

its fibres

will be freed

from

all

foreign or incrusting matters

;

but the opera-

56 per cent, of cellulose which
it contains will be fully obtained, and additional los.-;es must be suffered liy the subsequent operations of washing and bleaching, and finally on the paper-machine.
Esparto fibres, l^eing tougher than those from straw and even from soft rags,
are consequently more valuable, and enter largely into book and writing paper.
The recovery of soda ash by evaporation is more generally practiced in England
than in the United States, and makes the manufacture of paper from es2)arto more
tion cannot be conducted with such accuracy that the

economical.
237. Supply.
scale for the

— A\'hen

esparto was, about the year 1S60,

manufacture of paper,

it

first

used on a large

could be drawn from the accumulated growth

of centuries, and
to

its supply seemed inexhaustible, but the increased demand, rising
140,000 tons in 1871, and the consequently much higher prices paid for it, caused

forced cropping,

and in many

the yearly decrease of
in

some

localities

its

ca.ses

extermination of the plant to such an extent that

ijroduction

even to 10

amounts

jier cent.

at present to

from 2

to 7 per cent.,

and
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It is doubtful whether esjiarto can be cuUivated with profit anywhere, except
where it grows spontaneously, but, even if this question should be decided favorably,
and it should form in future times one of our staple crops, from twelve to fifteen years
will elajise before any return will be obtained from the seeds.
The supply is meanwhile decreasing, and if the American 2)aper-makers should
enter the market to compete for it with the Europeans, they would thereby directly
contribute to raise its price, and also indirectly the price of European rags. England
manufactures the soda ash and bleaching powders, the cost of which forms the heaviest

item in the production of j^aper from esparto and other vegetable
destitute of

an abundant supply of vegetable

fibres at

fibres,

home, cannot

and, being

afltbrd to

give

up

esparto.

As long as the American paper trade will be dej^endent on England for its soda
and bleaching powders, it should content itself with drawing from Europe rags only,
and endeavor to find among the products of this vast continent the additional raw
material for
tance of an
it

had done

its

paper.

American
so.

But why does
sujiply of soda

it

not arise to a full ajipreciation of the impor-

and of bleaching powders?

It

is full

time that

:
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SECTION

VI.

Wood.

—

Pajjer was made from
238. The Works of the American Wood-Paper Company.
wood as early a.s from straw, but only ou a small scale until the works of the American Wood-Paper Company had been erected.
Charles Watt and Hugh Burgess received a j^ateut of invention in England,
August 19th, 18o3, and in the United States, July 18th, 1854, in which they claim

"The pulping and disintegrating of shavings of wood and other similar vegetable matter for
making paper, by treating them with caustic alkali, chlorine, simple or its compounds with oxygen and
alkali, in the order substantially as described."

The process described in
we mention the claim because

the
it

.sj^ecificatious

has been

much improved

upon, but

has played an important part in the lawsuits of the

company.
Mr. Hugh Burgess, one of the patentees, is the manager of the American WoodPaper Company's works, at Rover's Ford, Pa., where 5 tons of wood-paper and pulp
are

made every day.
The new works of the same comjjany

at

Manayunk,

capacity of 15 tons of white wood-pulp per day

;

Philadeli^hia, are of a

they are situated between the

Schuylkill River and canal, flanked by railroads on both sides, and driven by a

water-power rented from the canal company. They were built in 1865, at a cost of
over §.500,000, and are leased to Messrs. Jessup & Moore and Martin Nixon, whose
mills

work

lap

the i^ulp on nine paper-machines, after

with rags in beaters.
239. Treatment of the

Wood.

as cord-wood of 5 feet lengths.
is

cut into slices of about

J

to

has been previously mixed

—The wood, mostly poplar,
The bark having been

is

brought to the works

by hand,

stripped off

it

—a machine

inch thickneas by a cutter, or rather chopper

looking like a feed-cutter on a large

wide and from 12

it

scale.

15 inches long, are

Four

steel knives,

from 8

to

10 inches

fa.stened in a slightly inclined position, to a

about 5 to 7 feet diameter, which revolves with a high speed,
chopping the wood, which is fed to them through a trough, into thin slices, across
the grain. This trough must be large enough for the reception of the logs, usually
from 10 to 12 inches wide, and it is set in such a position that tlie logs slide down
towards the disk. This slanting position only a.ssists the movement of the logs, while
a piston, which is propelled by a rack, pushes them steadily forward, until they are
solid cast-iron disk of

;

WOOD.
entirely cut

wood

It

u]).

The

has been stated

chopped up in a day.
ated so that the slices
to

piston or pusher then returns to

put into the trough, and the operation

is

301
original position, fresh

with one of these cutters, 40 cords of wood

to us, that

The works

at

Manayunk

an elevator, as soon as they are

filled,

may

be

are supplied with two of them, situ-

directly into boxes fastened

fall

its

rej^eated.

and hoisted

which the boilers are filled.
These boilers are upright cylinders, of about 5

on trucks, which are pushed
two stories to the floor from

uj)

feet diameter,

and about 10

feet

height, with semi-spherical ends, provided inside with straight perforated diaphragms,

between which the chips from one cord of wood are confined.

Solutions of caustic

12 degrees on Baum^'s hydrometer, are introduced with them, and fires
(The boilers at Royer's Ford are heated by
are started in furnaces underneath.
When, after
steam, circulating through a jacket which covers its bottom and sides.)
six hours' boiling, the digestion is finished, their contents are emptied with violence,

soda, testing

under the pressure of not

A

large slide-valve

pei-forated

is

less

than G5 pounds of steam which had been kept

bottom diaphragm, and connected by a capacious pipe with a sheet-iron

cylinder of about 12 feet diameter and about 10 feet height, which i-eceives

— pulp,

uj) inside.

for this purpose attached to the sides of each boiler, close to the

liquor,

and steam.

The

object of these large chambers, one of

its

contents

which serves

break the violence of the discharging mass. The steam is taken off
on top of each one, and conducted through a water-reservoir, while the
liquid solution of \ni\p flows through a side opening and a short jDipe at the bottom into
movable boxes. These boxes are flat iron drainers, large enough to hold the contents
of one boiler, and mounted on wheels they can be pushed on iron rails right up to
for

two

boilers, is to

through a

j^ipe

;

and under the collecting-chambers,

Ten

digesting-boilers are located in one straight line in a building of 132 feet

length and 75 feet width
boilers, side-tracks

;

tracks on to the

the main line of rails runs parallel with the line of the

extend from

supplied at every junction.

The

in positions suitable for the reception of the pulp.

main

line,

it

to

each one of the chambers, and a turn-table

The drainer-wagons can
which leads

is

thus be pushed from the side-

to the washing-engines in

an adjoining room.

tracks are underlaid with iron pipes or sewers, arranged so that they will

receive all the liquid

which drains

off

from the wagons.

The

latter

remain on the

ready for the washing-engine, and, after the principal
part of the liquor has passed off, some warm water from the receiver, which has been
heated by the blown-off steam, is sprinkled over the pulp by means of a hose, with
the object of extracting all the liquid which is concentrated enough to repay eva])-

side-tracks, until the

pulp

is

oration.

The contents of the wagons, obtained from as many boilers, are then furnished
two washing engines, each one of which has a capacity of 1000 pounds of pulp
but the water, which is poured forth by the cylinder-washers, being too diluted for
The pulp is emptied from these engines into two
evaporation, is allowed to escape.
stuff-chests, and from there forwarded by pumps to two wet-machines of the kind

into

represented by Figs. 92 and 93.
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The

screens of these wet-machines retain all impurities derived from knots, bark,

and other
gray

sources,

color.

—emptied

rags

and the pulp or

into drainers,

portion of the Avhite

]Mr. ^lartin

obtained

is

perfectly clean

and kept there with tbe liquid

eight hours, or long enough to

The

Iialf-stufF

It is bleached in engines with a solution of bleaching

Nixon,

is

make

jnilji,

and of a
powders

light-

—

like

for twenty-four to forty-

the use of vitriol unnecessary.

which

is

be worked up in the adjoining mill of

to

taken from the drainers into boxes running on trucks and for-

but all the pulp which is to be ship25ed to a distance must be
on a large cylinder paper-machine with many dryers. The object
being only to dry the pulp, and not to make paper, a very heavy web can be
obtained, us the water leaves this pulp freely.

warded

made

in a moist state

;

into rolls

240. Recovery of

Soda by Evaporation.

—The

the pulp, and gathered underneath the track,

The

building to be evaporated.
diameter, and the centre

is

liquid,

is

which has been drained from

conducted in pipes

outline of this building

is

to a separate

a circle of about

occupied by a large smoke-stack, against which

furnaces converge, while the fire-hearths are near the periphery.

very long, and the gases of combustion or smoke are compelled

The

200

feet

all

the

furnaces are

to travel a consider-

able distance, and distribute their heat both above and below their route before they

can escape through the chimney.

The

liquid

is

pumped

into large iron tanks adjoining the stack,

the gases of combustion circulate before escaping finally.

descends through a series of
fiirnace, situated

doors,

iron pans until

it

around which

there

it

gradually

reaches the reverberating calcining

next to the fire-hearth, and exposed to the heat from the

gases which pass over

all

flat

From

and drawn out

it.

The tough mass

as soon as

it

is

is

there stirred

fire

up with rakes from

and
side-

perfectly calcined or burnt to cinders, so that

vegetable matters, or anything not of a mineral nature, will be driven out, and

nothing but a black ash remains.

The

soda in this black ash reaj^pears as carbonate, with the exception of a very

small portion which

may have combined

with

silicates

and become

insoluble.

The

ulmic acid which gives to the extract solution of wood its dark color, is the same which
is formed by nature from decaying vegetation, and can frequently be recognized in

swampy lands. It is entirely destroyed by the calcining process.
The evaporating furnaces may be different from those descriljed, but the principle is always the same.
The best constructed evaporators are those in which the
largest quantity of liquid can be reduced to ash Avith a given quantity of coal

and

with the least labor.

much

which include besides
and renewals of the evaporating j^ans, may be
higher than the value of the soda ash. Any soda liquor testing 5 degrees or more on
Baume's hydrometer is, at the ordinary market prices of coal and soda ash at INIanayunk, considered strong enough for evaporation.
As mudi a.s 75 to 80 per cent, of the soda ash can thus be recovered in the form
If the liquor

coal

and

is

too

diluted, the exjienses of recovery,

labor, frequent costly repaii'S

:
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of black ash,wh\ch must be mixed with fresh soda, caustieizod with lime, and used for
another sohition in the usual way. The sediment obtained from this second solution
at Manayunk redissolved with water, and conducted into large brick cisterns, filled
with cinders, ashes, and broken bricks, through which the clear liquid filters, and is
used in the jilace of water for another solution of caustic soda, while the insoluble
is

impurities are retained on the surftice.

not only extract

all

the soda which

These

filters

may have been

answer a double
left in

pui-pose, as they

the sediment, but also col-

manner that they can be carried away,
and to pollute its waters.
The free escape of soda liquor, loaded with extracts of straw, wood or esparto,
into rivers or creeks has, in some places, become such a serious nuisance that manufacturers are compelled by law to dispose of it in some other manner, and they
have mostly adopted evaporation as the best means to this end.
The wood-pulp made at Royer's Foi'd and INIanayunk is perfectly clean, of a soft,
white, spongy fibi-e, and the larger portion of it is mixed with a small jaroportion of
rags and worked into book and fine print-jiaper. At Royer's Ford the company manufacture fine colored envelope and book-paper from this wood-pulp alone, or mixed
with white paper-shavings. The fibres are deficient in strength, but unsurpassed as a
material for blotting-paper, and they are very much liked b}' the printers.
Poplar, or more correctly liriodendron, furnishes very white filjres it is easily
digested, and generally jireferred to other woods for the mainifacture of pulp
its
fibres, however, are short, and it is, therefore, sometimes found expedient to mix them
lect

the lime,

silicates,

and impurities

in such a

instead of being allowed to escape into the river

;

;

with the longer ones, from spruce or pine, although the
resin, resist

brought
241.

latter,

which contain much

with greater obstinacy the influence of the dissolving agents' which are

to bear

upon them.

Yield of Fibres, Bleaching, and Conclusions.

— Dr. Charles M. Cresson,

testimony as an expert, has given the quantities and lengths of
diflferent

follows

fibre,

in his

contained in

kinds of wood, as ascertained by him from a large number of exjieriments, as

:
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Dr. Cresson states in the same testimony the resuhs which he obtained from the
treatment of -wood-pulp with chlorine in solution, as follows
" Chlorine acts with

much euergy upon

ing to the surface of the

portions of the intercellular matter, especially that adher-

but I have failed to produce a satisfactory pulp by

fibre,

its

use aloue.

Its

use as a bleaching agent upon pure cellulose obtained by the full action of an alkaline bath under
proper pressure I suppose to be purely molecular.

"From an impure pulp

it

would undoubtedly remove the incrust adhering

to the fibre

and

dotted vessels, but this is done more cheaply and effectually by the proper alkaline treatraeut.
" The process of bleaching does not seem to indicate the removal of any such matters.
" I have carefully weighed samples of pure pulp before and after bleaching by chlorine and can
no appreciable loss. Again, the effect of the action of chlorine is not always to produce a white
color in most cases the color produced is white, but iu others it has a grayish, and again a yellowish

find

;

east."

The Koyer's Ford and Manayunk works get from 27 to 28 per cent, of pulp from
young poplar wood, and about 30 per cent, from old air-dry poplar wood, one cord of
which weighs from 2800 to 3400 pounds.
Wood contains a smaller pro]iortion of fibres, and requires a larger quantity of
soda ash (100 to 112 pounds for 100 pounds of paper) for its digestion than straw; the
production of wood-pulp is, therefore, everything else being the same, more expensive.
Its manufacture can only be made to pay by the sujieriority of the article j^i'Oduced, by the recovery of the soda through evaporation, and in a location favorable
for the supplv of wood, coal, and all other materials.
Another system of utilizing the waste liquor is to
242. Other Systems of Boiling.
It
boil a second lot of stock with it, as is done in some mills with the Dixon boilers.

—

is,

however, doubtful, whether the second

lot

of pulp (from straw) will not suffer in

quality.

A

new system

of boiling

solution of caustic soda

is

wood

with chips of wood, with which

very short time.

The

second boiler, where

solution

it is

is

in operation at a mill in Maine.

A strong

forced ynder high pressure, but cold, into a boiler loaded
it is,

is

however, allowed to be in contact only during a

soon drawn off again, and the wood emptied into a

subjected to the influence of a high temperature, produced

by steam circulating in an outside jacket. It is thus merely impregnated with caustic
A good-looking
soda, and consumes only a small portion of the usual quantity.
brown paper is made at this place, but we have not heard of any white paper, except
samples, being manufactured there.

—

INIessrs. Oi'ioli Fredet and MatnsOrioli Fredet and Matussiere's Patent.
France, received a patent of invention on April 25th, 18G5, for the treatment
The invention is based on the discovery that aqua regia, a
of wood with aqua regia.
mixture of 5 to 40 per cent, of nitric acid and 95 to <)0 per cent, of hydrochloric acid,

243.

siere, in

destroys all ligneous or intercellular matter, without attacking the fibre or cellulose.

After the wood or .straw has been soaked in this acid, the surplus is drawn off,
and the remaining solid part ground under vertically revolving millstones. The
brownish-colored pulp thus obtained is then washed and bleached as usual.
Nitric acid, or its mixture with hydrochloric acid, is theoretically very well
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adapted for the extraction of cellulose from wood, straw, and other vegetaljle

fibres,

which are encountered in the use of large quantities of them, are
nearly insurmountable, and have prevented their practical utilization in the manubut the

difficulties

Very few materials

facture of paper.
acids

;

are able to resist the corrosive influence of these

the vessels for the digestion of wood or straw would have to be covered with

varnish or paraffin and well cemented glass-plates,

all

the jiipes used for the escape of

the gases and liquids would have to be of glass, and any escape of vapors or gases

would have

to

be strictly avoided, as no

pervaded by them.

Nitric

acid

also

human

and the danger from

xyloidin, a substance akin to gun-cotton,

seem alone

Brooklyn, N. Y.,
article

i\s

would

this source

sufficient to forbid its use.

Sulphide of Sodium.

244.

being could live in an atmosjihere

forms with cellulose the very inflammable

—A

for a process of

patent has been obtained by Professor Eaton, of

making sulphide of sodium, and

for the use of that

a substitute for carbonate or caustic soda in paper-making.

Works

for its

manufacture are being erected, and nearly finished, by the Eaton Fibre Company
Brooklyn,

The

at

New York.

Mr. John Priestley stated to the author, that according to experiments
which he had caused to be made, the sulphide of sodium, besides
being much cheajier, proved to be more efficient than caustic soda.
William Adamson, of Philadelphia, has obtained jiatentg
245. Adamson's Patent.
late

on a large

scale,

—

of invention dated July 18th, 1871, for the use of hydrocarbons in the production of

paper-stock from

wood

or other ligneous substances.

He recommends

treatment with

benzine in closed vessels, with 5 to 10 pounds of pressure, according to the quality of

an upright cylinder, wherein the wood shavings or
TIiq mass
is heated beneath the lower diaphragm by a coil, through which steam circulates.
The vapors which escape through a i^ipe on top of the digester are condensed by passthe wood.

His digester

consists of

other materials are contained between two horizontal perforated diaphragms.

ing through a coil immersed in a cistern with cold water, and return to the lower
part of the digester.

The

portion of the benzine, which has remained liquid,

rated with the extract matters, and can be

Benzine
wood,

may

mended

is

a very cheap

article,

drawn

off"

through a faucet

and the invention, even

be used with advantage for other purposes.

It

is,

if

is

satu-

at the bottom.

not successful for

for instance,

recom-

September 19th, 1871, for the extraction of pitch
may, perhaps, answer very well for the extraction of oil

in a separate patent, issued

and tar from rags, and it
from rags and cotton waste.
Straw and other vegetable substances, as well as wood- the latter even in the
form of shavings and sawdust^are rapidly disintegrated by this process.
The resultant products from exj^eriments on straw were fine long fibres, and vei-y
fine white vegetable wax.
The process has, thus far, not been extensively carried
out, as the patentee has found it necessary to obtain, by further experiments, correct
data and results before entering upon operations on a very large scale, which he

—

intends soon to start.
39
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Mechanically Prepared AVcod-Pulp.
246. History.

—Dr.

Schaeffer, at Eegensburg, Bavaria, bad, over one

ago, proposed the use of sawdust

and shavings, by

imperfect state of the machinery within his reach

stara^iing

made

them

hundred years

into a pulp, but the

success at that time imjjossible.

F. G. Keller, in Saxony, originated the idea of grinding wood by pressing blocks
of

it

ter,

against a cylinder of sandstone revolving in a vertical position; but

of Heidenheim, Wiirtemberg, Germany, took

it

Henry Voel-

up, and succeeded, after twenty

years of lalx)r and expensive exj^erimenting, in bringing the process to
perfection.

which,

if it

To him

belongs, therefore, the credit of having given us a

does not imjirove the quality of

able to the manufacturer,
in

and by taking

to

papers, is, through its
some extent the place of

all

its

new

present

material,

cheajiness, profitrags, has assisted

keeping their prices within reasonable bounds.

—

The wood is cut up into short
which are pressed against one of the upj^er quadrants of the
revolving surface of a cylinder of sand.stone, which turns on a horizontal shaft, while
the balance of the .stone is surrounded by an iron casing.
The blocks are constantly pushed forward by screws operated by gearing, in the
same proportion as they wear off.
^Ir. Voelter says that levei-s and weights, in the place of screws, would not pro247. Voelter's System of Manufacturing Wood-Pulp.

blocks, four or five of

duce a uniform pulp

and

;

that he has tried to revolve the

wood with

also to use the stone in a horizontal position, turning

on a

or against the stone;

vertical shaft, but with-

out success.

The wood must be
with the

axis,

pressed against the stone, so that the grain will run parallel

and that the

fibres will

be torn off by the rough surface, instead of

being ground or powdered.

A

small stream of water

falls

constantly upon the stone, and carries the pulp

through a rake, which retains the coarsest pieces of wood, and then
cylinder turning on its horizontal axis.

The
cylinder,

first

to a wire-covered

pulp, which passes through the wire from the outside to the interior of the
is

ready to be sorted, and for this purpose conducted through several

revolving wires of successive coarser grades.
The finest fibres only, are able to get
through the meshes of the first fine wire, and are gathered in the receiver below,
while the coarser ones move on, until they find openings suited to their grade.

The wood which

is too coarse to pass through the wire-cloth on the first cylinconducted to a refiner, where it is subjected to another disintegration, and then
returned to the first cylinder by means of a pump.

der,

is

MECHANICALLY PREP ABED WOOD-PULP.
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system of puliiing and sorting, like the one just described, was

by Mr. Voelter

at the Paris Exhil)ition,

jjut in ojiera-

1867, where the assorted pulp, thus

obtained, was pressed out l)etween three pairs of press-rolls, through which
carried

it

was

upon an apron.

—A

248. Operations of the Turner's Falls Pulp Company's Mill.
considerable number of mills have been built in this country within the last few years, according to

Voelter's directions,

and working under

his patents

;

and a description of the

largest

establishment of this kind, visited by the author, will probably bring the process more

mind than mere theoretical explanations.
owned by the Turner's Falls Pulp Company, of Turner's Falls, Massachusetts, and is driven by turbine wheels, which are supplied with sufficient amounts
of water for the production of 1000 horse-power, by the Water-Power Company at
the same place, from their dam across the Connecticut River.
The building is of brick, 50 feet by 200, one story high, and contains twentyfour grinding stones, which are divided in equal numbers along the two side walls.
Poplar wood is used exclusively it is furnished to the mill in short round logs,
which are cut bj' a circular saw into blocks of 13j inches in length (the width of the
stones), and split lengthways by another circular saw, according to its size, into either
clearly to the reader's

The

mill

is

;

two or four pieces. The knots in the wood, which have then become visible, are cut
out by hand with an axe.
The waste derived from these jjreparatory operations is burnt under steam-boilers,

and heats the building, or

The

is

sold

a.s

fuel to adjoining mills.

blocks are furnished to the stones as they

may

be required, and reduced to

pulp in the manner j^reviously described.

The pulp from the twelve stones on one side is directly conducted into a coarse
moved by knockers, and constructed like those used on paper-machines. It

screen

stands in the middle, between the two rows of stones, and the screened

from

it

through a trough

Two

Y>u\])

flows

to the sorting apj^aratus.

rows of sorters or splinier-moulds, as they are

called,

occupy the larger

part of the space between the two rows of stones, corresponding with them also
in numbers.

The}' are 3 feet long, 2 feet in diameter, and are covered with No. 18

wire-cloth.

The twelve
No.

grinders ou one side work together, and

make

onlj-

one grade, or

1 pulp.

They
them.

are set on a high framework,

These

and a

refiner

is

located under each one of

refiners consist of a lower stationary stone

one, like those of a flour-mill.

They

are,

and an upper revolving

however, of sandstone, and cut in such a

manner that they will tear and not pulverize the wood.
The coarse fibres or splinters, which could not pa.ss through the wire, flow to
these refiners, are reduced between the stones, pumped back again to the splintermoulds, and return to the refiners until thcv are fine enough to get through.
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which collects the pulji from the interior of all the wire-cylinby means of a stuff-pump, a board machine consisting of a makingSix to eight thicknesses of the web of pulp are allowed to
cylinder and a first press.
collect on the upper iron press-roll, when they are cut through with a wooden knife,

The

stufF-chest,

ders, supplies,

and taken

The
cloth,

form of boards.

off in the

splinter-moulds of the other twelve stones are covered Avith Xo. 8 wire-

and the

fibres

which cannot

through

at once pass

it

are simply removed

and

considered waste.

The

larger part of the jmlp, however,

Avaste does not

fine

is

enough

for this

number, and the

exceed 5 per cent.

The Xo. 2 pulp, thus obtained without the use of refiners, is also formed into
wet boards, but being much coarser, it sells at a lower price than Xo. 1.
The working surface of the stones is made rough by a steel roll covered with
projecting points, which

whenever

a stone

pressed against

is

The frame carrying
becomes

the steel roll

it

is,

while running.

for

this purpose, fastened to the casing,

dull.

Besides this roughing there are channels, over | inch dee]?, cut into the surface
There are two sets of these channels, each forming

of the stone 2i to 3 inches apart.

an angle of 30 degrees with one edge they cross each other in the middle, and carry
the pulp off to both sides.
The pulp in wet boards contains about 60 per cent, of water, and is thus shipped
;

To

to the mills.

boards

is

find the exact jsroportion of

paper-machine would make

added

wood contained

weighed, dried in an oven, and weighed again.

to the

When

it,

and

as

it is

in the ]iulp, one of the

It is

then drier than the

only sold air-dry, from 7 to 10 per cent, are

oven-dry weight.

the atmosphere

is

loaded with moisture,

it

will not extract as

much water

from the pulp as when it is jierfectly dry. Seven per cent, only is therefore added
to the oven-dry weight on wet or damp days, but 10 per cent, on clear ones.
If a pulp shows, for example, on a damp day an oven-dry weight of 33 j^er cent.,
7 per cent, or 2| pounds must be added to 33, making altogether 35| pounds of airdry pulp for every 100 jiounds of pulp shijiped.

The Turner's Falls Companj' can turn out 5 tons of air-dr}- pulp per day by
employing from fifty to sixty hands, and produces about 1200 pounds of air-dry puljj
from one cord of poplar wood.
249. Treatment of the Pulp
tion for a long time,

it

and Conclusions.

—

loses a large portion of its

If the

pulj:) is

in store or transporta-

water by evaporation, liecomes hard.

and can only with difficulty be dissolved in the engines.
Yoelter recommends therefore the building of pulp mills only, where suitable
woods am be had at low prices, with ample water-power, cheaji labor, clear water, and
where the produce will be consumed in the neighborhood.
He prefers pine and fir wood for the felting jiower (length) of their fibres, and
aspen and lime trees for their color.

3IECnANICALLY PREP ABED WOOD-PULP.
The pulp from

poiilar

wood
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improve the color of darker grades, but injure

will

the color of very white pa2iers.

The

produced in this way cannot be

fibres

jiure cellulose,

but are surrounded

Though they may have
a substitute for hemp or linen,

with the incrusting substances or intercellulose of the wood.

some

felting power, they cannot be considered as

or even for chemically-prepared fibres of

wood and

straw, but only as a convenient

material which adds to the bulk and weight of the paper without requiring

any

preparation.

added

It is simjjly
it

pulp

to the

into the thinnest possible fibres,

at least

If

it

in the beaters, but, as

should be subjected

it is

necessary to dissolve

to the action

of the roll for

one hour.
it

is

not well mixed with the rag

pulj),

the

wood

will

come

to the surface

make one side of the paper rough.
of wood can be used with strong pulp and heavy paper

while on the wire-cloth, and

A

larger proportion

than with weak jwlp and light paper.
250.

Improvement Patents.

troduced, a

Some

number

inventors

than sandstone

;

— Since Voelter's

machinery has been successfully

in-

of patents have been taken out for improved grinders.
\)\\t

them

horizontally, or

make

the grinders of other material

others coat only the surface of a cylinder with a comjiosition of hard

material.

We

have seen

at Curtisville,

Berkshire County, Massachusetts, a narrow iron

cylinder revolving vertically like Voelter's stones, the sides of which are

filled

with

an artificial coat, made of a paste, which contains a large quantity of flour of emery,
becomes hard in a short time, and resists the influence of water.
Two blocks of wood are pressed against each of the two flat perpendicular sides
near the circumference.

Mr. F. Burghardt, the inventor, claims that he saves half the i»wer used by
more uniform jjulp.

Voelter's stones, and produces a better and

:
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Caxe, Jute, axd Maxilla.
251.

Growth and Gathering of Cane.

— In the Dismal Swamp and along the

rivers

of North and Suiith Carolina, as well as iu the lowlands of the Mississippi, the country is covered for many miles with the siwutaneous growth of a reed or cane, the
botanical

name

This cane

of which

is

Arundinaria macrosperbo.

a hollow tube, about 12 feet high, nearly white,

is

composed of tough, strong fibres. The teri-itory covered with
unfit for any other useful growth, that the supjsly of cane seems
haustible, especially if

it is

considered that a

new crop can be

The American Fibre Company have uudertaken
purposes of paper-making, and secured

numerous

it,

and apparently
is so vast and

to be nearly inex-

cut every three years.

to utilize this material for the

by which

the methoiLs

it

is

done, with

patents.

The Norfolk Fibre Company, near Norfolk, Ya., and the Cape Fear Fibre
Company, near Wilmington, N. C, are working under these patents.
The Norfolk works, which we have visited, are situated on the Dismal Swamp
Canal, near the track of the Norfolk and Weldou Railroad, about 4 miles iu a
straight line

from Portsmouth, Virginia.

The cane

is

cut in the

swamps along the canal with

scythes, such as are used for

AATierever large quantities are found in one body, a railroad

cutting corn-stalks.

constructed of sleepei"s and 4 by 4 inch wooden

rails.

The

cane, the heads of

have been cut off, is tied iu bundles, taken on trucks to the canal, loaded on
which are capable of carrying 150 cords, and conveyed to the works.

The

cost of labor (colored

men) and transportation

low that one ton of cane can be delivered

The bundles
and made

is

is

which

flat-boats

reduced by this system so

at the mills for $3.

opened where they have been landed, cleared of all refuse
compact packages of 1 foot in diameter, which are forwarded
on another wooden railroad to the gun-room.
matter,

ai'e

into

252. Operations of the Cane-Fibre Mills.
process, j)atented

Strong

August

—The cane

3d, 1858, in the following

ca.st-iron cylinders,

22

feet

is

disintegrated

by the Lyman

manner

long and of 12 inchas inside diameter, are laid

horizontally on heavy frames, and provided with strong heads at both open ends.

To

fill

in,

and both ends are

them, the rear covers are taken

The
"

cylinders, being filled up,

quantity of steam

;

off,

as

much

of the cane as po.ssible

is

packed

closed tight again.

each one

is

would not leave room enough

therefore provided with a steam-dome,

for a sufficient

which

consists

:
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of a shorter cylinder of the same diameter as the gun, the T-s]ia2:)ed outlets of both

dome and gun being
Steam
180

j^ounds,

bolted together near and above the rear end.

admitted into the loaded guns until the pressure-gauge shows 150 to

is

and kept

so for about twelve minutes,

trigger, the fastenings of the cover at the discharge
is

when, by means of a long rod or
end or muzzle are loosened, and it

allowed to drop out suddenly.

The steam
before

it.

On

in the

dome then rushes out with such

force that

reaching the atmosphere, the steam, with which

it

all

carries the cane

the j^ores of the

expands violently, thoroughly disintegrating it and the load strikes a
30 feet from the guns, as a mass of brown sugary-smelling fibre.
The discharge causes a report equal to that of a large cannon, and can be heard
at a distance of several miles.
The concussion of the air all around is so violent that
it is impossible to stand unsupported anywhere in the gun-room.
cane are

filled,

;

target, about

It

is

supposed that the steam at

gummy

its

high temperature dissolves

first

the resinous

and that the cane is then torn asunder by the violence of the
Whatever may be the correct theory, the disintegrating power of the
explosion.
operation is wonderful, and acts, as we are told, as well on wood and other fibrous
substances as on cane.
A gun loaded with 100 pounds of cane can be discharged every fifteen minutes,
and six are required to keep the hands constantly emjjloyed filling them. The four
guns at the Norfolk Fibre Company's works, one of which is of a larger size, can
turn out from IG to 24 tons in twenty-four hours.
The full weight of the dry cane, less some dust and imixirities, is obtained in
perfectly dry fibres, which have very much the appearance of oakum, are packed in
bales weighing about 320 pounds, and shipped either by rail or water.
The fibres in this form make a strong, spongy paper, which can easily be satand

matters,

They

urated with other liquids.

They have

wrapping, &c.

duced strong white paper
in the cane,

;

are therefore largely used for roofing-paper, boards,

also been bleached

by the same process

as straw,

and pro-

but the large quantity of tannic acid or tannin contained

makes the extraction of the clean white

fibre

more

difficult

and

costly

than from some other materials.

In order to extract all the parts which are soluble in water and to reduce the
bulk of the fibres, the Cape Fear Fibre Company puts them through a washing
process, which is described in an article in No. 5 of the Pajoer Trade Journal, as
follows
" The fibre is next submitted to tbe washing process.
It is gathered up, thrown into large tubs,
and passed by means of a continuous stream of spring-water thrown by a steam-pump under the rolls of

four beating-engines, similar to those used in the paper-mills, except that the fibre passes from one to
It then passes on to an endless wire-apron, and is

the other, instead of travelling round and round.

The fibre is
and comes oflTin a thick, solid sheet. By this washing
being deprived of all the gum, dirt, &c.; next the fibre has to be dried.

carried through several sets of iron rollers, the last set being covered with India-rubber.

thus squeezed of
the bulk

is

all

water that will run from

reduced one-third,

it,
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U slightly picked apart aud thrown on to an apron, which leads it through feed-rolls to a picker,
revolving at a high rate of speed, which thoroughly pulls it apart and throws it on the apron of the
drying-house. This house is 70 feet long, and is heated by four steam-pipes running side by side.
It

"

The

endless apron travels slowly over these pipe^, taking about twenty minutes to

make

the trip,

and the fibre is taken off at the end perfectly dry. It is then baled by one of Dederick's hay presses,
and made into bales averaging 500 pounds in weight. The pulp made from this is soft and admir&bly
adapted for making paj>er, either alone or mixed withi the harsher paper-making substances, such as
straw, &c."

The almost inexhaustible supply of this material and the good qualities of its
make it very desirable that it should be utilized on a much larger scale than

fibres
is

done

at the present time.

253. Jute and Manilla.

fibres to

— Before

closing the chajjter on substitutes for rags,

it is

enumerate Jute and Manilla, but we refer for the discussion of these
the following Chajrter Y, Section IV, on Manilla Paper.

neces.sary to

Chapter

V.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURE OF SOME CLASSES OF
PAPER AND BOARDS.

SECTION

I.

Bank-Note Paper.
254. Necessary Qualities.
is

— Paper which represents money and

circulates as such,

The

frequently subjected to very rough usage, and must be strong and tough.

amount which

and other matters relating to
face
water-marks are often desired in the body of the
necessary that it should be manufactured uniformly and
represents,

it

;

It is

hardly possible

will apjicar

upon

all

to

it,

are j^i'inted on

jiaper,

and

it

is

perfectly clean

its

sur-

therefore

and

clear.

produce sheets on the pajier-machine so that the water-marks

of them in exactly the same proportions as in the original design,

because the paper, being held in a state of tension only in the direction in which
travels,

but not crosswise, will be unequally contracted.

reason,

and

also

on account of

its

Hand-made

jjaper

is

it

for this

superior strength, frequently used for bank-notes.

Counterfeiters have, however, with the aid of photography, found Avays and

means

to imitate the

water-marks as well as the most elaborate engravings so

cally, as to deceive not

has therefore become a matter of the greatest importance to devise a method

It

which

artisti-

only the public, but sometimes even experts.

shall defy imitation.

255.

The Paper Money of the Government of the United

States.

—The government

of the United States has, from numerous ])i-opositions, selected the process patented by

Mr. Willcox, and all the paper for the money issued by this government is at present
manufactured on a 62-inch Fourdrinier paper-machine at the Glen IMills near AVest
Chester, Pennsylvania, owned by Messrs. J. M. Willcox & Sons.
Short pieces of red silk are mixed with the pulp in the engine, and the finished
conducted to the wire, without passing through any screens which might
By an arrangement above the wire-cloth, a shower of short
pieces of fine blue silk thread is dropped in streaks on the paper, while it is being
stuff

is

retain the silk threads.

formed.
40
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Thus every

legal tentlei- note

shows the red

silk distributed all

through the mass,

and a streak of blue threads only in a certain fixed place.
The upper side, on which the blue silk is dropped, is the one used for the face
of the notes, and from the manner in which the threads are applied, must show them
more distinctlv than the lower or reverse side, although they are imbedded deeply
enough to remain fixed.
The mill is guarded by oflficials day and night, to j^revent the abstraction of
any paper.

Even

the mast inexperienced eye can perceive at a glance the presence or ab-

sence of these threads, and

it

is

without expensive machinery.
or stealing

it,

believed that paper of this kind cannot be

made

Unless the counterfeiters succeed in manufacturing

they must give up their nefarious profession so far as these notes are

concerned.
256.

Manufactpre

of

Bank-Note and Bond Paper.

— Considerable

quantities of

bank-

note and bond papers are manufactured in this country fur individuals, corporations,

and foreign governments.

At the paper-mill of Marshall Crane, at Dalton, Mass., these grades have been
made a .specialty for many years, and will, although they ar.e, without exception, furnished by a Fourdrinier machine, compare favorably with the best hand-made ones.
Only the l^est of white linen, and especially cuttings of white, pure, flaxen threads,
imported from Scotland and Ireland, are used. They are boiled in wooden tubs,
washed and bleached in the engine with very little chlorine and without vitriol. The
stuff

as

remains in the beaters, which are supplied with brass plates, sometimes as long
to seventy-two hours.
It is sized slightly with resin soaj), and

from forty-eight

then runs over the machine, where

The

dried paper

is

it

receives water-marks

passed through animal

from the dandy-roll.
and taken up to the

size, cut into sheets,

loft like letter-paper.

These papers neither require a very smooth surface, nor will the water-marks
the sheets are therefore laid between fine pasteboards,
alternating with them, and the piles thus formed are subjected for a considerable
time to a strong pressure, whereby they obtain what is called a dead Jin ish.
admit of super-calendering

!Messrs.

Hudson

&

at North Manchester, Conn., make bank-note paper
manner, but they dry it, after it has been sized in the web,
over carrying-rolls in a warm atmosjjhere, and over heatetl

Cheeney,

suljstantially in the .same

by leading

it

to

and

drvers afterwards.

fro

;

:
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11.

Tissue-Paper.
257. Operations of a Tissue-Paper Mill.

— From the thinness of

tissue-pajier

it is

must therefore be given as much tenacity as possible by being
com^Josed of very strong fibres, and it can be taken over a machine only, which has
been constructed so that the paper will pass through with but little assistance.
A mill, which makes a specialty of fine colored tissue-papers, works in the foldifficult to

handle

;

it

lowing manner

Hemp-bagging and a small

jiroportion of cotton canvas are the rags used

are each separately sorted, dusted out,

and emptied

solution,

into drainers.

washed

in

they

;

engines, bleached with chlorine

The bleached pulp

mixed

is

in beaters furnished

with zigzag plates, washed, reduced, colored, and emptied into stuff-chests.

The

jiaper

is

at a sjjeed of over

would

100

a cylinder machine with four copper 30-inch dryers,

and
Copper dryers are used because the paper

per minute.

feet

stick to iron ones.

As
if

made on

it is

indifferent on

we only succeed

not impossible, to take

—

press-felt

which

in jDassing
it

it

side the tissue-paper

is

through them, and as

in contact with the presses,
it

would

also be difficult, if

manner by hand from the wet-felt to the
that the web passes in a straight line from the

in the ordinary

these felts are disposed so,

the second press, instead of entering the latter from the forward side.

first to

The second

jn-ess adjoins

the dryers closely, leaving no space between them, and

web is sujiported by a wooden roll.
The dry paper jmsses through one set of three calender rolls, is then trimmed by
The diameter of this reel
slitters, and wound on an old-fashioned adjustable reel.
must be made larger and smaller for sheets of different lengths, and it is built as
on

passage from the press to the dryers the

its

light as possible

from

this reel

;

the paper not being

by hand and cut on a

stiff"

enough

for a cutting-machine,

is

taken

table.

When

the stuff" has been admitted to the machine, and the wel) ajijioars on the
dry sheet of pajier is jjassed through the press with it. This sheet is
thereby closely joined to the wet web, and serves to lead it through the other parts,
as it would hardly be possible to take hold of the new wet tissue-paper without

wet-felt, a

tearing

A

it.

40-inch cylinder machine of this kind may,

1000 pounds of tissue-paper

in twenty-four houi-s.

if

running

fast,

produce nearly
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SECTIOX

BOAIiDS.

III.

Collar-Papek.
258. Its Manufacture.

have found

paper-mills

— Paper
it

to

collars are

their

used in such large quantities that several

advantage to manufacture .collar-paper as a

specialty.

be thick and spongy, and
and folded without breaking

It nuist

to be bent

at the

same time strong and

it is

therefore compo-sed of

;

flexible enough
some linen and

of a large proportion of cotton rags, both of which should be given as
possible in

tlie beaters,

Although

if

much

time as

in order to obtain the full length of the fibres.
is made on Fourdrinier wires, it is acknowledged that
and one of the best mills for paper of this kind uses a

can be and

cylindei^s are jireferable.

machine with three forming-cylinders.

The

difliculty of pressing the

rounding the ujiper
thus passes between

roll

of the

water out of such

fii-st

trij^le

sheets

is

overcome by surthe paper

press with a short, endless wire-cloth

;

and the felt, which covers the lower roll, and loses water on
the upper side as well as on the lower one.
It is, however, not to be understood that
the wire-cloth forms a jacket for the press-roll, it being considerably wider and supported by two carrying-rolls above the jiress in such a way that it is only in contact
with the press-roll where it rests on the paper.
The cotton cloth with which paper collars are frequently lined is mostly pasted
on the paper by the collar manufacturer, but in a paper-mill at Holyoke it is attached
to

it

on the paper-machine.

The
it

it

cotton cloth in rolls

enters the presses,

is

susijended above the machine, joins the jiaper before

and passes with

it

through the

rest of the

machine.

MAXILLA rAPER.
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IV.

Manilla Paper.

—

259. Manilla Grass.
Manilla grass, a j^roduct of Eastern Asia, is extensively
manufactured into ropes and bagging, and reaches in due time, like rags, the paperIt is considered the strongest of all

mill.

known

known

and furnishes the well-

fibres,

tan-colored paj^er.

Common

tissue,

wrapping paper,

tags,

and

all

ones up to flour bags, are, or rather have been,

kinds of bags, from the ordinary

made

of

until the

it,

consumption of

had increased so enormously, that the supply of JNIanilla stock became
entirely insufficient, and new materials had to be substituted for it.
This has been done, and found so j^rofitable that the larger j^art of all our Mathese articles

nilla j^apers

may

260. Jute.

be said

—Jute

enters largely into

is

to consist rather of anj'thing else

than Manilla stock.

another East India fibre similar

woven goods of

different kinds.

to

Manilla

gra-ss,

which

Its butt ends, as well as all the

which are unsuitable for the loom, are abandoned to the paper-maker. They
which have never been manufactured into anything or exposed to
any wear and tear, and being considerably cheaper than Manilla stock, although not
so strong and tough, make an excellent substitute for it.
We have seen mills which turn out from 5 to G tons of IManilla paper per day,
where not a pound of Manilla stock could be found, while they were filled with
fibres

are virgin fibres,

jute-butts.

We

add here an extract from an

article

on jute in No. 7 of the Paper- Trade

Journal.
" Jute

It is raised
is a fibrous plant that grows to a thin stalk, varying from 6 to 12 feet in height.
low lands of the East Indies. The jute plantations are operated somewhat on the system of rice
plantations.
The water used for flooding purposes is taken from the rudely-constructed reservoii-s
The plant is kept growing in about 18 inches
filled by the melting snow on the Himalaya ^lountains.

in the

of water, which prevents the parching rays of a tropical sun from destroying
attained
like

its

growth,

wheat or

rye,

it is

pulled up by the roots or cut

and prepared

for market.

pulled up with the stalk, and where the root

The bark
is

cut off and thrown into a class commercially

oft'

is first

fibre,

mucli of

it

removed

;

When

it.

It

is

the stalk has

then laid out in bales

the root

is

cut off where

it is

not originally kept, the hard lower end of the stalk

known

as jute-butts.

with regard to length, strength, fineness, and lustre of the

long

near the root.

fibre.

resembling in appearance blonde hair.

The
Tliis

The remainder
fii-st

is

quality

is

is

is

then assorted

a beautiful, clear,

especially used for chignons,

:
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but

is

Canvas for linings, cloths for
also used in Scotland in the manufacture of fine jute cloths.
duster coats, and a variety of goods of that description are made in Dundee, Scotland,

making cheap

grades of jute are manuof a mixture of fine jute and linen or cotton. The goods into which finer
Many kinds are sold as all linen, when actually
factured in Scotland are too numerous to mention.
composed of jute and linen. These mixed cloths are called union cloths.' It is a singular fact that
we are not now making any of them in this country.
'

"The second and
and color of the

third qualities of jute are determined by inferiority of length, strength, fineness,
Some planters and merchants in the East Indies have four qualities of jute.

fibre.

be understood wherein the fibres commercially known as jute and jute-butts differ. The
bark the other is
itself, which is all fibre except the thin, scaly, and easily-removed
dark after
the harder and coarser fibre near the root, which is discolored by the water and becomes
being subjected to the intense heat of the sun in the tropics.
"Jute rejections are simply a mixture of all kinds of jute scraps frequently fine jute that gets
It will thus

one

the stalk

is

;

—

and frequently pieces of butts in fact, they are
Those who use jute in this country
rejections of jute and jute-butts.
exactly what the name implies
They are used the same as butts for the coarsest matting, for heavy bagging,
will not buy rejections.

tangled

and

till

unfit for sale as first, second, or third class,

;

—

They bring

for paper-stock.

in the

market about the same price as butts."

The February number, 1873, of the Paper- Trade Reporter contains the following interesting article on jute-butts, written by the editor, Mr. Champion Bissell
"Paper manufacture

has, within a ven-

few

yeai-s,

received three distinct and noteworthy im-

pulses from the successive discoveries of the use of straw, wood-pulp,

become recognized

factoi-s

of paper industry, and

it is difficult

to

and

say

jute-butts.

how

All these have

this industry

would have

prospered without them.
" It

a noteworthy fact, that as civilization progres.«es and the populations of civilized and

is

enlightened nations become denser, rags and other waste materials do not in like proportion increase,
Therefore the price of these
or, at any rate, do not in like proportion find their way to the paper-mill.
materials

rises,

and inventive

Therefore England
and the United States took

talent immediately looks about for substitutes.

reached out to Spain aud took esparto,

Germany took

the

wood of

trees,

and afterwards the lower portion or butt' of the Indian jute-plant.
it happened that during so many yeai-s, while paper-makers were consuming old jute in the
shape of gunny bagging, burlap bagging, and jute rope, no one ever thought of using the raw fibre
During these many
itself, is one of those mysterious yet undeniable facts that baffle all investigation.

straw,

"

'

How

England and the United States, and in a less degree the Continent, were importing jute
and cordage and bagging purposes, it was made a condition at the Calcutta jute packing
houses that planters and factors who sent jute to be classified and packed must at their own cost
remove the butt.s. These butts, from 6 to 12 inches in length, being of precisely the same nature and
fibre as the rest of the stalk, but of less pliancy, owing to a larger adherence of bark, were regarded as
worthless, and while the world was clamoring for fibre, were thrown upon the dunghiU.
" Meanwhile, gunny bagging, which from its first use as paper-stock up to 1861 had vibrated
And
between
to i\ cents, rose to 8 cents, and in 1867 settled to 4 cents, where it remained firmly.
there, and probably higher, it would have been to-day had it not occurred to a Calcutta merchant that
if jute fibre in that shape was so valuable as paper-stock, jute fibre in another shape might be valuable
also.
This conclusion seems to us perfectly natural, and we can never cease to wonder that it was not

years, while
for cloth

H

earlier arrived at.

"The
jute,

statistics

though large,

of butts, as laid before our readers monthly, are sufficiently familiar.

is

limited definitely to the wants of commerce,

The crop of

aud the annual cutting of butts from

MANILLA PAI'EB.
the foot of the jute-stalk
is

oa their present

with reniarlcable recurrence, about 200,000 bales of 400 pounds each.

is,

prospective use in this country that

aii(l
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we intend more

It

particularly to treat in this

article.

"At

present they are principally used by manufacturers of nianilla paper and of cotton bagging.

Dismissing the latter mode of

u.«e

use as a fibre for manilla paper.

as foreign to the interest of the paper trade,

In

mode

this

we come

to their special

of use, after being boiled in a rotary boiler, and beaten

from four to eight hours, they produce a smooth, tolerably strong, tan-colored paper, or, by the addition of bleach, a cream-colored paper, which is good enough for a wrapping manilla and pattern-paper;
although no one has yet succeeded in making it long-fibred enough for bag-paper, or for wrappers

maximum of strength is desired. In this latter case, the manilla-fibre stands unrivalled.
" Just so far, however, as butts can be used for manilla papers, even to largely mixing with

where

manilla rope for making bag-paper, they are profitable, because no fibre reaches the mill so absolutely

and on which the manufacturer can base calculations with

clean,

large manufiicturers

who

deliver paper on one side

There

of the paper from the cost of the butts.
"

We

do not mean

They

much

certainty.

The

bales con-

are absolutely jute fibre and nothing else

—

are

not even the high grades of white rags

given quantity of butts.

so

and
making double sets of contracts at once in this market ^that is, contracts to
and contracts to receive butts on the other^calculate With accuracy the cost

tain neither dust, moisture, nor foreign material.

no other

is

class of stock^-not

;

even white shavings,

—-from which certain results so surely flow.

say that every manufacturer produces the same quality of paper from a
the contrary, different modes of treatment and different grades of bleach-

to

On

That is to say, some manufacturers produce 70
pounds of paper and others only 50 pounds out of 100 pounds of butts. But the manufacturer who
produces 70 to-day will, with like processes, produce 70 to-morrow, and so on indefinitely for the
stock is uniform, and so the results of one day furnish a perfectly safe basis for calculation for
ing lead to results that differ by 20 pounds in 100.

;

the next.

"The

bleaching process rapidly reduces the product of butts. Jute fibre contains in combination
Jute-butts contain more of this than gunny bagging contains,

a large quantity of coloring matter.
although the bagging is jute fibre.

This arises from the fact that gunny bagging is more or less
Chlorine gas
its surface as a bleaching agent.

exposed to the action of the sun's rays, which act upon

aided by water combines with this vegetable coloring matter, which in the jute fibre exists to a large
extent, and destroys it as weight in the fibre, the chlorine and the atoms of coloring matter passing off
together.

these atoms of coloring matter are a noticeable proportion of the fibre,

Now,

we bleach the

the more highly

less

weight we produce.

Careful

and therefore

experiments, undertaken at our

request by manufacturers, indicate that of a highly bleached paper we can produce 50 pounds from 100
pounds of butts. This product, however, with the aid of wood-pulp and clay, can be increased very
materially.
"

And

this leads to the

not likely that

men

second part of our subject, namely, the prospective use of jute-buttS; It is
go on reading newspapers and books printed on perfectly white paper.

will forever

race is in the habit of committing many popular and inexplicable follies; among these is
the folly of reading by means of black letters imprinted upon a white surface. The contrast of black
and white is not only disagreeable, but dangerous to the eye and oculists are agreed that it is one

The human

;

cause of the early decay of the eyesight
for printers' ink,

known

we ought

among reading

to use buff, or yellow, or

fact that nearly all press-writers,

manilla paper.

And

the reason

why

who from

they use

it

nations.

But whether we

use black or blue

kindred colors for the groundwork.

It

is

a well-

necessity write a great deal at night, use buff or

to write on

is

a good reason

why we should

use

it

to

more wholesome for the eyesight.
"Artificial colors are expensive, and after we have once bleached a pulp white, it costs at least a
But if we u.«e jute-butts to produce a paper on
cent a pound, and oflen more, to color paper.
which to imprint types, we save two costly processes, namely, bleaching the \ni\i^ white, and then add-

read from, namely, that

it is
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ing an artificial color. Bleach the paper, of course, we must but only to the extent necessary to produce an agreeable buff color; then we have a smooth, speckless sheet of paper, and all that is needed
is that some great newspaper shall set the fashion of using it.
"At the threshold of fashion, science must pause. Medical science for a century has been power;

which physiologists say is a woman's worst enemy and this irapotency of
So white paper is the fashion, owing to the fact that
our forefathers, not having bleaching powders, used as clean stock as possible for book-paper, and thus
produced a whitish paper which v:as the fashion, and thus prepared the way for a perfectly white paper,
which w the fa.shion. How long it will take to educate the popular taste to our real optical needs is a
question.
The five great Xew York daily morning newspapers could do it in a few months.
" But whether this result comes sooner or later, it is a great advance in our paper industry to have
less

to abolish the corset,

;

science happens because coreets are the fashion.

added 72,000,000 pounds of clean fibre to our yearly .stock in process of manufacture. This fibre, we
think, is destined to be always cheap, probably never rising above 3 cents a pound, and, as such, it
will be an important contribution to the prosperity of the American paper-maker."

—

Both manilla and jute are boiled in rotaries, but
261. Process of Manufacturing.
some experienced manufacturers prefer for jute-butts tubs constructed like those
They claim that the revolving
described for old paper and represented by Fig. 118.
motion of the boilers injures the jute fibre, and that slow treatment with a moderate
temperature is jireferable to quick work with a high pressure of steam.
Whether they are boiled in rotaries or in tubs, both manilla and jute must be
from 15 to 25 pounds of lime per 100
treated with a liberal quantity of milk of lime
of raw material should be sufficient, but some manufacturers use as much as 50 poiuids
;

of lime for 100 of jute.
like straw, its fibres

may

If manilla or jute

be obtained pure

;

it

is

boiled with a solution of caustic soda,

can then be easily bleached and worked

into white paper.

If an ordinary, rather dark-looking manilla-pajjer

is

to be

made, the

j^ulp is

wa.shed and beaten ready for the machine in one engine.

By

bleaching the pulp in the washing-engine, and emi^tying

color can be

The
is

much improved, and

a light buff-colored paper

is

into drainers, the

it

obtained.

bed-plate on which the largest quantity of this pulp can be ground in a day,

usually given the preference

;

manilla jaaper-mills are, therefore, the best customers

and similar plates. Manilla grass will furnish strong jmper, even if it be
beaten quick and short, but the weaker jute should remain a much longer time in the
engine, if it be desired to make a paper which resembles the former in strength as well
for zigzag

as in appearance.
It

is

questionable whether Fourdrinier or cylinder machines should be used, and

both kinds can be seen in manilla mills.

Many

experienced paper-makers contend

made on a double, or two-cylinder machine,
same thickness made on a Fourdrinier machine.

that paper

It

is

true

tliat

all directions, wliile
is

is

stronger than that of the

the fibres on a Fourdrinier wire intertwine

they are hud lengthways onh^ on cylinders

on the wire, and we imagine

it

and
;

felt

but

if

themselves in
a heavy paper

horizontally split in two sheets of equal thickness.

MANILLA

PAPEIi.

the lower portion, resting on the wire, must be

The paper made on'two

much

321
better

made than

the upper one.

cylinders consists of two equally well-made halves, and per-

makes up therel\y for the constitutional inferiority of the cylinder paper as
compared with that made on a Fourdrinier machine.
spot of grease or paint on a Fourdrinier wire will make a thin place or a hole
in the paper at every turn, while the faults caused by the deficiencies of one cylinder
are on double-cylinder machines covered by the paper from the other one.
It is difficult to form heavy manilla paper on the wire-cloth, because the jiulp is
always long and slow, and can only Avith difficulty be deprived of its water. Thick
manilla pa23ers, such as are used for flour bags, are therefore generally run over
machines with two or three forming cylinders.
The good qualities of real manilla paper have made
262. Bogus Manilla Paper.
it such a favorite with the public that the paper-makers have found it to their interest
to give to common wrapping paper as much as possible the same color and appearance.
A cheap article of such bogus manilla 'is made of waste or old wrapping-paper
and straw, colored with Venetian red in the engine; sometimes a small portion of
bagging, or of other hard stock, is added, but the bulk of it consists of old pajaer and
hajjs

A

—

straw only.

:
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SECTION

Y.

Tobacco Papee.
263. Its Manufacture.

— Tlie smoke of the paper,

of the tobacco

mingles with

tliat

beeu made

manufacture

to

been successfully made

it

;

it

is

"wherewitli cigarettes are covered,

therefore natural that attempts should have

of tobacco instead of rags.

An

in large quantities in the following

kind has

article of this

manner

Tobacco stems, otherwise a worthless material, were boiled in such tubs

as are

used for waste paper, without having been previously cut or dusted. The water used
for boiling contained lime in solution (not as milk), and was perfectly clear, and as

one thousand pounds of water can only dissolve about one pound of lime (see j^age
26) very little of the latter was required.
The boiled stems were beaten in an engine with about 5 to 10 per cent, of manilla

which the extract of the tobacco stems, obtained from the jireceding boilThis juice gave to the paper the
desired tobacco flavor, while the manilla fibres gave it strength enough to run over a
paper machine in the ordinary manner. It burned, when dry, with a white ash, like
a tobacco leaf, which it also resembled closelv.

half-stuft', to

ing operation, had to be added instead of water.

SECTION

VI.

Paper from Cottox Waste.
264. Systems of Manufacturing.
it

is

made

— A small

into thread, but the quantities

enormous, that the waste

is

sufficient fo

proportion oulj' of cotton

consumed by the

supply

many

civilized

is lost

while

world are so

paper-mills.

It is sorted according to its origin into several qualities, the lowest of

which are

the sweepings of the mills.

The

principal difficulty in the manufacture of paper from cotton waste

is,

to get
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and especially of the cotton-seeds. IMany papermakers who have succeeded in making good paper from cotton waste, keep their
methods secret, but enough is known to give a general outline of the operations.'
The waste is, like rags, passed through cutters, and carried by a2)rons into
thrashers or devils, which beat out its impurities by violent action, and permit them
rid of the nmiierous impurities,

to escape

through coarse wire-cloth or

this part of the operations is not

To

grates.

It

is

impossible to

make

clean pulp if

conducted in a thorough manner.

eliminate from the cotton fibres all foreign substances, especially the grease

and the

must be boiled

shells of cotton-seed, the waste

caustic soda, although with a

much weaker

one.

By

like straw in a solution of

this operation,

which

is

mostly

carried on in rotary boilers, every part of the waste, except the cotton fibres, or
cellulose, is dissolved,

but yet not thoroughly enough for the production of fine paper.

The jmper-makers who, more than

thirty years ago, first used cotton waste,
packed the contents of each boiler, after they had been emptied, and stored them in a
room provided for the purpose. The waste, being thus closely confined and moist,

and the decomposition,
and other extraneous matters thereby underwent, was assisted by the
presence of soda the whole mass became heated as the transformation jsrogressed and
gradually cooled down again, as the most susceptible material became exhausted.
These changes were carefully watched, and when the mass showed by a decrease of
the previously elevated temperature, that the process was finished, it was taken to the
engines, washed and bleached like rags, and worked into good print and book-pajier.
This method was quite successful, but as the process of fermentation required
from ten to fifteen days, it has, like the j^rocess of rotting rags, which it resembles,
been superseded by boiling in rotaries.
After having been boiled with caustic soda, the waste is at present washed in an
engine and emptied into drainers. In some mills it is taken from the drainers and
dried in a centrifugal cloth-wringer, of the kind shown in Fig. 43.
The bands of dry 2iulp which the latter furnishes, are passed thi-ough a picker,
which tears them into shreds, and then put a second time into a rotary boiler, where
wa.s

given

which the

all

the conditions necessary for putrid fermentation

;

fixtty

;

they are this time probably treated with lime.
is

ready to be bleached in the engine,

or, as is

After this second boiling the waste

done in one prominent

mill,

with

chlorine gas.

The

quantity of paper, yielded by cotton waste, varies from 30 to 50 per cent.,

according to

we have

its

quality

and treatment.

Excellent blotting-paper

seen very good surface-sized flat-cap, of which

it

is

formed the

made of

it,

and

i>rincipal part.
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SECTION

VII.

BOABDS.
265. Binders' Boards.

their apj.)earance

workshops.

— Boards

by bookbinders, but
book covers from their
and the color of the origi-

are used in large quantities

entirely changed, before they go forth as

is

Fine paper or cloth

is

pasted on their surface,

nal Ixiards cannot be seen.
It

is,

therefore, indifferent

thick, strong,

and

stiff;

what stock these boards

materials, enter largely into board-pulp.

the whole mass

is

ai-e

made

of,

provided they be

the waste of other mills, waste paper, clay, and other cheap

Bagging or rope serves

simply beaten in the engine and emptietl into

The machine on which

lx>ards are nearly altogether

made

as hard-stock,

and

stuff-chests.

in this country,

is

the

02 and 93. The upper pressroU is of wood, instead of iron its circumference must be of exactly the length of
one or two boards, and two grooves pointing to the axe, and parallel with it, divide it in
halves. The wet paper, coming from the cylinder, is allowed to wind up on this roll,
part of a cylinder machine, represented

first

by

Figs.

;

untU

it

has the thickness required for the boards.

Everv additional layer of paper which is wound up, interposes the thickness of
one sheet l^etween the two rolls, and raises the upper one as much, until it has
ascended high enough to reach with the top part a smaU iron roll, which is connected
by means of a spring with a little beU, thus causing the latter to ring until the
attendant has removed the boards, and the roll has sunk back to it* original position.
This simple piece of mechanism is fastened to one of the side-frames in such a position that the small iron roll (of about 3 inches diameter and J inch face) comes in
contact with the press-roll only near one of the ends, which is never occupietl by the
boards, and the thickness of the boards can be regulated by setting the fork, in which
the small roll is suspended, higher or lower, and holding it with a set-screw.
As soon as the ringing of the beU indicates that the boards have reached the
required thickness, an attendant (usually a boy) passes a knife through the grooves
all

The

across the roll.

knife,

being thus guided, cannot

fail

to cut the boards

square, and, after having passed through the press again, the latter are easily taken
off

and spread

on a

flat

table.

This table

is

fostened to the frames at about the

height of the top of the lower press-roll, and as near to

One machine

of this kind can furnish from 1 to

hours, according to

its

The wet boards
on a grass-plot

"2

it

as possible.

tons of boards in twenty-four

width.

are Ln most cases dried in the o|ien air

—a system which may answer

by being simply
which is not

for small mills, but

laid out
reliable

:
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enough for larger establishments, where the large amount of labor and cajiital
employed cannot l)e permitted to be dependent on the weather.
266. W. 0. Davey & Sons' Board-Mill.
This establishment is situated on Jersey
City Heights, opposite New Y(jrk City it is believed to be the largest manufactory of binders' boards in this country
perhaps in the world and the suj^eriority
of its products is proved by the fact that they are always in demand at the highest
market price, and preferred to ordinary or country-made boards, even at an advance
of from 25 to 50 per cent.
The proj^rietors have, with commendable liberality, given to the author an
opportunity of investigating personally their process of manufacturing, of which a

—

;

—

—

description will be found in the following lines

The mill is driven by steam-power only, and receives its whole supply of water
from the Jersey City water-works.
The refuse of the oakum factory, which forms part of the establishment, and
tarred ropes, which cannot otherwise be utilized,

The

make up

those used in machine-shojis for cutting sheet iron.
wide,

is

fastened upright in a solid cast-iron frame,

up and down and meets

As

the hard-stock.

ropes are cut into small pieces in a machine which

it

is

in every respect like

A stationary knife, about one foot
and another similar knife moves

like scissors.

a general rule, the raw materials, tarred or untarred, are furnished to the

engines in their original

without having been subjected to any boiling

state,

;

the ex-

pense of that operation, as well as the unavoidable loss of fibres connected with it, being
saved, because it is not necessary that the fibres should be extracted perfectly pure.

Some

ropes are, however, so hard that they cannot be reduced in the engine

without having previously been softened, and they are boiled in a rotary with lime
and with the waste-water from the board-machines, which has for this purpose been

pumped

upper part of the

into receivers in the

the ropes are impregnated,

is

mill.

The

tar,

with which

many

of

rather desirable than objectionable.

Waste-paper and boards of the lowest grades, previously soaked, but not boiled,
in water, form a portion of the stock

and ground

;

they are furnished to the beaters with the ropes

into pulp.

The stock is not washed in the engines, but only ground on solid elbow-plates,
which are set in an improved manner. A patent for this improvement was granted,
on September 5th,. 1871, to Edward Wilkinson, of Paterson, who assigned it to W.
O. Davey & Sons and the following extract from the paten t-si5ecifications, with the
Figs. 126 and 127, explains the invention
;

:

"Fig. 126
line y

2/

is

a plan view of

my

improved apparatus, and Fig. 127

is

a transvci-se section on the

of Fig. 126.

" Similar letters of reference indicate corresponding parts.

"I propose

to

the cylinder, which

have a metal box a
is

indicated

fitted in the

by the dotted

bed-frame B of the engine immediately under
d in which the cutters e are

line c, for holding the case

confined, the sides of said bo.\ being slightly wider apart at one end

and bottom than at the other end

:
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and top, so that the case D, which is correspondingly fitted, will wedge in tight when shoved in snugly
from one end. The cutters are fitted to bars o placed in the bottom of case d transversely, and having
temper-screws n screwing through them down upon the bottom of the case to raise or lower them.
The cutters are also confined between the cross-bars i, which hold them to the work while being
This arrangement admits of
adjusted up or down.
applying a set of cutters and removing them in the
most ready manner, so that but little time need be
lost,

as in tbe case with the rude apparatus hereto-

fore used,

which requires many hours of laborious

work to shifl and adjust the cutters. I propose to
employ two or more cases d and sets of knives, so
that when one set gets dull and is taken out another
can be readily put
start

employed

d be difficult to
k and screw l may be

If the case

in.

when wedged

a bar

in,

for the purpose, the screw passing

the said bar, which

A and screwing

into case d."

W.

Messrs.

through

placed against the end of box

is

O. Davey

&

Sons make

both the outer stationary box and
inner movable one of cast iron
blocks of the ordinary

;

the

they use

elbow-plates,

in

which the channels for the reception of
the cross-bars G are planed out, while the
ribs I of the case

plat&s will

d

are cut so that the

exactly into the openings.

fit

The advantages gained by this arrangement are
Quick and easy exchange of the
jilates, as

claimed in the

sjiecifica-

and the certainty that they
always occupy the same j^osi-

tions,

will
tion.

The

^^WJ^

mjo ^7?^^

-BW

facility

Wooden

wood, have a verv slight

The

H excludes

keys

or

boards

H

h.

are

under the plates
becomes necessary to raise
and it is claimed by the inventor that the latter may, owing
uji and down movement, while the

when
them

use of the rigid iron screws

when worn

down, by means of the screws
usually

to the ela.sticity of the

with which the plates

can be set higher up

TT,

placed

it

;

this possibility.

engines are emptied into stuff-chests, which supply three cylinder-machines,

on which the pulp

is

transformed into boards of almost any thickness.

These ma-
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chines differ from those described in the j^receding article 265 only by having, in the
place of a fan-pump, a lifter-wheel, the buckets of which are

filled

while

jia.ssing

through a trough wherein the lower part* of the wheel is immersed, and discharged
into a sjiout, from which the water returns to the vat and screen.

These wheels move slowly, require

little

power, and, being open and accessible in

cannot be obstructed like fan-pumps

all their jiarts,

water from the interior of the forming-cylinder so

thej'- will not remove the
and consequently not keep it

but

;

fast,

so low as the latter.

The wet boards
water,

are by
and the balance only

means deprived of the larger 2">ortion of their
air, or by warm air under

artificial

evaporated in the open

is

cover.

When

first

taken from the machine, the boards are

nating with one sheet of
thickness

The

—on

felt for

j^ressure applied to this pile
sufficiently

is

in Straight piles, alter-

—-according

to their

increased as long as considei-able quantities

which

will be understood

the boards, the operation

crush

to

They

altogether but from five to ten minutes.

feet

up

the platform of a hydraulic press.

of water escape, but not

struction of

set

every two, three, or four boards

lasting

are next j^ut into a heater, the con-

from the following description

:

About twenty flat, hollow plates, formed of two sheets of iron or copper, about 2
by 10 wide, and joined together at the edges, are placed in a horizontal i^osition

above each other, like the steps of a stairway, leaving less than 2 inches space
between them, and projecting beyond the next plate above about 2 inches.

Exhausted steam from the engine enters each of these hollow plates at one of the
back side corners, and leaves at the other corner on the same side.
The short pieces of jnpe, through which the steam enters and departs, rest on
iron frames, and serve as journals, on which the hollow plates can be turned up and
laid back like tlie leaves of a book.
The movable joints between these inlet and
outlet pipes

of short

and the stationary

i^ieces

The

ones,

which bring the steam and carry

it off,

consist

of rubber hose, slipped over the corresponding ends of both.

sheets are not flat

;

their surfaces are covered with

numerous

cavities like

those of the heaters in dwellings, which not only increase their heating capacity,

l)ut

also prevent the adhesion of the boards.

While the heater

is

empty, the

^^lates

are turned

up a

little

more than a quarter

of a circle, reclining in a nearly upright jiosition against the frame, but
are to be dried, and

down

some have been spread on the lowest

to its horizontal 2)osition

are laid

;

down and covered wdth

boards are spread on
boards.

Steam

is

it,

jilate,

the next

and so on

when boards

jilate is

turned

until all the plates

then admitted during more or

less

time, according to the thickness of the boards, until they have been sufficiently dried.
less than one hour the steam is usually turned ofi", the leaves arc opened again,
and the boards removed.
Four such heaters are used for the product of the three board-machines.
If the boards were allowed to dry hai-d, they would become blistered they are
therefore removed while yet moist, as soon as they are able to carry thcii- own weight,

After

;
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or to retain their form without su2iport, and iu summer-time they are spread on a
graiss-plot

near the mill.

dry them

if

A

Less than one day of such exposure will be sufficient to

the weather

is

favorable.

also j^ro-vaded, which takes the j^lace of the grass-plot in
bad weather and especially during winter.
The lower floor is partly occupied by the steam-boilers, and not far above them
a framework of strips of wood or lath fills the whole space between the four walls.
Another framework of the same construction forms a second story about 6 feet

large di-ying-house

is

higher up.

They

are both strong

enough

to carry the

weight of the

although they consist of no more wood than

is

men who walk

over them,

necessary for the suspension of the

*

boards.

The
ing-room

roof
is

is

supi)lied with ventilators for the eseajae of the moist air.

uniformly heated, as

being heavier, will sink

it

should be, the

air,

which

is

If the dry-

loaded with moisture,

bottom, while the dry air rises to the top, and escapes

to the

From

this it follows that no air should be allowed to escape
from the top, but that it should be carried off from the lowest parts of drying-rooms
through wide chimneys or spouts, which reach down nearly to the floor. The superintendent, Mr. Meyers, has tested this in an experimental way by using a pipe instead
of a chimney, and found the theory confirmed by the issue at the upper end of air
which was saturated with water to such an extent that it appeared like a dense vapor.

through the ventilators.

Hooks of galvanized

iron,

with pointed ends, like the tenter-hoohs used in woollen

mills, are driven into the strips of

by one

As

wood

or lath,

and the boards are hung up on them

corner.

the radiation from the steam-boilers does not furnish sufficient heat, an addi-

tional supply

is

provided by wrought-iron steam pipes,

many rows

of which line the

walls of the building.
It would be preferable to dispense with the grass-jilot, and dry the boards by
steam during the whole year, but as a temperature of about 100 degrees is kept up
in the drying-house, this would be too severe on the operatives during the hot sum-

mer

when open

days,

The

air

drying

is for this

reason resorted

to.

boards, after having been dried in the air or above the boilers, are ready to

be calendered.

The production

of the whole mill, or about four tons of boards per day, are

finished with one pair of hollow chilled rolls of about lo inches in diameter, the lower

one of which

is driven by spur-wheels.
Steam is admitted through the journals of
and the boards are jiassed through as often as is necessary in order to give
them a good surface, one or two passages only being usually required.

both

rolls,

This process of calendering resembles somewhat the work of a laundry

;

as

it is

indispensable there that the irons should be heated to a certain degree in order to put
a good surface on the linen, so must the calender rolls be heated to a certain degree
if

the boards are to be well finished.

The

rolls, just

described, are

cast

full

;

holes of 3-inch diameter are

bored
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through their centres, and the steam enters and leaves through the journal on the
but it is the superintendent's opinion that it wouhl be preferable if the
steam were introduced through one journal, and taken off through the other one, as
front side

;

the rolls could then probal)]y be heated to a higher temperature.

To facilitate the action of the calenders the boards are, before being jiassed
through them, exposed to the influence of steam, until their surfaces have been softened enough to be more susceptible to the pressure of the rolls, one minute of such
exposure being frequently quite sufficient. They are to that end set upright on their
edges in an oblong iron box, provided with a false bottom, composed of wooden

below which steam

The
lines,

is

introduced as soon as the box has been

filled

and the cover

slats,

closed.

steam-drj'ing ajiparatus used at this mill and described in the foregoing

although made of iron instead of

The movement

of the plates up and

C02ii')er

sheets, causes a great deal of expense.

down produces a heavy

strain near the edges

around which they turn, and they soon wear out and crack in those places. If once
broken they are useless, as they cannot be patched well enough to give satisfaction. The
rubber hose which forms the turning-joints requires frequent renewal, and

is

another

modes of construction have been tried, none of which
have given as much satisfaction as the one which is used at present but we have no
doubt that it can and will be improved upon in the future. All the steam which
escapes from the engine, is consumed in these dryers.
Very little of the raw material is wasted, as it undergoes no washing-operation.
Press-boards, glazed boards, fullers' boards, and pattern
267. Press-Boards.
boards are names which indicate the various uses made of them they are much
thinner than binders' boards, but tough and strong, and present a highly-polished
source of exiiense.

Different

;

—

;

glass-like appearance.

Any

may be

stock which produces good manilla paper

and they are

like other boards

made on

cylinders,

used for press-boards,

and taken wet from the upper

press-roll.

heavy and more pliable they can be more easily dried than binders'
have seen a cast-iron drying cylinder of about 10 feet diameter used for
this purpose.
canvas felt covers its entire drying surface, with the exception of a
short open space at a convenient height from the floor, where the boards are passed
Being

boards.

less

We

A

under

it,

and taken

oft'

after

they have made a

sufficient

number of

revolutions with the

cylinder to be in the desired state of dryness, the open space not being wide enough
The surface of this cylinder is not
to permit them to drop oft' without assistance.
for the length of one board, and does not bend it sufficiently to injure it.
Press-boards must be polished until their surfaces become perfectly glassy and
reflect the light.
have seen it done in a new mill very effectually by means of

much curved

We

a chilled iron or steel roll of about 10 inches in diameter

and 2 inches

face.

This

roll

forms the lower end of a heavy wooden pendulum of about 10 feet in length, and irons
the board under it by bearing on it with all the weight of the pendulum, while it is
swung or rolled over it by means of a crank and a wooden connecting lever. The
42
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wooden platform, on which the boards are spread, is cut out in a circle, the centre of
which is the axis at the upper end of the pendulum around which it swings. This
excavation is several feet long, and covered with a steel plate, over which the boards
are gradually pushed by a female attendant, until they are thoroughly polished by
the roll, a more or less glazed surflice being obtained by moving the boards through,
slower or faster.

This

by

is

a rather primitive and old system of calendering, but the boards glazed

are of excellent quality.

it

Good

calenders constructed of chilled rolls and heated

with steam, would, however, do the same work with
268. Straw Boards.
cations,

and

tlieir

—Straw boards have within

consumption has

have been

special straw-board mills

increa.sed

built,

labor and time.

found

fully occupied.

made, like rag boards, on cylinder machines, and dried in the open

now

many new

a2:)pli-

such an extent, that a number of

to

and are

less

late years

They were formerly
air,

but this system

by machines, on which the straw boards are formed, dried, and cut
like ordinary paper.
Cylinder machines, with from two to six forniing-cylindei-s, have
been used for this purpose, but they are at present sujierseded by Fourdrinier machines.
To make very thick boards, every device by which water can be extracted from
the paper, while it is being formed, has to be used.
The wire must be long and supplied with good suetiou-b«xes, and the first press must be furnished with two wetfelts, one running as usual over the lower roll and carrying the web, and the other
is

replaced

surrounding the

uj^jjer

roll,

well as from the lower side.
several pairs of

wooden

squeezed by the

so that water

The upper

be pressed out from the upper as

runs through a wash-box, ujion which

mounted, and, being alternately soaked in water and
it may remain at work for weeks without

rolls are

rolls, is

may

felt

kept so clean that

ever being removed for the purpose of washing, like other wet-felts.
of this
Ro.ss,

felt

and

and wash-box

it is

is

believed that machine-dried straw-boards cannot be

The drying

The

application

covered by a patent, issued in 1865, to Scanlen, Stine

made without

&

it.

part consists usually of from

twelve to twenty 3-feet cylinders,
and a machine of this kind can produce straw boards of nearly
\ inch thickness, and in quantities of from four to eight tons in twenty-four hours.
The straw is boiled—in the same manner as for ordinary straw wrapping-paper
—with lime, in open tubs, and taken out by manual labor. Hoisting arrangements
have been tried and again abandoned, because it is considered more advantageous, to
wash the straw and deprive it of the larger jiart of the lime while it is taken from
the tu])s with hooks, than to economize some of the labor.
Large quantities of straw boards, covered with white or colored j^apcr, are used
for paper boxes, and some manufacturers now line the boards, while they are running over the pajjer-machine, by means of B. F. Fields's patent lining-attachment.
It consists of a number of rolls, by which paste
taken from a box which forms

disposed in two

tiers,

part of the apparatus
as
in

it is

wound from

—

—

is

applied to the lower side of a

a reel-shaft

and conducted

numlier, are disposed in two

tiers,

the

web

of white or colored paj^er,

to the dryers.

web of

These dryers, nineteen

Ixtards passing alternately over a

:
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lower and an upper one. The upper cylinders are, however, not supplied with a felt,
which would prevent the paper from joining the boards while they are passing over

A platform is erected above the dryer preceding the last one of the upper tier,
and a boy attendant, who is stationed there, takes the lining from the jsasting
apparatus which is situated above the machine, but within his reach
and presses
it upon the web of boards until it adheres sufficiently to be pulled through without
further assistance. The boards and the lining travel thus together over the last three
cylinders, where they are well dried and united.
Two rolls of paper are always supthem.

—

—

plied to this attachment, so fhat a

wound
Numerous

as one

is

new one can be

started without loss of time as soon

off.

pasting machines for separate boards as well as for rolls have been
invented and patented, but they do not come strictly within the range of this book.

As an example of the numerous fields of industry, in which straw-boards will
probably be used in the future, we will only mention railroad car-wheels, and quote
an article on this subject from the Philadelphia Press, February 7th, 1873
" It

is

stated that a Conuecticut railroad

These wheels are

costly,

is

about

but run safely and easily

to malie

a

trial

they have been

;

of the so-called paper car-wheels.

known some time

to car-builders,

but their introduction into general use has been jjrevented by the exjjense. Sheets of common strawpaper (boards) are forced into a compact mass by a pressure of 350 tons. The mass of paper is turned
perfectly round, and

by a pressure of 25 tons a hub

by a pressure of 250

tons,

Two

is

next forced into a

is

forced into a hole in the centre.

circular iron plates are then bolted on to the tire to

arrangement the

steel tire rests

This paper-wheel,

upon its inner circumference.
keep the paper filling in place. By this

steel tire with |-inch bevel

upon the paper only, and partakes of its elasticity. It is claimed that
any other description, injure the tracks less, and run \vith less

these wheels wear longer than those of
noise."

269. Leather Boards.

leather clippings.

The

—A very hard

leather

is

variety of boards

for this

is

manufactured partly from

purpose cut into small

jjieces like rags,

reduced in the engine with about the same quantity of bagging and waste paper, and

made

on a cylinder in the ordinary manner. If the i^ulj) has been
if the boards have been well calendered,
they acquire to some extent the appearance, and even some of the (qualities of leather.
Piette recommends that the leather, after.it has been sorted, cleaned, and passed
through a rag-cutter, be filled in baskets or liags, and suspended for about a week in the
into boards

properly treated in the engine, and especially

water of a river, until even the hardest black leather has been thoroughly soaked

;

it is

thereby not only washed, but also softened, and can the more easily be reduced in the

engine

;

and

to

complete the operation, this bath

sion for twenty-four hours in a tub filled with
line with soda or lime.

is

to

be followed by a second immer-

lukewarm

This process would probably

be carried out more quickly, and with equally good

l)e

water,

made

slightly alka-

found too slow, and might

effect, in

some washing-machine.

Leather requires considerable time for washing and grinding, and must be
quently stirred with a paddle to jJrevent

it

fre-

from settling on the bottom of the engine.

Sizing can be dispensed with, as the leather contains large quantities of gelatine.
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SECTION

AX^D BOARDS.

VIII.

Roofing, axd Buildixg-Paper.
270. Roofing Paper.

—The

roofs of buildings are frequently covered witli paper

and thus made water-tight.
must be of a porous nature, as its
qualitv depends principally on the quantity of coal-tar or of a similar substance which
The pulp is, therefore, made up principally of woollen rags, mixed with
it can absorb.
which has previously been impregnated with

The

tar,

stock used in the composition of the paper

a sufficient quantity of hard stock to give it the necessary strength.
has also been found to improve the quality of roofing paper.
It is made on cylinder as well as on Fourdrinier machines.

Blown cane

fibre

—

It is well known that paper is a very
271. Building Paper or Building Boards.
bad conductor of heat, and if applied to buildings, will prevent the outside cold or
heat from communicating through it with the interior.
The walls of a great many dwelling-houses in the United States are therefore

covered with paper boards either inside or out they are especially useful for light
frame buildings, to the outside of which they are nailed, and then covered by wooden
;

weather-boards, or by an additional brick wall.
dwellings instead of

1871,

when

the

pla.ster,

Rock River

and

They

are also jjut on the inside of

theii- useftilness for this

Pajjer

Company

purpose was exemplified in

papered, immediately after the Chicago

10,000 houses, at a cost of $5 per house. These dwellings (10 by 20 feet), eachone of which was built in one day, provided sj^eedy shelter for the thousands of home-

fire,

less inhabitants.

The principal raw material of which they are manufactured, is straw, usually
mixed with some of the lowest grades of rags, waste paper, cane fibre, and with a
variety of chemicals, the a|)plication of which to building lioards, in many cases protected by patents, has mostly for its object to make the boards water or fire-proof, or
both.

Building boards are made on double-cylinder or Fourdrinier machines, and
sold in rolls like

hanging and roofing paper, and although a comparatively new

article,

they are not only already used in large quantities, esi^ecially in the Western

States,

but promise to give employment to

many

additional paper-mills.
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IX.

Parchment- Paper.
272. Use and Preparation.

changes

its

nature, if

is

it

then again well Avashed

;

—

It has

been found that unsized rag-paper or celhilose

for a short time
it

immersed in diluted sulphuric acid and

becomes tough, water-tight, and trans]5arent, like animal

parchment.

This discovery has been utilized in Europe, where the vegetable parchment is
in endless rolls and largely used
the druggists tie it over bottles whenever
they must be hermetically closed envelopes for the transportation by mail of valu-

produced

:

;

able papers

and money are made of

it

;

jjarchment goblets

filled

with water, beer, or

wine, are sold to travellers on the railroads, &c.

The mixture

of sulphuric acid and water, as generally used for the manufacture

of parchment, consists of 2 volumes of acid (SOs.HO) and 1 volume of water at GO
degrees Fahrenheit

the j^aper is subjected to its influence for a sufficient time to
be parchmented to the desired degree, then again washed with water, and lastly with
;

any remaining traces of acid.
up on a reel and slowly conducted through a trough with
the acid bath, then through other troughs containing water and ammonia, and lastly,
ammonia,

to neutralize

If the paper

is

rolled

over a set of dryers, an endless sheet of jiarchment can be made.

To
an

and formation, we cannot do better than to reproduce here
T. Ferwer, and translated by J. H. Tieman, for the
No. 19:

exjjlain its nature

article written in

German by

Paper- Trade Rejjortcr,

" The only account we have, so far, in relation to the chemical composition of vegetable parchment is from Prof. A. W. Hoffraau. According to his views, the action of the sulphuric acid causes a
new arrangement of the molecules, thereby changing the paper into a new substance, with entirely
new properties. I have for a long time doubted the correctness of this theory. Experiments showed
me that the vegetable parchment is an unchanged paper in which the fibres are united by a small
quantity of a substance, formed by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on the plant fibres, supposed by
some chemists to be pure cellulose, and by others to be a middle substance between starch and cellulose, and called amyloid.

" In order to
.30

parts

make

by weight of

this

amyloid, which thus far

is

only interesting from a scientific point of view,

dilute sulphuric acid (4 parts acid to 1 part water) are

added

the latter dissolves readily in the acid, and in about thirty seconds forms a

to 1 part of loose

gelatinous mixwhich gradually becomes more liquid, and in about fifteen minutes becomes of the consistency of
sugar syrup. When this mass is mixed with water, a white, flocculent, gelatinous mass separates, in
which the structure of the cotton can no longer be recognized. If the acid mixture be allowed to
remain quietly for some time, it changes gradually into dextrin and sugar, so that after seven or eight

cotton
ture,

;

stiflT,
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hours,

if

water be added, but a very small

Amyloid comforts
same as ordinary plant fibre, and is only distinthat when colored blue by iodine, it may be decolorized

rjuantitj-

with acids, alkalies, chloride of zinc,

itself

etc.,

it by its shapele.ssne.ss, and also
by simply washing with water, which is not the

guished from

of the flocculent mass separates.

the

case with starch.

when spread upon

glass

not so adherent, and

may

" In combination with sufficient water, amyloid has a pasty appearance
it

dries to a thin, transparent, tenacious skin.

When, however,

be easily removed after drying.

on

When

to the paper, as occurs in the

dried ou paper

the amyloid

is

it is

;

precipitated from

formation of vegetable parchment,

it

its

solution directly

remains inseparably united with

the fibres.
" Under the microscope, a piece of vegetable parchment shows the fibres distinctly, surrounded

by

have been acted on by the acid and surrounded by a coating
of amyloid, there can be no doubt; iodine solution turns them blue; but this change is only on the surface, for even the fine fibres of flax, when in the paper, retain their form unaltered.
a thin, transparent skin.

"

That the

Having now considered

fibres

the composition of vegetable parchment, the formation of the

same

is

readily followed.

When

"

coating

is

unsized paper

is

dipped into dilute sulphuric acid, at ordinary temperature, a gelatinous

instantly formed on the surface,

and the same thing occurs

interior of the paper as soon as the acid penetrates to them.

and dipped

in

water to which

ammonia

to the surface of the fibres in the

If the paper

is

now taken out

of the acid

or caustic soda has been added, the further action of the acid

suspended, and at the same time the acid compound

is resolved into amyloid and sulphuric acid
the
removed by washing in water. By drying the paper,
the fibres unite with the amyloid to a dense mass, which is parchment-paper. The adhesion of the fibres
during the drying is greatly assisted by the gelatinous covering on the surface of the paper, which
readily admits the escape of the vapor from the interior, and prevents the admission of the air which
would otherwise replace the escaping moisture. This is also the cause of the shrinking, crumbling,
and transparency of the parchment.
" It is thus seen that in order to make a dense and firm parchment it is necessary to avoid everything which would cause more than a superficial change of the fibres; especially must the use of porous
paper be avoided, for, though it might yield a dense parchment, it could not be a firm product. Ordinary cotton, flax, and hemp rags are too porous to be changed into parchment. A firm, thin cotton
thread, treated with sulphuric acid, makes a much stronger substance than a thread twice as thick if
is

former adheres

loosely wound.

to the fibres

A

and the

latter

thin, dense, cotton

stuff',

fibres into as close contact as possible, yields

cases be substituted for thin leather.

;

is

when

pressed before being treated, in order to bring the

a substance of extraordinary firmness, which

When

softened

by rubbing with

fat, it

may

in

many

could be used very

extensively."

Alexander T. Sheldon has received a patent of invention for an imj^rovement,
which consists in passing the paper first through a bath of alum, then through another
one of concentrated sulphuric acid, and lastly through water, &c. The alum coats
both sides of the paper, and the concentrated acid acts so quickly that only the surfaces of the

paper will be changed, while the body remains

The

object

is

to

preserve the pliability, opacity, and other good qualities of the paper, while

it

is

at the

same time made water-tight.

]\Iore or less
it is

intact.

jiarchmented paper will certainly find

once introduced and manufactured on a large

scale.

many

useful applications if

Chapter

VI.

GENERAL REMARKS UPON WASH-WATER, POWER, CONSTRUCTION, LOCATION,
CAPITAL, MANAGEMENT, AND STATISTICS OF PAPER-MILLS

SECTION

I.

Wash-Water.

—

The water which is used for the preparation of the pulp,
washing purposes, is called wash-water, in contradistinction to that which
only drives Avater-wheels and produces power.
To perceive its great importance we need only consider the quantity which is
necessary to wash from 400 to 500 pounds of rags in an engine.
If the engine is, for
example, 15 feet long, 7^ feet wide, and filled about 2 feet high, it will hold, taking
the round ends, backfall, (fee, into consideration, about 1(30 cubic feet or 1200 gallons,
or about 10,000 pounds of water
that is, about twenty times the weight of rags.
If
enough water is used during the operation of washing to fill the engine five times,
the 500 pounds of rags will be brought in contact with 6000 gallons, or one hundred
273. Its Importance.

especially for

—

times their

own weight

This quantity
water which

is

may

of water.
yet be considerably increased, perhaps doubled, if

we add

the

used in boiling, bleaching, and on the paper-machine.

Every pound of rags is therefore liable
by the impurities contained

into white paper

to be soiled

100

in

to

during

its

transformation

200 pounds, or

in 12 to

24

gallons of water.

These

im2:)urities are

of two kinds

:

those which are only suspended, floating, or

mechanically mixed, and others fully dissolved.
be seen, and, to

make

a distinction,

274. Mechanical Impurities.

clay or

any other

may

— If a

soft material,

it

In most cases the

latter

cannot

be called chemical impurities.

river or a creek flows through soil comjiosed of

will be clear

a.s

long as nothing disturbs

its

quiet

some of the infinitely small and light components of the earth are bodily carried along by it, and the stream begins to look
All these mechanical impurities are visible separate bodies, and
colored and dirty.
settle on the bottom if they have time and tranquillity so to do.
Mills which use surface streams as wash-water should therefore be supplied with
and even flow

artificial

;

but as soon as rain

falls,

lakes or settling ponds, of as large dimensions as the locality will permit.
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The water

is

admitted into these reservoirs when

they must therefore be hirge enough to hold

it is

many

clear

and shut

off

when mnddy;

days' supjily.

If a large settling pond cannot be had, the mechanical impurities must be sep-

The cheapest and most permanent materials for filters are
They are hard, principally quartz, and their round form prevents

arated bv filtration.

gravel and sand.

them from forming a mass

so

compact that water cannot pass through, while they

present at the same time a very large surface for the deposition of impurities.

The

filters

may

be built of brick or stone and cement, or simply of earth

;

their

bottoms, according to Planche, are to be covered with coarse gravel or stone, ordinary

The water usually enters on
In the course of time such an amount of dirt will
on the ston&s that water can no longer be purified by passing through them,

gravel succeeding, and sand forming the upper layer.
top and leaves at the bottom.
settle

and then they have to be thoroughly washed.
To suffer no delay the mill should be supplied with two such filters, or with one
divided by a partition, which may be opened or closed at will, so that one part can
be cleaned while the other

A
brick

is

yet in operation.

paper-mill in Prussia, which the author formerly superintended, has a square

filter,

divided by cross walls into four equal compartments, which are filled

and connected by short pieces of large iron pipes
them in succession,
while one can be cut oflf and washed out. A workman enters for this purpose, moves
the gravel to one side, thus making an empty space, on which he gradually washes
the gravel by mixing it with plenty of water.
The dirty water escajies through a
valve with which each chamber is provided.
The wash-water frequently passes through additional st]"aiuers before entering
the reservoir in the ujjper part of the mill.
One, which is frequently seen, consists
of two wire-cloth covered frames, with woollen rags, slightly cut in the engine, filled
several feet deep with fine gravel,

in such a manner, that the water passes constantly through three of

in

between them.

This double frame is fastened horizonially in a tub or vat, the water passing
through it from the lower side, so that the impurities cannot lodge upon it, but will
fall to the bottom and leave the wire unobstructed.
If the water enters the engine from the
the outlet of the

pij^e,

The following Fig. 128 represents a section
many of our best New England paper-mills. A
by

a flannel bag

may

be tied around
some assistance.
of a patent filter, which is seen in

tojJ,

and, if frequently washed out,

it

will be of

brass or eojiper cylinder

is

divided

a and b of the same diameter, to which
small cylindei-s or pockets c, covered at both ends with wire-cloth, and filled with
pieces of sponge, are fastened.
The water, entering from below (or above), passes
through the pockets c, where the sponge retains the impurities, and leaves at the other
end.
The narrow projecting rings d prevent the water from making its way along
into three parts

j^lates

or diaphragms

the sides without penetrating through the sponge.

The

capacity of the apparatus depends evidently on the

number and

size of

WASH-WATER.
the pockets, and as

many

fastened to the }3hites

a and
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of them as room can be fonnd

for, slionhl

A valve is boUed to the inlet e, and regnlates the How of water.
Every beating-engine is, in some mills, supplied with one of these
all

thei-efore

be

b.

filters

;

while

the wash-water passes in others through one or several large-sized ones directly

on leaving the reservoir.
Simple as these filters
order.

are,

The sponges must be

into the pockets

;

if

requires experience and

it

they be packed in too

get through, but on the other

judgment

to

keep them

in

frequently taken out to be washed, and then put back

tight, a sufficient quantity of

hand the water

water cannot

will not be jjurified if they are laid in

too loosely.
275. Chemical Impurities.

numerous

—The

as the materials over

chemical

impurities,

which the streams pass

mostly invisible, are as

in their courses.

Some

metals,

but especially iron, some of the alkalies, principally lime, and extracts of decaying
vegetable matter from the di-ainage of cultivated

fields,

are the substances which are

mostly found dissolved in water.

Carbonates of lime and magnesia are very slightly soluble in pure water, but
which contains carbonic acid, and as the latter is always to

dissolve freely in water

some extent absorbed from the

air,

the water

is

capable of holding some carbonate of

lime or magnesia in solution.

Sulphate of lime or gypsum

is

another form under which this alkali

water.

Common

salt or chloride

of sodium appears occasionally.
43

is

found in
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Water which

contains

keeper knows that

much

lime or magnesia

is

and every house-

called hard,

not answer for washing purposes, as

will

it

it

does not dissolve

soap until the lime or magnesia has been precipitated.
•

If the carbonic acid, which enables the water to hold the carbonates of lime and

in solution, is driven out by boiling, or absorbed by caustic lime or soda
which may have been added for this purpose, the carbonates will assume a solid form,
The sulphate of lime or gy^^um,
settle to the bottom, and thus render the water soft.
or the chlorides or nitrate of lime, cannot be so easily eliminated, and water which
contains considerable proportions of them is therefore called permanently hard.
Hard water also affects a good many coloring materials, and its most objectionable quality is that it forms deposits in steam-boilers, which are frequently very troublesome, and may be the primary cause of an explosion.
Wash-water which contains a sufficient quantity of lime to be hard, is unfit for

magnesia

a paper-mill.

Iron

in contact with alkalies, lime, or soda, deliver their acid to the latter,

salts

and the iron precipitates as oxide or rust, coloring the jiulj) until it may be re-dissolved by sulphuric or other acids.
Although the proportion of these salts be insignificant, the quantiti&s of water used are so enormous that the total amount of iron is
yet quite considerable.
A 500-pound engine, for examjsle, carries about 10,000
jjounds of water, and if this contains only one-fiftieth of one per cent, of iron, there
will be 2 pounds of it in the whole mass, and if this water is renewed five times
during one washing operation, 10 pounds of iron will be brought in contact with
the rags.

The
factor,

sum up

to a large

quantity in a short time.

difference in the quantities of chemicals,

stock in different mills,

may sometimes

consumed

;

which water

is

an important

It is quite probable that the

for like operations

on the same

be traced to this source.

Tiie presence of iron can easily be discovered

yellow prussiate of potash to the water

The

by

soda, bleach-liquor, alum, or sulphuric acid, absorbed or neutralized

these iron salts in the multitude of ojjerations, in all of

by the addition of a solution of

the iron salts will form with

it

Prussian blue.

amount of mineral impurities can be ascertained by evaporating carefully several gallons of water and weighing the residue.
The CVoton water, which supplies New York City, is considered very pure, and
total

contains 10.93 grains of solid matter in a gallon, or about one-fiftieth of one per cent.

For

papei's of a lower grade, such as

quires few chemicals,

wrapping, the prejiaration of which re-

not a matter of vital importance

but as the color of all white
papers depends greatly on the purity of the wash-water, an abundance of pure, clear,
wash-water is one of the conditions of the successful manufacture of fine papers.
276. Sources of Wash-Water.
To determine which are the best sources for good
it is

;

—

wash-water,

it

is

necessary to understand the

The water which
evaporates, and

is

manner of

their formation.

covers the surface of the earth, changes

its

form constantly

taken up and carried away by the winds as vapor.

The

;

it

air is able

—
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hold more water at a higher temperature than at a lower one

any cold wind will,
some of it to drop in the form of rain or snow.
The water, on returning to the earth in this form, is as pure as it can be found
in nature it contains no foreign matters but the gases which it takes up in the
atmosphere, and if it flows over hard, insoluble substances, such as rocks of granite,
to

;

therefore, cause

;

it preserves this purity.
Streams of this kind are very valubut unfortunately they can only be found in the mountains, in most cases too
far from markets, to be available.

or quartz, or over sand,
able,

The

jjurity of all surface waters,

the nature of the

soil

such as creeks and

rivers,

depends entirely on

over which they themselves and their tributaries pass, and

should be in every case investigated.

A great portion of the snow and rain filters through the ground and comes again
some lower places, as springs, or gathers in large cavities below, to
had by means of wells.
Very often these underground lakes extend from high places to low ones, and
are only prevented from rising to a uniform level by a stratum of water-tight materials.
In boring an artesian well this stratum is j^ierced, and the water forces its way
upward with a tendency to reach the level of the highest point of the body of water
from which it comes. In some cases it rises through large pipes high enough to drive
a water-wheel, while in others it hardly comes to the surface sometimes the water
obtained is very pure, and at others it is loaded with foreign elements.
Boring an artesian well in an untried place is like digging for hidden treasures,to the surface in

which

access

is

;

a very uncertain undertaking.

One

or

never-failing springs of pure water, furnishing a full supply, are

more

very valuable in a good location.

Where good

wells can easily be made,

keep their supply

all

the year, they are,

and where experience has shown that they

if

the water

is

chemically

i)ure, often pref-

While the latter may require to be artificially filtered, the
This is especially the case
well water has been cleared by passing through the soil.
in sandy regions, and many cities, for instance Dayton, in Ohio, derive their entire
erable to surface water.

water supply from a single well of large size.
If the wash-water can be taken from a convenient
277. Systems of Distribution.

—

fall enough to run directly into the engines, a
amount of power and some machinery, which would otherwise be neces-

place above the mill, so that

considerable

it

has

it up, will be saved.
Mills which are not so fortunate, must have receivers in some of the highest parts
of their buildings, into which the water can be lifted by pumjis, and from which it is
These reservoirs must be water-tight, and, if of wood, should be
distributed.

sary to force

circular,

but iron

in the joints like

If the

stopped

is

a better material for this purpose, as

wood when

pump

for a time

it

does not shrink and open

empty.

has to stop for repairs, or from other causes, the mill has
holds water enough to keep it going.

also, unless the reservoir

to

be
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A strong

foundation

even a small reservoir

One of the

is

at all times requii-ed for

is

largest mills in this country

or reservoir on the top of a

and

hill,

is

supplied with a capacious settling pond

situated higher than

any

jiart

of the machinery,

every Sunday by means of a large force-pump, driven by water-power,

filled

is

as the weight of water in

it.

considerable.

with a sufficient supply of water for the six following days.
AVe have also l^een informed that two barrels of porous alum are emptied into

jxmd after if has been filled, in order to precijiitate the impurities. The lime and
which may be contained in the water in the form of carbonates, will form sulphate of lime and sulphate of iron with the sulphuric acid of the alum, while its
other component part, the alumina or clay, is set free and carries down mechanically
some of the floating impurities.
this

iron,

278. Quantity Required.

wash-water which

is

—

It

is

im{X)ssible to calculate exactly the quantity of

required for a paper-mill, but an estimate, on which the sizes of

may

the i^ump and of the distributing pijies

how

indicate

based,

Ije

the data, on which such an estimate

coupled with ex]>erience,

it

will

be a

may

is

indispensable.

We

shall

be based, can be obtained, and

sufficient guide.

The washing-engines consume by far the larger portion of all the wash-water,
and we suppose, for example, that two of them, 15 feet long by 7| feet -svide, holding
each about 500 pounds of rags, are used in a mill of a capacity of about 3000 pounds
of wlute jiaper
time, but

})er

day.

enough water.

they do not always wash at one and the same
we must be prepared in such cases to ftirnish

It is true that

hajipens so sometimes, and

it

If the receiver

large

is

enough

need be wasted through the overflow, no power

pump

this will in

tub in

is lost,

but if the receiver

is

no water

small, the

has to furnish au excess, which during most of the time runs away.

The washers must be
and

to hold all the surplus, so that

fifteen or

fed with as

most cases

l>e

One

twenty minutes.

a1x)ut 1(>0 cubic feet

^

much

water as they are able to discharge,

amply done by

a stream

which

will

fill

the empty

of the engines taken for this example, holds

1200 gallons; two engines,

therefore, require in fifteen

minutes

2 X 12C)0^ 24(>0 gallons, or in one minute, 1(50 gallons.

The
machine,

quantity" of water
is

difficult

consumed in

to estimate,

but

it

is

by the beaters, and by the paperseldom as large as that required by the

boiling,

washers, especially at the high rate, estimated in this example.

We

are, therefore,

pretty safe in taking double the quantity, calculated for the washing-engines, or

2 X 160 =^ 320 gallons per minute, as the whole supply needed.
An abundance of wash-water is one of the first conditions in the manufacture of
paper, and

it is

age in
gallons,

many

therefore wise rather to waste

to

have an

insilfficient

places,

make allowance for deficient work of the pump and
and may add one-fourth of the calculated number, or t*

and thus need

The power which
calculated.

power than

We have to

tity of water.

If

it is,

a pumji, capable of
is

quanleak-

= 80

throwing 4CK) gallons per minute.

necessary to raise such a quantity of water, can easily be

for instance,

taken from a well, at a depth of 12

feet,

and pumped

;
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which is 38 feet above the ground, the total height
through which it must be raised is 38 + 12
50 feet. It takes as much power to
raise the weight of 400 gallons or 400 x 8|
3330 pounds 50 feet high, as would
be required to raise 3330 x 50, or 100,500 pounds, one foot high. One horse-power
into a receiver, the water surface of

^
=

is

accepted as equal to the power which

necessary to raise 33,000 pounds one

is

high in one minute, and our 100,500 are therefore equal
power actual work.
foot

279. Pumps.

— Piston

pected,

many

The

=5

horse-

cases preferred to all others.

valves must have time to open and close perfectly

and

't^^^"

or jDlunger-pumps, with suction or pressure-valves, although

the oldest style, are even at ^^resent in

The

to

good result

if a

is

ex-

their S2:ieed should therefore always be moderate.

numerous mechanics for
them would alone fill a good-sized book.
These pumps work mostly without valves and run fast, but their speed, and with

many
it

perfection of rotary jiuinps has been the study of

and the patents taken out

years,

for

the quantity of water thrown, can be considerably increased or reduced at will

they take

little

room, are operated by

belts,

can be easily

set uj),

and require

little

care.

Rotary jiumps, being generally

less efficient as suction

usually set as close to the source of supply as possible
is

made

to

and some

The

As

run into them without any suction.

ai'e

;

than as force-pumps, are

some working

best, if the

water

force-jjumps they are excellent,

even used for steam-fire engines.

absence of valves makes

it

possible for pieces of wood, rags, or other solid

which may accidentally be in the water, to pass through a rotary, while they
would obstruct and perhaps damage a piston-pump. The author found one day
some deficiency in the supply of wash-water, when on examination the head and
numerous other parts of the body of a snapj^ing-turtle, about 5 inches broad, were
found in the receiver.
The animal had evidently entered the suction-pipe, was
drawn to the (Holly) rotary-pump, and chopped up by it.
The pressure of the atmosphere, at a low density, is equal to that of a column of
matters,

water of 30
If

it

feet height.

were possible

to construct a

pump

so perfect, that

it

could withdraw

all

the

from the suction-pipe, thus creating an absolute vacuum, the water would rise in
but if the water
it to a height of about 30 feet, forced by the atmosphere outside
had to be raised but a trifle above this limit, the atmospheric pressure could not do
it, and it would never reach the pump.
The height to which any pump can raise
water by suction is therefore always less than 30 feet.
air

;

If the suction-pipe

hole or crack, feeding the

and the pump
eye

;

it

may

will

is

not perfectly air-tight,

pump

run empty.

accidentally appear

The

the air enters tlirough a small

hole

may

its

vacuum cannot be

created,

be small enough to be invisible to the

by the loosening of a

hole in the casting, or otherwise, and
It is

if

in the place of water, a

discovery

is

most likely to be found by running the

joint, the

opening of a sand-

often difficult.

pump and

creating suction, and
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then liolding a burning light to

all

suspected places

;

wherever there

is

an opening

the current will change the direction of the flame and draw it in.
This difficulty is a sufficient reason for such a disposition, as will admit of as
short a suction-pipe as ^^ossible.

There is another kind of pump which
recommends itself by reason of its simplicity.

is

frequently used in paper-mills, and

It consists of a strong rubber belt carrying iron or copper buckets, which belt
runs over two large flanged pulleys, one of which is located inside of a lower watertank, while the other is fastened above the upper receiver.
The shaft of the upper roll is turned by a pulley and belt, and raises the buckets

which have been filled in the lower tank. They travel up and down in close-fitting
wooden spouts or troughs, and are emptied, as soon as they pass over the upper roll,
into a receiving channel, which connects with the reservoir.
This pump is built on the same princi2)le as a grain elevator, and works well
where the water

is

not to be raised very high.

SECTION

II.

Water-Power.
280. Measuring the Power.

—The

substance, exercises a power, equal to

and

if it is

To

ftill

its

of a body of water, like that of any other

weight multiplied by the height of the

produced by the continuous flow of a stream,

it

can be

fall,

utilized.

how much power there is at a given point, it is necessary to establish,
levelling, how many feet of fall can be obtained, and what quantity
down the stream during a second or a minute.

find out

by a survey or by
of water flows

fall of water, but more difficult to deterby multiiilying the number of square feet
of a vertical section of the stream with the velocity, or with the number of feet through
which the water advances in one minute. If a race is at hand it may be used for this
measurement otherwise a part of the creek, with as straight banks and as even a
width as can be found, should be selected. We measure of it a certain length, say
100 feet, and in several points of this length the vertical section, viz., its width and

It is comparatively easy to

mine

its

quantity.

The

measure the

latter is obtained

;

medium

depth.

From

these several ones the

medium

size

of a section

is

calculated.

—
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An

instrument, resembling a wind-mill on a small scale, has been constructed for

the measurement of the velocity of flowing waters, which,

any

point, registers the

number of

when

set in a

stream at

revolutions of a fan, which enables us to obtain

the speed.
If such an instrument
place

;

is

it

not to be had, a piece of light wood

is

simply thrown into the middle of the creek,

may

be used in

at the point

its

above where

it consumes in flowing down through
The number of feet, made by it in one
by the number of square feet of the

the measured part begins, while the time which
the 100 feet length
second,

observed with a watch.

the velocity, and gives, multi2:»lied

is

medium

is

vertical section, the

number of

cubic feet of water which pass through the

stream in one second.
is to be made, the speed on the surface cannot be accepted
whole body of water. The friction on the bottom and sides retards the
motion, and must be taken into account.
If we call the surface velocity per second,
found with the floating wood, V, the real velocity v of the stream is expressed, accord-

If a precise calculation

as that of the

ing to the best authorities, by the formula
7.71 + V
^ „
V 10.25
+V

V

If

we

have, for example, a race or creek of 20 feet

medium

width, 3 feet

medium

depth, with a surface velocity of 1 foot per second, the real velocity of the water will be:
7.71

,

+

^ „„

1

77

,

and the volume of water, which flows through
20

X

.3

X

—=

it

during one second

46.2 cubic

:

feet.

100

One
pounds.

cubic foot of water weighs 62 i pounds, and 46.2 cubic feet

This quantity

every minute.

X 15

is

=

If there be a

fall

of 15

^ 2,598,750 j^ounds through one
One-horse jjower being equal

feet,

= 2887.50

60 x 2887.50
173,250 pounds
the power is equal to the fall of 173,250

available every second, or

foot per minute.

to the fall of

33,000 pounds throngh one

foot

height in one minute, the water power amounts to
2,598,750

„„

,

^3;oor=''-''^""281. Dams.
tion

—The proper

construction of a

and the material which can be had

possible,

it

for

it,

dam depends

so

much upon

the loca-

that general rules cannot be given.

If

should be so situated that a large body of water can be accumulated be-

;
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bind

wliich

it,

may

be drawn upon in dry seasons.

Lakes, as sources of supply, are

excellent natural reservoirs.

dam and

If tbe

tbe mill are situated in a narrow A'alley wbere, in case of a flood,

tbe water cannot spread over a large surface, but
times becomes so strong that both

Such

wind.

sites

dam and

is

stowed up bigb, the j^ressure some-

mill are swept

on streams, which are subjected to

away

like chaif before the

and

freshets, are dangerous,

re-

human

quu'e the construction of the best foundations for both mill and dam, which

can devise.

skill

head-race conveys the water from the dam to the point where it begins to
on the mechanism. It may be an open conduit or a closed pipe, or a combination of both.
Economy of power requires, that it should be as large as possible

The

act

economy of

first cost,

that

The entrance

chosen.

should be as small

it

of the water

is

a.s

jwssible

;

the right

mean must be

regulated by the head gates at the starting-

on a water-wheel or into the jaenstock of a turbine.
water-power companies, who, by the
creation of large powers, have built uj) some of our most prosperous manufacturing
cities, such as Lowell, Lawrence, and Holyoke, in IMassachusetts.
The latter town
point, while the lower

We may

especially

is

also

end pours

mention in

considered the principal seat of the manufacture of fine papers in the

L^nited States.

It is situated

about 12,(XK) inhabitants.

make

it

this place the

on the right bank of the Connecticut River, and has

A

company was organized about twenty

yeai-s

ago to

dam, over 1000 feet wide and 28 feet
high, was built, and the water drawn off by one canal on the Holyoke side and by
another on the left bank, at South Hadley Falls. The ground between the canals
and the river Avas laid out in lots, soon began to be occupied by mills of all kinds, and
a large town wa.s created where formerly stood only a small village.
Kearly 50 tons
of i^aper, princijially letter-paper, are at jiresent made daily at Holyoke, and yet a
large amount of tlie 40,000 horse-power which is available, remains to be dispo-sed
of at a moderate yearly rental.
the large power of the river available

Some

a

of the paper-mills obtain their wash-water from artesian wells or through

pipes from a distance, and others

draw

it

from the su]>ply-canal through large trunks

with gravel and built into the embankments.

filled

of a

;

The success of the Holyoke enterprise stimulated, a few years ago, the formation
new company for the purpose of utilizing the water-powers of the same Connecticut

River, at Turner's Falls, about 30 miles above Holyoke.
in width
mills,

was

282. Water-Wheels.

—The

recent competitor, the turbine,

old-style water-wheel
is

dam

of about 1000 feet

is

power of the

always

vertical,

several paper-

while

its

more

horizontal.

Neither of them, nor any other hydraulic motor,
actual

A

and a number of factories, among which are
are already running, and a toAvn is being built as if by magic.
built there,

is

capable of returning the

full

waterfall.

Vertical water-wheels are divided in undershot, breast, and overshot wheels,
according to that part of the circumference w here the water strikes them.

—
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overshot wheel returns the highest lorojjortion of the actual power, while the

down on

results obtained with breast-wheels are less favorable, the lower

water

circle the

is

water-wheels which

The

admitted.

may compete

overshot

is

their outer

therefore the only kind of vertical

with the turbine as a motor for paper-mills.

If the overshot water-wheel could be constructed so, that the whole body of water

would be carried by

it from the highest to the lowest point of the available fall, and
be there suddenly discharged, nearly the whole natural ])Ower would be realized,

while, as

The

it is,

considerable losses will be suffered, some of which are here indicated.

by the distance between the surfaces of the water

fall is rejireseuted

The

head-race and in the tail-race.
the head-race and the wheel

in the

portion of this distance between the surface in

itself acts

only by impulse, but not by weight.

Instead of the full outside diameter of the wheel, the distance between the point

of gravity of the water in the uppermost and in the lowest bucket must be counted,
as

it is

there

where the weight of the water may be considered concentrated.

half of the depth of two buckets, or the

depth of one bucket,

full

is

thus

Over

lost.

The wheel must hang free above the water in the tail-race, and the distance
between wheel and water, representing a small portion of the fall, is also lost.
The buckets cannot be emptied suddenly

at the lowest point they require some
and must therefore begin to discharge at some height
above a j^ortion of the water, the weight of which will be lost for the balance of the fall.
If any water is left in the buckets on their ascent, its dead weight neutralizes
the same quantity of live weight on the descending side.
To all the losses just enumerated must be added those from friction and contraction in the races and wheel, from leakage, and bad construction.
To obtain the best possible effect, the wheel must be built in such a manner that
no part of it can leak or change position, and its toj) should be about 2\ feet below
the level of the water in the race.
Wood will become warped, and will rot, and is

be

it

never so

little

—time

for

;

it,

therefore inferior to iron; but, if an all iron wheel

may

is

too expensive, the buckets alone

Care must also be taken to jirovide an easy
escape for the air contained in the buckets, through openings in the sole-plate.
guide-board, over which the water is made to flow in the right direction and to the
be of metal and the body of wood.

A

right spot,

is

used to convey

The circumference
have

—be

than 8

its

feet

it

from the head-race

diameter large or small

per second.

A

—

a speed of not less than 4 feet and not

point on a large circle, if

a point on a small one, requires more time to
larger a water-wheel

is,

to the wheel.

of a watei'-wheel should, according to the best authorities,

make

moving with the same

a revolution than the latter

the slower will therefore be the

Overshot water-wheels furnish from 60
power, according to the amount of care and

to

skill

movement of

80 per

more

sj^eed as
;

the

its shaft.

cent, of the natural water-

applied to their construction and

disposition.

283. Turbines.
sisting of a

drum

—The turbine

is

a horizontal water-wheel with vertical axis, con-

or annular passage with a set of vanes, curved like the surface of a
44
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screw, so that the water, after having exercised

with as

little

energy as

jiossible.

While the

the weight of the water, the turbine

jsropelled

is

best effect, the water has to be guided so that

its

impulse on them, will glance off

vertical

it

by

wheel
its

moved

is

imjnilse only,

principally

and

by

to get the

will strike every part of the

moving

vanes as nearly as possible at a right angle.

by Fourneyron, was put in operation in the year
this Fourneyron-wheel was then and is yet
constructed of two concentric rings, both of which are open on their vertical sides,
The
closed on their horizontal ones, and supplied with an equal number of vanes.
inner ring is stationary, receiving the water in the centre and acting as a guide only,
while the outer one revolves and transmits the power, the water leaving at its cir-

The

turbine, invented

first

1827, at Pont sur I'Ognon, in France

;

cumference.

Jonval made the guide-wheel and the revolving-wheel of the same diameter, and

He

placed them, one on top of the other, in a vertical cylinder.

was thereby able

to

set the

turbine at any height between the head and tail-races, with equally good

results,

provided that the lower portion, which

di-aft-tube,

be

less

To prove
feet,

than 30

this

feet

may

be called the suction-pijie or

high above the level of the

seemingly strange

fact,

we

tail-race.

will take as an

example a

fall

of 20

with a turbine wheel incased in a water-tight cylinder or penstock of 20

height.

If the wheel

is

placed at the lowest end, the water

is

forced through

it

feet

with

the pressure exercised by the 20 feet

fall and by the j^ressure of the atmosphere
by 50 feet. But the atmosjshere has also free
access to the water in the tail-race, and presses against the turbine with a force, also
equal to 30 feet fall, which must be overcome.
Deducting, therefore, these 30 feet
from the 50 feet pressure from above, leaves only 20 feet or the fall of the water as

equal to 30 feet

fall

—

or altogether

the active pressure.

If the same turbine

is

situated in the middle of the penstock,

10

feet

from the

surface of the water in either race, the water will be forced on to the turbine with a
l)ressure,

which

is

equal to that of the column of water above the wheel, or to 10 feet

10 + 30=^40 feet. But
any pressure against the wheel from
the lower side, it must first overcome the column of 10 feet in the draft-tube below the
wheel, and is therefore reduced to 30 less 10 or to 20 feet.
The difference between the
jn-essure above and the resistance below is therefore 40 less 20, or 20 feet, a.s before.
in addition to the atmospheric pressure, or altogether to

before the atmosphere can in this case exercise

The

draft-tube below a turbine acts like the suction-pij^e of a

admittance into

pump

;

if air finds

power equal to a fall of the same height is lost.
There is always danger that an opening may be caused by some accident, by faults
in the material, or by wear and tear and even the most insignificant holes, which can
hardly be seen, must cause some loss of power. In most cases these pipes are located
where it is very difficult to examine them, and much valuable power is often wasted
it,

;

before the faulty spot can be discovered.

Suction-pipes or draft-tubes for turbinewheels should therefore be disjjensed with, except in cases where for some reason the
wheels cannot be set low enough to do without them.
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turbines which have within late years been

much

used, are remarkable

and consequent cheapness. Every oiseuing is provided with
a gate, formed and fastened in such a manner, that it serves at the same time as a
guide to the entering water. All these gates can be opened and closed by one common rod, with which they are connected by levers or gearings. The water enters on
the outer circle and escapes inside, but, instead of running away at once, it jDasses
another set of differently curved vanes, intended to absorb any power which may have
especially for simplicity

been

left in

it.

These horizontal wheels always run fast, and, like the vertical ones, the more so
the smaller they are.
They must be made of metal, because wood would take up too
much space and could not be moulded into the required shape. The penstock and
but
its enlargement, in which the wheels run, or the casing, is often built of wood
;

it

advisable to construct

is

the pressure of a high
table escape of water

of iron at

it

The

fall.

first

all times, especially

when

exj^ense will be larger, but

by leakage and the constant

repairs of a

it

tlie

is

exposed to

almost inevi-

wooden structure

will

be avoided.

Turbines lose j^ower, like overshot wheels, by

friction

and contraction, and be-

cause they cannot be constructed sufficiently perfect to absorb

return from 60 to 80 per cent, of the natural poAver
a very good result, while

80

is

be used when the available waterfall

—not below 12

ably large

beyond these

limits,

75 per

only obtained in excejitional

284. Comparative Advantages of Overshot

may

;

is

and not above 25

all

cent,

the power.

may

They

be considered

cases.

and Turbine Wheels.

— Overshot wheels

such that their diameter will be reasonfeet;

if

the diameter would have to be

a turbine would be preferable.

Turbines, being submerged in water, are never frozen up, and although their

power

by backwater

will be reduced

cannot be sto^^ped by

it

in proportion to the diminution of the

fall,

they

like vertical water-wheels.

Large gearing is required, to produce from the slow motion of a vertical Avaterwheel the high speed required by the line-shaft of a i^aper-mill, while one pair of comparatively small bevel-wheels only is necessary with the fast-running turbine.

Wherever the supply of water
give a regular speed and good

only with the quantity, for which
decrease

and the water

fall in

is

it

either

But

effect.

it

abundant or steady, the turbine

will

returns the highest percentage of power

has been constructed

;

and

if

the supply should

the race, the power produced would not only be lessened

and volume, but the percentage obtained from the
remaining waterfall would be decreased fearfully. It is therefore imperative to keep
the head-race full all the time, and rather to stop and accumulate water than to use
in proportion to the loss of height

it

as

it

comes, in inadequate quantity.

In cases where the water-supply is often insufficient, and where no very large
reservoir or pond is at hand, an overshot wheel may be preferable to a turbine, because
water.

it

will give larger proportions of the natural i)ower with decreasing (piantities of
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SECTION

III.

Steaji-Boilees.
285. Importance.

—Steam-boilers

form a very important

of the e<|uipmeiit

j^art

of a paper-mill, and yet they are sometimes treated with a negligence which
criminal, from the danger to

The consumption
ment of the
too

much

of fuel depends so

and

boilers,

which every

is

much on

—The

upon

their selection

To

much

list

of expenses, that

and management.

of this heat as

2400 degrees Fahrenheit, and should

possible, to the water contained in the boiler.

is

600 degrees above that
1800 degrees, or three-quarters of all the heat created,
The boiler must be constructed with a view to absorbing all of

create a good draft in the chimney, a temperature of about

of the outside air
is

is

exposed.

gases resulting from the combustion of coal on the

grate have, on starting, a temperature of about
transfer as

is

the nature, construction, and treat-

very often so heavy an item in the

care cannot be bestowed

286. Heating-Surface.

jjerson within their reach

is

required

therefore available.

;

1800 degrees.

the.se

The

rapidity with

which heat

transferred from one

is

tionate to the difference of temperature

between them

;

body

to another is propor-

the gases

of combustion

should therefore be conducted in such a course along the boiler that this difference
will be at all points as large,

and

as

uniformly the same, as possible

—an

object

which

brought in contact with the coldest part just
before escaping into the smoke-stack, and with the hottest part immediately after
will be best attained, if the gases are

leaving the furnace.

The water being

fed in at the lowest point of the boiler,

just given, that the gases should pass

first

it

follows from the rule

along the upjjer hottest portions, descend

gradually to the colder lower ones, and leave near the entrance of the feed-water.

That portion of the
or hot gases outside,

steam
square

is

is

shell,

which

is

covered with water inside and exposed to

the heating-surface.

The

fire

capacity of a boiler for raising

directly proportionate to this heating-surface, the size of which, expressed in

feet,

indicates

—

if

the boiler

with a sufficient grate-surface

The

—

its

is

size of the heating-surface

which

been established by the trade, and the
boiler as powerful as his,

otherwise correctly constructed and sujiplied

value better than a certain

sometimes

is

number of horse-power.

to represent one-horse

power has not

seller is therefore at liberty to represent the

elastic,

conscience will admit.

Fifteen feet heating-surface at least should be allowed for one-horse power,

although one-half of
of water.

it

may by

forced firing be

made

to evaporate the

same quantity
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to be considered, that the lower, nearly-

horizontal part of internal flues or tubes, owing to the difficulty with which bubbles

of steam escape from under them, are found to be

and upper

To

surfaces.

much

less effective

than the lateral

obtain therefore the real useful heating-surface,

deduct nearly one-third from the total one of the tubes or
effective heating-surface is

from

| to I

flues.

On

we have

to

an average the

of the total heating-surface.

always safer to buy a boiler of a fixed amount of heating-surface than of a
numl)er of undefined horse-jiower.
It

is

287. Combustion.

which

—The

useful parts of all fuel consist of the element carbon,

and of combinations of hydrogen and carbon in the
Both these elements, carbon and hydrogen, are, through the process of combustion, combined in gaseous form with the
oxygen of the air, and escape as carbonic acid (CO2) and water (HO).
If the disengaged cai'bon is chilled by a cold draft or otherwise below the temperature of ignition, before coming in contact with oxygen, it constitutes, while
floating in the gas, smoke, and when deposited on solid bodies, soot.
But, if the
disengaged carbon is maintained at the temperature of ignition, and sujiplied with
oxygen sufficient for its combustion, it burns, while floating in the inflannnable gas,
constitutes the solid parts,

forms of olefiant gas, pitch,

tar,

naphtha, &c.

with a red, yellow, or white flame.
its heating-surface, is small, and the firing hurried
enough steam, the combustion must be imperfect, and a loss of fuel
will be the consequence.
A large heating-surface, may, com^jared with a small one,
save in one year the cost of a boiler in fuel.
It has been found by experiments and calculation that it takes about 24 pounds
of air, to furnish enough oxygen for the combustion of one pound of coal, and to

If the boiler, or more proj^erly

in order to produce

dilute the gases properly.
It

cubic

seems evident that such a large amount of

feet, for

artificial

one pound of

means

288. Draft.

fuel,

air as

24 pounds, equal

to

GoO

cannot be introduced within the furnace without

or draft.

—This

draft

is

usually produced by a chimney, and sometimes by a

fan or other blowing machine.

The

gases inside of a

chimney are ex])anded by

those outside, and the draft

is

heat,

and therefore

lighter than

proportionate to the difference in weight between the

column of gases inside and that of an equal column or volume of air outside. The
efficiency of a chimney depends therefore princiiially on the height of its crown above
the tire-grate.
Several formula? have been ]n-oposed by which it is to be calculated,
but local experience has usually the deciding voice.
It is, however, advisable to build the smoke-stack high enough, to answer not

only present demands, but also increased ones which may be made in the future.
Small pieces of coal which have escaped through the chimney, can frequently

be found in the screens, and sometimes in the paper, but

if

the stack

is

very high,
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the

smoke

will be carried off to a distance, before its floating solid parts can reach

the ground,

As

—

where

a great advantage, especially

which

a rule

twenty-five times

will

answer in most

cases, a

soft or

bituminous coal

chimney may be

The

inside diameter or width in the clear.

its

of a chimney can be made, 0.16, or

I

ordinary construction, or equal to the

is

used.

built to a height of

area of the width

the area of the fire-grate, if the latter

sum

total

is

of the

of the area of the flues in any one

on the course of the hot gases.

jilace

The hot

gases cool

off",

contract,

ascend through the chimney, and

and consequently require

many

scientific writers therefore

ing the stacks conical or pyramidal inside and outside, that

less

room

as they

recommend

is,

build-

narrower towards

the top than at the bottom.
It has, however,

been lately found that smoke-stacks, constructed as inverted

cones, or wider at the tojD than at the l)ottom, give a better draft.

of the long-followed theory

is

This contradiction
on most locomotiA'es and in the brick
be stated, that such stacks are much lower

in practical use

chimneys of numerous factories, and it may
than anybody would dare to build them on the contraction plan, and that they generally give satisfaction.

They

are perfectly jierpeudicular outside, and are

means of a double
with a

full

wall.

The

outside wall

may,

made funnel-shaped

inside

for instance, start at the

by

bottom

brick of 9 inches, and run out at the crown with one-half brick, or 4 J

inches, while the inside wall

is

the out-side one, connected with

only half a brick, or 4i inches, thick, parallel with
it

at intervals

by

a brick

or binder, but leaving a

few inches distance between the two.

This inside lining

part of the height, and then broken

thus leaving the top gonsiderably wider than

oS",

is

only carried up for a

the lower part.

The foundation

of a

chimney should be

as solid as a rock, as

the enormous weight of the bricks which are piled ujwn

it.

The

it

has to sustain

slightest sinking

jiart of the foundation may caiise the top to lean over and perhaps to fall.
Access must be provided to the inside of the stack, through an iron door or
through an arch near the bottom, for the removal of the ashes which will gather
there in the course of time.

of a

The hot

some fine dust or coal along, and dejiosit them on
which they pass the portion of the heating-surface thus
and it is therefore imperative that tlie flues and Ixiiler-surfaces

gases always carry

parts of the boiler over

covered,

is inefiective,

;

should be frequently cleaned, and doors must be provided for that purpose.
289.

Grate-Surface and

Firing'.

—The

ordinary rate of combustion for factory

according to Rankine, from 12 to 16 pounds of coal per hour on every
square foot of grate-surface, the size of which may be approximately determined from
boilers

is,

The same writer not only recommends a sufficiently large grate-surface, but
warns us against any increase of its size beyond the prescribed limits, because too
much air would then be admitted, and absorb a great deal of the heat without being
of any use.
this.

The admission

of air can, however, be well regulated by the damjier. and

we
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why a large grate-surface, which permits slow combustion with little
and a light covering of fuel, should be objectionable.
We have lately seen a system of boilers which confirms this opinion. They are

cannot conceive
draft

twin boilers, consisting of a lower cylinder,

They

upper plain cylinder.
cylinder, resting with

around

can jjlay

all

two end
on both

walls,

its

it.

with 2- or 3-inch

ends only in the two short walls, hangs

The upper

and the long

flues,

manner
free, so

;

and an

the lower

that the fire

cylinder rests above the lower one in the same

side walls

This brings the upper

sides.

fitted

are not walled-in in the ordinary

ai-e

arched up, so that they join

half, or its

it

all

along

steam-room, beyond the reach

lo'^ver half is open to the fire, like the lower flue-cylinder,
from which it is not separated by any arches or partitions. The grate occupies the
whole space between the four walls under the boiler, and is three or four times as
The fire-doors are on the long side of the boiler and as numerous as
large as usual.
the room permits.
When two such boilers are required, they are walled in between
the same four walls and above one common grate without any separating walls.
The
grate being very wide, it is then necessary to have fire-doors on both long sides. The
fire or hot gases, after having passed around the lower cylinder and below the upper
one, are conducted to the outside at the end, which in ordinary boilers contains the
fire-doors, and descend from there through iron conduits into the flues of the lower
cylinder, through which they pass to the stack.
The grate should be at a convenient
height above the ground for the work of the fireman, and as the lowest pai-t of the
boiler must be at some distance above the fuel, the whole structure becomes neces-

of the flames, while the

The

which is
and thus kept uniformly
spread.
Very little draft is required, and the combustion seems to be i:)erfect. These
boilers are in operation at the jiaper-mills of Mr. George B. Connard, Reading, Pa.,
and at the works of the American Wood-Paper Comjiany, at Royer's Ford, Pa., and
we have been informed that they furnish in one case, with 7 tons of coal, as much
steam as others, which had been previously used, would produce with 10 tons and
that in the other the consumption of coal had been reduced by their introduction
from 20 to 9 tons for exactly the same work.
If a boiler is provided with only a small grate-surface, the necessary amount of
combustion of fuel cannot take i)lace without a strong draft, or in other words, the
air must be forced through the coal and along the boiler with great rapidity, somesarily very high.

thrown

in

large grate-surface

through each door in

regular

is

slightly covered Avith coal,

succession,

;

times so fast that

oxygen.

The

it

can neither become well heated nor thoroughly deprived of

necessity for a strong draft indicates, therefore, that the grate-surface

not sufficient; and
if their fire-places

would probably
were extended and
it

is

is

boilers

their drafts reduced.

not only a nuisance, but also a loss of as

in thick clouds
is

many

much unburnt coal it escapes
when the fire-doors are opened and fresh, especially finely divided,
thrown in. The cold air reduces the temperature while the draft cai-ries off

Bmoke
coal

result in a great saving of fuel for

its

small particles of coal untouched.

;
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A

simple

common

way

to prevent this loss, to

some extent, which

is

apjilicable to any-

steam-boiler, consists in the division of the grate into two separate parts

a brick wall in the middle parallel with the grate-bars.

Each

by

division has a separate

and while the heat is greatest in one of them, fresh coal is thrown into the
the unconsumed coal which is carried off by the di'aft, mingles with the flames
from the hot division, and is thus burnt up. The sudden changes of temperature,
which ai-e so injurious to the boilers, caused by the opening of the fire-door, are
door,

other

;

thereby also in a measure jirevented.

A constant

stream of fresh air

is

often conducted into the fire-hearth through

channels in the brickwork, wherein the air on

its

passage

is

partly heated.

Ordinary grates are comjjosed of straight, narrow cast-iron bars, laid alongside
of one another, and leaving for a coal-fire, openings enough between them to amount
altogether to one-fourth of the area of the gi-ate-surface.

(Redtenbacher, Residtate

filr den 2Iaschinenbau.)

These bars, when heated, expand, and become frequently warjied into such
crooked forms, that they have to be replaced by new ones.

INIany jiatent grate-bars

have been constructed with a view to prevent any change of their outer form, or of
the open space for the admittance of air, by providing room for expansion and conSome of them are quite successful, and not only
traction in the bars themselves.
save coal, but also last
It is a

combustion

much

longer than the

common

the water must be evaporated and transformed into steam, absorbing

;

thus a great deal of heat at the expense of the

The

bars.

mistake to suppose that the sj^rinkling of water over coal will improve

fuel.

must be spread on the grates uniformly, and not too thickly, and if
stirred at all, it is to be done from below.
A good fireman can economize more than all the inventions which have been

made

coal

for this purpose are able to do, while a careless or ignorant

one

may

waste

many

times the amount of his wages in fuel.
Several years ago prizes were offered to such firemen, as should jirove themselves

most

efficient at

a competitive

trial, at

IMiihlhausen, then in France,

now belonging

to

from
fuel, &c., and
much water with

Germany. Forty-four offered themselves, and the best eighteen were
the number each one fired up during ten hours with the same boiler,
;

selected

was found that the best fireman could evaporate nearly twice as
the same amount of coal under exactly the same circumstances as the worst one.
To ajipreciate this result, it must be considered that only experienced ]nen offered
themselves for the trial, and that only one-half of these were admitted.
The designs for the construction
290. Construction of Steam-Boilers and Test.
of steam-boilers are so numerous that a description cannot be attempted in this book,
but we shall say a few words which apply to them all.
It has been found by experience that a thickness of § inch is the most favorable
to sound riveting and caulking of boiler-plates, and they are therefore seldom used

it

—

much

thicker or thinner.

STEAM-BOILEES.
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required to endure an unusually high pressure, the

necessary increase of strength must be attained, not by increased thickness of the
jilates,

but by diminution of the diameter (see article 11, page 30).
flat ends of cylindrical boilers are given about once and a half the thickness

The

cast-iron should not be used for them nor for any other
These flat ends are usually connected with each other by longitudinal stays, and sometimes with the cylinder by means of angle iron, but such rings
are liable to split at the angles, and it is therefore preferable to bend the edges of the
flat ends and rivet them to the cylinders.
Plates which overlap one another should have the overlapping joints facing upwards, on the side next to the water, that they may not intercejit bubbles of steam on
their way upwards.
The joints in horizontal flues should be jilaced so that they do
not opjjose the current of the gases.
Those parts of boilers which are exposed to
more severe or more irregular strains than the rest, or to a more intense heat, should

of the cylindrical portions

;

part of the shell.

be made of the

finest iron.

Lately there have been some steam-boilers built of
about one-half more tenacity than iron ones, they can be

steel plates.

made

As

they have

and

lighter,

it is

not

unlikely that steel boilers will take the place of iron ones at some future day.

In 25aper-mills the demands for steam are often so sudden and large, that some
of the water will be carried along mechanically through the violence of the motion,

and steam, but

unless a large store-room for both water

provided.

A

steady pressure

is

especially for the latter,

is

particularly required for the paper-machine, and

large boilers, with plenty of steam-room, will be

more apt

to furnish

it

than small

ones.

Every

boiler, before

being put into operation or walled

in,

should be tested with

a hydraulic pressure twice as great as the highest steam-pressure allowed to

pressure

is

it.

Water-

used on account of the absence of danger, in case any part of the boiler

should give way.
291. Feed-Water.

only because as

much

—If

possible, the

heat as

it

contains

the injection of cold water chills and

boilei'S

should be fed with hot water

;

not

directly saved, but also for the reason that

is

may

injure the hot plates.

of sources in a paper-mill from which hot water

may

The condensed steam

the paper-machine are the principal ones.

There are plenty

be obtained, but the dryers of
is

conducted through

mixed with
and forced into the boiler by the feed-pump. These pumjis refuse to
work with highly heated or boiling water, and large quantities of escaped steam
from steam-engines, by which the tempei-ature of the feed-water might be raised to
the boiling-point, are often allowed to blow out into the ojien air, because they would
a pipe into a reservoir or tub, and if too hot to be pumped,

it is

therein

fresh water

heat the water too much.
can, however, be utilized by being conducted through long coils of
an upright steam-tight cylinder of boiler iron, interposed between the
and the boiler. The feed-pump forces the hot water first into this cylinder or

Such steam
pipe, fostened in

pump

45

:

:
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heater,

where

acquires a very high temperature in contact with the steam

it

The

thence through the usual check-valve into the boiler.

pump

through any

after

it

has

left

coil,

and

feed-water does not pass

the heater, and can, therefore, be raised to any

temperature.
It is

of the greatest importance that the water in the boiler should be kept at the

right height all the time,

and since the regular feed-pump may get out of order, there

should be a second one, or some other means, j^rovided, by which the supply can be
Giftard's injector, or steam-pumps, may be recommended for
case.
on account of their independence of any gearings or motors, but as all
of them consume steam, and some will not feed with hot water, the regular feed-pump
is always to be used in preference.
valve nuist be provided at the lowest point of every boiler, through which it

kept up in such a
this purpose,

A

must be frequently opened to enable the
had time to solidify.
According to the quality of the feed-water this has to be done several times, or only
once a day, and the boilers should in all cases be emptied entirely at regular intervals.
Some substances occurring in feed-water seem to stick so closely to iron that they
cannot be removed by blowing off water they must be chemically dissolved, and
numerous powders and liquids are sold at high prices for this purpose, but the introduction of one or more gallons of common coal oil or petroleum will answer in many
can be

em2:)tied

;

this valve or blow-off cock

deposits of salts or mineral matters to escaj^e before they have

;

cases just as well or better.

—We quote

made on this subject by W. T.
and Mechanics in the Univei-sity of
Manual of the Steam- Engine and other Prime Clovers a work which

292. Explosions.

here from remarks

]\Iacquorn Eankine, Professor of Engineering

Glasgow, in his

much

has furnished

—

data for this chapter

" Explo-sions result
"

I.

From

original rceaknes.^.

This cause

is

to be obviated

by

clue atteutiou to the

strength of materials in the designing and coustnictiou of the boiler, and by testing
it is

laws of the

properly before

subjected to steam-pressure.

"II.
is

it

From weakness produced

by ffradtial corrosion of the maierial of which the boiler

by frequent and careful inspection of the

to be obviated

boiler,

is

made.

This

and especially of the parts exposed

to the direct action of the fire.

" III.

From

ivilfiil

or accidental obstruction or overloading of the mfety-vahe.

This

is

to be obviated

by so constructing safety-valves as to be incapable of accidental obstruction, and by placing at least
one safety-valve on each boiler beyond the control of the fireman.
" IV. From the sudden production of steam of a pressure greater tha7i the boiler can bear, in a quantity greater than the safety-valve can discharge.
There is much difference of opinion as to some points of
detail in the manner in which this phenomenon is produced, but there can be no doubt that its primary'
causes are,

first,

the overheating of a portion of the plates of the boiler (being in most cases that por-

tion called the 'crown of the furnace,'

which is directly over the fire), so that a store of heat is accumuand secondly, the sudden contact of much overheated plates with water, so that the heat stored
suddenly expended in the production of a large quantity of steam at a high pressure.
"Some engineei-s hold that no portion of the plates can thus become overheated, unless the level

lated,
is

of the surface of the water sinks so low as to leave that portion of the plates above

it

uncovered; others

:
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maintain, with Mr. Boutigny,

water

tliat

wheu a

metallic surface

prevented from actually touching

is
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heated above a certain elevated tempera-

direct repulsion or by a film or layer of
very dense vapor, and that, when this has once taken place, the plate, being left dry, may go on accumulating heat and rising in temperature for an indefinite time, until some agitation or the introduction

ture,

is

either

it,

by a

of cold water shall produce contact between the water and the plate and bring about an explosion.

All authorities, however, are agreed that explosions of this class are to be prevented by the following means
"

1.

By

avoiding the forcing of the

fires,

which makes the boiler produce steam

faster

than

the rate suited to its size and surface.
" 2. By the regular, constant, and sufficient supply of feed-water, whether regulated by a

engineman to the water-gauge. And
Should the plates have become actually overheated, by abstaining from the sudden introduction of feed-water (which would inevitably produce an explosion) and by drawing or
extinguishing the fires, and blowing off both the steam and the water from the boiler."

self-acting apparatus or the attention of the

" 3.

Steam-boilers have been in the

German

States for

many

years under the control

of the governments, and the vast experience gathered during that time has been used
to

frame a new law for their construction, which has lately gone in ojieration in the

Emjiire.

As

the sole object of the law

is

to i^revent explosions, it

They

citizens of other countries to learn its provisions.

may

be interesting to

deserve to be

recommended

everywhere.

The

following extract, translated by the author, contains

cerning such stationary boilers as are used in paper-mills

I.

"Sec.

made

1.

No

if their

the provisions con-

Construction of Stcdtn-BoHers.

parts of a steam-boiler, which

of cast iron,

all

:

inside diameter

is

come

in contact with the fire or hot gases, shall

be

over 10 inches for cylindrical and over 12 inches for

spherical forms.
" Sec. 2. The highest part of all fire-flues, passing inside or outside of the boiler, must be at least
4 inches below the fixed point, beneath which the surface of the water is not allowed to fall.
" This regulation, however, applies not to boilers composed of tubes of less than 4 inches diameter,

nor to
hot.

flues in

which there

The danger

is

no danger, that the iron in contact with the steam-room may become redmay be considerefl excluded if the fire passes a heating-surface, covered

of overheating

with water, of twenty times the area of the grates for natural draft, and forty times for
before

it

can reach that portion of the shell which

is

in contact

artificial draft,

with .steam.

II. Steam-Boilcr Fixtures.

"Sec.

3.

Every steam-boiler must be provided with a

feed-valve, which

is

closed

by the

pre.ssure

inside of the boiler as soon as the feeding apparatus stops to force water in.
" Sec. 4. Every steam-boiler mast be provided with two reliable feed arrangements, not

depending
on one or the same shaft or motor, and each one of which separately is capable to supply the boiler
with all the water required. Several permanently connected boilers are for this purpose to be considered as one.
" Sec 5. Every steam-boiler must be provided with a water-glass and with a second arrangement,

by means of which the height of water inside can be known.

Each one of

these fixtures

must have a
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separate conneetiou with the interior of the boiler, unless the connection

means of a

pipe, not less

common

to

both

is

made by

than 3 inches inside diameter.

" Sec. 6. If gauge-cocks are to be used, the lowest one of
fixed point, below which the water

not allowed to

is

fall.

them

is

to

be placed on a level with the

All these cocks must be constructed so that

they can be freed from incrustations by pushing through them in a straight line.
" Sec. 7. The point below which the surface of the water is not allowed to fall,

is

to be

marked on

the water-glass and on the iron, or mason work of the boiler, in a distinct and striking manner.
" Sec. 8. Every steam-boiler must be provided with at least one reliable safety-valve. Two safetyvalves are sufficient for several boilers,

not separately be closed out.

if

they have one steam-room in common, from which they can-

Steamboat, locomobil, and locomotive boilers must always have at least

two safety-valves.
" SeC.

9.

Ever}' steam-boiler must be provided with a reliable pressure-gauge, on which the highest

is to be marked in a distinct and striking way.
The highest steam pressure allowed, the name of the maker, and the year when
must be marked on every steam-boiler in a permanent and distinctly visible manner.

allowance of steam pressure
" Sec. 10.
built,

III.

"Sec.
water

11.

pre,s.sure,

all its

overpressure (75 pounds) or
to carry.

set up,

openings are well closed.

less,

walled

or covered over, must be tested with

are to be tested with twice the highest pressure which they are allowed

The pressure of one atmosphere

is

added

to the

understood to be that of one kilogramme on one

square centimeter (15 pounds English on one square inch).
test

in,

Boilers which are limited to five atmospheres

Boilers, intended for higher pressures, require a test with five atmospheres

allowed pressure.

was

Testing of Steam-Boilers.

Every steam-boiler before being
while

it

The sides of the boiler must .stand the
They are considered leaky (not tight)

without showing any permanent change of form or leakage.

if the

water at

its

highest pressure escapes through the joints in other forms than that of mist or

fine drops.

have

"Sec. 12. If boilers have been repaired at the shop, or laid bare at the mill, for this purpose, they
to be subjected to the same tests as new ones.
If the inner flue of a boiler, or the fire-box of a

locomotive boiler, has to be taken out for repairs or removal, or
boiler

have

if one or more plates of a cylinderbe renewed, the boilers must be tested before being again used, though it may not be
lay the whole boiler bare.

to

necessary to

"Sec. 13. The pressure, used at the test, is to be measured with a sufficiently high, open mercury
gauge, or with the gauge carried by the examining official. There must be some fixture on every
steam-boiler, which enables the examining official to attach a pressure gauge.

IV. Erection of Steam-Boilers.
" Sec. 14. Steam-boilers, which are intended for more than four atmospheres overpressure, and
which the sum obtained, by multiplying the number of square meters (11 square feet English)
of heating-surfoce with the number of atmospheres in the steam pres.sure, is over twenty, are not
those, in

permitted to be located under rooms which are frequented by men.
if there is au arched or timber ceiling above the boilers.

such buildings

They cannot be admitted into
Every boiler situated under

rooms frequented by men must be provided with arrangements by means of which the influence of the
fire on the boiler can be immediately stopped.
" Steam-boilers composed of tubes of less than 4 inches inside diameter, are exempt from these
regvdations.

A space of 3 inches must be left between the outside of the brickwork, inclosing the
and the surrounding walls of the building. This open space may, however, be covered on top

" Sec. 15.
boiler,

and at the

sides."

STEAM- BOILEBS.
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—

A large number of steam-boilers have within late years been
manner which makes destructive explosions impossible.
The strongest boilers are those which are entirely composed of tubes, and small
They are not only the strongest but also the safest, because a
cylinders or spheres.
293. Safety-Boilers.

constructed in a

cylinder of very small diameter cannot hold water or steam enough to do any serious

damage

exploding.

if

One

of the most i^rominent safety-boilers

is

cast-iron balls, the several ojjen-curved necks of

another

number of them, hold them

iron bolts passing through a

;

The

the joints.

balls are of

composed of any desired number of
which are turned so as to fit into one

8 inches external diameter,

|

tight together in

inches thick, and several of

cast in one piece, or one alone, may form an element.
Strings of balls thus
composed and connected are laid in an inclined position across the furnace and grate;
the fire passes around them and goes to the chimney through a flue below.

them

Whenever

the jiressure inside of this boiler

the spherical form

is

preserved,

the joints thus open like as

any harm.
These

and contract

many

is

too high, the balls

safety-valves,

and the steam escapes without doing

If a ball breaks or bursts, the destruction
boilers are j^ei'fectly safe, but they

expand where

in the line of the openings or necks,

is

confined to

it

have some disadvantages.

alone.

The

elements, being in an inclined position, do not discharge all their contents
boiler

is

emptied

;

by

as

the

a portion remains in the lowest parts, which form bags or cavities.

Sediment and incrustation soon
surface

spherical

when

much

fill

up

these cavities,

and reduce the heating-

as they cover.

Though

the inventor aud maker has succeeded in casting the balls in a very
manner, breaks will yet occur, and necessitate the stoppage of the boiler and
rejilacement of the broken ball by a new one.
suj^erior

other inventors have made combinations of wrought-iron tubes or
which are preferable to castings, because they are less apt to break, and because
their thinner shells admit of a quicker transmission of heat from the gases to the water.
The jjipes are connected in almost every conceivable form, and sometimes also com-

Numerous

pipes,

jiose

the fire-grate in the place of bars.

The

capacity for water and steam in all these boilers is necessarily very limited,
and no large amount of either can be stored up. To obviate this difliculty, steamdrums are added on top and water-drums below. If these reservoirs are not in contact with fire, they will not contribute to the economy of fuel, but they may be used
with perfect safety, provided they be strong enough to endure the highest pressure
which will ever be raised in flie boiler.
In paper-mills large quantities of steam are often suddenly drawn from the
boilers,

while at other times very

The

little is

required.

use of small tubes or balls, on which safety-l)oilers are based, excludes the

possibility

of providing steam and

large heating-surface,

adopt other systems.

water-room of a capacity proportionate

to the

and unfortunately compels the proprietors of paper-mills

to
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To overcome

this difficulty several inventors

have constructed

boilers,

which are

But whatever
combinations of cylinder-boilers with systems of wrought-iron tubes.
device may be used, and however excellent it may be in other respects, a steam generator cannot be considered a safety-boiler, if fire or hot gases are allowed to come in
contact with a cylinder of more than 4 inches diameter, which contains water and

forms a

pai-t

of the boiler.

294. Consumption of Fuel.
is

—In the

best regulated paper-mills,

where

all

the power

furnished by water, and rags or old papers constitute the raw material, from | to 1

jjound of good Pennsylvania coal

is

used for every pound of paper made.

SECTION

IV.

Steam-Exgines.

—

The steam-engine has been much improved since
295. Expansion.
about one hundred years ago, but the fundamental principles governing
tion, are yet the

same

as laid

down by

its

invention

its

construc-

AVatt.

The power of the steam-engine is derived from the alternate action of the steam
upon the two sides of a piston, which is thus moved from one end of a cylinder to
the other, the recijirocating motion being changed into a rotary one by means of a
crank.

We

have arrived
on the point of starting to return, forced by steam
admitted into the narrow space behind it, while the empty cylinder in front communicates with the open air.
If the steam is of 60 pounds, equal to 4 atmospheres overpressure, its real pressure will be 75 pounds, or 5 atmospheres, which, being ojjposed

at

sup2?ose the piston of a high-pressure engine, for an example, to

one end of

its

course,

and

to be

by one atmosijhere, or 15 pounds only on the other
with 60 ])ounds to every square inch of its surface.
If fresh steam
largest

is

side,

pushes the piston forward

admitted constantly during the whole course of the piston, the
is capable, will 1)e produced, but the

amount of power of which the cylinder

steam leaves the engine with nearly

its full pi-essure.

a second example, a cylinder of the same diameter, but of twice
its length, and admit only the same amount of steam for each stroke, as in the first
example, we find that, after the fresh steam has been shut off, the piston is yet moved
forward to the other end by the steam, which filled one-half of the cylinder.
This second half of the movement of the jiiston is produced by expansion, and
If

through

we

it,

take, for

if

reduced until

extended far enough, can the pressure of the steam be utilized and
it is

nearly equal to that of the atmosphere, or 15 pounds.

—

;

STEAM- ENGINES.
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power, produced by expansion in the second example,

with the same quantity of steam as was used for the

first

example,

is

clear gain as

compared with the latter, and though this is not exactly so in practice, it yet explains
the economy of expansion.
These examj^les show also, that a larger cylinder is capable of producing the same power with less steam than a small one, or that engines of
ample capacity are the most economical, if provided with proper arrangements for
expansion.
296. Condensation.

— Another

way

of increasing the power of an engine

is,

to

reduce the counter-jaressure by the creation of a vacuum.

The

steam, instead of escajaing into the

apparatus, where

by a

sprinkler.

it is

air, is for this

purpose conducted into an

suddenly condensed by contact with cold water finely divided

The water used

for this condensation

is

thereby highly heated, the

counter-pressure reduced considerably below 15 pounds, and the power exercised on
the piston increased as much.

The
pressure,

use of these condensers thus enables an engine to

and reduces the danger

to

which high pressure

work with very low steam-

in the boilers exposes

297. Different Systems of Engines, and Utilization of Escaping Steam.

may

—All

it.

engines

be divided into
I.

II.

Non-condensing or high-pressure engines
Condensing engines.

High-pressure engines are simjjle in construction, easily managed, and therefore
generally used whenever steam

is

only an auxiliary jaower, to be stopped and started
The valve which admits the steam is

according to the state of the water-power.
usually regulated by a governor, which

is

set in

motion by the

line-shaft.

If the

shaft turns too fast or too slow, the governor closes or opens the valve, letting in less

or

more steam and increasing or decreasing the

exjjansion.

The escaping steam should never be allowed to waste directly into the air
can be made useful by passing through a coil or other system of pipes immersed
Avater, or it

may

mixing-pans

;

it

in

be conducted through large pipes and heat the building, or into the

to boil the liquors.

In some mills, which run by steam-power altogether, the escaping steam is thoroughly used up for boiling waste-paper in tubs, and by heating the mill and the feedAvater for the boilers.
One mill, which from waste-paper and with steam-power only,
produces 5000 pounds of good printing-paper per day, economizes so well that direct
It has been stated to us
is not used anywhere except in the steam-engines.
that the establishment consumes only 1500 pounds of coal per day over and above

steam

the amount, which would be required if the power were furnished by water.

The dryers form a

natural condenser for the high-pressure engines which are

used for driving paper-machines.

Condensing engines require large quantities of water, are complicated and expenbut they furnish more power with the same amount of fuel than any other kind.
This is especially the case when high-pressure steam first acts in a small cylinder,

sive,

:
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from whicli

it

passes into a larger one,

JiE^rAIiKS.

where

it

i:)ropels

the piston by expansion and

condensation.

The escaping steam
It is indifterent

many

can, however, be so well utilized in

the simpler high-pressure engines answer often as well as

more

whether an upright or horizontal engine

paper-mills that

comj^licated ones.

is selected,

provided

it

be a good one, fastened on a solid foundation.
The statement that a steam-engine gives a certain
298. Power of Engines.

—

amount of horse-power must be made

in connection with that of the dimensions of

the cylinder, steam-pressure, speed, expansion, &c.,

if it

steam-engine will give nearly double power

speed

if its

is
is

to be of

any

doubled.

engines not only wear out soon, but get more easily heated and out of order
it is

the seller's interest to speed
is

ing to their

size,

The power

rejiresent

them more

A

;

and while

iwwerfiil, the

Steam-engines should therefore be purchased accord-

just the reverse.

jiurchaser's

them high and

A-alue.

Fast-running

but not by the horse-jiower.
of an engine

is

less the pressure against it in

the total

mean

j^ressure

on the surface of the piston,

pounds, multiplied with the velocity of the piston

This product must be divided by 33,000 if the theoretical horsepower is to be obtained and from it we have to deduct for condensing engines
25 per cent, and for high-pressure engines 13.1 per cent, loss from friction and
pumps, in order to find the actual horse-jiower. While the steam is expanding in
the cvlinder, its pressure decreases constantly, and to make an exact calculation we
in feet per minute.

;

have

to detei-mine its

The

mean

pressure.

following table gives the

and grades of exjjansion from
fresh steam

is

mean

\ to |.

jjressure for

An

admitted into the cylinder for

|

IS

PorsDs.

^,

to

for instance,

100 pounds
means that

of a stroke or of the length of the cylin-

der, wliile only dui-iug the last quarter the piston is

Pkesstkb

steam of from 40

expansion of

moved by the expanding steam

—

:
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we
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have, for example, a high-pressure engine of 15 inches diameter of piston,
60 pounds of steam, 50 revokitions per minute, and an expansion of

feet stroke,

J,

the steam acts on a joiston surface of

15x15x3.14

,^^„
1
(

6.6 square inche.s,

4

and the mean pressure on the piston for a steam-jiressure of GO pounds above the
+ 15 = 75 pounds, is, according to our table, 63.487 pounds.
The atmosjiheric counter-pressure, which is equal to 15 pounds to the square inch,
must be deducted from these 63.487, and leaves 48.487 pounds as the available presatmosphere, or for 60

The

sure.

theoretical j^ower
Square iuches

therefore
Feet

Pressure per
square inch.

piston surface.

X

176.6

is

stroke.

X

48.5

3

Revolutions
per minute,

X

50

Strokes during
one revolution,

X

2

^ ^„„
7.8o horse-power,
^
,

/

33,000
One horse-power.

and deducting from the theoretical power

= 10.20

13.1 per cent.,

we

obtain

^

the actual horse-power

299. Losses of Power.

cated by the gauge

;

but

a considerable portion before

it

to be

60 pounds,

as indi-

the pres.sure in the boilers, the steam will have lost

reaches the engine

short and well covered, the difference

The

= 67.65

—AVe have supposed the pressure

if this is

loss,

-

may amount

;

even
to

if

many

the conducting-pipes are

pounds.

cylinders are usually not so well covered as they should be, and lose pres-

sure by the radiation of heat.

Water takes up frequently a part of the room which should be occupied by steam
and

if

the piston does not

fit

to a nicety, fresh

steam escapes between

it

;

and the

cylinder.

as

The counter-pressure
we have supposed it to

is

always higher than that of the atmosphere, or 15 pounds,

bo, the friction

power, and allowance must be

made

of the steani in the waste-pipes consumes

which fills the channels
and the space between the piston and the heads of the cylinder.
If the escaping steam is utilized, as it ought to be, by passing through pipes, surrounded by air or water or other licpiids, or by direct introduction into the latter, the
for the loss of fresh steam,

counter-pressure will be thereby considerably increa.sed.

The

amount of

loss from these sources is very different, accoi-ding to the conand management of the stoam-jjower; it can hardly be calcubut can only be found by experience a sufficient allowance should be made for
total

struction, disposition,
lated,
it,

so that the engine need not be forced.

;
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The

pipe which conducts fresh steam to the engine should not have less inside

diameter than one-quarter of the diameter of the piston, and the escaj^e or waste-pipe
is to fee as large as possible, but not less than one and a half times as large as the
steam-pipe which connects with the boilers.

The

cylinder

is

to

be provided with small

j)ipes fastened to the lowest points

of

the heads, through which the condensed water can be blown off outside of the room.
300. Disposition and Management.

— Steam-engines

of

very

required in paper-mills, and especially for the paj^er-machines
built,

and provided with

sufficiently large fly-wheels

They must be mounted on

solid frames in

;

regular speed are

they should be well

and good governors.

such a manner that none of their

Too much

parts can deviate in the slightest degree from their relative situations.
attention cannot be given to this point as well as to solid,

heavy foundations.

the steam-engine and shafting is now generally made by
from separate pulleys or directly from the fly-wheel.

The connection between
means of belts,

either

If the steam-power

is

only used

steam-engine and water-wheel

may

to

supply the deficiencies of a water-power,

both drive the same shaft.

The water-wheel

gate must be opened sufficiently to admit all the water furnished

while the engine, which drives the same line shaft with a

belt, is

by the stream

governor, so as to furnish the balance of the required power, whatever

No

greater mistake can be

but incompetent man.

made than

Not only

to give

;

regulated by the
it

may

be.

charge of a steam-engine to a cheap

will the engine itself be ruined, but

it

will not

much power from a certain quantity of steam as it should, and consume in
Avasted fuel many times the wages of a good engineer.
The best available man should be selected for this purj^ose, one who is desirous
of instructing himself, and who takes pride in the good performance and clean condi-

furnish as

tion of his engine.

SECTION

V.

Pipes.

and

—Steam

as well as water loses power by friction,
and angles, and by contraction. All pipes for
by
their conveyance should therefore be as short, straight, and wide as possible
301. Their Use

by a change of

Disposition.

direction in corners

;

every superfluous piece of pipe or elbow a quantity of pressure, requiring a certain

number

of pounds of coal for

its

2)roduction,

accomplished by the use of narrow
at the expense of a

permanent

pi2)es in

A

is lost.

saving of

first

cost

the 2)lace of large ones, but

it

may
is

be

done

loss of pressure or fuel.

Cast-iron pipes are cheaper and

more durable

for large sizes, but

wrought-iron

ones are preferable for narrower ones, because they can be more easily put together;

—
PIPEii.

pipes of inside diameters of 2 inches or less
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may

be of wrought-iron, but

all

those

it is

used.

of larger sizes should be of east-iron.

Every

piece of pipe should have been tested with high jsressure before

A set of

taps

and

on pipes of 2 inches diameter or less, and
and pipes, should be kept on hand at the

dies to cut threads

some of the most used valves, fixtures,
mill, so that any leaks or breaks can be quickly repaired.
Steam loses heat during its passage through pipes, unless they are well surrounded by non-conducting materials. It is advisable to wrap good, tough paper
one of the best non-conductors around the j^ipes, and tie or sew old felting, or
some other cloth, around them. Too much care cannot be given to this seemingly
unimportant point its neglect has cost many tons of coal which might otherwise have

—

;

been saved.

Steam pipes should, wherever

it is

be disposed, so that the water result-

feasible,

ing from condensation cannot gather anywhere, and will flow back into the steamboiler.

If this cannot be done, the water should be

Some

at the lowest points.

high enough

collected, until it rises

or float

drawn

ti'aps consist

to o])en

off into self-acting steam-traps

of iron boxes, wherein the water

is

an outlet-valve by means of a swimmer

but they are considered not so reliable as those which are based on the con-

;

traction

of these

and ex]5ansion of

In those of the

metals.

latter construction the steam-pij)es are likewise

connected with a

small iron box or reservoir, from which a long iron or brass pipe extends to a distance
of about 10 to 15

box

feet,

fastened at the far end, and attached with

an outlet-valve.

to

While the pipe

greatest length, the valve

temperature

is

is

remains closed

its

loose

end in the

with steam and expanded to

but the pipe contracts as soon as

reduced by the substitution of condensed steam for live steam,

opens the valve, and discharges the water.

upon the

;

filled

fact that

The

operation of this steam-trap

steam of any pressure above the atmosphere, has

temperature than water, which cannot

rise

alts^ays

it
is

its

its

then

based

a higher

above the boiling-point, or 212 degrees

Fahr.

The water which
and fed

escapes from these steam-traps, should be collected in a reservoir

to the boilers.

Many

different kinds of paint are used to j^reserve iron,

and

efspecially pipes,

against rusting, but according to the author's experience, none answers so well
lead.

a.s

red

All iron pipes should be covered outside and inside, as far as possible, with

red lead paint.
It is a condition

upon which dej^ends the economical arrangement of a mill that

the steam-generators should be near the parts which they have to supply, such as
steam-engines, paper-machine, rag-boilers, so
required.

that only

few steam-pipes shall be

;
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SECTION

YI.

Pulleys, Belts, axd Gearings Generally.
302. Belts.
is

—The

traiisnii.ssion

of power or motion to the different j^arts of a mill

at present accomplished principally ])y shafts, pulleys,

and

cog-wheels being

belts,

Pulleys and belts are preferred beused only where they cannot well be avoided.
cause their shafts can be placed at nearly any distance from each other, because they
are subjected to no breaks

which cannot be quickly mended, and because they work

without noise.

The

on the pulleys, which alone enables a

friction

belt to transmit

power from

one pulley to the other, is directly proportionate to the surface covered by the belt.
Everything else being equal, belts cover a larger part of both pulleys the further
they are apart.

The

dependent on the tension of the belt or the tightness with
long belt is pressed to the surface of the pulleys by
on the pulleys.
its weight, but a short one must be stretched more, in order to lay equally as tight,
and it will consequently wear out sooner long belts are therefore more durable and
Avhich

friction is also

A

it fits

;

work

than short ones.
If the power, which is to be transmitted during
better

a large

but

its

number of
tension

a given time,

revolutions, the belt will not be strained

becomes very great

if

the motion

is

much

slow.

is

upon
any one time

distributed

at

Fast-running jralleys

and are preferable.
The ends of a belt may be fastened together with hooks or lace-leather, and great
care must be taken to cut them perfectly square, so that the length remains the same

require, therefore, smaller belts than slow ones,

all

across.

The laces should not be crossed on the inside, and must be evenly divided.
The more nearly an equal thickness and perfect straightness are secured in
belt

throughout

Rubber

its

belts,

whole length, the better

will

it

perform

its

the

Avork.

composed of alternating layers of rubber and cotton-cloth, have

taken nearly altogether the place of leather ones, bectuise they are not so sensitive to
moisture and give more friction

should alone decide which kind
303. Pulleys.

— If

oil,

is

;

but in perfectly dry places their relative prices
to be used.

or even water,

is

allowed to get on the belt or pulley,

reduce the friction so that the belt will slip and refuse to work.

"While this

it

is

may
the

rubbing constantly against the pulley, and is thereby worn out more
in hours than in weeks of regular work.
If the jiulleys are in an atmosphere of steam,
the latter will soon condense on the cold surfaces, and in winter this is sometimes a
case, the belt is

PULLEYS, BELTS, AND GEARINGS GENERALLY.

much

source of so

trouble, that

it

becomes necessary
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keep the steam suspended as

to

vapor by heating the room.
Pulleys are frequently covered with leather or rubber to increase the
but, if they are only true

be useful.

and well balanced,

how many

It is astonishing to see

are either badly cast

this

is

it

may

pulleys do not run true, because they

and balanced, or not bored out

No

friction,

hardly necessary, although
correctly

such pulleys are very

;

machine-shop will j^ermit a pulley to be
shipped with a heavy side and without having been thoroughly examined.
If the jiulley has in some place a larger diameter than in others, the tension, and
with it the friction of the belt, must be lai'ger there than anywhere else the belt will
therefore constantly shift over to it.
This exi)lains why in order to keep the belt
injurious

the belts.

to

first-class

;

middle

in the

—

—

it

is

only necessary to turn the jHilley a

little full

in the middle, so

that the surface presents a curved instead of a straight line.

The

pulleys must be fitted to the shaft with great care

large, they

can hardly be put on so as to run true.

The

;

if

they are bored out too

entire lengths of all shafts,

carrying jnilleys or wheels, should be turned.

more convenient to the makers to fasten the pulleys on the shafts with setbecome a source of trouble at the mill. The point of the set-screw
alone connects the pulley with the shaft and transfers the power from one to the
It is

screws, but they

other

it

;

breaks off frequently or carves out a channel in the shaft, thus injuring it
Pulleys which have any considerable amount of work to do, should

irredeemably.

always be fastened with keys.
304. Cog-Wheels and Shafts.

—

It is theoretically possible to construct a pair of

gear-wheels so that the cogs of the driving one will only push, or roll upon, those of
It is stated, that wrought-iron wheels
the driven one without perceptible friction.

have been cut out with such perfection, that no sound betrayed

their motion.

Manufacturers generally can, however, not afford to use wheels of that kind
they must content themselves with cast-iron ones but the greater or lesser noise which
they produce in running, indicates the degree of skill with which they have been

;

;

constructed.

If very large cog-wheels are required,

them

(to

it is

better to give

wooden cogs

to

one of

the driving one), as they will cause less loss of power from friction and less

noise than iron running on iron.

Such cogs should be made of tough, close-grained wood, and cut out a long time
before they
fitted

may

be needed, so that they will be well seasoned when they are to be

on the wheel.

Cast-iron shafts may, and ought to be, at present considered a thing of the past,
most cases not even economy in their use they must be made so much

as there is in

heavier than

;

hammered

made up by the
brittle

ones, that the difference in the price per

pound

is

nearly

increased weight, while at the same time cast iron, being of a

nature, breaks more

easily,

305. Bearings.— The rays

of'

and

is

more

generally less reliable.

the sun are the source of all heat, and consequently

—
;
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of

power

all

:

stream?, gather
it

they raise by evaporation the water, which has passed through our
it into clouds and deposit it on the mountains and highlands, whence

descends again, forming waterfalls and driving our wheels and the heat furnished
is found stored up in the bowels of the earth as decayed vegetable
;

bv these ravs

matter or coal.

The power which is derived from these reservoirs of heat cannot be annihilafedl.
and although we call it ira^fed whenever it is misapplied, its presence must mani^
fest itself by some action.
mill
of
a
is
always
available
power
absorbed
by the friction of
of
the
A portion
the shafts in their bearings, and sometimes to such an extent that it reproduces heat
but ordinarilv it is consumed by the combustion of lubricating-oil or by wearing off
the metal of shafts and Ijearings,
]>erhaps so gradually as to be hardly perceptible
The oils and
but especiallv of the latter, which is usually the softer one of the two.

—

fattv matters
tion,

which we interpose between the metal surfaces not only reduce the

but also serve as scapegoat for the shafts and bearings,

by absorbing the

fric-

]X)wer or

heat through slow combustion.
is divided on a large supjwrting surface, it will exercise
upon any one part of it long boxes are therefore preferable to
short ones and thev offer an additional advantage, in being large enough to contain
capacious reservoirs for oil, in which the shaft runs and thus greases itself.
If a shaft is very long and requires more than two or three bearings, it is
difficult to set and preserve them in such accurate positions that they will always
remain in line, and not give cause for jams and increased friction Ijoxes which pivot
in the middle and adjust themselves to the shaft should therefore be used in such

If the weight of a shaft

but

little

friction

;

;

;

cases.

Bearings or shells have been made from numerous compositions of metals, of
which brass and bronze are best known but alloys which c^n easily Ije recast and
furnish a hard shell, are generally preferred in jiaper-mills. They are usually named
The composition
after their makers, and may be purchased at the hardware stores.
which is used for stereotype plates, answers also very well.
Bearings of such materials can be renewed at the mill but the l)oxes should be
:

;

of cast iron, with hollow spaces for their reception.

^ATienever a

new

shell is re-

must be well cleaned out, an iron or wooden shaft, of exactly the
same diameter as the one which it supjwrts, fitted in, and the molten metal any
remaining openings having been closed with putty poured through a hole left for
quired, the lx)x

—

—

this purpose.

Hard-wood bearings are frequently

used,

and even

gla.ss

bearings have lately

been introduced and promise success.

Whatever kind of bearings may be
oilers

used, they

have been invented for this purjx)se,

many

must

all

of which

be kept well

may

oiled.

Self-

be of great value in

oil and labor
but every manufacturer should emjdoy a c-areful and reliable
man, whose business it is to see that every part of the shafting and machinery is well

saving

greased.

;

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION IN THE
If a box becomes heated, the expedient of cooling

sulphur with the tallow or greasing
cient if the cause,

which

oil is

it

MILL.

down by mixing Hour of

usually resorted to; but

jam

will frequently be found to be a

367

only be

will

it

effi-

or a too closely-fitting

box, has previously been removed.
306. Calculation of Speeds and Sizes of Pulleys and Cog- Wheels.

the circumference of two pulleys of diffei-ent sizes, which

same

belt,

than

its

is

— Every part of

covered by one and the

has the same speed a pulley of twice as large a circumference or diameter
mate can therefore make only one revolution while the smaller one turns
;

twice, or the speed of the shaft of a pulley
in other words, as the

number

is

of revolutions

inversely proportionate to
is

its

diameter

;

to be greater or smaller, the diameter

of the pulley must be smaller or larger in jiroportion.

The same

rule holds good for cog-wheels

which work together, and

it is

the basis

for the calculation of their sizes.

If

makes

we
fifty

have, for example, a pulley of 48 inches diameter upon a shaft, which
revolutions per minute, and wish to drive from

speed of one hundred and

fifty

for this driven shaft a pulley, the diameter of

one, or

= 16 inches.

y

'

which

SECTION VI

Means of Transportation
307. Trucks.

constantly

—A

moved on

great deal of

raw material,

is

another shaft with a
;

Ave require

I.

in

the Mill.

half-stuff,

the same floor, or from one

much

one-third of that of the driving-

stoi'y

All such transportation can be done in boxes running on

The pulp-boxes
deep.
The rolls are

it

turns per minute, or three times as

white pulp and jiaper

to

ai-e

another in paper-mills.

rolls or trucks.

are usually 2 to 3 feet Avide, 3 to 4 feet long, and 2 to 3 feet

of cast iron, mounted on bolts or shafts carried by the two

brackets of castings, which are bolted to the bottom of the box.

The

larger the rolls are the easier will they run, but those of from 8 to 12 inches

diameter and 2 inches face answer for most 2)urposes.
a box, one in the middle of each
rolls

touched the ground

at

once

Four of them are required for
and all parallel with the long sides. If the four
would be very difficult to turn the box, or even to

side,
it

move it in a straight line, unless the
The cast bearings are therefore

floor Avere jierfectly

fastened in such a

the long sides project from the bottom of the

on the short

sides.

When

box from

}-,

smooth.

manner

that the tAvo rolls on

to 1 inch

the box stands perfectly horizontal

it

more than the
rests

tAvo

only on the

two Avheels in the middle of the long sides, while the front and back ones remain at
1 inch distance above the floor.
This is accomplished by letting the latter into
J to
the bottom, or by putting a board of i to 1 inch thickness between the bearings of
the tAvo side-Avheels and the bottom.

5G.S
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thus irajiossible that the box should run on more than three wheels at one

is

time, namely, the two side-wheels

and either the front or rear one, according to the
Whenever a sharp turn is to be made, or an
unevenness on the floor to be passed, the driver bears on or lifts the back end, so
that the side-wheels alone remain on the floor, and there can be no difiiculty in turning or moving the box in any desired direction.
308. Elevators.
A hoister, moved by pulleys and belts, and stojij^ed and started
at will, with a platform of such size that it can hold the largest boxes, ought to connect the different stories.
IMaterial or pulp can then be transported by means of the
hoister and trucks from any one to any other point of the mill.
The size of the boxes must be suited to the requirements of each mill, and every
hoister should be furnished with an arrangement which jirevents it from foiling to
the ground if the rope or some other part should break.
The hoister represented in Fig. 129, as manufactured by the Holyoke Machine
Company, Holyoke, Mass., may serve as an example.
The car a is susjaended between two guide-posts d d, each having a toothed rack
on the inner face, and is operated by a wire-ro^De b, which passes over a pulley at the
toj) of the building, and thence to the winding drum c.
The car is provided with
two stop-dogs a a, connected with the draw-liar and spring c by the levers b b, which
are instantly forced outward by the action of the spring, and engage with the toothed
rack on the posts, in case the rope is broken, thereby preventing the fall of the car.
Motion is communicated to the drum from the belts by a worm and gear, which are
inclosed in an iron case, where they may be run-in oil, and the wear usually attendwill of the

man who

pushes the box.

—

ing such gearing, prevented.

The movement

of the sliding shipper-bar

the bell-crank j with the vertical rod
landing, and, all being balanced,

The

is

i,

is

which

effected

is

by

its

connection through

2)i"ovided witli a

moved with equal

handle at each

facility in either direction.

stopped automatically on reaching the last landing, either ascending
by coming in contact with a short arm fixed on the rod i.
The drum c and platform A can be moved in either direction, or stopped by
means of an open and a cross-belt on the three pulleys f, the middle one of which
is as wide as a belt, and keyed on the shaft, while the loose pulleys on each side are
twice as wide as the belts.
The two belts, being as far apart as the width of one
car

is

or descending,

belt, will

always occuj^y one of the three desired positions on the pulleys

turn the shaft either to the right or to the

left,

or not at

It is frequently difficult to stop the hoister

leave the tight pulley quickly enough,

The weight
upper

23art

seen in Fig. 129

is

;

they will

all.

promptly, because the belts will not

and a brake g

is

therefore jn'ovided.

attached to the end of a lever, Avhich

of the face of a pulley mounted on the driving-shaft.

fits

the

This lever carries

which rests on the upper edge of the shifting-bar, and falls into a
notch just before the belts leave the tight pulley entirely. The lever then bears on
the friction-pulley, and acts as a brake, thus stopping the machine promptly, and
a small pulley,

holding

it

against

any

slight chafing of the belts.
47
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SECTION

VIII.

Heating and Ventilating the Mill.
309. Stoves

and Steam-Pipes.

—

It is natural that

we should frequently

find mills

heated in the same manner as dwellings, although stoves and their pipes are sources
of danger and of idleness.

Precisely as people do at home, so will the mill hands con-

gregate around the stoves, whenever they have an oj^portunity to do so unobserved,

and

their

work

Small particles of the fuel, especially
and paper, if they are admitted

will be neglected in proportion.

of coal and ashes, cannot

fail to

get into the

we

no

j^ulj)

inside of the mill.

By

heating with steam

create

is

saved.

The

must be located on or beneath the

pipes

being expanded and lighter than cold
Coils or
sive,

no useful room need be occujsied,
by simply turning a valve, and fuel

fire-place,

the heat can be started, stojDped, and moderated

air,

floor,

because heated

air,

ascends.

bunches of wrought-iron pipes are frequently used, but they are expen-

while cast-iron ones, of about 4 to 6 inches diameter, answer the purpose in

many

cases as well.

If they are susj^ended below the ceiling, openings must be

left

which the warm air can enter.
Waste of steam is the j^rincipal danger which has to be guarded against. If live
steam is used it should be conducted from the generator to the heating-pipes in small
wrought-iron pipes regulated by valves. The heating-pijses should all be laid descending
and connected in such a manner that the condensed steam cannot gather in bags or
corners, but must return into the boilers and if this cannot be done, the water should
be withdrawn by means of steam-traps.
The outlet-valve can be regulated so that the steam will all be condensed, and
in the floor above, through

;

the hot water thus obtained,
into them, or used for

The

if it

cannot return directly to the boilers, should be forced

some other operation, where

it

will save steam.

more thoroughly exhausted
through which it travels, is larger.
If the escaped steam from an engine is used for heating purposes, the jiij^es must
steam, or rather the heat contained in

it,

will be

in proi)ortion as the surface of the pipes,

be made capacious

all

through, to avoid contraction of steam and a consequent

increase of the counter-pressure.

Whichever system may be adopted, none
good care

is

taken that

all

will heat the mill comfortably unless

the leaks in the building, and

all

unnecessary communi-

cation with the cold air outside, are prevented.

—

310. Ventilation.
We have not found any jiaper-mill provided with a thorough
system of ventilation, although few buildings are more in need of it. The atmosphere of the different work-rooms is loadetl with rag-dust, saturated with steam,
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chlorine gas, and witli the indescribable but well-known odor, disseminated

by the

steam which has been used for boiling rags, waste-paper, or straw, &c., and cannot
fail to be injurious to the human sj'stem.
Although paper-makers are wont to call
it healthy, it will be admitted on reflection, that none but pure air can be so, not even
chlorine,

which serves

Wet

air,

on the

collect
ceiling,

as a purifier in very small quantities only.

steam, dust, and chlorine are heavier than the atmosjshere, and will
floors of the

where ventilating

work-rooms

flues

should

it

;

is

therefore on the floor,

and not

at the

start.

not required in summer-time,

when

the windows and
by a well-arranged
system of heating. The brick or stt»ne walls should be built with air-flues, which
start from the floor of every room, where they may be regulated by means of registers,
and reach the open air above the roof like ordinary cliimneys. The lighter hot air
will ascend to the ceilings and displace the impure moist air, driving it down towards
the flues, through which it escajaes, while a supply of fresh air should be admitted
Artificial ventilation

may

doors

is

be kept open, and in winter

it

will be

much

assisted

immediately below the heating-ajjparatus.

SECTION

IX.

LiGHTIXG.

as

—The

principal oiierations of a i:)aper-mill require su2:)ervision only, and
and they are usually carried on during the night as well as the day,
the owners are generally desirous of utilizing the capital and water-power to the
311. Oil.

very

little labor,

It is therefore of

fullest extent.

importance that the mills should be well lighted.

Since the discovery of petroleum in Pennsylvania, refined coal-oil has, on account
of

its

low price and brilliant

nating

fluids,

necessary to

light,

taken the

which were formerly burnt

know how

it is

j^lace

of nearly

in lamjis.

all

other kinds of illumi-

To understand

its

nature,

it is

produced.

be the product of a natural distillation of bituminous coal on a
found under ground, from 70 to 600 feet below the surface, in
enormous quantities. Sometimes it is mixed with, or driven up by compressed gas,
Mr. David
like water in an artesian well, but in most cases it has to be pumped up.
It

is

suj)230sed to

large scale,

and

is

Murray, in a communication

to

the

description of the j^rocess of distillation
"

Much

water

is

rising to the surface.

Albany

Institute,

18G2, gives the following

:

pumped up with the petroleum, but separates from it on standing, the oil
The crude oil is put into large retorts of cast- or wrought-iron, and exposed to a

often

heat of from 600 to 800 degrees, by which

all

the volatile ingredients are distilled, leaving 10 to 12 per
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The liquid thus obtained is comparatively colorless,
To separate various oi^nic alkaloids and acids -with

cent, of solid residue, constituting a sort of coke.

though

which

still

retaining the odor of the crude

mixed, the distilled petroleum is agitated first with sulphuric acid and afterwards with a
the sulphuric acid with its disolved impurities being drawn off and
well washed with water before the addition of the alkali, it is afterwards again washed when the

it is

strong solution of soda or potassa
the

oil.

oil

;

is now submitted to another distillation,
120 d^rees, in order that onlv the more volatile carbohvdrogens may be driven over, which are unsuitable for lamp-oil. These being condensed constitute
what is now commonlv called naphtha, which is used as a solvent for varnishes and caoutchouc, and for

alkali has performed

but at

first,

its

function.

The

purified petroleum

at a temperature not exceeding

mixture with paints, a purpose which it answers as well as oil of turpentine, except for its offensive
It is unsuitable for lamps fiwm its extreme volatility, its liability to smoke when burned, and
the danger of explosion from the admixture of its vapor with atmospheric air. After the naphtha,
smell.

which

is

equivalent to the

benane of

coal-tar,

has

all

come

over, the heat

is

increased and the

lation continued, until the distilled liquid attains the specific gravity of 0.820.
for lighting,

and by

This

The quantity of

{nr the most important product of petroleum.

is

distil-

the part sold

obtained varies

it

80 or 90. It is clear, and of a
fine deep amber color, and answers admirably for lighting, yielding a brighter and purer flame than
perhaps anv other kind of lamp-oU. If the distillation be now continued, a darker and heavier product
comes over, which, upon cooling, defKJsits paraffine. The part remaining liquid, which is too impure
for burning, is employed for lubricating machinery."
greatly, sometimes not exceeding 30 per cent., sometimes

The

first

amounting

to

products of distillation, being obtained at the lowest temperature, are

the most volatile, and, as they cannot legitimately be sold for lighting, can be bought
at

very low

prices.

It is therefore the oil dealer's interest to

by him

volatile substance into the illuminating oil sold

A test

has been -established by which

lamp

in the open tin cup of an oU-tester,

height

tliat

it

the flame cannot reach the

as

much

can easUy be determined,

Some of the oil

suitable for illuminating purposes.

mix

if

an

oil

be

heated by means of an alcohol-

is

and a lighted match

oil directly,

of this

as the public will take.

is

held over

but will only ignite

at

it

it

such

through

medium of its vapor as soon as it appears. The temperature shown
moment by the thermometer fastened in the cup gives the nre test or the

the

at tliis

point at

which the oil begins to evaporate.
The law has in some States fixed the fire test, below which illuminating oU is not
permitted to be sold to the public, at 110 degrees Fahrenheit, but meet oils will
nevertheless

l>e

foimd below that standard.

during a hot night or in a highly heated room, such oU is either spilt or
formed, which, in contact with the
drawn from a barrel, vapor will immethately
If,

W

light of a lantern or candle, will catch fire,
oil,

like a fuse

—communicate

it

to the

causing, perhaps, an explosion or a conflagration.
Different ingenious

oils

—

and

names are only the covers under which more or

less volatile

or benzine are sold, but they can easily be detected as such by the above

Coal-oil of less than 110, or rather
mills, or in the presence of

120 degrees

fire test,

any combustible matters.

LarajTs of all kinds are a source of tremble
ficient to

test.

should not be used in paper-

crack a heated glass globe

;

:

the smallest drop of water

and breaks from

is

suf-

this source can. in paper-mills,

—
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where water and steam are always abundant, hardly be avoided. The glass also becomes moist from condensed steam, or black from the smoke of an imperfectly burning lamp, and thus obstructs the passage of light.
Besides the expense caused by breaks,

rejiairs,

wicks, and

labor and attention are required to keej? the lamps in order.

management of lamps, as
may seem and it is therefore

for the
it

;

well as of
best to let

oil,

a great deal of

Experience

is

necessary

any other machine, however insignificant
one careful jierson have charge of all of

them.
312. Gas.

— Gas

uniform bright

light,

burns without chimneys, wicks, or any preparation
and is in every resiject preferable to oil.

;

it

gives a

which are beyond the reach of gasworks, make their own
from coal or from the residue of the distillation of petroleum or from coalretort, a cleaner in which the gas is purified by lime, and a gasometer make
the equipment of such a gas factory, and the labor to be performed Is very
]\Iany paper-mills,

gas, either
oil.

uji

A

trifling.

Within
and

late years

gas-machines have come into use for the lighting of factories
on the easy evaporation of the volatile oils, the first

residences, Avhich are based

jDroducts of the distillation of petroleum,

which are

All of these machines consist of three

so obnoxious in lamj)-oil.

one of which contains a drum

—

immersed in water and constructed on the same princi2:)les as those in gas-meters
which is set in motion by a combination of a weight and gearing, similar to those used
The second part is an evaporator, wherein the gasoline is jjresented
in old clocks.
in as fine a division or with as large a surface as j^ossible, to the current of air, which
jiarts,

comes from the first part while the third part is only a miniature gasometer.
The mixture of air and hydrocarbons is conducted from this gasometer directly
The j^ipes should be
into the pipes and to the burners, and gives a splendid light.
;

well protected against cold to prevent condensation.

These machines, and the gasoline with which they are

fed,

must be kept

at a

short distance from the mill, or at least in a stone cellar or vault, to which one
reliable

A

man

only has access.

strong reservoir of boiler iron

may

be buried on the hillside, or placed at

some height above the machine, with which
Several barrels of gasoline

may

it

should be connected by a pipe.

be emptied into this receiver and, the opening having

been well closed again, the naphtha can remain there in perfect

safely, feeding the

machine through the connecting-pipe without ever being handled or even seen. If
the receiver were hermetically closed, the gasoline could not be drawn off; a small
pij^e issues therefore from its top and extends to some place at a distance, where the
air may enter without leaving room for any possibility of danger.

The two
are lighted

large mills of Messrs. Jessup

by means of gas-machines,

&

Moore, near "Wilmington, Delaware,

located in small stone buildings, at a short

distance.

We may

mention here that some mills in the neighborhood of the

oil

regions
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are so fortunate as to obtain from underground, through wells, a supply of gas, which
all their light, but also to heat the boilers apd raise
Other manufacturers in the same regions have, since the accidental discovery
of these wells, begun to bore for gas.

is

not onlv sufficient to furnish

steam.

SECTION

X.

Machixeky.
313. Quantity and Quality.

—A

great deal of machinery used for the manufacture

of pajier ha.s been described in the preceding ^^ages

every mill requires only that jiortion of
poses.

We may

it

which

;

but

is

it

must be remembered that

suitable for

its

particular pur-

say that, as a rule, the quantity of machinery increases with the

quality of the paper

;

a mill which produces 1 ton or 2000 pounds of wrapping-paper

much simpler and less extensive establishwhich turns out such a quantity of fine paper.
As in every other branch of manufactui'ing, so in jiaper-mills has manual labor
been superseded by water- and steam-power, and all efi'orts in that direction deserve to
be encouraged but, at the same time, it is not to be forgotten that every piece of machinery requires capital for its purchase, j^ower, oil, and repairs while it is at work,
and renewal when it is worn out.
That mill will therefore be most successful all other conditions, especially the
number of hands employed, being equal which produces the same quality and quanper day will, for instance, be found to be a

ment than a

mill

;

—

tity

—

of jiaper with the least machinery.

Comjiact and judicious arrangement, and especially the good quality of the maIf poorly built, it will not only furnish bad work, but cause
and consequent stoppages. IMoney can hardly be squandered more
extravagantly than in buying inferior machinery, when a comparatively trifling
advance would ju-ocure a good article.
Manufacturers should purchase only from machinists who understand their
business, and have both the will and the means to furnish good work.
A builder of machinery can easily economize, by reducing the quantity of material used in different parts, by substituting wood or cast iron for wrought iron, iron
for brass or steel, by leaving some jiarts rough instead of planing or turning them,
and by emjiloying cheap help and tools. A high-priced machine may thus be found
cheap when compared with one of the same size, but of different make, which was
chinery, are essential.
endless repairs

l^erhaps sold for

In

ca.se

much

less.

of sudden breaks

it is

of great value to have a good machine-shop within

easy reach of the mill, and thus to avoid the delays of distant transportation

;

to
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encourage home iudustry, in the narrowest as well as in the fullest meaning of the
word, is therefore everything else being equal the paper-maker's best policy.

—

—

Large mills find it to their advantage to have a small machine-shop of their
own, and even those of moderate size find sufficient use for a forge, lathe, and drill,
with the necessary

tools.

A

supply of lumber, taps, and dies for screws, w^rought-iron pipes and
and a millwright with his tools should be on hand in every papei-mill.

SECTION

fixtures,

XI.

Buildings.
314. Plans and Building-Materials.

and the quality of the paper which

The manufacture

buildings.

is

—The

price of the different building materials

be made should decide the character of the

to

of the lowest and cheapest grades of paper does not

justify the erection of costly houses, while to maintain the perfect cleanliness so essential

for fine papers,

nothing will be of as

much

assistance as substantial, well-lighted

and constructed work-rooms, in the erection of which, however, not one

dollar should

be spent for the sake of appearance only.

A perfect plan

of the mill and machinery, with

must be made
and before any
of the machinery is ordered, as it is much easier and cheaj^er to correct errors on
paper than in stone and iron. Mills which might have been prosjaerous, have become
failures because this has been neglected, and many thousands are often sjient in
remedying the evils of bad planning.
The water and steam which abound in jaaper-mills, are destructive to all kinds
of wood.
Iron and stone should therefore take the place of wood as far as possible,
and if lumber must be used, only such kinds should be selected, which, like white oak,
yellow and white pine, are able to withstand for a long time the influence of a moist

by a competent

jierson before

ground

is

broken

all their

details,

for the foundation,

atmosjihere.

The

latest

and best-constructed

Kew England

writing j^aper-mills are solid

three- or four-story brick buildings, with a separate two-story

wing

for the paper-

machines.

The ground

floor contains the drainers for

preparation of animal

machines,

all

size,

stuff'-chests,

bleached

pulji, gearing, tubs for

and sometimes the rag-boilers

the washing and beating-engines, and, wherever

occupy the second

floor.

The

it is

;

the

the paper-

feasible, the rotaries,

third and fourth stories are divided into two parts, one

of which, above the rag-boilers, contains the thrashers, cutters, dusters, sorting and

store-rooms for rags, while the other, nearest to the paper-machine,

is fitted

up

as a
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All

finishing-room.
as

tlie

available sjiace on top of the building or the

drying-rooms for the surface-sized

In order

The

lofts,

each division

iron ladders

is

lofts,

are used

sheets.

to carry out a strict sejiaration

ing-rooms and

IiE^^AIiKS.

between the rag-department and the finish-

sometimes supjjlied with a separate elevator.

which are fastened

to the outside of these buildings as a

of esca^ie for the employees in the upper stories, in case of

fire,

means

are a feature deserving

of praise and imitation.
storv carries machinery of

Every
the

flooi-s,

some kind

;

the walls are therefore strong, and

supported by strong iron girders and columns, are composed of 3-inch

l^lanks, covered

with 1-inch flooring-boards above and 1-inch flooring-boards below,

or altogether 4i inches thick, and impregnable to dust.

The

steam-boilers are located in separate buildings, but as near as 2)ossible to all

the steam-cousuming machinery.
315. Fire-Proof Paper-MiUs.

construction of any mill, and
for

wood wherever

of

all

it is

danger of

fire

deserves consideration in the

another reason for the substitution of stone and iron

possible.

pays probably best

It

—The

is

to build paper-mills jjerfectly fireproof, as alone the

expense for insm-ance

saving

in the United States sufficiently large to justify the

is

more substantial and permanent character of the buildings into consideration.
The new mill at Rockland, near Wilmington, Del., owned by Messrs. Jessup &

increased outlay of such a construction, without taking the

Moore, of Philadelphia, has been
entirely of stone

and brick

it

built, at a cost of

nearly half a million of dollars,

has iron roofs, brick and cement drainers and

stuff"-

and dusters in the rag-room, iron
washers and beaters in fact, there is hardly any wood used, excepting the 4-ineh
flooring-planks laid upon iron joists in the engine-, machine-, and finishing-rooms, all
of which are situated in the second story, and can be flooded with water at a moment's

chests, iron

and stone

;

flooi-s,

and iron

cutters

;

notice.

AVe have seen mills burned to a worthless pile of rubbish, which had been conand really were fireproof; but they had been filled with combustible material,
raw and manufactured, which created such a heat that iron jiillars were bent, and
sidered

brick walls burst as
It

is

if

they had been

glass.

therefore indispensable that separate store-rooms be supplied,

more stock than
inside at any one

is

necessary for one day's supply, or even

time, if danger

from

fire is to

less,

be really avoided.

and that no

should be allowed
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XII.

Location and Site.
316. Selection of a Country.

of

all civilized

—

"VVe observe, in casting a glance at the

nations, that jJerfection in

any

art

is

manufactories

generally only acquired where the

production of a certain class of goods has been the business of generations, handed

down from one to another, and imjn'oved upon by each succeeding one.
The largest paper-mills are found, and the finest paj^er is made, in America as
well as in Europe, in States and localities which are in no way more favorably situated
than many others they prosper, and thus invite the erection of more such mills in
the same neighborhood, until it would seem to the sujierficial observer that by crowd;

ing together in such a way, and selling and buying necessarily in the same markets,

they must be ruined thi'ough competition.

Nevertheless they flourish, and are often

able to undersell mills located in a country,

and which
It

also furnishes a cheaper sujiply of

which is less filled up with
raw materials.

jiapcr-mills,

seems that a population of trained paper-makers, connected with the trade by

family tradition,
valuable as ever.
operation

is

is,

notwithstanding the substitution of machinery for hand-work, as
It is

only natural that a mill, in which even the most

conducted by men,

who bring

to their

work not only

the experience of generations before them, should excel in every

The

trifling

their own, but also

resjiect.

and experience of such oj^eratives will enable the manufacturer to jiroduce from the same stock, and with the same means, a better grade of paper than is
skill

usually obtained.
w^ill be found machine-shops, ready and
any piece of machinery which may be required, as well
as manufacturers and dealers in all articles used by the paper-maker, who also make
this branch a S2:>ecialty, and improve in it constantly.
The different lines of transportation find it worth their while to make concessions
to the trade, in order to secure the custom and head off" comjietition.

Where

paper-mills concentrate there

able to furnish at short notice

mills also admits of such a division of labor, that every
devote itself to the exclusive manufacture of only one kind of paper,
and the dealers find it to their interest to a.ssort the stock, so that they can supply

The

large

one of them

number of

may

each mill exactly with the quality

it

requires.

These advantages are frequently undervalued, although the facts show that they
are often sufficient to make up for the higher prices which are paid for raw material
and labor, as compared with isolated mills in countries where little pai)er is manufactured.

The lower

the grade of the paper the less skill
48

is,

with few exceptions,

;
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required from the operatives

;

the paper trade sends therefore into countries which

are devoid of the blessings of our art, as pioneers

Avrapi^ing-mills

first

they pave the

;

way, and are followed by those for print and other medium grades, which make up
The headquarters, or the seat of the manufacture of the finest
the body of our army.
papers, usually remains in the original settlements, or moves only very slowly, the
price of fine pai3ers being so high that they may be shipped to distant parts for a
small proi^ortion of their
It is difficult to

of factories, although

cost.

carry on paj^er-making in

may be

it

for paper; failures of the

new

countries, or in old ones devoid

favored by low prices for raw material and high ones

most ])romisiug undertakings of this kind are therefore not

unfrequent.

Good management

is

the condition of success anywhere, but in a

much higher

degree with paper-mills, located far from machine-shops which are used to build

paper machinerv, with perhaps
an unskilled population.
317. Site.

—The

jroor facilities for transportation,

and surrounded by

selection of a site for a paper-mill is a matter of vital importance

and must be done with great care.
It is supjiosed that nobody would embark in such an enterprise without having
determined at least what quantity and kind of j^ajier is to be made, and where it is to
and a site must therefore be looked for within reasonable distance
find a market
;

from that

locality.

If, for
is

instance, rag print-paper shall he

desirable to locate as close to

it

communication, or both, can be had.
if

made, and the market is a large city, it
where either rail or water

as possible at a point

A water-power

one can be obtained in such a location, which

is

is

naturally

first

looked

for,

and

jierraanent or sufficient during the

whole year, with a mill site which is not exj^osed to floods, it is worth a considerable sum.
From 60 to 100 effective horse-power are required for the manufacture of from about

2000

to

4000 ])ounds of

pajier

from rags in twenty-four hours

;

but

if imperfections,

straw, wood, or other prepared fibres are used, smaller powers will be sufficient.

A

and its purit}^ is of so much
greater importance as the paper is to be of better quality and color.
Sites which unite good water-powers, with an ample supply of pure wash-water,
if located in proximity to the markets, are scarce and dear, and our choice is mostly
confined to either steam-power near the city or water-])0wer at a distance.
2)lentiful

supply of wash-water

It is quite

is

also to be j^rovided for,

appropriate to consider in this connection the gi'adual depi'cciation of

the water-powers and the causes thereof.
318. Depreciation of Water-Powers.

—Woods

ai"e

the regulatoi's for our streams

they protect the ground by their foli.ige against the rays of the sun, and enable the
water contained in it by preventing a rajiid evaporation
to flow out gradually,
and to nurse the creeks and rivers during the hot seasons.

—

It is well

vated

soil,

known

that

and Avhen hot

—

woods are cooler than the surrounding cleared and cultiwith moisture
clouds
comes within their in-

air loaded

—

—
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fluence, the lower temperature caui^es

down
been

some of the moisture to condense and to fall
been found that, where woods or large numbers of trees have
planted on praii-ie-lands, rain showers, before unknown, became quite

It has

as rain.
artificially

frequent during the summer.

The

present sterility of the once fertile and prosperous

countries of Eastern Asia, especially of the
authorities to the destruction of

The unusual

is

attributed

by the

best

often-repeated floods in the south of France, during the reign of

Napoleon III, caused damage and
had to be done to prevent them.
rivers,

Holy Land,

its trees.

property to such an extent that something-

JNIillions

were spent in rectifying the courses of

government undertook the
on an enormous scale where the woods had years ago been cut

but without the desired

rejilanting of trees

loss of

result, until at last the

down.

The

wholesale destruction of the woods decreases constantly the value of our

water-powers, and especially of those on short streams.

The

absorbed by millions of trees and by the protected

below them, but run off

nearly as fast as they

fall,

creating freshets,

soil

and leaving no

rains are

filled

occasionally a lake, l)ehind them, from which our rivers might

no longer

reservoirs, except

draw a supply during

the summqr.

—

ofWater and Steam-Powers. The rental value of a conmarket is equal to the sum of money which would
the jiroduetion of the same power with steam in the same

319. Comparative Value

stant water-power near the city or

have

to

be spent for

locality.

For a water-power at a distance, the cost of transportation of pajier from and
(0 the mill nmst be deducted.
About 2 tons of raw material, such as rags
and chemicals, are required in a rag-mill, and about 4 tons in a straw print-mill,
material

for every ton of white

In many

paper produced, without counting the

fuel.

where transportation is made costly by bad roads or want of railroad or water communication, this item is sufficient to reduce the value of the site to
nothing.
We even know of mills, situated in the country, which could be run by
steam at the city or market with less money than is at present expended for raili-oad
freight and teaming, while they are at the same time exposed to jieriodical floods and
Such sites are worth less than nothing, unless they have other
to scarcity of water.
advantages by which these drawbacks may be offset.
Some mills buy all their rags from the peddlers or first gatherers in the sui*rounding country, and thus add the profits of the rag dealer to those of the manufacfuel and lime arc
turer others draw their sup2)ly of straw from the neighl>orhood
perhaps cheaper than near the city and one or several of these advantages combined
cases,

;

;

;

may

turn the scale in favor of the country.

is enabled to be his own agent and to
and by saving the profits of the middle-men or commission merchants, he frequently realizes more than the most splendid but far-off waterpower could make up.

If a mill

is

near the market the owner

superintend the mill besides

;
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The importance

some kinds of j^aper and stock
which is gathered in hirge quantities
only in the cities, is the raw material used, the power required is not very large, and
a mill near the city may probably work it ujj at less cost with steam than one far oflf
with a water-power. A good water-power is, on the other hand, nearly indisjoensable
for a ]\Ianilla-paper mill, as the quantity of stock used and of paper made is small in
comjmrison with the power which is required.
than for others.

of a watei'-power

is

greater for

for instance, waste-paper,

If,

SECTION

XIII.

Capital.
320. Cost of Paper-Mills.

business.

means

A

to carry

it

may have

on

be assured before the

The
capital,

and the

—

Sufficient capital

may have been

paper-mill

first

stone

one of the

is

first necessities

in

any

borrowed money, or the
but their forthcoming must

built partly with

been procured on

credit,

is laid.

erection of paper-mills has frequently been undertaken with insufficient

based on estimates

made by

machinists, builders, or other interested parties,

inability to jJrovide the additional means,

which were subsequently found

to

be required for their completion, or the procuring of a loan on ruinous conditions,
has in

many

Even

and loss of all previous investments.
lyrohMe cost of any buildings fall usually

cases been the cause of failure

carefully

made

estimates of the

and the author, having been trusted with the erection of
and the renovation of old ones, and being fully aware of this fact,
has in every instance endeavored to calculate the prospective cost high enough, but
his figures only served to confirm the experience of others
they were considerably

short of the actual expense,

new

jjaper-mills

—

too low.

The probable

cost of

new

mills should be ascertained from the actual expense of

manner and under similar
means provided sIkjuUI be largely in excess of that sum, so
that unforeseen difficulties can be met without embarrassment.
321. Working Capital.
If all the available capital has been absorbed by the
Erection of the mill, the manufacturer will be compelled to purchase his raw materials
on credit, and to sell his paper for cash, or to consign it against advances to a commission house.
He is thus embarrassed from the start, and finds himself compelled
other establishments, which have been built in a similar

circumstances, and the

—

to deal exclusively

through commission merchants, who naturally take the cream of

the earnings of the mill for their
If the paper-maker

meaning, solid party,

if

ably succeed against

all

is

money and

labor.

lucky enough to make such a connection with a well-

he manages well, and understands his business, he will probodds, and make himself, in the course of time, financially

CAPITAL.
independent
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but otherwise he must remain in a chronic state of iioverty, or end with

;

a faihire.

The

jiroducts of tlie mills are distributed to the public

But while the

a necessary factor of the paper trade.

by the

dealers,

who form

middle-men
cannot be dispensed with, the manufacturer should select those with whom he wishes
to enter into business relations,
a freedom of action which he can only presei-ve by
the possession of sufficient capital.
If he is short of funds, he will be at the mercy
of some one of their number, who makes the required advances.
services of these

—

322. Conditions of Success.
tion to the value of the

—The

capital invested should bear the right propor-

A

manufactured

jiaper.
wrapping-mill should be built as
cheaply as possible, while the best of material and labor should be employed in the

construction of a mill for the manufacture of fine papers.

Although the

price of labor

]n-oduction of paper-mills

is

is

higher in the United States, the value of the

here fully as large in proportion to the invested capital

as in Europe, because the relative j^rices of building material, machinery,

We

have found from numerous observations
that the following rules will apply everywhere.

are about the same.
tries

and

jiaper

in difterent

coun-

The

value of the products or .sales of a paper-mill during one year, should never
than an amount equal to the capital invested.
If the mill has been economically built, supplied with good machiner}', and is
well managed, its yearly sales may amount to twice as nuich as the capital, and m'b
have even found some mills, making the better kinds of print and book-paper, which

be

less

sold during one year three dollars' worth of jiajjer for every dollar of their invest-

ment

(exclusively of

working

capital).

8uch mills are nearly always prosperous; the

proportion of sales to capital giving generally a very good measure of their success.

Economy
jiaper

;

of manufacture requires that a mill should make only one class of
machineiy, buildings, stock, and labor can then be provided of such quantity

and quality

as to suit

it

exactly,

and excellence

in

that particular branch can be^

better attained than if the grade of paper has to be constantly changed.

The more

and weights of
whole mill a.ssume the I'egularity of a
machine, and, if it is otherwise well managed, pay good profits to the owners. The
investment is reduced to the smallest possible sum, as only such buildings and
machinery are put up, as are suited to the one kind of paper which is to be made.
The quantity of stock on hand can be restricted to a few weeks' supply, or even to
less, and the working capital will thus be limited to a very small amount.
Even the largest mills in the United States confine themselves as much as possible to the manufacture of one or a few kinds of j^aper, although they produce from
fully this system,

jiaper are manufactured, the

is

more

carried out, or the fewer qualities
will the

20 tons per day.
There is too much capital and labor employed in a papei-mill to jiermit it to
stand idle for want of power. If the water-power is liable to give out or to become insufficient for anv long period during the year, it is in most cases advisable to supply
10

to

the deficiency

by steam-power.
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SECTION XIV.
Labor axd Maxagemext.

—The

323. Labor.

paper.

From

co.?t

observations

of labor

made

only a

is

.small

portion of the cost of

in different countries

and

as coarse paper, vre are justified in stating that the cost of labor

than from ten

to tu-enty

well as in America, or,
to

the working

to

not more

cent,

pajier.

stimulate the substitution of machinery for

cla.s.ses,

amounts

of the marlcet value of finished paper in Europe as
to give an example, the wages of the operatives will amount

per

about 8100 to §200 for every thousand dollars' worth of

High wages

making

in mills, for fine as well

and, considering that the ingenuity of

task of replacing muscular power

by that of steam and

manual

man

is

labor, elevate

fully equal to the

water, in proportion as the

price of the former advances, cannot be otherwise than beneficial.

This theory is fully proved by the experience of the United States, where, as we
have before stated, the value of paper beai's about the same proportion to the cost of
the manual laboi' actually employed in its manufacture as in Europe, although the
price of labor

is

here nearly three times as high as there.

A location in the
as labor

is

country has very

little

advantage over one near a city as far

concerned, inasmuch as skilled labor

commands

the

same wages

everywhere, while the occasionally lower price of unskilled labor,
the centres of population,
324.

Management.

is

often offset

— The

by the

at

difiiculty of i^rocuring

almo.st

a distance from
it

at all.

success or failure of a paper-mill can hardly ever be

its management.
and rather jwor buildings and machinery to be more
prosperous than others sjilendidly fitted up with the latest improvements, simply
because the able management of the former not only makes uji for its deficiencies,
but also succeeds in producing a better article at the same expense than the latter.
We have seen the most stupid experiments tried in paper-mills, when a slight
knowledge of chemistry would have prevented them, and .saved a great deal of money.
The manager of a j)aper-mill is often called upon to select machinery, order repairs,
and generally to decide what is to be done, and should therefore have some knowledge
of mechanical engineering and drawing.
The superiority of many goods of French and German manufacture over the

attributed to the price of labor, but depends very largely on
A\'e

know

English ones
that nearly

educated

England.

at

mills with old

at

the last Paris Exhibition has been attributed principally to the fact

French and German factories are managed by men who have been
jiolytechnic and other scientific schools, while this is not the case in

all

LABOR AXD MANAGiJMENT.
But, wliile we value

be forgotten that

it

a scientilic

education as a

fii-st

38;i

it must not
by that experience

class foundation,

practically unavailable, if not followed

is

which can only be acquired by hard work and close application in the mills.
If a choice must be made between a man of science and one of experience, the
latter deserves the preference, as he knows at all events what he has seen and done
before, while the theorist will have to waste much money in learning by his own
experiments what the paper-makers know from the experience of past generations.
We have the greatest regard for the traditions handed down from one paper-

maker to another, because they represent a knowledge acquired by years of toil,
which has stood successfully the test bf time.
Through the progress in the arts and sciences and their ap2)lication to our manufacture we have, however, been able to improve considerably on the old systems, and it
not too

much

from the substitutes, such
have been possible without their aid.
The manager of a paper-mill should have a knowledge of mechanical engineering, of applied chemistry, of commerce, and book-keeping, and above all must he
thoroughly understand the process of making j)aper in all its details, however insigis

to say, that a rational production of pajier

as straw, wood, &c., could not

may

nificant they

seem.

The quantity and

quality of the labor performed

pendent on the earnestness of purpose by which it
manager to secure the good will of the operatives.

is

by men being altogether de-

directed,

it

is

necessaiy for the

Justice, kindness, and liberality never fail to be appreciated by the mafes of the
workmen, although there may be some exceptions, but their strongest efforts are only

brought out when they find that the interests of the mill are identical with their own.
Even the best men will do more work by the job than by the day their labor is
their capital, and they do not want to sjiend any more of it than the wages justify.
;

In

mills,

where only one kind of

increasing the quantity, nothing will
to all

hands

i^aper

jii'ove

made, and

is

more

effective

in propoilion to their wages, for every

all

efforts are directed to

than additional pay, given

100 or 1000 pounds of paper made

over and above the usual amount during a week or month.
If different grades of paper are manufoctured, the additional pay

may

be pro-

market value or to the pi'ofits of the mill.
The oj^eratives are usually poor and dej^end upon their earnings to provide for
their families
if their wages are paid only once per month they have to buy frequently on credit and weekly payments, wherewith they are enabled to buy for cash
and at lower prices, have therefore for many a purchasing value of from 5 to 10 per
jjortionate to their total

;

;

cent,

more than monthly ones.
Experienced workmen are necessary

for the success of a mill,

ufacturer's interest to induce the operatives to
their

permanent home.

If a

man

once

settles

make

and

it is

the

man-

the neighborhood of the mill

down, and buys a homestead, he will

take a stronger interest in the affairs of the country, give more attention to the education of his children,

and generally become moi-e

reliable

and

useful.

:
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The first step to this end is saving money. If the workmgiuan can ouly be
once brought to save a part of his earnings he soon finds pleasure in doing so, and
We have induced men, who used
stops wasting his suqolus for intoxicating drinks.
wages in liquor, on whom temperanre speeches and
moral teachings had no efiect, to save money, then to buy a homestead and improve
they have become better husbands and fathers, and more valuable to the mill and
it
to si)end a large part of their

;

community

to the

at large.
assist their emjiloyes, rather to

Manufacturers generally should
their

own

houses, than to lodge

them

in tenements.

They

buy or build

will not only be benefited

directly, but contribute thereby to the elevation of the following generation.

SECTION XV.
bXATLSTICS.
325. statistics of the United States.

in 1870, gives the

number of

the values of their products, as follows
'o.

of Estab-

isbments.

Alabama,
Arizona,

Arkansas,
California,

Colorado,
Connecticut,

Dakota,
Delaware,
District of Col umbia

Florida,

Georgia,

Idaho,

.

lUinois,

Indiana,

Iowa,

Kansas,

.

Kentucky,
Louisiana,

Maine,
Maryland,
ila.ssachusetts

Michigan,
Minnesota,
Mississippi,

Missouri,

—The ninth census of the United

pajjer-mills in the different States

and

States,

taken

Territories,

and

:
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be seen from this statement that G69 paper-mills in the United States pro-

It will

duced in 1870 nearly

fifty

million dollars' worth of paper.

General F. A. Walker, Chief of the Census Bureau, stated to the author, however,
that the data obtained from the paper manufacturers have been less satisfactory than
those received from any other branch of industry, and that the figures given above
cannot be considered as very reliable.
326. Statistics of all Countries.

—

C. A. A.

INIr.

Rudel gives

in his Jnhrbiich

Papier Fabrication, second edition, Dresden, 1873, the following
the manufacture of paper in
"

all

countries

statistics

fill-

concerning

:

13G0 millions of human beings, but only 360 millions
purposes of writing, jirinting, wrapping, &c., the felted web, which is incor-

The

use for

earth

populated

is

l)v

rectly called paper."

The

total

yearly production amounts to 1800 million (German) pounds, which

are distributed according to the following; table

COUNTRIES.

Belgium,

Denmark,
Germany,

.

.

.

.

19

39

44,600,000

5

.

.

.

.

5

9

7,100,000

1

2

100,000

7,200,000

.

.

.

.

423

539

335,600,000

171

291

24,400,000

360,000,000

400,000

45,000,000

Austria,

130

186

139,200,000

84

123

4,800,000

144,000,000

France,

404

510

281,000,000

230

360

15,000,000

296,000,000

274

420

349,900,000

95

253

10,100,000

360,000,000

67

100

91,600,000

49

145

4,400,000

96,000,000

10

13

13,000,000

11

36

1,400,000

14,400,000

20

28

26,200,000

20

800,000

27,000,000

Greece,

Great Britain,

.

.

.

Italy,

Netherlands,

.

.

.

Norway and Sweden,

22

900,000

12,000,000

98

3,900,000

67,000,000

12

500,000

20,000,000

272

12,200,000

26,000,000

Portugal

16

20

11,100,000

Russia,

66

98

63,100,000

30

39

19,500,000

8

17

21

13,800,000

122
1

3

100,000

100,000

2

3

100,000

500,000

Switzerland,

.

.

.

Spain,

Turkey,
Africa,

1

Brazil,

1

400,000

Canada,
Mexico, Peru,

.

.

United

.

.

.

.•

.

States,

Asia, Australia,

45

800,000

800,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

.

467

634

317,000,000

100

150

1,952

2,660

1,714,900,000

940

1,798

I

6,000,000

323,000,000

85,100,000 1,800,000,000
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The

total cousiimptioa of

paper in different

culated per head of their populations, are given

Total

num-

ber of inhabiiants
in mil-

COtTKTRIK.

—

lions.

Belgium

Denmark
Germany,
Austria,

France
Greece
Great Britain,
Italy,

Netherlands,

Xorway and Sweden,
Portugal,

Boumania, Servia, and Montenegro,

.

Russia
Switzerland,

Spain,

Turkey,
Europe,

United

[

States,

....

315.0

couutrie.-, and the consumption
by Mr. Rudel, as follows:

cal-

:

:

STATISTICS.

These 1800 million poiiuds
Writing paper,
Printing paper,

The

according to the same authority, of

consist,

.........
....

300 million.
900

"

Wrapping, hanging, colored paper, &c.,

400

"

Boards, cards, &c.,

200

"

1800

"

consumption of paper

total

branches of

387

human

is

among

stated to be distributed

the different

society in the following proportions

Government

from 10

Schools,

"

to 12 per cent.
"
10 " 12

Merchants,

"

12 " 14

Trades and manufactures,

"

6 "

8

Letters and individuals.

"

4 "

6

"

50 " 56

"

Printers

The raw

offices,

and

.

"

jiublishers.

"
"

materials used in the manufacture of the 1800 million 2:)ounds of paj^er

are derived from

2,000 million pounds of wool, taken from 218 million

and

furui.^hing

200 million pounds of rags,

.sheep,
.

.100

million pounds of paper.

2,000 million pounds of cotton, which has been spun with the

500

aid of 100 million spindles,

"

"

"

"

2,000 million pounds of flax and hemp, which have been worked
into cloth,

200 million pounds of esparto,

400
400
750

"

and

"

jute, agave, aloe, &c.,

.

.

straw,

"

"

wood,

"

"

chemicals, resin,

oils,

starch,

400

"

"

100

"

"

100

"

"

200

"

"

300

"

"

"

colors,

clays,

3,000 million pounds of coal, which have been used as fuel.

10,750

The
is

1800

raw materials,

capital invested in the

manufacture of these 1800 million pounds of papei-

represented by the following amounts

Cost of mills, in which paper

is

made on machines,
by hand,

205,788,000 thalers, or about

§154,341,000

8,512,000

"

"

6,384,000

capital,

55,700,000

"

"

41,775,000

Total capital engaged in the manufacture of paper,

270,000,000

"

Working

.

(gold) S202,500,000

GENERAL REMARKS.

388
Tlie

of paper

manual labor which
j^erformed by

is

required for the production of 1800 million pounds

is

Men

iu paper-mills,

where paper

is

made ou
"

macliines,

by hand,

.

.

76,000

.

12,000

88,000

Women

in paper-mills,

where paper

is

made on machines, 152,000
hv hand,

6,000

.

158,000

Foremen and other employes,
Total

The

number of persons engaged

in the

.

4,000

manufacture of paper,

250,000

.

data given by Mr. Rudel are not quite correct,

es2:)ecially

as far as the

United States and Canada are concerned. The numbers given for the factories of
these two countries are too low, and, while the United States can boa,st that there is
no jiaper made by hand within their borders, Mr. Rudel credits them with one hundred hand paper-mills.

The

tables will, however, be

found to indicate, with some approach

to accuracy,

the comparative state of civilization attained by the j^opulation of the different countries,

assuming as we do that

THE CONSUMPTIOX OF PAPER

IS

THE MEASURE OF A PEOPLE's CULTURE.

Index.

Acidulating washed

and boiled straw, 269

waste-paper, 253

Air-drying of boai'ds, 328

Bedplates, brass, 81

required for combustion of fuel, 349
-roll for

the wet-press of a paper machine, 152

Alkalimetrical

264

test,

Alpi^ca jackets for the

firet

press of straw-paper

machines, 294

Alum,

for purifying wash-water,

quantity

of,

Sons' improved, setting

44

of engines, wearing

off,

Nugent

&

of,

used for bleaching, 70

Aniline, blue, 97

41

Coghlan's, 47

of,

wood, &c., 305
Bicellulose,

242

Bill-heads, ruling

of,

230

Binders' boards, '324

Black

color,

100

ash obtained from evaporation of soda solu-

97

tion,

red, 97

wires,

302

Bleach-cisterns, 63

Animal-sizing, 203

-liquor, waste,

128

-solution,

Antichlorine, 80

Application of animal

Aprons, 24, 126
Arsenious acid used

size,

machine

for the,

205

72

62

-solution, fresh for

every engine, 66

-solution, strength of,
in testing

bleaching-powder,

65

Bleaching boiled waste-paper, 252
-engines, 73

61

-powders, 57

Artesian wells, 339

Assortment of

-powders, chemical action

rags, 16

of,

-powders, strength and test

58

of,

60

rags, 57

Backfall of

engines, 37, 39

Bearings, friction of shafts
of,

366

of beating-engines, 43

straw

half-stuff,

straw-jiulp,

Bank-note paper, 313
Bar-screens, 117
material

326

on pulleys, 364
364
tension of, 364
Benzine for the extraction of fibres from straw,
speed

Aluminous cake or sulphate of alumina, 89
Alums, comparative values of, 89
American Wood-paper Company's works, 300
Amyloid from cellulose, 333

Annealed

&

Davey

for beating-engines,

Belts, friction of,

340

used for sizing, 91

used for binding clay, 93

colors,

Beating rag-pulp, 80
straw-pulp, 293

Adarasoa's patent, 305

291

270

with bleach-solution in rotaries, 292
in,

366

with gas, 74, 76

wood-pulp, 304
Blotting-paper from cotton waste, 323

IXDEX.

390
Blowing

off

steam from

rotaries,

2S

preparation of Prussian,

Bluing paper, origin
Board-machine, 324

drying

of,

Carbonate of lime, 264
of soda, 262

of,

Carbonizing straw

by excess of chlorine

Caustic lime, 264
for,

soda, 263

331

soda-ash, 263

330

soda-solution, preparation of,

Bogus manilla paper, 321
steam, 348
Boiling of wood, as done by the American

Wood-

in contact with sulphuric acid,

333

Centrifugal action of the Kingsland engine, 105

paper Company, 301

drainers,

25

74

Chaff in straw, 259

straw, 267

Change of the speed of paper-machines, 189

waste-paper, 248

wood by Dixon's and other

processes,

304

Box-boards, 330
Boxes, cooling of hot, 367
Brass bedplates for beaters, 81
-cased press-rolls, 148

Cheek-valve for rag-boilers, 28
Chemical action of bleaching-powders, 58
Impurities in wash- water, 337
Chemistry, knowledge
Chest,

stuff.

of,

383

111

Brazil wood, 98

Chilled calender-rolls, 164

Breaking down straw, 272
of the paper on Fourdr. mach., 137, 141, 147
of the paper on the couch-rolls, 132
Breast-roll supporting the wire-cloth, 129
Brown color, 102
Brush, revolving, for Fourdrinier wires, 143

Chimneys for steam-boilers, 349
China clay, 91

color,

264

forming cellulose, 241
CeUulose, 241
Cells,

Boilers, rotary, 26

Buff

Chloride of calcium, 57
of lime, 57
of sodium in wash-water, 337
of sodium, used for the production of chlorine gas, 76

99

Chlorine gas, qualities and preparation

envelope color, 102
Buffers for paper-rolls, 227

Building-boards, 332
-paper, 332
paper-mills, cost of^ 380

375

BuUdings, planning

of,

VjALCULATIOX

of sizes of pulleys and cog-

Chopping wood for digestion
Chromate of potassa, 98
Chrome orange, 98

in boilers,

75
300

of,

yellow, 98

Circulation of pulp in engines, 36, 49
Cisterns for bleach solution, 63

wheels, 367

Clay, 91
loss of,

92

of speeds of pulleys and cog-wheels, 367

Cleaning-brash for Fourdrinier wires, 143

of the {KJwer of steam engines, 360

Clippings of hides for animal

of water-jxiwers, 343

Calendering boards, 328
press-boards, 329
Calender-rolls, chilled. 164

Calenders of the paper machine, 162
plate-,

in

Car-wheels of paper (straw-boards), 331

327

pasting-machines

rags,

fibres

bleaching, 291

328

leather, 331

straw-,

310

Capital, working, 380

332

calendering

of,

Capacity of beating-engines, 55

9-t

93

of,

Boards, 324
building-,

growth and gathering
dri"er-felts, 160

C'aue,

Canvas

Blue, aniline, 97

217

super-, for sheets,

size, 203
Cloudy appearance of the paper, 132
Clutches for the paper-machine, 152
Coal, combustion of, 349
-dust from chimneys, 350

-oU,
-oil

217

371
used in steam-boilers, 354

Cochineal red, 97

INDEX.
Cockling of paper ou the

tlryois, 15(3

Cog-wheels, 365
Collar-paper, manufacture

Colored rags for coloring

of,

oK!
100

391

Davey & Sons' board-mill, 325
Dead finish on bank-note paper, 314
Deckels, 12

papci',

for Fourdrinier wires,

139

Coloring, 93

Depreciation of water-powers, 378

the pulp, 102
Combination of colors, 100
Combustion of coal, 34!)
Comparative value of water and stoam-jiowor, 371)
Comparison of overshot and turbine wheels, 347
Concentrated alum, 89
Condensation of steam, 359
Condensing engines, 359

Dextrin, 241

Conditions of success of paper-mills, 381

Division of labor in manufacturing paper, 381

Construction of rotary bond's, 32

Dixon's straw-boiler, 275

Digestion of straw, 267

wood

of

Dippers

in drying-cylinders,

Distillation of petroleum, 371

Doctors for

Dog-cutter, 177

Continuous feed-cutter, 172
15()

Cooling hot boxes, 367

color,

148

102

Draft for steam-boilers, 349
Drainer, wet-machine

as,

74

Drainers, centrifugal, 74

Copperas, 94

for rag pulp, 71

Corn-husks, composition

of,

Draining rag pulp, 71

256

wood

Cost of building paper-mills, 380
fibre,

Drab

press-rolls,

-tubes of turbines, 346

Contraction of paper on the dryers,

Cotton

154

Discharge-valve for beating-engiues, 56

of straw-boilers, 275

—

works,

Diluting pulp for the paper-machiue, 115

of steam-boilers, 352

Consumption of fuel in paper-mills, 358
of paper see Stntidia^, 386

Manayunk pulp

the

at

301

243

Cotton-waste paper, 322

301

Dryers, 153

Couch-rolls, 129, 132

330
and disposition

for straw-boards,

with soft rubber jackets, 131

gearing

size

width and number

Counting and folding paper, 216
Countries suitable for paper-mills, 377

Covering pipes, 363
Cresson's patent for boiling straw

half-stuff,

Dryer-felts, 160

of,

159

Drying-apparatus for boards, 327
-cylindei-s, construction of,

and wood, 279

of,

161

-lofts,

153

construction and maiuigeinent

Crushers for straw, 273

paper with escaped steam, 187

Crystallized alum, 89

press-boards, 329

of,

210

Crystals of soda, used for solutions of resin, 85

-room for boards, 328

Cutters for paper in the web, 171

surface-sized paper, comparisons of different

for rags, 18

selection of paper-, 184

systems

of,

215

surface-sized paper in the web, 212

Cutter-table, 184

Dusters for rags, 21

Cutting-machine for wood, 300

Dusting waste-paper, 247

paper lengthway on the machine, 170
rags by hand, 16

Efficiency

325

Elbow-plates, 44

ropes,

straw, 261

Cylinder-machine, merits and demerits of the, 199

,

Electric protection of straw-boilers. Keen's, 286
Electricity of paper ou leaving the super-calen-

paper-machine, 196
Cylinders, combination of several making-, 200

of washers, 54

ders,

222

of the paper on the machine, 169

Elevator-jjump, 342

DaM8,

343

Dandy-roll, 136

Elevators, 369

Emery

wheels for turning chilled

rolls,

165

INDEX.

392
Endless

rolls

Engine and

Fletcher's

of paper, 185

surface-sizing,

comparison

improvement on Gavit's
of, 379
paper-mills, 376

cutter,

175

Floods, cause

of, 8'2

Floors for

foundatiou for heating-, 56
gearing of beating-, 43

Flues, ventilating, 371

Gould's pulping-, 110

Flybars, 37

Jordan's pulping-, 106

Foliage of trees, composition

Kingsland's pulping-, 103

Forming-cylinder of cylinder paper-mach., 199

-rolls,

Foundatiou

38

-shafts,

Fournej'ron turbine, 346

bleaching-, 73
utilization of,

Fox's washer, 54

359

Friction of belts on pullej's, 364

256
sources and growth, 297
supply, 299

Esparto, composition

grass, its

56

of steam-engines, 362

washing-, 35

grass, its

for beating-engines,

of paper-machines, 193

38

Escaped steam,

256

of,

of,

grass, its treatment in the mills,

Fuel, consumption

of, in

paper-mills, 358

required for drying paper, 160

298

Fullers' boards, 329

Evaporation of once used soda-solution, 302

FurnLshing an engine with rags, 36

of waste soda-solution, 296

Expanding pulle}', T. H. Savery's, 190
Expansion of steam in engines, 358

(jAS

of steam in engines, table for the, 360

bleaching, 74, 76

-

373

for lighting,

Experience, importance of practical, 383

-machines for lighting, 373

Explosions of rag-boilers, 29

-wells,

374

Gates for Fourdrinier wires, 141

of steam-boilers, 354

Extraction of tannic acid from cane

•

-pulley for super-calenders, 226

fibres,

311

Gauges

for steam-pressure in straw-boilers,

272

Gavit's cutter, 172
J?

AN-PUMPS

for c)'linder paper-machines,

196

for Fourdriuier paper-machines, 115

Feed-rolls for rag-cutters, 19

-water for steam-boilers, 353

Felt-carrying rolls for paper-machines, 149

Gearing of beating-engines, 43
of paper-machines, 188
German law regulating steam-boilers, 355
Giffard's injector for feeding boilers,

upper wet, for straw boards, 330

Glazed boards, 329
Glucose, 242

-washers, 151

Glue

Felts for the presses of paper-machines, 149

management
Ferrocyanide of

of,

152

iron,

94

of potassium, 94

for engine-sizing,

88

for sizing in the web,

Grain in straw, 259
Grate-bars, patent, 352
-surface of steam-boilers,

obtained from cane by Lyman's process, 311

Gravity,

of mechanically prepared wood-jiulp, 309

Grinding engine-rolls and

Fields' patent lining-apparatus, 331

Fingei-s for super-calenders,

220
Finishing common paper, 216
Fire-escape in iwper-mills, 376
Firemen, quality of, 352
Fire-proof paper-mills, 376
-test of coal-oil, 372
Firing of steam-boilers, 350
Flax fibre, 243

205

Gould's patent pulping-engine, 110

Fibres, 241

Filters for wash-water, 336
Finger-guard on calenders, 163

354

specific,

press-rolls,

350

of sulphuric acid, 68
plates,

48

147

Grindstones for the manufact. of wood-pulp, 306

Ground wood-pulp, 306
Guard-board on the couch-roll, 132
Guide-roll for dryer-felts, 160
Guillotine rag-cutter, 18

Gum

tragacanth for engine-sizing, 88

Guns

for the disintegration of cane, 311

Half-stuff,
Ilammond's

35
180

cutter,

INDEX.
Hammond's washer, 52
Hard water, 338

Jordan's ami Kingsland's engines compared, 110
Jute, 317

Harper's improved paper-machine, 201

Hat

for paper-machines,

butts, 317
paper for printing purposes, 319
rejections, 317

194

Head-race, 344

Heater

for boards,

327

Kaolin,

Heating-pipes, steam, 370
-surface of steam-boilers, 348

for

243
animal

size,

203

Kingsland's and Jordan's engines, comparison
110

High-pressure engines, 359
Historical sketch of the paper-machine, 114

of the substitutes for rags, 237

Hogsheads of bleaching powder, weight

of,

62

Hoistei-s, 369.

Kuives

20

-wheels for pulp-dressers, 120

Knowledge of chemistry, 383

duster, 22

water-power, 344
Horse-power required for paper-mills, 378
Houses for the operatives, 384
Housings of press-rolls, 145
rags, 13

Hydraulic presses for finishing paper, 232
Hydrocarbons for digestion of wood, &c., 305
Hydrochloric acid, 59

upon bleached straw fibres, 291
the digestion of straw, 304

influence

used for

for rag-cutters,

Knocker-shafts for pulp-dressers, 120

Hollander, 11, 35

Humidity of

of,

Kingsland's pulping-engine, 103
Koops, Matthias, extracts from his Ijook, 238
Kueeland's lay-boy for surface-sized pajser, 207

History of paper, 9

Holyoke

91

Keen's process and patents for the digestion of
straw, wood, &c., 281

Hemp fibre,
Hides

393

of,

Hydrometer, 65

in paper-miUs,

proportion
price

of, in

of, to

Hypochlorous

acid,

IbOTSON'S

strainer, 121

59

country and

city,

382

Ladd's straw-boiler, 278
Lampblack, 100

Lamps, 372
Lakes as reservoirs

Law

for water-power,

344

regulating steam-boilers in Germany, 355

Lay-boy

for cutters,

184

207
Leather boards, 331
Lemuel Wright's patent, on straw-paper, 257

Length of Fourdrinier wire-cloths, 142
of fibres, 303
Lighters of engines, 40
Lighting with gas, 373

Imperfections, 246
for the mecliauical prepara-

Improvement on Gavit's

with

oil,

Lime, action

tion of wood-pulp, 309
cutter,

175

Impurities of wash-water, mechanical, 335

of wash-water, chemical, 337

371
of, in

caustic soda, 264

chloride

of,

57

in wash-water,

Indigo blue, 97
Iodide of potassium, used in testing for chlorine, 79

milk

Iron, discovery of in wash-water, 338

of,

337

27

quantity and quality of, used in boiling rags, 27
utilization of waste,

265

Lindsay's patent apron, 127
rocker for beating-engines, 45

337

salts in paper, their origin,

boiling rags, 26

as used for the preparation of solutions of

Incrustations of steam-boilers, 354

in wash-water,

382

the value of paper, 382

for surface-sized paper,

Hydrostatic bleaching process, 292
Hypochlorite of lime, 57

Improved processes

Labor

79

J OGING surface-sized i)aper, 212
Jonval turbine, 346
Jordan & Eustice's jjulping-eugine, 106

Lining straw-boards with paper, 330
Location of jjaper-mills, 377
of rotary boilers, 34

Lofts for drying paper, 210

Logwood, 98

rS'DEX.

394
'

Orange, chrome, 98

Losses of power in steam-engines, 361
in vertical water-wheels, 344

Lyman's process
"&c.,

mineral, 98

for the disintegration of cane,

red gold envelope color, 102
Orioli Fredet

310

Oxygen

M-\CHIXE

for the application of

animal

size,

194
Machinery, quality and quantity of, 374
Machines, paper, 114
Magnesia Ln wash-water, 337
Z\Iaking-cylinder of cylinder paper-machine, 199

Management of

paper-mills, 382

ilanchester Paper Company, 272
for the production of chlorine gas, 75

Painting pipes,

320
Manufacture of paper by hand, 11
Mason's, Volney W., friction pulley, 226
Mean pressure for expanding steam, 360
paper, manufacture

of,

Measuring water-power, 342
Mechanical impurities in wash-water, 335
preparation of wood-pulp, improved processes

363

Paper, building, 332

149

carrying-rolls,

ear-wheels, 331

web, 171

cutters, cutting across the

dealers, 381

for paper collars,

316

332

for roofing,

Manilla grass, 317
paper, 317

for,

293

process,

for paper-machines,

Machine-room

Manganese

Ozone, 59

Ozone bleaching

205

patent, 304

and Matussiere's

as ozone, 59

from cotton waste, 322
from tobacco, 322
history

of,

9

in endless rolls,

185

-machine, cylinder, 196

Harper's improved, 201
-machines, 114

building

for,

foundation

309

194

of,

193

188
motive power of, 186
size and speed of, 192

gearing

Mellier's patent for the manufacture of straw-

paper, 256
Mixing-boxes for paper-machines, 115

of,

ventilators for, 194

-pan for lime, 28
-pans for bleach solution, 63

-manufacture by hand, 11

pulp in the engine, 77

-mills, conditions of success of,

Montgolfier's attempts of manufacturing straw-

cost of building of,

paper, 257
Monthly payment of wages, 383
^lotive power of paper-machines, 186

location

Movement of

the pulp in the engine, 36

JN APHTHA, used in gas-machines, 373
Natrona porous alum, 90
Nitrate of lead, 98

376
and site
planning of, 375

381

380

fire-proof,

of,

377

power required for, 378
statistics of, 384
parchment, 333
-rolls for super-calenders, 218
waste-,

246

Nitric acid, used for the digestion of straw, 304

Papyrus, 9

Nugent and Coghlan's

Parchment paper, 333
Patented processes for the manufacture of white
paper from straw, 275

bed-plates, 47

Nugent's pulp-propeller, 50
Nutgalls, 100

OaT-STRAW,

261

Patent grate-bars, 352
pulplng-engines, 103

Ochre, yellow, 100

Pattern boards, 329

Oil feeder for beating engine-shafts, 44

Payment

Oil for lighting, 371
-lamps, 372
Old paper, 246

of wages, monthly and weekly, 383
Pens for ruling-machines, 230
Permanently hard water, 338
Pernambuco wood, 98

INDEX.
Pumps,

Peroxide of manganese, 75
Petroleum, distillation of, 371'
fire-test of,

Pink

372

for,

disposition

rags, 13

of straw, 259
Purification of wash-water by alum, 341

Pipes, connecting with steam-engines, 3G2

covering

'

112

stuff,

Purchase of

97

color,

395

&

Pusey, Jones

Co.'s

expanding pulley, 190

363

of,

Quantity of

362

wash-water required, 340

Quercitron or oak bark, 100

paint for, 363

Piston pumps, 341

Planing apparatus

for wooden
Planning paper-mills, 375
Plate-calenders, 217
-screens,

press-rolls,

295
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for the

Rag-boilers, 26
-catcher for waste-paper, 252

117

Polishing press-boards, 329

-cutters,

Porous alum, 90

-dusters, 21

Rags, cutting by hand, 16
difference of, according to their origin,

of steam-engines, 360
of steam-engines, losses

of,

361

150

stamping-, 235

and screw,

for finishing,

232

of Fourdrinier machines, 145
Pressing water from boards, 327
Pressure gauges for straw-boilers, 272
of steam for the digestion of straw, 271

of,

of,

17

10
87

Reservoirs for wash-water, 336, 330

Prosperity of paper-mills, 381

Prussian blue, preparation

of,

Resin, quality

94

89

Reversed screens, 124
reels, 167

Pulleys, balanced, 365

Revolving

turned high in the middle, 365

Pulp-boxes on wheels, 367

screens,

in engines, 36,

49

-dressers, disposition, size, &c., of,

for paper-machines, 117

in the engine,

50

125

Rolls of engines, 38

Ropes, boiling and cutting

36

tarred,

133

of,

325

325

Rotaries for bleaching straw-pulp, 292

Rotary

Pumps, 341

123

Rocker for beating-engines, 45
Rocking motion of doctors, 148
Roofing-paper, 332

from waste-paper, 253
mixing of, in the engine, 77

for suction-boxes,

of,

Resin-soap, 84

Prussiate of potash, 94

-propeller, Nugent's,

Recovery of soda by evaporation, 302
Red, aniline, 97
from Brazil wood, 98
pink or cochineal, 97
Venetian, 99
Reels, 166
Refiners for the manufacture of wood-pulp, 307
Regulating-box for the paper-machine, 115
Regulator for steam pressure in rag-boilers, 31
for the steam pressure in the dryers, 157

-regulator for rotary boilers, 31
Prints, 246

of,

13

16

for sizing, 86,

of paper machines, 145

movement

of,

of,

Receiver for bleach-solution, 65

Press-boards, 329

of,

2)urchase

14

Receipts for coloring, 101

required for paper-mills, 378

circulation

13

superiority

Prescriptions for sizing, 86, 87

Presses, hydraulic

of,

spontaneous combustion

345

motive, of paper-machines, 186

-rolls

humidity
sorting

of turbines, 347
lost in vertical water-wheels,

18

thrasher, 14

felt and paper, 12
Pounding rags, 11
Power consumed by beating-engines, 82

Posts of

-felts,

conveyance of water, 344

Eailroad duster, 23

boilers,

26

construction

of,

32

INDEX.

396
boilers, explosions of,

Eotary

location

Slitters, 170
Smoke, 349, 351

29

for the digestion of straw, 268,

271

consumption

34

of,

Soda

263

ash,

quantity

Eottiug process, 11
Rubber belt*, 364

required

of,

for

the

digestion of

size,

84

straw, 274

used for the preparation of

-covered couch-rolls, 131

Soda, action

-covered press-rolls, 148

Ruling machines, 228
& Sons' improved suction-box head, 134

Russell

boiling rags, 27

of, in

for boiling waste paper, 251

manufacture

262

of,

Solution of bleaehing-powders, 62, 66

Russell's steam-pressure regulator, 157

Rye

352

of,

-stacks for steam-boilers, 349

pumps, 341
Eotten straw, 260

of caustic soda, preparation

straw, 261

264

of,

of resin, 84

Safety-boilers,
Salt,

common,
gas,

for

Sorting rags, 16

357

the production of chlorine

in wash-water,

Sources of wash-water, 338

common, 337

Spanish grass, 297

Sand-tables for paper-machines, 116

Specific gravity of sulphuric acid,

-traps of engines, 39

Save-all beneath the wire-cloth, 136

Scanlen, Stine

waste paper, 247

Sour bleaching, 73

76

&

Ross's patent, 330

Scoops in drylng-cylindei-s, 154
Screenings of straw-pulp from the wet -machine, 270

and management

Screens, disposition, size,

of,

125

Screw presses for finishing pajier, 232
Scrolls for animal size, 204

of paper-machines, change

of,

Spread-rolls for

felts,

150

Spurs of surface-sized paper, 211
Stamping-press, 235

Stamping

*

Shaking motion of Fourdrinier wires, 137
Shavings of paper, 246
Sheet super-calenders, 217
Sheldon's patent for parchment paper, 334
Shrinking of paper on the dryers, 156
Silk threads, their application to the paper money

used in testing for chlorine, 79
use

of,

Statistics,

in sizing, 87

384

of paper-mills in all countries, 386
of paper-mills iu the United States, 385
of the capital employed in paper-mills, 387
of the consumption of paper, 386

of the United States, 313

of the labor employed, 387

378

of the raw materials used, 387

Size of beating-engines, 55

Steam, admission

of paper-machines, 192
of pulleys and cogwheels, calculation

of,

Sizing, 82

367

systems

of,

215

203

Sliding head of suction-boxes, Russell's, 134

of,

to

and escape from the

dryers, 154, 156, 187
of, 352
354
feeding of, 353
grate surface of, 350
German law regulating, 355

-boilei-s,

difl'erent

in the engine, 83
in the web,

rags, 11

Starch, 241

Shake-posts for Fourdrinier wires, 138

comparison of

367

Springs of water, 339

365

Shafts, 365

Site of paper-mills,

of,

Spots of iron iu paper, their origin, 79

Settling-ponds for wash-water, 336

of engine-rolls, 38

189

Spontaneous combustion of rags, 17

160

-actors for engine-rolls, 81

Set-screws, fastening pulleys with,

of paper-machines, 192

Speeds of pulleys and wheels, calculation
Splinter-moulds for wood-pulp, 307

for paper-machines, 117

Self-acting guide-rolls for dryer-felts,

68

Speed of beating-engines, 43
of belts, 364
of overshot wheels, 345

construction

explosions

of,

INDEX.
Steam-boilers, heating surface

of,

348

Stufl^-pump, 111

incrustations of, 354

of

steel,

test of,

-engines,

Substitutes for rags, 237

353

Success of j)aper-mills, conditions

357
352

safety,

397

358

for paper-machines, 187

-pipes tor

pumps, 341

-strainers,

123

Sugar of

power of, 361
power of, 360
working together with water-power, 362
-heater for boards, 327
-heating pipes, 370
-pipes, connecting with steam-engines, 362
of cast and wrought iron, 362
-power compared with water-power, 379

used for solutions of

regulator for the dryers, 157
for feeding boilers,

resin,

85

Sulphate of alumina in alum, 89
of potash in alum, 89

Sulphide of sodium for the digestion of straw,

wood, &c., 305
Sulphuric acid, 66

-pressure for the digestion of straw, 271

-pumps

381

lead, 98

losses of

-traps,

of,

Suction-boxes, 132

action

of,

action

of,

on bleach solution, 60
upon cellulose, 333

used for boiled straw, 269
Super-calenders for endless paper, 223

354

for sheets,

363

Steaming dried paper on the machine, 165
of sheets on leaving the super-caleuders, 222

217

Superheated steam for boiling straw, 271
Surface and engine-sizing, comparison of, 82
-sized paper, drying in the web of, 212

Steel boilers, 353

strength

Stop-cutter, 177, 180

Storage of straw, 259

of,

83

203

-sizing,

-speed of overshot wheels, 345

Syphon pipe

Stoves, 370

Ac,

Strainers, disposition, size,

of,

125

for bleach solution,

65

washers for beating-engines, 52

for paper-machines, 117

XABLE

Straw, 255
-boards, 330

lined on the machine, 331
-boiler, Dixon's,

of,

Tallow

275

Tea

275

256

-fibres,

pressure

for

diflerent

89

color,

102
belts,

364

Test and strength of bleaching powders, 60

quality and use

importance

of,

of,

295

for paper-makijag,

Testing for chlorine in the beatere, 79

296

-paper, construction of the pai)er-maehine for

the

for engine-sizing,

Tension of

243

-fibre,

mean

Tarred ropes, 325

-boilers, construction of,

composition

the

of

grades of expansion, 360

making

of,

86

Test of steam-boilers, 352

293

Thiery's wire-guide, 142

-pulp, beating of, 293

reduction of the bulk

resin-soap,

soda, 204

of,

272

Thrashing' rags, 14

wrapping-paper, 255

Tieman's patent for the use of lime and alum, 93

yield of white paper from, 274

Tiles, perforated, for drainer-bottoms,

Strength and test of bleaching-powders, 60
of bleach solutions, 65
surface-sized paper, 83

Stretcher for coueher-jaekets, 130
Stretch-roll for Fourdrinier wires, 137
-rolls for felts,

150

String-catcher for waste paper, 252
Stuflf-catchers,

-chest.

137

111

Tinted

i)aper,

72

102

Tissue-paper, manufacture

of,

315

Tobacco-paper, 322
Transfer of paper from the machine

to

the

web

super-calenders, 222

Transportation from and to mills, cost

of,

379

of pulp and materials in the mill, 367
Tribblcs for drying surface-sized paper, 211
Tricellulose, 2-12

INDEX.

398

Waste from

Trimming-knife, 232
Trougli below the presses of paper-machines, 151

Trucks

Water-marks

Tube-rolls supporting the wire-cloth, 129

pipes, cast-iron

Wood-pulp

Wax,

UlMIC acid,

Co.'s works,

Web

307

Wells, artesian, 339
for wash-water,

of engines, 39

preparation

of,

150

-felts,

-machine as drainer, 74

Ventilation of paper-mills, 370

wood

for

194

half-stufl',

straw, purchase

Violet from logwood, 98

Wheat

66

Voelter's system of ])reparing wood-pulp, 306
for boiling waste-paper,

Wages, monthly and

249

weekly payments

for the ujiper wet-felt

270
302

for boiled straw,

Ventilators for drying-rooms, 328

Vomiting tubs

339

Wet-felt for straw-boards, upper, 330

84

Venetian red, 99

for paper-machines,

wages, 383

Weight of hogsheads of bleaching-powders, 62

Utilization of escaped steam, 359

size,

sizing with, 91

super-calenders, 223

Weeds in straw, 259
Weekly payment of

242

Ultramarine, 96

of,

383

Wire-cloth and

Wood

-fibres,

boiled straw, 269, 291

endless

for

its

attachments, 128

management

of,

143

142

243
yield

and length

manufacture of

[lajier

of,

303

from, 300

-pulp, fibres of mechanically-prepared,

weight of mechanically-prepared, 308

49

out chlorine in the beaters, 78

Wooden

rags after boiling, 35

Working

rags before boiling, 25.

Wrapping-paper from straw, 255
Wrinkles of drj'er-felts, 161

half-stuff,

Wash-water,

301

filtering of,

importance

of,

336

335

by alum, 340
required quantity of, 340
reservoirs for, 339
sources of, 338
purification

Waste

309

mechanically-prepared, 306

-cylinders for beating-engines, 51

wood

wrapping-

boiler,-Dixon's, 275

-fibre,

boiled waste-paper, 252

patent

White paper, 93
Width of dryers, 161

-guides,

for felts, 151

260

paper, 185

-cloths,

Washer, Fox's, 54
Hammond's, 52
Washers, efBcieucy of, 54

of,

straw, 261

Wheeler's, Seth,
.

on straw-board

machines, 330

-engines,

136

wheels, 344

Turbines, 345

Washing

and wrought-iron, 362

compared with steam-power, 379
dams for, 343
depreciation of, 378

Turner's Falls water-power, 344

Wash-box

313

power, 342

Tunicsin, 241

Vitriol,

papfer,

the dandy-roll, 136

for paper-machines,

of engines, 39

Vegetable

bank-note

in

made with

367

for the transportation of pulp, &c.,

Tubes used for steam-boilers, 357
Tubs for boiling rags, 25
waste-paper, 249

Vats

cutting and dusting, 24

Waste-paper, 246

paper on the maeliine, 170

294
380

press-rolls for straw-paper,

capital for paper-mills,

Yellow,

chrome, 98

gold, envelope color, 101

of,

bleach-liquor, 72

bleach solution from straw, 291

ochre, 100

straw wrapping-pajier, 255

Yield of

fibres

from wood, 303

white paper from straw, 274

Zigzag

plates,

45

CHINA CLAY,
English and Anneriean.

SELESIAN WHITE.

RED,

YELLCW

and

MOTTLED CLAYS,
For

Common

Papers..

BLEACH'G
TERRA ALBA.
POWDER,

SODA

SA8COCK

VrtX.COX'S

ie

TUBULOUS SAFETY BOILER
BEST

Over 12,000 Horse-Power in Use.

WROUGHT-IRON LAP-WELDED
BOILER TUBES,

Rubber fVashers nor Red
Lead Putty,

-Vo

.

.:

--.-ti

IBOS TO IROX JOIKTS,
&Dd msde tigfal at 500 ponnclB hjdrostAtic
and witboul any iuterposing perishable
together with

ri-^ure,

Sorisontal Steam and Water Drams, oT ample eapaeity,

Boiiefs. and far beyond Any olt^r t-oiler of ihU cla**3. Tbese I>njmft also
4t pressure, and water line- These featares are espe-rially valuitble in

afford about the same water and &t«am room
furnUh large dUengagiD" surface, and with free circulation sec
Mills, Sugar Eefinenes, Ac Perfect combusliun and well-i

Paper

zpunacesecan

REFERESkCES.
Moore, Paper Mannfiactarerb.. Aagustice Mills. Wilmington. Del..
4 boilers. 2ftl horse-power.
Co., Sewing Machines, Xew York.
21 boilers. I36U horse-power.
G. De Witt. Bro. k Co.. Fourdrinier Wires, Bf-llerille. S. J.. 75 horse-power.
Phiiadelp^ Ledger Paper Mills. Elkton, Md.. 2 boUers, 100 horse-power.
I>eca=t3
k iwnti
agar Refiuing Co^ Sew TorK
12 boilers, 900 boree- power.
Havemeyer^ k Elder. Sugar BefiDers. Sew York. 8 boilers, 600 bor^- power.
S. Y. Bi;*ch. Pap*^r Mannfactorei, SeTmoor.Conn..
60 horse-power.
Bridgewater Paper Co.. Chester, Pa.,'
3 boilers, 120 horee- power.
Antietam Paper Co.. Antietam. Md..
60 hor^-power.
Dushane k Ensor. Paper Mills. Woodbine, Md.. 2 boilers, 110 horse-power.
Manhiessen it Wiechers Sugar Befining Co., J»ew York.
4 boilers, 3iW horse-power.
Haremeyer Bros, k Co.. Sugar Refiners, S. Y., 6 boilers, 450 horse-power.
Jonathan Tyson. Paper Mills. Modeville, Pa
50 horse-power.
Jcasup
Tike

David Trainer k Eons. Cotton MilU, LiuwocMi, Pa., 7 boilers, 425 horse-power.
Works, Paterson. S. J..
2 boilers. 150 horse-power.
Harrison Haremeyer k Co., Sugar Refiners, Philadelphia. Pa..
8 boUers, 60U horse-power.
Woodbnry.
Md..
Cotton
Duck,
Gambrill, Sons k Co.,
2 boilers. 150 home-power.
Wm. E. Hooper k Sons. Cotton Mills, Woodbury. Md.,
5 boilers, 325 horse-power.
40 hor&e-power.
22 boilers, 1100 horse-power.
4 boilers, 300 horse-power.
Belcher Saaar Refining Co., St Louis, Mo..
Wahl BrotlTers, tilue and Oil Manutactnrers. Chicago, 111..
4 boilers, 3lX) horse-power.
Stndebaker Mannfecturing Co., Wagons, South Bend, Xnd ,
4 boilers, 3(10 horse-power.
2 boilers, lOU horse-power.
3 boilers, 115 horse-power.

Jt

Graiit LooomotiTe

S^ger ManuEactariog

<

*

.

Ari

We also boild all

s

Ssreral T:
*>f

;:"=-?:t5:

::

Brilsrs a:i

Si^ies,

&aa

and Horizontal Engines* Send

Vertical

BABCOCK

5 at lo 600 bc»&-pcver, is all pi;

for Circular

and information.

& WILCOX, No. 30 Courtlandt

St.,

New

York.

HUTCHINSON'S PATENT LOCK GRATE BARS.
Designed and proponiontKl to combine all ihe advauiaget^ of ample air
strength, freedom from warping, ease of putting in and taking
of furnace, retaining a simple form without complication. These
logether with a good quality of iron (all e:«seutia] in the durability of
,
bar), will commend them to the fsvorable notice of parties
y *~*
interested.' They
it in their relative position to each other and
prevented fromwarpin
py oblique projections or logs cast on either side
of each bar. so arran'ged that thi>>e on one bar shall overlap the lugs on the
next to it. thnslockingall together when placed intfaefomace. This
t efrectually prevents warping or rising one above the other, ^ways
ven level sariace on top.andat the same time prevents the
bars sliding endwise. Provision is made for free expansion withoot
cramping the bars.
;:iace,
lit

"

REFERENCES
:*^rs:

Weed Sewing Machi__

aterburT. Cono. Sew En^l
iers: Belcher :rugar EeSi^in^
^

r

funher

rs k Elder. 15 boilers: Mattbiesson k Wiechers. 4 boilers; Tooker & Seare.
ouse. Stock Exchange. Tiffanv k Co.. Shaw k Laimbeer Elevators. New York
Co., 5 boilers: Pratt k Whiinev. Machinists, 3 boilers; Hartford Carpet Co..
;

:

infori

R. A.

HUTCHINSON,

OTIS BROTHERS

No. 30 Courtlandt

«c

St.,

New

York.

CO.,

Patentees and Sole Mannfacrurers cf the Celebrated

0t%
special Adaptations for

•

D '.'THER

SAFETY HOISTING MACHINERY.

Paper Mills, Manufactories, Warehouses,
Buildings, Blast Furnaces, Mines, is'c.

OFFICE, 348
(400;

PATENT SAFETY ELEVATORS
Stores, Hotels, Public

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BULKLEY,

DUNTON &

No. 74 John
p. o.

BOX

CO.

Street,

New York,

1784.

SOLICIT ATTENTION TO THEIR

"Excelsior" Felts, Felting
These Felts are guaranteed

to be

& Jacketing

fully equal to the best im-

and are sold, at a much lower price. They
are used by a large number of manufacturers throughout different
sections of the country, with perfect success. A trial willfully
establish their claim for merit, and confirm the high repute they

ported, in every respect,

have enjoyed for some years past.
ALSO,

CANVAS DRYER FELTING,
OF EXTRA HEAVY CANVAS.
We
is

particularly

the very best

AH

and

commend

this article to Paper-makers.

heaviest ever put into

Dryer

It

Felts.

Other Kinds of Supplies Reiiuired ty Paper Manufacturers.

BuLKLEY,
FAFER WAREHOUSE.

DuNTON &

Co.,

NEW YORK.
(401)

DEPOT FOR PAPER-MAKERS' SUPPLIES.

&

Brautigam

Watson,

IMPORTERS of PAPER-MAKERS' STOCK & MATERIALS.
AOKXTS FOR

Whitehead's Feltings,
Pochin's Patent Aluminous Cake,
Curtius' Ultramarine.
The above well-tnown and popular "
respective purposes,

Brautigam

&

and have stood the

Specialties

test of

many

'

are admitted to be the 6cs^

JB^* Ererythhiff needed

Iffos.

and

cA<a/)cs/ articles for their

years' use.

"Watson are very largely identified with the trade in

Paper-makers' Chemicals generally.

J.

'

Also dealers in FOREIGN

BLEACHING POWDER, SODA ASH, and

AND DOMESTIC RAGS.

in a paper-mill supplied at luwift m:irket rates.

63

H.

& 65 Beekman

St.^

I^ew York.

TIEMANN &
NEW

CO.,

YORK,

FINE COLORE,
CEEMIOAIiB,

ANILIWm DTEB,

Coloring Materials
(402)

for

Paper a

Specialty.

Chemicals for Paper-Makers,
and more especially Bleaching Powders, should be used as fresh us possible. Thoy should therefore be
purchased to arrive and thus received directly from ship-board.

GEO.

GANTZ &

F.

176

CO.,

DUA JVJS 8TB EET, NEW YORK,

mPORTERS OF ALL KINDS

OF PAPER-MAKERS' CHEMICALS

ESTABLISHED

1849.

Soda Ash,
Wilson's, Johnson's, Hutchinson's, Kurtz's. Furlong's, Alhusen's, Jarrow's, Lee's, and other well-known brands.

Bleaching Powders,
Johnson's, Golding's, Sullivan's, &c.

Fresh — high

test.

Sal Soda,
Only

the best Newcastle makes.

Hyposulphite of Soda, or Antichlorine.
The

best quality

GERMAN— Superior to

ALUM,

YELLOW

ROSIN,

BICHROMATE OF POTASH,
VENETIAN RED,

BORAX,
We

will be

happv

PRICES

standing.

to furnish,

all

403

51
)

TERRA ALBA,
COPPERAS.

kinds of chemicals to any paper-maker of good

ALWAYS LOW TO CASH BUYERS.

Office,
(

others.

CHINA CLAY,

OCHRE,

on application, prices of

all

176 Duane Street,

New

York.

CQQPEB SMITH

db

CO,,

Brokers in English Chemicals^
AGENTS FOR GASEELL, DEACON &

BLEACHING POWEEES,

CO.'S

AXD OTHEB CHEMICALS.

32 North Front

O.
Nos. 117

S.

Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

JANNEY &

CHESTNUT

ST.,

^nd

Nos. SO

PHILADELPHIA,

for

EDWARD WILSON

L

& 32 LETITIA

ST.,

PA.,

Importers of Dye-Stuffs, Soda Ash
Agents

CO.,

CO.,

&

Bleaching Powders

Manchester, England.

WATEEVILLE DYE-WOOD MILLS AND EXTRACT WOEKS.

H^3^PLE§S ^
No. 22 N. Front

Street,

I.VPO^TERS. MAyTfACTrRERS,

GO-^9

Philadelphia,

AXD DEALERS iV

CHEMICALS AND DYE-STUFFS,
For Paper Mills and Cotton and Woollen Manufacturers.
BLEACHING POWDERS.

BLEACHING POWDERS OF ALL PRIME BRANDS.
Hard Wood Casks.— Condition and Quality

ESTABLISHED

in all

Cases Guaranteed.

A.D. 1S20.

R SEEGER

&

CO.,

IMPOETEES or AND DEALEES IN

AND

No. 41 North Front Street,

PHILADELPHIA,
HAVE CONSTANTLY

Bleaching Powders,
Deacon's, Sullivaii's, Johnson's, Crossfield's.

Test,

Refined Carbonated Soda Ash,
54 to .W per cent.

AlUnn, Lump and

Tor Sizing.

Ground,

Copperas,
Rosins,

Low

For

all

AND

TO AREIVE

Clays— English
So. Car.

China,
do.

Fine White,

Caustic Soda Ash,
High

IN STORE

PA.,

Grades of Papers.

Colored.

Carmine,
Absolutely pure

— Of extrft coloring strength.

Ultramarine Blue,
Alum proof.
English Venetian Red.

Freights Contracted and Orders Promptly Executed
(4U5)

WILLIAM

lYI.

HABIRSHAW,

Chemical Engineer and Analytical Chemist,
ANALYST TO THE CHEMICAL TRADE OF

36

New

St.,

New

York

SAMPLES OF ASH, BLEACH,

NEW

City.

ETC.,

ANALYZED.

W. H. SCHIEPPELIN &

Importers

YORK,

CO.,

& Jobbers of Drugs,

Red Chalk, Paper-makers' Chemicals,
Test Re-agents, Ultramarine Blue, Aniline Dyes,
Orange Mineral, Vermilion, &e., &e.,

170

&

172

WILLIAM

ST.,

NEW YORK.

For Paper-Makers' Use.
FREE FROM
2

lbs.

IROJ^ AIN'D

of it will size as

FROM EXCESS OF ACID.

much paper as 3

or Aininoiiia

lbs.

of Potash

Alum.

AGENTS.

MORE Y ^

CO.,

-------------

PARSOXS ^ PETIT,
CLIFF OP^D PEMBERTOX,
(406)

General Agt.,

BOSTOJ^.

XE\Y YORK.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

C.

HEWITT &

B.

BRO.,

PAPER, GLUE,
Samples

Solicited

&e.

from Manufacturers.

BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
J. B. AY RES,
MELVIN HARD & SON,
ESTABLISHED IX

1847

Wholesale Paper Warehouse,
44

PAPER MANUFAOTUREES' SUPPLIES,

Beekman
NEW

Street,

witii

>[eMurrav

FOl'RDRINIER WIRES,

America

to be superior

to

nny

market.
We also have constantly on hand fresh (Hiph Test only) Bleaching Powders, Alum, Soda Ash, Ultramarine, Whitehead's Felting,
Canvas Dryer Felting, American Felts. Rags of all descriptions.
Lar-ire discuunis on India Rubber and Leather Belting.

YORK.

SOLE AGENT FOR BAKER'S PATENT DRYER FELTS.

W. TAYLOR &

E.

NEW YOEK.

ST.,

for tbo sale of his
kiu.wn" by the best papercrer made, we are determined that all the manufacturers shall'have the benefit of them,
and at as low a price, as the commoner ones are sold at in the

celebratt-d
makers in

No. 25

BEEKMAN

Having mad.* arran^.-monts

CO.,

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN

i

aii Wiiti Pipiif^
AXD PACKERS OF ALL KINDS OF

DOMESTIC PAPER STOCK,
BLEACHING POWDERS, SODA ASH,
AND ALL PAPER-MAKERS' SUPPLIES,
COHfSTAl«TI.Y

OM HAND IM LOTS AS ^VANTED.

"White and Colored Shavings,

Prints,

Pure Manillas,
Manilla and

Book

Stock,
Imperfections,

Gunny and

Hemp

Rope,

Burlap Bagging.

itreeti
E.

A.

W. TAYLOR,
W. 8TUROE9.

(XEAR PECK

SLIP,)

NEW

YORK.
1407,

—

HARTMAN,

J.

SHULER & BENNINGHOFEN,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PAPER STOCK DEALER.
WHITE SHAVINGS, IMPEEFECTIONS, AND PAPEES
OP ALL KINDS,

COME &

PUT UP FOR PAPER MANUFACTURERS.

FINE CYllHD[Rr[LTS,

FOURDRINIER FELTS,

WAREHOUSE,

PRESS FELTS

and JACKETS,

Hamilton, Ohio.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PAPER-MAKERS' SUPPLIES AND CHEMICALS,
152

Ao.

Woi'tli Street,

corner Mission Place,

Wew

York.

ALUM, BLEACHING POWDER, CLAY, COLORING MATERIALS, SODA ASH, ROSIN,
JUTE BUTTS, RAGS (all kinds), FELTS.

JOB LOTS OF PAPER ALWAYS WANTED.
T.

SEYMOUR SCOTT
& BRO.,

Magargee

wm\ nm mwm

SOFT-RUBB[R-COY[R[D

ACTURERS OF

No. 20

PHILADELPHIA.

HARDING'S PATENT

Bros.,

COLORED, FINE GLAZED, TINTED,
CHROMO, PLATE, MAP, BOOK,
MANILLA, AND NEWS PAPERS,
|lni) fitter lliiluo'

520 Commerce Street,
,

SuplifS ^tntnilhr,

SOUTH SIXTH STREET,

ROLLS.

By covering tlic mils which carry the wire-cloth
especially the couehers
with jackets or surfaces of soft
vulcanized rubber, the friction is considerably reduced,
and wires and felts are thus saved to a very large extent.
They are already introduced in ten large mills, and
the proprietor of one of the largest straw board mills,
states, that since their introduction not onl}' less wires
were required, but that three felts would last as long as
four did formerly.
For particulars and prices, address

—

WILLIAM W. HARDING,

PHILADELPHIA.

Publisher of the Inipilrer, Philadelphia.

IMPROVED BOXES FOR SETTING BED PLATES.
QUICK ADJUSTMENT.

NO VIBRATION.

SEE PAGE
Apply

SAVING OF KNIVES.

326.

for particulars to

W.

O.

DAVEY &

SONS,

Manufacturers of Binders, Trunk, and Box Boards,
Factory, Jersexj

(408)

Citij

Heights

117

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

SELLEES BEOTHEES,
J^o.

MARKET

623

STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

MAXUFACTURHRS OF

wimi

fQ)Bm®miiiii®
IRON, BRASS,

PAPXSR

^^

AND COPPER WIRE CLOTH,

IVIIIiiii

sua AND LEATHEE BELTINO, FELTS, LACE LEATHEE,
BELT HOOKS, EIVETS AND BUKES, DECEELS,

SUPPInISS
Cyliuders aud DaiKly Rolls Coyereil.

ic.

FOURDRINIER WIRES OUR SPECIALTY,
CONSTANTLY ON HAND AND MADE TO ORDER.

MAHUFACTnEEES OF EVFEY DESCEIFTION OF BEASS WIEE CLOTH.
Our AVm. F. Kemp,

late foreinan of Sellrr.-; Brothers' Fourdrinier "Wire Dp|iartmcnt, give.s his constant personal
attention to the execution of all orders.

C7LINDEES AND DANDY E0LL3 OOVEEED IN THE BEST UANNEE.

KEYSTONE WIRE
G.

DUSTEE, SCEEEN, AND WASHEE WIEE FUENISHED.

WORKS,1539 EaceSM, PHILADELPHIA.

DE WITT,

BEO. &

CO.,

PAP E R-M A K E R S' M ATE R A LS,
FOURDRINIER
I

CYLINDER COVERS,

WIRES,

WIRE CLOTH OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Dandy

Rolls

Made and

Cotton Duck Dryer

8®*

Cylinders,

English and American Woollen Felts, &c., &c.

OFFICES
Send for CaMoffiie.

J^itkel

Making

Lettered to order.

Felts,

:

^

'

\

^^^ Market Street, Philadelphia.
90 Johu Street, Netv YorJc.

^lateb Julp Screens or Jiuotters,

These Screens will ivear three or four times as long as the best
brass Screens ; ivear smoother and more uniformly ; take through
the pulp

more freely, and mahe

PARSOJ^S

Sf

less strings.

WINCHESTER,

South Windham, Conn.
(

409

)

—

—

—

:

.

LOUIS LANG & SON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

IMSURONilCOffERVIRE-CLDTI,
REPRESENTED BY

MARIUS LANG &
BOX

p. o.

63 Bleecker

2962.

CO.,
Street,

phize medals
From

|.

New

York.

ESTABLISHED

1828.

the Eshit.-lions of

LONDON,
PARIS,

1851.

J8®= From 800 io 1000 hands and 104 looms are
employed by this firm, principally in the
manufacture of Fourdrinier Wires ; and the papermakers throughout Europe are referred to for the
superiority and uniformity of their products.

'

FACTORIES

eonsfantlt/

1855.

CARLSRUHE, 18S1.
LONDON, 1862.

!'

AT

Schlestadt (Alsace).

Saiute-Marie (Alsace)

STETTIN, 1865.
PARIS, 1867.

KeU

The Following Different Kinds

of Wire-Cloth are

made

for

(.Baden).

Fourdrinier Machines

PLAIN WIRE* CLOTH,

from Xo. lO to No. 100, made of English brass wire, containing at least as many
tlireads to everv inch of thi- length and width as their number indicates.
Our No. .50 will be found to contain
as many threads as No. 60 wire-cloth sold by many other makers.
Vsedfor all kj/ids of paper.

DOUBLE

WAR P W

RE C OTH

I
L
, the warps of which consist of two threads instead of single threads,
enabling the use of finer wire, and giving a smooth, beautifully grained surface to the paper.
Vsedfor fine

papers.

MAILLON OR TRIPLE WARP WIRE-CLOTH,
instead
of single ones,

making

it

much

the warp of which consists of three threads
stronger than the ordinary kinds.
Used for book, news, and manilla

paper.

XMROttED WIRE'CLOTH, the warp of which consists of six to eight threads instead of one. enabling
it to withstand a very strong tension.
The seams of these wires are al-^^o of extraordinary strength, making
tluni the most durable kind known.
I'sed for hangTheir manufacture is patented in France by our house.
iny, xrrnpping. and nil other lieurti paper.

—

ANNEALED WIRE'CLOTHS.

Any kind of wire cloths may be annealed by our patented process
after they have been completely finished, they become thereby more uniformly malleable, and the metal is
slightly covered with an o.\ide which protects it to some extent against the influence of the acids contained in
the pulp. Recommended for all nin/tber!<fr'nn Xo. GO dowmcards

—

WE

ALSO MANUFACTURE

FOUR MARCH WIRE-CLOTH, O^n No. 20 to No. 150, for sieves.
COPPER OR ROSETTE WIRE-CLOTH, from No. lOU. No. to, for cylinder washers.
made and covered to order.
DANDY ROLLS, "^y
COMPOSITION DECKEL STRAPS, made of alternate layers of cotton-cloth and rubber.
*''

Write

for sample.^ to

P. O.
(

410

)

BOX

2962.

size,

MARIUS LANG &

GO.^

03 Bleecker

Street,

Xrw

Tori

McMURRAY &

CO.,

MA.WFACTritEJiS OF

Copper, Brass, and Iron Wire Cloth.
We would rcsjiectfuUj- call the attention of Paper-makers, and the trade in general, that we
have recently enlarged our establishment, and our long practical experience and constant improvements in the manufacturing of Pourdrinier Machine Wires, we are enabled to furnish a
superior article at the lowest rates.

We

have constantl}' on hand a large assortment of

Fourdrinier Machine Wires,
CYLINDER FACE AND BACEING WIRES, DUSTER AND WASHER WIRES,

AND ftUAETZ MACHINE WIRES, WIRE BOLTING CLOTH FOR MILLERS, BONNET WIRE FOR
LOCOMOTIVES, PAINTED WIRE WINDOW SCREENS FOR OFFICES, BANKS, AND PRIVATE
DWELLINGS, AND ALL KINDS OF USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORK

BICE, CORN,

MADK TO ORDER.

MANUFACTURERS OF McMURRAY'S PATENT WIRE

RAILING.

Manufactory, No. 102 N. Second Street, and 101 N. First Street, Brooklyn.

WAREHOUSE,
A'.B.

— Ci/linders and Dandy

105

FULTON

RuUs cuvered and repaired

ST.,

NEW YORK.

at s/iurt ludicc.

52

(411)

THE!

Automatic Steam Regulator,
A

and description of ivhich can he found on page 158, is
and perfect arrangement for drying paper uniformly
which NO PAPER-MAKER CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT.
Please send for circular and references.
cut

a valuable

WE AEE ALSO PEOPEIETOES AND MANUIACTTIEEES

01 THE PATENT

Hard-Rubber Suction Box Plates.
has great advantages over brass, wearing Five Times as Long,
and presenting a smoother surface to the wire, adds twenty-five
per cent, to its wear.
TJlis plate

ALSO,

Improved Adjustable Head

&

Screw

for Suction Boxes.

Cut and explanation of which can be found on page- 135.
ALSO,

PACKING-BOX FOR DRYING CYLINDERS & ROTARY BLEACH.
The
easily

best thing for the purpose, does not get out

packed, and worhs

Send for

circulars,

of order,

is

perfectly.

and full particulars for

all of the above, to

LaAvrence, Mass.
(412)

ESTABLISHED

1828.

Smith, Winchester

& Co.,

SOUTH WINDHAM, CONNECTICUT,
BUILDERS OF

AND

Cylinder Paper Machines,
RAG

RAG CTTTTERS, DtJSTfiRS, SUPER CALENDERS, STACK CALENDERS,
OF BOTH COMMON AND CHILLED IRON, ROTAR7. BOILERS, PUMPS,

EITOINES,

AND ALL OTHER KINDS OF MACHINERY USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER.
SOLE MANUrACTURERS AND AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

THE JORDAN & EUSTICE PATENT ENGINE
FOR BEATIMG PAPER PULP.

TO 0SB IN CONNECTION WITH KNEELAND'S PATENT LAYBOTS.

STEVENSON'S PATENT DUPLEX TURBINE

to

WATER WHEELS,

&c.

Our long experience and largely increased facilities enable us
make contracts for fitting up Paper Mills with first-class ina-

chinery, embracing all the latest improvements, in the shoHest
possible time,

and

at reasonable prices.

(418)

GIRARD TUBE WORKS & IRON COMPANY,
Maiiumrturr

and

I'l.iin

li.ilvaniz.d

VT-ROUGHT IRON FIFE,
Saadries for Gas and Steam Fitters, Plumbers, Machinists, Eailing-makers,

OU

Eefiners, &c.

WORKS, TWENTY-THIRD AND FILBERT STS.
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE, No. 42 NORTH FIFTH STREET.

^, ^, ^xi^-mnj
MAM'FACm

Machinist,
And Mmnfacturer

Double and Single

Cylinder Machines, Calenders. Wood or Iron
Rag Engines, Bed Plates, Roll Bats,
Shafting and Gearing,

ST., LEE,

Head, and Blue Line

ALSO,

IMPROVED STAMPING PRESSES,

Trimming Presses, Stamps, Extension Holders,
ChiUed Iron Rolls, &c.. &c.

WATER

Bill

RULING MACHINES.

of

For Manufacturers and Finishers of Writing Papers.

MASS.

44:

Hampden St., SprinyfieM, JIass,

FISHER & HALL,
MANTFACTUREES OF

Cedar Vats, Tanks, and Reservoirs,
Drainers, Stuff Chests, Broken Tubs,

Straw Kettles, Boiling Tubs,

Size Tubs,

FOE PAPER MILLS,
In writing for estimates, please give moasurenionts, either inside or outside, thickness of
we will forward propo-sals by return mail.

stuff,

Sfc.

with or without

hoops, and

REFEBEXCES:
Philaileliihia

;

C.

.S.

Messrs. CllAS.

Garret &

Mass; Htl>soN A Cheney

"We are prepared
1

Co.,

Mauabob A

Co., Philadelphia;

Bro., Philadelphia; Parson
Manchester, Conn.

to furnish

WHITE CEDAR

Paper

W. W.

Co.,

H.U!Dl>-c, Esq., Philadelphia; E. R. CoPE, Esq.,

Holyoke, Mass.; D. H.

A

J. C.

NEwros.Holj-oke,

of a superior quality, from 12 feet to 30 feet in length, and from

inch to 3 inches and upwards in thickness, on the most reasonable terms.
To A"at and Tank Manufacturers Ave can furnish staves of any given length, thickness, and taper.
For the information of parties, we would state that White Cedar will last at least fifteen years longer than

any other wood.

All orders from a

1143, 1145
(414

,

&

disijinci-

prom]>tly

1147 N. Front

fill.

d.

Street,

.ir!;';!riv.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PUSEY, JONES

&

CO.

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE,
Builders of

FOURDEINIER,

AND CYLINDER PAPER MACHINES,
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.
Are prepared
following

To

list

to

furnish every article of Machinery used in Paper Mills; the

comprises the names of some of the articles

those desiring to

construction,

THRESHING MACHINES, for Rags or Papers.
RAG CUTTERS. ROPE AND STRAV7 CUTTERS.

Frames.

DUSTERS. ROTARY BOILERS.
WASHING AND BEATING ENGINES.
STOP W^ATERS. BRASS OUTLET VALVES,
ROLL BARS AND BED KNIVES.

SCREEN PLATES, Brass or Nickel Plated.
MIXING BOXES. STUFF PUMPS.
FORMING CYLINDERS.
BRASS AND COPPER TUBE ROLLS.
BREAST ROLLS. COUCH ROLLS.

CYLINDER WASHERS.
EXPANDING PULLEYS.
SUPER CALENDERS.

SUCTION BOXES. FAN PUMPS.
PATENT WIRE GUIDES. FELT GUIDES.
"WOOD, IRON, AND BRASS-CASED PRESS

SHAFTING. PULLEYS. HANGERS.

STEAM ENGINES AND

ROLLS.

DRYING CYLINDERS.
CHILLED IRON CALENDER ROLLS.

are prepared

Plans and

repairs.

A

be sent by

JOSHUA

•

any

PUSEY.

FITTINGS.

execute orders promptly.

specifications

valuable Circular

mml to

L

to

and

BOILERS.

BRASS CASTINGS. IRON CASTINGS.
•WROUGHT AND CAST IRON PIPE AND

UPRIGHT AND REVOLVING REELS.
PAPER CUTTERS, Stop, and Continuous Feed.

charge.

sold hy us.

and price.

IRON VATS, with Iron Screen Frames.
CHILLED IRON KNOCKERS, for Screen

We

made and

purchase we will give fidl information regarding character,

Special attention given

to

for Mills and Machinery furnished free of

List of

Spur and Bevel Wheel Patterns,

will

applicant.

WM.

G.

GIBBONS.

THOS.

H.

SAVERY.
(41o)

Holyoke Machine Company,
HOLTOKE,

MASS.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

.©¥111 fIIBIIII
ALSO, THE

§

ayton, or 2\"ierican
{See extract

OF

^urbine

from Report of Emerson's

atertlltheel,

Test, below.)

TEE MOST IMPEOVEE CONSTRUCTION.

EAG ENGINES,

PUMPS WITH BED PIECE,
HYDRAULIC PRESSES, 100 to 1000
RAG DUSTERS,
HOLYOKE ELEVATORS.
SIZE

CALENDERS,
LITTLEFIELD POWER PUilPS,
BOILER PUMPS,

tons,

TOWERS' fATEyr TRIMMIJTG PRESSES, fFITH DRA.WIS6 KXIFE.
RULING MACHIXES, TRIMMING FORMS, AND HOLDERS.

Pusey, Jones

&

Co.'s Patent Expanding Pulleys.

MILL GEAEING AND SHAFTING, IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
PLANS FOR WHEELS, "WHEEL PITS, FLUMES, &o., FURNISHED IF DESIRED.
IRON CASTINGS, INCLUDING COLUMNS, CAST IRON PIPE,

STEAM AND WATER

Extract from

Jas. E.merson's

1872.

71 9-10 per cent.

63 9-10

"

"

47 7-10

"

"

(416)

79 6-10
80 4-10

"

"

One-half gate,
Three- eighths gate,

"

"

One-fourth gate,

77

u

n

76 8-10 per cent.

Seven-eighths gate,
Five-eighths gate

PIPING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Test of the Datton, or American Turbine, at Holtoke, November,

Full gate

Three-quarter gate,

&c.

......

Being the highest average per cent, yet obtained by him.

EISTABXilSHEID

1600 Hamilton

1848.

Street, Philadelphia,

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

made

tu standard

Kauges.
is

The Douhlf

Cone Vise-Coitpli7tg
of quick and very easy attach-

2.

ment and detachment.
3. The Double Brnced Ball and
Socket

Hangers are light but very
and readily adjustable in

strong,

Bearings held so a
of bearing.
of metal in Pulley Castings, giving the greatest strength
uantity of material;
ion of a scale of fixed prices for every separate article, enables the (
iM.w in advance the exact sum liis work will cost, thus giving a great advantage over the
liasi; by the jmind, the amount of which is generally indetinile.
Purchasers of our
r.rvtd Shalting will make not only a direct saving in first cost, but a continual one, by
acquisition of a well^:onstructed and easy running system for the transmission of power,
ry neat in appearance, and as light a.< is consistent with the requisite strength our extendi d
penence having enabled us to establish correct jiroportions without any undue expendiiiirl

u'tli

n|iriate distribut

;

MANUFACTURERS OF

IRON

AND STEEL-WORKING MACHINERY.

Shafting and Mill Gearing a Specialty.
MA yi^FA CTUREKS

F

CiFFARD's Injector
FOR
The Injector

is

FEBDIJS^G BOILERS.
an apparatus which may replace most advantageously all
water to Steam Boilers, whether stationary,

means biiberto used for supplying
jruotive, agricultural, or marine.

does away entirely with the necessity of pumps for feeding boilers, and the various movements for working them in all classes of engines, and, in
fact, wherever a boiler is used and steam produced.
It is an adjunct to the boiler,
and entirely independent of the engine, and is put in operation by simply opening
connections with the boiler.
The apparatus is connected with the boiler by two pipes, one leading from the
steam space, and the other connected to the lowest convenient point of the water
space; it will operate with steam at any usual pressure.
The size of the apparatus is comparatively small, and it.s application is rendered
easy by the fact that it can be placed near to, or at a convenient distance, from, the
boiie
d at any reasonable height above the level of the feed water.
Prices, cuts, and specifications will be sent on applicati<
Its application

(417)

^ty$s ^itfc }j?0» Wo*s«$j
Corner Sixteenth and Buttonwood

Streets, Philadelphia.

JAMES MOORE,
CASTINGS OP E7ESY DESOEIPTION.
HA^'E LAKGE EXPERIENXE IN

Imlmi

aiit

Statioiiari,

wMaUhewsi

successor

Moore.]

Engineer, Machinist, Poiinder, and Boilermaker.

CyliMer

anil

Miliar

THE CONSTRUCTION OF

Dipstiiff

ROTABT RAG BOILERS.
STEAM BOIEERS OF EVERY

foot, Straw,

Boilers, for

etc.

SHAFTINGS AXD GEARINGS.
DESCRIPTION-.

LOBDELL CAR WHEEL COMPANY,
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.
The OMest

auil

Most Extensive Manufacturers

J^XiSO

nyc A.

0^ TJ

of

IF

CMlled Car Wheels in

.A.

Ms

C T "CJ I^ E E. S

or any otlier Country.

OIF"

0^11^4 n^%%
FOR PAPER MACHINES,
RUBBER, BRASS, COPPER, AND ROLLING MILLS,
The

rast quantity of iron used daily in the business of this establishment, permits the very best selection for

The long experience of Mr Geo. G. Lobdell in makin;; chilled
them to make Chilled Rolls unequalled in quality.

the composition of Chilled EoUs.

who

&C.

castings,

and

personally directs the selection, enables

GEO.

&.

LOBDELL,

WM. W. LOBDELL,

Prest.

Sec'y.

P.

N.

BRENNAN,

Treas.

LOOICV^OOID'S

DIRECTORY OF THE PAPER TRADE.
Tbe

followlngr are tbe chief feattires of this

Work:

4. The kind and width of machine.
3. The daily capacitj.
2. The class of goods made.
1. Tbe poet-office addresBand name of everv paper mill.
The Dumber of engines and rolls, and sixe of "each. 6. The kind of power. 7- The exact location of each mill. 8. Tbe nearest Bbipping point. 9. Tbe
12, A Hat
II A Hot of paper mills in course of ereciiuu.
10. A list of paper mills, classified according to Roods made.
full name of officers Mid partners.
of
The
addresses
of
all dealers and importtrs of paper
list
paper
t-ulp
mills
U.
of baper mills burnt or oihcrwiw destroved daring the past vear. 13. A
ana paper materials. 15. The addresses'of the wholesale stationers and publiybcn" in the leading cities. 16. Advertisements. 17. A separate and concise

5.

index to each drpartmeut. including advertisements.
In this work are incorporated the following valuable statistics, compiled from very late r. ports from all the mills, and constitnting the only reliable
information of this kind ever before pobli-ohed I. The total number of paper mill^ in each Suie. iiiclu'ling straw and binders' boards mills. 2 The total
-ralueof all the mills in each -late. 3 The total amount invested in paper-making in each Si^ie. 4 Th*- total amounl of paper made in 1872 5 T e
7. The
6. The total number of hands employed, male, female, and children, during 1872.
to*.aI vaipe of paper made in each and all 8Ut«s during 1>72.
total amount of each grade of paper, including straw and binders' board.'*, made during the year 1S72.
Tbe Directory is octavo in form, printed on the fiiie.-l hook pjpfcr, and handjom--ly l>ound in cloth.
fi_B^
S5.00.
:

PRICE

•

gg^^j^jj
(418)

Locpooj]

pniiiisiier
'

Paper Trade Jonrnal, 14 Park Place, N. Y,
'

'

'

SHAW'S MERCURIAL PRESSURE GAUGES,
FOR MEASURING

FAIRMOUNT BUILDING,

913

&

915

RIDGE AVENUE,

J^v- These Gnnji-s aiv based solely on the height of a definite cohutni of
mercury, iu an opeti k'uss tuhe, without springs or other raechanii-al appliances,
They have been adopted as standards in the
United States Courts, and are in use in the Navy and on the principal Railroads
thruughout the country.
to complete the nieasurfment.

STEAM GAUGES
Straw, "Wood, and other Digesting Boilers,

Rag

Boilers,

Steam

Boilers of

all

Descriptions,

Hydraulic Presses.
TheBteampressureflClo upon the emnllerhead. i. of tlie piston C. the Iaii;er upper head
which forma the botiom of the mercury chamber a. Tlie rubber plate h covers tlie
9, and peimitf. through its elasticity, aroovement up or down of tlie piston C.
The
... .... .ijjfiy pceHsed into the gum ring h by screwing on the top cup >', and thus
ed to the disk £.
The top of the column of mercury 6? is opeu to the atmowphe and indicates the pn
sure Boleiy by ila height. It would— as in the barometer— rise from 28 to 30 inches tor
every .-ttmosphere of pressure, nr 15 pounds per square inch, if the steam were allowed to
act directly upon the mercury or upuii
upon Ilie larger piatou-head c. But the pressure is only
exercised upon the smaller pt>i<>ii-head
ii-head /. jand thus divided upon the tweniy-fivi
-:
hundred limea (according • "' r-i/.t; ot tiip
^auge) .larger aurfiice of, *, and reduced iu the
proportion. The coli
mercury will therefore be likewise reduced to from onetwenty-fiflh tn one one-hundredth of the height to which it would ri-e. if acted upon
directly, and it is thus made possible to apply the principle of the barometer, which is
the only safe measure of pressures, to a convenient steam gauge.
e

of

li

-

Send /or Circviars and prices

.

—

.

.

.

to

THOMAS SHAW,
913

&

915 Eidge Avenue, ab. Vine

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PAFER TRADE REPORTER,
No, 152 Worth Street, Xeiv York.
A

Trade Journal Conducted

in the Interest of

Paper Manufacturers, Machinists, and Workingmeu

in Paper-Mills.

Special Prominence given to Articles by Competent Writers upon the Science and
Art of Paper-making.

By BISSELL

CHAMPION

& DARROW.

BISSELL,

Editor.

iikiti'.l
Subscription price S2.l«i a year. T.i workini;mi-n S1.50 a y.-ar. Tayaljlc in a.lvami'. Tli.' iii.i>t n i.
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This journal will enter ou the tifth year of its existen.c in .lulv, 1S73. It reaches nearly every paper-mill iu the United .Slates and
Caoadas, besides Machinists and Dealers in Paper-makers' Materials. In addition to Price Currents and .Statistics of the Trade, it contains
copious and accurate, scientific and practical infnrmalion from .loniestic and foreifjn source?', nwessaiily of great value to Paper-maker?.
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THE PAPER TRADE JOURNAL.
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THE

JOURNAL is the organ of the American Paper Trade and contains the latest information ahout this industry, inchidinc full
descriptions of late inventions and processes for manufacturing paper; accounts of new fibres and other materials; a record of the operations of paper-mills in all parts of the United States and Cauadas; besides communications, both of a practical and scientific character by
able and experienced writers. Lastly, its market reviews and tables of quotations show at a glance the state of the trade in New York
Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and New Orleans, and are as accurate and complete as it is possible to make them. To the
European manufacturer or dealer who wishes to be informed about the progress of the paper business in the United States, the .TOURN AL
will be found indispensable, and every reader will be able to gain great benefit from its contents.
Communications on matters of interest to the Trade are earnestly solicited from all quarters, and if used will be liberally paid for.
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mPOHTAlTT PHACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.
and Boards. By A. Proteaux, Civil Enpneer, and Graduate of the School of Arts and Manufacture.?, and Director of Thiers' Paper Mill, Puy-do-Dome.
With Additions, by L. S. Le Normand. Translated from the French, with Notes, by Horatio Paink, A.B.,
M.D. To which is added a Chapter on the Manufacture of Paper from Wood in the United States, by Hknry T.
Brown, of the "American Artisan." Illustrated by six plates, containing Drawings of Kaw Materials, Macbinerv,
Plans of Paper Mills, etc., etc. 8vo.,
$10 00
Practical Guide for the Manufacture of Paper

Elements of Chemistry. By M. V. KBGKAtJLT. Translated from the French, by T. Forrest Betton,
M.D., and edited, with Notes, by James C. Booth, Melter and Retiner U. S. Mint, and Wm. L. Faber, Metaland Mining Engineer. Illustrated by nearlj- 700 wood engravings. Comprising nearly 1500 pages. In
two volumes, 8vo, cloth,
$7 50
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The Practical Drant/htsTnan's Book of Industrial Design, and, Machinist's nud Engineer's Companion; Forming a Complete Course of Mechanical Engineering and Architectural Drawing
From the French of M. Armengaud, the elder, Prof, of Design in the Conservatoire of Arts and Industry, Paris,
and MM. Armengaud, the younger, and Amoroux, Civil Engineers. Rewritten and arranged with additional
matter and plates, selections from and examples of the most useful and generally employed mechanism of the day.
By William Johnson, Assoc. Inst. C. E., editor of "The Practical Mechanic's Journal." Illustrated by fifty
A new edition, quarto,
folio steel plates and fifty wood-cuts.
$10 00

The Practical American Millwright and 3tiller: Comprising
Mechanics, Mechanism, and Motive Power Hydraulics and Hydraulic Motors
Wool Carding and Cloth Fulling and
Mills; the Oat Meal Mill the Barley Mill
Power, &c., &c. By David Craik, Millwright. Illustrated by numerous wood
;

;

;

;

the Elementary Principles of
Mill Dams Saw Mills Grist
Dressing; Wind Mills; Steam
engravings and folding plates.
;

;

8vo,
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volume, 12mo,
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Miller's, Millwright's,

and Engineer's Guide. By Henry

American Miller and Millwright's

Assistant.

Pallett.

By William Carter

A

Hxjghks.

new

edition.

91 50

In one volume, 12mo,
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;
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00

In one
$3 00

Illustrated.

Tables for Finding the DiamDiameter and Strength of Bolts, etc., etc.
$1 50
or.

By Thomas Dixon. 12mo, cloth,
The Principles of Mechanism find Machinery of Transmission : Comprising

the Principles
of Mechanism, Wheels, and Pulleys, Strength and Proportions of Shafts, Coupling of Shafts, and Engaging and
Disengaging Gear. By William Fairbairn, Esq., C.E., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., Corresponding Member of the
National Institute of France, and of the Royal Academy of Turin, Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, etc. Beau!?2 50
In one volume, 12mo,
tifuUj' illustrated by over 150 wood-cuts.

Pocket-book of Useful Formulm
By Guilford L. Molesworth, Member of
Ceylon Railway.

and Memoranda for

Civil

and Mechanical Engineers.

the Institution of Civil Engineers, Chief Resident Engineer of the

Second American, from the Tenth London Edition.

In one volume,

full

bound

in pocket-book

$2 <0

form,

Practical Hydraulics :
]2mo

A

Series of Rules

and Tables

for the use of Engineers, etc.

By Tuo.mas Box.
S2 50

A
etc.

Practical Treatise on Heat: as applied to the Useful Arts. For the Use of Engineers, Architect-s,
By Thomas Box, author of Practical Hvdraulics." Illustrated by 14 plates containing 114 figures. 12mo,
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$4 25
above or any of my Books, sent by mail, free of postage, at the publication prices.
new and enlarged Catalogue of Practical and Scientific Books Gfi pages, 8vo sent
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PATENT GROUND CHILLED ROLLS FOR PAPER CALENDERS.

J.

MORTON POOLE

&

CO.,

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE,
Original inventors and patentees of the only known method of producing a perfect cylindrical form
BY GRiNDi.NC, call the attention of Paper Manufacturers to their facilities for furnishing Chilled Rolls ground
by their patent process.
reputation of our rolls is now so fullv established that it is unnecessary to say anything here in
recommendation. It is sufficient to sav that no manufacturer who values good machinery will put in
anything but chilled rolls which have been ground by our machinery.
Our rolls may be found in all the leading mills of the country, and will themselves bear testimony to
the accuracy and perfection of the work done by our machines.
We append the names of a few of the many parties who have our rolls in use, and who can speak kpowinelv of their merits:

The

their

A. C. Desisos

4

Co..

Mechanic

FMs M

>.

RlCBARDS A Co., Gardiner. Me.
A HoLLlSGSWORTH, Boston. Mas5.
HoLLrNGSWOETH A WHIT5ET.
S. D. Wabeex a Co.. Boston, Mass.
CiMPBELL. Hall a Co., Xew York City.
TiLEST'JS

Remington Paper Co.. Wateriown. N. Y.
HCDSON River Pclp -o.'d Paper Co.. Herkimer, X.
Rochester Paper Co.. Rochester. N. Y'.
SiAGAEA Falls Paper Co., Niacara Falla, S. Y.
JESSLT A Moobe, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mabtis Nixos,

For further particulars, information, itc, address as above.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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